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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES 

9.1 INTRODUCTION TO THE COMMENTS AND RESPONSES 

This Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR) contains the public and agency comments received 
during the public review period on the Sonoma Country Inn Draft EIR (Draft EIR).  This document 
has been prepared by the Sonoma County Permit and Resources Management Department, in 
accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). 

This Environmental Impact Report (EIR) is an informational document intended to disclose to the 
Sonoma County Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors, other decision makers, and the 
public the environmental consequences of approving and implementing the Sonoma Country Inn 
project. 

Sonoma County prepared and on May 1, 2003 circulated the Draft EIR on the proposed Sonoma 
Country Inn project. During the public review period from May 1, 2003 to June 23, 2003 and at the 
public hearing held by the Sonoma County Planning Commission on June 5, 2003, comments on the 
Draft EIR were solicited from governmental agencies and the public.  All written comments received 
during the 45-day public review period and comments received at the public hearing are addressed in 
this FEIR. 

This Final EIR consists of two volumes: the Response to Comments on the Draft EIR (this volume), 
and the Draft EIR of May 2003. 

The governmental agencies, organizations, and individuals who commented on the Draft EIR are 
contained herein (Section 9.2, Persons Commenting). 

Section 9.3 provides master responses that have been prepared for selected comment topics to provide 
a comprehensive analysis of major issues raised in multiple comments.   

Section 9.4 (Response to Comments) presents and responds to all comments on the Draft EIR and the 
project's environmental effects.  The original letters are reproduced, and comments are numbered for 
referencing with responses. Responses to individual comments raising significant environmental 
points are presented immediately after each comment letter. 

Comments received on the Draft EIR can generally be classified into one of three categories.  These 
categories are as follows: 

1.	 Project Merits / Process Comments -- These comments do not pertain to physical 
environmental issues but to the merits of the project or pertain to comments on the County's 
review process. These comments are included in this document although responses to these 
comments are not necessary.  Inclusion of these comments will make the commentor's views 
available to public officials who will make decisions about the project itself. 

2.	 Commentor Opinion -- These are comments from commentors which either support or disagree 
with the conclusions of specific information included in the Draft EIR.  Although a commentor 
may hold a different opinion than the information provided in the Draft EIR these comments do 
not, however, focus on the adequacy of Draft EIR.  Section 15151 of the State CEQA Guidelines 
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states that an EIR should be prepared with a sufficient degree of analysis to provide decision-
makers with information which enables them to make a decision which intelligently takes account 
of environmental consequences.  An evaluation of the environmental effects of a proposed project 
need not be exhaustive, but the sufficiency of an EIR is to be reviewed in the light of what is 
reasonably feasible.  Furthermore, disagreement among experts does not make an EIR 
inadequate, but the EIR should summarize the main points of disagreement among the experts. 

In light of section 15151 commentor's opinions are included in this document although responses 
to these comments are not necessary.  Inclusion of these comments will make the commentor's 
views available to public officials who will make decisions about the project itself.  Where 
appropriate, some additional explanatory information to help clarify information provided in the 
Draft EIR is provided. 

3.	 Questions Regarding Adequacy of Draft EIR  -- These are comments from commentors who 
question the adequacy of specific information in the Draft EIR.  Responses to individual 
comments requiring clarification of environmental issues regarding the Draft EIR are provided in 
this document. 

In some instances, text changes resulting from the comments and responses are recommended.  In 
these instances information that is to be deleted is crossed out, and information that is added is 
underlined. The text changes resulting from comments and responses have been incorporated in the 
original Draft EIR text, as indicated in the responses. 

Section 9.5 provides an errata sheet for the Draft EIR and a revised Chapter 2.0 Summary of 
Findings. 
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9.2 PERSONS COMMENTING 

Written Comments 

Comments on the Draft EIR were received from the following agencies, organizations, and 
individuals. Letters refer to the order of written comments and their accompanying responses. 

LOCAL AGENCIES 

1.	 Bob Uboldi, Kenwood Fire Protection District 
2. 	 James B. Downey, President, Altos Sonoma Corporation, Kenwood Village Water Company 
3.	 Philip Sales, Sonoma County Park Planning & Design Administrator 

STATE AGENCIES 

4. 	 Terry Roberts, Director, State Clearinghouse 
5. 	 Timothy C. Sable, District Branch Chief, California Department of Transportation 
6.	 Robert W. Floerke, Regional Manager Central Coast Region, California Department of Fish and 

Game (two letters dated June 17, 2003 and July 1, 2003) 
7. 	 William C. Norton, Executive Officer / APCO Bay Area Air Quality Management District 

ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS 

Sonoma Country Inn Project Applicant 

8.	 Stephen K. Bulter, Clement, Fitzpatrick & Kenworthy 
9. 	 Dalene Whitlock, W-Trans 
10. 	 James MacNair, MacNair & Associates 
11. Philip Greer, Wetlands Research Associates, Inc. 

12 James A. Reyff, Illingworth & Rodkin, Inc. 

13. 	 Miscellaneous Comments to the Sonoma Country Inn EIR 

Valley of the Moon Alliance 

14.	 Del Rydman, President, Valley of the Moon Alliance 
15. 	 Ernest L. Carpenter 
16. 	 Vicki A. Hill, Environmental Planning Associates 
17.	 N. Ruth Davis, P.E., TPG Consulting Incorporated 
18.	 George Ellman (two letters) 
19. 	 Rick McCartney, Senior Geologist, Mitchell Katzel, Senior Geomorphologist, ENTRIX, Inc. 
20. 	 Rochelle Campana, P.E. 
21.	 Allison Carolund Hargrave, Counsel for Valley of the Moon Alliance 
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Additional Organizations and Individuals 

22. Douglas S. Dempster 
23. Sam Guerrera 
24. Richard Koretz 
25. Ian Morrison 
26. Thelma Jorgensen 
27. Laurence G. Herman 
28. Karen Boness 
29. Mark Feichtmeir 
30. Darrell Carter O.D., Ph.D. 
31. Ellen Friedman 
32. Jean and Marc Helfman 
33. Tony Ghisla 
34. Ewing and Bonney Philbin 
35. Carol and Craig Smith 
36. Terry D. Harrison 
37. Steve and Andrea Perry 
38. Mary Dodson 
39. William M. Hoyt 
40 John Foster 
41. Kathy Pons 
42. Joanna Nuccio-Stockslager and L. Bryce Stockslager 
43. Jisho Warner and Joan Goldsmith 
44. Claire Sapiro 
45. Joan Finkle 
46. Jordan Greenberg 
47. Leanna L. Breese 
48. Monica Anne Menco 
49. Patricia Hansen (two letters) 
50. Velma Sims 
51. Cathey Palyo 
52. Kyle M. Fisher 
53. Carol Zeidman 
54. Karl A. Keener (two letters) 
55. Virginia Harper Harrison 
56. Glenn Dombeck 
57. Celeste Felciano 
58. Carol Vellutini - Sonoma County Committee Bay Area Ridge Trail Council (two letters) 
59. Jim Finn -- Sonoma Group Sierra Club 
60 John C. Meserve -- Horticultural Associates 
61. Rita J. Nicholas 
62. Patricia Duane 
63. Nigel Hall 
64. Frank Murphy 
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Public Hearing Comments 

On June 5, 2003 the Sonoma County Planning Commission held a public hearing on the Draft EIR.  At 
the June 19, 2003 Sonoma County Planning Commission meeting individual commissioners provided 
comments regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR. 

A. 	 Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Report for the Sonoma Country Inn taken at the 
hearing of June 5, 2003. 

B. 	 Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Report for the Sonoma County Inn taken at the 
meeting of June 19, 2003. 
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9.3 MASTER RESPONSES 

This section provides master responses that have been prepared for selected comment topics to provide 
a comprehensive analysis of major issues raised in multiple comments.  These master responses are 
referred to in the response to individual comments in Section 9.4.  These master responses cover  the 
following topics. 

x Master Response A -- Visual Simulation Methodology 

x Master Response B -- Additional Site Sections 

x Master Response C -- Review of Exhibits Submitted by John Delaplaine 

x Master Response D -- Tree Removal Estimates and Reassessment 

x Master Response E -- List of cumulative projects 

x Master Response F -- Cumulative Traffic Volumes 

x Master Response G -- State Route 12 Accident Data 

x Master Response H -- Description of Wastewater Treatment Plans 

x Master Response I -- Wastewater Treatment Operations 

x Master Response J -- Groundwater Level Information 

x Master Response K -- Cumulative Groundwater Resources Assessment 

Master Response A – Visual Simulation Methodology  

A number of commentors raised questions regarding the visual simulation methodology and the 
accuracy of the photosimulations. 

INTRODUCTION 

As part of the visual impact analysis of the proposed Sonoma Country Inn project, the appearance of 
the project, as proposed by the applicant, was photographically depicted through the preparation of 
visual simulations.  The visual simulations represent views toward the proposed project site from 
points on State Route 12 and Adobe Canyon Road.  These images were presented in the Draft EIR as 
Exhibits 5.8-5, 5.8-8 and 5.8-10.  The primary information used to prepare the visual simulations was 
contained in the project application package.  This information was made available to the EIR 
consultant team by the Sonoma County Permit and Resource Management Department May, 2002 and 
was explained and elaborated on by the applicant during a field meeting held June, 2002.  An 
architectural materials sample board was received directly from the applicant in June, 2002.  Updated 
information submitted by the project applicant, including revised cross-sections and finished floor 
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elevations was made available in May, 2003 and was incorporated in the visual simulations.  The 
following is a detailed description of the methodology used to prepare the visual simulations for the 
project. 

Vallier Design Associates was contracted as the EIR visual simulation specialist as part of the EIR 
consultant team.  The Vallier Design Associates visual simulation specialist has over 15 years of 
experience in preparing visual simulations as part of the environmental review process.  They have 
performed these services on more than 100 projects.  In addition to their technical expertise, Vallier 
Design Associates follows the most current industry standards and utilizes the most current computer 
hardware and software in preparing visual simulations. 

METHODOLOGY FOR CREATING VISUAL SIMULATIONS 

Determine Simulation Viewpoints and Shoot Baseline Photography 

As a starting point in preparing the visual simulations, Vallier Design Associates performed field 
reconnaissance and photo documentation of the project site and surrounding areas in May, 2002 to 
identify candidate viewpoints from which to simulate the proposed project.  Photographs documenting 
existing visual conditions were taken at that time.  State Route 12 and Adobe Canyon Road are the 
two main public roads in the area that provide views of the project site.  These roads are traveled by a 
large number of people including motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians.  In consultation with the 
Sonoma County PRMD staff, two locations on State Route 12 and one location on Adobe Canyon 
Road were selected as the viewpoints from which the visual simulation would be prepared.  Of the two 
points on State Route 12, one is immediately adjacent to the project site at the intersection of State 
Route 12 and Lawndale Road, and the other is west of Adobe Canyon Road (see Exhibit 5.8-1). 
Although there are additional points from which the project site can be seen, the three viewpoints that 
were selected and used represent the range of views toward the project site that are available to the 
public. This is consistent with the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). 
From each of these three points, images showing the existing view (pre-project) and simulated 
appearance of the proposed project were prepared (see Exhibits 5.8-5, 5.8-8 and 5.8-10). 

The view looking toward the proposed project site from each of the three selected viewpoints was then 
photographed. These baseline photographs were taken with a 35mm camera fitted with a 50mm lens. 
Color film was used.  The location of the camera and height (eye height) was accurately determined 
with the use of GPS equipment and recorded for each photograph.  This information was later used in 
developing matching views of a three-dimensional computer model of the proposed project.  Exhibit 
9-1 summarizes the data associated with each simulation viewpoint. 
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EXHIBIT 9-1 
VIEWPOINT DATA 

Viewpoint Location Time of Day Camera Lens Camera Viewpoint 
GPS Coordinates 

Eye Height 
Elevation 

SR 12 and Lawndale 
Road 
(Exhibit 5.8-4) 

11:00 a.m. 50MM N38.42945° 
W122.56417° 

458 feet 

Adobe Canyon Road 
(Exhibit 5.8-7) 

10:00 a.m. 50MM N38.42883° 
W122.55452° 

466 feet 

SR 12, West of 
Adobe Canyon Road 
(Exhibit 5.8-9) 

10:30 a.m. 50MM N38.42569° 
W122.55775° 

461 feet 

Note: All simulation baseline photographs were taken on May 9, 2002. 

Gather Information Describing the Project  

Chapter 3.0 Description of the Proposed Project identifies and explains the various aspects of the 
proposed project contained in the project application submitted to the Sonoma County PRMD by the 
applicant. The information contained in the project application was used to develop the visual 
simulations of the project.  Exhibit 3.0-7 shows the development plan for the proposed project and 
shows the location, arrangement, and footprint of all proposed buildings. The development plan also 
shows the location of vehicular access (roads), parking areas, and pedestrian paths.  Exhibit 3.0-12 
contains an elevation drawing that shows architectural concepts for the inn’s main house.  Exhibit 
3.0-13 shows architectural concepts for the guest cottages.  Information on exterior building materials 
and features included the following.  The specific materials, colors and textures were further defined in 
a materials sample board provided to Vallier Design Associates in June of 2002. 

x Roofs would be constructed of metal or slate tile 

x Typical walls would be plaster or stucco with a stone base 

x Timber trellises would be added above the windows of all buildings as part of the exterior 
architectural style 

The peak of the roof of the inn’s main house would be 35 feet above existing grade.  The peak of the 
roof of the guest cottages would be 30 feet or less above the existing grade.  Chimneys would extend 
higher than roof peak.  The inn’s main house would consist of a combination of one and two story 
buildings. There would also be a separate, single story pool/cabana/fitness building and a single story 
spa building. 

Exhibit 3.0-16 shows architectural concept for the winery.  Exterior building materials proposed by the 
project applicant include: 

x Roofs would be constructed of metal 

x Walls would be constructed of wood siding and stone 
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The highest peak of the roof of the winery would be 35 feet above existing grade.  However, a cupola 
would extend beyond the peak of the roof. 

Residential Lots 

No specific architectural plans or drawings for proposed private residential structures were provided. 
The development plan identified the individual residential parcels and building envelopes within the 
parcels, but did not show actual building footprints.   

Tree Removal – Initial Information 

During initial studies for the EIR, two field meetings at the project site were held in May and June, 
2002 to discuss the subject of tree removal and other aspects of the project.  The meeting was attended 
by the project applicant, the arborist and other consultants retained by the applicant, a representative of 
the County Department of Emergency Services (fire department), and the EIR visual simulation 
specialist. During this meeting, the areas where tree removal was proposed as part of the project were 
identified and inspected. These included places where paved surfaces (parking lots, access roads) and 
buildings were to be located.  In addition, the County Department of Emergency Services 
representative described fire safety needs with respect to tree and brush removal.  The removal applies 
to zones of varying size depending on slope surrounding proposed buildings and referred to as fire 
management areas.  In the fire management areas, thinning of trees (not complete removal) is required 
to reduce the risk of fire spreading rapidly.  The size of each fire management area varies from 50 to 
150 feet from the building, depending on the slope of the terrain.  An additional site visit was 
conducted in June 2002 to inspect areas on the site where representative tree thinning that meets the 
fire safety requirements had been completed.  The project applicant conducted this representative 
thinning on a couple of the residential lots as a demonstration.  

Tree Removal – Additional Information 

Subsequently, the applicant performed additional tree surveys of the project site in order to collect 
more specific information regarding tree removals.  This work occurred during the summer of 2003. 
No new areas of proposed tree removal were identified beyond those previously noted and described. 
This subsequent tree survey work was done to confirm and refine earlier estimates of the numbers of 
trees to be removed for construction of the proposed project, and to estimate the numbers of trees to be 
removed for fire safety purposes.  Please see Master Response D for a complete discussion of this 
issue. 

PREPARE VISUAL SIMULATIONS 

Construct 3D Computer Model 

To assure the proposed project was represented accurately in the visual simulations, a three-
dimensional Computer Aided Design (3D CAD) model was developed using AutoCAD® and related 
software. The 3D model included terrain and proposed buildings.  Using the building footprints as 
shown on the development plan for size and location, and the building height information contained in 
the application package, 3D models of the proposed buildings were developed.  The buildings were 
located in the model precisely as shown in the development plan and were set at the finished floor 
elevation given in the application package and the stated height as measured from peak of roof to 
existing ground elevation.  At a meeting in May 2003, the project applicant presented a refinement of 
the proposed inn buildings.  This information was in the form of a section drawing.  The information 
was incorporated into the 3D model to ensure the model was as current as possible. 
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Conceptual elevations or other drawings of the proposed residential structures (private homes on 11 
lots) were not available, nor were their footprints shown on the site plan.  Therefore, for the purposes 
of completing the model one generic, solid model structure was developed and used on all 11 
residential lots. This generic residential structure was sized at approximately 8,500 square feet of floor 
area. When placed in the overall site model on each of the 11 residential lots, the residential structure 
occupied most of the building envelopes shown on the development plan.  Since many of the lots are 
sloped, the generic model was tiered for placement on a sloping lot, with a 4/12 roof slope.  Building 
materials were assumed to be the same as for the inn and guest cottages; brown stucco walls and slate 
roof. 

Using AccuRender® software, textures representing the proposed building materials (wood, stucco, 
stone, etc.) and paint colors as stated in the application package were applied to the buildings in the 
model.  The software accurately renders the buildings with the specified textures and colors, 
duplicating the view angle, distance, lighting conditions, and time of year in the existing conditions 
photograph. 

Computer-generated views of the rendered model were then produced.  The views are produced by 
specifying the location in space of the viewpoint, viewing angle, and camera lens.  This information 
precisely matches that of the baseline photographs taken in the field.  The computer then generates a 
view of the model according to the specifications given.  Existing elements visible in the baseline 
photographs (not part of the proposed project) were included in the 3D model.  These elements were 
used as control points to fine tune registration of the model to the baseline photographs and assure 
accuracy.   

By viewing the model, it was clear that some parts of the proposed project would be visible from State 
Route 12 and Adobe Canyon Road while others would not. In particular, the residential lots with 
private homes are not visible due to view blockage by topography and the forest cover.  On the other 
hand, portions of the inn and guest cottages would be visible from State Route 12 and Adobe Canyon 
Road. The winery would be visible from State Route 12.  In these cases, views of proposed buildings 
are partially screened by intervening trees that stand in front of the buildings relative to State Route 
12. Without these trees, the project would be more exposed to view. 

Produce Simulated Images 

Digital versions of the baseline photographs taken in the field from each of the three study viewpoints 
were used in producing photo-realistic images of the project.  The computer-generated views of the 
rendered model were merged with these baseline photographs and accurately registered.  Digital image 
editing software (Adobe Photoshop®) was used to finalize the images and prepare them as exhibits for 
the Draft EIR. With the actual photographs of the site to provide the true visual context, the visual 
simulations accurately represent the mass, scale, density, and visibility of the project in a photo
realistic manner according to information provided by the project applicant.  They depict the materials, 
finished floor elevations, and maximum building heights for the inn/spa/restaurant and the winery as 
they will appear from the three study viewpoints after construction is 100 percent complete.  The 
visual simulations also represent the removal of trees, as stated by the project applicant, as accurately 
as possible. 

Story Poles 

In May 2003, the applicant installed two poles that marked the location of the proposed inn’s main 
house on the project site. The poles, which consisted of plastic irrigation pipe, were placed at points 
coinciding with mid-line of the inn’s main house, thus indicating the east and west ends of the 
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building.  This provided a means of visualizing the position and size of the proposed building from the 
three visual simulation viewpoints.  It also confirmed the presence of intervening trees that would 
partially screen the building from view. 

In July 2003, the applicant undertook a more rigorous installation of wooden story poles on the project 
site that mark the location, size, and maximum roof height of several proposed buildings including the 
winery, the inn’s main house, and eight of the proposed guest cottages that would be closest to State 
Route 12. Using survey data, the story poles were erected precisely at the points representing the ends 
of each building and coincident with the peak (ridge line) of each roof.  The height of the poles was set 
at the proposed maximum height at the peak of the roof.  The top end of each pole was marked with a 
fluorescent orange panel so as to be easily recognizable.  The story poles provided a positive means of 
identifying the location, size, and height of the buildings from the three photo-simulation viewpoints. 
The applicant performed additional tree surveys of the project site during the summer 2003 in order to 
confirm and refine earlier estimates of tree removals needed for construction and to develop estimates 
of tree removals necessary for fire safety purposes (see Master Response D for a discussion of tree 
removal estimates).  The survey included some of the trees that stand on the slope immediately in front 
of the inn’s main house and the row of guest cottages closest to State Route 12 which partially screen 
the project when viewed from State Route 12 and Adobe Canyon Road. 

Verify Accuracy of Photo Simulations 

After the story poles were erected in May and July 2003, copies of the visual simulations were taken 
to the field and examined while viewing the poles from the three simulation viewpoints.  During this 
field effort, the simulated images of the proposed buildings were directly compared to the position of 
the story poles that mark the actual proposed location, size, and height of the buildings, as seen from 
each of the three simulation viewpoints.  This exercise confirmed the accuracy of the visual 
simulations and demonstrated that the size, height, and positions of the buildings were correctly 
represented. Further, data from the July 2003 tree survey was used to model the trees in the area in 
front of the inn’s main house and guest cottages in order to check the extent of screening that the trees 
would actually provide. By comparing this model to the visual simulations, it was confirmed that the 
proposed buildings would be no more exposed than shown in the Draft EIR Exhibits 5.8-5, 5.8-8 and 
5.8-10. 

Master Response B -- Additional Site Sections 

In the Draft EIR a section of the site from the view from State Route 12 and Lawndale Road was 
presented (Exhibit 5.8-6). 

To assist in understanding the visual impact of the proposed project an exhibit showing a section of 
the project site from the view from Adobe Canyon Road and an exhibit showing a section of the site 
from State Route 12 west of Adobe Canyon Road were prepared.  Exhibit 9-2 shows the location of 
the two viewpoints and view direction selected for the site sections. 

Exhibit 9-3 shows the site’s relationship to Adobe Canyon Road and Exhibit 9-4 shows the site’s 
relationship to State Route 12 west of Adobe Canyon Road with regard to distance, topography, and 
tree covers. This helps explain why only a few portions of the project would be visible from these two 
viewpoints. 
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Source: Vallier Design Associates 



EXHIBIT 9-3 

ELEVATION -- ADOBE CANYON ROAD VISUAL SIMULATION VIEWPOINT 

Note: The arrow identifies both the simulation viewpoint locations and the view direction.  As illustrated 
in the exhibit, intervening development, such as trees and existing buildings, block views to the lower 
portion of the slope. Proposed development on the project site would be paritally screened by existing 
trees from the selected viewpoints. 

Source: Vallier Design Associates 



EXHIBIT 9-4 

ELEVATION -- STATE ROUTE 12 WEST OF ADOBE CANYON ROAD VISUAL SIMULATION VIEWPOINT 

Note: The arrow identifies both the simulation viewpoint locations and the view direction.  As illustrated 
in the exhibit, intervening development, such as trees and existing buildings, block views to the lower 
portion of the slope. Proposed development on the project site would be paritally screened by existing 
trees from the selected viewpoints. 

Source: Vallier Design Associates 
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The arrow identifies both the simulation viewpoint locations and view direction.  As illustrated in the 
exhibit, intervening development, such as trees and existing buildings block views to the lower portion 
of the slope.  Proposed development on the project site would be partially screened by existing trees 
from the selected viewpoints.  Views to the site from the specific individual viewpoints, as well as 
generally from SR 12, are above and between these existing off-site foreground and middle ground 
visual elements. 

Master Response C -- Review of Exhibits Submitted by John Delaplaine 

INTRODUCTION 

At the June 5, 2003 Sonoma County Planning Commission public hearing regarding the Sonoma 
Country Inn Draft EIR Mr. John Delapaine (Delaplaine Creative) on behalf of the Valley of the Moon 
Alliance made a presentation analyzing the visual impact of the proposed project.  The presentation 
consisted of graphics including still images and a video animation of what the proposed project entails.  
A copy of the information submitted by Delaplaine Creative is available for review at the Sonoma 
County Permit and Resource Management Department, 2550 Ventura Avenue, Santa Rosa, California 
95403. 

This master response provides an analysis of material prepared by Delaplaine Creative.  This peer 
review evaluates the methodology employed by Delaplaine Creative in developing the visual exhibits 
and examines the work in terms of its accuracy and realism as measured against current industry 
standards for visual simulations prepared in conjunction with formal environmental review.  Accuracy 
is examined in terms of building scale, color, location, tree removal, realism (depicting the project as it 
will actually appear when constructed) and the usefulness of the images in determining the project’s 
potential visual impact. 

CURRENT INDUSTRY STANDARDS FOR VISUAL SIMULATIONS  

For use in environmental review, acceptable industry standards dictate that visual simulations of 
proposed projects compare existing visual conditions (current visual conditions of the project site with 
some visual context) with the proposed project.  To avoid bias, visual simulations should be produced 
by an impartial, neutral party that possesses the necessary technical expertise.  Visual simulations must 
represent the proposed project as defined by information provided by the applicant.  To insure an 
accurate representation of the proposed project, visual simulations typically employ the use of three-
dimensional (3D) computer models developed using computer aided design (CAD) software 
(AutoCAD for example).  Information used to develop the 3D model typically includes topography, 
proposed grading, the proposed site plan, architecture plans (plan views, elevations of buildings), 
information about building materials, and proposed landscaping.  In order to be a useful analytical 
tool, visual simulations need to reflect, as closely as possible, what the eye actually sees in focus. 
When preparing simulations, camera lenses, print sizes, and viewing distances (distance from the 
printed image to the viewer’s eye), are coordinated to produce an image which will give realistic 
impressions of the proposed project’s potential visual impact. 
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PEER REVIEW METHODOLOGY 

The following steps were taken in performing the peer review of the Delaplaine Creative visual 
simulations. 

x The project data, assumptions, and methodology used to develop the exhibits (see Appendix A) 
were reviewed. 

x The accuracy and realism of the exhibits were compared to those presented in the Draft EIR. 
Using the 3D computer model prepared by Vallier Design Associates (the EIR visual analyst) in 
developing the Draft EIR visual simulations, computer plots representing perspective views were 
produced from points coinciding with each of the simulation viewpoints identified by Delaplaine 
Creative.  These plots were overlaid and registered with the Draft EIR visual simulations and 
examined for accuracy of building scale, placement, etc.  The exhibits were also reviewed for 
realism in depicting the proposed building materials and tree removal as indicated by the 
information submitted by the project applicant, and screening from existing trees located inside 
the project limits and in areas along or near the boundary of the project site. 

PEER REVIEW RESULTS 

Conformance with Current Industry Standards for Visual Simulations 

The visual exhibits prepared by Delaplaine Creative cannot be considered typical visual simulations as 
defined by current industry standards (see definition above) and do not conform to these standards. 
Rather, they represent illustrations created using computer three dimensional modeling and animation 
techniques. To that end, the exhibits are useful in graphically explaining certain aspects of the project, 
such as the general layout and arrangement of proposed development.  However, they do not measure 
the post project or simulated conditions against an accurate representation of the existing or baseline 
conditions and do not provide a photo realistic representation of the project or the surrounding area. 
Such exhibits are not considered adequate for assessing the full impact of a proposed project on visual 
resources. 

Delaplaine Creative, Methodology and Assumptions 

The simulation methodology and assumptions used by Delaplaine Creative to prepare the exhibits are 
in Appendix A.  The stated assumptions refer generally to project data made available by the applicant 
and contain no details with respect to building finished floor elevations, etc.  It is not possible to 
determine if correct data was used or to verify if available information was interpreted correctly. 

No geographic (survey) coordinates of simulation viewpoint are given, only a viewpoint map.  It is 
very difficult to evaluate the accuracy of the simulations without coordinate data for the viewpoints 
and actual baseline photography that perspective views of the computer model can be registered to.  It 
appears that the methodology used by Delaplaine does not insure accurate registration of the model to 
existing conditions. A copy of the 3D model developed by Delaplaine was not made available for this 
review (this was requested as an optional item and would have been helpful, but not critical). 

While not stated specifically in the assumptions, the simulations appear to assume clear cutting of all 
trees within the entire development area and beyond.  This is incorrect and is inconsistent with 
information supplied by the project applicant and with the project description in the Draft EIR. 
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The Delaplaine simulations assume the inn building is constructed entirely above ground, and not 
tiered into the slope as described in Chapter 3.0 of the Draft EIR.  Therefore, the buildings appear 
higher (at least one story) and more visible than described in the project description. 

Simulations depict a bright white exterior finish.  This is incorrect. Proposed building exteriors, as 
described in the Draft EIR, are a buff, light tan, or beige stucco material. 1 

Simulation Accuracy and Realism 

Existing visual conditions images -- No existing conditions baseline photography was used.  The 
images offered as ‘before’ conditions are instead simulated views of a 3D computer model.  As part of 
this peer review, these images were field checked for accuracy.  These ‘before’ images are incorrect in 
their depiction of existing visual conditions.  While the topography appears correct, trees located 
within the limits of the proposed project and trees on Hood Mountain and the surrounding hillsides are 
incorrectly illustrated.  As further discussed below, therefore, the basic visual context of the project is 
incorrect. Further, the ‘before’ images do not accurately represent foreground and middle ground 
visual elements of the scene including trees, buildings, roads fences, utility poles, etc.  The images 
therefore imply and illustrate a clear, unobstructed view from the viewpoint to the project site which is 
not the case. This is especially true of the animations.   

Existing tree screening -- Intervening trees which screen portions of the proposed project from view 
are not accurately portrayed in either the ‘before’ images or those representing the proposed project 
exhibits. As a consequence, the buildings illustrated in the exhibits appear more exposed than they 
would be when constructed. 

Use of zoom lens -- Most often, a 50mm lens (39 degree view angle) is used when it is expected the 
simulation will be reviewed as an eight-inch by ten-inch print and viewed from a distance of 
approximately 13 inches from the viewer’s eye – the most common size for environmental 
documents. 2  Wider view angles and camera lenses, require larger prints and greater viewing 
distances. It appears that the Delaplaine images represent views through a lens of relatively telephoto 
length, certainly longer than 50mm.  This overstates visual impacts by showing the project closer than 
it would actually appear with the unaided eye from the given viewpoint.  

3D Model - In general, the project elements in terms of their mass, scale, and location appear to be 
accurately shown.  However, the finished floor elevation used for the inn building appears too high. 

Building Materials and Colors -- The exterior color of buildings appears white.  This overstates the 
visual impact by inaccurately increasing the visibility of the buildings and their contrast with the 
surrounding landscape.  Instead, the buildings should be tan or beige stucco and rock with slate roofs, 
as described in the Draft EIR.  

1 Proposed building exterior materials, colors and textures were defined in a materials sample board provided to Vallier 
Design Associates (the EIR visual analyst) in June of 2002 by the applicant’s architect.  The date on the sample board is 
April 2002. 

2 Sheppard, S. R. J. PHD., Visual Simulation, A User’s Guide for Architects, Engineers, and Planners. (New York: Van 
Nostrand Reinhold, 1989) 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The graphic exhibits presented by Delaplaine Creative are not visual simulations as defined by current 
industry standards and are not considered adequate for use in a formal visual impact assessment.  The 
exhibits do not accurately illustrate the project or its potential visual impact because: 

x They make no comparison of the appearance of the proposed project with an accurate depiction 
of existing (pre-project) conditions, 

x They assume clear cutting of all on-site trees giving a vastly incorrect impression of the project’s 
visual exposure and visual impact,  

x They fail to include an accurate representation on the intervening (foreground and middle ground) 
visual conditions including tree screening,  

x They represent the view through a telephoto lens which overstates the size and mass of the project 
compared to what the unaided eye would actually see,  

x The elevation used to represent the inn building is not correct (it is too high), and 

x The color of the building materials used – white, is incorrect which overstates the visual 
dominance of the project and its contrast with the surrounding landscape. 

Master Response D – Tree Removal Estimates and Reassessment Information 

Considerable concern has been expressed over the anticipated tree removal associated with project 
implementation.  Section 5.6 Biological Resources provides a description of the habitat values and 
condition of the forest and woodland habitat on the site, together with the proposed approach to reduce 
the existing high to very high fire hazard rating and an assessment of the potential impacts of the 
project on vegetation and anticipated tree removal.  Section 5.8 Visual and Aesthetic Quality 
considered anticipated tree removal in determining the visibility of proposed structures and the 
potential visual impacts of the project on the surrounding viewshed. 

In response to the concerns over the total number of trees to be removed, it was determined that 
additional information on the size of individual trees and species composition of the forest cover was 
necessary to more accurately describe the existing forest habitat, confirm the anticipated impacts of the 
project on tree resources, and verify the potential visibility of proposed residences and structures. 

According to the original data supplied by the applicant’s arborist, at the present time there are 
approximately 21,000 total trees with trunk diameters of nine inches or greater on 183.27 acres of land 
within the woodland and forest habitat on the site. 3  This estimated total does not include saplings 
with stems (trunks) less than nine inches in diameter.  The estimate was developed by determining the 
density of trees per acre for different areas of the project site and applying these densities to the total 
acreage of the site.  The Sonoma County Tree Protection Ordinance (Code Section 26-88-101 (m)) 

3 Sonoma Country Inn (Graywood Ranch) – Arboricultural Evaluation Preliminary Recommendations, letter to Mr. 
Michael Morrison, Common Ground from James MacNair, MacNair and Associated, December 13, 2000. 
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regulates the removal of certain designated trees, including oaks, madrone, redwood, and California 
bay having a minimum trunk diameter of nine inches measures at 4.5 feet above grade.  Under the 
ordinance, these are referred to as “protected trees”.  Protected trees are to be replaced at a 1:1 ratio or 
proposed removal is not to exceed 50 percent of the protected trees on a site.  Douglas fir is not 
considered a protected tree species under this ordinance.  The estimated total number of trees on the 
site (21,000 trees) includes both the “protected” species and Douglas fir. 

As a means of refining information on proposed tree removal during preparation of the Draft EIR, a 
field meeting was held on the proposed project site in May 2002.  The meeting was attended by the 
certified arborist retained by the project applicant, a representative of the County Department of 
Emergency Services (fire department), and the EIR visual simulation specialist among others.  During 
the meeting, various areas of the project site were visited and locations were identified where tree 
removal was proposed.  These included places where paved surfaces (parking lots and access roads), 
buildings, and leach fields were to be located.  In addition, a County Department of Emergency 
Services representative described fire safety needs with respect to tree and brush removal in the 
vicinity of proposed buildings.  In these fire management areas, thinning of trees would be required to 
reduce the risk of a fire spreading rapidly. The size of the fire management area is dependent on the 
slope of the terrain. In flatter locations, the fire management area would extend 50 feet from 
buildings.  On steeper slopes, they would extend up to 150 feet from buildings. 4 

After the initial meeting, the project applicant performed representative thinning under supervision of 
their arborist and in accordance with the fire safety requirements in the vicinity of the proposed 
building envelopes on a few of the proposed residential lots to serve as a demonstration.  In June 2002 
another site visit was conducted, this time including an Emergency Services representative, to inspect 
these areas. From a visual perspective, it was apparent that the thinning process had cleared out the 
brush and much of the small, lower growing trees, but left nearly all of the larger trees.  This preserved 
the ability of the trees to screen future development and maintain some of the habitat values the larger 
trees provide wildlife while still reducing the fire hazard associated with existing conditions. 

Subsequent to circulation of the Draft EIR, the applicant’s arborist performed additional tree surveys 
of the project site during the summer 2003 in order to confirm and refine earlier estimates of tree 
removals needed for construction, develop estimates of tree removal necessary for fire safety purposes, 
estimate anticipated removal for trees with trunk diameters under nine inches, and collect additional 
data on tree size and species distribution. The EIR biologist (Environmental Collaborative) assisted to 
refine the arborist’s scope of work and completed a peer review of his methodology and conclusions. 
Initially, estimates of tree removal were made for all locations where tree removal would be required 
to accommodate proposed development, distinguishing between trees nine inches and greater and 
smaller trees down to a size of one to two inches in diameter.  These tree removal estimates were 
summarized in table form identifying the proposed development area, tree removal estimates for 
construction and fire management, source for the estimates, and detailed comments on procedures and 
findings. 5  A follow up survey was conducted by the applicant’s arborist to further refine data on tree 
size and species distribution, which was collected over a range of proposed building areas.  A letter 

4 See Vegetation Management Planning Requirements prepared by the County of Sonoma Department of Emergency 
Services for a more complete discussion of vegetation removal and management requirements for fire safety purposes.   

5 Sonoma Country Inn – Tree Removal Estimate Summary, MacNair and Associates, September 5, 2003, and Sonoma 
Country Inn – Tree Removal Estimate Summary (Trees <9”), MacNair and Associates, September 5, 2003.  
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report by the applicant’s arborist provides a summary of the updated tree removal estimates and its 
significance on tree resources, forest health, and fire hazard. 6 

Exhibit 9-5 shows where tree removal is proposed to occur on the project site.  Some adjustments were 
made in the location of building footprints on residential lots 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, and 11 in response to a 
combination of factors, including an attempt to avoid the ephemeral drainages that pass through the 
vicinity of residential lot 7. 7  However, tree density is relatively uniform across this portion of the 
site, and the adjusted building footprint locations are not expected to affect total tree removal 
estimates.  Tree removal estimates were tabulated into a condensed form and presented in Exhibit 9-6. 
Additional information regarding the tree removal estimates is provided in Appendix B.  The affected 
areas where tree removal would occur are identified as: 

x Buildings and building envelopes, roads, and parking lots where 100 percent of the area would be 
cleared, and 

x Fire Management Areas where thinning would be accomplished by removing brush and some 
trees (mostly smaller trees) but leaving most of the larger trees, especially oaks and large 
evergreens. 

6 Sonoma Country Inn: Response to Horticultural Associates Letter Regarding DEIR Comments on Potential Tree 
Impacts, letter to Ms. Melinda Grosch, Sonoma County Permit and Resource Management Department from James 
MacNair, MacNair and Associates, September 29, 2003. 

7 Building envelope locations, driveways and limits of fire management areas shown in Exhibit 9-5 are intended for 
conceptual purposes only and would be refined during further review of the project application to ensure consistency with 
specific mitigation measures and any conditions of approval for the project.  This would include avoidance of ephemeral 
drainages, maintenance of opportunities for wildlife movement across the mid to upper elevations of the site, and 
protection of larger trees to the extent feasible. 
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EXHIBIT 9-6 
TREE REMOVAL ESTIMATES 

Fire Management Tree Removal 
Estimate 

Construction Tree Removal 
Estimate 

Greater than or 
equal to nine 

inches in 
diameter 

Less than nine 
inches in 
diameter 

Greater than or 
equal to nine 

inches in 
diameter 

Less than nine 
inches in 
diameter 

Building 
Envelopes 

136 335 183 118 

Inn/Spa Building 15 60 83 70 

Guest Units 103 193 84 60 

Winery Building 0 0 15 15 

Parking Lots 0 0 318 268 

Leach Fields 0 0 83 120 

Roadways/Lot 
Access Roads 

0 0 364 567 

Subtotal 254 588 1,130 1,218 
Total 842 2,348 

Source:  Graywood Ranch LP (Project Applicant) 

The refined tree data updates the original estimates, summarized above, made by the applicant’s 
arborist in 2000, 8 and provides additional information on anticipated removal of trees with trunk 
diameters under nine inches as well as size class and species distribution estimates for portions of the 
site. The refined tree removal data indicates that an estimated 1,130 trees with trunk diameters of nine 
inches or greater would be removed for the purposes of constructing all components of the proposed 
project, including residences on private lots, the inn and spa buildings, guest cottages, winery 
buildings, leach fields, parking lots, roadways, and lot access roads.  In addition, it is estimated that 
254 trees with trunks nine inches or greater in diameter would be removed within fire safety zones 
surrounding buildings.  This equals a total of 1,384 trees with trunks nine inches or greater in 
diameter, or approximately six and one-half percent of the approximately 21,000 trees that now exist 
on the site. 

As indicated in Exhibit 9-6, an estimated 1,218 trees with trunks less than nine inches in diameter 
would be removed for the purposes of constructing all components of the proposed project, including 
residences on private lots, the inn and spa buildings, guest cottages, winery buildings, leach fields, 
parking lots, roadways, and lot access roads.  In addition, it is estimated that 588 trees with trunks less 
than nine inches in diameter would be removed within fire safety zones surrounding buildings.  This 

Sonoma Country Inn (Graywood Ranch) – Arboricultural Evaluation Preliminary Recommendation, letter to Mr. Michael 
Morrison, Common Ground from James MacNair, MacNair and Associated, December 13, 2000. 
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equals a total of 1,806 trees under nine inches in diameter to be removed by proposed development 
and fire safety clearing. 

Information on tree size and species to be removed was collected by the applicant’s arborist during the 
summer 2003 for selected locations, and serves as an indication of anticipated removal for all trees on 
the site. Trees growing within the proposed building footprint of the inn, winery/trailhead parking lot 
area (10,000 square feet), and building envelopes on residential lots 4, 5, 6 and 8 were evaluated and 
tree species and trunk sizes recorded.  Exhibit 9-7 provides a summary of the data collected on the 412 
trees growing in these areas of the site. 

EXHIBIT 9-7 
TREE REMOVAL SIZE CLASS AND SPECIES DISTRIBUTION ESTIMATES 

Trunk Size Classification Date of Sampled Area 
Trunk Size Classification Percent of Trees Removed 

<9” 59% (245 trees) 

9”-12” 23% (96 trees) 

13”-18” 11% (45 trees) 

19”-24” 4% (16 trees) 

25”-36” 2% (7 trees) 

>36” 1% (3 trees) 

Species Data of Sample Area 
Tree Species Percent of Trees Removed 

Douglas fir 35% (144 trees) 

Madrone 38% (156 trees) 

California bay 1% (4 trees) 

Live oak 22% (90 trees) 

Valley oak 3% (11 trees) 

Black oak 1% (6 trees) 

Oregon white oak <1% (1 tree) 

Source:  Graywood Ranch LP (Project Applicant) and Environmental Collaborative 

The results of the size class and species distribution estimates support the assertion by the applicant’s 
arborist that the majority of the trees to be removed are of post-fire age and relatively young.  The site 
was severely burned in the mid 1900s and a large portion of the vegetation is post-fire, early 
successional trees and understory shrubs.  An estimated 59 percent of the trees are less than nine 
inches in diameter, and over 97 percent are less than 25 inches in diameter.  Only one percent 
comprise trees with trunk diameters over 36 inches.  The results of the species distribution estimates 
indicate that approximately 96 percent comprise evergreen species, and less than five percent are 
deciduous oak species; over 95 percent of the trees are evergreen species with no loss of visual 
screening function during the winter months.  The survey locations provide a valid cross-sectional 
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perspective of the property within the proposed construction zone.  The upper areas dominated by 
chaparral were not included in the survey as these areas are generally outside the proposed limits of 
construction. 

In total, 3,190 trees (including those greater than nine inches in diameter and less than nine inches in 
diameter) would be removed from areas where development is proposed or where fire management 
treatment would be required.  In his assessment of September 2003, the applicant’s arborist incorrectly 
estimated that the anticipated tree removal constitutes approximately 15 percent of the total trees on 
the site, when in fact the tree removal is most likely closer to the less than seven percent estimate 
determined earlier for trees with trunk greater than nine inches.  While no estimate of the total number 
of trees with trunk diameters less than nine inches was made, it is likely that the ratio of trees within 
and outside the limits of proposed improvements can be extrapolated over the entire forest cover given 
the varied condition in the proposed development areas.   

It should be noted that the above estimates for tree removal includes Douglas fir, which is not 
recognized as a “protected tree” species under the Sonoma County Tree Protection Ordinance.  Given 
that Douglas fir comprises a large percentage of the trees to be removed form the areas sampled on the 
site (35 percent in Exhibit 9-7), the actual percentage of trees to be removed which meet the criteria as 
a “protected tree” under the County’s Ordinance is even less than the estimated six and one half 
percent of all trees greater than nine inches diameter. 

Based on the size class and species distribution estimates, roughly 97 percent of trees to be removed 
are less than 25 inches in diameter and less than five percent are deciduous oak species.  The size class 
and species information indicates that most of the trees to be removed are part of a relatively early 
successional response by the forest to a severe burn in the mid 1900s.  Fire suppression has prevented 
a natural process of periodic thinning of smaller trees and the site has received little subsequent 
vegetation management since the severe burn, leading to the high number of saplings, trees of smaller 
size classes, and dense understory cover of shrubs.  When fuel loads accumulate and conditions are 
right, wildfires can move into the tree canopy and reach temperatures which kill the existing 
vegetation, having a significant effect on the forest and woodland habitat of an area.  As noted on page 
5.6-14 of the Draft EIR, the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) has expressed concern 
over the fire hazard posed by existing vegetation and concurs that the proposed fire thinning plan for 
understory chaparral and select trees would reduce this hazard with probably minimal effect on 
wildlife. These concerns and the acceptability of the proposed vegetation management plan were 
reiterated by the CDFG in their letter of July 1, 2003 to the Sonoma County Permit and Resource 
Management Department commenting on the Draft EIR (see Comment Letter 6).  

A discussion of the vegetation management issues related to the project is provided on page 5.6-14 of 
the Draft EIR, and the impacts of tree removal are addressed under Impacts 5.6-1, 5.6-2, and 5.6-4 of 
the Biological Resources section of the Draft EIR.  The most detailed assessment of tree removal is 
provided under Impact 5.6-4, Wildlife Habitat and Connectivity Impacts, on pages 5.6-24 through 28 
of the Draft EIR.  The discussion and analysis acknowledges the magnitude of the proposed tree 
removal estimates, the erroneous conclusion by the applicant’s arborist that it represents 
approximately 15 percent of the total number of trees on the site, and the current threats to the forest 
due to the high to very high fire hazard rating and potential for another severe burn.  The Draft EIR 
acknowledges that most of the affected forest habitat is not considered a sensitive natural community 
by the California Natural Diversity Data Base, that most of the site would remain undeveloped, and 
that the proposed Vegetation Management Plan for the site would adequately address most of the 
issues related to tree protection and removal mitigation, fire hazard management, weed control, and 
erosion control. 
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Based on the revised tree assessment information, the discussion on page 5.6-25 of the Draft EIR 
regarding estimated tree loss should be revised.  The total number of trees to be removed is 
overestimated based on the original criteria of trees nine inches or greater in diameter and the estimate 
of approximately 15 percent is more than twice the revised tree removal estimate of six and one half 
percent. In response to this updated tree removal information, the discussion in the second paragraph 
on page 5.6-25 of the Draft EIR is revised as follows: 

A precise estimate count of the total number of protectedtrees having a trunk diameter of nine 
inches or more to be removed by the project is not possible, but may be close to the number would 
be substantially less than the average range originally identified by MA or about 1,384 rather than 
3,000 trees. This would represent approximately 15 six and one half percent of the total number 
of larger trees estimated on the site,. Revised tree removal estimates indicate that an estimated 
1,806 trees with trunk diameters fewer than nine inches would also be removed, for a total tree 
removal estimate of 3,190 trees.  The total number of trees anticipated for removal is well below 
the threshold identified in the Sonoma County Tree Ordinance, but it would still represent a 
significant loss of tree resources and the woodland and forest habitat…” 

The approach to mitigating the impacts of tree removal on forest habitat defined in the Draft EIR 
involves 1) expanding and refining the basic avoidance and protection measures outlined in the 
proposed Vegetation Management Plan; 2) specifying areas where tree removal is to be minimized and 
replacement plantings encouraged; 3) ensuring permanent protection of the majority of the woodland 
and forest cover on the site; and 4) providing feasible replacement plantings which would actually 
enhance important habitat values while at the same time not contributing to already high fire hazard 
and overly dense tree cover.  Mitigation Measures 5.6-4(a), (b), and (c) provide details on the overall 
approach to minimizing the loss of woodland and forest habitat on the site. 

The removal of over 3,000 trees, regardless of size, may appear excessive, but must be considered in 
the context of the total number of trees on the site and habitat values, existing fire hazard and threat to 
the long-term health of the forest, the County standard used to evaluate impacts on tree resources, and 
opportunities to further mitigate impacts while allowing reasonable use of the site.  The total tree 
removal estimate of six and one half percent of the trees on the site is well below the 50 percent 
threshold specified in the County’s Tree Protection Ordinance.  The percentage of trees to be removed 
which meet the criteria as a “protected tree” under the County Ordinance is even less than six and one 
half percent as this estimate includes the removal of Douglas fir, which is not a protected tree species 
but is one of the more abundant species on the site.  Most of the trees appear to be present on the site 
as a combined response to a severe fire in the mid 1900s, the subsequent suppression of wildfires, and 
lack of thinning and management through natural and man-made activities. 

As the majority of trees to be removed are smaller trees in an excessively dense forested habitat, there 
is no environmentally sound reason for replacing all trees on a one to one basis or some other 
replacement ratio for all affected trees.  Tree regeneration is clearly not a problem throughout the 
forest habitat on the site, and will continue after project implementation, even with some active 
management intervention.  Considering that there is no sound reason for requiring a specific ratio of 
replacement plantings, a reasonable approach to mitigating the effect of tree removal would be to plant 
trees in available areas where the plantings would be most effective in enhancing wildlife habitat. 
This can best be done by planting native trees in the oak tree preserves, the riparian preserve, along 
Graywood Creek, and on graded slopes where tree planting would not conflict with fire management 
and grassland habitat management restrictions, as required by Mitigation Measure 5.6-4(c).  It is 
estimated that approximately 500 trees could be planted in these areas.  Mitigation Measure 5.6-4(c) 
has been revised as indicated below to specify a minimum planting standard.  The collective measures 
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addressing tree removal and loss of forest habitat, including preservation of most of the existing forest 
habitat (over 19,500 trees with trunk diameters nine inches or greater) would serve to adequately 
mitigate potential impacts of the project on tree resources and forest habitat. 

Mitigation Measure 5.6-4(c)  Revise the Vegetation Management Plan called for in 
Mitigation Measures 5.6-2(b) and 5.6-4(b) to provide a program addressing the loss of trees. 
The enhancement program shall incorporate recommendations in Mitigation Measure 5.6-4(a) 
to avoid tree resources to the greatest extent possible and provide for replacement plantings in 
the Oak Tree Preserves, the Riparian Preserve along Graywood Creek, and on grading graded 
slopes where tree planting would not conflict with fire management and grassland habitat 
management restrictions.  A minimum of 500 liner-size native trees shall be planted as part of 
the replacement planting program.  The program shall include provisions for ensuring that 
they are established, such as watering during the dry season for a minimum of three years after 
planting.  The enhancement program shall also include provisions for long-term management 
of tree resources on the site, including areas to be designated as preserves or permanent open 
space to improve the health of forest and woodland cover and reduce the potential for 
devastating wildfires. 

Master Response E -- List of Cumulative Projects 

Several commentors (for example see comments 14-7 and 23-5) stated that the list of cumulative 
projects in the Draft EIR was substantially understated.  The State CEQA Guidelines authorizes a lead 
agency to limit its analysis of probable future projects to those which are planned or which have had 
an application made at the time the Notice of Preparation (NOP) is released for review.  This is a 
reasonable point in time at which to begin the cumulative impact analysis.   

As described in Section 3.3 Cumulative Development Assumptions the list of cumulative projects 
included 12 projects in the vicinity of the project site at the time Sonoma County issued the NOP to 
prepare the Draft EIR for the proposed project (May 2, 2002).   

In discussing cumulative impacts the State CEQA Guidelines state that the discussion of cumulative 
impacts must reflect their severity and likelihood of occurring, but the discussion need not be as 
detailed as the discussion of a project’s direct effects.  The discussion should focus on the cumulative 
impacts to which the identified other projects contribute rather than the attribute of the other projects 
which do not contribute to the cumulative impact.  For example, if another project contributes only to 
the cumulative water supply problem, its impacts on air quality need not be discussed. During the 
preparation of the cumulative lists for the Draft EIR County staff determined for traffic and circulation 
impacts the area of impact to be studied extended from the south end of Kenwood (Warm Springs 
Road vicinity) to the east side of Santa Rosa (Oakmont area). 

In response to these comments County staff reviewed the lists of other projects in the vicinity of the 
project site provided by several commentors to determine the accuracy of the list of cumulative 
projects in the Draft EIR.  In addition, County staff reviewed County files to insure that all potential 
cumulative projects in the vicinity of the project site were reviewed.  In total, an additional 16 projects 
were reviewed: 

x Stone Gate Subdivision -- This project is within the Santa Rosa city limits at 6050 Sonoma 
Highway near Melita Road.  The project is currently on hold following Planning Commission 
review pending resolution of issues related to affordable housing. Twenty-nine single family 
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dwellings, two duplexes and a mobile home would be rezoned and subdivided to separate existing 
houses into separate lots and to create eight new parcels.  The issue concerns removal of the 
mobile home and one house, and conversion of rentals to ownership units.  Traffic is not 
perceived as significant in the environmental document.  This project was not included on the list 
of cumulative projects in the Draft EIR because County staff was not aware of it at the time the 
NOP was released, and because it is located beyond Pythian Road, the boundary of the “impact 
area” identified by County staff for cumulative projects.  The majority of trips generated are 
expected to travel towards Santa Rosa and have a minimal impact on State Route 12 near the 
project location. 

x	 Ledson Winery and Event Center -- At the time the NOP was released this was an existing 
project, therefore it is already included in the baseline. 

x	 Juvenile Justice Center / Valley of the Moon Children’s Home -- At the time the NOP was 
released these projects were determined to be replacements which would not have cumulative 
impacts with the proposed project.  However, these projects do generate new traffic, and they 
have been added to the list of cumulative projects. 

x	 Community School -- This project is a replacement of an existing school at the same site as the 
Juvenile Justice Center / Valley of the Moon Children’s Home.  The Initial Study for the 
Community School states that there would be no traffic impacts.  At the time the NOP was 
released it was determined that this project would not contribute to cumulative impacts with the 
proposed project. 

x	 Orchards at  Oakmont Subdivision -- The list of cumulative projects in the EIR includes 
analysis of a proposed 140 single family units at State Route 12 and Pythian Road, on the west 
side near Oakmont.  Since the NOP was released the project was revised to increase the proposed 
number of homes to 165.  This project’s additional 25 units were not included as they were added 
after release of the NOP. 

x	 Hood Mountain Park Plan -- Sonoma County anticipates studying the impacts of a new trailhead 
off of Pythian Road during the next year and one-half separately from the general plan process for 
Sugarloaf Ridge State Park. At this time, no estimations of visitor use and traffic impact from the 
Park expansion are available. The existing master plan is from 1974.  At the time the NOP was 
released there was no proposed project, therefore, this project was not added to the list of 
cumulative projects. 

x	 Hood Mansion Restoration -- Sonoma County Architect Division is the owner of the Hood 
Mansion. Funds have recently become available to do restoration work on this historic site which 
at present does not have any regular hours of operation.  It is possible that in the future there 
could be tourist use of this site. At the time the NOP was released there was no proposed project, 
therefore, this project was not added to the list of cumulative projects.  

x	 Sugarloaf Ridge State Park General Plan -- California State Parks is in the process of updating 
the Master Plan for the Sugarloaf Ridge State Park.  The plan includes three alternatives, which 
were revealed in April, 2003 after the release of the NOP.  The alternatives include centralized 
and decentralized expansion options, with varied levels of development intensity.  The most 
intense alternative could more than double the annual number of visitors in the long term. The 
plan includes acquisition of 1,300 acres from the Beltane Ranch. This project was not included 
because a specific proposal has not been developed yet. 
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x Kenwood Wedding Center -- At the time the NOP was released this was an existing project. 
The wedding center is located at 9250 State Route 12 in Kenwood.  A use permit (UP95-405) was 
issued for a one-room bed and breakfast with incidental weddings on October 31, 1995 and it is 
already included in the baseline. 

x Darius Anderson Subdivision -- This is a proposed subdivision to divide 75.26 acres into three 
parcels located east of the Kenwood Inn on State Route 12.  No traffic studies have been required 
for this project. The application was received on September 9, 2003 after the issuance of the 
NOP. A pre-application conference for a winery proposal on this site was held in 2002 but at the 
time the NOP was released no application had been received.  Therefore, this project was not 
added to the list of cumulative projects 

x Deerfield Ranch Winery -- A proposed use permit for a 45,000 case annual production capacity 
winery with bottling, storage, retail sales and 20 special events per year with approximately 250 
guests per event, located between Kenwood Restaurant and Wildwood Nursery on State Route 
12. The application was received on June 3, 2002 after the issuance of the NOP.  Therefore, this 
project was not added to the list of cumulative projects. 

x Mayo Winery -- This project is located at 13180 State Route 12 (APN 053-120-015). This 
project was not included in the list of cumulative projects because it was outside the section of 
State Route 12 between Oakmont Drive and Kenwood Inn that was identified as the primary 
impact area.  The application was received June 21, 2001.  The project opened this summer.  This 
project was not added to the list of cumulative projects. 

x Two Hotel Proposals / Bed and Breakfast Expansions 

Wolf House Hotel in downtown Glen Ellen -- Application received in late 2002.  An EIR will 
be prepared for the project. 

Chauvet Hotel has been in the permit process for over five years, first as a condo development 
where the map lapsed before recording, then as a hotel application which was pending receipt 
of a traffic study.  Now the applicant is revising the project description to request a condo 
development again. 

An expansion of the Glen Ellen Inn was recently approved to add four units to an existing two 
unit bed and breakfast inn.  The application was received in 2000. 

An expansion of Gaige house Inn from 15 to 23 units was recently approved with a concurrent 
General Plan amendment/zone change to Recreation. 

Each of these four projects is on sewer and water.  Also, they were not included in the list of 
cumulative projects because they are outside the section of State Route 12 between Oakmont 
Drive and Kenwood Inn that was identified as the primary impact area.   

Based on the above information it was determined that the two projects on the County site at Pythian 
Road (Los Guilicos) (the Valley of the Moon Children’s’ Home and Juvenile Justice Center) should 
have been on the list of cumulative projects.  Therefore, the list of cumulative projects in chapter 3.0 
of the Draft EIR is revised to read as follows: 
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3.3 CUMULATIVE DEVELOPMENT ASSUMPTIONS 

This EIR assesses the effects of implementing the proposed project under existing environmental 
conditions and under anticipated future "cumulative" conditions.  Cumulative impacts are defined 
by CEQA to include impacts of little or no consequence when taken alone but which when 
combined with expected environmental conditions would have a significant effect.  The list of 
cumulative projects includes 12 projects that are approved, under review, or under construction, 
or are reasonably expected to be proposed in the vicinity of the site at the time Sonoma County 
issued the Notice of Preparation to prepare a Draft EIR for the proposed project.  The list of 
projects is presented below and the approximate locations of cumulative projects are shown in 
Exhibit 3.0-19. 

x Annadel Vineyards Partners – Use permit for a 50,000 cases per year winery with tasting, 
tours and retail sales by appointment only.  Winery would be developed in two phases and 
includes the construction of a 20,000 square foot winery and up to 16,000 square feet of caves. 
The property is located at 6545 State Route 12, Santa Rosa.  

x Mobius Painter Winery – Use permit for a 150,000 cases per year winery with public tours, 
tasting and retail sales.  Tasting room hours are 10:00 AM to 4:30 PM on weekends and holidays 
and 10:00AM to 4:00 PM on weekdays.  The property is located at 6705 State Route 12, at the 
intersection of State Route 12 and Oakmont Drive. 

x Landmark Winery – Use permit to increase the annual production capacity to 35,000 cases 
per year at an existing winery with no new construction, and to allow for 13 special events per 
year (including weddings) with 50 guests maximum per event with no outdoor amplified music. 
The property is located at 8211 State Route 12, and 101 and 205 Adobe Canyon Road. 

x Blackstone Winery  (St. Francis Winery former site) – Use permit to expand production 
capacity at an existing winery from 14,000 cases/year to 125,000 cases/year and to permit up to 
ten special events/year for up to 200 persons per event.  The project site is located at 8450 State 
Route 12. 

x St. Francis Winery & Vineyards – Use permit for 35 special events per year at an existing 
winery on 82.0 acres.  Maximum attendance at each event would be 200 persons.  The property is 
located at 500, 550 and 100 Pythian Road. 

x Chateau St. Jean Winery – Use permit to authorize an increase in annual production capacity 
from 250,000 cases to 750,000 cases annually and associated remodeling of the existing winery 
facility.  The property is located at 8555 State Route 12 and 843 St. Jean Court 

x Chateau St. Jean Winery – Use permit to allow 24 events per year with 50 to 450 guests and 
six events per year with 451 to 2,000 people per yearguests per event. The property is located at 
8555 State Route 12 and 843 St. Jean Court. 

x Korbel (Kenwood Winery) – Use permit to increase the maximum annual production at an 
existing winery from 125,000 cases to 500,000 cases.  The only construction would be the 
addition of ten tanks directly adjacent to the existing tanks behind the winery.  The majority of 
the barrel and case good storage would be moved off site.  The property is located at 9592 State 
Route 12. 
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x Kenwood Inn --- Use permit to allow for the expansion of the Kenwood Inn from 12 to 36 
guest units (24 additional guest units) and a registration/reception/meal area to be contained in six 
buildings totaling 13,630 square feet.  The property is located at 10400 and 10401 State Route 12. 

x Las Ventanas Sonoma –The proposed project is a 98-room resort and spa (for guest use 
only) with a 180-seat restaurant.  The project site is immediately west of the existing Chateau St. 
Jean Winery on State Route 12.  The project would be located on a 27-acre portion of the site. 
The project would include 25 guest cottages, a restaurant/reception building, a spa building and a 
housekeeping/maintenance building.  Guest parking would be located in a single parking area. 

x Oakmont Planned Community -- 140 single family units at State Route 12 and Pythian 
Road, on the west side near Oakmont (in the City of San Rosa).  These are proposed as a part of 
the Oakmont Planned Community, a senior citizen community. 

x Graywood Ranch Subdivision – This project proposes six parcels on the westerly 290 acres 
of the 476-acre Graywood Ranch.  Four residences and one second unit currently exist on the 290 
acres, and the subdivision would permit three additional residential units to be constructed on 
newly proposed vacant parcels.  One parcel (Lot 4) would contain two homes and the second 
units, for a total of seven residential units on the western portion of the Graywood Ranch property 
(not counting second units).  Access to the seven residential units (on six lots) from State Route 
12 would be via the main access road proposed to serve the Sonoma Country Inn. 

x Los Guilucos Juvenile Hall Replacement Project / Valley of the Moon Children’s Home 
Replacement Project -- The Sonoma County Department of General Services proposes to 
replace the existing 120-bed Los Guilucos Juvenile Hall facility and support buildings with a new 
140-bed facility and associated support buildings.  The replacement facility would be constructed 
in a different location on the same parcel.  

The Sonoma County Department of General Services proposes to build a new Valley of the Moon 
Children’s Home and Redwood Children’s Center in a vacant area just west of the existing 
facility.  The new facility would be approximately 46,000 square feet, divided into two buildings; 
one building will provide living, dining, and food services, the second building will provide space 
for administrative and medical and mental health services as well as the Redwood Children’s 
Center. 

Sonoma County prepared a Mitigated Negative Declaration for the Los Guilucos Juvenile Hall 
Replacement Project 9 and the Valley of the Moon Children’s Home Replacement Project. 10  Based 
on the Negative Declarations prepared for these two projects both projects have been examined to 
determine if either would contribute to cumulative conditions described in the Draft EIR. 

Both projects were determined to have either no impact or less than significant impacts on agricultural 
resources. Neither project was determined to have conflicts with adjacent or nearby agricultural 

9 Revised Mitigated Negative Declaration / Initial Study and Mitigation Monitoring Program with Project Modification 
Los Guilucos Juvenile Hall Replacement Project, Sonoma County Permit and Resource Management Department, PCAS 
#4158, November 2002. 

10	 Mitigated Negative Declaration  / Initial Study and Mitigation Monitoring Program Valley of the Moon Children’s Home 
Replacement Project, Sonoma County Permit and Resource Management Department, PCAS #4244, November 2002. 
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operations. Therefore, neither project would contribute to cumulative compatibility with adjacent land 
use impacts. 

Cumulative traffic impacts due to the inclusion of the Los Guilucos Juvenile Hall Replacement Project 
and the Valley of the Moon Children’s Home Replacement Project are discussed in Master Response 
F. 

The Los Guilucos Juvenile Hall Replacement Project was determined to have no impact on the 
existing drainage pattern of the site or area.  The Valley of the Moon Children’s Home would have 
less than significant impacts on the existing drainage pattern of the site or area and would not 
contribute to downstream flooding problems with the incorporation of the recommended mitigation 
measures. Neither project would contribute to cumulative hydrology and water quality impacts. 

In regard to wastewater disposal both projects would be connected to either the Santa Rosa 
Subregional Wastewater Treatment Plant or the Oakmont Treatment Plant. Thus, neither project 
would contribute to the cumulative impacts from wastewater treatment and disposal discussed for the 
Sonoma Country Inn project. 

Both projects will be supplied municipal water by the City of Santa Rosa and will not withdraw 
groundwater at the site.  Therefore, neither project would contribute to cumulative water supply 
impacts. 

In regard to biological resources it was determined that both projects may have a biotic impact if 
surplus soils were not properly disposed of.  With incorporation of mitigation measures this impact 
was determined to be less than significant.  Los Guilucos Juvenile Hall Replacement Project could 
impact small wetland features on the site if a proposed stormdrain was constructed through these 
features.  With incorporation of a mitigation measure requiring avoidance of these features this impact 
was determined to be less than significant.  Also, the Los Guilucos Juvenile Hall Replacement Project 
would result in the removal of approximately 22 trees.  These trees are various sizes and consist of 
Monterey pine, madrone, coast live, valley and black oaks.  A mitigation measure will require the 
planting of three native trees for each tree removed with a dbh of four inches or greater.  The 
replacement trees will be planted on-site.  With implementation of the mitigation measures neither 
project would contribute to cumulative biological impacts. 

In regard to light pollution both projects were acknowledged to result in a new source of light.  The 
Los Guilucos Juvenile Hall Replacement Project was determined to have less-than-significant impacts 
in this area and the Valley of the Moon Children’s Home was determined to have less-than-significant 
impacts with mitigation measures.  Project lighting would however, be visible form State Route 12 
and thus these projects would contribute to the significant cumulative light pollution impact identified 
in the EIR. 

In regard to air quality it was determined that neither project would have a cumulative effect on ozone 
because neither project would generate significant level of new traffic which would result in new 
emissions of ozone precursors and there would be no long-term effect on PM10. 

In regard to noise, due to the distance of these projects from the Sonoma Country Inn project site 
neither project would contribute to a long term cumulative increase in ambient noise.   
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Master Response F -- Cumulative Traffic Volumes 

Several commentors stated that the list of cumulative projects in the Draft EIR was not complete (see 
also Master Response E).  The concern expressed by commentors was that the Draft EIR understates 
cumulative impacts because this list of projects was not complete. This master response discusses the 
method used in the Draft EIR to predict future traffic and provides additional analysis of cumulative 
impacts using an expanded project list.   

CEQA REQUIREMENTS 

The State CEQA Guidelines do not specify the method of determining cumulative traffic volumes: 
however in practice they are generally derived from: 

x a local or regional traffic model,  

x a list of cumulative projects; or  

x a projection based on historical growth in traffic; or 

x a combination of the above.  

There is no local or regional traffic model that is suitable for preparing the cumulative traffic volumes 
needed for this EIR. Sonoma County is presently updating its county-wide traffic model as part of an 
update to the General Plan. When that update is complete, the county-wide traffic model will be 
suitable for use in EIRs. However, the model is not yet available for this use.  

A list of cumulative projects was developed for the Draft EIR (see pages 2.0-35 and 36 and Master 
Response E). This list was used to predict special event traffic, and the Draft EIR used the list to 
develop a worst-case scenario for cumulative special event traffic.  However, the list was not 
considered useful for predicting year 2012 traffic.  The County has accurate information only for near-
term projects; specifically those projects for which applications have been submitted.  Consequently, 
traffic projections made using a list of projects would be accurate for only a few years into the future. 
To make traffic projections for 2012 using the project list method, it would be necessary to speculate 
on the location and traffic generation characteristics of future projects.  For this reason, the project list 
approach was not considered a suitable means of predicting year 2012 traffic for this project. 

Instead, the Draft EIR used the traffic growth over the last ten years to predict the growth for the next 
ten years.  This approach is appropriate for this project because growth in the recent past is likely to be 
similar to growth in the near future.  Traffic growth over the last ten years reflects an increase in 
ambient traffic resulting from population growth as well as increased traffic resulting from new 
wineries and special events at wineries.  The next ten years are likely to bring additional applications 
for wineries and special events that are generally similar to those recently approved and currently 
being considered. 

A description of the methodology used in the Draft EIR to predict traffic volumes for the 2005 and 
2012 horizon years is given below.  Following that is a comparison of the Draft EIR traffic projections 
with projections made using an expanded project list. 
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DRAFT EIR TRAFFIC PROJECTIONS 

As stated in the Draft EIR, the expected ambient (Base Case) year 2005 and 2012 traffic volumes for 
each horizon year for each of the three peak traffic hours were developed using recent historical 
growth rates for traffic along State Route 12 between the north end of Sonoma Valley (near Glen 
Ellen) and Santa Rosa.  Ten years of Caltrans State Route 12 traffic data (1992 - 2002) were reviewed 
to determine growth rates along the highway.  The data included volumes at monitoring stations 
located on State Route 12 at Los Alamos Road, Adobe Canyon Road, Warm Springs Road, and 
Arnold Drive. Data was also provided by the County, mostly consisting of 24-hour hose counts 
conducted for proposed developments with access along State Route 12.  Rates were found to vary 
year to year, season to season, and location to location.  Just south of Adobe Road Caltrans counts 
show a three percent increase per year over the seven years from 1992 to 1999; 11 seasonal 
comparisons at State Route 12/Arnold Drive (westbound) reveal a Sunday in September being 3.2 
percent higher than a Sunday in May, and (eastbound) a Sunday in August being 2.8 percent higher 
than a Sunday in May.  Since some locations showed peak hour growth rates ranging from one percent 
up to three percent, a conservative three percent per year growth rate was selected for the near-term 
(2005) horizon year.  This growth rate would include non-special event traffic from all new housing, 
wineries and facilities planned along State Route 12 as well as regional growth in tourist traffic 
(primarily on weekends) and commute traffic (primarily on weekdays). As stated in the Draft EIR, a 
reduced rate for the ten year projection was considered appropriate because the three percent per year 
growth rate was found to be high for some sections of the roadway, and considered unlikely to be 
sustained throughout the study area over the 2002 - 2012 time period.  A growth rate of 2.4 percent per 
year was projected from year 2002 to 2012. 

TRAFFIC PROJECTIONS USING A PROJECT LIST 

In response to comments on the completeness and adequacy of the cumulative analysis in the Draft 
EIR, additional analyses have been completed.  To determine whether a project list would result in 
changed traffic levels an expanded cumulative project list was developed that includes the 12 projects 
identified in the Draft EIR and 16 additional projects identified by commentors (see Master Response 
E). The expanded list was used to develop traffic projections for2005 and 2012, and the new 
projections were compared to the projections in the Draft EIR that were based on historical traffic 
growth. 

Exhibit 9-8 shows the Friday PM peak hour trip generation for the expanded project list.  The trips 
were distributed to State Route 12, and the resultant Friday PM peak hour volumes are shown in 
Exhibits 9-9 and 9-10.  For purposes of comparison, the volumes used in the Draft EIR are also shown 
on these exhibits. Comparing the new cumulative traffic volumes with the corresponding Draft EIR 
volumes, it can be seen that in all cases the Draft EIR predicted higher volumes on State Route 12. 
For example, Exhibit 9-9 shows that the Draft EIR traffic projections for 2005 were from eight percent 
to 36 percent higher in the vicinity of the project; Exhibit 9-10 shows the Draft EIR projections for 
2012 to be substantially (in some cases over 100 percent) higher. 

The Draft EIR predictions for most of the side roads were generally similar to the projections made 
using the list method, except at the intersections with Pythian and Adobe Canyon. 

11 Caltrans count data were provided to the EIR consultants at this count station for a seven year period (not ten years). 
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EXHIBIT 9-8 
FRIDAY PM COMMUTE PEAK HOUR  PROJECT TRIP GENERATION FOR YEARS 2005 and 2012 PLANNING HORIZONS 
FOR EXPANDED CUMULATIVE PROJECT LIST 

Project Notes Size PM Peak Hour Trips 

Inbound Outbound 

Rate Volume Rate Volume 

YEAR 2005 

Stone Gate Subdivision Trip Generation 
Source: ITE Trip 
Generation, 1997 

8 SF Residences .65 5 .36 3 

Ledson Winery and Event 
Center 

Existing facility 
NO NEW TRIPS 

- -

Community School  Replacement of 
Existing School - NO 
NEW TRIPS 

- -

Hood Mountain Park Plan estimates of visitor 
use 

2 6 

Hood Mansion Restoration estimates of visitor 
use 

2 6 

Kenwood Wedding Center Existing facility NO 
NEW TRIPS 

- -

Darius Anderson 
Subdivision 

Trip Generation 
Source: ITE Trip 
Generation, 1997 

3 SF homes  .65 2 .36 1 



  

 

  

   

 

  

 
 

 
 

 

EXHIBIT 9-8 (continued) 
FRIDAY PM COMMUTE PEAK HOUR  PROJECT TRIP GENERATION FOR YEARS 2005 and 2012 PLANNING HORIZONS 
FOR EXPANDED CUMULATIVE PROJECT LIST 

Deerfield Ranch Winery Source: traffic study 
on file at Sonoma 
County 

New 45,000 case 
winery &20 special 

events per year 
source: traffic 
study on file at 
Sonoma County 

* 2 * 26 

Mayo Winery Source: traffic study 
on file at Sonoma 
County

 * 0 * 9 

Chauvet Hotel Site Source: ITE Trip 
Generation, 1997 

6 new 
condominiums 

.36 2 .18 1 

Glen Ellen Inn Expansion from two 
rooms to six rooms 
Source: ITE Trip 
Generation, 1997 

4 new rooms  .32 1 .29 1 

Gaige House Inn Expansion from 15 to 
23 units 
Source: ITE Trip 
Generation, 1997 

8 new rooms .32 3 .29 1 

Juvenile Justice Center Source: Initial Study 
with traffic data 

expansion of 
existing facility 

* 0 * 15 

Valley of the Moon 
Children=s Home 

Source: Initial Study 
with traffic data 

expansion of 
existing facility 

* 11 * 34 

Orchards at Oakmont 
Subdivision 

new senior 
subdivision 

165 senior units .15 25 .12 20 



  

   

 

  

 

  

 
   

EXHIBIT 9-8 (continued) 
FRIDAY PM COMMUTE PEAK HOUR  PROJECT TRIP GENERATION FOR YEARS 2005 and 2012 PLANNING HORIZONS 
FOR EXPANDED CUMULATIVE PROJECT LIST 

Annadel Vineyards new winery no retail 
on-site 

New winery
 50,000 cases 

* 12 * 20 

Mobius Painter Winery Source: Initial Study 
with traffic data 

New winery 
150,000 cases 

tours, tasting, sales 
10 AM to 4 PM 

* 11 * 18 

weekdays 

Landmark Winery winery expansion 
Source of Trip 
Generation data: 
interview with 

expand from __ 
cases to 35,000 
cases per year  

1 

2 

owner/operator 

Blackstone Winery (former 
St Francis) 

winery expansion 
and events 
application winery 
expansion Source of 
Trip Generation data: 
interview with 

expand from 
14,000 cases to 

125,000 cases per 
year plus special 

events

 1 2 

owner/operator 

St Francis Winery & events application - -
Vineyards  only 



 

 

  

  

  

  

EXHIBIT 9-8 (continued) 
FRIDAY PM COMMUTE PEAK HOUR  PROJECT TRIP GENERATION FOR YEARS 2005 and 2012 PLANNING HORIZONS 
FOR EXPANDED CUMULATIVE PROJECT LIST 

Chateau St. Jean Winery 
Expansion 

winery expansion 
and events 
application winery 
expansion Source of 
Trip Generation data: 
interview with 

expand from 
250,000 cases to 

750,000 cases per 
year plus special 

events

 1 2 

owner/operator 

Korbel (Kenwood Winery) winery expansion 
Source of Trip 
Generation data: 
interview with 
owner/operator 

expand from 
125,000 cases to 

500,000 cases per 
year 

1 

2 

Kenwood Inn Expansion Traffic Study on file 
with County 

24 new units * 8 * 7 

Graywood Ranch 
Subdivision 

Trip Generation 
Source: ITE Trip 
Generation, 1997 

3 SF units .65 2 .36 1 

Total Year 2005 92 177 



   

  

EXHIBIT 9-8 (continued) 
FRIDAY PM COMMUTE PEAK HOUR  PROJECT TRIP GENERATION FOR YEARS 2005 and 2012 PLANNING HORIZONS 
FOR EXPANDED CUMULATIVE PROJECT LIST 

YEAR 2012 

Wolf House Hotel Trip Generation 
Source: ITE Trip 
Generation, 1997 

.32 

21 .29 19 

Sugarloaf Ridge State Park estimated trips based 2 6 
General Plan upon Initial Study for 

State Parks (in 
progress) 

Las Ventanas Sonoma estimates of visitor 98 room resort, * 55 * 36 
use spa, 180 seat 

restaurant 

Total Year 2012 78 61 

* Trip Generation based upon traffic study on file with Sonoma County PRMD 
Project List Source: County of Sonoma PRMD 
Trip Rate Source: Trip Generation, 6th Edition by the Institute of Transportation Engineers, 1997, or as noted. 
Compiled by: Crane Transportation Group 



EXHIBIT 9-9 

YEAR 2005 CUMULATIVE TRAFFIC VOLUME INCREMENT DETERMINED ON A PROJECT-BY

PROJECT BASIS FOR EXPANDED CUMULATIVE PROJECT LIST COMPARED TO DEIR 

FRIDAY PM PEAK HOUR VOLUMES 

NORTH 
Not To Scale 
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1 
52 

1 
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01 
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w
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Rd

0 0 

0 
56 

52 

0 

Adobe Canyon Rd
12 

SONOMA COUNTRY INN
 Project Access 

0 58 

55 
0 

0 
0

 1
 1

 52  1 

56 

55 

1 
7 

2
55 

KENWOOD 

To 
Santa Rosa 

To 
Sonoma 

* 

* 

* 

* * 
* 
* 

* 
* * 

* 
* 

- No Volume Shown in DEIR at this Location - Year 2005 Cumulative Traffic Volume Increment
 based on a 3% Growth Factor (as presented in the DEIR)

- Year 2005 Cumulative Traffic Volume Increment
 Based on Project-by-Project Trip Generation and
 Distribution (all projects listed in the public hearing) 

Source: Crane Transportation Group



EXHIBIT 9-10 

YEAR 2012 CUMULATIVE TRAFFIC VOLUME INCREMENT DETERMINED ON A PROJECT-BY

PROJECT BASIS FOR EXPANDED CUMULATIVE PROJECT LIST COMPARED TO DEIR 

FRIDAY PM PEAK HOUR VOLUMES 
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3
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KENWOOD 

To 
Santa Rosa 

To 
Sonoma 
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* 

* 
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* 

- No Volume in DEIR Shown at this Location - Year 2012 Cumulative Traffic Volume Increment
 based on a 2.4% Growth Factor (as presented in the DEIR)

- Year 2012 Cumulative Traffic Volume Increment
 Based on Project-by-Project Trip Generation and
 Distribution (all projects listed in the public hearing) 

Source: Crane Transportation Group



 
 

 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

                                                     

  

9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

Pythian Road The Draft EIR projections for traffic entering and exiting Pythian Road from State 
Route 12 are lower than the projections using the expanded project list.  The Valley of the Moon 
Children’s Home, the Juvenile Justice Center, and the increased number of units in the Orchards at 
Oakmont subdivision will generate more traffic than the amount predicted by the percentage increase 
method used in the Draft EIR.  The level of service calculations for this intersection have been done 
again using the new projections. Exhibit 9-11 provides a comparison between years 2005 and 2012 
with base case volumes determined by use of a growth rate (as presented in the Draft EIR) and on a 
project-by-project basis.  As shown in Exhibit 9-11, with either method of determining future base 
case traffic volumes, the intersection level of service would remain acceptable (at or better than LOS 
B) for all analyzed time periods.  Accordingly, the Draft EIR’s conclusions about the Pythian 
intersection are not affected by the revised calculations.  The intersection, which is already signalized, 
will continue to operate at an acceptable level of service with or without the project. 

Adobe Canyon Road The Draft EIR projections for year 2012 traffic entering and exiting Adobe 
Canyon Road from State Route 12 are too low because the proposed expansion of Sugarloaf State Park 
will generate more traffic than the amount predicted by the percentage increase method used in the 
Draft EIR. The level of service calculations have been done again using the new projections and 
recalculated consistent with modeling assumptions described in Response to Comment 9-1.  Exhibit 9
11 provides a comparison between years 2005 and 2012 with base case volumes determined by use of 
a growth rate (as presented in the Draft EIR) and on a project-by-project basis.  As shown in Exhibit 9
11 for Friday PM peak hour, with either method of determining future traffic volumes the intersection 
level of service remains acceptable (at or better than LOS D). Based on Caltrans staff communications 
with PRMD staff, it is concluded that the Draft EIR overstated impacts at this intersection.  See 
Response to Comment 9-1 for a discussion of the revised impacts at this intersection. 

The new projections for the Pythian Road and Adobe Canyon Road intersections have no effect on 
other traffic impacts described in the Draft EIR. As noted above, the Draft EIR traffic projections for 
State Route 12 were in all cases higher than the projections that would result from the project list 
method. The percentage increase method used in the Draft EIR is a conservative approach, and, with 
the exception of the two intersections noted above, is more likely to overstate impacts than it is to 
understate them.  No other changes to the impact analysis are necessary to account for cumulative 
traffic. 

TRAFFIC VOLUMES WITH SPECIAL EVENTS 

The EIR traffic analysis evaluated State Route 12 roadway and intersection operating conditions 
during the Sunday afternoon peak traffic hour should average size special events be scheduled at 
Sonoma Country Inn and all other nearby existing or proposed wineries or facilities (as allowed by use 
permit).  This is a very conservative approach to analysis, as it is unlikely that all facilities having 
permits or currently requesting permits for special events would do so concurrently (i.e., same time of 
day on a Sunday).  The analysis further assumed peak inbound and outbound traffic flow would occur 
at the same time for each facility (also a deliberately very conservative assumption), then overlaid 
these flows on a system operating at a peak time period on a weekend. 12  Determination of event size 
was provided through extensive research and interview efforts by County staff (i.e., file searches for 

12 Analysis was conducted for Sunday afternoon event conditions only with all facilities assumed to have peak inbound 
flows from 11:30 AM to 12:30 PM and peak outbound flows from 3:30 to 4:30 PM. 
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EXHIBIT 9-11 
REVISED INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE FRIDAY 5:00 – 6:00 PM – PYTHIAN ROAD/SR12 and ADOBE CANYON ROAD/SR12 

Intersection 

Existing 
(Summer 

2002) 

Year 2005 Year 2012 

Base Case 

Base Case + 
Project 

(w/o Special 
Event) 

Base Case + 
Project 

+Project 
Average Size 
Special Event Base Case 

Base Case + 
Project 

(w/o Special 
Event) 

Base Case + 
Project 

+Project 
Average Size 
Special Event 

SR 12/Pythian Rd. A-5.7 a 
A-6.3 b 

A-7.6 c 

A-6.4 

A-7.8 

A-6.5 

A-7.9 

A-7.6 

A-8.4 

A-7.8 

A-8.6 

A-8.0 

A-8.8 

SR 12/Adobe Canyon 
Rd C-23.7/B-10.4d 

D-25.5/B-10.7e 

D-25.9/B-10.7f 

C-25.9/B-10.8 

D-26.3/B-10.7 

D-26.0/B-10.8 

D-26.5/B-10.8 

D-29.9/B-11.5 

D-30.3/B-11.3 

D-30.5/B-11.6 

D-30.8/B-11.4 

D-30.7/B-11.6 

D-30.9/B-11.4 

a Signalized level of service– control delay (in seconds). 
b Signalized level of service– control delay (in seconds).  Base Case determined on a project-by-project basis (see Master Response F). 

Signalized level of service– control delay (in seconds).  Base Case determined by growth rate, with volumes added at Pythian Road due to additional cumulative projects (see Master 
Response F). 
d Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). SR 12 eastbound left turn to Adobe Canyon Road/ Adobe Canyon Road southbound left turn to 

SR 12. 
e Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). SR 12 eastbound left turn to Adobe Canyon Road/ Adobe Canyon Road southbound left turn to 

SR 12. Base Case determined on a project-by-project basis (see Master Response F). 
f Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). SR 12 eastbound left turn to Adobe Canyon Road/ Adobe Canyon Road southbound left turn to SR 
12. Base Case determined by growth rate, with volumes added at Pythian Road due to additional cumulative projects (see Master Response F). 
Sources: Year 2000 Highway Capacity Manual Operations Methodology & Crane Transportation Group 



 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

 
 

 

9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

permitted size of event and interviews with operators of facilities having permits or applying for 
permits to hold special events). 

Based upon information provided by County staff, existing, approved or proposed facilities were 
identified near Sonoma Country Inn that could have special events.  They included the Sonoma Flower 
Company, proposed new Mobius Painter Winery, Ledson Winery, St. Francis Winery, Sonoma 
Country Inn (Project), Landmark Winery, Chateau St. Jean Winery, Blackstone Winery (formerly St 
Francis Winery), Las Ventanas Resort, Korbel (Kenwood Winery). The only additional event traffic 
that would be associated with the expanded project list would be associated with the Deerfield Winery.  
The Draft EIR already identifies significant impacts from cumulative events.  Re-analysis with an 
additional event would increase traffic volumes along SR 12 but would not result in identification of 
new impacts or change the language of the mitigation measure provided in the Draft EIR.  As stated 
above, the analysis presented in the Draft EIR was very conservative, assuming that all events would 
occur on the same day and release their traffic during the same hour.  Adding more events (such as 
traffic exiting the Deerfield Winery) would not result in identification of new impacts and would only 
add to the already very conservative analysis.   

Master Response G -- State Route 12 Accident Data 

A number of commentors raised questions regarding the number of automobile accidents and overall 
safety on State Route 12.  This master response is based upon analysis of the California Highway 
Patrol Collision Data Summary: Sonoma County, State Route 12 from Warm Springs Road to 
Oakmont Drive, 1993 to 2003. 

On June 18, 2003, County staff requested accident data from the California Highway Patrol (CHP) for 
State Route 12 in Sonoma County between Post Mile 21.50 (the approximate location of Pythian Road 
and Post Mile 27.03 (Warm Springs Road) for the years 1993 to 2003.  On June 30, 2003, Bev Christ, 
Data Coordinator of the CHP Information Services Unit, provided an 82 page listing of collisions on 
State Route 12 between milepost markers 21.50 and 27.03 for the years 1993 to 2003. 

Data provided for years 1992, 2002 and 2003 are incomplete.  Analysis of the CHP data for years 
1993 to 2001 indicates that during this eight year period the total number of collisions in the 
designated stretch of State Route 12 (approximately 5.5 miles) is 348, including 187 collisions in 
which property damage only (PDO) occurred; 153 collisions in which injuries (I) occurred; and 7 
collisions in which fatalities (F) occurred.  

Exhibit 9-12 shows State Route 12 divided into four segments with 2001 annual totals of collisions 
(including PDOs, Injuries, and Fatalities indicated) for each section.  For more detailed information 
and for information for other years, see Appendix C in which each collision is detailed individually for 
years 1993 to 2003.  Individual collisions are listed by year, month and day.  Locations of the 
collisions are designated relative to the various streets crossing State Route 12, occurring either east 
(e) or west (w) of the specific cross street, or at the actual intersection (I) of the cross street.  The 
Primary Collision Factor is indicated (unsafe speed, improper turn, following too close, driver fell 
asleep, alcohol or drug use, etc.).  The type of collision is specified (sideswipe, rear end, head-on, 
etc.). The severity of the collision is listed (PDO, Injury, or Fatal), and any unusual road condition is 
also included. 
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SUMMARY OF 2001 ACCIDENT DATA OAKMONT DRIVE TO WARM SPRINGS ROAD
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

Exhibit 9-13 provides accident rates per million vehicle miles (MVM) traveled.  This type of analysis 
requires an average annual traffic volume (AADT) from Caltrans.  Caltrans’ Adobe Canyon Road 
monitoring location provides yearly AADTs east and west of the State Route 12 Adobe Canyon Road 
intersection. Thus, determination was made of the accident rate per million vehicle miles traveled for 
two roadway segments:  Lawndale Road to Adobe Canyon Road, and Adobe Canyon Road to Warm 
Springs Road. Accident data comparisons to statewide and countywide accident rates are provided for 
years 1999, 2000 and 2001.  

1999 -- Analysis shows that for the year 1999 the Sonoma County accident rate for two-lane rural 
roads was 1.24 accidents per million vehicle miles (MVM) traveled, while the statewide average for a 
two-lane major road was 1.16 accidents/MVM in rural conditions and 1.80 accidents/MVM in 
suburban conditions. During the same year State Route 12 between Lawndale Road and Adobe 
Canyon Road had an accident rate of 1.61 and between Adobe Road and Warm Springs Road the 1999 
accident rate was 3.67.  The 1999 rate for the Lawndale to Adobe Road segment exceeds the 
countywide rate and the statewide rate for rural two-lane major roads, and the Adobe to Warm 
Springs Road segment exceeds the countywide rate and statewide rate for two-lane major roads for 
both rural and suburban conditions.  

2000 -- Analysis shows that for the year 2000 State Route 12 between Lawndale Road and Adobe 
Canyon Road had an accident rate of 1.88 and between Adobe Road and Warm Springs Road the 1999 
accident rate was 3.32.  The 2000 rate for the Lawndale to Adobe Road segment substantially exceeds 
the 1999 County average rate and State average rates for rural and suburban two-lane major roads, and 
the Adobe to Warm Springs Road segment exceeds the County average rate and State Average rate for 
two-lane major roads for both rural and suburban conditions.  

2001  Analysis shows that for the year 2001 State Route 12 between Lawndale Road and Adobe 
Canyon Road had an accident rate of 1.34 and between Adobe Road and Warm Springs Road the 2001 
accident rate was 2.62.  The 2001 rate for the Lawndale to Adobe Road segment exceeds the 1999 
County average rate and State average rate for rural two-lane major roads, and the Adobe to Warm 
Springs Road segment exceeds the County average rate and State Average rate for two-lane major 
roads for both rural and suburban conditions.  

IMPACT OF ADDITIONS OF PROJECT TRAFFIC TO STATE ROUTE 12 

The project would result in additional traffic on a roadway already experiencing accident rates about 
the County and State averages.  For example, on SR 12 just east of the project access, the project with 
an average size special event in progress would increase traffic volumes by 1.5 percent during the 
2012 Friday PM peak hour and by 1.7 percent during the 2012 Sunday PM peak hour. However, 
neither the County nor the State (Caltrans) has established a standard for determining whether an 
incremental increase in traffic on such a roadway causes a significant traffic safety impact, nor does 
Appendix G to the State CEQA Guidelines identify an increase in traffic on a roadway experiencing 
higher than average accident rates as an environmental factor that should be analyzed in an EIR.  As a 
result, this impact is not typically analyzed; instead, the impact analysis generally is focused on 
impacts related to road and intersection capacity or specific road deficiencies or safety hazards that 
would be caused by a project.  This EIR includes a detailed discussion of capacity-related impacts of 
the project and also safety impacts related to the intersection of its driveway with the State highway. 
Regarding safety impacts, the applicant has proposed to improve the project driveway and add a left 
turn lane and other frontage improvements.  These have been reviewed by Caltrans, and revised as 
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EXHIBIT 9-13 
ACCIDENT RATES ON SR 12 EAST AND WEST OF ADOBE CANYON ROAD   

Roadway Segment 
Distance 
(miles) 1999 2000 2001 

1999-2001 
Average 

State Route 12 
(Lawndale Rd – Adobe Canyon Rd) 0.57 

- Total Accidents 6 7 5 6.0 
Accident Rates  

(accidents per million vehicle miles) 1.61 1.88 1.34 1.61 

State Route 12 
(Adobe Canyon Rd –Warm Springs 

Rd) 
0.91 

- Total Accidents 21 19 15 18.3 

Accident Rates  
(accidents per million vehicle miles 

3.67 3.32 2.62 3.20 

Sonoma County Average: 2-lane rural roads 1.24 
Statewide Average: 2-lane rural roads 1.16 

Statewide Average: 2-lane suburban roads 1.80 

Sources:Crane Transportation Group, using data from California Highway Patrol, 2003; Caltrans 1999 Accident Data on 
California State Highways.   



 

 

  

 
 

 

  

 

 
 

                                                     

  

9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
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described in the Response to Comment 5-10. With these revised frontage improvements the proposed 
project would not create new safety hazards on the State highway. 

OTHER SAFETY ISSUES RAISED IN THE PUBLIC HEARING AND COMMENT LETTERS  

Several issues were raised concerning design of the project access driveway, including turning lane 
design on SR 12 and proximity of the proposed access intersection to the SR 12/Lawndale Road 
intersection. Other questions raised concerned vehicles exiting the project driveway possibly 
conflicting with vehicles making left turns from Lawndale, and the increased hazard from alcohol 
consumption at winery events.  Responses to these questions are provided in this document as specific 
responses to numbered comments, and are also grouped below as safety concerns raised during the 
public review period. 

SR 12/Project Access Driveway Design Issues 

In early communications with the applicant, Caltrans staff suggested aligning the project access 
directly opposite Lawndale Road, however, Caltrans’ comment letter 5 states that the applicant may 
determine the location of the intersection (whether opposite Lawndale or at a 300-foot distance from 
Lawndale). Caltrans requires that all proposed improvements at the project access driveway be 
designed to the Department’s design standards found in Caltrans’ Highway Design Manual. Caltrans’ 
staff expressed concerns regarding the applicant’s proposed right turn deceleration lane, and the 
applicant responded by eliminating the deceleration lane and replacing it with a 150-foot transition 
lane (see Exhibit 9-14).  Following Caltrans advice, the redesigned access intersection schematic 
drawing cites “intersection design tapers per Highway Design Manual Figure 405.7”.  Caltrans 
responded with a letter dated September 23, 2003 stating that the schematic drawing is adequate, 
“except it should include 8-foot (2.4-meter) shoulders throughout the project limits, which are required 
by the Department’s design standards.  Design of the proposed left-turn lane from southbound 
[eastbound] SR12 to the project driveway, and other design details will be finalized during the 
encroachment permit phase.” 13 

One commentor asked whether Caltrans would consider provision of a westbound left turn lane at 
Lawndale Road that would continue as a center two-way turn lane between Lawndale Road and the 
Sonoma Country Inn project access driveway.  Two-way left turn lanes are normally installed in areas 
where there are multiple driveway entrances to the highway.  Such lanes have the benefit of providing 
a refuge for vehicles making left turns both into and out of minor streets, however, on highways with 
vehicle speeds of 50 to 60 miles per hour (such as SR 12) center turn lanes are sometimes used (i.e., 
misused) by high speed through traffic as passing lanes.  The current proposal does not include 
provision of a center two-way turn lane between the project access driveway and Lawndale Road 
because there are not many driveways on that section of the highway.   

Alcohol Consumption at the Proposed Winery and Potential for Increased Accidents on SR 12 

Concerns have been expressed regarding alcohol consumption at the proposed winery and restaurant 
and whether this would increase accidents on SR 12.  Review of ten years of accident data provided by 
CHP reveal 43 accidents out of a total 102 accidents with alcohol listed as a causative factor within the 
SR 12 roadway segment between Warm Springs Road and Pythian Road.  The CHP does not maintain 

13 Timothy Sable, District Branch Chief, Department of Transportation. 
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comparative statistics for alcohol-related accidents on two lane state highways, and so a meaningful 
comparison of this segment of road cannot be made with similar segments.  The accident data does not 
provide information that relates specific facilities, such as wineries or bars, to specific accidents.  It is 
not possible to use this information to analyze the incremental effects of adding a new facility that 
serves alcoholic beverages to similar existing facilities along a highway corridor. 

The State regulates the safe use of alcohol.  Similar to all other facilities, the proposed new winery and 
restaurant will be required to obtain a State license to serve alcohol and to comply with all regulations 
governing sale and serving of alcohol. 

Master Response H – Description of Wastewater Treatment Plans 

In response to comments on the Draft EIR, the applicant has made changes to and clarified the 
wastewater disposal plan and water use rates, as described in the revised project description. The 
applicant provided a revised wastewater disposal system schematic diagram for both the 
inn/spa/restaurant (see Exhibit 9-15) and winery/event pavilion (see Exhibit 9-16) systems. Changes 
to the inn/spa/restaurant system include: 

Reduction of peak graywater flows at Spa   The initial estimates of spa wastewater generation were 
calculated prior to the development of a spa layout or operation plan.  The principle component of the 
previous estimate (5,400 gpd) assumed 12 refills of fill and drain tubs per day, each with a capacity of 
450 gallons.  The applicant has decided to reduce the use of fill and drain tubs at the spa, and operate 
the spa in a similar fashion to their spa at the Auberge Du Soleil facility in Napa Valley.  Since the 
size and operation of the spa would be similar to the Auberge Du Soleil facility, the water use was 
monitored by the facility operator to estimate peak and average daily flow.  At peak levels of usage, 
the spa had an average water use of 600 gpd, and a peak water use of 750 gpd.  This peak water use 
estimate is reflected in the changes to the spa wastewater flowrate estimate presented Exhibit 5.4-4; 
peak graywater use at the spa/laundry is reduced from 6,400 gpd to 1,750 gpd. 

Changes to Exhibit 5.4-4  Exhibit 5.4-4 of the Draft EIR is revised to reflect the reduction of peak 
graywater flow from the spa/laundry, and to incorporate comment 20-7 as follows: 
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EXHIBIT 5.4-4 (REVISED) 
PROJECTDESIGN WASTEWATER FLOWRATE ESTIMATES  

Building/Activity No. of Units Unit Flow 
(gpd) 

Projected Total  
(gpd) 

Inn/Spa/Restaurant 

Inn – Lodging 50 rooms 150 7,500 

Restaurant 125 seats 33 4,125 

Spa 35 guests 25 875

 10 employees 15 150 
Total: 12,650 

Winery (Processing Only)Winery/Events Pavilion 

Winery – Wine Making 10,000 cases 1,2001,600 
Total: 1,600 

Winery/Events Pavilion (Sanitary Wastewater) a 

Winery – Wine Making 5 employees 15 75 

Winery – Tasting 
Room 

100 guests 32.5 250

 4 employees 15 60 

Events Pavilion 20050 guests 5 1,000250

 158 employees 15 225120 
Total: 1,9551,610 

Spa/Laundry Graywater 

Spa 12 refills 750450 7505,400 

Laundry 50 rooms 20 1,000 
Total: 1,7506,400 

Residential Lots 

3-Bedroom Homes ab 11 homes 120/bedroom 3,960 
Total: 3,960 

a Wastewater flowrates from the Events Pavilion reflect the EIR consultant’s estimate of peak flow to the winery/events 
pavilion disposal field, which is more conservative than the applicant’s estimate (755 gpd). 

ab The minimum home size would be a three-bedroom, per County standard.  However, homes with more bedrooms may be 
built on lots that have greater capacity for wastewater disposal. 

Source: Project Applicant 
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EXHIBIT 9-15 

INN / SPA / RESTAURANT WASTEWATER DISPOSAL SYSTEM SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION 

Not To Scale 

Source: Adobe Associates, Inc. 



EXHIBIT 9-16 

WINERY / EVENT CENTER WASTEWATER DISPOSAL SYSTEM SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION 

Not To Scale 

Source: Adobe Associates, Inc. 
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Back-up treatment and disposal of graywater  Per the applicant’s revised plan, back-up treatment 
and disposal of the graywater from the spa/laundry would be provided when landscape irrigation is not 
necessary (i.e., during wet weather).  The proposed plan (Revised On-Site Wastewater Disposal 
System Site Suitability Report, M.B. Van Fleet, 2002) shows sufficient primary and reserve disposal 
field capacity to accommodate peak flows from the inn/spa/restaurant and the spa/laundry graywater; 

Graywater System Design The graywater treatment system is proposed to include a settling tank, 
media filter (e.g., sand filter, or equal), and chlorine disinfection, prior to reuse for irrigation during 
the dry season and subsurface leachfield disposal as part of the inn/spa/restaurant during the wet 
season; 

Elimination of Water Feature  The proposed water feature has been eliminated from the preliminary 
design. A storage tank would be used to store water for landscape irrigation; and 

Improved FAST Treatment The applicant has included methanol and sodium bicarbonate (i.e., baking 
soda) feeds in the FAST system to improve treatment capabilities.  The improvements would allow the 
system to provide for a tertiary level of nitrogen removal (10 mg/L as nitrogen). 

Changes to the winery/events pavilion system include: 

Process Wastewater Flowrate  Changes to the Sonoma County flow rate methodology for winery 
process wastewater (Sonoma County “Guidelines and Regulations...” Table III, Winery Waste Water 
Systems – Design Flows), resulted in an increase of the applicant’s estimate of winery process 
wastewater flows, as reflected in Exhibit 5.4-4. 

Separation of the Winery Process Wastewater Flows  As presented in Exhibit 9-16 a separate 
treatment system and disposal field would be used for winery process wastewater flows.  Sanitary 
wastewater from the winery would be combined with wastewater from the events pavilion, country 
store, and tasting room.  The sanitary wastewater would be treated using the FAST treatment 
technology, and disposed of by subsurface drip dispersal and/or in a standard leachfield.  

Specific elements of the proposed winery/events pavilion system are as follows: 

Winery Process Wastewater System 

Rotary Screen Filter  The applicant included a rotary screen filter to remove solids in the process 
wastewater before it enters the treatment system. The rotary screen filter would reduce solids and 
biochemical oxygen demand. 

Treatment System  A package treatment system that includes primary and secondary treatment would 
be used to treat the winery process wastewater.  The applicant is considering the use of a winery-
specific wastewater treatment system, such as the Techqua Winery Wastewater System. 

Landscape Irrigation  The treated winery process effluent would be filtered and used for landscape 
irrigation (either surface irrigation or subsurface drip irrigation). 

Winery Sanitary Wastewater/Events Pavilion Sanitary Wastewater System 

Improved FAST Treatment  The applicant has included methanol and sodium bicarbonate feeds in 
the FAST system to improve treatment capabilities.  The improvements would allow the system to 
provide a tertiary level of nitrogen removal (to 10 mg/L as nitrogen). 
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Subsurface Drip Disposal Field  The wastewater schematic includes a subsurface drip disposal field 
as a disposal option for the winery/events pavilion.  The winery/events pavilion disposal field included 
in Revised On-Site Wastewater Disposal System Site Suitability Report, M.B. Van Fleet, 2002 does not 
include the subsurface drip disposal field. However, there appears to be sufficient area to provide for 
primary and reserve disposal by standard leachfield system. 

To incorporate changes to the plan, and to clarify the proposed system designs, the description of the 
commercial disposal systems on pages 5.4-9 and 5.4-11 of the Draft EIR is revised to read as follows: 

Inn/Spa/Restaurant Wastewater System 

The proposed inn/spa/restaurant includes the construction of a 50-room inn with a spa, and a 
restaurant with a seating capacity of 125 persons (the spa and restaurant would be open to guests 
of the inn and to the public by reservation).  Design flows for the proposed inn/spa/restaurant are 
12,650 gallons per day (gpd) (see Exhibit 5.4-4).  The design flow was estimated by assuming 
maximum occupancy at the inn, spa, and restaurant.  The preliminary disposal field design for the 
inn/spa/restaurant would accommodate peak flows of up to 20,288 gpd.  Most of the wastewater 
is generated from the inn and restaurant.  Wastewater from the restaurant kitchen facilities would 
be treated in a grease trap/interceptor prior to mixing with wastewater from the spa, inn, cottages, 
and other restaurant wastewater. Grease traps/interceptors are designed to provide retention time 
to allow grease from kitchen wastewater to cool and solidify, so that it can be removed before it 
enters the septic system.  The commingledcombined wastewater from the inn, spa, and restaurant 
would enter a standard concrete septic tank, where the larger solids would settle to the bottom. 
Effluent from the septic tank would be pretreated prior to being disposed of in the disposal field 
area in the southerly portion of the project area.  The purpose of pretreatment is to reduce nitrate
nitrogencontaminant levels below the threshold of concern for groundwater contamination. 
Pretreatment would also reduce the organic content and nitrogen levels in the wastewater. A 
fixed activated sludge treatment (FAST) system with an intervening anoxic tank with methanol 
feed, developed by Smith and Loveless, Inc. is proposed being considered for the pretreatment of 
the effluent.  The FAST system would lower the biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and total 
suspended solids (TSS) as well as nitrogen levels in the wastewater effluent.  The anoxic 
(oxygen-free) tank would promote denitrification processes to reduce nitrogen levels in the 
wastewater effluent. Provisions are also included for the introduction of sodium bicarbonate into 
the FAST treatment unit for adjustment of the alkalinity of wastewater (if needed), which is 
important for nitrification. 

Exhibit 5.4-3 shows the location of Disposal Area A, part of which would be used for wastewater 
disposal and for 100 percent reserve (expansion) area for the inn/spa/restaurant.  Exhibit 5.4-3 
also shows the location of Disposal Area B which would be used for the second 100 percent 
wastewater disposal reserve area for the inn/spa/restaurant, bringing the total reserve area to 200 
percent, as required by County regulations.  Traditional rock-filled leaching trenches 14 would be 
used for disposal in Disposal Area A. Effluent from the pretreatment system would be distributed 
to the disposal field by pressure distribution.  The preliminary plan includes 6,400 linear feet (LF) 
of primary leach line and 3,200 LF of expansion leach line in the primary/expansion disposal area 
(Disposal Area A). Based on an average percolation rate of 8 MPI and an effective trench depth 
of 16 inches (i.e., 16 inches of rock below the pipe), the 6,400 LF of leach line would provide 

14	 The shallow leaching trenches may be constructed as shallow in-ground trenches, above ground mound type systems, or 
any other approved means that would meet groundwater separation standards (see Regulatory Setting above). 
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capacity for approximately 15,600 gpd (2.44 gpd/LF x 6,400 LF = 15,616 gpd). 15 The 
expansion areas may be by shallow standard system (similar to the proposed project), mound 
system, or shallow irrigation in the Disposal Area A reserve area.  The preliminary system design 
shows a portion of the required expansion area as shallow standard trench, 100 percent of the 
calculated flow in mound systems, and 100 percent of the calculated flow in a shallow drip 
irrigation field (for a total of more than 200 percent for expansion). The expansion area 
designated for 3,200 LF of shallow standard system could provide up to 7,800 gpd of capacity 
(2.44 gpd/LF x 3,200 LF = 7,808 gpd).  Based on the average percolation rates and preliminary 
system designs, the mound system could provide up to 19,056 gpd of disposal area, and the 
subsurface drip system could provide up to 14,100 gpd. 16 No edible crops are proposed to be 
planted over the wastewater disposal fields.  This system would require a Waste Discharge Permit 
from the SFBRWQCB. 

Winery and Events Pavilion Wastewater System 

The proposed winery would produce up to 10,000 cases of wine per year, and would include 
facilities for incidental/accessory tasting and retail sales of wine, and space for special events 
with a maximum attendance of 200 people.  Design wastewater flows estimated by the applicant 
for the winery process wastewater and winery/events pavilion sanitary wastewater are 
approximately 1,955 gpd1,600 gpd and 755 gpd, respectively. The design flow assumes a peak 
harvest at the winery and an average attendance 17 at the events pavilion.  A peak harvest and a 
peak event would yield a flowrate of approximately 2,810 gpd1,600 gpd (winery process 
wastewater) and 1,610 gpd (winery/event pavilion sanitary wastewater). The preliminary 
leachfield design would accommodate peak flows of up to 2,536 gpd.  The winery would include 
all aspects of wine production (grape crush, fermentation, and bottling), storage, and shipping. 
No vineyards are located on the project site, and the project would not include the planting of a 
vineyard; all grapes would be shipped to the project site for processing.  Wastewater from the 
winery and events pavilion consists of winery process wastewater and winery, tasting room, 
country store, and events pavilion sewagesanitary waste.  A separate treatment system and 
disposal field would be used for winery process wastewater flows. The winery process 
wastewater would be filtered and treated in a commercial package treatment system that would 
include primary and secondary treatment.  The applicant is currently considering the use of a 
winery-specific wastewater treatment system, such as the Techqua Winery Wastewater Treatment 
System. The treated winery process effluent would be filtered and used for landscape irrigation 
(either surface irrigation or subsurface drip irrigation). Sanitary wastewater from the winery 
would be combined with wastewater from the events pavilion, country store, and tasting room in 
a septic tank. The winery process wastewater would be combined with the wastewater from the 
winery, events center, and tasting room in a septic tank.  Effluent from the septic tank would be 
pretreated using an individual package pre-treatment facility system (FAST system), similar to 
that for the inn/spa/restaurant. The pretreated effluent would be discharged to shallow leaching 
trenches. Both the primary and reserve (expansion) disposal fields would be located in the 

15	 The leachfield capacity is based on the loading rate calculation for a 16 inches of drain rock below the pipe (i.e., 32 
in2/LF = 2.67 ft2/LF) and the average percolation rate for the disposal area. For example, for a percolation rate of 8 MPI = 
0.914 gpd/ft2 for a 16-inch effective trench depth, the loading rate is 0.914 gpd/ft2 x 2.67 ft2/LF = 2.44 gpd/LF. 

16	 Average percolation rate for mound and subsurface drip disposal areas is 15 MPI and 8 MPI, respectively. 

17	 The estimated average attendance at the events pavilion is 50 guests and eight employees. 
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northern portion of Disposal Area A.  The preliminary leachfield design provides for 2,400 LF of 
leach line with 16 inches of drain rock below the pipe. Based on an average percolation rate of 5 
MPI, the leachfield could accommodate a peak flow of approximately 6,960 gpd, which is more 
than sufficient capacity for primary and reserve disposal area (peak flow, 1,610 gpd, plus the 200 
percent reserve area required, 200 percent x 1,610 gpd = 4,830 gpd). Both the winery process 
wastewater and sanitary wastewater systems This system would require a Waste Discharge 
Permit from the SFBRWQCB. 

Spa and Laundry Graywater System 

Graywater from the inn laundry and spa facility would be treated to “Disinfected Tertiary 
Recycled Water” standards (California Code of Regulations, Title 22, Section 60301.230) and 
used to irrigate project landscaping and/or directed to the inn/spa/restaurant disposal field when 
irrigation is not needed (i.e., during wet weather)a surface water feature to be located near the inn. 
An original design flowrate of 6,400 gpd was estimated for the graywater system; this estimate 
has been reduced to 1,750 gpd, based on the applicant’s decision to rely less on fill and drain tubs 
at the Spa (see Exhibit 5.4-4).  The size and operation of the spa would be similar to the Auberge 
Du Soleil facility in Napa Valley, which has a peak water use of 750 gpd, and an average water 
use of 600 gpd.  The graywater treatment system is proposed to include a settling tank, media 
filter (e.g., sand filter, or equal), and chlorine disinfection, prior to reuse for irrigation during the 
dry season and subsurface leachfield disposal as part of the inn/spa/restaurant during the wet 
season.  (see  Exhibit 5.4-4). The refilling of the tubs at the spa facility generates most of the 
graywater.  The graywater would flow from the inn laundry and spa facility to a storage septic 
tank. Effluent from the storage septic tank would flow through an aerator chamber to reduce the 
organic and suspended solids content (BOD and TSS).  Some of the effluent from the aerator 
chamber would be recycled back through the septic tank, and some would pass through a 
membrane filter and chlorine contact chamber for disinfection prior to use for irrigation water or 
in a water feature. To maintain good water quality in the water feature, the water would be re
circulated through the septic tank and subsequent treatment train.  The water feature A storage 
tank would be used for treated graywater storage, so that the weekly water use cycle would allow 
for timed irrigation rather than demand dosing. Although currently not designed, the surface 
water feature would have controlled access and would not be open for recreational use. 
Currently, theThe commercial landscaping irrigation requirements are estimated as 5,000 gpd 
(3000 gpd for the inn/spa, and 2,000 gpd for the Winery)unknown, and a bypass for excess 
recycled graywater may be needed for discharge into the commercial disposal fields 
(inn/spa/restaurant disposal field). Bypass of excess recycled graywater (i.e., when irrigation is 
not needed) would be discharged to the disposal field.  The 9,600 lineal feet of shallow trench 
disposal field has a total estimated capacity of about 23,400 gpd. This is more than sufficient to 
provide a 100-percent primary field for the inn/spa/restaurant (12,650 gpd required), plus a 
primary and 200-percent reserve area for the spa/laundry graywater (3 x 1,750 gpd = 5,250 gpd 
required).The design flows to the commercial disposal field do not include peak flow from the 
spa and laundry graywater; however, if it is necessary to discharge graywater into the disposal 
field during the rainy season months (when irrigation demands and average attendance at the 
inn/spa/restaurant is expected to be lower), it would be done in a manner that would not exceed 
peak design flow. 
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Master Response I – Wastewater Treatment Operations 

Several commentors requested additional information regarding the operational aspects of the 
proposed wastewater treatment facilities for the project, including such things as odors, chemical 
usage, and sludge handling. This Master Response has been prepared to address these questions.  It is 
based on information provided by the applicant along with information for other similar treatment 
systems in Sonoma County (e.g., at Kenwood Inn and Vintners Inn). 

GENERAL 

As described and diagrammed in the Draft EIR and in Master Response H, the wastewater plans 
include the use of a fixed activated sludge treatment (FAST) system for both the inn/spa/restaurant and 
for the winery/events pavilion.  These would be separate systems.  The graywater system would not 
include a FAST unit. The FAST system is commonly referred to as a “package treatment plant”; it is 
designed and manufactured by Smith & Loveless, Inc.  Although the project site has soil conditions 
that are suitable for standard septic tank – leachfield systems, the FAST system would be included to 
produce a secondary quality effluent and also to provide a greater level of nitrogen removal than can 
be achieved with only septic tank treatment.  The disposal field capacity for both systems is based on 
loading rates for septic tank effluent, with no credit (i.e., reduced leachfield size) given for the 
enhanced treatment provided by the FAST system.  

The FAST system consists of a large treatment tank (or tanks) with a submerged honeycomb-type 
plastic media.  In other recent applications in Sonoma County (Kenwood Inn and Vintners Inn) the 
tanks consist of 5,000 to 10,000-gallon concrete tanks (buried).  The microorganisms that accomplish 
the wastewater treatment grow on the media.  An above-ground electric blower forces air through a 
pipe to the bottom of the media to aerate the wastewater.  The system provides a high surface to 
volume ratio.  The media is totally submerged in wastewater.  The air distribution system below the 
media provides circulation of the wastewater and provides air that supplies oxygen to the bacteria. 

There are no moving parts in the system other than the blower(s), which runs continuously or 
intermittently, according to a specified aeration schedule.  The blower unit is the critical element of the 
system and requires that it be checked from time to time, or monitored remotely to verify its operation. 
If the blower is off for an extended period of time, the microorganisms that rely on the supply of air 
could be seriously affected, which in turn may result in treatment problems.  Over time there would be 
a build-up of solids on the bottom of the treatment tank which would require pump-out and hauling 
similar to a septic tank.  Monitoring of the final effluent for total suspended solids and nitrogen should 
be conducted to verify the performance and health of the FAST unit. 

As indicated in the schematic diagrams provided by the applicant’s engineer, a septic tank plus an 
anoxic tank with a recycle line would be provided in this FAST system application.  The septic tank, 
which is sized for a minimum 24-hours detention time for the design flow, provides primary settling 
and digestion of sewage solids. The anoxic mixing tank is included to achieve the desired level of 
nitrogen removal. The anoxic tank receives the flow from the septic tank, and provides a suitable 
anaerobic environment for denitrification of the nitrified wastewater produced in the FAST tank. 
Additionally, the proposed systems include the use of methanol, which would be fed into the anoxic 
tank as a supplemental carbon source.  Provisions are also included for the introduction of sodium 
biocarbonate into the FAST treatment unit(s) for adjustment of the alkalinity of the wastewater (if 
needed), which is important for the nitrification.     
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The graywater treatment system is proposed to include a settling tank, media filter (e.g., sand filter, or 
equal), and chlorine disinfection, prior to reuse for irrigation during the dry season and subsurface 
leachfield disposal as part of the inn/spa/restaurant system during the wet season.  

Visual Each of the two FAST treatment facilities would consist of a series of buried treatment tanks, 
some aboveground equipment, and small (e.g., 15 feet x 15 feet) control building.  The control 
building would house the air blowers (used for aeration), electrical equipment, supplies, and the 
filtration and disinfection units.  The control building serves to protect the electrical and mechanical 
equipment and provides sound proofing for the air blowers. 

Odors  This would include buried treatment tanks for odor control.  In this design, the primary source 
of objectionable odors in the system would be methane and hydrogen sulfide associated with 
anaerobic digestion of sewage solids in the septic tank(s); these would be vented passively through the 
building plumbing vents in the same manner as done for standard septic tank systems.  The greatest 
potential for odors would be at times when septic tank sludge is pumped and hauled; this requires 
opening tank access ports from which odors can escape.  This activity may take 30 to 60 minutes 
about once a month. 

Air vented from the FAST treatment modules, which are separate from the septic tank, would be 
discharged to the atmosphere immediately adjacent to the treatment tanks.  This vented air would be 
free of the objectionable methane and hydrogen sulfide odors; this vented air is often characterized 
simply having a “musty” odor, which is normally not noticeable more than about 20 to 30 feet from 
the vent pipe. Other measures can be incorporated in the treatment plant design for added protection 
against odor control; these include carbon filters or subsurface “biofilters”, that utilize buried plastic 
chambers or perforated pipe with custom “soil mixes” to disperse and “scrub” any residual odors.   

Noise  The treatment systems would require pumps and air blowers, which are potential sources of 
mechanical noise at the plant.  The various pumps would generally be small (e.g., one to two 
horsepower) submersible units installed within buried pump vaults and would operate intermittently; 
consequently, pump operating noise would be barely perceptible immediately alongside the pump 
vaults. The air blowers would be the main source of noise at the treatment plant and would operate 
continuously.  To minimize the noise, the air blowers would be housed in the control building. This 
would not completely eliminate the blower noise; but based on evidence at other similar facilities it 
would reduce it to relatively low, unobjectionable levels. 

An additional source of noise would be the emergency generator, which would require occasional 
maintenance testing.  The noise from this source would be similar to the sound of a truck or tractor 
motor.  The impacts from generator maintenance would be limited, due to the fact that the operator can 
schedule the work for daytime hours when the noise is likely to be least obtrusive to visitors or 
neighbors. 

Chemical Use Chemical use for wastewater treatment would consist of: (a) hypochlorite (i.e., liquid 
bleach or pool chlorine) for disinfection of the graywater effluent; (b) methanol (i.e., methyl alcohol) 
as a supplemental carbon source for denitrification; and (c) sodium bicarbonate (i.e., baking soda) as a 
supplemental source of alkalinity for nitrification.  Hypochlorite and methanol for this size facility are 
would normally be stored in 55-gallon drums.  Refilling/replacement of the supply would likely be 
required about once every few months.  Sodium bicarbonate would likely be stored in a buried tank, 
such as a septic tank due to the greater volume that may be required.  Small adjustable chemical 
metering pumps would be used to feed these chemicals into the wastewater treatment tanks.  While 
each of these chemicals need to be handled with care, they are in common use for a variety of 
household and industrial purposes. 
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Safety Hazards Normal safety precautions would need to be observed by the treatment plant 
operators. The treatment plant area would be enclosed and fenced for security and to exclude the 
visiting public. Chlorine gas is not proposed to be used in the treatment plant, so the associated 
potential for chemical releases and hazards would be absent.  Disinfection of the graywater effluent 
used for irrigation would be accomplished using hypochlorite (i.e., liquid chlorine).  Hypochlorite 
would require storage in a tank (e.g., 55-gallon drum), in an enclosed/protected area with provisions 
for containment in the event of spillage.  A common approach is to use a small standalone plastic or 
fiberglass building, the size of a small pump house.  The safety risks posed by the use of hypochlorite 
disinfection are similar to those associated with swimming pool chlorination and are not significant. 
Appropriate safety procedures would be employed and documented in the O&M Manual, for 
hypochlorite disinfection.  The Certified Wastewater Treatment Plant Operator would be required to 
have necessary safety training regarding all aspects of the treatment plant operations. 

Sludge Removal The wastewater facilities would require periodic removal of accumulated sludge 
from (a) the septic tanks and (b) from the FAST media tanks.  Rates of sludge accumulation and actual 
needs for sludge removal would vary according to the actual occupancy rate and corresponding 
sewage volumes. The sludge levels would be monitored routinely by the system operator to determine 
the appropriate schedule for sludge removal.  Total sludge volume in the septic tanks would be 
expected to be on the order of about 15,000 gallons per year.  This is based on an anticipated average 
daily flow of 12,500 gpd and an estimated annual sludge accumulation rate of 60 gallons per capita, or 
roughly 1.2 gallons per gpd of wastewater flow (Crites and Tchobanoglous, Small and Decentralized 
Wastewater Management Systems, 1998). An equivalent volume of secondary sludge would be 
generated by the FAST system, bringing the total annual sludge volume to about 30,000 gallons.  The 
sludge would be pumped and hauled for disposal at the Santa Rosa-Laguna Wastewater Treatment 
Plant (or other approved facility) which has separate receiving facilities to serve this area of Sonoma 
County.  This would likely take place on average about once a month.   

Electrical Power Supply  The treatment plants require a continuous power supply for operation of the 
pumps and blowers.  An emergency generator would be maintained at the treatment plant to ensure a 
suitable backup power supply in the event of an extended power outage.  This would be located 
adjacent to the control building. 

Master Response J -- Groundwater Level Information 

Several commentors expressed a concern or suspicion that groundwater levels are or have been 
dropping in the project area due to increased water extraction for wineries and other new development 
in recent years.  Some commentors mentioned that they were aware of wells that had “gone dry” or 
had to be deepened.  There were also several references to an apparent loss of water production 
capacity at the Kenwood Village Water Company’s main well (K-1).  This Master Response provides 
additional information and response to the various comments regarding groundwater levels in the 
project area. 

DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES WATER LEVEL DATA 

The California Department of Water Resources (DWR) maintains water level data for wells 
throughout the State. The data are available online at the following internet address: 
http://wdl.water.ca.gov/gw. A search was made which resulted in information for five wells located in 
the project area.  The location of the wells is shown in Exhibit 9-17.  As indicated, included are three 
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wells located to the west and two wells to the south of the project site.  The five wells (from north to 
south) and the length of historical record for each well are listed below, and have been labeled A 
through E for discussion purposes: 

A - #07N07W24A001M 1981 - present 

B - #07N07W24J001M 1981 - present 

C - #07N06W19N001M 1960 - present 

D - #07N06W32F002M 1981 - 2000 

E - #07N06W32H001M 1981 - 2000 

Three of these wells (A, B and C) are located within the area mapped as a Class I Major Groundwater 
Basin in the Sonoma County General Plan.  Wells B and C are immediately west of the project site, 
within the same watershed (Sonoma Creek) as the project.  Well A lies just west of the watershed 
divide between Sonoma Creek and Santa Rosa Creek.  The other two wells (D and E) are on the south 
side of Kenwood, just outside of the boundary of the mapped Class 1 major groundwater basin. 

As explained by DWR on their web site, the data for each well include: state well number; 
measurement data; reference point elevation; ground surface elevation; depth to water, and water 
surface elevation. In general the water level data include a measurement taken at the end of the wet 
season (March/April) and at the end of the dry season (October/November).  The use of these wells 
and their production rates is not known. 

Provided in Exhibits 9-18 through 9-22 are respective historical plots of water level data for each of 
the wells, A through E. Exhibit 9-23 provides a summary of key water level data, including historic 
range of water depths, typical seasonal fluctuations, and overall historical trends.  Review and 
inspection of the water level data show the following: 

1.	 Seasonal Water Level Fluctuations All of the wells exhibit a characteristic annual water 
level fluctuation between the wet season and the dry season; the typical seasonal fluctuation is 
about 10 to 15 feet for four of the five wells.  The only exception is the most northerly well 
(A), which shows a much greater seasonal fluctuation of 30 to 70 feet.  

2.	 Depth to Groundwater  The depth to groundwater (from the surface) during the wet season is 
typically less than 5 to 10 feet for four of the five wells (B through E).  The exception is the 
most northerly well (A) which shows a wet season depth to water generally about 15 to 25 feet 
below ground surface. During the dry season, the water level declines typically to no more 
than about 10 to 20 feet below ground surface in wells B through E.  At well A, the water 
level drops to as much as 50 to 100 feet below ground surface.  

3.	 Historical Water Level Trends  Four of the five wells (B through E) show no evidence of 
water level decline over the period of record (see Exhibits 9-19 through 9-22).   In the case of 
Well C, this water level record extends back more than 40 years.  Well C is located due west 
of the project site, approximately 4,000 feet from the project wells.  The other wells to the 
south also show no evidence of a water level decline over the last 20 years, since 1981. 
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GROUNDWATER LEVELS A  T DWR WELL A 
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EXHIBIT 9-19 

GROUNDWATER LEVELS AT DWR WELL B 
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EXHIBIT 9-20 

GROUNDWATER LEVELS AT DWR WELL C 
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EXHIBIT 9-21 

GROUNDWATER LEVELS AT DWR WELL D 
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EXHIBIT 9-22 

GROUNDWATER LEVELS AT DWR WELL E 
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EXHIBIT 9-23 
SUMMARY OF KEY GROUNDWATER LEVEL DATA 

Depth to Water 
(feet below surface) 

(year) 

Typical Seasonal 
Water Level 
Fluctuation 

(feet) 

Historic Water 
Level Trend 

Minimum Maximum 

A 13.5 
(1983) 

127.6 
(2002) 30 to 70 Declining 

B 4.1 
(1991) 

73.0 
(1981) 10 to 15 Static 

C 3.3 
(1992) 

26.5 
(1970) 12 to 15 Static 

D 1.6 
(1984) 

11.2 
(1988) 5 to 10 Static 

E 0.4 
(1992) 

17.0 
(1990) 5 to 15 Static 

Source:  Questa Engineering Corp.  
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The only well showing evidence of declining water level is well A, the most northerly well. 
As shown in Exhibit 9-18, water levels at this location show a steady and significant decline 
over the past 20 years.  In the early 1980s, the water level typically fluctuated between about 
15 feet below ground surface (BGS) during the wet season to about 40 feet BGS at the end of 
the dry season.  Over the past five years the water level data show fluctuations from about 20 
feet BGS in the wet season to over 100 feet BGs in at the end of the dry season.  This well is 
located at the divide between Sonoma Creek and Santa Rosa Creek watersheds.  

4.	 Water Level Response to 1976-77 Drought  Only one of the wells (C) has water level 
records covering the 1976-77 drought years.  These two back-to-back years received 
approximately one-third of the normal rainfall.  As shown in Exhibit 9-20, the water level at 
well C did not recover to the normal winter level during the 1976 or 1977 wet season.  There 
was no apparent water level effect in the 1976 dry season; however, following the second 
consecutive dry winter, in the following (1977) dry season, the water level dropped 
approximately 10 feet below the normal dry season level. In the subsequent winter (1977-78), 
the water level returned to normal, recovering all of the water depth “lost” during the back-to
back dry years.  These data show the approximate magnitude of water level impact from 
drought conditions to be about equal to the normal seasonal fluctuation of the water table. 
They also show that a drought episode did not have a lasting effect on the groundwater basin; 
it recovered relatively quickly.   

5.	 Dry Year Water Level Response  Several of the wells have data for the 1987-88 water year 
which was a one-year dry period, with rainfall at about 2/3 of normal.  Wells B and C (near 
the project site) both show that water levels did not return to normal during the wet season 
(March 1988); but that in the subsequent dry season the levels were normal, showing no 
apparent effects of the single below average rainfall year.  This was similar to the water level 
response at well C during the first year of the 1976-77 drought.  Well E (near Kenwood) 
showed a normal wet season water level (1988), followed by a somewhat greater than normal 
drawdown during the subsequent dry season. The other two wells have incomplete records for 
this period. 

REPORTED WATER WELL PROBLEMS 

Comments were made by various individuals that there is increasing evidence of water well problems 
in the project area.  This included statements that some wells have “gone dry”, have “failed”, or have 
needed to be deepened. The Kenwood Village Water Company reported that they have experienced 
greater dynamic drawdown of their well during pumping in the past several years as compared to the 
mid-1980s. One commentor offered to provide supporting evidence of water well problems in the 
area; but nothing was provided.   

The Draft EIR explained that water well problems can arise from conditions related to the well design, 
construction or maintenance, as well as from declining water levels or localized drawdown effects 
from neighboring pumping wells.  In reviewing the comments there were references to wells as 
shallow as 17 and 18-feet deep.  Such shallow hand-dug wells are very susceptible to small changes in 
water levels as well as effects from surface contaminants.  California Water Well Standards specify a 
minimum annular well seal of 20 feet, which shallow hand-dug wells do not comply with.  One 
commentor supplied data showing evidence of nitrate and bacteriological contamination of her well. 
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Without additional details provided by well owners, including well logs, historical use, water levels 
and maintenance/construction history, no conclusions can be reached about the source of the 
individual problems. This type of information is necessary to help understand individual homeowner 
well problems. It is possible that some of the problems are related to localized drawdown effects. 
However, it appears more likely that the noted well problems are related to the age and sub-standard 
construction of the well. One commentor noted that less than 14 percent of the wells in the area have 
well drilling information on file with the Department of Water Resources or Sonoma County, meaning 
that many of the wells are very old and/or not properly documented.  

With respect to the Kenwood Village Water Company well, an individual response was prepared and 
provided to the President of the Water Company; see Response to Comment 2-1.  In this particular 
case, information obtained from the State Department of Health Services files points to a failed well 
casing in 1997-98 (the well had to be re-cased) as the probable cause of the decline in well efficiency, 
as opposed to a drop in groundwater levels. Other wells in the Kenwood area (see Exhibits 9-21 and 9
22) do not show a decline in the water table from 1987 to present. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Review of historical water level information combined with research into the one specific instance of a 
water well problem (Kenwood Village Water Company), provides further support for the analysis and 
statements in the Draft EIR that there is a significant and reliable supply of groundwater in the project 
area. Moreover, the data show there to be no evidence of declining water levels in the basin as a 
whole, as evidenced by 20 to 40 years of water level measurements by the State Department of Water 
Resources in the immediate project area and to the south in Kenwood.   

There is evidence of one nearby water well on the western side of the divide between Sonoma Creek 
and Santa Rosa Creek drainage basins that has a declining water level from 1981 to present.  This 
particular well exhibits very different water level fluctuations and recharge characteristics compared to 
the other wells in the immediate project area (Sonoma Creek watershed).  The contributing recharge 
area is least at the drainage divide, which may be a factor in the water level fluctuations and recharge 
characteristics. Also, the geology at this particular well (A) is different.  It appears from geologic 
mapping that Well A draws groundwater from the Glenn Ellen Formation, rather than from the alluvial 
fan materials and Sonoma Volcanics which underlie the project site.18 Other things, such as changes in 
the use of this well or deterioration/failure of the well casing may also be contributing factors.  This 
well is not within the cumulative groundwater recharge area/use area for the project, which is 
discussed in detail in Master Response K. 

Master Response K -- Cumulative Groundwater Assessment 

Several commentors requested additional information and analysis regarding projected cumulative 
groundwater impacts in the project area.  The basic concern expressed by these commentors is that 
insufficient consideration has been given to determining whether or not there is adequate groundwater 
available to serve not only the project, but also to accommodate other future cumulative development, 

18	 Evaluation of Ground Water Resources:  Sonoma County, Volume 1: Geologic and Hydrologic Data, Department of 
Water Resources, Robert Ford, 1975. 
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while continuing to preserve the groundwater resources for existing residential, commercial and 
agricultural uses in the area. This master response has been prepared to address this concern.  Also 
included in this master response are updated estimates of project water demand and groundwater 
recharge calculations for the project site.  

APPROACH  

The Draft EIR provided a detailed analysis of anticipated water demand for the project, along with 
calculations of pre and post-project groundwater recharge estimates for the project site.  The results of 
onsite pumping test data were also reviewed and presented to verify the adequacy of water supply for 
the proposed project.  For the additional cumulative assessment presented here, the water demand and 
groundwater recharge analysis for the project site was expanded to cover the entire local Class I 
groundwater basin area, as mapped in the Resource Conservation Element of the Sonoma County 
General Plan.  The results of this analysis provide a basis for evaluating the expected long-term 
demand on the local groundwater resources compared with the ability of the resource to sustain these 
uses, based on the expected annual replenishment (recharge) of the aquifer.  The analysis considers 
average year and drought conditions.  The analysis does not address the water production capacity of 
individual wells or specific locations in the area, which is amply demonstrated by the large number of 
wells and long-term reliance on groundwater in the area.  Conclusions and recommended revisions or 
additions to project mitigation measures are presented at the end based on the findings of this 
cumulative analysis. 

UPDATED DEMAND AND RECHARGE CALCULATIONS FOR PROJECT SITE 

In response to comments on the Draft EIR and additional information provided by the applicant, the 
groundwater recharge and extraction estimates for the project site have been revised.  Specifically, 
these revisions include the following changes: (a) higher rainfall estimates (see Response to Comment 
14-36); (b) revised water demand estimates based on the applicant’s proposed reduction in spa water 
flow in the spa facility, landscaping requirements, and winery process water use (see additional 
description of changes to water use below); (c) refinement of the recharge calculations using monthly 
data, rather than the more generalized yearly data that was used for the calculations presented in the 
Draft EIR; and (d) calculations for drought as well as average rainfall conditions.   

Revised Water Use Estimates 

The applicant has revised some of the water use estimates for the proposed project.  The following is a 
description of these changes. 

Occupancy Factor The applicant used an “occupancy factor” to estimate average water use from 
peak water use for the inn/spa/restaurant, where Average Use = Occupancy Factor x Peak Use. The 
applicant’s initial estimate of average annual water use assumed an occupancy factor of 0.75 (75 
percent occupancy).  The applicant has increased this occupancy factor to 0.80 (80 percent occupancy) 
to provide a more conservative (i.e., higher) estimate of average water use at the inn/spa/restaurant.  

Spa Facility The initial estimates of spa water use were calculated prior to the development of a Spa 
layout or operation plan.  The principle component of the previous estimate (5,400 gpd) assumed 12 
refills of fill and drain tubs per day, each with a capacity of 450 gallons.  The spa will utilize the state 
of the art method of operating hot tubs involving constant recirculation, filtration and disinfection, 
similar to swimming pools.  This modern method is permitted by the California Health and Safety 
Code and has the added advantage of water conservation, along with solving the problem of disposal 
of excessive amounts of relatively clean water.  Since the size and operation of the spa would be 
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similar to the Auberge Du Soleil facility, the water use was monitored by the facility operator to 
estimate peak and average daily flow.  At peak levels of usage, the spa had an average water use of 
600 gpd, and a peak water use of 750 gpd.  The average water use for the spa facility and laundry was 
reduced from 4,800 gpd (0.75 [occupancy rate] x 6,400 gpd [sum of spa and laundry]), to 1,400 gpd 
(0.80 [occupancy rate] x 1,750 gpd [sum of spa and laundry]).  

Winery Process Water / Tasting Room & Employees No revisions were made to the estimate of 
average water use for the winery process water or for the tasting room and employees; however, these 
figures are shown as a separate item in Exhibit 5.5-4 to illustrate the changes to events pavilion 
estimates. 

Events Pavilion  The original estimate of water use (1,225 gpd) proposed by the applicant did not 
consider the fact that only 30 events would be allowed per year.  This resulted in a significant over 
estimation of the average water use rate.  The revised estimate of average water use for the events 
pavilion is 100 gpd, and is based upon the assumption that no more than 30 events per year would be 
allowed. 

Winery and Events Pavilion Landscape Irrigation  The winery and events pavilion development 
shown on the project application site plan was not based on the actual design of buildings or landscape 
areas.  The intent of the layout was to show the location of the winery/events pavilion and the location 
of the parking areas relative to the development.  The initial estimate of landscape irrigation for the 
winery/events pavilion was very general.  Concern about water use in the comments on the DEIR 
prompted the applicant to further investigate the areas on the site plan where landscaping would be 
placed, and water use was estimated based upon these more precise measurements.  An area of 
approximately 1.0 acres would be landscaped around the winery/events pavilion, requiring an average 
annual water use of approximately 2,000 gpd. 

Exhibit 5.5-4 of the Draft EIR is revised to reflect the revised water use estimates as follows: 
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EXHIBIT 5.5-4 (REVISED) 

AVERAGE WATER USE ESTIMATES AT SONOMA COUNTRY INN  


Water Use Rate 

Gallons per day Acre-feet per year a 

Resort Well 

Inn/Spa/Restaurant 

Commercial Use b 9,50010,120 10.611.3 

Spa/Laundry c 4,8001,400 5.41.6 

Landscape Irrigation d 3,000 3.4 

Residential Development 

Residential Use e 6,600 7.4 

Landscape Irrigation f 2,200 2.5 

Subtotal 26,10023,320 29.226.2 

Winery Well 

Winery Process Water g 2,000200 2.20.22 

Tasting Room & Employee Use h 385 0.44 

Events Pavilion i 100 0.11 

Landscape Irrigation j 3,0002,000 3.42.2

 Subtotal 5,0002,685 5.63.0

 Total 31,10026,005 34.829.2 

a Gallons per day times 365 (days per year) divided by 325,851 (gallons in one acre-foot of water) equals AFY. 

b 0.80 (occupancy factor) x 12,650 gpd (peak flow) = 10,120 gpd (average water use) 

c 0.80 x 1,750 gpd = 1,400 gpd 

d 2,000 gpd/acre x 1.5 acres = 3,000 gpd 

e 5 bedrooms/residence x 120 gpd/bedroom x 11 residences = 6,600 gpd 

f 11 residences x 200 gpd/residence = 2,200 gpd 

g (10,000 cases/year x 2.4 gal/case x 3 gal water per gal wine) / 365 days/year = 200 gpd 

h (100 guests/day x 2.5 gal/guest) + (9 employees/day x 15 gal/employee) = 385 gpd 

i {30 events/year x [(200 guests x 5 gal/guest) + (15 employees x 15 gal/employee)]} / 365 day/year = 100 gpd 

j 2,000 gpd/acre x 1.0 acre = 2,000 gpd 

Source: Adobe Associates, Inc.Questa Engineering 
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Revised Recharge Estimates 

The calculations have also been made strictly for the 180-acre project site, rather than including the 
upland area of the Graywood Creek drainage (approximately 362 acres total) as was done in the Draft 
EIR; this change was made for consistency with the cumulative analysis for the area.  Actual rainfall 
data for the 1996/97 (38.6”) and 2001/02 (33.68”) rainfall years were used as representative of 
“average” conditions.  Calculations were also made for the 1976/77 drought years. The updated 
calculations are for pre- and post-development conditions presented in Exhibits 9-24 and 9-25, 
respectively.  Appropriate revisions have also been made to the text of the EIR beginning on page 5.5
11. 

The result of the higher rainfall assumptions, reduced project water demand and refined monthly time 
step calculations is an increase in the estimated average annual groundwater recharge as well as an 
increase in the estimated “recharge reduction” associated with the project facilities.  However, the 
percentage of recharge reduction has decreased by a small amount in the revised recharge calculations. 
A comparison between the recharge estimates in the Draft EIR and the revised estimates are 
summarized in Exhibit 9-26. 

EXHIBIT 9-26 
SUMMARY OF PROJECT SITE RECHARGE CALCULATIONS

 DEIR Revised Analysis 

Annual Rainfall Assumption 
(inches/year) 

29.5 33.7 (2001/2002) 
and 

38.6 (1996/1997) 

Total Estimated Onsite Recharge 
(acre-feet/year) 
Lowlands 
Uplands 
Total 

39.3 
31.6 to 47.5 
70.9 to 86.8 

77 to 95 
157 to 192 
234 to 287 

Total Estimated Reduction in Onsite Recharge 
(acre-feet/year) 
Lowlands 
Uplands 
Total 

3.8 
3 to 5 

6.8 to 8.5 

6 to 8 
14 to 17 
20 to 25 

Total Estimated Reduction in Onsite Recharge 
(percentage of total recharge) 
Lowlands 
Uplands 
Total 

9.7% 
9.5% to 10.5% 
9.6% to 9.8% 

7.8% to 8.4% 
8.9% to 8.9% 
8.5% to 8.7% 

Source: Questa Engineering 

GROUNDWATER RECHARGE ESTIMATES FOR THE CLASS I GROUNDWATER BASIN AREA 

Virtually the entire project site (except for about 6.5 acres at the highest elevations) lies within the 
defined boundaries of a Class I major groundwater basin area, as defined in the Resources 
Conservation Element of the Sonoma County General Plan.  Exhibit 9-27 shows the groundwater 
basin boundaries, the project site, and the overall watershed boundaries for Sonoma Creek, which 
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EXHIBIT 9-24 
NORMAL YEAR PROJECT SITE RECHARGE 

1996-1997 2001-2002 

Primary 
Recharge Area 

Month 
Rainfall 
(in) 

Runoff 
(in) ET (in) 

Net Recharge 
(in) Month 

Rainfall 
(in) 

Runoff 
(in) ET (in) 

Net Recharge 
(in) 

October 1.06 0.00 1.06 0.00 October 0.80 0.00 0.80 0.00 

November 4.97 0.86 1.50 2.61 November 7.76 0.53 1.50 5.73 

December 14.14 0.95 0.93 12.26 December 13.57 3.80 0.93 8.84 

January 14.76 4.22 0.93 9.61 January 5.36 0.01 0.93 4.42 

February 0.47 0.00 0.47 0.00 February 1.07 0.00 1.07 0.00 

March 1.05 0.00 1.05 0.00 March 3.63 0.04 2.79 0.80 

April 0.66 0.00 0.66 0.00 April 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

May 0.52 0.00 0.52 0.00 May 1.49 0.01 1.48 0.00 

June 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.00 June 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

August 0.73 0.00 0.73 0.00 August 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

September 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.00 September 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 38.60 6.03 8.09 24.48 Total 33.68 4.39 9.50 19.79 

Total (AFY/ac) 2.04 Total (AFY/ac) 1.65 

Area (acres), pre- (post-) development 46.5 (42.8) Area (acres), pre- (post-) development 46.5 (42.8) 

Primary Recharge Volume (AFY), pre- 
(post-) 95 (87) 

Primary Recharge Volume (AFY), pre- 
(post-) 77 (71) 



 

 

 

 

  

EXHIBIT 9-25 
DROUGHT YEAR PROJECT SITE RECHARGE 

1975-1976 1976-1977 

Primary 
Recharge Area 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) 
Net 
Recharge (in) Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) Net Recharge 

October 4.20 0.07 3.10 1.03 October 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 

November 0.98 0.00 0.98 0.00 November 1.26 0.00 1.26 0.00 

December 0.81 0.00 0.81 0.00 December 1.39 0.00 0.93 0.46 

January 0.48 0.00 0.48 0.00 January 2.55 0.11 0.93 1.51 

February 2.43 0.14 1.68 0.61 February 2.65 0.07 1.68 0.90 

March 1.04 0.00 1.04 0.00 March 2.81 0.02 2.79 0.00 

April 2.05 0.07 1.98 0.00 April 0.16 0.00 0.16 0.00 

May 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 May 1.11 0.00 1.11 0.00 

June 0.08 0.00 0.08 0.00 June 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

August 0.80 0.00 0.80 0.00 August 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

September 0.62 0.00 0.62 0.00 September 1.10 0.00 1.10 0.00 

Total (in) 13.49 0.28 11.57 1.64 Total 13.05 0.20 9.98 2.87 

Total (AFY/ac) 0.14 Total (AFY/ac) 0.24 

Area (acres), pre- (post-) development 46.5 (42.8) Area (acres), pre- (post-) development 46.5 (42.8) 

Primary Recharge Volume (AFY), pre- (post-) 6 (6) 
Primary Recharge Volume (AFY), pre- 
(post-) 11 (10) 



  

EXHIBIT 9-27 

PROJECT VICINITY GROUNDWATER RESOURCES AND DWR WELL LOCATIONS 

Source: Questa Engineering Corp. 
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encompasses the project site and the groundwater basin.  For the purposes of this cumulative 
groundwater analysis, the Class I groundwater basin area east of Oakmont was defined as the “Study 
Area”. The boundary was chosen to encompass all of the Class I basin area falling within the Sonoma 
Creek watershed, with the exception of the Oakmont area.  Oakmont was excluded because it is served 
by the City of Santa Rosa water system, and does not draw from groundwater resources in the project 
area.  Exclusion of the groundwater recharge contribution from Oakmont makes the analysis 
conservative The Study Area includes a primary recharge area, as defined in the Sonoma County 
General Plan, and adjacent upland areas. Also shown in Exhibit 9-27 is the delineation of the alluvial 
areas, which are considered to be the primary groundwater recharge area.  The adjacent uplands 
overlying the Class I area are a secondary source of groundwater recharge.  The remainder of the 
Sonoma Creek watershed, which is primarily steep terrain and narrow canyons, provides an additional 
source of rainfall, runoff and groundwater recharge.  However, to be conservative, for the purposes of 
this cumulative analysis the contribution from the remaining upland portions of the watershed (outside 
the Class I boundaries) has been excluded from the calculations.  Recharge from this source represents 
a factor of safety. 

The respective acreage associated with each area shown in Exhibit 9-27 is as follows: 

x Sonoma Creek watershed boundary area = 12,435 acres (19.1 sq. miles) 

x Cumulative Study Area = 2,809 acres (4.4 sq. miles) 

x Study Area - Primary recharge area = 1,413 acres (2.2 sq. miles) 

x Study Area “upland” recharge area = 1,396 acres (2.2 sq. miles) 

x Project site within Study Area = 173.5 acres 

x Project site within Primary recharge area = 46.5 acres 

x Project site within “upland” recharge area = 127 acres 

Average annual groundwater recharge estimates for the Study Area were developed using the same 
water balance approach and assumptions as followed for the project site.  Additionally, estimates of 
groundwater recharge were made for drought conditions, using reported rainfall for the 1976 and 1977 
rainfall years. 19  The results of the analysis for average year and drought year conditions are 
summarized in Exhibits 9-28 and 9-29.  Detailed calculation spreadsheets are attached in Appendix D. 
Key assumptions used in the analysis are as follows: 

Rainfall  Monthly rainfall data for the period of record (1931-2003) at the St. Helena climate station 
were used in the analysis.  Two “average” rainfall years (1996-97 and 2001-02) were selected for the 
analysis.  Annual rainfall for 1996-97 was 38.60 inches, while annual rainfall for 2001-02 was 33.68 
inches. The two “drought” rainfall years (1976 and 1977) had recorded annual rainfall amounts of 
13.49 and 13.05 inches, respectively.  Mean annual rainfall in the project vicinity ranges from 34 to 36 
inches per year in S.E. Rantz, Mean Annual Precipitation and Precipitation Depth-Duration-

19  A rainfall year is considered to be from October through September of the following year.  For example, the 1976 
rainfall year is October 1, 1975 through September 30, 1976. 
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EXHIBIT 9-28 
NORMAL YEAR CUMULATIVE RECHARGE 

1996-1997 2001-2002 

Primary 
Recharge Area 

Month 
Rainfall 
(in) 

Runoff 
(in) ET (in) 

Net Recharge 
(in) Month 

Rainfall 
(in) 

Runoff 
(in) ET (in) 

Net Recharge 
(in) 

October 1.06 0.00 1.06 0.00 October 0.80 0.00 0.80 0.00 

November 4.97 0.86 1.50 2.61 November 7.76 0.53 1.50 5.73 

December 14.14 0.95 0.93 12.26 December 13.57 3.80 0.93 8.84 

January 14.76 4.22 0.93 9.61 January 5.36 0.01 0.93 4.42 

February 0.47 0.00 0.47 0.00 February 1.07 0.00 1.07 0.00 

March 1.05 0.00 1.05 0.00 March 3.63 0.04 2.79 0.80 

April 0.66 0.00 0.66 0.00 April 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

May 0.52 0.00 0.52 0.00 May 1.49 0.01 1.48 0.00 

June 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.00 June 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

August 0.73 0.00 0.73 0.00 August 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

September 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.00 September 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 38.60 6.03 8.09 24.48 Total 33.68 4.39 9.50 19.79 

Total (AFY/ac) 2.04 Total (AFY/ac) 1.65 

Area (acres) 1413 Area (acres) 1413 

Primary Recharge Volume (AFY) 2883 Primary Recharge Volume (AFY) 2330 



 

 

 

 

EXHIBIT 9-28 (CONTINUED) 

NORMAL YEAR CUMULATIVE RECHARGE 


1996-1997 2001-2002 

Upland 
Recharge Area 

Month 
Rainfall 
(in) 

Runoff 
(in) ET (in) 

Net Recharge 
(in) Month 

Rainfall 
(in) 

Runoff 
(in) ET (in) 

Net Recharge 
(in) 

October 1.06 0.00 1.06 0.00 October 0.80 0.00 0.80 0.00 

November 4.97 2.04 1.50 1.43 November 7.76 2.28 1.50 3.98 

December 14.14 3.72 0.93 9.49 December 13.57 6.08 0.93 6.56 

January 14.76 6.57 0.93 7.26 January 5.36 0.40 0.93 4.03 

February 0.47 0.00 0.47 0.00 February 1.07 0.00 1.07 0.00 

March 1.05 0.00 1.05 0.00 March 3.63 0.54 2.79 0.30 

April 0.66 0.00 0.66 0.00 April 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

May 0.52 0.00 0.52 0.00 May 1.49 0.29 1.20 0.00 

June 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.00 June 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

August 0.73 0.00 0.73 0.00 August 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

September 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.00 September 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 38.60 12.33 8.09 18.18 Total 33.68 9.59 9.22 14.87 

Total (AFY/ac) 1.52 Total (AFY/ac) 1.24 

Area (acres) 1396 Area (acres) 1396 

Upland Recharge Volume (AFY) 2115 Upland Recharge Volume (AFY) 1730 



 

 

 

 

  

EXHIBIT 9-29 
DROUGHT YEAR CUMULATIVE RECHARGE 

1975-1976 1976-1977 

Primary 
Recharge Area 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) 

Net 
Recharge 
(in) Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) Net Recharge 

October 4.20 0.07 3.10 1.03 October 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 

November 0.98 0.00 0.98 0.00 November 1.26 0.00 1.26 0.00 

December 0.81 0.00 0.81 0.00 December 1.39 0.00 0.93 0.46 

January 0.48 0.00 0.48 0.00 January 2.55 0.11 0.93 1.51 

February 2.43 0.14 1.68 0.61 February 2.65 0.07 1.68 0.90 

March 1.04 0.00 1.04 0.00 March 2.81 0.02 2.79 0.00 

April 2.05 0.07 1.98 0.00 April 0.16 0.00 0.16 0.00 

May 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 May 1.11 0.00 1.11 0.00 

June 0.08 0.00 0.08 0.00 June 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

August 0.80 0.00 0.80 0.00 August 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

September 0.62 0.00 0.62 0.00 September 1.10 0.00 1.10 0.00 

Total (in) 13.49 0.28 11.57 1.64 Total 13.05 0.20 9.98 2.87 

Total (AFY/ac) 0.14 Total (AFY/ac) 0.24 

Area (acres) 1413 Area (acres) 1413 

Primary Recharge Volume (AFY) 193 Primary Recharge Volume (AFY) 338 



 

 

 

 

 

EXHIBIT 9-29 (CONTINUED) 

DROUGHT YEAR CUMULATIVE RECHARGE 


1975-1976 1976-1977 

Upland 
Recharge Area 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) Net Recharge Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) Net Recharge 

October 4.20 0.79 3.10 0.31 October 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 

November 0.98 0.00 0.98 0.00 November 1.26 0.19 1.07 0.00 

December 0.81 0.00 0.81 0.00 December 1.39 0.24 0.93 0.22 

January 0.48 0.00 0.48 0.00 January 2.55 0.68 0.93 0.94 

February 2.43 0.80 1.63 0.00 February 2.65 0.56 1.68 0.41 

March 1.04 0.00 1.04 0.00 March 2.81 0.34 2.47 0.00 

April 2.05 0.68 1.37 0.00 April 0.16 0.00 0.16 0.00 

May 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 May 1.11 0.00 1.11 0.00 

June 0.08 0.00 0.08 0.00 June 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

August 0.80 0.00 0.80 0.00 August 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

September 0.62 0.00 0.62 0.00 September 1.10 0.00 1.10 0.00 

Total 13.49 2.27 10.91 0.31 Total 13.05 2.01 9.47 1.57 

Total (AFY/ac) 0.03 Total (AFY/ac) 0.13 

Area (acres) 1396 Area (acres) 1396 

Upland Recharge Volume (AFY) 36 Upland Recharge Volume (AFY) 183 
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Frequency Data for the San Francisco Bay Region, California 1971, and from 35 to 45 inches per year 
in the Sonoma County Water Agency, Flood Control and Design Criteria (rev. 1983). The data were 
selected based upon completion of the data sets (i.e., no significant amount of data were missing from 
the set) and representation of “average” and “drought” conditions. 

Runoff  Runoff was estimated using the SCS runoff curve number (CN) method. 20 SCS curve 
numbers are used to estimate the amount of rainfall that becomes runoff.  The curve numbers are 
selected according to appropriate land use, treatment, and hydrologic conditions, plus an antecedent 
moisture adjustment.  The primary recharge area was assigned a CN value of 61, a value that is 
reasonable for Hydrologic Soil Group B type soils with a good groundcover.  The upland recharge 
areas, which generally consist of Group D type soils have a much higher runoff potential, and were 
assigned a CN value of 80. Daily rainfall for the drought and average years was lumped into runoff-
producing storm events (generally greater than 1 inches of rainfall) for the primary and upland 
recharge areas. The storm event rainfall was tabulated for the month, and used in the monthly water 
balance. The analysis did not include any adjustment for developed impervious surfaces.  Based on 
the results for the project site this could affect the resultant recharge values by up to about 10 percent 
in developed areas, but would have virtually no effect for agricultural lands which make up a little 
over 60 percent of the Study Area.  In many cases, impervious surfaces drain and contribute to 
recharge in adjacent pervious areas.  Also, impervious surfaces have the effect of reducing 
evapotranspiration losses.  Overall, the effect of impervious surfaces on the area wide groundwater 
recharge calculations is considered to be insignificant and within the limits of accuracy of the water 
balance analysis.  

Evapotranspiration  Monthly reference evapotranspiration (ET) was obtained from the Department 
of Water Resources’ California Irrigation Management Information System (CIMIS).  In the 
calculations for a given month, if the reference ET value exceeded the rainfall (after subtraction of 
runoff), then all of the residual rainfall was assumed to go to ET demand, and resultant infiltration 
(i.e., recharge) for the month was calculated to be zero. 

Net Recharge  Net recharge is the amount of rainfall left over for infiltration after runoff and 
evapotranspiration has occurred.  Monthly net recharge was summed over the year to obtain an annual 
recharge estimate for both average and dry years.   

As presented in Exhibit 9-28, estimated annual recharge in the primary (lowlands) recharge areas 
ranges from 1.65 to 2.04 acre-feet per acre per year (AFY/acre), and in the upland recharge areas it 
ranges from 1.24 to 1.52 AFY/acre.  An average rainfall year would contribute a recharge volume of 
approximately 2,300 to 2,900 AFY of recharge in the primary recharge areas, and 1,700 to 2,100 AFY 
in the upland recharge areas; or a total of between 4,000 and 5,000 AFY.  Therefore, the total average 
annual recharge from this analysis is approximately 4,500 AFY (2,600 AFY in the primary recharge 
area and 1,900 AFY in the upland recharge area).   

Annual recharge during a drought rainfall year would be significantly lower than during an average 
rainfall year. Annual recharge during the drought year conditions ranged from approximately 0.14 to 
0.24 AFY/acre and 0.03 to 0.13 AFY/acre in the primary and upland recharge areas, respectively (see 
Exhibit 9-29).  Drought year rainfall would contribute a recharge volume of approximately 200 to 240 

20	 United States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, Engineering Division. Technical Release No. 16, 
August 1960. 
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acre-feet per year (AFY) in the primary recharge areas, and 40 to 100 AFY in the upland recharge 
areas; or a total of between 240 and 340 AFY.  Therefore, from this analysis, the total average annual 
recharge during a drought year was estimated to be approximately 290 AFY (220 AFY in the primary 
recharge area and 70 AFY in the upland recharge area).   

CUMULATIVE WATER DEMAND ESTIMATES FOR THE STUDY AREA 

Cumulative water demand estimates for the Study Area were developed using the existing land use 
designations per the Sonoma County General Plan along with estimated water demand by land use 
type. Exhibit 9-30 is a map showing the distribution of various land uses in the Study Area.  For each 
land use category, an estimated low and high annual water demand was assigned based on the 
following assumptions: 

x Residential Uses: 0.50 to 1.0 AFY/residence 

x Commercial Uses: 0.50 to 1.0 AFY/lot 

x Agricultural Uses: 0.33 to 1.0 AFY/acres   

x Parkland: 0 AFY/acre 

x Other: 0.50 to 1.0 AFY/acre 

Exhibit 9-31 summarizes results of this water demand analysis for the 2,809 acres that make up the 
Study Area. Shown for comparison are the total projected demands for low and high unit water use 
assumptions.  The data indicate a projected cumulative annual water demand in the range of 674 to 
1,932 AFY at full build-out of the Study Area.  The supporting spreadsheet calculations are provided 
in Appendix E.     

EXHIBIT 9-31 
CUMULATIVE WATER DEMAND ESTIMATES 

Land Use Type 
Acreage / No. 

of Units 
Unit Demand (AFY/unit) Total Demand (AFY) 

Low High Low High 

Residential 202 residences 0.50 1.00 100.99 201.97 

Agricultural 1717 acres 0.33 1.00 566.45 1,716.53 

Commercial 8 lots 0.50 1.00 3.89 7.78 

Mt.Hood Park 28.3 acres 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Other 5.5 acres 0.50 1.00 2.73 5.46 

Total 674.06 1,931.74 

Exhibit 9-32 presents the details of this analysis for project site, based on existing General Plan land 
use designations, compared with the estimated water demand for the proposed project.  As can be seen 
at the bottom of the table, the water demand for the proposed project is about 20 percent less than the 
low-end water demand according to the existing land use designations and the unit water demand 
estimates used in the preceding calculations of cumulative water demand. It is only about 28% of the 
high-end water demand calculations.  This difference is due largely to the lack of agricultural water 
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EXHIBIT 9-30 
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uses on the property under the proposed project that could occur under the General Plan land use 
designations. 

EXHIBIT 9-32 
PROJECT WATER DEMAND COMPARISON 

Project Site Use 
Per General Plan 

Acreage / No. 
of Units 

Unit Demand (AFY/unit) Total Demand (AFY) 

Low High Low High 

Residential 7 residences 0.50 1.00 3.37 6.73 

Agricultural 103 acres 0.33 1.00 33.95 102.87 

Commercial 0 lots 0.50 1.00 0.00 0.00 

Mt.Hood Park 0.0 acres 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Other 2.0 acres 0.50 1.00 1.01 2.02 

Total 38.32 111.62 

Proposed Project 29.2 

DISCUSSION OF AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

The preceding analysis shows the following: 

Groundwater Recharge Estimates The estimated annual recharge of the Study Area, contributed 
from the immediate overlying land area, is in the order of 4,000 to 5,000 AFY under average rainfall 
conditions. Under drought year conditions the annual recharge declines to about 240 to 340 AFY. 
This does not account for any recharge from the surrounding 9,500 acres of the Sonoma Creek 
watershed that contribute surface runoff and drain through the Study Area.  On a “per acre” basis, for 
the 2,809 acres making up the Study Area, this translates to an annual recharge rate ranging from 1.42 
to 1.78 AFY/acre for average rainfall conditions, and from 0.09 to 0.12 AFY/acre for drought year 
conditions. 

Cumulative Water Demand Estimates  The estimated total projected water demand for the Study 
Area ranges from a low of 674 to a high of 1,932 AFY, according to the existing General Plan land use 
designations for the area.  This equates to an estimated average annual water demand of 0.24 to 0.69 
AFY/acre for the 2,809 acres making up the Study Area. 

Average Year Comparison  Under average rainfall conditions, estimated water demand, at the low 
end, is approximately 13 to 17 percent of the estimated average annual recharge for the Class I 
groundwater basin.  At the high end, the water demand estimates are approximately 38 to 48 percent 
the average recharge. Based on this, it can be concluded that the water demands for projected build-
out of the area can be sustained by local recharge; however, to maintain a reasonable buffer for 
periodic dry year and drought conditions, development activities and water use practices that are 
consistent with the low end of the unit water demand estimates (i.e., 0.24 AFY/acre) should be 
encouraged. In this regard, the estimated water demand for the project is 0.16 AFY/acre.        

Drought Year Conditions   Under drought year conditions, the estimated water demand, at the low 
end, will exceed the annual recharge of the groundwater basin by approximately 100 to 167 percent. 
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Projected water demand at the high end will exceed the estimated recharge by approximately 550 to 
750 percent. As presented in Master Response J, the historical water level information for the 
groundwater basin shows convincing evidence that the groundwater levels in the basin rebound very 
quickly in response to normal rainfall following a dry year.  Therefore, long-term effects of a drought 
are very unlikely provided the average water demand and groundwater replenishment rates are in 
balance, with a reasonable factor of safety.  The proposed project, which is estimated to have water 
demands equal to roughly 10 to 12 percent of the groundwater recharge contributed through onsite 
rainfall percolation easily meets this condition.    

Proposed Project Comparison – Average Conditions  The proposed project is estimated to 
contribute a smaller amount of recharge per acre (1.19 to 1.46 AFY/acre) as compared with the 
average for the Study Area. However, the project will exert a lower than average demand (0.16 
AFY/acre) on the groundwater resources as compared with projected average conditions in the area. 
On a percentage basis, the annual water demand for the project is in the range of 10 to 12 percent of 
the estimated onsite recharge contributed by the project site (not accounting for any credit from onsite 
percolation of treated wastewater). This compares with a range of 13 to 48 percent (water 
demand/recharge) for the Study Area as a whole. 

Therefore, the cumulative groundwater resources analysis presented here, along with the historical 
groundwater level information for the area (see Master Response J), support the conclusion reached in 
the Draft EIR that the impacts of the project on groundwater, in individual or cumulative terms, will 
be less than significant. 

Proposed Project Comparison – Drought Conditions  Under drought conditions, the water demand 
for the project will exceed the groundwater recharge rate, as will the water demand from cumulative 
development/water use activities in the area.  Although the historical groundwater level information 
and the recharge analysis indicates that this would not have a lasting negative impact on the 
groundwater basin, as a commercial operation the project has the ability to implement water use 
restrictions; this is the normal response to drought conditions virtually everywhere.  This is feasible, 
since the major water use by the project facilities occurs during the spring, summer and fall months, 
when the existence of drought (or dry year) conditions can already be determined from the prior 
winter’s rainfall. Types of measures that could be implemented on a year-to-year basis, as needed in 
direct response to annual rainfall conditions, include such things as: (a) limiting landscape irrigation; 
(b) limiting special events; (c) reduced hours of operation for the winery tasting room or restaurant; (d) 
reduction in lodge occupancy; and (e) water use restrictions for residential properties.    

Recommendations 

Based on the results of the cumulative groundwater analysis presented here, the impact discussion 
under Impact 5.5-5 in the Draft EIR has been modified to acknowledge and address the potential 
short-term, less-than-significant, impacts on the groundwater resources during drought condition.   

Based on the results of the cumulative groundwater analysis presented in Master Response K and 
specific comments (see Response to Comments 14-58, 19-18, 21-38, 22-1, and PH-38) section 5.5 is 
revised in several locations. Rather than provide individual revisions in various sections of this 
document, the entire revised section 5.5 is provided below: 
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5.5 WATER SUPPLY 

Water Supply – The Setting 

INTRODUCTION 

Implementation of the proposed project would include the use of two recently constructed wells on the 
project site to provide a water supply for the proposed inn/spa/restaurant, the winery, and the 
residential units. The approximate location of the wells is shown in Exhibit 5.5-1.  The upper well 
(“Resort Well”), located immediately west of the proposed inn/spa/restaurant site, would provide 
water for the inn/spa/restaurant and the 11 proposed residences.  The lower well (“Winery Well”), 
located just north of the proposed winery and events pavilion, would provide water for the winery and 
the events pavilion. 

Two background water supply studies prepared for the project applicant were reviewed as part of the 
assessment of the water supply potential at the project site: E.H. Boudreau, Geology and Ground 
Water Potential of the Auberge Resorts Property, Kenwood California, October 3, 2000; and Richard 
C. Slade & Associates LLC, Consulting Groundwater Geologists (RCS), Results and Analysis of 48-
Hour Constant Rate Pumping Test – Resort Well at Graywood Ranch, December 2002. In addition, a 
California Department of Water Resources’ (DWR) evaluation of the groundwater supply in Sonoma 
County 21 was reviewed for information pertinent to the project area. 

EXISTING WATER SUPPLY 

Prior to the construction of the Resort Well and Winery Well, no existing wells were located on the 
project site. The Resort Well and Winery Well were constructed by Weeks Drilling & Pump 
Company in July and September 2002, respectively.  The Resort Well was constructed to a depth of 
approximately 540 feet below ground surface (bgs), and the Winery Well was constructed to depth of 
approximately 550 feet bgs.  The location of the Winery Well was changed due to excessive caving 
during the drilling of the pilot hole. 22  The final Winery Well location is approximately 400 feet 
southeast of the original location. There are no springs located on the project site; however natural 
springs are located on neighboring properties, as discussed below. 

21	 Evaluation of Ground Water Resources: Sonoma County, Volume 1: Geologic and Hydrologic Data, Department of 
Water Resources, Robert Ford, 1975. 

22	 Results and Analysis of 48-Hour Constant Rate Pumping Test –Resort Well at Graywood Ranch, Richard C. Slade & 
Associates, LCC, December 2002. 
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GROUNDWATER 

Geologic Features 

Information on the underlying geology of the project site was described in Boudreau’s 2000 study. 
The 1975 DWR report described the characteristics of the geology in the project vicinity.  Unless 
otherwise noted, the following descriptions of the geologic features are from the DWR report. 

Three separate geologic units underlie the project site and vicinity:  Alluvium, the Glen Ellen 
Formation, and the Sonoma Volcanics. 23  The units differ in age, origin, rock types, thickness and 
lateral extent, structure, and water-bearing characteristics.  The Glen Ellen Formation and the Sonoma 
Volcanics are the main water-bearing formations, with a specific yield of approximately five percent 
and three percent, respectively.  The specific yield is the volume of water per unit volume of aquifer 
that can be extracted by pumping.  It is an important factor in water availability, and is one of the key 
factors that is used to estimate the actual volume of groundwater available.   

Alluvium  The alluvial fan deposits (Alluvium) are the youngest of the three units.  This unit generally 
consists of loosely consolidated gravel, sand, silt, and clay that has been transported to and deposited 
in the valley by stream activity over the past several thousand years.  The Alluvium on the project site 
is at its maximum thickness in the southern section of the property, where the depth is up to 
approximately 100 feet. 24 

Glen Ellen Formation  The Glen Ellen Formation underlies the Alluvium in a series of lenses of 
moderately consolidated gravel, sand, and clay.  This unit is approximately three million years old, 
and has a maximum thickness of roughly 800 feet at the center of the valley. The water productivity 
of the Glen Ellen Formation is highly variable.  According to the DWR report, the most successful 
wells drilled in the Glen Ellen Formation in the Rincon Valley, Kenwood Valley, and Valley of the 
Moon areas tap the underlying materials of the Sonoma Volcanics. 

Sonoma Volcanics  The Sonoma Volcanics are the oldest of the three units (three to ten million years 
old), and underlie the Glen Ellen Formation; both the Resort Well and the Winery Well are 
constructed in this formation.  The Sonoma Volcanics consist of the lava flows and beds of soft to 
hard tuff (volcanic ash). Sediments are also present, since the volcanism was not continuous.  The 
maximum thickness of the Sonoma Volcanics is well over 1,000 feet.  The capacity of water wells 
drilled into the Sonoma Volcanics is highly variable and unpredictable.  In general, successful wells 
drilled into this unit should yield from ten to 50 gallons per minute (gpm), with drawdowns 25 of ten to 
120 feet. Domestic wells ranging in depth up to 500 feet are not uncommon in the Sonoma Volcanics, 
due to the large drawdowns and standing water to depths of 200 to 300 feet.  The specific capacity of 
wells studied in the DWR report ranged from 0.75 to 26.2 gallons per minute per foot of drawdown 
(gpm/ft ddn).  By comparison, the Resort Well has a specific capacity of approximately 0.68 gpm/ft 

23	 Geology & Ground Water Potential of the Auberge Resorts Property, Kenwood, California, E.H. Boudreau, October 3, 
2000. 

24	 Geology & Ground Water Potential of the Auberge Resorts Property, Kenwood, California, op. cit., and Evaluation of 
Ground Water Resources:  Sonoma County, Volume 1: Geologic and Hydrologic Data, op. cit. 

25	 Drawdown is the lowering of the water surface of a well, the water table, or the piezometric surface adjacent to the well, 
as a result of the pumping of the water. 
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ddn. 26  The specific capacity (different from specific yield) can be used to estimate the drawdown that 
would be produced at different pumping rates.  For example, the specific capacity of a well that 
delivers 30 gpm with 60 feet of drawdown would be 0.5 gpm/feet.  At 40 gpm, the drawdown would 
be 40/0.5 = 80 feet.  

GROUNDWATER IN STORAGE 

The Glen Ellen and the Sonoma Volcanics are the main water-bearing formations under the project 
site. The specific yields of the Glen Ellen and Sonoma Volcanics are approximately five percent and 
three percent, respectively. 27  The Glen Ellen formation underlies approximately 25 acres of the 
project site, while the Sonoma Volcanics underlie approximately 170 acres.  Boudreau estimated there 
to be about 600 acre-feet 28 of water in storage in the Glen Ellen formation, and approximately 2,500 
acre-feet of water in storage the Sonoma Volcanics.  Therefore, approximately 3,000 acre-feet of water 
is estimated to be in storage under the project site. 

NEIGHBORING WELLS AND SPRINGS 

Exhibit 5.5-1 shows the approximate location of the neighboring wells and springs, based upon maps 
provided by Boudreau 29, and RCS, and through public comments on the Draft EIR. 30  Comments 
from some well owners in the project vicinity indicate they have experienced problems with decreased 
well production. 31  While problems with decreased well production over a large area may indicate 
problems with the supplying aquifer, the proposed project and all neighboring wells draw from the 
same major groundwater basin, which has a known plentiful supply of groundwater.  The groundwater 
basin is located in the valley floor and lowlands, extending from south of Kenwood into and beyond 
Santa Rosa. Given that the wells are located in this major groundwater basin, problems with 
individual well production could be a product of poorly designed, poorly constructed, or poorly 
maintained wells, or physical deterioration of the well casing. An example of this is the Kenwood 
Village Water Company main well, which was installed in 1946, and experienced increased dynamic 
drawdown and a well casing failure in the mid-1990s. The well had to be recased.32 

26	 Results and Analysis of 48-Hour Constant Rate Pumping Test –Resort Well at Graywood Ranch, op. cit. 

27	 Geology & Ground Water Potential of the Auberge Resorts Property, Kenwood, California, op. cit. 

28	 One acre-foot of water is equal to 325,851 gallons of water.  This measurement refers to the amount of water covering 
one acre to a depth of one foot. 

29	 Geology & Ground Water Potential of the Auberge Resorts Property, Kenwood, California, op. cit. 

30	 Results and Analysis of 48-Hour Constant Rate Pumping Test –Resort Well at Graywood Ranch, op. cit. 

31	 For example see letter to Paula Stamp, Sonoma County Permit Resources Management Department from John Foster, 
May 6, 2002, a copy of which is in Appendix 8.5. 

32	 Wolski, E. California Department of Health Services, Division of Drinking Water and Environmental Management, 
Drinking Water Field Operations Branch, Sonoma District, Kenwood Village Water Company Water Inspection Report 
(System Number 4910025), August 27, 2003. 
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Boudreau identified nineteen wells located on properties adjacent to or near the project site.  No wells 
were identified to the north of the project site, and only one was identified to the west; most wells 
were identified in areas south and east of the property boundary.  The neighboring wells range in depth 
from 25 to 400 feet, with the exception of one well, which is drilled to a depth of approximately 800 
feet. The wells closest to the project site are identified as the Old Bargiacchi Well, 33 the New 
Bargiacchi Well, the Flats Well, 34 and the Graywood Ranch Well in Exhibit 5.5-1. These wells are 
located in the same geologic formation as the Resort and Winery Wells, and likely draw water from 
the same aquifer systems. 35  The Flats Well is used for vineyard irrigation, and the other three nearby 
off-site wells are used for domestic water sources.  Exhibit 5.5-2 summarizes the characteristics of the 
nearby off-site wells. 

EXHIBIT 5.5-2 
OFF-SITE WELL CHARACTERISTICS 

Well 
Distance from (feet) Depth a 

(feet) 
Reported Yield a 

(gallons per 
minute) 

Water use b 
Resort Well Winery Well 

Graywood 
Ranch 1,130 800 525 50 Domestic 

New 
Bargiacchi 1,970 1,400 Unknown Unknown Domestic 

Old 
Bargiacchi 1,900 900 200 30 Domestic 

Flats 
(Gemini) 2,600 1,100 300 100 Irrigation 

(Vineyard) 

a	 Geology & Ground Water Potential of the Auberge Resorts Property, Kenwood, California, E.H. Boudreau, October 3, 
2000. 

b	 Results and Analysis of 48-Hour Constant Rate Pumping Test – Resort Well at Graywood Ranch, Richard C. Slade & 
Associates, Consulting Groundwater Geologists, December 2002. 

Source: Questa Engineering  

Several natural springs are located on neighboring properties.  The springs, identified as Foster Spring, 
Harper Spring, Baker/Philbin Spring, Dempster/Harrison Spring, and Graywood Ranch Spring in 
Exhibit 5.5-1, have provided water to homes and cabins on the neighboring lots since the early 

33	 The Old Bargiacchi Well is identified as the “Bargiacchi Well” in Geology & Ground Water Potential of the 
Auberge Resorts Property, Kenwood, California, op. cit. 

34	 The Flats Well is likely the “Gemini Well” identified in Geology & Ground Water Potential of the Auberge 
Resorts Property, Kenwood, California, op. cit. however this could not be confirmed. 

35	 Results and Analysis of 48-Hour Constant Rate Pumping Test –Resort Well at Graywood Ranch, op. cit. 
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1900s. 36  The springs are on properties adjacent to the eastern and western boundaries of the project 
site. Flows in these springs were monitored by Adobe Associates before and during the pumping test. 
The flows ranged between approximately 0.6 and 1.5 gallons per minute (gpm) in Graywood Ranch 
Spring, and between approximately 0.3 and 0.4 gpm in Harper Spring; flow rates in Foster Spring 
were essentially negligible.  The large range of the flowrates in Graywood Ranch Spring was 
attributed to changes in weather during the monitoring period; the highest flow rates were measured 
directly before and during the pumping test on Graywood Ranch Spring. 

Water Quality 

Ford 37 and RCS 38 described the water quality of the groundwater found in the project area and at the 
project site, respectively.  Boudreau 39 briefly discussed some of the characteristics of the local 
groundwater quality, based upon neighboring wells in the project area.  The study performed by RCS, 
which provides the most site-specific background water quality information, included some water 
quality testing of on-site wells and the neighboring springs.  Exhibit 5.5-3 summarizes the results of 
the water quality testing performed by RCS at the Resort Well, and also includes the current State 
drinking water standards, where applicable. 

EXHIBIT 5.5-3 
WATER QUALITY SUMMARY, RESORT WELL 

Constituent State Drinking Water 
Standard a(mg/L) 

Resort Well 

Total Dissolved Solids 500 180 

Total Hardness No Standard 44 

Iron 0.3 Non-detectable b 

Silica No Standard 90 

Nitrate (as Nitrogen) 10 1.8 

Sodium No Standard 12 

Chloride 250 8 

Manganese 0.05 0.14 

a 	 Nitrate is the only primary drinking water standard; the other standards are consumer acceptance limits (secondary 
standards). 

b 	 The detection limit for dissolved iron is 0.05 mg/L. 

36 Questa Engineering conversation with John Foster, 2002. 


37 Evaluation of Ground Water Resources: Sonoma County, Volume 1: Geologic and Hydrologic Data, op. cit.
 

38 Results and Analysis of 48-Hour Constant Rate Pumping Test –Resort Well at Graywood Ranch, op. cit.
 

39	 Geology & Ground Water Potential of the Auberge Resorts Property, Kenwood, California, op. cit. 
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Source: Results and Analysis of 48-Hour Constant Rate Pumping Test –Resort Well at Graywood Ranch, Richard C. Slade & 
Associates, LCC, December 2002. 

As described by Ford, 40 the groundwater of the Sonoma Volcanics is generally a “satisfactory 
quality” sodium-bicarbonate water.  Water quality testing by RCS 41 revealed that the water from the 
Resort Well has a mixed-calcium-magnesium-bicarbonate character.  However, the neighboring 
springs had a sodium-bicarbonate character, suggesting the off-site springs are likely not directly 
connected to the aquifer supplying the Resort Well. 42  Of the constituents that were tested, most were 
at levels well below the State drinking water standards.  Although wells in the area often report high 
concentrations of iron, 43 the dissolved iron concentration at the Resort Well was non-detectable. 
However, manganese concentrations were above the State drinking water standard.  Water quality 
testing of the Winery Well was not performed, though given its proximity to the Resort Well and 
depth, it is likely that the Winery Well would have water quality characteristics similar to the Resort 
Well. 

REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS 

Sonoma County General Plan Policy RC-3h requires proof of adequate groundwater for discretionary 
projects in Class III and IV areas (areas of marginal groundwater availability or with low or highly 
variable water yield).  The proposed Sonoma Country Inn is located in a Class I area, which is an area 
defined as a major groundwater basin; therefore, development in this area would not require a verified 
water supply because of theknown plentiful supply of groundwater.  However, in response to public 
comments during the scoping process, a pumping test by RCS was performed to verify the water 
supply.  The results of the pumping test are described in the discussion of impacts which follows. 

Water Supply – Significance Criteria 

The water supply analysis uses criteria from the State CEQA Guidelines.  According to these criteria, 
the project would have a significant water supply impact if it would: 

Water 

x Not have sufficient water supplies available to serve the project from existing entitlements and 
resources, or require new or expanded entitlements. 

x Require or result in the construction of new water treatment facilities or expansion of existing 
facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental effects. 

40 Evaluation of Ground Water Resources: Sonoma County, Volume 1: Geologic and Hydrologic Data, op. cit.
 

41 Results and Analysis of 48-Hour Constant Rate Pumping Test –Resort Well at Graywood Ranch, op. cit.
 

42 Ibid.
 

43 Geology & Ground Water Potential of the Auberge Resorts Property, Kenwood, California, op. cit.
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Groundwater 

x Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with groundwater recharge 
such that there would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering of the local groundwater 
table level (e.g., the production rate of pre-existing nearby wells would drop to a level which 
would not support existing land uses or planned uses for which permits have been granted). 

Water Supply – Impacts and Mitigation 

Impact 5.5-1 Adequacy of Water Supply 
The pumping test verified that the Resort Well can produce enough water for both the proposed 
inn/spa/restaurant (including the winery and events pavilion) and residential development. 
Annual groundwater recharge in the area easily exceeds the projected annual water demand, 
meaning the aquifer would continue to be sufficiently replenished, and will not be overdrafted as 
a result of the proposed project.  Further, water quality testing has shown that the groundwater 
is of suitable quality for the proposed domestic and irrigation water needs of the project. 
Therefore, the Resort Well and Winery Well would be suitable to supply an adequate quantity 
and quality of water for the proposed project.  This impact would be less-than-significant. 

An adequate supply of good quality water is essential to the creation of the proposed project, since 
there are no existing municipal water supplies that could be extended to serve the project.  The failure 
to provide a reliable supply of water could lead to shortages during periods of drought or, potentially, 
the inability to obtain development permits.  Sonoma County General Plan Policy RC-3h is intended 
to minimize this possibility through the requirement of a groundwater evaluation study and proof of 
water in Class III and Class IV areas.  Although the project site is in a Class I area (major groundwater 
basin) and both wells would pump from this area, an aquifer (pumping) test was performed by RCS to 
verify the adequacy of the water supply. 

The average water demand estimates were based upon figures provided by Adobe Associates.  The 
estimates for the resort were derived by assumptions that average water demand is equal to 
approximately 75 percent of the project peak daily wastewater flow.  Additionally, landscape irrigation 
demand for the resort was assumed to be 3,000 gpd for an estimated 1.5 acres (excluding the amount 
supplied from recycled graywater).  For the residences, use was assumed to be 120 gpd/bedroom600 
gpd (based on 5 bedrooms at 120 gpd/bedroom) for domestic uses and 200 gpd for landscape 
irrigation. For the winery and events pavilion, water demand was assumed to be 90 percent of the 
peak wastewater flow, plus and allowance of 3,0002,000 gpd for an estimated one acre of landscape 
irrigation. An itemized summary of water demand is given in Exhibit 5.5-4. 

The Resort Well would serve the proposed inn/spa/restaurant, the 11 residential lots, and landscaping 
around these facilities.  The estimated water demand of the Resort Well is approximately 
26,00023,320 gallons per day (gpd), or roughly 2926.2 acre-feet of water per year (AF/year). 
Converted to a pumping rate, the Resort Well would have to produce approximately 2422 gallons per 
minute (gpm), assuming the well would be pumped 75 percent of the time (18 hours per day).  The 
Winery Well would supply approximately 5,0002,685 gpd (5.63.0 AF/year) for use at the winery and 
events center and associated landscaping needs, requiring a pumping rate of approximately 52.5 gpm 
(18 hours per day).  Landscape irrigation needs are approximate, since the exact landscaping plan has 
not yet been developed; they reflect an average annual irrigation water demand of approximately 27 
inches. The applicant has stated that they may incorporate low water use plants, and would use some 
recycled graywater from the spa and laundry facilities for irrigation needs. 
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From a water balance perspective, the annual recharge on the project site greatly exceeds the projected 
amount of water withdrawal; see Impact 5.5-3. All available information Review of water well 
information for the immediate project area, groundwater recharge calculations for the project site, 
research and review of background geologic and hydrologic data for the project area, and detailed 
itemization of water demands for the proposed project facilities indicates that there is more than 
sufficient groundwater available on the project site to meet the estimated water demand.  The total 
annual average water demand for the proposed project is approximately 3529.2 AF/year (2926.2 
AF/year for the Resort Well plus+ 63.0 AF/year for the Winery Well).  In contrast, post-development 
groundwater recharge (the annual amount of water replenished to the aquifer during average rainfall 
conditions) in the Resort and Winery Wellwithin the boundaries of the project site recharge area is 
estimated to be in the range of approximately 87 to 130234 to 287 AF/year (see Impact 5.5-3). 
Therefore, on average, groundwater extraction would amount to about 25 to 4010 to 12 percent of 
local (project site) groundwater recharge volume, assuring that sufficient water would continue to 
replenish the aquifer on an annual basisevery year. Below average rainfall years would reduce the 
amount of groundwater recharge received.  However, based on the nearly 400 feet of saturated depth 
at the Resort Well, dry year or even drought year conditions would not deplete the available supply of 
groundwater for the project.  Further consideration of drought period impacts is included under 
cumulative impacts discussion (Impact 5.5-5). 
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EXHIBIT 5.5-4 (REVISED) 

AVERAGE WATER USE ESTIMATES AT SONOMA COUNTRY INN  


Water Use Rate 

Gallons per day Acre-feet per year a 

Resort Well 

Inn/Spa/Restaurant 

Commercial Use b 10,1209,500 11.310.6 

Spa/Laundry c 1,4004,800 1.61.85.4 

Landscape Irrigation d 3,000 3.4 

Residential Development 

Residential Use e 6,600 7.4 

Landscape Irrigation f 2,200 2.5 

Subtotal 23,32026,100 26.229.2 

Winery Well 

Winery and Events PavilionProcess Water g 2,000200 0.222.2 

Tasting Room & Employee Use h 385 0.43 

Events Pavilion i 100 0.11 

Landscape Irrigation j 2,0003,000 2.23.4

 Subtotal 2,6855,000 3.05.6

 Total 26,00531,100 29.234.8 

a Gallons per day times 365 (days per year) divided by 325,851 (gallons in one acre-foot of water) equals acre-feet per yearAFY. 

b 0.80 (occupancy factor) x 12,650 gpd (peak flow) = 10,120 gpd (average water use) 

c 0.80 x 1,750 gpd = 1,400 gpd 

d 2,000 gpd/acre x 1.5 acres = 3,000 gpd 

e 5 bedrooms/residence x 120 gpd/bedroom x 11 residences = 6,600 gpd 

f 11 residences x 200 gpd/residence = 2,200 gpd 

g (10,000 cases/year x 2.4 gal/case x 3 gal water per gal wine) / 365 days/year = 200 gpd 

h (100 guests/day x 2.5 gal/guest) + (9 employees/day x 15 gal/employee) = 385 gpd 

i {30 events/year x [(200 guests x 5 gal/guest) + (15 employees x 15 gal/employee)]} / 365 day/year = 100 gpd 

j 2,000 gpd/acre x 1.0 acre = 2,000 gpd 

Source: Adobe Associates, Inc.Questa Engineering 
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To verify the ability to extract water from the aquifer, a 48-hour pumping test was completed by RCS 
in December September 2002.  The pumping test was performed on the Resort Well and showed that 
the well is capable of sustaining an average pumping rate of 30 gpm (the total combined pumping rate 
that would be required of the Resort Well and the Winery Well).  This pumping rate is comparable to 
other well yields sustained in the area, which range from approximately 30 to 100 gpm. 44 

The pumping test verified that the Resort Well can produce enough water for both the proposed 
inn/spa/restaurant and residential development, as well as the winery and events pavilion.  Annual 
groundwater recharge in the area easily exceeds the projected annual water demand, meaning the 
aquifer would continue to be sufficiently replenished, and would not be overdrafted as a result of the 
project. Further, water quality testing has shown that the groundwater is of suitable quality for the 
proposed domestic and irrigation water needs of the project.  Therefore, the Resort Well and Winery 
Well would be suitable to supply an adequate quantity and quality of water for the proposed project. 
This is a less-than-significant impact. 

Mitigation Measure 5.5-1  No mitigation would be required. 

Impact 5.5-2 Impacts from the Construction of New or Expanded Water Treatment Facilities 
The proposed project would draw water from on-site groundwater sources. Since no new or 
expanded water treatment facilities would be required, this would not be an impact. 

The water supply for the proposed project would come from two recently drilled on-site water wells. 
No other sources of water are proposed for the project (such as from an existing municipal water 
supply), therefore no new or expanded water treatment facilities are needed. 

Mitigation Measure 5.5-2  No mitigation would be required. 

Impact 5.5-3 Impacts to Groundwater Recharge and Aquifer Level 
Compared to the estimated pre-development recharge volumes over the entire site, the 
proposed project is estimated to result in an approximate 15 to 20 14 to 15 percent reduction in 
the net on-site recharge of the groundwater basin.  Averaged over the approximate 180-acre 
project site, the net annual reduction in groundwater recharge would amount to about 0.12 to 
0.16 0.19 to 0.22 acre-feet per acre, or 1.5 to 2.02.3 to 2.6 inches. This impact would be less-
than-significant. 

Groundwater in the project area comes from percolation of local rainfall.  The area over which rainfall 
infiltrates and percolates to the groundwater is called a groundwater recharge area.  Recharge areas are 
found on mountains, along foothill slopes, and on valley floors. 45  Impacts to groundwater recharge 
are primarily caused by decreasing the amount of area available for recharge.  The reduction of area 
occurs when existing pervious areas are covered by impervious surfaces, such as paved roadway, 
parking lots, and driveways, or buildings.  The amount of recharge can also be reduced when existing 
drainage patterns are altered and stormwater that would normally infiltrate in the recharge area is 
routed outside of the recharge area.  Lastly, the effective recharge volume is reduced by pumping 

44 Ibid.
 

45 Evaluation of Ground Water Resources: Sonoma County, Volume 1: Geologic and Hydrologic Data, op. cit.
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activities. The proposed project includes the construction of approximately 18.1 acres of new 
impervious surface. 46  Currently, no impervious areas are located on the project site. 

The project site can be divided into two groundwater recharge areas: (1) a lowland recharge area and 
(2) an upland recharge area. The upland recharge area is the primary source of groundwater for the 
proposed project; it is in this area that the Resort and Winery Wells are located.  Both recharge areas 
are located in a major groundwater basin, as delineated in the Sonoma County General Plan, and 
described in the Setting above. Impacts to the upland recharge area would have local effects on the 
amount of recharge to the proposed water supply (Winery and Resort Wells) and any neighboring 
wells that draw water from the same hydrologic unit.  Impacts to the lowland recharge area would not 
directly impact the proposed water supply, since this area is located downgradient of the wells; 
however regional impacts on groundwater storage could occur from the project as a whole.   

The lowland groundwater recharge area has an area of roughly 46.5 acres.  Based on existing an 
analysis of rainfall, runoff, and evapotranspiration data for two average year conditions, 1996-97 and 
2001-02, it is estimated that approximately 1.65 to 2.04 AF/year/acre 34 percent of the mean annual 
rainfall (ten inches, or 0.83 acre-feet per acre) percolates and recharges the groundwater basin. 
Therefore, the 46.5-acre recharge area (pre-development) is estimated to contribute an average of 39.3 
77 to 95 AF/year to groundwater replenishment.  As proposed, the project would create approximately 
3.7 acres of impervious surface in the lowland recharge area (for instance, buildings, roads, and 
parking areas), reducing the effective recharge area to 42.8 acres.  This would reduce the net recharge 
volume in this portion of the site to 35.5 71 to 87 AF/year.  This amounts to a decrease in groundwater 
recharge of approximately 7.8 to 8.4eight percent in the project site primary groundwater recharge 
area, but a negligible loss in recharge in the context of the regional groundwater basin which covers 
more than 1,400 acres. This would represent a smallan insignificant portion of the cumulative loss of 
recharge area to the regional groundwater basin.   

The upland groundwater recharge area has an area of approximately 362 acres, as delineated in the 
RCS 2002 report and shown on Exhibit 5.5-1. However, the recharge area within the project 
boundaries is a smaller amount, approximately 127 acres.  This smaller area was used to evaluate 
groundwater recharge impacts in the upland areas. The land within the upland watershed is primarily 
undeveloped woodland and grassland; therefore, little or no impervious areas currently exist within the 
on-site recharge area boundaries, and the entire area is assumed to contribute to groundwater recharge. 
The average annual recharge to groundwater from the upland areas of the project site is estimated to 
range from 1.24 to 1.52 AF/year/acre. The existing average annual volume of precipitation that falls 
on the upland recharge area is estimated to be about 900 AF/year; this was estimated by multiplying 
the total existing recharge area (362 acres) by the average annual rainfall (29.9 inches/year). 
Approximately ten to 15 percent of the average annual rainfall is assumed to percolate and recharge 
into the local volcanic rock aquifer.  This gives an estimated existing average annual recharge volume 
of roughly 90 to 135157 to 192 AF/year for the upland portions of the site (127 acres). As proposed, 
the project will create approximately 11.6 acres of new impervious surface within the upland recharge 
area, thereby decreasing the effective recharge area to approximately 115350 acres. This will reduce 
the amount of average annual recharge to approximately 87 to 130 143 to 175 AF/year, a three- to 
four-percent an approximate 8 to 9 percent reduction as compared with the existing recharge volume.   

46 The estimate of new impervious surface includes paved roadways, driveways, parking lots, and commercial and 
residential buildings. 
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The proposed wells would extract approximately 3529.2 AF/year from the aquifer to meet average 
annual water demands.  However, the project would also return to the groundwater basin 
approximately 50 percent of the water via percolation of treated wastewater. Based on the above, the 
total reduction in groundwater recharge as a result of the project is estimated to be as follows: 

Lowlands recharge reduction 6 to 83.8 AF/year 

Uplands recharge reduction 14 to 173 to 5 AF/year 

“Net”Water demand for extraction 29.215 to 20 AF/year 

Treated wastewater percolation (14.6 AF/year) 

Total reduction 34.6 to 39.621.8 to 28.8 AF/year 

Compared to the estimated pre-development recharge volumes of 129.3 and 174.3234 to 287 AF/year 
for the entire site (lowlands plus uplands recharge), the project is estimated to result in an approximate 
15 to 20 14 to 15 percent reduction in the net on-site recharge of the groundwater basin.  Averaged 
over the approximate 180-acre project site, the net annual reduction in groundwater recharge would 
amount to about 0.12 to 0.160.19 to 0.22 acre-feet per acre, which equates to a water “depth” of about 
2.3 to 2.61.5 to 2.0 inches. This impact would be less-than-significant. 

Most of the water used for domestic purposes would be returned to the groundwater system via 
percolation from the on-site wastewater treatment disposal systems, such that the “net extraction” of 
groundwater for the project is likely to be no more than about half of the projected pumping volume, 
or roughly 15 to 20 AF/year, as previously noted. Additionally, groundwater recharge occurs when 
stormwater runoff from building, roof, driveway, and roadway areas is not conveyed off-site through 
stormwater collection and conveyance systems.  Stormwater runoff from the developed areas at the 
project site would be conveyed to the natural drainage ways on-site.  Also, as discussed in the 
hydrology section of the EIR, and required in Mitigation Measure 5.3-3(b), the applicant proposes to 
incorporate infiltration drainage methods to reduce runoff form the winery buildings and paved 
surfaces. This will further lower the estimates of recharge loss from the project. Since groundwater 
mining would not occur, the proposed project would not cause a drop in the aquifer level.  This impact 
would be less-than-significant. 

Mitigation Measure 5.5-3  No mitigation would be required. 

Impact 5.5-4 Impacts to Neighboring Wells and Springs from Well Interference 
Well interference effects on neighboring wells would not limit ability of the wells to provide water 
for existing domestic or irrigation uses.  Based upon spring flow monitoring during the pumping 
test, water quality characteristics of the springs and well water, and the location of the springs 
upgradient of the wells, the neighboring springs would not be influenced by the proposed wells. 
Impacts to neighboring wells and springs from well interference would be less-than-significant. 

Well interference refers to the groundwater drawdown on neighboring wells or springs from the 
pumping of a given well or group of wells.  The extent of the effect, if any, depends upon a number of 
factors, including the distance between the wells, pumping rate, and the nature and the hydraulic 
properties of the aquifer. Factors affecting the actual pump yield may also include the depth of the 
constructed well and depth of the well seal, the depth of the screened intervals of the well, the depth or 
height of the pump inside the well, the size and the hydraulic capacity of the well.  The best way to 
determine potential well interference effects is through the completion of a pumping test, such as that 
completed by RCS in November September 2002. 
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Impacts to Neighboring Wells 

A 48-hour pumping test 47 by RCS was performed on the Resort Well.  Several nearby wells, 
including the Winery Well and two neighboring off-site wells (New Bargiacchi Well and Graywood 
Ranch Well) were monitored for water level decline during the pumping test.  During the pumping 
tests, the water level increased in the Winery Well and the New Bargiacchi Well, and declined only 
slightly (0.32 feet below reference point [brp]) in the Graywood Ranch Well (see Exhibit 5.5-1). 
Water level decline in the pumping well (Resort Well) was 44.13 feet brp.  Because pumping had to 
occur in the Graywood Ranch Well during the pumping test, it is likely that the decline in water level 
was the result of this, and not the pumping of the Resort Well.   

The water level in the Resort Well was 154.52 feet brp before the pumping test, and was 198.65 feet 
brp prior to the end of the test (48 hours, 20 minutes of continuous pumping at 30 gpm).  Following 
termination of the pumping period, the Resort Well showed positive recovery, with water levels 
recovering to 2.79 feet below the initial pre-test static water level after approximately five days. The 
total drawdown during the pumping portion of the test was 44.13 feet.  The total saturated aquifer 
thickness (approximately 385 feet) is estimated as the well depth (540 feet) less the initial depth to 
water (approximately 155 feet).  The available aquifer thickness (257 feet) is the amount of aquifer 
available for pumping and is estimated as roughly two-thirds of the total saturated aquifer thickness. 
Based upon the results of the pumping test, the specific capacity of the Resort Well is estimated to be 
approximately 0.68 gpm/ft ddn.  The actual specific capacity may be slightly lower, since equilibrium 
conditions were approached, but not clearly achieved at the end of the pumping test.  The specific 
capacity estimate was used in combination with other data from the pumping test to estimate aquifer 
transmissivity, which was then refined through calibration against actual drawdown observations at 
the pumping well during the test.  The specific capacity, per se, was not used to estimate the well yield 
and long-term drawdown effects on the aquifer and neighboring wells. 

In addition to monitoring the water level, RCS performed drawdown calculations for the nearby 
observation wells to predict the theoretical amount of water level drawdown that might occur in the 
monitored wells.  The theoretical drawdown calculations were performed for periods of continuous 
pumping for 2,900 minutes (2 days), 30 days, 60 days, 90 days, and 180 days.  The longer assumed 
periods of continuous pumping are used to estimate the amount of drawdown that could be expected 
during a dry period, when pumping occurs, and groundwater is not recharged by rainfall infiltration. 
Exhibit 5.5-5 summarizes the results of the monitored drawdown and theoretical drawdown values. 

47 Continuous pumping of the well occurred for a total of 48 hours and 20 minutes (2,900 minutes). 
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EXHIBIT 5.5-5 
COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND ACTUAL DRAWDOWN VALUES 

Well 
Name 

Distance 
to 

Pumping 
Well 
(ft) 

Actually Monitored 
Water Level Decline 
after 2900 minutes 

(ft, brp) 

Theoretical Water Level Drawdown, Showing 
Assumed Periods of Continuous Pumping 

(ft, brp) 
After 
2,900 

minutes 
After 30 

days 
After 60 

days 
After 90 

days 
After 180 

days 

Resort 
Well -- 44.13 

Calibrated 
to actual 
value of 
44.13 

49.12 50.87 51.90 53.65 

Winery 
Well 1,610 

No water level 
decline (water level 
increased 2.95 ft) 

3.33 9.75 11.49 12.51 14.26 

New 
Bargiacchi 
Well 

1,970 
No water level 

decline (water level 
increased 3.67 ft) 

2.51 8.75 10.48 11.50 13.24 

Graywood 
Ranch 
Well 

1,130 0.32 4.90 11.53 13.27 14.30 16.05 

Source: RCS 

The observed drawdown of the monitoring wells during the pumping test indicates that the Winery 
Well and the New Bargiacchi Well may not be influenced by the pumping of the Resort Well (water 
levels did not decline during the pumping test).  However, it is also possible that the 48-hour pumping 
was not long enough for drawdown effects to appear in these wells.  Water levels at the Graywood 
Ranch Well (the well nearest to the pumping well) declined by 0.32 feet during the pumping test.  This 
may be attributed to the normal pumping of the Graywood Ranch Well (for existing uses) during the 
testing period. Although no water level decline was noted during the monitoring of the New 
Bargiacchi Well, the wells penetrate the bedrock zone and draw water from a similar depth. 
Therefore, the conservative (safe) approach is to assume that long-term drawdown effects are possible 
at both the New Bargiacchi and Graywood Ranch Wells, as well as at the Old Bargiacchi Well and 
Flats Well.  The drawdown calculations performed by RCS were completed in accordance with 
standard techniques for assessing water well hydraulics and appropriate aquifer assumptions derived 
from the pumping test. 

Using the theoretical long-term drawdown effects estimated by RCS for neighboring wells the 
potential impacts on these wells were evaluated based on the existing uses and characteristics of each 
of the wells. The results of this evaluation are displayed in Exhibit 5.5-6.  Shown for each of the four 
nearest wells are the known (or estimated) well yield, depth and static groundwater levels from which 
the total saturated thickness is calculated (or estimated) in line 4. The “available drawdown” in line 5 
is calculated to be the effective aquifer thickness that can be effectively used by the well.  Line 6 
indicates the estimated drawdown effect at each well over an extended period (180 days), as calculated 
by RCS.  The percentage reduction in the available drawdown (or aquifer thickness) is shown in line 
7. This is roughly equivalent to the expected reduction in well yield that may be experienced at each 
of these wells due to the groundwater pumping for the project. 
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EXHIBIT 5.5-6 
COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL DRAWDOWN AND AVAILABLE DRAWDOWN FOR 
NEIGHBORING WELLS 

Line Parameter 
Well 

Graywood 
Ranch New Bargiacchi Old Bargiacchi Flats 

1 Well Yield (gpm) 50 a 30-100 gpm b 30 100 

2 Well Depth (feet) 525 a 500 c 200 a 300 a 

3 Static Level (feet brp) 76.23 91.6 91.6 d 50 a 

4 
Total Available Drawdown 
(feet) 

448.77 408.4 108.4 250 

5 
Available Drawdown (feet)  
(2/3 of Total) 

300 272 72 167 

6 180-day Theoretical 
Drawdown (feet) 16.05 13.24 13.24 d 13.24 d 

7 
180-day 
Drawdown/Available 
Drawdown (%) 

5.4% 4.9% 18% 7.9% 

8 Water Use Domestic Domestic Domestic Irrigation 

a Boudreau, 2002 

b Well yield at the New Bargiacchi Well is not available; its yield is likely within the range of nearby wells. 

Actual depth not available; assumed depth based upon depth Resort Well and Graywood Ranch Well 

d Actual data not available; assumed data based upon nearby New Bargiacchi Well 

Source: Questa Engineering 

For the worst-case analysis (180-day dry period), the projected drawdown at the neighboring wells 
ranged from 13.24 (New Bargiacchi Well) to 16.05 feet (Graywood Ranch Well), which amounts to 
about five percent of the available drawdown (roughly 300 feet).  Given the existing yield of the 
Graywood Ranch Well (50 gpm), a five percent reduction of the available drawdown would not limit 
the well’s ability to supply water for existing domestic use. 48  The yield of the New Bargiacchi Well 
is not known, however a drawdown of less than five percent of the available aquifer thickness is not 
likely to impact the well’s ability to supply water for existing domestic use, given that wells in the area 
are producing between 30 and 100 gpm.  The Old Bargiacchi Well, which is shallower (approximately 
200 feet), and, therefore, has less available drawdown (approximately 72 feet), could experience an 18 

48 Less than six gpm would be necessary to meet the existing domestic water use, given the six residential units on the 
property (four primary units, and one or two secondary units).  Approximately one gpm per residence is a conservative 
estimate. 
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percent reduction in the available drawdown.  Although this is a higher reduction than that 
experienced by the other neighboring wells, it would still be able to supply adequate water for 
domestic uses, given its existing yield of 30 gpm.  During a 180-day drought, the yield would be 
reduced to about 25 gpm, 49 which would be more than enough to provide water for domestic use.  

The Flats Well is the only nearby well known to be used for vineyard irrigation.  It is 2,600 feet from 
the Resort Well and has an estimated available drawdown of approximately 167 feet.  Although no 
theoretical drawdown calculations were performed for this well by RCS, it is reasonable to use the 
calculated drawdown (13.24 feet) from the nearby New Bargiacchi well which is 1,970 feet from the 
Resort Well. As indicated in Exhibit 5.5-6, this amounts to an approximate eight percent theoretical 
reduction in the available aquifer thickness at this well, at the end of a 180-day dry period.  Based 
upon aerial photographs of the project vicinity, the Flats Well may be used to irrigate as much as 35 
acres of vineyard.  During the peak season (July and part of August), it is estimated that up to 2,000 
gallons per acre per day of water may be required for a high density vineyard.  Therefore, based upon 
a 35-acre irrigated area, the vineyard could require as much as 70,000 gallons per day, which equates 
to a continuous pumping rate of about 50 gpm of water.  The Flats Well is reported to have a yield of 
approximately 100 gpm, 50 therefore, roughly half of the yield may be needed to irrigate the vineyards.  
Therefore, a drawdown impact of eight percent on the total available drawdown would not limit the 
ability of the well to supply sufficient water for the existing irrigation demands.   

None of the neighboring wells would experience well interference effects that would limit their ability 
to supply enough water for existing uses.  Therefore, impacts from well interference would be less-
than-significant. 

Impacts to Neighboring Springs 

Well interference with neighboring springs was identified as a concern by owners of the nearby 
springs. The neighboring springs are located upgradient of the wells and, likely, draw water from a 
different source than the Resort and Winery Wells (given the difference in water quality characteristics 
and location). Two of the neighboring springs (Harper and Dempster/Harrision) are at lower 
elevations than the Resort Well. However, as discussed below, monitoring of the nearest of these two 
springs (Harper) revealed no effect during the September 2002 pumping test by RCS. 

Spring flow measurements were monitored by Adobe Associates before and during the pumping test 
to investigate any well interference effects that pumping of the Resort and Winery Wells may have. 
The results of the monitoring were analyzed and discussed by RCS.  Graywood Ranch Spring, Harper 
Spring, and Foster Spring were monitored 14 days before the start of the pumping test to obtain 
background flow data for the springs.  The pre-pumping test flow data show natural fluctuations in the 
flowrates over time, likely due to changes in the weather.  The monitoring data during the pumping 
test did not appear to affect the normal cycling of the spring flow.  Given the upgradient location of 
the springs (relative to the wells) and the likelihood that the springs draw from a different water source 
based on water quality, the results of the spring monitoring were not unexpected.  Impacts to 
neighboring springs from well interference would be less-than-significant. 

Mitigation Measure 5.5-4  No mitigation would be required. 

49 (1-0.18) x 30 gpm 

50 Geology & Ground Water Potential of the Auberge Resorts Property, Kenwood, California, op. cit. 
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Impact 5.5-5 Cumulative Water Supply Impacts. 
Nearly all of the cumulative projects, or portions thereof, are located in the groundwater 
recharge area and major groundwater basin (Class I groundwater area) that underlies the flatter 
topography of the valley.  The cumulative loss of recharge area would decrease the amount of 
water recharging to this water source; however, the overall effect would be small.  A cumulative 
groundwater recharge – water demand analysis for the Class I groundwater basin study 
area 51 at buildout indicates that cumulative long-term water uses are would be within the 
available groundwater supply, and that the project water demands would be at or below the 
“low” average for the area as a whole.  The projected cumulative water demands would likely 
exceed groundwater recharge during drought periods; but the effects would be short-term due 
to the rapid response of the aquifer to subsequent normal rainfall conditions.  The pumping 
tests and analysis of drawdown effects for the Sonoma Country Inn water supply wells indicate 
that the impact to nearby wells would be less-than-significant.  Any interference effects on wells 
(existing or new) located at greater distances from the project wells would be negligible 
because of the exponential decline in impact with distance.  The cumulative groundwater 
recharge and groundwater use impacts would be a less-than-significant cumulative 
impact.Groundwater recharge and well interference effects from the proposed project would be 
less than cumulatively considerable and therefore a less-than-significant impact. 

The cumulative development assumptions prepared for this EIR includes 12 14 projects that are 
approved, under review, under construction, or are reasonably expected to be built in the vicinity of 
the project site. 52  Nearly all of these projects (11), or portions thereof, are located in the groundwater 
recharge area and major groundwater basin (Class I groundwater area) that underlies the flatter 
topography of the valley. 53  Class I groundwater areas have a known plentiful supply of groundwater, 
and, therefore, do not require a verified water supply for new development.  

Eleven of the projects, including the Sonoma Country Inn, would increase the transient and/or 
permanent population within the recharge area (for instance, public tours, wine tasting and special 
events, or residential use), and six of the projects call for increases in winery production capacity.  The 
development of undeveloped lands, and the increased population and winery production would result 
in loss of infiltrative area (for groundwater recharge) and additional groundwater use in the vicinity.   

Cumulative Effects on Groundwater Recharge 

Five of the projects would involve new construction or remodeling in the groundwater recharge area, 
thereby increasing the amount of impervious surface in this area.  The loss of infiltrative area would 
decrease the amount of available area for groundwater recharge.  Many residents rely upon 
groundwater from wells and springs as their primary drinking water source.  The cumulative loss of 
recharge area in combination with the extraction and use of groundwater for project needs would 
contribute to a small decline in the groundwater levels in the basin.  However, analysis of the proposed 
project and groundwater conditions of the area indicate that the project site presently contributes an 
average of approximately 130 to 175234 to 287 AF/year of recharge to the groundwater basin, and that 
the development of the proposed project shouldwould decrease this by about 20 to 3035 to 40 

51	 For the purpose of this cumulative groundwater analysis, the Class I groundwater basin area east of Oakmont was defined 
as the “Study Area”.  The Study Area includes a primary recharge area, as defined in the Sonoma County General Plan, 
and adjacent upland areas. 

52	 See Section 3.3 Cumulative Development Assumptions for further discussion of the cumulative projects. 

53	 Sonoma County General Plan, Figures RC-2e and RC-2i 
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AF/year, a reduction of roughly 15 to 2014 to 15 percent. 54  The project site would continue to serve 
as a substantial contributor to the groundwater resources of the area, regardless of other existing and 
potential future development projects in the area.  Therefore, it is concluded that the project impacts 
on groundwater recharge would be less than cumulatively considerable and therefore a less-than
significant impact. 

In order to evaluate long term cumulative impacts, an additional cumulative assessment of 
groundwater resources impacts was also completed covering all existing and potential development for 
the Class I groundwater basin area study area, 55 as mapped in the Resource Conservation Element of 
the Sonoma County General Plan.  The results of this analysis provide a basis for evaluating the 
expected long-term demand on the local groundwater resources compared with the ability of the 
resource to sustain these uses, based on the expected annual replenishment (recharge) of the aquifer. 
The analysis considers average year and drought conditions.  The analysis does not address the water 
production capacity of individual wells or specific locations in the area.  The details of this analysis 
are presented in Master Response K. Findings and conclusions of this additional cumulative 
groundwater analysis are summarized below: 

x Groundwater Recharge Estimates  The estimated annual recharge of the Class I 
groundwater basin area, contributed from the immediate overlying land area, is in the order of 4,000 to 
5,000 AFY under average rainfall conditions.  Under drought year conditions the annual recharge 
declines to about 240 to 340 AFY.  This does not account for any recharge from the surrounding 9,500 
acres of the Sonoma Creek watershed that contribute surface runoff and drain through the Class I 
groundwater basin area.  On a “per acre” basis, for the 2,809 acres making up the Class I area, this 
translates to an annual recharge rate ranging from 1.42 to 1.78 AFY/acre for average rainfall 
conditions, and from 0.09 to 0.12 AFY/acre for drought year conditions. 

x Cumulative Water Demand Estimates  The estimated total projected water demand for the 
Class I groundwater basin area ranges from a low of 674 to a high of 1,932 AFY, according to the 
existing General Plan land use designations for the area. This equates to an estimated average annual 
water demand of 0.24 to 0.69 AFY/acre for the 2,809 acres making up the Class I area,. 

x Average Year Comparison  Under average rainfall conditions, estimated cumulative water 
demand, at the low end, is approximately 13 to 17 percent of the estimated average annual recharge 
estimates for the Class I groundwater basin. At the high end, the water demand estimates are 
approximately 38 to 48 percent the average recharge.  Based on this, it can be concluded that the water 
demands for projected build-out of the area can be sustained by local recharge; however, to maintain a 
reasonable buffer for periodic dry year and drought conditions, development activities and water use 
practices that are consistent with the low end of the unit water demand estimates (i.e., 0.24 AFY/acre) 
should be encouraged.  In this regard, the estimated water demand for the project is 0.16 AFY/acre. 

54 The total reduction of groundwater recharge (approximately 20 to 3035 to 40 acre-feet per year) includes reductions from 
the loss of infiltrative area (7 to 920 to 25 acre-feet per year) and the “net” extraction of groundwater for water use (15 to 
20 acre-feet per year).  The “net” extraction of groundwater is the amount of water pumped from the wells (3530.7 acre-
feet per year) less the amount of water is recharged from on-site wastewater disposal fields (15 to 20about 15.4 acre-feet 
per year) (see Impact 5.5-3). 

55 For the purpose of this cumulative groundwater analysis, the Class I groundwater basin area east of Oakmont was defined 
as the “Study Area”.  The Study Area includes a primary recharge area, as defined in the Sonoma County General Plan, 
and adjacent upland areas. 
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x Drought Year Conditions Under drought year conditions, the estimated water demand, at 
the low end, will exceed the annual recharge of the groundwater basin by approximately 100 to 167 
percent. Projected water demand at the high end will exceed the estimated recharge by approximately 
550 to 750 percent.  As presented in Master Response J, the historical water level information for the 
groundwater basin shows convincing evidence that the groundwater levels in the basin rebound very 
quickly in response to normal rainfall following a dry year.  Therefore, long-term effects of a drought 
are very unlikely provided the average water demand and groundwater replenishment rates are in 
balance, with a reasonable factor of safety.  The proposed project, which is estimated to have water 
demands equal to roughly 10 to 12 percent of the groundwater recharge contributed through onsite 
rainfall percolation easily meets this condition.   

x Proposed Project Comparison – Average Conditions  The proposed project is estimated to 
contribute a smaller amount of recharge per acre (1.19 to 1.46 AFY/acre) as compared with the 
average for the Class I groundwater basin area. However, the project will exert a lower than average 
demand (0.16 AFY/acre) on the groundwater resources as compared with projected average conditions 
in the area. On a percentage basis, the annual water demand for the project is in the range of 10 to 12 
percent of the estimated onsite recharge contributed by the project site (not accounting for any credit 
from onsite percolation of treated wastewater).  This compares with a range of 13 to 48 percent (water 
demand/recharge) for the Class I area as a whole.  Therefore, the cumulative groundwater resources 
analysis presented here, along with the historical groundwater level information for the area (see 
Master Response J), support the conclusion reached in the Draft EIR that the impacts of the project on 
groundwater, in individual or cumulative terms, will be less than significant.    

x Proposed Project Comparison – Drought Conditions Under drought conditions, the water 
demand for the project will exceed the groundwater recharge rate, as will the water demand from 
cumulative development/water use activities in the area.  Although the historical groundwater level 
information and the recharge analysis indicates that this would not have a lasting negative impact on 
the groundwater basin, as a commercial operation the project has the ability to implement water use 
restrictions; this is the normal response to drought conditions virtually everywhere.  This is feasible, 
since the major water use by the project facilities occurs during the spring, summer and fall months, 
when the existence of drought (or dry year) conditions can already be determined from the prior 
winter’s rainfall.  While not necessary to mitigate a significant cumulative impact, types of measures 
that could be implemented on year-to-year basis, as needed in direct response to annual rainfall 
conditions, include such things as: (a) limiting landscape irrigation; (b) limiting special events; (c) 
reduced hours of operation for the winery tasting room or restaurant; (d) reduction in lodge occupancy; 
and (e) water use restrictions for residential properties.       

Based on the above findings from the cumulative groundwater recharge-water demand analysis, there 
would be a less-than-significant cumulative impact on the groundwater resources in the project area. 

Cumulative Well Interference 

Cumulative groundwater interference impacts could occur in the area as more wells are constructed or 
well production is increased; the same land area would be used for more wells and/or increased well 
production. Most of the proposed projects are scattered throughout the impact area (not clustered 
together), and would likely not interfere with one another, though each could individually impact other 
nearby neighboring wells.  Although drawdown effects are additive, the amount of well interference 
decreases exponentially with distance from the pumping well.  Therefore, the greatest impacts occur 
between wells that are situated close to one another and within each other’s zone of influence.  The 
pumping tests and analysis of drawdown effects for the Sonoma Country Inn water supply wells 
indicate that the impact to nearby wells would be less-than-significant (see Impact 5.5-4).  Therefore, 
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any interference effects on wells (existing or new) located at greater distances from the project wells 
would be negligible because of the exponential decline in impact with distance.  On this basis it is 
concluded that the well interference effects from the proposed project would be less than considerable. 
With respect to the nearest existing well at the Graywood Ranch, there is the potential for greater 
effects in the future if the use of the well for this neighboring property is expanded.  The proposed 
Graywood Ranch Subdivision would permit three additional residential units to be constructed on 
newly proposed vacant parcels, bringing the total number of residential units on the property to seven. 
The reported yield of the Graywood Ranch Well is 50 gpm.  Since each residential unit would require 
pumping of approximately one gpm (seven gpm total), the Graywood Ranch Subdivision would still 
have sufficient capacity to obtain water, even during an extended 180-day dry period when pumping at 
the Sonoma Country Inn could possibly decrease the Graywood Ranch Well’s yield by about five 
percent (two to three gpm) as a result of drawdown effects.  Therefore, cumulative well interference 
effects would be less-than-significant. 

Mitigation Measure 5.5-5  No mitigation would be required. 
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9.4 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS 

Response to Written Comments 

All comments submitted to Sonoma County on the Draft EIR in Comment Letters 1 through 64 are 
presented in the following pages.  The original letters are reproduced, and comments are numbered for 
referencing with responses. Some responses refer readers to other comments or responses in this 
section or to the pages in the Draft EIR where specific topics are discussed. 
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Jli1; 1l 2003 

KENWOOD FIRE PROTEcnON DISTRICf 
9045 SONOMA HIGHWAY 

P.O.BOX249 
KENWOOO, CAUFORNIA 95452 

O!ief 
RobertJ. Ubokli 

(707) 833-2042 
FAX (707) 8J3.4412 

June 10, 2003 

Melinda Grosch 
Sonoma County P.R.M.D. 
2550 Ventura Avenue 
Santa Rosa, Ca 95403 

Dear Ms.Grosch: 

I am writing on behalf ofthe Board ofDirectors ofthe Kenwood Fire Protection District to 
respond to the draft Environmental Impact Report for the proposed Soooma Countty Inn project. 

As you are aware this project is within our Fire District. Kenwood personnel would be expected 
to respond to medical aids, structure fires and wildland incidents at this development. After 
reviewing the Draft Environmental Report we have determined that we have two major concerns 
with this project 

Our first concern is that we have total conformance with the Sonoma County Fire Safe 
Staodards. This project is located in a high tire daoger area and every effort should be taken to 

1 ensure the safety ofthe public and emergency responders. Ofprimacy' concern to us is the lack of 
a secondacy emergency access to the project. The report states in Impact 5.2-13 that tire 
sprinklers would make this a less than significant impact. As a Fire Chiefl have to disagree with 
this statement. Access and the existence ofsecondary accesses are extremely important for a 
project ofthis size. 

Our other concern would relate to the tmffic needs of the project. The year 2005 Signalization 
Need Impacts would severely effect the operation ofour fire station. It would cause the loss of 
ten parking spares that are regularly 11800 by volnnteen; respooding to emergency calls. It woold 

0/. 	make it difficult for apparatus to respond out ofthe station and wou1d encroach into the current 
driveway area ofthe firehouse. A traffic study by the Department ofTransportation in 1999 
showed that a traffic signal at Randolph Ave.and Hwy 12 would necessitate the closure ofnearby 
intersections at Greene Street. Shaw Avenue and Maple Avenue. This would increase traffic on 
Randolph Ave. and make acessingthe fire stalion more difficulL 

Sincerely, 

Bob Uboldi 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 1 -- BOB UBOLDI, KENWOOD FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT 

Response to Comment 1-1 

After the close of the Draft EIR public review period Bob Uboldi, Chief, Kenwood Fire Protection 
District met with Jerry Faddis of the County’s Department of Emergency Services and Fire Marshall 
Jack Rosevear regarding mitigation of the project’s fire impacts.  As a result of that meeting Bob 
Uboldi, Jerry Faddis, and Jack Rosevear “unanimously concurred that fire impacts can be mitigated to 
a level below significance without a secondary emergency access to the project provided that certain 
alternative mitigations are included”. 56  These measures are as follows: 

x A 22 foot road width, with two foot shoulders, from State Route 12 to the inn/restaurant/spa. 

x A fire hydrant system. 

x The installation of fire sprinkler systems in all structures. 

Each of these measures would be incorporated as standard conditions of approval into the proposed 
project. 

Response to Comment 1-2 

The fact that a signal warrant is met for one future analyzed time period (2012 Friday AM peak hour) 
does not mean that a signal will be installed.  It is an indication that Caltrans should study the 
intersection to see if warrants are, indeed, met.  This intersection serves school traffic, thus the fact 
that the peak hour warrant (Warrant 11) is met during a weekday morning peak hour is likely due to 
the influence of school traffic. The growth increments shown at this intersection may or may not 
occur due to growth in school traffic (as well as other Kenwood community traffic), however, 
identification of this impact should cause Caltrans to monitor this location.  The commentor’s concern 
regarding loss of parking area adjacent the fire station is acknowledged, and should be a major factor 
in Caltrans consideration of signalization if warrants are met in the future. 57  As stated in the Draft 
EIR (page 5.2-45-46) the Caltrans traffic manual contains 11 possible tests for determining whether a 
traffic signal should be considered for installation.  These tests, called warrants, consider criteria such 
as actual traffic volume, pedestrian volume, presence of school children, and accident history.  Two or 
more warrants must be met before a signal is installed. The EIR applied the test for peak hour volumes 

56	 Letter to Melinda Grosch, Sonoma County PRMD from Bob Uboldi, Chief, Kenwood Fire Protection District, July 28, 
2003. 

57	 It should be noted that the reason this intersection was chosen for analysis in the Draft EIR was to determine whether 
installation of traffic signals at the south (Warm Springs Road) and north ends of town would be feasible.  Having signals 
at such strategic locations could create gaps in traffic for minor streets and individual driveways intersecting State Route 
12, potentially decreasing delays at all Kenwood intersections along the State Route 12 corridor, and benefiting left turn 
opportunities for turns into and out of driveways and intersections west of Kenwood.  The gaps created by a signal at the 
north end of the community could benefit left turns from driveways and intersections well west of Randolph Avenue (i.e., 
Green Street, Adobe Canyon Road, Hoff Road, Lawndale Avenue, Graywood Ranch driveway, etc.).  Randolph Avenue 
was chosen for analysis as the “best” location to test at the north end of Kenwood.  The fact that a signal warrant is not 
met until the ten year horizon, and only for one time period (AM peak hour) is not necessarily a strong indication that a 
other signal warrants will be met.  
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(Warrant #11), using “Rural” warrant criteria...  In the future, the County or Caltrans could conduct 
detailed analyses to determine whether other signal warrants are met. 

The purpose of Mitigation Measure 5.2-1(a), provision of a second northbound approach lane to State 
Route 12, is to improve traffic operation.  If the intersection is eventually signalized, the Fire 
Department should also benefit from improved access to and from State Route 12.  However, if 
consideration is given to signalization at the Randolph Avenue/State Route 12 intersection, alternative 
parking may have to be provided to compensate for the loss of this necessary feature of the existing 
facility.   

In response to this comment the text on page 5.2-45 is revised to read as follows: 

(1) Remove the 90-degree parking adjacent to the Fire Station on the east side of Randolph 
Avenue and widen to provide a second northbound approach lane to State Route 12.  Prior to such 
action, secure alternative parking that is acceptable to the Fire Protection District and station 
personnel.Widen Randolph Avenue sufficiently to provide a right turn lane.  Review design of the 
improvement with the Kenwood Fire Protection District to ensure adequate access and, if 
necessary, adequate alternative parking. 
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Kenwood Village Water Company 

4984 Sonoma bighway 

Santa Rosa, CA 95409 


Ms. Melinda Grosch June 18, 2003 
Sonoma County PRMD 
2550 Ventura Ave. 
Santa Rosa, CA 95403 

Dear Ms. Grosch: 

RECEIVED 

JIJN 1 0 2003 
PERMIT AND RESOURCE 


MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT 

COUNTY OF SONOMA 


My name is Jun Downey; I am President of Altos Sonoma Corporation (ASC), a 
Calili>rma CO<]JOllltion. ASC owns and operates the Kenwood Village Water Company 
(KVWC), located in the unincorporated area of Sonoma County in and around Kenwood 
under a Certificate of Convenieoce issued by the Califurnia Public Utilities Commission 
and an operating liceose issued by the Department of Health Services. KVWC provides 
potable water service to approximately 300 customers, primariJy family residences 
dependent on our supply as their sole souree ofwater. The company also provides water 
service to the Kenwood School and provides fire protection Bows at some 20 fire 
bydrants located throughout the community. 

The primary source of water for the KVWC system is a groundwater well and pumping 
operation on Green Street in Keowood called K-1. A secondary well, K-2, and two

1 metered turnouts from the Sonoma County Water Agency aqueduct in town serve as back 
suppJies. While the aqueduct is a useful emergency water SOUTCe, it is not a primary 
source because of the high cost of water (six times more expemive than K-1 per acre
tOOt), KVWC's limited entitlement to aqueduct water, and because peak period pressure 
provided is Jess than minimum requit ements. 

The K-1 well is 372 fuel in depth with a 14 inch steel casing to full depth The well pump 
is a 30 hp submersible which provides distributions !lows to the system and lills water to 
an elevated 210,00 storage tank. K-1 provides over 980/o of the KVWC system water 
supply. 

The company installed a continuous well water level monitor in 2001, and has less 
regular water level date for prior periods. When the K-1 pump is producing its maximum 
output (350-400 gpm), the dynamic water level in the well is approximately 100 feet, as 
measured in August 2001, September 2002, June 2003, and ...-ous intermediate times. 
RainfalJ was near normal in the winters preceding these summertime peak usage 
readings. 

In August 1987, sgain in a near nonnal raintiill period, the dynamic water level in K-1 
was measured at 55 feet. We suspect that the large drop of the dynamic water level 
between 1987 and tbe present time rellects the impact on the local aquifer of the many 
new winery operations that have been installed in the Kenwood area since 1987. This is a 
sigrificant dropoll' 



During the mid-1990's, rainfall was Jess than normal. In the summer of 1997, the 
dynamic water level in K-1, again at 350-400 gpm. dropped to 180-200 feet. This was an 
alanning decline ofthe water leve1 from 1987 ofapproximately 130-140 feet. 

AJtbough the dynamic water level has recovered somewhat from the 1997 reading 
following near normal rainfall winters, as reported abovf; KVWC is greatly concerned 
that in future multi-year periods of below nonnal rainfall, the summertime K-l water 
level during peak production periods may be sev..-ely impacted. 

KVWC is the sole (affordable) water source for Jnmdreds of citizens living in the 
Kenwood area. No one can predict with any accuracy when the next sequence ofdrought 
years will occur, but we all know they will occur. Because of our responsibility to 
provide adequate water service to the c<immuoity, as mandated by the regulatory 
requirements of both tbe PUC and the DHS, KVWC is opposed to any new large taps 
into the local aquifer that wiJJ undoubtedly increase the severity of future droughts on the 
our local groundwnter table. We strongly believe that prudent planning by the County 
should protect the citizens in the established community of Kenwood from future water 
outages. 

The plansed Sonoma C0untty Inn on the Graywoed Ranch property off Highway 12 
represents a serious unquantified threat to ~ security of the water supply of the 
community in the eventual time of drought years. Because of this, we urge you to reject 
this project, and any other in the Kenwood area ofsimilar or larger magnitude. 

Please call tbe oedernigeed at (650) 948-8652 if you require additional information 
regarding the KVWC operation. Thank: you for your consideration. 

CC 	 Supervisor Michael Kerns 
Supervisor Valerie Brown 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 2 -- JAMES B. DOWNEY, KENWOOD VILLAGE WATER COMPANY 

Response to Comment 2-1 

Please see Master Response J regarding historic groundwater level monitoring data for wells in the 
project area and Master Response K regarding comparison of groundwater recharge estimates and 
projected cumulative water demand for the area. 

With specific regard to the Kenwood Village Water Company (KVWC) wells, the commentor 
speculates that the significant dynamic drawdown observed in recent years (as compared with 1987) at 
their main K-1 well during pumping may be due to impacts on the local aquifer from new winery 
operations in the Kenwood area.  While other water wells close to the K-1 well may be contributing to 
a localized decline in the groundwater, this does not appear to be a basin-wide condition (see Master 
Response J).  Moreover, there are other factors not noted by the commentor that are equally, if not 
more, likely to be the cause of the greater observed dynamic drawdown at the K-1 well.  Specifically, 
review of information contained in the August 27, 2003, Water System Inspection Report for the 
Kenwood Village Water Company by the State Department of Health Services (DHS) indicates that 
well K-1 had to be re-cased in 1998 as a result of failure of the original steel casing which was 
installed in 1946. The design and condition of the well casing can have a significant effect on the 
efficiency of a well and, hence, the drawdown characteristics during pumping. The K-1 well is not in 
the same condition today as it was in 1987; and this alone could explain the greater drawdown 
observed during pumping.  

Another contributing factor is the increased water demand to supply a larger number of customers in 
the KVWC service area.  In 1987 DHS records indicate that KVWC had approximately 225 
connections. Currently, KVWC serves nearly 300 customers, including about 30 that were previously 
served by the McFarren water system before it was acquired by KVWC in the mid-1990s, along with 
well K-2. Consequently, water production from the K-1 and K-2 wells combined is greater today than 
it was in 1987; and the two pumping wells themselves have greater potential to affect local water 
levels and drawdown levels as compared with other wells located farther away.  As explained in the 
Draft EIR, drawdown effects decrease exponentially with distance from the pumping well.   
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MEMORANDUM 

DATE: June 30, 2003 

TO: Melinda Grosch, Planner Ill 

FROM: Philip Sales, Park Planning & Design Administrat{f/i_ 

SUBJECT: PLP01-0006 Sonoma Country Inn DEIR Comments 

Having reviewed the Draft EIR of the above project, please find our comments below. 

We became aware of the letter dated March 27, 2003 from Stephen Butler, the attorney 
for the applicant in mid June. Subsequently, we met with PRMD, Stephen BUller and Ed 
Nagle to discuss this letter on June 23, 2003. At this meeting nwas agreed that the 
applicant would dedicate an easement for public use across the driveway from Highway 
12 to the trail parking lot. That would satisfy our request to ensure future permanent 
public access. 

In addnlon we meet wnh the California Department of Fish and Game and the applicant 
on June 18, 2003 to review their concerns about the proposed traU alignment, as 
described in CDFG's letter to PRMD dated June 17,2003. Following the meeting we 
are comfortable that the trail on Lot 11 in the Ceanothus Preserve area can be 
accommodated and is feasible. COUnty Parks will detennine a final roule and 
connection to Hood Mountain Regional Park proparty with CDFG consunation in a 
separate project. We also identified ways In which the trail would ba feasible through 
the creek area. Attached is a letter documenting the meeting with CDFG and the 
applicant. 

1 Our understanding is that the EIR will sufficiently address the traU from the parking lot to 
the Lot 11 to insure the traU is buUdabie once the EIR and project are approved. 

3.0 DescripUon of Proposed Project p.3.0-27 
•...the applicant would dedicate the right of way ... along the property line of residential

7
<'\ 	 lot 7 to residential lot 11.' 

We request that the traU dedication along this section of property allows for a a toot 
wide with 2 foot shoulders trail. There Is no width Identified in the plan for the path 
dedication in this area. 

JUL 0 1 2003 




3.0 Description of Propossd Project p.3.0-3 

Tentative Map


3 	 There is a discrepancy between "Road A Detail" that illustrates an adjacent path 
dedication and where the project description proposes to dedicate the path. Please 
clarify which part of Road A is proposed to contain the referenced detsil. 

u 	 5.2 Traffic and Circulation 5.2·1 Dpage 5.2o67 
I 	 Provide a plan view and cross section that illustrates where •Road C" is located in 


relation to the parcels and include the proposed trail dedication. 


5.6 Biological Resources: 5.6-Z(a) 

"(3) Design the trail to be as natural as possible between Road A and Graywood Creek, 

minimizing the use of any asphaH pavement. ..... 

5 
Following a visit to the site with the Department of Fish and Game, we recommend 
compacted blue shale or similar material as the best choice for a trail surface at this 
particular area, rather than native earth or asphalt 

5.6 Biological Resources: 5.6-4(a) 
6 Lot 7 has two building envelopes on the tentative map. if the "lower building envelope" 

is to be removed on Lot 7 as the draft EIR recommends, insure that the "upper 
alternative building envelope" will have an adequate distance and/or vegetative buffer 
with the trail dedication. 

cc: 	 Tim Mayer, PRMD 

Paula Stamp, PRMD 

Jennifer Barrett, PRMD 

Ed Nagle, Auberge Resorts 

Staphen Butier, Clement, Fllzparlick, & Kenworthy 




June 23, 2003 

Allen Buckman 
Associate WildiWe Biologist 
California Department of Fish & Game 
PO Box47 
Yountville, CA 94599 

RE: Sonoma Country Inn Project PLP01-0006 

Dear Allen: 

Thank you for the opportunity to review two segments of the proposed 
trail of the Sonoma Country Inn project at the site on Wednesday, June 
18, 2003 wnh Ed Nagel, Greg Zhy and yourseff. 

At the meeting, we agreed that the following was acceptable to the 
developer, California Department of Fish & Game and Regional Parks. 

• 	 A trail that would begin at the junction of Residential Lot 7 and 
11 could be located on Residential Lot 11 and end at Hood 
Mountain Regional Parle The trail would go through the 
Ceanothus Preserve and result in the impact of some plants, but 
due to the size of the colony, this was not considered a 
significant issue with CDFG. At the time of design in this portion, 
Regional Parks will work with CDFG to minimize the impacts. 
CDFG's letter dated January 31, 2002 to Denise Peter reflects 
this position. 

• 	 The trail could be located between "Road A~ and Graywood 
Creek through the canyon area (along the northern boundary of 
the project, near Lots 2, 4 and the Inn Paroel B) with the 
following mitigations: 

o 	 The trail surface would consist of compacted blue shale 
or similar material in order to reduce siltation and erosion. 

o 	 The trail could wander away from "Road A" in order to 
avoid the removal of trees. The final trail dedication area 
would reflect the alignment of the trail and any deviations 
from the road. 



a 	 In order to avoid manure from reaching the creek, the trail 
will drain to areas where there is sufficient vegetation to 
naturaUy filter the runoff. In situations where the trail 
crosses a minor tributary to the creek, the trail will drain 
away from the tributary. The easement dedication area 
will include the necessary area to properly drain the trail. 

o 	 In difficutt environmental situations it is acceptable to us 
that the full trail width (8' with 1-2' shoulden;) can be 
narrowed for a short distance to trail widths down to 4'. 

This letter summarizes our agreement of how the trail design 
modifications the developer will include in the final environmental 
document With these measures, it was our understanding that the 
proposed trail would not threaten the creek or require the removal of 
significant native vegetation and that the concerns as expressed in the 
letter from CDFG on June 17, 2003 to Melinda Grosch would be 
adequately addressed. 

If you would like to discuss any of this or other aspects of the proposed 
trail project, I can ba reached at 707-565-1107. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Ehret 
Pari< Planner II 

cc: 	 Philip Sales, SCRPD 
Tim Mayer, PRMD 
Melinda Grosch, PRMD 
Ed Nagel, Aubarge Resorts 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 3 -- PHILLIP SALES, SONOMA COUNTY PARK PLANNING & DESIGN 
ADMINISTRATIONI 

Response to Comment 3-1 

CEQA does not require a certain amount of specific information be available for environmental 
review, such as the exact location of all development, or the style and size of homes.  Instead, 
environmental review is done on the information that is currently available -- in this case, the 
information contained in the Sonoma Country Inn development plan and Tentative Map application. 
This EIR has analyzed the potential impacts of the proposed trail given the current specificity of the 
project description, as required under CEQA. 

Response to Comment 3-2 

The impacts of building the trail are described in the project description and are discussed in the EIR. 
No constraints were identified that would make the trail unbuildable.  If the trail design departs 
substantially from that described in the EIR, additional environmental review may be needed prior to 
construction of the trail.  Also, please see response to comment 3-3. 

Response to Comment 3-3 

The project applicant has provided additional clarification regarding the proposed trail. 58  Based on 
the information provided, the following information is added to page 3.0-27 of the Draft EIR under the 
heading “Trail”: 

State Rou t  e 12 to Tr ai l  Par k i  ng Near Win e ry 

No separate and independent trail is proposed from State Route 12 to the trail parking areas near 
the winery.  It is proposed that a note be placed on the Final Map for the project that includes an 
access easement for public use over Road A from State Route 12 to the trail parking lot.  Pursuant 
to this easement, both bicyclists and automobile drivers would have legal access over Road A 
from State Route 12 to the trail parking lot.  Should pedestrians desire to access the trail parking 
lot by foot, they could walk along the shoulders of Road A. 59  It is the intention of the project 
applicant to limit the public use easement to exclude non-trailered equestrian use from State 
Route 12 to the trail parking areas.  Equestrian users would be able to access the trail parking 
areas by trailering their horses from State Route 12 to the trail parking area. 

T r a i l  Pa rk in g Area t o Re s i  de nt ia l  Lot 7 

The proposed trail from the trail parking area to residential lot 7 would generally consist of a six-
to eight-foot right of way dedication generally adjacent to Road A (see Exhibit 3.0-8 in the Draft 
EIR). The six- to eight-foot trail dedication may wander away from Road A in order to avoid the 

58	 Letter to Paula Stamp, Sonoma County PRMD from Stephen K. Bulter, Clement, Fitzpatrick & Kenworthy, August 26, 
2003. 

59	 As shown on Exhibit 3.0-8 in the Draft EIR Road A would be built with a 22 foot width and two-foot shoulders on both 
sides. 
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unnecessary removal of any trees. 60  The trail would be located between Road A and Graywood 
Creek in this segment of the trail route.  The actual trail may be as narrow as four feet for a short 
distance in the event that a reduction in the width of the trail would be necessary to avoid adverse 
environmental effects. 61  As shown in Exhibit 3.0-8 in the Draft EIR Road A would extend from 
State Route 12 to the point where it reaches residential lot 7. 

Regional Parks has indicated that in order to prevent horse manure from reaching Graywood 
Creek, the trail would drain to areas where there is sufficient vegetation to naturally filter the 
runoff. In situations where the trail crosses a minor tributary to Graywood Creek, the trail would 
drain away from the tributary.  The easement dedication area would need to include the necessary 
area to properly drain the trail. 62  The project applicant does not, however, propose to offer for 
dedication any additional drainage areas in order to deal with the issue of horse manure.  It is the 
project applicant’s position that at the time the Regional Parks Department designs and constructs 
the trail from the trail parking areas to the boundary of residential lot 11, Regional Parks would 
either have to propose a design solution in which necessary drainage improvements can be 
accommodated within the offered trail right-of-way or alternatively may elect to avoid equestrian 
use of the trail. 63 

Residential  Lot 7 to Residential  Lot 11 

From the point the trail reaches the boundary of residential lot 7, it is proposed to extend the trail 
alignment along the boundary of residential lot 7 in a generally northerly and then easterly 
direction to the point where it reaches the boundary of residential lot 11.  The trail along this 
boundary is proposed to be identical to the width of the trail proposed from the trail parking area 
to residential lot 7, except where environmental considerations require a narrower width. 

Residential  Lot 11 to Hood Mountain Regional Park 

The proposed project does not include a trail alignment through residential lot 11.  The project 
applicant has offered a floating six- to eight-foot trail dedication through residential lot 11.  If, in 
the future, the Sonoma County Regional Parks Department decides to align and construct a trail 
across residential lot 11 to connect to Hood Mountain Regional Park, the alignment of the trail 
would be identified by the Regional Parks Department at which time the floating easement would 
be given a particular legal description and alignment.  Any Regional Parks trail project would be 
an independent project which may or may not be pursued by the Regional Parks Department in 
the future. Additional environmental review would be required if Regional Parks elects to build a 
trail through residential lot 11. 

60	 Letter to Allan Buckmann, Associate Wildlife Biologist, California Department of Fish and Game from, Steve Ehret, 
Park Planner II, Sonoma County June 23, 2003. 

61	 Letter to Allan Buckmann, Associate Wildlife Biologist, California Department of Fish and Game from, Steve Ehret, 
Park Planner II, Sonoma County June 23, 2003. 

62	 Letter to Allan Buckmann, Associate Wildlife Biologist, California Department of Fish and Game from, Steve Ehret, 
Park Planner II, Sonoma County June 23, 2003. 

63	 Letter to Paula Stamp, Sonoma County PRMD from Stephen K. Bulter, Clement, Fitzpatrick & Kenworthy, August 26, 
2003. 
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Response to Comment 3-4 

Road C was discussed in a June 2, 2002 memorandum from Merrill Van Fleet to Tim Mayer and Paula 
Stamp in an attempt to describe a road section that would be used above the intersection of Roads A 
and B, to access the water tank site and subdivision lots on other portions of the property.  Neither the 
Development Plan (Exhibit 3.0-7) nor the Tentative Map (Exhibit 3.0-8) was revised to include Road 
C. 

Subsequent to the publication of the Draft EIR it was determined that Road C would not be 
incorporated into the project. 

Response to Comment 3-5 

Comment noted.  Details on surface treatment of the proposed trail would be resolved through further 
negotiations with the County.  Mitigation Measure 5.6-2(a)(3) simply states that use of any asphalt 
pavement shall be minimized and the trail shall be as natural as possible. 

Response to Comment 3-6 

Refinement of building envelope locations and final design of future residences would include 
consideration of the relationship of proposed improvements to nearby roadways and trails, including 
the proposed trail alignment along Road A. 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA 


Governor's Office of Planning and Research 


State Clearinghouse 

Gray Davis 

GoverDQf 
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June 24,2003 

Melinda Grosch 
Sonoma County Pennit and Resowces Management Deparbnenl 
2550 Ventura Avenue 
Santa Rosa, CA 95403 

Subject: Sonoma Country Inn 
SCH#; 2002052011 

Dear Melinda Grosch: 

.....~ C,:e_) 

">~ 
Tal Finney 


Interim Director 


RECEIVED 


JUN 26 2003 


The State Clearinghouse submitted the above named Draft ElR to selected state agencies for review. On the 
enclosed Document Details Report please note that the Clearinghouse bas listed the state agencies that 
reviewed your document. The review period closed on June 23, 2003, and the comments from the 
responding agency (ies) is (are) enc!Oiled. If this connnent package is not in order, please notify the State 
Clearinghouse immediately.· Please refer to the project's ten-digit State Clearinghouse number in future 
correspondence so that we may respond promptly. 

Please note lhat Section 21104(c) of the CaJifomia Public Resources Code states that: 

"A responsible or other public agency shall only make substantive conunents regarding those 
activities involved in a project which are within an area of expertise of the agency or which are 
required to be carried out or approved by the agency. Those comments shall be supported by 
specific documentation." 

These comments are forwarded for use in preparing your final environmental document. Should you need 
IJlOTe. information or clarification of the enclosed comments, we recommend that you contact the 
commenting agency directly. 

This lett« acknowledges that you have complied with the State Clearinghouse review requirements for draft 
environmental documents, pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act Please contact the State 
Clearinghouse at (916) 445-0613 if you have any questions regarding the environmental review process. 

Si~ly. 

~~ 

Director, State Clearinghouse 

Enclosures 
cc: Resources Agency 

1400TENTH STREET P.O. BOX 3044 SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA 95812-3044 
1916)445·0613 FAXC916)3.23-3QIB www.opr.ca.gov 

http:www.opr.ca.gov


Document Details Report 
State Clearinghouse Data Base 

SCH# 2002052011 
Project Title Sonoma Country Inn 

LeadAgency Sonoma County Permit and Resources Managemenl Departmenl 

Type EIR Draft EIR 

O.scrlpUon Construction of an inn with spa and restaurant, construction of a winery wilh 30 special events per 
year, construction of 11 residences. The project would require a General Plan AmendmenlfSpecific 
Plan Amendment/Zone Change to allow the requested property devalopment; Lol Une Aqustment; 
Use Permit for winery, inn/spa/restaurant; Subdivision of 114 acres into eleven residenllallots. 

Lead Agency Contact 
Name Mcfinda Grosch 

Agency Sonoma County Permit and Resources Management Department 
Phonll 707·565-1392 Fax 
emaU 

Address 2550 Ventura Avenue 
City Santa Rosa State CA Zip 95403 

Project Location 

County Sonoma 


City 

Crou -stnrets Highway 12/Pylhian Road 
Parcel No. 051-Q1D-013,017;-020-o06,019,045 
Township 7N Rllfl!/fl 6W -19 Sue Mldlablo 

Proximity to: 
HighwaysA12 

RsHways 

w.tcrrwsys Sonoma Creek 


Schools Kenwood School 

Land U. 	 Undeveloped/Zone 

RRO (Resources and Rural Development); DA (DIVerse Agriculture); RVSC (Recreation and Vlsftor 
Serving Commercial) 

ProJect Jssuas 	 AestheticNisual; Archaeologic-Historic; Drainage/Absorpllon; Flood PlalniFJoocfmg; Geologic/Seismic; 
Recreation/Parks; Septic System; Soil ErosioniCornpactioniGdirlg; Traffic/Circulation; Vegetation; 

Water aualfly; Water SUpply; Wetland/R{Iarian; Wildlife; Landuse; CIBliUiative Effects 

ReviBwlng Resources Agency; Department of Conservation; Department of Fish and Game, Region 3; Office of 
Agenr;itfl'll Historic Preservation; Department of PSJks and Recreation; Department of Water Resources; 

caJifomia Highway Patrol; Caltrans, District 4; Department of Housing and Community Development; 
Department of Health Services; Regional Water Quality Con1rol Soard, Region 2; Native AmeriCan 
Heritage Commission; State lands Commlsslon 

Date Reteived 05/09/2003 Start of Review 0510912003 

Note: BlankS ln data fields result from insufficient information provided by lead agency. 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENT 4 -- TERRY ROBERTS, DIRECTOR, STATE CLEARINGHOUSE 

Response to Comment 4-1 

Comment noted.  No additional response necessary. 
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STATE Ol"CALIFORNJA Bt1SINESS, TRANSPORTATION AND HOUSING AGENCY 	 GKAY DAVIS GlBmor 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
P. 0. BOX 23660 
OAKLAND, CA 94623.6660 
(510) 286-4444 
{510) 286.4454 TDD 

June 23, 2003 

SON-12-2li00 
SON012410 
SCH 2002052011 

Ms. Melinda Grosch 
County of Sonoma 
Permit & Resource Management Department 
2550 Ventura Avenue 
Santa Rosa, CA 95403 

Dear Ms. Grosch; 

Sonoma Country Inn- Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEm) 

Thank you for oontinuing to include the California Department of Transportation 
(Department) in the environmental review process for the proposed project. We have 
reviewed the DEIR and have the following comments to offer: 

State Route 12 fSR 12) Operations 

1. 	 The following questions are in reference to information on Pages 5.2-16 and 5.2-29 
titled "Measures Recommended to Improve Existing/ Base Case Operating Conditions": 

a) 	Since the citizens of Sonoma Valley are concerned with protecting the rural 
character of the valley and are opposed to widening along SR 12 (Page 5.2-16), is 
future widening considered feasible? 

1 	 If not, continued development in this area will eventually result in unacceptable 
operations. According to the Department's guidelines, SR 12 already operates 
unacceptably, as mentioned on Page 5.2-33. ]s there a point at which additional 
development will not be allowed? 

H widening along SR 12 is considered feasible, are any "fair share" payments 
currently being collected or are there plans to collect them from future developers? 

b) These sections also recommend widening shoulders that are less than 8 feet wide 
.;j and providing turn lanes at major intersections as needed. Where are these 

improvements needed? 



~.Melinda Groachf County ofSonoma 
'June 23, 2003 

Page2 


2. 	 Mitigation Measures 5.2-1,2, and 3list improvements on the minor street approaches to 
SR 12 as well as the possibility of signalizing the intersections. How much additional 
delay would be incuxred by through traffic on SR 12 as a result of these signals? 
Without signalization, unacceptable operating conditions would be expected primarily 
on the minor street approaches, rather than SR 12. 

Visual/ Aesthetic Concerns 

Page 3.0-31, Sewage Disposal: There is the potential for extensive loss of trees ifcare is 
not taken to limit trenches for sewage and leach lines to arboriculturally suitable 
distances from existing trees. 

2. 	 Page 3.0-31, Slopes/ Vegetation: Reference is made to vegetation removal to reduce fire 
hazards. There should be some general guidelines regarding what is intended. For

S 	 example, is the intention only to remove fire ladders (low branches, dead vegetation, 
shrubs near trees, etc.)? The description as proposed is too broad. Please provide a more 
specific description of vegetation removal. and possible impacts of this action. 

3. 	 Page 5.8-6, Visual Changes Created by the Project: References are made to the use of
6 	 metal roofs. The colors should be dark (blending with natural background colors) and 

non-glossy finishes. 

4. 	 Page 5.8-9, Visual and Aesthetic Quality - Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures; 
Impacts: There is a statement regarding tree removal around building pads and 
structures, but it does not tie in with the proposed tree removal for fire control Page7 	5.8-2 discusses tree removal for both fire control and to open up views from building 
sites to the valley. This statement is too broad to determine what the actual impacts 
might be. Please provide more detailed tree removal information, and the impacts of 
the removal 

The statement that the view of the winery from SR 12 is "negligible" may be correct 
during the summer when the trees have their leaves. However, during the winter, 
views to the winery would be much more open. For this reason, the winery buildings 
should not be lighter than the surrounding trees. They should be similar in color to the 
trees behind the winery so that they would blend in especially during the winter. Also, 
the parking areas that could be visible from the highway should be screened. 

Accident Data 

Paula Stamp (County of Sonoma Planner) asked the Department to provide data for 
accidents resulting in fatalities for the portion of SR 12 near the proposed project site. 9 According to our data, which is provided by the California Highway Patrol, there was one 
accident in August 1999, which resulted in 1 fatality and one accident in March 2003, 
which resulted in two fatalities. Both of these fatal accidents occurred at the curve in the 
roadway near the Sonoma Creek bridge, south of Hoff Road. To provide motorists increased 
awareness of this curve, the Department is placing "curve signs" at this location. The signs 
have been ordered and will be in place within the next six months. 



Ms. Melinda Groeehf County of So.noma 

llune 23, 2003 

p... , 

Encroachment in State Right-of-Way fRQW) 

1. 	 The project applicant has applied for an encroachment permit from the Department to 
construct the proposed improvements to SR 12 at the project driveway. The current 
project driveway is located approximately 300 feet west of the Lawndale Road/ SR 12 
intersection. The proposed deceleration lane (westbound right-turn lane from SR 12 to 
the project driveway) will be 320 feet long according to the permit application. In order 
to avoid conflicting vehicle movements in this deceleration lane, we strongly

10 recommend one of the following actions as a condition of approval for the proposed 
project: 

• 	 Relocate project driveway directly across from Lawndale Road, and provide a left
turn lane from westbound SR 12 to Lawndale Road. This will reduce conflicting 
access points onto SR 12, and benefit drivers turning left onto Lawndale Road. 

• 	 Reduce the proposed 320.foot deceleration lane to begin west of the SR 121 
Lawndale intersection. Please provide an explanation for why the applicant is 
proposing the length of 320 feet for the deceleration lane. Why is such a long 
deceleration area needed? 

2. 	 All proposed improvements at the project access driveway must be designed to the 
Department's design standards found in the Highway Design Manual (HDM) SectionsII 	 201 through 206 and Section 405. The HDM can be accessed on the internet at the 
following address; http://www.dot.ca.govlhq/oppdlhdmlhd.mtoc.htm 

We look forward to receiving a response to our comments at least ten days prior to 
certification of the EIR pursuant to Section 21092.5(a) of the CEQA. 

Should you require further information or have any questions regarding this letter, please 
call Maija Cottle of my staff at (510) 286·5737. 

Sincerely, 

~~c~jn
District Branch Chief 

IGRJCEQA 


c: 	 , Philip Crimmins (State Clearinghouse) 

Paula Stamp (County of Sonoma) 


"Caltrons improuu mOOility(JCross Coli{orni<J~ 

http://www.dot.ca.govlhq/oppdlhdmlhd.mtoc.htm


 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                     

9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

RESPONSE TO LETTER 5 -- TIMOTHY C. SABLE -- CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF 
TRANSPORTATION 

Response to Comment 5-1 

Widening of State Route 12 to four lanes is not considered feasible.  Page 5.2-16 of the Draft EIR 
quotes the Initial Study prepared for this project to address this political issue.  The Initial Study 
concludes that “the citizens of Sonoma Valley have continuously strongly opposed construction of 
...modifications to the highway that would affect the rural, scenic character of the valley.  Therefore, 
improvements to Sonoma Highway are primarily based on [moderate improvements to accommodate] 
traffic flow, while keeping rural densities low.” 

Traffic mitigation fees are collected and would be applied to specific road improvements that have 
been identified in the County’s traffic fee mitigation ordinance. Widening of State Route 12 has not 
been identified as one of these projects. 

Response to Comment 5-2 

Intersection volumes at the Randolph Avenue and Lawndale Road intersections with State Route 12 
were checked against Caltrans warrant for provision of left turn lanes. 64  Left turn volumes at these 
intersections for all time periods analyzed appear to fall below the minimum percent left turn criteria 
contained in the table (five percent criterion) for roadways with operating speeds of 50 to 60 miles per 
hour. Thus it was concluded that the Caltrans warrant for provision of left turn lanes at the Randolph 
Avenue and Lawndale Road intersections is not met for any time period analyzed.  

The Draft EIR states “widen shoulders wherever they are less than eight feet wide; widen the highway 
to provide continuous turn lanes wherever needed; provide improvements such as turn lanes at major 
intersections.” In the opinion of the EIR traffic analyst, this recommendation describes the reasonable 
maximum improvements to increase capacity without widening the highway to four lanes.  Specific 
recommendations for State Route 12 widening requires study to determine locations for widening.  A 
recent nearby traffic study conducted for the Deerfield Ranch Winery (August 25, 2003) recommends 
providing a left turn lane on State Route 12 at the Deerfield Ranch Winery entrance and provision of 
8-foot wide shoulders along its frontage; a study for the Kenwood Inn (June 5, 2001) recommends 
provision of a left turn lane at the entrance to the Inn.  The Chateau St. Jean Special Events Traffic 
Study (August, 2002) recommends lengthening an existing left turn lane to accommodate anticipated 
vehicle queues as well as widening shoulders and providing continuous turn lanes wherever needed. 

Response to Comment 5-3 

A total of from 3.9 seconds to 9.5 seconds of delay would result from the recommended signal 
installations at SR 12 intersections.  The range differs depending upon the time of day and condition 
analyzed.  If signals are installed at the Adobe Canyon Road, Randolph Avenue and/or Lawndale 
Road intersections, each would operate acceptably within the LOS A range for all time periods 
analyzed.  The commentor is correct that without signalization unacceptable operating conditions 
would be expected primarily on the minor street approaches/turning movements to State Route 12. 

64 Hourly Volume Warrants for Provision of Left Turn Deceleration Lanes on Two-lane State Highways, Caltrans 
Guidelines for Reconstruction of Intersections, 1985. 
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

Response to Comment 5-4 

Potential impacts of the proposed project, including installation of leach lines and other improvements, 
was considered as part of the assessment under Impact 5.6-4 on page 5.6-25 of the Draft EIR.  Please 
see Master Response D for additional information on estimated tree removal associated with project 
implementation. 

Response to Comment 5-5 

Potential impacts of the proposed project, including tree removal or thinning necessary to reduce fire 
risk, were considered as part of the assessment under Impact 5.6-4 on page 5.6-25 of the Draft EIR. 
Please see Master Response D for additional information on estimated tree removal associated with 
project implementation. 

Response to Comment 5-6 

It should be noted that Mitigation Measure 5.8-3 states that prior to building permit issuance for the 
inn/spa/restaurant, the grading plan, development plan, landscaping plan, sign plan, elevations, and 
colors and materials shall receive review and approval of the Sonoma County Design Review 
Committee.  Concerns regarding the use of metal roofs would be evaluated by the County Design 
Review Committee. 

In response to this comment and other comments regarding the color of the roof of the 
inn/spa/restaurant Mitigation Measure 5.8-3 on page 5.8-19 is revised to read as follows: 

Mitigation Measure 5.8-3 In order to minimize visual impacts, measures shall be applied to 
reduce the visual contrast of the inn/spa/restaurant with the immediately surrounding setting so 
that the project would not attract attention as seen from State Route 12.  Such measures include 
the use of certain colors on exterior building surfaces and retaining as many trees on the project 
site as possible. The measures shall require: 

x	 Colors used for exterior building surfaces shall match the hue, lightness, and saturation of 
colors of the immediately surrounding trees.  Several colors matching those of the surrounding 
trees shall be used in order to minimize uniformity.  Roof colors shall be non-glossy, dark in 
color and sympathetic with colors in the surrounding landscape.  

x	 The height of guest cottage buildings (building types D and F, two stories) located east of the 
inn’s main house and closest to State Route 12 shall be limited to 20 feet as measured from the 
original ground elevation to the peak of the roof in order to minimize the amount of the 
buildings that can be seen from State Route 12 west of Adobe Canyon Road. 

x	 Existing trees in the area between the inn/spa/restaurant and State Route 12 shall be preserved 
to the extent possible in order to provide a screen and minimize the amount of the building 
that can be seen from State Route 12 west of Adobe Canyon Road. 

x	 The finish floor elevation of the main house shall not exceed 722 feet elevation and the finish 
floor elevation of the second floor shall not exceed 736 feet elevation. 

x	 Prior to building permit issuance for the inn/spa/restaurant, the grading plan, development 
plan, landscaping plan, sign plan, elevations, and colors and materials shall receive review and 
approval of the Sonoma County Design Review Committee. 
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

Response to Comment 5-7 

Please see Master Response D which provides additional information regarding tree removal including 
requirements for fire control. 

Response to Comment 5-8 

As shown in Exhibit 3.0-15 most of the winery parking lots would be located north of one or more of 
the buildings in the winery area.  The winery buildings would provide a partial screen of the parking 
lots viewed from State Route 12.   

It is correct, as stated in this comment, that exterior colors of the winery and landscaping could be 
used to further screen the winery parking lots from State Route 12.  Based on this comment Mitigation 
Measure 5.8-3 on page 5.8-19 is revised to read as follows: 

Mitigation Measure 5.8-3 In order to minimize visual impacts, measures shall be applied to 
reduce the visual contrast of the inn/spa/restaurant and the winery with the immediately 
surrounding setting so that the project would not attract attention as seen from State Route 12. 
Such measures include the use of certain colors on exterior building surfaces and retaining as 
many trees on the project site as possible.  The measures shall require: 

x Colors used for exterior building surfaces shall match the hue, lightness, and saturation of 
colors of the immediately surrounding trees.  Several colors matching those of the surrounding 
trees shall be used in order to minimize uniformity.  Roof colors shall be non-glossy, dark in 
color and sympathetic with colors in the surrounding landscape.  

x The height of guest cottage buildings (building types D and F, two stories) located east of the 
inn’s main house and closest to State Route 12 shall be limited to 20 feet as measured from the 
original ground elevation to the peak of the roof in order to minimize the amount of the 
buildings that can be seen from State Route 12 west of Adobe Canyon Road. 

x Existing trees in the area between the inn/spa/restaurant and State Route 12 shall be preserved 
to the extent possible in order to provide a screen and minimize the amount of the building 
that can be seen from State Route 12 west of Adobe Canyon Road. 

Landscaping of the winery shall include the planting of trees or other landscaping treatments 
to provide screening of the 147-vehicle winery parking lot from State Route 12. 

x The finish floor elevation of the main house shall not exceed 722 feet elevation and the finish 
floor elevation of the second floor shall not exceed 736 feet elevation. 

x Prior to building permit issuance for the inn/spa/restaurant, the grading plan, development 
plan, landscaping plan, sign plan, elevations, and colors and materials shall receive review and 
approval of the Sonoma County Design Review Committee. 

Response to Comment 5-9 

Comment noted. 
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

Response to Comment 5-10 

In response to this letter the applicant’s engineer has eliminated the right turn lane and replaced it with 
a 150-foot transition (see Exhibit 9-14).  Following Caltrans advice, the redesigned access intersection 
schematic drawing cites “intersection design tapers per Highway Design Manual Figure 405.7.” 
Caltrans responded with a letter dated September 23, 2003 stating that the schematic drawing is 
adequate, “except it should include 8-foot (2.4-meter) shoulders throughout the project limits, which 
are required by the Department’s design standards.  Design of the proposed left-turn lane from 
southbound [eastbound] State Route12 to the project driveway, and other design details will be 
finalized during the encroachment permit phase.” 65  County staff will recommend that subdivision 
conditions of approval requiring the dedication of land sufficient to accommodate eight-foot shoulders 
and completion of frontage improvements acceptable to Caltrans. 

Response to Comment 5-11 

Comment noted.  No additional response is necessary. 

65 Crane Transportation Group conversation with Timothy Sable, District Branch Chief, California Department of 
Transportation. 
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DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME 
http://www.dfg.ca.gov L.e 'f'f/% R 6
POST OFFICE BOX 47 

YOUNTVILLE, CALIFORNIA 94599 


c~ ed;£~'-> W,;V.l;,(.e-~ 1~10 ... 


{707) 944-5500 

June ~7, 2003 

RECEIVED 
Ms. Melinda Grosch 
Permit and Resource Management Department JUN 18 2ImCounty of Sonoma 
2550 Ventura Avenue PERMIT AND RESOURCE 


MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT 

COUNTY OF SONOMA
Santa Rosa, CA 95403_,;-

Dear Ms. Grosch: 

Department of Fish have reviewed the 
Draft Environmental Impact Re~~~ County Inn in 
Kenwood, sonoma County. 'rhe is generally 
adequate to meet our nee~-. on a few 
elements of the document .. --

Mitigation Measure 

Item {1} 	 roadway 
of the 

existing road of the top 
of bank." While not proveimprovements '~~~;~~!=~~:i=~~~~~~~! 

Thisto be the best. :~~i;~;~~:i1 	would be true lli road is 
particularly st-eep In this 
case, it may be be~ter on the creek 
side of the rqaQ, eVen thin 50 feet 
of the top of bank. changed to 
state that "roadway Creek than 
the edge of the would be 
within 50 feet of the top of bank, are unless it can be 
demonstrated that making those improvements within less than so feet 
from the top of bank will result in less impact to native vegetation 
or substantially less grading of steep and erodable slopes.n 

Mitigation Measure 5.6-2(a) 

Items (3) and {6) mention the trail that may be developed on 
this project site, but there is no discussion of the potential 
impacts of this trail in the discussion of Impact 5.6-2. It is our 
understanding that the intent would generally be to have the trail 
sited between the access road and Graywood Creek. It is also our 

http:http://www.dfg.ca.gov


Ms. Melinda Grosch 

June 1.7, 2003 
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understanding that the trail would be intended for horses as well as 
for hikers. Much of the access road is very close to the creek, 
leaving little room for a horse trail. It is our op1n1on that 
development of a horse trail between the road and the creek would 
result in substantial impacts to the riparian and other vegetation, 
and to the wildlife which relies on that vegetation for habitat, 
where clearing would be required to make room for such a trail. 
There would also be substantial impacts to Graywood Creek from 
erosion off the trail and the run-off of animal waste into the 
stream. A narrow hiking trail may be acceptable between the road 
and the creek if it can be designed to have minimal impact. A 

----"".itigation measure should be added to require that the horse trail 
be relocated away from the creek to a site where it will not 
threaten the creek or require the removal of significant native 
vegetation. 

DFG has direct jurisdiction under Fish and Game Code sections 
1601-03 in regard to any activities that would divert or obstruct 
the natural flow or change the bed, channel, or bank of any stream. 

We 	 recommend early consultation, since modification of the proposed
3 	 project may be required to avoid impacts to fish and wildlife 

resources. Formal notification under Fish and Game Code Section 
1603 should be made after all other permits and certifications have 
been obtained. Work cannot be initiated until a Streambed 
Alteration Agreement (SAA) has -been executed. The applicant should 
contact DFG at (707) 944-5520 for an SAA package. 

We 	 are available to discuss our concerns or recommendations in 
more 	detail. To arrange a meeting, please contact Bill Cox, 
Associate Fishery Biologist, at (707) 823-1001; of Scott Wilson, 
Habitat Conservation Supervisor, at (707) 944-5584. 

Sincerely, 

{} ~-~-{IJUJ)iJ)LQ 

}~obert{fw. Floerke 
V 	 Regional Manager 

Central Coast Region 

cc: 	 State Clearinghouse 

Post Office Box 3044 

Sacramento, CA 95912-3044 




___ .DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME 
I'DIJI'Cf'IID......., ,...,_ 

July 1, 2003 

Me:. Melinda Grosch. Planner 
Pe~t ~ Resource M~ne;ement Department 
County of Sonoma 
2550 Ventura Avenue 
Santa Rosa, CA 95403 
Via ~ax (707) 565-1103 

Dear Ms~ Grosch: 

Sonoma County Inn 

Draft Snvironmental Dapaet Repozt (DEIR) 


southern Portion ot J:tistoric Gra~;wood Ranch 

Hiqh.vay 12, Kenvood, Sonoma County SCK 2002052011 


Depa:rtlunt of rish and G.uDe (DFG) J)er.scmn.el have completed 
revieio" ot the subject DEIR ::eqarding terreat::ial iaaues. We 
previously submitted e~ente ~o you rega•d~9 aquatic issues in 
our JQne 17, 2003 letter. 

The addition ot biotic .u~veya durin9 the appropriate survey 
eeaaon haa madif1ed the project. There are now identification 
and ji.U"isdietional dete.rta.ine.tions of aeaaonul wetlanlis on-site, 
cladfiea.tion of plant distrib':.ltion.e, and pzoposala for expanded 
~preserve~· recognized in the DEIR. 

Two gpeci~l ltatus plant species hav• been identified in the 
project area. 1'h••• .spacies are thlil narrow••anthered California 
brodiaea (Srodia•• cali£o&Di~• var. l~~andra} and the Sonoma 
ceancthus (Ce•notbu• sonomens1s}. Both plants are California 
Native Plant Society Li.st 18 plants an~ are considered 
thr,aten.d. OFG believes the status of these plan:s requiree 
that ili!P4ctS be addreaeed under the California Environmental 
Quality Act CCEQA), Section .15380. Both p:ants are seriously 
threatened by deve2opment. The ceanothus is known t~om 
approximately ten occurrences. 

The b+ediaea is associated with, but ncJt l:imited to, 
se~sonal wetland habitat. Soma plan~s accu~ in upland habitat 
e4jaeent ~o the wetland hobitat. Succoaafu1 protection ot the 
brodiaea pcpul&tion will requir• pro~ectien ct the wetland 
habitat with an adequate upl~d buffer. 

http:J)er.scmn.el
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Major potenti•l future threats to the J::,rodiaea population 
include soi.l c:listurbance or otb.ar cU"ect cU.sturbaa.co of its 
habitat. changes in hydrology, and invasion of brodiaea hDbitat 
by weedy plants. We oonsider that a eubetactial hydro~o9ical 
threat may be the prolongation of the duration of wet conditian3 
in the seasonal wetland habitat by aurfaea or subsurface runot£ 
from su:nner irrigation. Increased aoi.1 mciet.ure durinc; the 
ll\l1Ml8r would c:hanqe the natcr• of the wetlands, anc1 ehange the.lf aeeociata apad.es c:omposition tharGy· prOJ"Aot.inq the invasion of 
the wetland habitat by weedy ph.nta which cc1u.ld result in the 
$limination of the brodiaea. 

DuJ:in.Q the June 18, 2003 site visit, OFG pereonnel observed. 
the brodiaea in the northern wetland of the proposed northern 
brodiaea preserve. This new oeeurrence doCl.l.!Hnts the bxodiaea in 
all the we~land segments designated in the preserve. 'l'he 
preserves for the Sonoma manzanita and na:rov-enthered Calitornia 
brodiaea should be protected in-perpetuity~ a eoneervat1on 
ea.eem.ent. 

' DFG recommend$ a mdnimam lOD-foot wide buffer around the 
wetland boundaries at the brodiaea preserves1, There ehould also 
be speeitie actions to prevent summer irriq~tion ~r~ affecting 
the brodiaea wetland hydrology. 'rhe buffer would be Masurecl out 
from the wetl.and boundary or the outena.ost brcc:Uaaa plants in 
areas whare the brodiaea oceura outside ~he wetl~ boundary. 
The lOO•foot buffer could be redueed, in consultation with DFG, 
if site-specific design features are incorporated thats 	3paeifically address potent~ threat• to the brodiaea, e.q., 
habitat diaturbanc::e and c::b.anqes in sllJ!IIDer h)'d.xology. With 
appropriate de81gn fa•tures, 1n consultatiorL with D~, it may be 
possible tc cQnstruct a line•r ~eature (e.g., road) on the QPlan~ 
ridge between the two sa:ascna_l wetlands of t.h• northern brodiaea 
prese=ve~ and a reduced setback for the Spa. The design of the 
western side of the S~ could be e~hanced by the reduction ot 
proposed feature! to a concrete walkwa1 with a short rock wall 
with ma:xim:ura e-etbaeJc frQln the preserve. A $hort :reek wall 
!aatura adjacent to the p~e54%Ve could be U$~d as a us• Bepara~or 
and a bench, a viewing area for the preserve, and a fireproof 
:firebreak~ 

In the DEIR, Measure (4), relocation c!.' the road around the 
expanded brod.iaea preserve traverses at lea:!;t three d:ta1naqes, 
All const:ruction 3d-jaeent t:o t:he proa•rv• st.ould include 
con4itione that rest:r!c:::t disturbance "to wetland areas. We 

http:cU.sturbaa.co
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recommend a pe~nent fenee for the brodiaea preaerTa such as 
split rail or ether attractive barrier that provides wildlife 
passage. The proposed Ccnventm, condition• and ,aetrlctions are 
to protect the hab1tat ar••- In$tead, oFG proposes a 
conservation ••..ment as the means ot providing habitat 
p:otect~on 1P perpetuity. wa recammend that the applicant 
contact the Sonoma Land ~ruat at (7Q') 526-6030 !or further 
info.rmaticn. 

Mit1gation Meaaure 5.6-l(a) recommends avoidance of the 
mapped occurrences of Sonoma ceanotbus by re1ocat~oD of the water 
tank and lines. DFG recognizes that ~his relocation would also7 	 si~ifieantly restrict water pressure for ~~pport facilitie.:s. 
Consiqez:ing that the p.ropo.:sed impaet araa i!: inhabit.,d by only a 
few oeancthU8 plants and a reacrve is being e~tablished fo~ the 
plant, this impact is considexed insignificant, an~ we hav• 
detex:mined. that the relocation i lis not neceas:ary-

A :Unal mitigation plan is essential fc,r the lcn;-tem 
conaervaticm of the ceanotbus popl.llatior... ar.<d we recosmnend 
mitigation neasur$8 that direct the locations ot lines to minimal 
impact areas -and protect1on meaaures ~hat provide long-tera 
protection for tbe plants. Only local varieties of ceanothus 
should~ planted. to prevent genetic modification of the 
population. OFG remains available for coneultation regardinq the 
Rdti;ation planning ph••• of this pxoject. we ate certainly 
willinq to continue our consultations with t~e applicant$ on the· 
~tigation Plan. 

ft&U. o...l-~1: 

~eta ~o tbe ceanothus population from the proposed trail 
hav• veJ;y littlfl diecusaion in the DEII\. Howe-ver~ we believe 
that a well designed trail with non-erosive suxface and 
stabilized edgee would be an aeceptable tmpact to tbe oaanothus

01
population i.f the trail location selects a. route with minimum 
plant impact. The historic fire road should be restored to its 
fQ:r:me.r condition and/or xeve9eta~ed with thE\ sensitive ceanothus. 
The trail ehould be signi"l!cantly reduced irL size alonq the 
narrow creek. areas and the road should be d.esiqned. with maxim.um 
distance ~rem the drainage. In our JUne l6, 2003 meetinq with 
involved pa~ie$, the applicants and sonoma county Regional Parks 
~epreseneatives indicated they wou1d work to;ethax ~c reduCe 
sizaa through this area and accommodate a better design, as 
follow.s; 

http:maxim.um
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• 	 The trail vould begin at the junction ot residential lots 7 
and 11, and be located on lot 11 and end at Rood Mountain 
Re9~0nal f~k. ~he trail would 90 throu9b the ceanothus 
pre•exve and teault in impacts to some of the plants. DuB 
to the size of the colony, careful plae~nt of the t~ail 
and restoration of the fire road to ceanothue habitat and 
pennanent protection thereaf'tez you.ld. net reault :l.n 
siqnif1cant impact. At the time' of trail design, DFG 
personnel are availab~e to vo:k vith ScrJXna County Pa~ks to 
des1gn the trail to .!Dimize ~a. 

• 	 The trail can be located. betYeen Road A .and Graywood Creel: 
thtouqh the canyon &rea (a.lon;- the northern boundary of the 
project, near ~ots 2, 4, and the Inn Parcel 8) ~ith the 
followinq ~tiqationa: 

1) 	 The tr~il surface vould coui.at of oc:II!IPacted 
blue shale or similar materi-al i.n order to 
reduce ailtation and erosign. 

2) 	 Th• trail eculQ wander from Road A in order to 
avoid tr•e removal, The final trail dedication 
area would reflect the alignment of the trail 
and any deviation~ from the road. 

3) 	 In ordez to avoid manure from reaehinq the 
creekt the trail will d~ain to area5 where 
there is suffic1ent vegetation to naturally 
~ilter rune~~. Where the trail crosses 
tributary d.rainaqas, runott' will be directed 
away from such drainage. The easement 
dedication area will include the necessary are• 
to properly drain the trail. 

41 	 In diff1cult env1romaantal s1tuations r it Ls 
acceptable to Sonoma County Parks that the full 
tJ:&il Width (8 feat With 1-2 ~oot shouldera) 
can be narrowed for a short distance tc trail 
widtt:us down to 4 feet. · 

The DEIR Fina~ Mitigation P~an appli•d to the sonoma 
10 ceanathus population is appropriate. It should be transferred to

Sonoma County Regional Parks Department tor lon~-term manav~nt 
of the ceanothus preserve. 
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Exclusion tancing around property linas or areas that 
contain nati?e habitat can restrict moveme~s of aoma terrest~1al 
wildlife. Mitigation measure• that limit this kind ot :fencing to 
areas around ga~dens# heme •ites,. or other k•uildinga would be 
better and lase restric~ive to wildlife movement. 

Development ot the 11 building sites poaes the la~g.st 
ha.b.itat f.ragmeneation issue.. One proposal J.s to cluster the 
buildings in a line near thet west end. of thE1 parcels. Another 
propo~t.al is to scatter the buildings and. prc>vicle more distance 
between them. DFG recOlDier.ds the fi.rst alternat1ve so that 
impacts are minimized. 

The or1g1n&l proposal tor the fire thinning or auwreseion 
plan fer understor)'" chaparral and oeleet tr•tes wa::; developed in 
oonaultation with O!'G. He woul.4 expect sigr1ifieantly :reduced 
fize haz;u·d with mi~imal effect on .,lant COM!:lllnities. Th.e action 
could be desc~ibed es the .aintenanee of .x!sting plant 
communities with danagement of tbe understory in an early
successiorial s~aqe to reduce fire impacts. FOrest thinning would 
Qa an appropriate measure it the area was propo~ed for long-term 
tree management (lcgginq) as the saplin9 danaity and chaparral 
~eratory are extremely dor.ee, which could alao kill la%9er 
trees if a fire oec:urre:i. We see the issue u only a question o! 
management for fire suppression. We do not aqree with the DEIR 
that shrub maintenance WoUld damage the habitat. New sprouts 
have very hiqh protein content tor deer utilization, and forest 
openings provide more new shrub qrowth·«nd greater habitat 
diversity. A program of baed pruning will :esult in re-eproutinq 
and should increase browse vegetation for daer, and is little 
different from fire removal of above-graund. foliage. !'he 
:recOJt'IMnded program simply replace$ fire •• tb.e runa911Umt method 
£os vegetation eontrol w~th pruning and thinning. 

'I'ree ·mitigation for lost fore$t habita·: should 1:16 p:r;ovid.ed. 
DTG support$ the propQSed mitigation in th6 DEI~ to replace trees 
in the valley oak and riparian habitats a' more environmentally 
valuilble. 

http:p:r;ovid.ed
http:recOlDier.ds
http:propo~t.al
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Ms. Melinda Gro~ch 


July 1, 2003 

PaSJ• 6 


DFQ supports the recommendation made for Mitigation Measure 5.6
4la), items 1-6. In it~ lend 3, DiG prefers the removal of 

/5 	 the eastern building ~ite and leachfield an lot 7,- and the 
alte•nate tank dte $hould net be used .in favor ot: the ~igirull 
::site. We would support the relocation of th• alternate tank site 
a~y from the drainaqe if this is· tba cho&en location. 

DFG woulQ not object to a water line through the ~alley oak 
preaerve if ·~ta eonatruction avoida significant trees. We 
sUggest encasing ehe line in a eepa~ate pipe that would deflect 
future roots and allow ~placement w~th~t diqq1ng the line up. 

tf you have any qu.estions z:egarding 'thi:J letter or for 
further coordination on thes• iasues, pl8ase contact Mr. Allan 
Buckmann, A$sociate Wildlife Biologist, at (707) 944-5537; 
Mr. Gene Cooley, Plant Ecolo~iet, at l707) 944-5524; or 
~r. Scott Wilson, Habitat Conservation Super~iecr, at 
(707) 944-5584. 

SJ.noe.t"ely, 

b.7/L
Rebert w. Flcerke 
Regional Manager
central·Coast Req"ion 

cc: 	 ~. steve Eh&et 

So~ County Regional Parka 

2300 County Center Drive tl20A 

SaDta Rosa, CA 95403 


Mr. Greg R. Zitnay

Zitnay & Associates 

7 Villa Viet• Court 

Novato. CA 94947 


State Clearinghouse 

Post Offie• 3044 

Saetamento, CA 95814 




 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

RESPONSE TO LETTER 6 -- ROBERT W. FLOERKE, CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND 
GAME 

Response to Comment 6-1 

The edge of the existing roadway in question is already within 50 feet of Graywood Creek along much 
of the proposed roadway segment.  Mitigation Measure 5.6-2(a)(1) was recommended to prevent any 
further encroachment where the edge of the existing roadway already falls within 50 feet of the top of 
bank, which in some locations is as little as ten feet.  The commentor is correct that any restriction on 
encroachment into the creek setback zone should be balanced with loss of vegetation upslope from the 
road and creek. In response to the comment, Mitigation Measure 5.6-2(a)(1) on page 5.6-21 of the 
Draft EIR is revised to read as follows. 

(1) Prohibit roadway improvements any closer to Graywood Creek than the edge of the existing 
road where improvements would be within 50 feet of the top of bank unless it can be 
demonstrated that making those improvements will result in less impact to native vegetation 
or substantially less grading of steep and erodible slopes. 

Mitigation Measure 5.3-3(a) on page 5.3-21 of the Draft EIR is revised to read as follows: 

The applicant shall revise the location of the roadway, and alternate water tank to avoid impacts 
to drainages. Per County requirements, the water tank shall be located at a distance of at least 2 
½ times the height of the stream bank plus 30 feet from the toe of the stream bank, or 30 feet 
outward from the top of the stream bank, whichever distance is greater.  Roadway improvements 
shall be prohibited any closer to Graywood Creek than the existing road where improvements 
would be within 50 feet of the top of bank unless it can be demonstrated that making those 
improvements will result in less impact to native vegetation or substantially less grading of steep 
and erodible slopes. 

Response to Comment 6-2 

The potential limitation of accommodating the proposed pedestrian trail along Graywood Creek is 
acknowledged on page 5.6-20 of the Draft EIR.  The recommendation in Mitigation Measure 5.6
2(a)(3) was intended to ensure that any trail constructed between Road A and Graywood Creek is as 
natural as possible and minimize use of any asphalt placement within the riparian corridor.  Details of 
modifications to be made in the design of the trail are summarized in the letter of June 23, 2003 to 
Allan Buckmann, Associate Wildlife Biologist, CDFG, from Steve Ehret, Park Planner II, which is 
included as an attachment to Comment Letter 3.  Details on the design of the proposed trail, including 
surface material, variable width, and need to filter runoff and direct it away from Graywood Creek and 
tributary drainages, would be incorporated as part of the final improvement plans for the project. 

Response to Comment 6-3 

The California Department Fish and Game is identified as a Responsible Agency on page 3.0-36 of the 
EIR. Mitigation Measure 5.6-3(e) acknowledges the need for the applicant to secure permits and 
authorization from regulatory agencies, including the CDFG. 
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

Response to Comment 6-4 

Impact 5.6-1 on page 5.6-15 of the Draft EIR provides a detailed discussion of potential impact on the 
narrow-anthered California brodiaea occurrence on the site, including changes in surface water quality 
and duration expressed by the commentor.   

Response to Comment 6-5 

Mitigation Measure 5.6-1(b) provides detailed recommendations to adequately avoid and protect the 
population, including expansion of the proposed Brodiaea Preserve to encompass the two mapped wet 
meadow/seasonal wetlands and the intervening grassland and woodland.  This would generally 
provide at least a 100-foot wide buffer around the occurrence, as suggested by the commentor.  The 
vegetation management program and drainage restrictions called for in Mitigation Measures 5.6
1(b)(3) and (4) would address the concerns expressed regarding changes in surface water quality and 
quantity.  Details of the final Mitigation Plan would be prepared in consultation with the CDFG, 
providing an opportunity to address any other concerns of the commentor. 

Response to Comment 6-6 

Comment noted.  Mitigation Measure 5.6-1(b)(1) and (2) include provisions to permanently protect 
the Brodiaea Preserve through development restrictions and establishment of an effective barrier 
system.  Details of the final Mitigation Plan would be prepared in consultation with the CDFG, 
providing an opportunity to address any other concerns of the commentor. 

Response to Comment 6-7 

Comment noted.  As indicated by the commentor, adequate avoidance of individual Sonoma 
ceanothus plants in the vicinity of the proposed water tank and distribution line would be achieved 
though establishment of the preserve and through conduct of an additional survey to verify that no or 
only a few plants would be affected by proposed improvements.  In response to the comment, 
Mitigation measure 5.6-1(a)(1) on page 5.6-16 is revised to read as follows: 

(1) If the water tank is constructed on residential lot 10, avoid the mapped occurrence of Sonoma 
ceanothus to the extent possible.Avoid the mapped occurrence of Sonoma ceanothus by relocating 
the water tank location on residential lot 10 to below an elevation of 880 feet and restricting any 
associated access and pipeline distribution improvements downslope of this elevation, if this 
location is selected as the water tank site for the project, or use the adjusted location at the 
alternate tank site. 

Response to Comment 6-8 

Comment noted.  Details of the final Mitigation Plan would be prepared in consultation with the 
CDFG, providing an opportunity to address any other concerns of the commentor. 

Response to Comment 6-9 

Comment noted.  As acknowledged on page 5.6-15 of the Draft EIR, if the trail and fire break 
improvements are carefully designed and constructed they should not have a significant impact on the 
overall viability of the Sonoma ceanothus population.  Details of the final Mitigation Plan would be 
prepared in consultation with the CDFG, providing an opportunity to address any other concerns of the 
commentor. 
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

Any Regional Parks trail project would be an independent project which may or may not be pursued 
by the Regional Parks Department in the future.  Additional environmental review would be required 
if Regional Parks elects to build a trail through residential lot 11. 

Response to Comment 6-10 

Comment noted.  Details of the final Mitigation Plan would be prepared in consultation with the 
CDFG, providing an opportunity to address any other concerns of the commentor. 

Response to Comment 6-11 

Comment noted.  Impact 5.6-4 of the Draft EIR provides a discussion of the potential impact of the 
project on wildlife habitat and opportunities for wildlife movement.  The commentor is correct that 
exclusionary fencing around property lines can restrict wildlife movement.  Mitigation Measure 5.6
4(d)(1) on page 5.6-27 of the Draft EIR states that the CC&Rs for residential lots shall include a 
provision that fencing which obstructs wildlife movement be restricted to the building envelopes, and 
shall not be allowed elsewhere on the site 

Response to Comment 6-12 

Comment noted.  As discussed under Impact 5.6-4, the potential effects of development on wildlife 
habitat and connectivity were considered to be significant.  Mitigation Measure 5.6-4 includes 
recommendations to address fragmentation and attempts to maintain opportunities for wildlife 
movement through the developed portion of the site. 

Response to Comment 6-13 

Comment noted.  Please see Master Response D for a detailed discussion of anticipated tree removal, 
hazard posed by existing overly dense forest vegetation, and recommended mitigation to address 
potential impacts.  The conclusion in the Draft EIR that potential impacts on wildlife habitat would be 
significant related to the collective removal of forest canopy and fragmentation with new residences 
and other facilities, not shrub removal as suggested by the commentor. 

Response to Comment 6-14 

Comment noted.  Mitigation Measure 5.6-4(a), (b), and (c) all address potential impacts on tree 
resources and the need to provide replacement plantings.  Please see Master Response D for a detailed 
discussion of anticipated tree removal, hazard posed by existing overly dense forest vegetation, and 
recommended mitigation to address potential impacts, including a new minimum tree planting 
standard for Mitigation Measure 5.6-4(c). 

Response to Comment 6-15 

Comment noted.  Adjustments to the final boundaries of the expanded preserves would be determined 
in the field in consultation with the CDFG, as indicated in Mitigation Measure 5.6-4(a). 

Response to Comment 6-16 

Comment noted.  Mitigation Measure 5.6-4(a)(5) was recommended to accurately determine tree trunk 
locations and ensure avoidance of additional tree resources as part of the final Vegetation Management 
Plan. In response to this comment, Mitigation Measure 5.6-2(a)(4) is revised to read as follows: 
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(4) Prohibit all improvements such as the proposed mound wastewater system inside the 
boundaries of the proposed Oak Tree Preserves, except underground pipelines.  If underground 
pipelines are constructed in the Oak Tree Preserve, excavation shall not occur within the dripline 
of Valley oaks unless a certified arborist determines that the excavation will not significantly 
impair the health of the tree. 
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EXECtmVE OFFiCERTAPCO 


June 12, 2003
Melinda Grosch 

Permit and Resource Management Department 

County ofSonoma 

2550 Ventura Avenue 

Santa Rosa, CA 95403 


Subjeet Sonoma Country Inn 

Dear Ms. Grosch: 

Bay Area Air Quality Management District (District) staffhave reviewed 

your agency's Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the Sonoma Country 

Inn project The County is considering a use pennit to allow development ofa 

fifty-room inn, a spa, a restaurant and a winery as well as creation ofeleven 

residential lots on a 186-acre parcel near Highway 12 in southeastern Sonoma 

County. 


We agree with the DElR's finding that particu1ate matter emissions from 

woods:moke could cause a significant air quality impact, and we support the 

proposed mitigation measures. High concen~ons ofparticulate matter can lead 

to serious health problems including impaired lung function and canliopuhnomuy

related deaths. We have long been concerned about the amount ofparticulate 

matter produced from woodburning appliances such as stoves and fireplaces, and 

District staffcontinue to work with Bay Area cities and counties to adopt local 

woodSmok:e ordinances. While we prefer the installation ofnatural gas fireplaces 

in new construction, we support the Cotm.ty's requirement that clean-burning EPA

certified wood-burning appliances and pellet-fueled stoves may also be installed in 

the Sonoma Country Inn project. In addition, we recommend that the County adopt 

a woodsmoke ordinance for fireplaces and woodstoves to insure that future projects 

will similarly reduce particu1ate pollution throughout Sonoma County. District 

staffare available to assist the County in the development ofa local woodsmoke 

ordinance. Ifyour agency is interested in learning more about the District" s model 

woodsmoke ordinance program. please contact Luna Salaver, Public Information 

Officer, at ( 415) 7 49-5196 or by email at lsalavet@baaqmd.gov. 


For more details on our agency's guidance regarding environmental review, 

we recommend that the County refer to the BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines: Assessing 

the Air Quality Impacts ofProjects and Plans (1999). The document provides 

information on best practices for assessing and mitigating air quality impacts 

related to projects and plans, including construction emissions, land use/design 

measures,. project operations, motor vehicles, nuisance impacts and more. Ifyou 

do not already have a copy ofour guidelines~ we recommend that you obtain a copy 

by calling our Public Information Division at (415) 749-4900 or downloading the 

online version from the District's web site at 

http://www.baagmd.gov/planninglplntms/ceqaguid.hbn. 


http://www.baagmd.gov/planninglplntms/ceqaguid.hbn
mailto:lsalavet@baaqmd.gov


Ms. Melinda Grosch -2-	 June 12, 2003 

Ifyou have any questions regarding these comments, please contact Suzanne 
Boutguignon, Environmental Planner, aJ (415) 749-5093. 

~~ 
William C. Norton ~ 
Executive Officer I APCO 

WN:SB 

cc: 	 BAAQMD Directnr Ttm Smith 
BAAQMD Director Pamela Torliatt 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 7 -- WILLIAM C. NORTON, BAY AREA AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT 
DISTRICT 

Response to Comment 7-1 

See Response to Comment 12-1 for revised mitigation language. 
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CLEMENT,FITZPATRICK&KENwORTHY

:3:3:3::3 MENDOCINO AVENUE. SUITE li!OO 

SANTA ROSA, CALIFORNIA 95403 
FAXc 707 e•e-1t1eo 

TELEPHONE: (7071 !52:3-1 101 

June 30, 2003 

RECEIVED 

JUN 3 0 2003 
PERMIT AND RESOORCE

IMNAGEMENT DEPARTMENT 

HAND DEUVERED 
Tim Mayer 
Sonoma County Pennit & Resource 
Management Department 

2550 Ventura Avenue 
Santa Rosa. CA 95403 

Re: Sonoma CountJy Inn I Project Applicant Comments to Draft EIR 

Dear Mr. Mayer: 

Please find enclosed comments on the May 2003 Draft Environmental Impact Report ("DEIR") 
for the Sonoma Country Inn project. These comments are submitted by the project applicant. Conunents 
consist of the following documents: 

I. A June 24, 2003, letter from Dalene Whitlock ofW-Trans commenting on certain traffic 
aspects ofthe project. 

1 2. A June 28, 2003, letter from McNair and Associates, Consulting Arborists and 

Horticulturists, on portions ofthe EIR discussing tree removal. 


3. A June 30, 2003, letter from Mr. Phillip Greer, Associate Plant Ecologist. commenting 
on certain biotic aspects ofthe DEIR. 

4. A June 30, 2003, letter from James Reyff ofIllingworth & Rodkin conunenting on 
certain air quality aspects ofthe DEIR. 

5. An additional document entitled ''(::omments to the Sonoma Country Inn EIR" consisting 
of 12 additional comments. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the EIR... 

STEPHEN K. BUTLER 

SK.B:cj 
c: client 

.T .....~.... O~~·c~o 1 40? ... AON IIT..UT, Suon 1003, liT. Hoo.•N•. C•<O•O"N"' 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 8 -- STEPHEN K. BULTER, CLEMENT, FITZPATRICK & KENWORTHY 

Response to Comment 8-1 

Comment noted.  No additional response necessary. 
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J' June 24, 2003 

Mr. Tim Mayer 
County of Sonoma 
Permits and Resource Management Department 
2250 Ventura Avenue 
Santa Rosa, CA 95-403 

w-tran"l

1. 


Whidock ItVV6inberpr 

-~~ 
509 Seve1th Street 
5Ute 101 
Santa Rosa. CA 95-'101

voice 707.5429500 
fax 707542.9590 
~ www.w-trans.com 

Comments on the Sonoma Country Inn DEIR 

Dear Mr. Mayer, 

At the request of the applicant for the Sonoma Country Inn project. W-Trans has performed a peer review 
of the traffic analysis provided in the DEIR, and prepared by Crane T ransportatlon Group (CTG). Our 
review focused on the information in Section 5.2 together with two volumes of Technical Appendices 
provided by CTG, with an emphasis on the criteria and analysis used to determine significant cumulative 
impacts. !-laving prepared literally dozens of traffic studies that have been presented to and accepted by 
the County of Sonoma, we were particularly interested in the applicatlon of the new draft standards for 
significance presented in the DEIR and their potential effect on all future development in the County. but 
especially along the Sonoma Highway (S.R. 12) corridor. 

Based on our review, we have noted several areas that we believe warrant further consideration in terms 
of analysis and policy. 

Intersection Configuration Assumptions. In evaluatlng the level of service for several of the intersections, 
the existing lane configurations have been inaccurately coded This issue is of particular import at the 
Highway 12 intersections with Adobe Canyon Road and Randolph Avenue where the project has been 
determined to have significant impacts that may not have been deemed significant if the input data more 
accurately reflected the actual existing configuration. 

Adobe Canyon Road has been coded as having separate left-wm and right-Wm approach lanes at 
Highway 12 even though this is a single lane approach. There is sufficient width at the intersection for 
both Wrns to be made simuttaneously, however, this situation is more accurately coded by including 
a flared right-tum lane with the capacity for two or three vehicles, thereby capturing the operation 
when there is a queue of thrl!e or more left-wming vehicles restricting access to the widened approach 
and forcing light-turning vehicles also to waiL 

Highway 12 has existing center wm lanes at both Adobe Canyon Road and Randolph Avenue that 
provide refuge for vl!hides wmlng left onto Highway 12 and allow drivers to make "two-part" left
turns. Since the center Wm lane is one of the measures often considered to mitigate unacceptable 
operating conditions for side street traffic. and the presence of these lanes has a beneficial impact on 
operation. the resulting analysis projects average delays that are considerabty higher than would actually 
be experienced or were observed at the study intersections. 

Growth Factor Application. Since the application of growth factors to all movements at an intersection 

http:www.w-trans.com
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can substantialty change the results, it is suggested that growth factors reflecting regional traffic: growth 
be applied only to the through traffic on Highway 12. with side street traffic increased only when there 
is a specific development proposal that would generate such an increase. 

3 

Growth Faaor Development. The DEIR indicates that the growth factors applied were based on historical 
growth, although the period of time used to develop these factors was not stated. Given the current 
economy's Impact on land development issues and their associated traffic generation the assumed 3 
percent ina-ease per year applied in the DEIR for near-term conditions may be overly conservative and 
a lower growth factor should be considered. For reference, please see the enclosed copy of the article, 
"County's Growth Slowest in 7 Years," published in the Press Democrat on May 6, 2003. 

Double Counting Of Project Trips. Since regional growth would presumably include all development, it 
seems reasonable to assume that project trips would already be included in the growth factor based 
on regional increases. If this is the case, then the analysis should deduct the project trips from the 
future volumes obtained through applying the growth factor to reflect Baseline (without Project) 
conditions, then add them back in to achieve Baseline plus Project results. The project trips are 
otherwise double counted. 

Diversion to New Signal. Upon the signalization of the intersection at Wann Springs Road. it appears 
reasonable to assume that some of the drivers currently entering Highway 12 at Randolph Avenue will 
divert to the signal to enter the roadway more quicldy and safely, particularly as volumes continue to 
increase on the highway. Year 2005 and 2012 volumes should therefor be lower than existing volumes, 
not higher. 

Sjf11ificont Impacts although Mitigation Not WotTOIIted. Under criteria applied in prior EIRs, the County 
has deemed the impacts to minor, unsignalized Intersections as less-than-significant unless some

6 improvemenu vnre warranted. Specifically, if the volumes were not adequate to meet warranu for 
signalization, the impact was not found significant. The criteria applied in the DEIR takes a sizable step 

away from this concept. assigning significant impacts at intersections where no mitigation is anticipated 
or even warranted. 

We believe that upon further review and analysis you will find that many of the findings in the Draft EIR will 
need to be modified to reflect that the project will have less-than-significant impacts. Please feel free to call 
me if you have any questions regardtng our commenu. 

Sincerely. 

DJWI<itNISDXI66.L 6-14-03.wpd 

Enclosure 



COUNTY'S GROWTH SLOWEST IN 7 YEARS 
Pu!Mished on May 6, 2003 
@ 2003- The Press Democrat 

BYLINE: MIKE McCOY 
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT 

PAGEoAI 

Sonoma County and its nine cities grew last year by the smallest number of people since an economic 
slowdown ended seven years ago. 

The county's population rose by 5,792 residenu to 4n,686, according to figures released Monda.y by the 
state Department of Finance. 

The previous low in annual population growth was in 1996. when the county added 5,300 residentS. That 
came a year before a turnaround in the local economy sparked a new wave of home building throughout 
the county. 

City, county and building industry officials cite eScalating new llome costs, rising unempkJymentand $lowing 
housing construction resulting in part from the need to proteCt the endangered tiger salamander as major 
reasons for the slowdown in population growth. 

"The economy hu a lot to do with it. With so many major employers laying people off, people are being 
more caudous," said Charlie Canon, executive director for the Home Builders Association of Northern 
California. 

He expects the downturn to continue at least another year. 

"My guess is people who want to move here or move up are deciding to stay where they are until they 
have a better feet for their future and their jobs, • Carson saki. 

Nelghboring Mendocino and L.He counties also gew more s1owty than the stateWide avenge. Mendocino 
County grew by 600 residents to 88.200, and Lake County increased by BOO residents to 61,300. 

The combined growth rate for Sonoma County and its cities was 0.9 percent, about half the growth rate 
of 1.7 percent statewide. Mendocino grew by 0.7 percent and lake by 1.3 percent. 

Of North Coast cities. Santa Rosa added the most residents, 2.526, a 1.7 percent increase that raised its 
population total to 154,453. Cloverdale, which added In residents to boost its population to 7,511, grew 
at the fastest pace, 2.4 percent. 

California's population increased from 35 million to nearly 35.6 million, according to the report. The 
Department of Finance annually readjustS population estimates for the state's 58 counties and <476 cities. 

The state's population number for Sonoma County is about 4,000 residents higher than that contained in 
a recent Census Bureau estimate, which pegged Sonoma C01.1nty's population at 468,386 as ofJuly I, 2002. 
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The census report Is based on a fiscal year, while the state's estimateS are based on a calendar year. 

Mary Heim, the state department's chief of demographic research, said the population estimateS are based 
on a variety of repom received throughout the year from cities and counties. 

They include building pennIts, inhabited annexations, birth and death rates. demolitions of existi~ housing 
and people moving in and out of an area. 

Heim said the numbers for most counties and cities will be adjusted over the coming months to take into 
account actual births and deaths for 2002. 

"Once we get those updated numbers, we will fine--tune the estimates," she said. 

Those readjusanenu can sometimes be significant. A year ago, the state estimated Santa Rosa's population 
at 152,898 as of jan. I, 2002. 

But Monday's report, with adjusted numbers, said the city's actual population on Jan. I, 2002. was 151,927. 

The numbers are of particular importance to cities and counties because the state doles out revenues from 
vehicle license fees. gas taxes and a few other taxes on a per-capita basis. 

While polltlcalty It makes sense to have lower population numbers. Santa Rosa Finance Director Ron 
Bosworth said a higher number ''means we get a lot more money from Sacramento." 

Local finance directors say the amount rewmed to cities can range between S19 and $39 a person, based 
on the type of we. 

Based on the state's new estimates, several cities in Sonoma and Mendocino counties won't be getting any 
additional financial assistance. 

Sebastopol, which has come under criticism for not providing new housing. especiaJiy for lower-income 
residents, saw Its population grow by only three residents. 

Planning Director Kenyon Webster noted, however, that 26 new residential units were built in his city last 
year. The previous year, IS homes were bulk In Sebastopol, but the state credited the town with having 
65 new residents. 

While Sebastopol may get a few additional dollars from the state, three Mendocino communities are likely 
to get nothing extra 

Point Arena and Fort Bragg didn't add a single new resident, according to the state report. The state also 
said Willits lost 50 residents, one of 33 cities statewide to see a drop in its population numbers. 

Despite the financial consequences, Pete Parkinson, director of Sonoma County's Permit and Resource 
Management Department, said estimates the county's unincorporated area is growing by 0.1 percent are 
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good news. 

''The county's general plan attempts as much as possible to focus new growth in cities and urbanized areas 
so you don't see a whole lot of new residential growth in the (unincorporated) county," he said. 

NORTH COAST POPULATION GROWTH 

Sonoma County Jan. 2002 Jan. 2003 % change 

Cloverdale 7,334 7,511 2.4 

Cotati 6.815 6,875 0.9 

Healdsburg 11,+17 11,468 0.2 

Petaluma 55,n7 56,014 0.5 

Rohnert Park 42,198 42,57 2.9 

Santa Rosa 151,927 154,453 1.7 

Sebastopol 7,808 7,811 0.0 

Sonoma 9,328 9,460 1.4 

Windsor 24,111 24,496 1.6 

Unincorp. 150,199 152,026 0.1 

Total 466,894 472,686 0.9 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 9 -- DALENE J. WHITLOCK, W-TRANS 

Response to Comment 9-1 

The commentor is correct in stating that the Adobe Canyon Road approach to SR 12 is striped as a 
single lane approach, and is also correct in stating that there is sufficient width at the intersection for 
both (left and right) turns to be made simultaneously.  She states that the most accurate coding would 
be as a Aflare@ with the capacity for two or three vehicles, thereby Acapturing the operation when there 
is a queue of three or more left-turning vehicles restricting access to the widened approach and forcing 
right-turning vehicles to also wait.@ This method of analysis would be the most accurate if vehicle 
queues were observed to reach Athree or more left-turning vehicles in a queue,@ however, the low-
volume of left turning vehicles observed at this intersection allows the short queues of left and right 
turning vehicles to separate (as though the intersection were striped [painted] with separate left- and 
right-turn lanes. In other words, queues of three or more left turning vehicles were not observed 
(during any count period) to prevent right-turning vehicles to separate.  Right-turning vehicles were 
not observed to be held up by left turners.  Using the commentor=s suggestion to model the Adobe 
Canyon Road intersection as a Aflare@ would not significantly change the level of service or delay 
calculations reported in the Draft EIR. Tests conducted by the EIR analysts using both methods 
revealed little difference whether the approach is coded with a flare or as separate left and right turn 
approaches. 

The commentor is correct about the existence of an SR12  center turn lane at the Adobe Canyon Road 
intersection but incorrect about the SR 12 center turn lane at Randolph Avenue. The Draft EIR used a 
conservative approach and did not consider the use of the SR 12 refuge lane at Adobe Canyon Road as 
recommended by the commentor. This was based on the EIR traffic analyst=s observations that few 
motorists at this intersection use the center lane as a refuge with any frequency.  The EIR analysts 
consider this lane not to invite use for the Atwo-part@ left turns described by the commentor due to the 
hazard perceived by the user.  High-speed through traffic on SR 12 can be daunting to Aturn into.@ The 
available center turn lane was observed to be used by eastbound SR 12 traffic when making left turns, 
but was rarely observed to be used as a left turn refuge lane for making Atwo-part@ turns from Adobe 
Canyon Road as described by the commentor.  Both the EIR analysts and the commentor sought the 
advice of County staff regarding how this intersection should be modeled.  Tests conducted by the EIR 
analysts indicate the determining factor for the large difference in level of service results is whether or 
not Adobe Canyon Road left-turning vehicles  use the center turn lane as a left turn refuge. The 
commentor followed up with field study of the frequency of use of the center lane as a left turn 
Arefuge,@ and found that during the PM peak hour of the day observed, approximately 25 percent of 
left-turners use the lane in this manner. 66  In the opinion of the EIR preparers, this would not 
recommend use of the modeling software to assume the refuge as a major factor in reducing delays for 
left turns at this location.  Seventy-five percent of left-turners during the PM peak hour would not 
benefit from this reduction in turning delay during the PM peak hour. In summary, the EIR analysts 
determine that delays experienced for left turners at the Adobe Canyon Road intersection during the 
heaviest traffic on weekdays and Sundays can be very lengthy, and are more accurately depicted by 
use of the modeling software reported in the DEIR, with no credit given for use of the center lane as a 
left-turn refuge. For these reasons, the EIR analysts presented the level of service results as shown in 
the EIR. 

66 Crane Transportation Group conversation with Dalene Whitlock, W-Trans, September 16, 2003. 
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After receiving the comment, the County requested Caltrans to provide guidance regarding the 
appropriate assumptions to make at these intersections. Caltrans engineers concluded that it is 
acceptable to model the Adobe Canyon Road intersection with the refuge lane (personal 
communication, Maija Cottle, California Department of Transportation, October 20, 2003).  There is 
no need to revise the analysis of the Randolph and Lawndale intersections because Caltrans engineers 
do not consider that there are adequate lanes at these intersections.  

Based on Caltrans= communications with County staff,  analysis of the Adobe Canyon Road 
intersection is revised to account for the use of the center turn lane as a refuge.  Draft EIR Exhibits 
5.2-6. 5.2-7, 5.2-8, 5.2-33, and 5.2-34 are revised consistent with text changes (specific text revisions 
are shown below, and revised exhibits are at the end of Response to Letter 9).  The resulting level of 
service at the SR 12/Adobe Canyon Road intersection is far better than presented in the Sonoma 
County Inn DEIR for all time periods analyzed.  For example, rather than the left turning movement 
being considered to operate at LOS F (existing 2002 PM peak hour conditions), indicating lengthy 
delays for this turning movement, it would be considered to operate at LOS C (existing conditions), 
and at LOS D or E (by year 2012).  

An additional revision to the Draft EIR is necessary due to an oversight on the part of the EIR 
analysts: the SR 12/Adobe Canyon Road intersection just meets the Caltrans rural peak hour signal 
warrant during the existing (year 2002) Sunday PM peak hour, having an approach volume of 75 
vehicles (the minimum approach volume required to  meet the peak hour Arural@ signal warrant).  

Due to the changed intersection analysis (i.e., credit given for use of the center turn lane as a refuge 
lane, per Caltrans= direction) and the peak hour signal warrant being met under existing conditions, the 
text of the Draft EIR is hereby changed.  Specific changes to the text of the Draft EIR are as follows: 

Draft EIR Page 5.2-9, final paragraph addressing Existing (Summer 2002) Level of Service is revised 
as follows: 

SR 12/Adobe Canyon Road  

Stop-sign-controlled left turns from Adobe Canyon Road to eastbound SR 12 operate 
acceptably at LOS CE during the Friday AM and PM peak hours and at LOS DF during the 
Friday PM and Sunday PM peak hours.  Left turns from eastbound SR 12 to Adobe Canyon 
Road operates at LOS A or B during all three analyzed peak hours. 

Draft EIR Page 5.2-13, paragraph addressing Standards are revised to read as follows: 

Summer 2002 traffic volumes at the SR 12/Warm Springs Road intersection would exceed 
warrant criteria levels during the Sunday PM peak hour, and be just below warrant criteria 
levels during the Friday AM peak hour.  Volumes would be well below warrant criteria levels 
during the Friday PM peak hour.  Summer 2002 traffic volumes at the SR 12/Adobe Canyon 
Road intersection would just meet rural peak hour signal warrant criteria levels during the 
Sunday PM peak hour, and be well below meeting the rural peak hour warrant during the 
Friday AM and PM peak hours. Other unsignalized intersections along SR 12, such as 
Lawndale Road, Adobe Canyon Road and Randolph Avenue do not approach meeting signal 
warrant criteria levels during any of the three analyzed peak hours.  

Draft EIR Page 5.2-28 addressing Year 2005 and 2012 Base Case Operation regarding year 2005 is 
revised as follows: 
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At the SR12/Adobe Canyon Road intersection the stop-sign-controlled Adobe Canyon Road 
southbound left turn to SR 12 would operate acceptably at LOS CF during the Friday AM and 
PM peak hours and at LOS D during the Friday PM and Sunday PM peak hours. all three 
analyzed peak hours.  The SR 12 eastbound left turn to Adobe Canyon Road would operate 
acceptably at LOS A or B during all three analyzed peak hours. the Friday AM peak hour and 
LOS B during the Friday PM and Sunday PM peak hour. 

Draft EIR Page 5.2-28 addressing Year 2005 and 2012 Base Case Operation regarding year 2012 is 
revised as follows: 

At the SR12/Adobe Canyon Road intersection the stop-sign-controlled Adobe Canyon Road 
southbound left turn to SR 12 would operate acceptably at LOS D F during the Friday AM 
and PM peak hours and unacceptably at LOS E during the Sunday PM all three analyzed peak 
hours. The SR 12 eastbound left turn to Adobe Canyon Road would operate at LOS B during 
all three analyzed peak hours. 

Draft EIR Page 5.2-28 addressing Base Case Intersection Signalization Needs is revised as follows: 

BASE CASE INTERSECTION SIGNALIZATION NEEDS 

Year 2005 

Year 2005 base case volumes would not meet rural peak hour signal warrant criteria levels at 
the SR 12 intersections with Lawndale Road, Adobe Canyon Road or Randolph Avenue 
during any of the three analyzed time periods.   

Year 2012 

Year 2012 base case volumes would meet rural peak hour signal warrant criteria levels at the 
SR 12/Randolph Avenue intersection during the Friday AM peak hour (but not during the 
Friday or Sunday PM peak hours).  In addition, 2012 base case volumes would not meet signal 
warrant criteria levels at the SR 12 intersections with Lawndale Road or Adobe Canyon Road 
during any of the three analyzed time periods. 

Draft EIR Page 5.2-38 addressing Base Case-Plus-Project Intersection Operation is revised as 
follows: 

BASE CASE-PLUS-PROJECT INTERSECTION OPERATION 

Impact 5.2-1 2005 Intersection Operation with Project and No Special Events  
Year 2005 base case-plus-project volumes would result in five seconds or more increase in 
average control delay for critical movements at the SR 12 intersections with Adobe Canyon 
Road and Randolph Avenue where base case conditions are at LOS F.  This would be a 
significant impact.  

Year 2005 Intersection Level of Service 

Exhibits 5.2-6, 5.2-7, and 5.2-8 show that with the addition of project traffic the SR 
12/Oakmont Drive and SR 12/Pythian Road signalized intersections would maintain LOS A or 
B operation by 2005 during all three analyzed peak hours. 
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At the SR 12/Lawndale Road intersection the stop-sign-controlled Lawndale Road northbound 
approach to SR 12 would change from LOS E to LOS F operation during the Friday AM peak 
hour. The Lawndale Road northbound approach to SR 12 would remain LOS F with 
increased average control delay during the Friday and Sunday PM peak hours: however, 
critical movement average control delay would increase less than five seconds. This would be 
a less-than-significant impact. 

At the SR12/Adobe Canyon Road intersection the stop-sign-controlled Adobe Canyon Road 
southbound left turn to SR 12, operating at LOS F during all three analyzed peak hours, would 
experience an 8.4 second increase in average control delay during the Sunday PM peak hour. 
This would be a significant impact. would operate acceptably at LOS C or D during all three 
analyzed peak hours.  The SR 12 eastbound left turn to Adobe Canyon Road would operate 
acceptably at LOS A or B during all three analyzed peak hours. 

At the SR 12/Randolph Avenue intersection the stop-sign-controlled Randolph Avenue 
northbound left turn to SR 12 would continue to operate at LOS D during the Friday PM peak 
hour, LOS E during the Sunday peak hour and LOS F during the Friday AM peak hour, with 
increased average control delay for all time periods.  While critical movement average control 
delay would increase less than five seconds during the Friday and Sunday PM peak hours, 
delay would increase by 5.9 seconds during the Friday AM peak hour due to project-generated 
traffic. This would be a significant impact. 

The SR 12/Warm Springs Road intersection is planned to be signalized by 2005, and 
operation would be at acceptable levels during all three analyzed peak hours (LOS A or B) 
with the addition of project traffic.   

Draft EIR Page 5.2-45 is revised as follows: 

Year 2005 Signalization Need Impacts 

Volumes would not be increased above signal warrant criteria levels with the addition of 
project traffic at the SR 12 intersections with Lawndale Road, Adobe Canyon Road, or 
Randolph Avenue. This would be a less-than-significant impact.  Project traffic would add to 
SR 12 volumes at the Adobe Canyon Road intersection which meets peak hour signal warrant 
criteria levels during the Sunday PM peak hour, however, the project traffic contribution 
would not result in adding 5 seconds or more control delay for critical movements.  This 
would be a less than significant impact. 

DEIR Page 5.2-45, Mitigation Measure 5.2-1 is revised to omit the measure regarding 
widening and restriping Adobe Canyon Road as follows: 

Mitigation Measure 5.2-1 In addition to Roadway Improvement Fund fees required by Article 
98 of the Sonoma County Zoning Ordinance, the project applicant shall pay the project’s fair 
share contribution 67 of the following measures: 

Mitigation Measure 5.2-1(a) 

67 “Fair share” shall be calculated consistent with Caltrans “Guide for the Preparation of Traffic Impact Studies” June 2001.  
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(1) 	 Remove the 90-degree parking adjacent to the Fire Station on the east side of Randolph 
Avenue and widen to provide a second northbound approach lane to SR 12. Widen Randolph 
Avenue sufficiently to provide a right turn lane.  Review design of the improvement with the 
Kenwood Fire Protection District to ensure adequate access and, if necessary, adequate 
alternative parking. 68 

(2)	 Widen Adobe Canyon Road and stripe to improve and clearly separate the two southbound 
approach lanes to SR 12. 

Even with these improvements the northbound left turn movement at Randolph Avenue and 
the southbound left turn movement at Adobe Canyon Road would continue to operate 
unacceptably (at LOS F), but average control delay for respective right turns would be 
improved.  

Mitigation Measure 5.2-1(b) 

(1)	 Signalize the SR 12 intersections with Randolph Avenue and Adobe Canyon Road when 
warranted. 

Significance After Mitigation  Implementation of Mitigation Measure 5.2-1(a) “widening and 
restriping” would reduce project impacts, but the impact would remain significant.  With these 
improvements average control delay for Randolph Avenue northbound right turns would be 
improved, but the northbound left turn movement at each intersection would continue to 
operate unacceptably (at LOS F). This would be a significant unavoidable impact. 

The only feasible method to reduce project impacts to a less-than-significant level would be to 
implement Mitigation Measure 5.2-1(b) signalization of the SR 12 intersections with 
Randolph Avenue. and Adobe Canyon Road.  

The Caltrans Traffic Manual contains eleven possible tests for determining whether a traffic 
signal should be considered for installation.  These tests, called "warrants", consider criteria 
such as actual traffic volume, pedestrian volume, presence of school children, and accident 
history.  Two or more warrants must be met before a signal is installed.  This EIR applied the 
test for peak hour volumes (Warrant #11), using "Rural" warrant criteria.  Based upon year 
2005 and 2012 Base Case Plus Project traffic volumes, except for the SR 12/Randolph 
Avenue intersection during the Friday AM peak hour Warrant 11 would not be met; 
specifically, the peak hour traffic volume of the minor street approach would not meet or 
exceed the 75 vehicles per hour required by Caltrans Warrant #11. 

In the future, the County or Caltrans could conduct detailed analyses to determine whether 
other signal warrants are met.  Until such time that signalization occurs at these two 
intersections this impact would remain a significant unavoidable impact. 

Responsibility and Monitoring  The applicant would be responsible for funding its fair 
share of Mitigation Measure 5.2-1.  The County would be responsible for collecting funds and 
determining when funds would be applied to improvements.  

68 Note: This mitigation measure is revised in response to Comment 1-2. 
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Draft EIR Page 5.2-46 is revised as follows: 

Impact 5.2-2 2012 Intersection Operation with Project and No Special Events  
The project traffic contribution to cumulative (year 2012 plus project) traffic volumes would 
result in five seconds or more increase in average control delay for critical movements at the 
SR 12 intersections with  Adobe Canyon Road and Randolph Avenue where base case 
conditions are at LOS F.  This would be a significant cumulative impact.  The project traffic 
contribution to year 2012 cumulative volumes at the SR 12/Randolph Avenue intersection 
would add to Friday AM peak hour approach volumes meeting rural signal warrant levels. This 
would be a significant cumulative safety impact. 

Cumulative Conditions (Year 2012-plus-project) Intersection Level of Service  

Exhibits 5.2-6, 5.2-7, and 5.2-8 show that the SR 12/Oakmont Drive and SR 12/Pythian Road 
signalized intersections would operate at LOS A, B, or C by 2012 during all three analyzed 
peak hours. This would be a less-than-significant impact.  

The stop-sign-controlled Lawndale Road northbound approach to SR 12 would operate at 
LOS F during all three analyzed peak hours and there would be a significant cumulative 
impact.  The project would contribute less than a five-second increase in average control delay 
during Friday AM, Friday PM and Sunday PM peak hours.  The proposed project’s 
contribution to the cumulative impact therefore would not be cumulatively considerable. 

At the SR12/Adobe Canyon Road intersection the stop-sign-controlled Adobe Canyon Road 
southbound left turn to SR 12 operating at LOS F during all three analyzed peak hours would 
experience a 9.4-second increase in average control delay during the Friday PM peak hour and 
an 18-second increase in average control delay during the Sunday PM peak hour.  This would 
be a significant cumulative impact and the proposed project’s contribution would be 
cumulatively considerable. would operate acceptably at LOS D during the Friday AM and PM 
peak hours, and unacceptably at LOS E during the Sunday PM peak hour. However, the 
project would contribute less than a 5-second increase in average control delay during the 
Sunday PM peak hour, thus the proposed project’s contribution to the cumulative impact 
would be less than cumulatively considerable.  The SR 12 eastbound left turn to Adobe 
Canyon  Road would operate acceptably at LOS B during all three analyzed peak hours. 

At the SR 12/Randolph Avenue intersection the stop-sign-controlled Randolph Avenue 
northbound left turn to SR 12 would continue to operate at LOS E during the Friday PM peak 
hour, and LOS F during the Friday AM and Sunday peak hours, with a 14.7-second increase 
in average control delay during the Friday AM peak hour.  This would be a significant 
cumulative impact and the proposed project’s contribution would be cumulatively 
considerable. 

Critical movement vehicle delay would increase less than five seconds during the Friday and 
Sunday PM peak hours.  The proposed project’s contribution to the cumulative condition, 
therefore, would be is less than cumulatively considerable during these three periods. 

The SR 12/Warm Springs Road intersection is planned to be signalized before 2005, and 
operation would be at acceptable levels during all three analyzed peak hours (LOS A or B). 
There is no current plan to signalize Adobe Canyon Road, but if signalized, operation would 
be at acceptable levels during all three analyzed peak periods.  This would be a The project 
would have less-than-significant impacts at these intersections. 
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Cumulative Conditions (Year 2012) Signalization Need Impacts 

The increment of project traffic would further increase cumulative (year 2012-plus-project) 
traffic volumes above rural peak hour signal warrant criteria levels at the SR 12/Randolph 
Avenue intersection during the Friday AM peak hour.  This would be a significant cumulative 
safety impact and the proposed project’s contribution would be cumulatively considerable. 
The project’s contribution to critical movement delay would be less than 5 seconds at the SR 
12/Adobe Canyon Road intersection, thus would be less than cumulatively considerable. 

Volumes at the SR 12 intersections with Lawndale Road and Adobe Canyon Road would not 
be increased to meet peak hour signal warrants during any of the analyzed time periods with 
the addition of project traffic.  Volumes at the SR 12 intersection with Randolph Avenue 
would not be increased to meet peak hour signal warrants during the Friday or Sunday PM 
peak hours with the addition of project traffic.  Likewise, at the SR 12 intersection with Adobe 
Canyon Road volumes would not be increased to meet peak hour signal warrants during the 
Friday AM or PM peak hours with the addition of project traffic. Therefore, there would be 
no cumulative impact related to signal warrants during these time periods. 

Mitigation Measure 5.2-2 

Same as Mitigation Measure 5.2-1. 

Significance After Mitigation Same as Mitigation Measure 5.2-1. 

Responsibility and Monitoring Same as Mitigation Measure 5.2-1. 

Draft EIR Page 5.2-49, Impact and Mitigation Measure 5.2-4 are revised (omitted) as follows: 

Impact 5.2-4 2005 Intersection Operation with Proposed Project and Average Size 
Special Event 

Year 2005 base case-plus-project-plus-project with average size special event traffic would 
increase average control delay for a critical movement by more than five seconds at the SR 12 
intersection with Adobe Canyon Road where the base case-plus-project condition is LOS F. 
This would be a significant impact. 

Year 2005 

Exhibits 5.2-33 and 5.3-34 show year 2005 base case-plus-project-plus-project average size 
special event traffic impacts at major intersections along SR 12 for two time periods (Friday 
PM peak hour [5:00 to 6:00 PM] and Sunday PM peak hour [3:30 to 4:30 PM]) when project 
special event traffic would occur during periods of peak ambient traffic flow.  The SR 
12/Oakmont Drive, SR 12/Pythian Road and SR 12/Warm Springs Road signalized 
intersections would maintain acceptable LOS A, B or C operation during both analyzed peak 
hours. This would be a less-than-significant impact. 

The stop-sign-controlled SR 12/Adobe Canyon Road intersection with a southbound left turn 
movement operating at LOS F would have a 12 second increase in average control delay 
during special event peak hours due to project average size special event traffic.  This would 
be a significant impact. 
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Volumes during the Friday and Sunday PM peak traffic hours would not be increased above 
signal warrant criteria levels with base case-plus-project-plus-project average size special 
event traffic at the SR 12 intersections with Lawndale Road, Adobe Canyon Road, or 
Randolph Avenue. This would be a less-than-significant impact. 

Mitigation Measure 5.2-4 For SR 12/Adobe Canyon Road mitigation would be the same as 
Mitigation Measure 5.2-1(a)(2) and 5.2-1(b). 

Significance After Mitigation With the road improvements to Adobe Canyon Road 
described in Mitigation Measure 5.2-1(a)(2) the impact during the Sunday PM peak hour 
would still be significant. 

Responsibility and Monitoring For SR 12/Adobe Canyon Road responsibility and 
monitoring would be the same as Mitigation Measure 5.2-1(a)(1) and 5.2-1(b). 

Draft EIR Page 5.2-56 is revised as follows: 

Impact 5.2-5 2012 Intersection Operation with Proposed Project and Average Size 
Special Event  

The project increment (project average size special event traffic) of cumulative condition (year 
2012-plus-project with average size special event traffic) would increase average control delay 
for critical movements by more than five seconds at the SR 12 intersections with Lawndale 
Road,  Adobe Canyon Road and Randolph Avenue where base case conditions are at LOS F. 
This would be a significant cumulative impact.  

Cumulative Condition (Year 2012-Plus-Project)-plus-Project with Average Size Special 
Event 

Exhibits 5.2-33 and 5.2-34 show cumulative condition (year 2012 base case-plus-project)
plus-project with average size special event traffic impacts at major intersections along SR 12 
for two time periods (Friday PM peak hour [5:00 to 6:00 PM] and Sunday PM peak hour [3:30 
to 4:30 PM]) when project special event traffic would occur during periods of peak ambient 
traffic flow. The SR 12/Oakmont Drive, SR 12/Pythian Road and SR 12/Warm Springs Road 
signalized intersections would maintain acceptable LOS A, B, or C operation during both 
analyzed peak hours.  This would be a less-than-significant impact. 

The stop-sign-controlled SR 12/Lawndale Road, SR 12/Adobe Canyon Road, and SR 
12/Randolph Avenue intersections would have approaches or turning movements operating at 
LOS E or F during special event peak hours, which would be a significant cumulative impact. 
The project average size special event volume would increase delay by more than five seconds 
at the Lawndale Road intersection during the Friday PM peak hour and at the Randolph 
Avenue intersection during the Sunday PM peak hour. .  Therefore This would be a significant 
cumulative impact, and the proposed project’s contribution would be cumulatively 
considerable. 

Volumes during the Friday and Sunday PM peak traffic hours would not be increased above 
signal warrant criteria levels due to project volumes with cumulative-plus-project average 
size special event traffic at the SR 12 intersections with Lawndale Road, Adobe Canyon Road, 
or Randolph Avenue.  This would be a less-than-significant impact. 

Mitigation Measure 5.2-5 
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For SR 12/Adobe Canyon Road and SR 12/Randolph Avenue: Same as mitigation 
measure 5.2-1. 

For SR 12/Lawndale Road: Widen Lawndale Road to provide a second northbound approach 
lane to SR 12 or signalize SR 12/Lawndale when warranted. 

Significance After Mitigation With the improvements proposed in Mitigation 
Measures 5.2-1 and 5.2-5, the project’s contribution to the cumulative impact would not be 
cumulatively considerable at Lawndale Road or Randolph Avenue  but would still be 
cumulatively considerable at Adobe Canyon. 

Responsibility and Monitoring Same as for Mitigation Measure 5.2-1. 

Draft EIR Pages 5.2-60 and 5.2-64 are revised as follows: 

Impact 5.2-8 SR 12 Operating Conditions with Cumulative Average Size Special 
Events 

Cumulative event traffic volumes would result in significant additional delays at the Randolph 
Avenue, Adobe Canyon Road, and Lawndale Road SR12 intersections operating at LOS E or 
F. This would be a cumulative significant impact.  The project impact would be cumulatively 
considerable at the Randolph Avenue intersection. 

Years 2005 and 2012 

Based upon expected average size events, Exhibit 5.2-37 shows the expected post-event 
outbound flow traffic volumes at each facility (which would occur during the peak traffic hour 
along SR 12 on a Sunday afternoon).  Automobile occupancy of 2.7 people per vehicle and 70 
percent arrival/departure within the peak traffic hour (as found through surveys conducted at 
Chateau St. Jean) have been utilized to project traffic flows from each facility. Traffic flow 
patterns (west-east along SR 12) as found at the Chateau St. Jean surveyed special event have 
also been used to distribute special event traffic from the other facilities.  Exhibits 5.2-38 and 
5.2-39 show the resultant average size special event traffic volumes along SR 12 for year 2005 
and 2012 conditions. 

Exhibit 5.2-34 shows year 2005 and 2012 Sunday post-event intersection operating conditions 
with average size special events in progress at all of the existing, approved, or proposed 
facilities identified near the Sonoma Country Inn project site (see list above).  Exhibit 5.2-11 
shows year 2005 and 2012 Sunday post-event roadway operation for the same conditions. 

As shown in Exhibit 5.2-11, the SR 12 signalized intersections with Oakmont Drive, Pythian 
Road and Warm Springs Road would maintain acceptable LOS A, B, or C operation during 
year 2005 or 2012 analysis periods.  The stop-sign-controlled SR 12/Lawndale Road, 
SR12/Adobe Canyon Road and SR 12/Randolph Avenue intersection approaches or turning 
movements operating at LOS E or F would experience large increases in average control delay 
due to average size special event-generated traffic.  This would be a cumulative significant 
impact and the project’s contribution would be cumulatively considerable at the Lawndale 
Road and Randolph Avenue intersections because it would result in over five seconds delay at 
thesethis intersections.  As stated in Impacts 5.2-2 and 5.2-5, project traffic would make a 
cumulatively considerable contribution to significant cumulative impacts at the Randolph 
Avenue, Adobe Canyon Road and Lawndale Road intersections. 
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Volumes would not be increased above rural peak hour signal warrant criteria levels with the 
addition of cumulative special event traffic at the SR 12 intersection with Lawndale Road. 
Randolph Avenue and Adobe Canyon Road would already meet warrants without event traffic 
by in 2012. At the SR 12/Adobe Canyon Road intersection, volumes would meet rural signal 
warrant criteria levels due to cumulative event traffic. 

Based on the above revisions to Section 5.2 Traffic and Circulation, Section 7.2 Cumulative Impacts 
of the Draft EIR is revised to read as follows: 

7.2 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 

This EIR assesses the effects of implementing the proposed project under existing environmental 
conditions and under anticipated future conditions.  Future cumulative conditions are discussed in 
Section 3.3 Cumulative Development Assumptions and where appropriate under the cumulative 
impact analysis for each topic of analysis.  The list of cumulative projects includes 12 projects 
that are approved, under review, or under construction, or are reasonably expected to be proposed 
in the vicinity of the Sonoma Country Inn project site at the time Sonoma County issued the 
Notice of Preparation to prepare a Draft EIR for the proposed project. The locations of the 
cumulative projects are shown in Exhibit 3.0-19. A summary of the cumulative impacts is 
provided below. 

x Cumulative projects within the area could result in increased conflicts with agricultural uses. 
The project’s contribution to the cumulative impacts wound not be cumulatively considerable and 
therefore this cumulative impact would be less-than-significant.  (Impact 5.1-5) 

x The project traffic contribution to cumulative (year 2012 plus project) traffic volumes would 
result in five seconds or more increase in average control delay for critical movements at the SR 
12 intersections with Adobe Canyon Road and Randolph Avenue where base case conditions are 
at LOS F. This would be a significant cumulative impact.  The project traffic contribution to year 
2012 cumulative volumes at the SR 12/Randolph Avenue intersection would add to Friday AM 
peak hour approach volumes meeting rural signal warrant levels.  This would be a significant 
cumulative safety impact.  (Impact 5.2-2) 

x The project increment (project average size special event traffic) of cumulative condition (year 
2012-plus-project with average size special event traffic) would increase average control delay 
for critical movements by more than 5 seconds at the SR 12 intersections with Lawndale Road, 
Adobe Canyon Road, and Randolph Avenue where base case conditions are at LOS F. This 
would be a significant cumulative impact. (Impact 5.2-45) 

x Cumulative event traffic volumes would result in significant additional delays at the Randolph 
Avenue, Adobe Canyon Road, and Lawndale Road SR12 intersections operating at LOS E or F. 
This would be a cumulative significant impact.  The project impact would be cumulatively 
considerable at Randolph Avenue. 

x Cumulative projects within the area could exacerbate existing flooding problems along 
Sonoma Creek, increase erosion, and degrade water quality in the Sonoma Creek Watershed and 
its developed subwatersheds. Although the proposed project’s impact on downstream flooding 
would be small, its contribution would represent part of the cumulative impact of all of the 
projects combined; this would be a significant cumulative impact.  The project’s contribution to 
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the cumulative water quality and erosion impacts would less than cumulatively considerable after 
incorporating mitigation measures required by the EIR.  (Impact 5.3-8) 

x Potential cumulative impacts that may arise from the use of on-site sewage disposal systems 
relate specifically to changes in groundwater hydrology or water quality.  Background nitrate 
levels in the cumulative study area are relatively low compared to the drinking water standard (10 
mg/L), and it is unlikely that additional nitrate loading from wastewater disposal would 
significantly increase regional groundwater nitrate concentrations.  Cumulative impacts to 
groundwater hydrology and water quality would therefore be less-than-significant.  Further, the 
proposed project’s contribution to any potential cumulative impacts would be less than 
considerable, due to mitigation measures required by the EIR, and, therefore, the cumulative 
impact would be less-than-significant. (Impact 5.4-6) 

x Nearly all of the cumulative projects or portions thereof, are located in the groundwater 
recharge area and major groundwater basin (Class I groundwater area) that underlies the flatter 
topography of the valley.  The cumulative loss of recharge area would decrease the amount of 
water recharging to this water source; however, the overall effect would be small.  The pumping 
tests and analysis of drawdown effects for the Sonoma Country Inn water supply wells indicate 
that the impact to nearby wells would be less-than-significant.  Any interference effects on wells 
(existing or new) located at greater distances from the project wells would be negligible because 
of the exponential decline in impact with distance.  Groundwater recharge and well interference 
effects from the proposed project would be less than cumulatively considerable and therefore a 
less-than-significant impact (Impact 5.5-5) 

x With implementation of required mitigation measures the proposed project would not 
contribute to a cumulative significant loss of woodland, forest, and grassland habitat in the 
northeastern area of the Sonoma Valley. (Impact 5.6-5) 

x Implementation of the proposed project would result in new lighting sources on the project 
site, which together with other proposed development, could lead to increased light pollution. 
This would be a significant cumulative impact.  (Impact 5.8-4) 

x Year 2012 cumulative traffic plus project traffic plus special events traffic at all area wineries 
would contribute to local carbon monoxide concentrations but these cumulative impacts would be 
less-than-significant. (Impact 5.10-2) 

These impacts are described in detail in Chapter 5.0 Environmental Setting, Impacts, and 
Mitigation Measures 

Based on the above revisions to Section 5.2 Traffic and Circulation, Section 7.3 Significant 
Unavoidable Impacts of the Draft EIR is revised to read as follows: 

7.3 SIGNIFICANT UNAVOIDABLE IMPACTS 

This section identifies impacts that could not be eliminated or reduced to an insignificant level by 
mitigation measures included as part of the proposed project or other mitigation measures which 
could be implemented.  These impacts are described in detail in Chapter 5.0 Environmental 
Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures. 
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5.1-1 Conflict with Applicable Land Use Plan, Policy, or Regulation Implementation of 
the proposed project would result in potential conflicts with the Sonoma County General Plan 
and North Sonoma Valley Specific Plan, resulting in adverse physical effects.  The physical 
effects resulting from the conflict with Sonoma County General Plan Objective CT-2.2 would not 
be reduced to a less-than-significant level.  This would be a significant unavoidable impact. 

5.2-1 2005 Intersection Operation with Project and No Special Events Year 2005 base 
case-plus-project volumes would result in five seconds or more increase in average control delay 
for critical movements at the SR 12 intersections with Adobe Canyon Road and Randolph 
Avenue where base case conditions are at LOS F.   

5.2-2 2012 Intersection Operation with Project and No Special Events The project 
traffic contribution to cumulative (year 2012 plus project) traffic volumes would result in five 
seconds or more increase in average control delay for critical movements at the SR 12 
intersections with Adobe Canyon Road and Randolph Avenue where base case conditions are at 
LOS F. This would be a significant cumulative impact.  The project traffic contribution to year 
2012 cumulative volumes at the SR 12/Randolph Avenue intersection would add to Friday AM 
peak hour approach volumes meeting rural signal warrant levels.  This would be a significant 
cumulative safety impact. 

5.2-4 2005 Intersection Operation with Proposed Project and Average Size Special 
Event Year 2005 base case-plus-project-plus-project with average size special event traffic 
would increase average control delay for a critical movement by more than five seconds at the 
SR 12 intersection with Adobe Canyon Road where the base case-plus-project condition is LOS 
F. 

5.2-5 2012 Intersection Operation with Proposed Project and Average Size Special 
Event The project increment (project average size special event traffic) of cumulative condition 
(year 2012-plus-project with average size special event traffic) would increase average control 
delay for critical movements by more than five seconds at the SR 12 intersections with Lawndale 
Road, Adobe Canyon Road, and Randolph Avenue where base case conditions are at LOS F.  If 
mitigation is determined to be infeasible this would be a significant cumulative unavoidable 
impact. 

5.2-8 SR 12 Operating Conditions with Cumulative Average Size Special Events 
Cumulative event traffic volumes would result in significant additional delays at the Randolph 
Avenue, Adobe Canyon Road, and Lawndale Road SR12 intersections operating at LOS E or F. 
This would be a cumulative significant impact.  The project impact would be cumulatively 
considerable at the Randolph Avenue intersection. If mitigation is determined to be infeasible 
this would be a significant cumulative unavoidable impact. 

5.8-4 Light Pollution Implementation of the proposed project would result in new lighting 
sources on the project site, which together with other proposed development, could lead to 
increased light pollution.  This would be both a significant project impact and a significant 
cumulative impact. 

Response to Comment 9-2 

As stated in the DEIR, yearly and seasonal adjustments were made to counts conducted in August, 
September and November 2000 and May 2002. The August and September 2000 counts were 
adjusted by from 0 to 3 percent, depending upon location, and November counts were adjusted by (at 
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most) about 1.5 percent. May 2002 counts were seasonally adjusted by 2 to 4 percent, depending upon 
location and time of count. Grape harvest and processing (crush season) begins in September and 
extends through October, with production extending  into early November. Some of the counts were 
conducted when crush activities were occurring at wineries along SR 12. 69  As a result of a consensus 
decision made County staff as advised by the EIR traffic consultant, a combination of available and 
new traffic count data were utilized. This approach resulted in a system of traffic volumes that 
represent peak periods of activity along SR 12.  The traffic counts in the DEIR analysis are inclusive 
of peak late summer/early fall tourist activity and encompass periods which included crush traffic and 
back-to school traffic (a factor along roadways such as Randolph Avenue which is school-traffic 
influenced during the weekday AM peak hour).  Applying a growth factor to side streets is a 
reasonable and prudent approach, given that future development proposals cannot always be predicted 
accurately.  As demonstrated in Master Response F, where comparisons are provided between future 
traffic volumes determined by using a growth factor versus those determined using a list of proposed 
projects supplied by the County, side street traffic in excess of the growth factor was added to two 
intersections. With or without the growth factor added, for example,  to the Lawndale Road 
intersection, the level of service and delay calculations are not substantially different (i.e., it is the 
additional traffic on SR 12 that causes most of the impact). 

Response to Comment 9-3 

Please see Master Response F.  Ten years of Caltrans SR 12 traffic data (1992 - 2002) were reviewed 
to determine growth rates along the highway. The data included volumes at monitoring stations 
located at the north end of Sonoma Valley (near Glen Ellen), extending to Santa Rosa. Rates were 
found to vary year to year and location to location, however, within the past four years a three percent 
growth rate is evident in the many of the locations examined.  As stated in the DEIR, a reduced rate 
for the ten year projection was considered appropriate because the three year growth rate is high for 
some sections of the roadway, and considered unlikely to be sustained throughout the study area over 
the 2002 - 2012 time period.  This is perhaps supported by the May 6, 2003 Press Democrat article 
provided by the commentor.    

Response to Comment 9-4 

The approach suggested by the commentor would be appropriate for a situation in which future traffic 
conditions are predicted based upon a General Plan traffic model and the proposed project is 
consistent with the General Plan. However, that approach is not appropriate here because we did not 
use a General Plan based traffic model for our projections. The proposed project is not consistent with 
the General Plan, as it is requesting a General Plan amendment.  

Response to Comment 9-5 

Currently the distribution of traffic in Kenwood reflects individuals accessing the freeway via stop 
sign-controlled roadways (there are no signalized intersections in Kenwood).  Once the planned signal 

69 Interviews conducted over the course of this analysis with operators of six wineries located along SR 12 revealed that the 
crush season can interfere with normal staff duties, interrupting event activities and other normal operations, as staff are 
asked to Apitch in@ to help with harvest and production during the crush season. Several operators stated that staffing 
increases may amount to only two or three persons per shift, and shifts may consist of very long, nonstandard hours.  
When the grapes are delivered, at whatever hour, they must have immediate attention.  Events are often not scheduled 
during this extraordinarily busy time.  Crush season is characterized with increased truck activity on SR 12, as grapes are 
harvested and delivered throughout the wine country.  However, other activities may decrease during this period. 
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at SR 12/Warm Springs Road is in place, some vehicles currently turning left onto SR 12 from streets 
such as Jessie Street or Laurel Avenue, that is, streets located very near Warm Springs Road, may 
divert to Warm Springs Road in order to use the signal for northbound left turns.  No diversions of 
traffic would be expected for northbound right-turning vehicles from these streets. The question is 
then, how many drivers would choose to divert to Warm Springs Road to turn left: how many drivers 
would choose to travel east to then travel west?  The DEIR traffic analysts think it likely that few 
vehicles would divert to travel 0.4-mile east in order to have a signal-controlled northbound left turn to 
then travel west. Rather, the gaps created by the Warm Spring Road signal will have the effect of 
making turns easier from all Kenwood stop sign-controlled streets connecting to SR 12.  Instead of 
traffic diverting to Warm Springs Road to make northbound left turns, the effect may be to encourage 
turns made from streets such as Randolph Avenue, Maple Avenue, Cypress Avenue, Laurel Avenue 
and Jessie Street, as gaps in traffic will be more frequent and predictable due to the signal at Warm 
Springs Road. 

Response to Comment 9-6 

The Draft EIR describes the criteria used and notes that they depart from criteria in older EIRs. 
Appendix 8.6 in the Draft EIR describes the older criteria and how the impacts would change if these 
criteria were to be used instead of those in the Draft EIR. 
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EXHIBIT 5.2-6 (REVISED) 

INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE FRIDAY 7:30 – 8:30 AM
 

Intersection 
Existing 

(Summer 2002) 

Year 2005 Year 2012 

Base Case 
Base Case + Project 
(w/o Special Events) Base Case 

Base Case + Project 
(w/o Special Events) 

SR 12 / Oakmont Dr.   B-11.9 a B-13.5 B-13.9 B-17.4 B-18.0 

SR 12 / Pythian Rd. A-5.3 a A-5.8 A-5.9 A-6.8 A-7.0 

SR 12 / Project Access E-39.9/A-9.6 b E-44.7/A-9.8 F-53.6/A-10.0 F-58.2/B-10.2 F-72.4/B-10.4 

SR 12 / Lawndale Road E-40.0/A-9.5 c E-49.0/A-9.7 F-51.3/A-9.7 F-84.3/B-10.1 F-89.0/B-10.1 

SR 12 / Adobe Canyon Rd C-21.6/A-9.5 

E-48.8/A-9.5 d 

C-23.0/A-9.7 

F-58.3/A-9.7 

C-23.3/A-9.7 

F-60.6/A-9.7 

D-27.1/B-10.1 

F-94.1/B-10.1 

D-27.4/D-10.2 

F-98.3/B-10.2 

SR 12 / Randolph Avenue E-47.7/A-9.7 e F-65.5/A-10.0 F-71.4/A-10.0 F-127.3/B-10.5 F-142/B-10.5 

SR 12 / Warm Springs Rd. / 
Kenwood Winery   

D-25.7/F-63.6 
A-8.9/A-9.7 f A-5.2 a A-5.2 A-5.8 A-5.8 

a Signalized level of service– control delay (in seconds). 
b Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). Project Access driveway southbound left turn to SR 12/SR 12 eastbound left turn to Project 

Access driveway. 
c Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). Lawndale Road northbound approach to SR12/ SR 12 westbound left turn to Lawndale Road. 
d Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). SR 12 eastbound left turn to Adobe Canyon Road/ Adobe Canyon Road southbound left turn to 

SR 12. Adobe Canyon Road changes are due to revised level of service methodology (see Response to Comment 9-1). 
e Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). SR 12 westbound approach to Randolph Avenue/ Randolph Avenue northbound left turn to SR 12. 
f Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). Warm Springs Road northbound approach to SR 12/Kenwood Winery southtbound approach to 

SR 12/SR 12 westbound left turn to Warm Springs Road/SR 12 eastbound left turn to Kenwood Winery. 
Sources: Year 2000 Highway Capacity Manual Operations Methodology & Crane Transportation Group 
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EXHIBIT 5.2-7 (REVISED) 

INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE FRIDAY 5:00 – 6:00 PM
 

Intersection 
Existing 

(Summer 2002) 

Year 2005 Year 2012 

Base Case 
Base Case + Project 
(w/o special events) Base Case 

Base Case + Project 
(w/o Special Events) 

SR 12/Oakmont Dr. B-13.7 a B-15.4 B-16.1 C-22.1 C-23.6 

SR 12/Pythian Rd. A-5.7 a A-7.6A-6.3 A-7.8A-6.4 A-8.4A-7.6 A-8.6A-7.8 

SR 12/Project Access NA g/B-10.0 b E-45.3/B-10.2 F-66.1/B-10.4 F-69.8/B-10.8 F- 94.7/B-11.0 

SR 12/Lawndale Road E-42.9/A-9.5 c F-52.2/A-9.7 F-54.6/B-10.0 F-85.5/B-10.12 F-90.1/B-10.3 

SR 12/Adobe Canyon Rd 
C-23.7/B-10.4 

F-62.0/B-10.4 d 
D-25.9/B-10.7 

F-76.0/B-10.7 

D-26.3/B-10.7 

F-79.4/B-10.8 

D-30.3/B-11.3 

F-123.6/B-11.5 

D-30.8/B-11.4 

F-133/B-11.6 

SR 12/Randolph Avenue D-27.8/A-9.3 e D-31.9/A-9.5 D-34.2/A-9.6 E-42.6/A-9.9 E-46.2/A-9.9 

SR 12/Warm Springs Rd./ 
Kenwood Winery  

D-31.3/E-44.9/ 
A-9.8/A-9.4 f A-5.6 a A-5.6 A-6.8 A-6.9 

a Signalized level of service– control delay (in seconds).  Pythian Road changes are due to added cumulative volumes (see Master Response F). 

b Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). Project Access driveway southbound left turn to SR 12/SR 12 eastbound left turn to Project 
Access driveway. 

Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). Lawndale Road northbound approach to SR12/ SR 12 westbound left turn to Lawndale Road. 
d Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). SR 12 eastbound left turn to Adobe Canyon Road/ Adobe Canyon Road southbound left turn to 

SR 12. Adobe Canyon Road changes are due to revised level of service methodology (see Response to Comment 9-1) and added cumulative volumes (see Master Response F). 
e Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). SR 12 westbound approach to Randolph Avenue/ Randolph Avenue northbound left turn to SR 12. 
f Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). Warm Springs Road northbound approach to SR 12/Kenwood Winery southtbound approach to 

SR 12/SR 12 westbound left turn to Warm Springs Road/SR 12 eastbound left turn to Kenwood Winery. 
g NA = Not applicable, no left turns. 
Sources: Year 2000 Highway Capacity Manual Operations Methodology & Crane Transportation Group 



 

 

   

    
  

    

    

  

EXHIBIT 5.2-8 (REVISED) 

INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE SUNDAY 3:30 – 4:30 PM
 

Intersection 
Existing 

(Summer 2002) 

Year 2005 Year 2012 

Base Case 
Base Case + Project 
(w/o Special Events) Base case 

Base Case + Project 
(w/o Special Events) 

SR 12/Oakmont Dr. B-12.8 a B-14.3 B-14.7 B-19.2 C-20.0 

SR 12/Pythian Rd. A-5.7 a A-6.3 A-6.4 A-8.2 A-8.5 

SR 12/Project Access E-42.2/A-9.6 b E-48.4/A-9.8 F-62.4/B-10.0 F-62.7/B-10.3 F-89.0/B-10.5 

SR 12/Lawndale Road E-40.0/A-9.6 c F-48.1/B-10.1 F-50.0/A-9.9B-10.2 F-75.3/B-10.3 F-79.2/B-10.3 

SR 12/Adobe Canyon Rd. 
D-26.6/B-10.1 

F-92.4/B-10.1 d 
D-29.2/B-10.4 

F-128.6/B-10.4 

D-29.8B-10.5 

F-137/B-10.5 

E-36.7/B-11.1 

F-276/B-11.1 
E-37.4F-294/B-11.1 

SR 12/Randolph Avenue D-38.4/A-9.5 e E-45.0/A-9.7 E-47.8/A-9.7 F-62.4/B-10.1 F-67.0/B-10.2 

SR 12/Warm Springs Rd./ 
Kenwood Winery   

F-145/E-47.5/ 
A-9.9/A-9.7 f B-11.8 a B-12.0 B-14.8 B-15.0 

a Signalized level of service– control delay (in seconds). 
b Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). Project Access driveway southbound left turn to SR 12/SR 12 eastbound left turn to Project 

Access driveway. 
c Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). Lawndale Road northbound approach to SR12/ SR 12 westbound left turn to Lawndale Road. 
d Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). SR 12 eastbound left turn to Adobe Canyon Road/ Adobe Canyon Road southbound left turn to 

SR 12. Adobe Canyon Road changes are due to revised level of service methodology (see Response to Comment 9-1). 

e Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). SR 12 westbound approach to Randolph Avenue/ Randolph Avenue northbound left turn to SR 12. 
f Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). Warm Springs Road northbound approach to SR 12/Kenwood Winery southtbound approach to 

SR 12/SR 12 westbound left turn to Warm Springs Road/SR 12 eastbound left turn to Kenwood Winery. 
Sources: Year 2000 Highway Capacity Manual Operations Methodology & Crane Transportation Group 



 

 

 

   

   

 

   

 

   

   
  

     

  

    

 

EXHIBIT 5.2-33 (REVISED) 

INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE FRIDAY 5-6 PM TIME OF MAXIMUM INBOUND FLOW TO SONOMA COUNTRY INN SPECIAL EVENT 


Intersection 

Year 2005 Year 2012 

Base Case 
(No Special Events) 

Base Case + Project +  
Project Average Size 

Special Event 
Base Case 

(No Special Events) 

Base Case + Project + 
Project Average Size 

Special Event 
SR 12 / Oakmont Dr.  B-15.4 a B-16.4 C-22.1 C-24.3 

SR 12 / Pythian Rd.  A-7.6A-6.3  a A-7.9A-6.5 A-8.4A-7.6 A-8.8A-8.0 

SR 12 / Project Access E-45.3/ 

B-10.2 b 

F-72.3/ 
B-10.6 

F-69.8/ 
B-10.8 

F-105/ 
B-11.3 

SR 12 / Lawndale Road F-52.2/ 

B-10.2 c 

F-55.1/ 
A-9.7 

F-85.5/ 
B-10.1 

F-91.1/ 
B-10.2 

SR 12 / Adobe Canyon Rd D-25.9/B-10.7 

F-76.0/B-10.7 d 

D-26.5/B-10.8 
F-80.2/B-10.8 

D-30.3/B-11.3 
F-124/B-11.5 

D-30.9/B-11.4 
F-134/B-11.6 

SR 12 / Randolph Avenue D-31.9/ 

A-9.5  e 

D-34.4/ 
A-9.6 

E-42.6/ 
A-9.9 

E-46.5/ 
A-9.9 

SR 12 / Warm Springs Rd. / 
Kenwood Winery   

A-5.6 a A-5.7   A-6.8 A-7.0 

a Signalized level of service–control delay (in seconds).  Pythian Road changes are due to added cumulative volumes (see Master Response F). 
b Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). SR 12 eastbound left turn to Project Access driveway/ Project Access driveway southbound 

left turn to SR 12 
c Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). Lawndale Road northbound approach/ SR 12 eastbound left turn to Lawndale Road.  
d Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). SR 12 eastbound left turn to SR 12/ Adobe Canyon Road southbound left turn to SR 12. 

Adobe Canyon Road changes are due to revised level of service methodology (seee Response to Comment 9-1) and added cumulative volumes (see Master Response F). 
e Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). SR 12 westhbound approach to Randolph Avenue/ Randolph Avenue northbound left turn 

to SR 12. 

Sources: Year 2000  Highway Capacity Manual Operations Methodology & Crane Transportation Group 




 
 

  

  

  

   

    

  

   
 

       

 
  

   

 

EXHIBIT 5.2-34 (REVISED) 
INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE SUNDAY 3:30- 4:30 PM TIME OF MAXIMUM OUTBOUND FLOW FROM SONOMA COUNTRY INN 
SPECIAL EVENTS 

Intersection 

Year 2005 Year 2012 

Base Case 
(No Special 

Events) 

Base Case + 
Project + Project 

Average Size 
Special Event 

Base Case + Project 
+ Average Size 
Special Event at 

Sonoma Country Inn & 
All Nearby Wineries a 

Base Case 
(No Special 

Events) 

Base Case + 
Project + Project 

Average Size 
Special Event 

Base Case + Project 
+ Average Size 
Special Event at 

Sonoma Country Inn & 
All Nearby Wineries a 

SR 12 / Oakmont Dr B-14.3 b B-15.0 C-23.5 B-19.2 C-20.8 C-37.9 
SR 12 / Pythian Rd A-6.3 b A-6.5 A-8.9 A-8.2 A-8.7 B-10.4 

SR 12 / Project Access 
E-47.7/ 
A-9.8 c 

F-67.4/ 
B-10.0 

F-91.9/ 
B-10.6 

F-62.7/ 
B-10.3 

F-99.2/ 
B-10.5 

F-139/ 
B-11.1 

SR 12 / Lawndale Rd 
F-48.0/ 
A-9.9 d 

F-50.5/ 
A-9.9 

F-67.4/ 
B-10.0 

F-75.3/ 
B-10.3 

F-80.1/ 
B-10.3 

F-114/ 
B-10.5 

SR 12 
 / Adobe Canyon Rd   

D-29.2/B-10.4 
F-127/B-10.4 e 

D-29.9/B-10.5 
F-139/B-10.5 

D-34.2/B-11.1 
F-225/B-11.1 

E-36.7/B-11.1 
F-174/B-11.1 

E-37.6/B-111.1 
F-298/B-11.1 

E-43.8/B-11.8 
F-462/B-11.8 

SR 12 / Randolph Ave 
E-45.0/ 
A-9.7 f 

E-48.2/ 
A-9.8 

F-54.8/ 
B-10.0 

F-62.4/ 
B-10.1 

F-67.7/ 
B-10.2 

F-78.0/ 
B-10.5 

SR 12 / Warm Springs 
Rd / Kenwood Winery B-11.8 b B-12.0 B-13.0 B-14.8 B-15.0 B-15.8 

a Where allowed by use permit 
b Signalized level of service–control delay (in seconds). 
c Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds).  SR 12 eastbound left turn to Project Access driveway/ Project Access driveway southbound 

left turn to SR 12 
d Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds).  Lawndale Road northbound approach/ SR 12 eastbound left turn to Lawndale Road. 
e Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds).  SR 12 eastbound left turn to SR 12/ Adobe Canyon Road southbound left turn to SR 12. 

Adobe Canyon Road changes are due to revised level of service methodology (see Response to Comment 9-1). 
f Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds).  SR 12 westbound approach to Randolph Avenue/ Randolph Avenue northbound left turn to 

SR 12. 

Sources: Year 2000  Highway Capacity Manual Operations Methodology & Crane Transportation Group 
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June 28, 2003 

Ms. Melinda Groech 

Sonoma County Pennll and Resource Management Department 

2550 Ventura Avenue 

santa Roea. CA 95403 


RE: Sonoma Country Inn: OEIR Comments on Tree Removal ~ 

Dear Ms. Grosch: 

The following is an ouHine of issues relating to tree removal estimates dileuSSed In the DEIR. 
GeneraHy, 1believe the original tree removal eatfmates were high becaUse ot lhe eerty 
construction .,.. estimates and lhe desire to provide a very conseMitive estimate af the number 
of trees that may have to be removed. Also, the estimate of tree removals Is dependent upon the 
size crtter1a ror a tree. If sonoma County's stendmd of a tr trunk diameller Ia used, then the 

--IOITIO'Iai..Umaleio- --high. 
1.) The original tree removal estimate was inlended 10 show relative compliance to the 

Sonoma County Tree Prolecdon and Replacement Ordinance. The estimate provided a1 	 maximum potential impact that assumed all trees wtthln oonstruction area would be 
removed. Realistically, a significant number of trees wittlin construction 81888 will be 
retained. . 

2.) The original tree estimate was based upon pretlmlnary estimate& of lhe propoeed 
construction areas. These areas need recak:uAatlon to provide a more acx:urate tree 
removal estimate. 

3.) The tagging of Res in prototypical fire management zones provided infOrmation relative 
to treedenaltlee. The evaluations in lots 6, 7, and 11 sttowed that the average density for3 trees with trunk diameters equal or greater 1t1an g- (4.5' aboYe grade) IS approxjmllety 
100 trees per acra and less than the ortginaJ estimate of 150 to 200 trees per acre. 

4.) The fire management requirements are not as severe as origlnaly thought. The tree 
tagging In the prototypical fire management zonee showed that adequate vegetltion 
reduction could be achieved through removal of small diameter bay$ (Umbellularle 
callfomica) and Douglas firs (Pseudostuga n1enziesil), as wet as dead tree&. Genlmlly, 
oaks of all sizes can be retained as well as bay& and firs with trunk dilmeters 12" or 
greater. 

Crown separation requirements for trees on slopes proved not 10 be a significant Impact. 
Tree cluslel'$ and larger trees can be retained as long as potential ladder fuel {vegetation 
below crowns of trees) is removed. This criteria and lhe prototypical fire management 
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areas were reviewed and approved by Mr. Pete Uettln, FU'8 lnspedor for the Dapartment 
o<Eme<gency-. 

5.) The 12113100 PreHmlnary Recommendattons repor1 suggested lhe replacement of 
"signtncant trees' at a 1:1 ratio. Thts term 'a9liflcant b'ees' was not defined and Is 
ambiguouS In temls of the tree ordinances and tree densities &pC)ti:)Priate for tha slle. 

The Intention of this discussion was not to Imply a 1:1 repklcement of atl traes removed, 
but rather a replacement plan for maintakmQ the oak savannah and other desirable plant 
communities, while adhering to tire management requirements. 

6 
6.) Tree rep1acernent pmntings should generally be limitltd to new plantings of valley oak 

(Quercus lobata) in the Oak Tree Preserve. Exoaptions would include new bW ptanttngs 
as part of 1t1e future landscape plantings within construction eraas. 

Another polential planting area Is the wastewater expansion zone adjacent to Highway 
12. The designation of this area as a possible future wastewater disposal zone does not 
exclude Ita use for the planting of valley oaks. 

Please contact me with any questions, or if additional information IS required. 

• lr 
I 	tematlOnal Society of A.rboricUiture Certified Alborist WC..Q603 

mber Amencan SOCiety of Arboriculb.ual Consultants 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 10 -- JAMES MACNAIR, MACNAIR & ASSOCIATES 

Response to Comment 10-1 

Comment noted.  Please see Master Response D for an update of the anticipated tree removal 
estimates associated with project implementation. 

Response to Comment 10-2 

Comment noted.  Please see Master Response D for an update of the anticipated tree removal 
estimates associated with project implementation. 

Response to Comment 10-3 

Comment noted.  Please see Master Response D for an update of the anticipated tree removal 
estimates associated with project implementation. 

Response to Comment 10-4 

Comment noted.  Please see Master Response D for an update of the anticipated tree removal 
estimates associated with project implementation. 

Response to Comment 10-5 

Comment noted.  Please see Master Response D for an update of the anticipated tree removal 
estimates associated with project implementation and clarification of tree replacement standards called 
for in Mitigation Measure 5.6-4(c). 

Response to Comment 10-6 

Comment noted.  Please see Master Response D for an update of the anticipated tree removal 
estimates associated with project implementation and clarification of tree replacement standards called 
for in Mitigation Measure 5.6-4(c).  Replacement plantings would be provided in the Oak Tree 
Preserves, the Riparian Preserve along Graywood Creek, and on graded slopes where tree planting 
would not conflict with fire management and grassland habitat management restrictions. 
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a.Mrllonds ReseorchAssoclotes, Inc. 

June 30, 2003 

Mr. Tim Mayer 

County ofSonoma 

Permit and Resource Management Department 

2250 Ventum Ave. 

Santa Rosa, Califbmia 95403 


SUBJECT: Comments on E!R for tho Sonoma Country Inn project. 

Dear Mr. Mayer, 

At the request ofAuberge Resortl I have prepared comments on the EIR for tbc Sonoma Country 
Inn project, dated May 2003. Tn 2001. 1 conducted ·the special status plant StiTVe'Y ofthe site used 
that was refcrmced in the El.R. My qualifications include an MA in Ecology and Systematic 
Biolo.gy with an emphasis in Plant ecology from San Francisco State University. I have over 
seven years experience conducting vegetation. special atatua plant and wetland studies iu a 
variety of habitats in Ca1ifomia. 

I bave reviewed the Biological Resources sections of the EJR and have the following comments . 

. Pg. 5.~ Wet Mcadow!PotCntiaJ Seasooal WetlaDd 

Line 1: 


'The two area.s identified as Wet Meadow in the Exhibit S.6-1 support a unique seasonal wetland1 	habitat at the northwestern end of the plateau. with runoffthen Continuing doWDJJopc into 
ephemeral drainages and entering tho main cbaonel of G!aywood Creek." 

Alt~ough only !50 feet apart, tho seasonal wetlands on tho plateau arc asaocialcd with drainages 
from separate waterabeds. Both walersbeds are approximately SO acres. The wetlands are 
separated by a low divide wbicb fonns tho bounclaljl between Drainage I b to tho north and 
Drainage 1 a to the south. As a result, there is no hydrologic connection between the two 
Seasonal wetlands. The wetlands occur on the rim of the plateau where sot1s, arc tbin over 
shallow bedrock. Water from the two drainages spreads out over the shallow bedrock resulting 
in prolonged saturation of the thin soils. 

P$. 5.6-10 narrow-anthered California brodiaca 
Line 5: 

"'Several hundred individuals were observed.by WRA in 2001 in the southern wet meadow and 
along the rocky ephemeral drainage that flows into the aTCI3.". 

1"hc OBlTOw-anthcred Ca1ifomia brodiaea is found.on the site associated with wetlands. however, 
it is not a wetland species nor iS it dependent on wetland conditions. The species is not listed in 
the National List ofPJant Species that Occur in Wetlands (Reed. 1988) which is used in 
determining the presence ofwetland vegetation in federal wetland jurisdictional determinations. 
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The brodiaea. occurs in relatively dry, rocky micrositcs within the southern jurisdictional scasooa1 
wetland and on shallow soils ofadjacent uplands. No brodiaca occur within the cbannol ofthe 
east fork of G:raywood Creek which flows along the southern edge of this wetland. Thirty 
individuals were mapped at or above the top ofbank of the creek for 400 feet upslope from the 
southern jurisdictional wetland. Several additional individuals were observed in the lower 
soulhwestem portion of the northern seasonal wetland on June 19. 2003 . 

The brodiaea is found in association with non-wetland plant spec:ies indicating that it does not 
require saturated (wetland) conditiom;:. Associated species at upland sites include: non-native 
annual grasses; silver European bairgr.ISS (Aira caryophyl/ea), and hedgehog dogtail (Cynomnu 
echinatus). non-native invasive yellow star thistle (CentaJO'ea solstilialis), and native annual and 
perennial species, clarlcia(Qarkiapu'"J'IUWZ) and7.aucschncria (Epliohium canum). At dry 
microsites within the seasonal wetland associated species include onion (Allium amp/eaem) and 
yeUow star thistle, both upland Species. 

At other another location in nearby Chiles Valley in Napa CoUllty. this species was observed on a 
ridgetop with SOlpCiltine soils and manzanita (Arctostaphylos sp.) dommated chaparral 
vegetation. 

Pg. 5.6-10 Sonoma ceanothus 

The following description of the life history ofSonoma ceanothus is provided to support 
mitigation measures proposed below. 

Oocurnnce ofSonoma ceanothus is limited by tho species growth and ~ctivo 
charaetcristics. The relatively short Sonoma ceanothus is found on the srte at locations where it 
is not shaded by taller growin& cbapanal shrubs and invading trees. A few individuals occur 3 	 along roads in the lower portion ofthe area mapped as Sonoma ceanothus habitat. Most of the 
individua1s oc:c:ur on the rock shallow soils of the upper ridges ofthe site where competing 
vegetation is shorter and less dense. 

Unlike many other species found in the local cbaparra], most species in the genus Ceanothu.r do 
not resprout fi:>llowing lire. Ceanotluu spec;os hove gooctally adapted to fire through production 
of a large soil seed. bank. A seed bank accumulates because few seeds germinate in the absence 
of the stimulating effec:t of fire. Species which resprout after fire do not typic:ally produce large 
seed banks. FoJlowing a fire and removal ofthe shading c!l'ects ofthe mature shrubs. large 
numbers of C<onothus seedlings become established. 

Growth ofchaparral shrubs and invasion ofchapmral by trees as a result of fire suppression may 
lead to a reduction in Sonoma ceanotbus individuals. In the absence of fire, .reproduction of 
Ccanothus may occur following other types ofdistwbance which remove canotJY and lead to 
seed germination. Observation ofseedlings ofSonoma ceanothus along roads m the vicinily 
jndicates that disturbance may help maintain this species in the absence offire. 

Page 5.6·15, Impact 5.6-1 Special Status Species 

Second.lJai38nlph, line 2: 

"As currently proposed, the common driveway to residential lots 3 and 4 would pass thorough 
the southeastern edge ofthe population, based on mapping prepared by WRA in 2000. The 
proposed driveway alignment does not follwo the existing unpaved road through this area, and its 
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construction would most likely TeSUlt in loss ofindividual brodiaca plants!' 

The proposed alignment ofthe common driveway to residential lots 3 and 4 will be adjliSted to 
follow the existing dirt road where it passes through the brocliaca population as descn"bai in 
Mitigation Measure 5.6-1 (a) (3). 

Socond parapph, line 9: 

"As discusaed in Section 53 Hydrology and W- Quality(Seebnpa<t 5.3-5 (see impact 5.3-5 
Inc.:rea8ed Flows to the Narrow-anthered Califom.ia Brodiaea Colony), new impervious .surface& 
created by the project would contribute to an increase in post-development runoff levels by an 
estimated 13 percent for the subwatershed emcompassing the bmdiaca occunencc, which could 
Te:SuJt in increased erosion and sedimentation. changes in the soil moisture balance. and Gther 
factors affecting the long-term viability of the population ... 

The brodiaea will not likely be affected by potential iucreascs in runotrlevels associated with 
new impervious surfaces. Runoff associated with n~ impervious swfaccs will be delivered 
through vegetated swalcs or .filtered catch basins to drainages on the site. The nlll'Ow-anthered s 	btodiaca is a wetland associated, but not wetland dependent. species that occurs in relatively dry, 
rocky microsites within the seasonal wetlands and on shallow soils ofadjacent uplands. Because 
this speciC!ii occurs outside the channel ofthe associated drainages it wi II not be affected directly 
by increases in peak (wet season) runoff. Any increases in erosion or sedimmtation wou1d 
primarily impact the channel where the brodiaca does not occur. J.nctircct effects are not likely 
beca.Wiie increases in runoff associated with new impervious surfBces would occur during the wet 
season and would be temporary and therefore would not altec the distnbution or dwation ofsoil 
moisture within the brodiaca habitat. 

Increase in the distribution or duration soil moistwe duriDg the dry season could have a 
significant impact on the brodiaca. An increase in dry season 50il moisture could affect growth 
or teproduCtion of the brodiaca dircctly or may increase competition by al~ growth and 
contp0$ition ofassociated vegetation. Due to the shallow bedrock and thin soils in the vicinity 
of the brodiaca, and potential connectivity to adjacent upslope areas, adjacent iTTigation could 
increase dry season soil moisture in the brodiaea habitat. Up&Jope iniFon in excess of 
infiliiation rates may produce overland flow that reaches brodiaca habitat. Upslope inigation on 
shallow soils may produce sulmlrface flow that could reach adjacent brodiaea habitat. 

This potential impact can be adequately mitigated by creation oflm:xliaea prescnre areas that 
includes a buffer adjac.mt to developed areas to ensW"C that landscape irrigation does not increase 
dry season soil moisture in the occupied habitat. A final boundaly of the brodiaea prcsmvc areas 
will be dctetmined. in the field in consultation with CDl'G. Aitmlalivcly, limits on dry season 
irrigatioo or other mitigation can reduce the potential impact to an insignificant level. 

Pmgr:aph 3, line 5: 

"The boundary of the Ceanothus Preserve was based on GPS mapping by WRA, and it is likely 
that a number ofindividual plants would be removed to accommodate gtading and access for the

6 tank at this location,. 

Few Sonoma ceanothus individuals occw- in the tall and dense vegetation of the Undisturbed 
portion of the lower slope ofthe mapped habitat In these areas individuals observed were 
confined to the open canopy along existing roads. Relocation ofthe tank and access road 'WOuld 
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not be necossary ifsurveys find that no ceanothua individuals occur within tank and road 
footprints. 

Pg. 5.6-16 MitigationMeasure5.6-l(a): 

''(1) A void the mapped occwrence ofSonoma ceanothus by relocating the water tank location on 
residential lot 10 to below an elevation of880 feel .... " 

7 	 As descn'bed above, few individuals ofSonoma ceanothus occur on the lower slopes of the 
mapped habitat. The tank site and access road footprint should be surveyed to detemllne if 
individual ceanotb.us plants are present. The location ofthe tank site and access road should only 
be realigned if necessary to avoid significant impacts to Sonoma ceanothus. 

Pg. 5.6-16 Mitigatioo Measure 5.6-l(b): 

"(I) Establish in the Codes, Covenants, and Resttictions (CC&Rs) for the subdivision a biotic 
rcsoW"Ce preserve encompassin~ the brodiaca population. Expand the proposed Btodiaea 
PT'eserve to encompass the portion the brodiaca population upgradient of the proposed common 
driveway to the residential lo~ 3 and 4; the two mapped wet meadow/seaSODa.l wctlandll and the 
intervening Sn~Ssland and woodland (see Exhibit 5.6-3). Exhibit 5.6-3 is a conceptual plan for 
biotic preserves. F.inai boundaries to expanded preserves will be determined in the field in 
consultation with CDFG." 

As desctibed above, the two seasonal wetlands an: aaaoeiated with ~., ftom separate 
watersheds. In addition, they arc separated by a low divide which results m no hydrologic 
connection between the two seasonal wetlands. Therefore, the inclusion ofthe·intervening 
grassland and woodland on the divide bctwe= the two wetlands ls not necessary for the 
protection ofthe narrowwanthered brodiaea or the seasonal wetlands. A final boundary to the 
preserves will be determined in the field in conrultation with CDFG. 

Please call me with any questions or oommcots. 
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

RESPONSE TO LETTER 11 -- PHILIP GREER, WETLANDS RESEARCH ASSOCIATES 

Response to Comment 11-1 

Comment noted.  The discussion on page 5.6-6 of the Draft EIR was not intended to imply that the 
two drainages are hydrologically connected.  However, they are in close enough proximity that they 
provide suitable habitat for associated flora and fauna.  The recent discovery of narrow-anthered 
California brodiaea along the northern drainage in summer of 2003 (see Letter 6 from CDFG dated 
July 1, 2003) indicates a likelihood that plant dispersal occurs between these seasonal wetland 
features. 

Response to Comment 11-2 

Comment noted.  Please see Response to Comment 11-1. 

Response to Comment 11-3 

Comment noted.  Refer to the discussion of Sonoma ceanothus on page 5.6-10 of the Draft EIR for 
additional information on the status and distribution of this species on the site. 

Response to Comment 11-4 

Comment noted.  Mitigation Measure 5.6-1(a)(3) calls for relocation of the proposed common 
driveway to residential lots 3 and 4 to minimize disturbance through the population of narrow
anthered California brodiaea. 

Response to Comment 11-5 

Comment noted.  Mitigation Measures 5.6-1(b)(3) and (4) address the need for an adequate buffer and 
the potential for changes in surface water flows through the narrow-anthered California brodiaea 
population. No revisions are considered necessary in response to the comment. 

Response to Comment 11-6 

Comment noted.  Adequate avoidance of individual Sonoma ceanothus plants in the vicinity of the 
proposed water tank and distribution line would be achieved though establishment of the preserve and 
through conduct of an additional survey to verify that no or only a few plants would be affected by 
proposed improvements which would not be significant.  Please see Response to Comment 6-7 for a 
revision to Mitigation Measure 5.6-1(a)(1). 

Response to Comment 11-7 

Please see Response to Comment 11-6. 

Response to Comment 11-8 

The commentor points out that narrow-anthered California brodiaea is not restricted to seasonal 
wetland habitat in comment 11-2, but is known from the surrounding upland grasslands. Individuals 
were found in the vicinity of the northern seasonal wetland in summer 2003 (see Letter 6 from CDFG 
dated July 1, 2003), indicating that plant dispersal most likely occurs between these seasonal wetland 
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features and the importance of protecting the intervening grassland and woodland habitat.  The 
recommended expansion of the Brodiaea Preserve should be required to protect this intervening 
habitat, as called for in Mitigation Measure 5.6-1(b)(1).   
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SUbject: 

J-30,2003 

.Orca Zltney 
Zimey&~ 

. 7 Villa Vista Court 

NOVIIO, CA 94947-3649 


Dear Orca: 

You requested that we comment on the Sonoma Country Inn Draft EIR regarding wood 
· bumina emiaion:o aod your possible pJ.... to m.t.ll a wood buroing opplianc:cs at tho 

- mtllnn c:omponenl:l ofthe projc:ct. 

.Pap S.I0-4 dcfiues the sianiflcaooe criteria used to cval- tho proj...,. affect on air 
quality. The criteria that~ applies to word buminf1 emissions liom tho project would 

· be the em;ssion significance tbresbolds for PM1o of80 pounds per day (or 15 tons per 
.)'ell), We ae oot aware of any County policies, ordinanl:cs or regulations regarding 
wood buminf1 appliances tlutt ono applicable to tho project mtl the DEIR did not mention 
any. Wood smoke is a contributor to elevated levels ofPM1o,just as automobile use is a 
comibutor to clevaled levels ofgrouod level ozone mt1 PM1 ~ The DEIR does not 
domoastrate by onalysis that wood buroing associated with the project would result in a 
si)p1ilicaot lmpact (e.g., wood buminfl emissions were not calculated mtl componod to the 
-Ida~ 

·· Emiai01111 tlom two wood buroingllreplaces mtlaldtcbcn wood bumin& oven/stove 
wae calculated to be 5.9 pcnmds ofPM1o per day. This calculation is based on a monthly 
CODIUIDptioa: ru:: oftwo cords of 'NOOd per month for kitchen wood burning and about 1 
COld per IIIOillh for fueplace bumin&'· A- emiasion rates of30.6 pouods ofPM 10 
per ton ofwood bmned in tho ldtcben stove or oven and 34.6 pouods ofPM 10 per ton of 
wood buroed in llreplaces (soun:c:: EPA AP42, Volume I, 199S). Thcae emiasion rates 
ore based 00'1 IIVCI'1I8" wood COI19UDijl!ion used in California and do not take into account 
eny f'eatumJ that would result in lower emiasiona. Such featuros could include catalytic 
stack featuros mtl use ofonly seasoned wood (i.e., leas then 20% moisture content). 
These features could result in emiaion dc:creuca upward of SO%. According to our 
conwraations with Ed Nagel,ldtclleo stove/....,. would be "equipped with catalytic 
convertas or ..... type ofscrubbing unit" end only seasoned oak wood would be uscd in 
the fireplaces and kitchen units. 

I PbaDe coilvenllldon with Ed Nact1 Oft &'l4f2003 

101 (107) 76tH700 
Fox (707) 766-7700 



W- cue, !he combination ofProject New Daily Emissioos reported in the DEIR and 
woocl-emiaoions (calc.wo.d _.,.,..) woo!d equalll.2 pounds of PM,. per dey, 
wiUch is less than 80 pounds per dol¥. The~would be less than sipificont besed on 
!he applicable significance lhrosboldl used iu !he DEIR. lnclusioo of !he 

·•liia/S~" ton Mitiptioa Meesure S.l0-4 is unnccessary. 

· The !lndins ofa "potentially sigoifti:ant impact" in !he DEIR is based on a qualitativedi........, ofmetoorological c:oodltkms that sometimes occur in !he Sonoma Valley • 
. '1'1>= is DO ovicieDce (e.g., air dispmion modeling) put forth !bat damonstrates that wood 
.'smoke from the project would ~ or contribut:c to a violation of an ambient air quality 
-.lard. 

. '.Thls concludes our review ofthe WOOd smoke i"ue ropnling the SODOma Country 
DEIR. lfyouhaveany questions, please feel free to contact usat(707) 766-7700. 

"_,:_ 

co 	 Stoplloa Butler (VIA Fox: '107-546-1360) 

Tun Mayer 


,_ .. 



 

 
 

 
 

9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 12 -- JAMES REYFF, ILLINGWORTH & RODKIN 

Response to Comment 12-1 

Mitigation Measure 5.10-4 is intended to control fireplace emissions used for space heating and was 
not intended to restrict kitchen stoves, but the term “wood burning stove” could be interpreted as 
affecting a cooking stove.  The construction of two fireplaces and a wood-burning cooking stove 
within the inn/spa/restaurant portion would not result in a significant impact.   

Based on this comment Mitigation Measure 5.10-4 on page 5.10-9 is revised to read as follows: 

Mitigation Measure 5.10-4  A note shall be placed on the final map that states that only natural 
gas fireplaces, pellet stoves, or EPA-Certified wood-burning fireplaces or stoves, shall be allowed 
in the residences and only natural gas fireplaces shall be allowed in the inn/spa/restaurant and the 
winery.  Conventional open-hearth fireplaces shallshould not be permitted.  Prior to recording the 
final map a statement shall be included in the project’s CC&Rs stating that only natural gas 
fireplaces, pellet stoves, or EPA-Certified wood-burning fireplaces or stoves shall be allowed in 
the residences. This mitigation does not apply to wood burning for cooking. 
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 COMMENTS TO THE SONOMA COUNTRY INN Em

I. Page 3.0-4 -Footnote 2 references inconsistencies in the project application materials 
] relating to the size of the Sonoma Country inn project. The number ofacres proposed in the 

project is 187. Page 3.0-13- The referenced project size of 177 plus or minus acres should read 
187 acres. 

'1 2. Page 3.0-32- The reference to the CC&Rs should state that the Connty would be a third 
Of party beneficiary with the right. but not the obligation, to enforce the CC&Rs. 

3. Page 4.0.13- At the bottom, the discussion states that the project would be highly visible.
3 This text should be modified to conform to the visual analysis in Section 5.8 ofthe EIR. Similar 

clarification may be needed on page 4.0-16. 

u 4. Page 4.0-20- When analyzing the concentration of"visitor serving uses," wineries are 

-, included. We do not believe that this is consistent with past County practice. Wmeries are 


considered agriculrural uses and not "visitor serving uses" for pwpose ofPolicy AR-6g. 


5 	 5. Page 4.0-30- An erroneous reference to the project being "highly visible" from State 

Route 12 is again made. 


b 	6. Page 4.0-32 - An erroneous reference to "bighly visible" from State Route 12 again 

appears. 


7. Page 5.6-21 -Mitigation Measure 5.6-2(a), item (1): Based on sire eousultations with 
'J Department ofFish and Game (DFG) representatives, this measure is too restrictive as written. 

I There are some locations along the road where it may be less impacting to complete 
improvements on the side of the road closest to the creek. Discussion with DFG indicate that 
they support incotponlling such flexibility into the mitigation 1-e, with final road 
adjustment and siting of improvements to be completed in consultation with DFG. 

8. Page 5.6-21 -Mitigation Measure 5.6-2(a), items 4 and 5: in consultations with the 
CJ Department ofFish and Game (DFG), it was determined to be acceptable to allow trenching and 
0 	 laying ofundezgronnd pipe through proposed oak tree preserves ifsuch activity would not impact 

the root system ofexisting trees. Therefore, it is suggesred that this consttuction activity be 
allowed in oak tree preserves based on siting approved by a qualified arborist and DFG. 

9. Page 5.6-21 -Mitigation Measure 5.6-2(a), item 6: It may benecessmy to cross the 
'1 Riporian Presetve proposed in the Draf1 E1R with undeiground utilities. It is suggested that this 

measure be modified to allow such crossings subject to review and approval ofthe Department of 
Fish and Game via the required Streambed Alretation Agreement 

10. Page 5.6-23- Mitigation Measure 5.6-3(a), item I: Expanding the Brodlaea Preserve to 

l 



10 

encompass the seasonal wetland to the north does not seem to be warranted orjustified. In order 
for Road B to avoid the expanded preserve as proposed in the Draft EIR, it would have to be 
routed around the wetland area to the north. This will likely not be feasible because such an 
alignment would be located on property not owned by the applicant It is suggested that this 
measure be modified to allow a road alignment that would be acceptable to the Department of 
Fish and Game based on consultations with that agency. 

ll. Page 5.6-26- Mitigation Measure 5.6-4(a), item b: The applicant agrees with the concept 
If 	of minimizing disturbance to the extent feasible. Regarding the width ofRoad A, however, 

minimum width for fire safe standards may be unnecessarily restrictive for traffic flow. Road A 
will, for example, be used by trucks that will supply the inn and spa. This mitigation measure 
should be revised to "allow greater road width, where acceptable, based on consultations with the 
Department ofFish and Game." 

12. The reference to Building D & F in mitigation measure 5.8.3 should be corrected. The I~ 
reference in measure 5.8.3 should be to the "C" type buildings depicted on Exhibit 3.0-10. 

2 




  

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 13 -- COMMENTS TO THE SONOMA COUNTRY INN EIR 

Response to Comment 13-1 

Footnote 2 on page 3.0-4 is correct. Exhibit 6A in the Sonoma County Inn Project Description, 
September 2000 states “For the easterly 177 +/- acres as shown on the approved Development 
Plan/Tentative Map”. As described in Chapter 3.0 the project site analyzed in the Draft EIR is 186 
acres. Consistent with County past practice a complete survey of the subdivision would be made prior 
to the Final Map. 

Response to Comment 13-2 

Based on this comment the last paragraph on page 3.0-32 of the Draft EIR is revised to read as 
follows: 

The residential lots would be governed by a Homeowners’ Association which would have the 
authority to manage and regulate aspects of the property.  A detailed set of Conditions, 
Covenants, & Restrictions (CC&Rs) would be prepared for review and approval by Sonoma 
County prior to the project’s Final Subdivision Map being recorded.  Sonoma County would be a 
third party beneficiary with the right to enforce the CC&Rs. 

Response to Comment 13-3 

The word “highly” is subjective and can be deleted without changing the conclusion reached in the 
analyses.  Based on this comment and the analysis of Impact 5.8-3 the text on pages 4.0-13 and 4.0-16 
of the Draft EIR is revised as follows: 

As shown in the photosimulations in Section 5.8 Visual and Aesthetic Quality no part of the 
development is seen at or above the ridgeline.  Although the proposed project would result in 
significant tree loss, including removal of a significant number of trees to accommodate 
roadways, buildings, and for fire protection, the project does use the existing vegetation to 
generally screen most of the proposed buildings from public view.  However, as discussed in 
Impact 5.8-3, from State Route 12 (west of Adobe Canyon Road) portions of the proposed project 
would be highly visible due to the visual contrast of the form and color of the buildings with the 
immediately surrounding land forms and vegetation.  Grading would be required to develop on-
site roads, parking lots, building pads for the inn/spa/restaurant, the winery, plus the 11 residential 
buildings.  As shown in the photosimulations, no ground-level features such as roads, driveways, 
or parking areas arewould be seen. Finally, the applicant proposes to underground both electric 
utility and telephone lines on-site. 

Response to Comment 13-4 

The proposed project includes a winery, open to the public, which would include a tasting room and 
wine retail sales.   Policy AR-6d specifically includes wine tasting within the definition of visitor 
serving uses. 

Response to Comment 13-5 

Based on this comment and the analysis of Impact 5.8-3 the text on page 4.0-30 of the Draft EIR is 
revised as follows: 
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The winery and associated buildings would be set back more than 1,000 feet from State Route 12. 
As shown in the photosimulations in Section 5.8 Visual and Aesthetic Quality the combination 
of topography and trees would generally screen most of the proposed development from view. 
However, as discussed in Impact 5.8-3, from State Route 12 (west of Adobe Canyon Road) 
portions of the proposed project would be highly visible due to the visual contrast of the form and 
color of the buildings with the immediately surrounding land forms and vegetation, resulting in a 
significant visual impact from this location. 

Response to Comment 13-6 

Based on this comment and the analysis of Impact 5.8-3 the text on page 4.0-32 of the Draft EIR is 
revised as follows: 

Analysis -- As shown in the photosimulations in Section 5.8 Visual and Aesthetic Quality the 
individual buildings would be sited below exposed ridgelines.  Although the proposed project 
would result in significant tree loss, including removal of a significant number of trees to 
accommodate roadways and buildings plus for fire protection, the project does use the existing 
vegetation to generally screen most of the proposed buildings from public view.  However, as 
discussed in Impact 5.8-3, from State Route 12 (west of Adobe Canyon Road) portions of the 
proposed project would be highly visible due to the visual contrast of the form and color of the 
buildings with the immediately surrounding land forms and vegetation, resulting in a significant 
visual impact from this location. Grading would be required to develop on-site roads, parking 
lots building pads for the inn/spa/restaurant, the winery, plus the 11 residential buildings.  Finally, 
the applicant proposes to underground both electric utility and telephone lines on-site 

Response to Comment 13-7 

Comment noted.  Please see Response to Comment 6-1. 

Response to Comment 13-8 

Recommendations made in Mitigation Measure 5.6-2(a) to protect trees in the Oak Tree Preserves do 
not specifically exclude installation of underground pipe through the preserves.  However this should 
be discouraged due to possible short-term impacts on existing tree root zones and complications with 
establishment of new tree plantings recommended for replacement and enhancement purposes. 

Response to Comment 13-9 

Comment noted.  It is assumed that roadway and utility crossings of the creek channel would be 
combined to avoid disturbance to the riparian corridor.  However, Mitigation Measure 5.6-2(a)(6) 
simply refers to “new creek crossing” and does not specifically exclude installation of underground 
utilities. The measure also states that the final boundaries of the expanded preserves would be 
determined in the field in consultation with the CDFG, providing the commentor with an opportunity 
to further negotiate details of required improvements. 

Response to Comment 13-10 

Mitigation Measure 5.6-3(a)(1) was recommended to minimize potential impacts on jurisdictional 
wetlands any modifications to which may require authorization from the Corps and RWQCB.  As 
indicated in the mitigation measure, the final boundaries of the expanded preserved would be 
determined in the field in consultation with the CDFG.  Where complete avoidance of this feature is 
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
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determined to be infeasible, additional authorization and mitigation may be required from regulatory 
agencies as called for in Mitigation Measure 5.6-3(e). 

Response to Comment 13-11 

Comment noted.  Reference to Fire Safety standards called for in Mitigation Measure 5.6-4(a)(6) 
would include adequate access to accommodate project-generated traffic and emergency vehicles and 
equipment.  No revisions are considered necessary in response to the comment. 

Response to Comment 13-12 

The two-story buildings referred to in Mitigation Measure 5.8-3 are correctly identified as types D and 
F. These buildings are located east of the inn’s main house and are in the row of buildings closest to 
State Route 12, i.e. the first row buildings relative to the highway. On further inspection of the project 
site with story poles erected, it is apparent that the building type D at the most easterly end of the first 
row of buildings would not be visible due to screening by topography and intervening fir trees. 
Therefore, the mitigation measure should be revised to refer only to building type that would be 
visible from State Route 12 and Adobe Canyon Road.  The mitigation measure was not intended to 
refer to the two-story type C buildings in the second row of guest cottages relative to State Route 12 
(behind the type D and F buildings).  As seen from State Route 12, the buildings in the second row 
would be screened from view by those in the first row. 

Based on this comment and comments 5-6 and 5-8 Mitigation Measure 5.8-3 on page 5.8-19 is revised 
to read as follows: 

Mitigation Measure 5.8-3 In order to minimize visual impacts, measures shall be applied to 
reduce the visual contrast of the inn/spa/restaurant and the winery with the immediately 
surrounding setting so that the project would not attract attention as seen from State Route 12. 
Such measures include the use of certain colors on exterior building surfaces and retaining as 
many trees on the project site as possible.  The measures shall require: 

x	 Colors used for exterior building surfaces shall match the hue, lightness, and saturation of 
colors of the immediately surrounding trees.  Several colors matching those of the surrounding 
trees shall be used in order to minimize uniformity.  Roof colors shall be non-glossy, dark in 
color and sympathetic with colors in the surrounding landscape.  

x	 The height of guest cottage buildings (building types D and F, two stories) located east of the 
inn’s main house and closest to State Route 12 shall be limited to 20 feet as measured from the 
original ground elevation to the peak of the roof in order to minimize the amount of the 
buildings that can be seen from State Route 12 west of Adobe Canyon Road. 

x	 Existing trees in the area between the inn/spa/restaurant and State Route 12 shall be preserved 
to the extent possible in order to provide a screen and minimize the amount of the building 
that can be seen from State Route 12 west of Adobe Canyon Road. 

Landscaping of the winery shall include the planting of trees or other landscaping treatments 
to provide screening of the 147-vehicle winery parking lot from State Route 12. 

x	 The finish floor elevation of the main house shall not exceed 722 feet elevation and the finish 
floor elevation of the second floor shall not exceed 736 feet elevation. 
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x	 Prior to building permit issuance for the inn/spa/restaurant, the grading plan, development 
plan, landscaping plan, sign plan, elevations, and colors and materials shall receive review and 
approval of the Sonoma County Design Review Committee. 
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Le'l'Ten 14 
 Valley of the Moon

Alliance 

Melinda Grosch June 20, 2003 
Soooma County PRMD RECEIVED 
2550 Ventura Avenue 
Santa Rosa, Ca 95403 JUN 2 3 2113 

Subject: Sonoma Country IIIII Dnft EIR ..r=!JIIfJf.P&Wf., 
The foUowing are comments provided by the Valley ofthe Moon Alliance memben and 
consuhants that pertain To the public Draft EIR issued for the propused Soooma Coontty 
Inn Project in May 2003. The EIR is seriously Hawed in many respects and must be 
revised and reissued for public review. Please carefully consider the following 
comments. 

DEIR Elements: 
l.O Summary of FiDdings: 

2.3 Evalution of altei'IUitives: 
Only foor altcmatives were considered: (a no project, proposed Jl!<!iect and a redoction in

1 inn units To 24, with and without the winery). There are other possibilities that sbould be 
considered. You could diminate the winery and put the inn in tbat location with 24 or 
36 units. Another a1ternatM: would be To eliminate the inn and winery and simply boild 

a few more private residences. Or limit the project To a 24 room inn with a dining ball 

and spu just for~ ofthe inn 


3.0 Description of the Proposed Project: 

(Refer to the attached memo from Ernest Carpenter on additional comments 

dated June 12"' detail DEIR deficiency) 


3.1 Site location and land uses 

The land use designationa and zoning rules established in 1984 and 1988 have receotly 

been inlel'preted by PRMD Sla1l; in a manner consisrent with the plana ofthe developer. 

According to staff"s interpretation many errors eltist in the 1984 and 1988 rerordation of 

the Board ofSupervisors' action. Before such a conclusion is acted upon, it should first 

be verified by publishing entirety ofthe public record surrounding the Board's 1984 and 

1988 actions involving this Jl!'!iect. Is there any legal autbority for addin8 a restaurant 

and spu open To the public, a geutnl store, a gallery, an event center etc. beyond the 

scope ofzoning changes autborized by Bd. ofSupervisors 19 yean ago? At the Planning 

Commission bearing on June S, staff said the proposed site for the inn is not location 
originally approved by the Board of Supervisors. What legal autbority exists for moving 
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the inn from one parcel to another? The DIR, at (p.4.0-3) says sfll/fluuJ made 1M 

illlnprdiltiorl ofthe 1984 Board action as authorizing expansion ofthe size ofthe inn 
and restaurant. Does County staff have legal authority to determine "technical 
corrections" ofthis magnitude exist with oot a full review process ofthe original Bomd 
action? See DEIR page 3.0-14 and footnote 15. All documentation for this project., 
approved in 1984 and 1988 should remain as originally enacted. If"technical errors" 
were in filet made, they should correct as appropriate by the Board of Supemsors wben 
project is reviewed. 
What legal authority exists for changing the size ofparcels ofthe RVSC fi"om 5 """"' 
approved in 1984 General Plan to 20 acres now and changing the parcels 101mben 
allegedly based upon a teclmical error? (See pp. 3.0-8 and 4.0-4). Can a viable 36 inn 
with a spa and restaurant, be opecated on 5 acres or less? The remodeled and soon to be 
re-opened Kenwood Inn and Spa is one example. 
What was the typographical error that resuhed in the size ofthe inn going from 35 to 36? 

The existing 1989 General Plan LUI4 r states 35 units. Is it appropriate to rely on the 

developer's memo as the basis to make this change? 

Density fur the RRD zoning designation was also claimed to be in error. 

Is there an expiration period fur approved developments wben the tentative subdivision 

map has not bee recorded? Were there legally required documents files in a timely 

manner? What is legal effect ofthe fililure to record the tentative subdivision msp after 

19 years? (Seep 3.0-10) 


AI p.3.0-14thereport ssys the inn with abops, offices, JJI!'A'.ting rooms, etc. will occupy 

approximately 85,000 sq, ft.; Ian at p.3.0-18, and p.3.0-20, Ex. 3.0-11 says the same 

structures will occupy 70,000 sq. ft. Which is the accurate figure, and which figure was 

used in the DEIR analysis? This is a significant difference in size, and did it cause 

problems with the aa:unocy ofthe DEIR analysis? 


AI p.3.0-I5 the report says the winery and accessory buildings will occupy 40,000 sq. ft.; 

but at p.3.0-27, and Ex 3.0-11 at page3.0-20 ssys those boildingswill occupy 23,750 

square feet. Which is correct, and which figures were used thronghoot in their analysis? 


AI pp. 3.0-14 & 15 the parking totals are abown as 269 spaces (147 fur the winery and 

events center, etc., and 102 fur the inn). Their traffic calculations fur events use average 

car loads of2.2 passengers, except fur Sun. afiernoons wben they use 2.7 passengers. 

Assuming 200 people at an event, and 2.2 people in the cars, that means 90 cars. AI p. 

3.0-34 they say the winery will have a maxinmm of6 employees. Even ..m•ming they do 

not ride the company bus or car poo~ which brings the total to 96 cars. That leaves 51 

open spaces, lesa whatever they are allocating fur trail parking. What is the justification 

for 147 spaces? 


At pp. l.0-14 and 15 is there adequate space fur delivery, setup and operation of 

equipment by outside vendors and their employees? There can be 3 to 5 large vans 

parked at the site fur the events setup process. Are there any plans to provide off-site 

overflow parking options for special events attendees and stsff? 
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3.3 Cumulative Development Assumptions: 

The list ofcumulative projects was substantially undentated. The impacts wben added to 
this project analysis will change the results significsntly. The map at p. 3.0-37, exhibi; 
3.0-19 is also incorrect because it does not depict numerous existing aodlor approved 
projects. The followiog projects are approved or completed and ressonsbly expected to 
be impacted by the Sonoms Country Inn project as ofMay 2002. 

Ledson Wmery and event center: 
Boys and Girls Home thst will be twice as large as current structure:. 
Juvenile Hall Expansion: 
New Mount Hood psrk eottaoce at Pythian Road: 
Restoration ofthe Hood Mansion: 
Sugar Loaf State Park msin eottaoce on Adobe Canyon has 1700 visitors a day (it is 

also planning to expand to 3000 a day based oo their EIR report): 
Oakmont development has expanded liom 140 homes to 165 bomes:. 
Wedding event center "Gardens at Kenwood Farms" oo Hwy 12 in Kenwood: 
Deerfield Winery 45,000 case winery and events: 

Other projects in the vicinity where also ignored. None ofthe activities in the Glen Ellen 
area were discuaaed in the DEIR. E.g_ Mayo Wmery at Arnold Drive and Hwy 12. 
TileR is potential oftwo hotels, a oew winety tasting and event center also not 
addresaed. 

4.0 Consistency with Public Plans and Zonillg: 

4.1 Sonoma County General Plan 
Staff imerpretation ofthe project and coosisteocy with the 1984 approved project 
implementation ofpolicy LU-14r is qusionable. A complete and acauate 
docomentation ofBoard ofSupervisor decisiona involving this property in 1984 and 1988 
sboold be provided. It is inappropriate thst staffand memos from Common Ground 
Land Planning Services should be relied upon to interpret what the County Board of 
Supervison imended to do 19 yean ago. (P4.0-3) 

The smount ofweigh given to General Plan LU-14r is too great, considering the weigbt 
giveo to other Land and General Plan docoments. The DEIR creator seams to oelectively 
choose between General Plan land use categories and provisions, wbile igooring others. 
They did not includ and analyzed any thst directly related to project areaW5.2 and 
LU5d, and Lu9 as well. 
General Plan Open Space element section 2.2, Scenic Landscape Unit and Commooity 
Separator bas not been given appropriate consideration The good ofthe people must 
prevail over the profits ofthe developer. 

The Analysis ofObjective OS-1.2 at p. 4.0-11 is ofconcem What building footprint 
sizes did they use, and bow did they deterotine the building locations? How can the 
analysis be considered complete wben the applicant did not provide infurmation 
concenting the location and size ofthe II residences? They also malce unsubstantiated 
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assumptions as to what structures will be shielded from view when they admittedly do 
know wbich u.es will be removed. 

I I{ 	 This project does not comply with the mandatocy criteria ofPolicy OS-lc pp. 4.0-12 .t 
13; aod Policy os- 2c (p. 4.0-15 &16). Does that provide a legal basis to reject to the 
project? 

In Analysis ofPolicy Os-2i at pp. 4.0-12 &13, the author states that "more restrictive 
I3 sitting aod setback policies" ofthe scenic landscapes and scenic corriders were spplied. If 

they in fact Wlllled to apply such staodards, couldn't they site the structures so they are 
not seen from any location on Hwy 12 or Adobe Canyon Road? 

In AnalysisofPolicyGoal AR-6 at p. 4.0-19they saythewinetybuildings sod eveots 
center are compatible with a long-term agricultwal use ofthe site. Withoot a vineyard on 
site, the wiDely is simply a processing plant. The events center makes it nothing more 
thau an entertainment center. There is only 3400 sq. ft. for fermentation, and 4300 sq. ft. 
for harrel storage, for a total of1700 sq. ft. The G<oeral Store at 3500 sq. ft. will be iarJ!u 
thau the fennentation building, and the Events Pavilion at 4350 will be iarJ!u than the 
barrel storage. There will also be 750 sq. ft. fur a gallery building. (See Es. 3.0-11 at p. 
3.0-20). The Staff& Maintenance building fortheWmery (the Inn has a separate 
Servicelstaffbuilding) will be 4450 sq. ft. for a wiDely with 6 emplnyeea. Is this to 
oecessary to support the operation ofa 10,000 case wiDely? 

S Analyais ofPolicy AR- 6.2 atp. 4.0-19, what peroentage ofproductsand.,..cbandise

/ sold in the G<oeral Store will aaually be produoed in Sonoma Coonty? A fundamental 


question is a general store something that belongs on As land? 


Policy AR-6g (p. 4.0-20) pertains to Coocentratinn ofVisitor Serving oegments analysis

1(, lililed to consider the existence ofthe three tasting ronms in Kenwood, the wedding 


lilcility, the Deerlield Wmery, State and Coonty Pub aod Coonty lilcilities at Los 
.
Gullicos. 

The soothem portion ofthe project which is most suitahle fur agricultural production will 
in fact be the waste wates disposal sites for the innlrestaurantlspa sod the wiDely. 
Nevertheless, it is stated that: ..."In a seme therefure, the project would 'protect 
agricultural soils for future generations" This, along with several other such statements, 
shows a total lack ofunhissed ohjectivity on the part ofthe authon ofthe DEIR. 

5.0 Environment Details 
5.1 Land use 
(Refer to the attached memo from Vicki Hill for additional comments dated 
June 13"' detail DEIR deficiency) 

Analysis ofMitigation Measure 5.1-4 at p. 5.1-13-this deals with ag activities (spraying, 
noite, dost, etc.) conllicting with guests and employees at the inn. The proposed 
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mitigation for guests is to provide the following written statement to them 14JHH' clud
in: "The Soooma Country Inn is located adjacent to asrirulturallands and pesticide 

/'b 	 applications, dust, odor & other nuisances associated with asrirultural activities may 

occur". To disclose this only after they have made tbeir roscrvatioos, planned tbeir 

vacation, psid tbeir (probably non-n:fundsble) deposits and traveled from wherever to 

Kenwood, is not reasonable or fair. Ifthe risk is important enough to warrant a wamir:& 
it should be at the time they fint make inquiry about reserving a room. Otherwise, it is 
like placing the warnings about smoking on the inside ofthe cigamte pad<. 

Mitigation Measures S.l-S pS.l-14 indicates no mitigation would be necessary.
Ia 	 According to the initial study these tacilities are adequate to serve the proposed project. 

I 	 Proper enfOrcement ofGroup A occupancies laws (structural, fire snppression systems, 
and pn:-speeial events inspections) as noted within the Unifurm Fire Code, the Califumia 
Building Code and title 10 ofthe California Code ofRegulations will impaA:t pubfic 
services, speeifically fire agencies, including but not fintited to fire agencies. 

5.2 Traffic aDd Cin:ulation 
(Refer to tbe attached maM dated Juae 19, l003 frea TPG Couultiag oa 
additionlll Tnftk: detaD DEIR def"Jdoacy) 
(Refer to attached memo dated Mly 20, 2003 tro. George Ellman on additional 
Tndllc detaD DEIR dcficieocy) 

Traffic analysis was again based on some previous reports done by traffic experts. It 
was based on numbers from 2000 and purportedly adjusted to reflect growth of2002. 
How are you going to determine ifthe adj- is oonect and the 2002 numbers reflect 
all crush and bottling traffic that occurs at each winery? The project trip generations 
was based on interviews with applicants' representative or from manuals. These may or 
may not reflect actual trips from the project site. Ofcourse the cumulative impacts are 
understated due to the filet they lililed to account for man: than SO% ofthe traffic 
contributor.;. (See fist ofcumulative tacifities ntissed) The traffic safety rocords that 
currently exist in the area has not been reviewed. This should be acknowledged and 
filctoted into the significance oftraffic in the area. 

The only analysis the DEIR makes for Event traffic impacts assnmes an avemge 
attcndanoe of 100 people, (Exhibit 5.2-37) many ofthe wineries have been authorized to 
have many man: attendees. Shouldn't the analysis assnme the wone case pussibilby and

~I utilize use approve use permit event approved numbers? Tbey should at least do a 
comparison analysis using the higher attendance figures. All known event providers 
should also be included in the table iocluding but oot lintited to the Kenwood Wedding 
event center, otheo" tasting moms in Kenwood, Deerfield Wmecy, Ledson Winery, 
Kunde Winery, State and County Parks prognuns etc. an: oot considen:d. 

Their analysis assnmes passenger loads of2.2 per car fbr events, except Sundsy 
afternoons when they assnme 2.7 per car. Tbey use the higher figun: for Sundsys 
because they assume several family members will attend. (See p. 5.2-48). This dnes not 
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appear to be a correct assumption for a wmery event which would typically be attended 
only by adults over the age of2 I . 

Their Mitigation Measure 5.2-11 at p. 5.2-<57 gives no consideration to the multiple 
hazards their propoaed roadway configuration would create in the viciniTy of the 
Lawndale Roarll Hwy 12 intenection versus traffic (I) exiting the project and heading 
east towards Sonoma; and (2) traffic entering the project beading east from Santa Rosa. 
There are numerous different potentials for collisions. Keep in mind that currently when 
westbound can are stopped on Hwy. 12 waiting to tom left into Lawndale, westbound 
can typically enter the bike lane to pass. The creation ofa westbonnd "deceleration lane" 
to enter the project will create the fullowing collision points: 

(a). As westbound vehicles enter the deceleration lane to pass left tnming cars, 
eastbonnd vehicles tnming left out ofthe project may~ onto Hwy 12, inconectly 
assumin8 the westbound vehicles will be slowma to tom right into the project. 

(b). As westbound vehicles enter the deceleration lane to pass vehicles turning 
left on to Lawndale eastbound vehicles turning left into the project may incorrectly 
asanne the vehicles in the deceleration lane will be slowing to tom right into the project. 

(c). As westbound vehicles enter the deceleration lane to pass vehicles tnming 
left nn to Lawndale they may impact vehicles in the decelention ahead that are slowing 
to tom right into the project, that they inconectly assumed would continoe westbound 
towards Santa Rnaa 

(d). As westbound vehicles approach vehicles turning left on to Lawndale they 
may inconectly assume they will be able to enter the deceleratinn lane to pass ,on the 
right, only to discover that the vehicles abesd oftbem in the deceleration lane are aciually 
slowing or stopping to tom into the project. In that cue the westbound driver can elect to 
(I) rear end the left tnming vehicle, (2) reer end the deceleratina right turning vehicle, or 
(3) pass the left tnming vehicle on the left and collide with eastbonnd can. 

(e). There will also be collisions between westbouDd vehicles tnming left out of 
Lawndale onto Hwy 12 and eastbonnd vehicles tnming left out ofthe project on to Hwy 
12. Both vehicles will have to accelerate rapidly to 1llOIJ!O with 1nflic and have almost no 
time or space for enor. The distance between these 1M> roadways is 300 t<et. These 
collisions will be either "T-bone" or bead..,. accidenta. The DEIR at p.5.2-<>7 reports 
traffic speeds on Hwy 12 in from ofthe project at 65 mph. 

(1). This scenario does not necessarily involve a collisions, but it will impact 
traffic. As vehicles fill the deceleration lane to enter the project, and westbonnd vehicles 
are stopped to tom left onto Lawndale, westbound through 1nflic will be also stopped 
and bacl<ed up until vehicles tnming left onto Lawndale have completed their toms. This 
creates the added risk of left turning, vehicles taking onwise riska to clear the lane for 
through traffic. 

(g). I am sure there are other combinations that have not been considered. 
(b) On top ofaU ofthis confusion, add bicyclists who frequently travel the hills of 

Lawndale and the setting sun for westhoond vehicles. 

There bas been no aclrnowledgement ofthe existence ofFrey, Hoff and Green Streds in 
their analysis. At Green Sired the ouly gas -on in the north end ofthe valley is on 
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the corner and very busy, and wiU get a lot busier. Vehicles entering and exiting these 
roadways will be severely impa<ted by resort traffic. 

Mitiption measures suggesting signals placed at Lawndale, Randolph and Adobe 
Canyon are inconsistent with rural character ofthe area and the inherent beauty ofthis:J5 scenic highway. Too many signals resemble an urban environment and will detract from 
the area. There is already a community feeling that the signal planned at Warm Springs 
Road is not something that the community wants. 

The only traffic count for the Lawndale/Hwy 12 intenectioo was dooe by the applicant's 
consultant in November of2000. The munbers appear quite low and may be a re:O.ection 
ofa November sorvey almost three y..,. ago. 

Ex. 5.2-12 at p.5.2-21 (Planned and Approved Projects) does not include the planned 
expansion ofBlad<stooe Winery, Ledsoo Winery ,Deerfield Wmery, the proposed 
Anderson Winery. tbe Children's Home, the new Juvenile Justice Center, or the 
additiooal25 homes at Oakmont (m additions to the previously mentioned 140) nr local 
County and State parlts. 

At p.5.2-34 the report estimates that 70'/o ofthe projects employees will be approacbing 
from the west, aud only 30% from the east. A large percentage ofthe resort's employees 
will be low-income workers and are more likely to live in Soooma, Aqua Caliente or 
points east. 

At pp 5.2-58 and 59 existing, approved or proposed fiu:ilities near the project......., not 

completely identified. Many, ifnot all will have special events. (See listing of 
amwlative fiu:ilities missed) Therefore the traffic imposed by events at the other 
lilcilities was not properly addressed. 

At p. 5.2-58, the report relied upoo a single article ~ in a 1I11de jOWllal to 
determine the methodology to estimate vehicles queues on approacbes to un-signalinYI 
inlorsectiooa. This is not a scientifically recognized source upoo whieb to base sueb 
calculations. Ifone searches long enough, it is possible to find an article to support 
almost any proposition. 

At p.5.2-59 their Ex. 5.2-36 "Project Trip Generation" it is noted that the applicant 
estimated an "average size'" event for all event centers in this area to be 100 people. The

'3/ 	 wioery like St. Francis aud Chateau's Jean holding much Iarser events that is not a mir 
analysis. Ifthey include in St. Jean's sia events at 2000 people, or the passport events like 
the Barrel Tasting, (3400 in a weekend) the results oftheir analysis should ebange 
markedly. 

They did include any discussion or analysis oftbe very heavy bicycle traffic in tbe area of 
the project, Hwy 12 aud Lawndale. 
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33 Traffic analysis did not include the annual winery "Crush" traffic. AU local wineries in 
the area rely on grapes trucked in. increased labor forces additional delivery ofsupplies 
and increased towist activity. 

The DEIR traffic analysis did not address the circulation element considerations. The 
impact on other roadways when Highway 12 becomes impacted. (Arnold. Bennet Valley 
and Warm Springs) It also did not acknowledge that there is only one road into and out 
of the valley. Ally accidents on Hwy 12 have a significant impact on everyone 
attempting to travel through the valley. 

Traffic impacts on local driveways that enter and exit the highway was not considered. 
How will they be impacted was not addresaed in the DEIR. 

5.3 Hydrology and Water Qnality 
(Reference memo d.ated Juae 20, 2003 fro• ENTRIX, lac for additioul commeatl 
oo DEJR defocieaey.) 

The climate section (p5.3-3) identifies the most climatically similar station to the project 
site as the rainfall recording station in Sonoma, U miles southeast ofKenwood. This is 
not the most climatically similar site, and greatly under-represents rainfall-runoff 
conditions. The northern portion ofSonoma Valley is subject to orographic lifting that 
resuh in higher IIIIJlUal and stonn-eveol ninlilll than recorded in Sooomo Rainlilll 
isobeytals developed by the USGS (S.E. Rantz. Swfaa Watu Hydrology ofCa/ifomia 
Coastal Basins Betwun San Francisco Bay andEel Riller, 1967) indicate that Mean 
Annual Precipitation (MAP) in the project area is between 4().50 incbes. The Soooma 
County w- Ageocy Flood Control Design Criteria, (1983) maooa1 indicates MAP is 
approximately 35-45 inchesllllllUally, not 29.9 incbes as indicated by the ElR. 

Rainfall stations that are moch rnon: climUically similar to the project site include the 
ganging station at Oakville with a MAP 40.4 inches, and at St Helena with a MAP of 
41.5 incbes. 

The Climate section ofthe EIR should be revised to more accuratdy reflect rainfall 
conditions at the project site, Exhibit 5.3-2 should be similarly revised, and any analysis 
or discussion of runoff and flooding that is bnsed upon the inaa:unlle ninfall dats used 
in the EIR should be corrected. (I) Page 5.3-7 Exhibit 5.3-4 

(a) The I0-Yesr peak runoff for pre-development is calculated using a runoff coeflicient 
of0.22 for Sub watershed 1 and a coeflicient of0.19 for Dninsge 2a. Theteclmical

3( 	basis for selecting these coefficients is not presented,. and therefore it is difficuh to 
evaluate the """"""'l' of the runoff calculation. This deficiency ofthe DEIR should be 
corrected by making "transparent'' the mtionale and teclmical basis for using the selected 
coefficients 

(b) It is our opinion that the Rational Method calculation presented in the DEIR'10 significantly under-represents I 0-Y esr peak runoff due to the use ofcoeflicients that do 
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not accurately represent site conditions. Using the California Department of 
Tnnsportation, Highway Design Manual (1995) l!llidelines and format for ddamining 
runoff coefficients in undeveloped areas, we suggest the foUowing is a better estimate for 
the nmotrcoefficient (C): 

Runoff Coefficient Calculation 
Topography= 0.28 
Soil Infiltration= 0.10 
Vegetative Cover= O.Q1 

Surfaoe Stomg.- 0.10 


C= 0.55 


We would expect a similar identification ofbow the runoff coefficient is determined. 
Usually a weighted calculatioo is made based oo diffenmt land-uses, soil types, 
vegetative cover, etc. within the watershed area ofconcern. 

(c) Based on COmment I, 2a and 2b, the I0-Year Peak discbalge cak:ulatioo shoold be 
revised and com:cted to reflect the rational formula as presented in The Sonoma Coonly1./f 	 w- Ageocy Flood cmuro~Design Criteria, (1983) manual. The discbalge cak:ulation 
should include drainage area, nmotrcoefficient, rainfall intensity, and the appropriate K 
factor, which is related to the MAP for the area. The K filctor for the project site is 
approximately 1.4 to 1.5, ucording to the County's manual. (2) PS 5.3-15 Mitigation 
Measure 5.3-1 

The mitigation measure indicates that undel' the Geoenl Permit a monitoring program 
will include inspectioos ofthe construction site prior to anticipated stonn events and after 
actual storm events. This section also iodicates that !her< wiD be a County-approved 
erosion and sediment control plan to minimize impacts from erosion and sedimentation 
during construction. In addition, !her< wiD be a SWPPP to Hmit- quality effects. 
The DE1R states that the SWPPP should include BMP's such as "Jestricting gnding to 
the dry season, speci!Ying construction measures that minimize exposure ofbare soil to 
rainfall ..." as an element that could be included in the SWPPP. 

We agree with the expectation that such BMP's should be included in the SWPPP, but 
feel that the EIR should not defer such measures to otbe< plans and permits. Sooorns 
Creek is a known steelhead spawning and reering s!J<am, bulb upstream and downstmun 
from the project site tributary drai-s to Sonoma Creek. Fish distribution and 
population studies conducted by Department ofFish and Game in coop<ratioo with 
Sooorns Ecology Center have identified steelbead in the upper reachea of Sooorns Creek, 
bulb upstream and downstr<am from Adobe Canyon. As indicated by the DEIR, project 
coostruction bas the potential to erode sediments that could be deposited in Sooorns 
Creek, and this is considered a significant impact (Impact 5.3-1). 

Therefoce, the DEIR should directly address the potemia1 to impair steelhead spawning 
and rearing habitat in Sonoma Creek by strengthening Mitigation Measure 5.3-1 to 
include specific Hmits on gnding and otbe< construction activities to the dry season only. 
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This mitigation action should not be left as a recommendation for inclusion in other 
permits, and should be made a mitigation requirement in the DEIR. in order eosure 
protection ofsteelhead habitat in Sonoma Creek. (3) Page 3.0-29 Access and Parking; 
Page 5.3-I91mpact 5.3-3 

Tbe DEIR. fiills to address the potential for impacts asaociated with drainage along the 
new, wider access roads, identified as Road A and Road B, and the driveways to the 
residential bomes. Tbe DEIR. does not discuss the design for drainage aloag the 
roadway~ does oot state the leagth ofnew roadways to be constructed, and does oot 
indicate the extent ofoew cut-slopes to ac<onnnodate the roadways (aee page 3.0-29). 
We feel that these are important elements to consider and evaluate in the DEIR. For 
example, the inboard ditches draining many roadways are often a significant """""' of 

L.f3 chronic erosion and subsequent sedimentation. 

Tbe roadway design information should be more fully developed, presented, and 
addressed in this EIR. due to the potential significance of impacts. Tbe DEIR. states that 
California Department ofFish and Game, US Army Coq>s ofEngineen, and the 
Regional w-Quality Control Board will address alteration ofstr<am cbannels at their 
crossinss within the pwview oftheir respective permitting authority. However, these 
regulatr«y agencies only address the site ofthe str<am crossin& and do oot rognlate the 
road design outside of the stream crossing. We feel that this would be a significant o....-
sigbt, and rq>reaents a significant potential oon-point """""' ofsediment to the str<am 
cbannd outside ofthe actual str<am crossing sites. Them'ore, the DEIR. sbould address 
the road design and asaociated road-side drainage, oonsider the potential for impacts 
rdated to road-rdated drainage, and devdop necessary mitigatinn measures to ensure that 
road-rdated drainage does o01 increase erosion and sedimentatinn ofreceiving channels. 
(4)page 5.3-21, Exlubit 5.3-8; page 5.3-23, Exlubit 5.3-9; and page 5.3-25 Exhibit 5.3
11 

Tbe same comments made in Ia, Ib, and lc apply to Exbibit 5.3-8, Exhibit 5.3-9, and 
Exlubit 5.3-11. Derivatinn ofthe ~opment and thepost-<levelopment runoff 
coefficients are oot presented. There is no explanatino as to bow either the pre- or post
development runoff coefficients are determined. Tbe adequacy ofthe impacts evaluation 
and mitigation measures canoot be determined until the I0-Year and I00-Year Pro- and 
Post- Devdopment runoffcalwlations are revised. 
(a) The DEIR. should indicate bow the amoont of new impuvious sur1ilce associated with 
the proposed project and any other project features rdates to the runoff coefficient 
selected for the post-<levelopment project scenario. Tbe derivation ofthe runoff 
coefficients should be clearly tnceable to the project conditions. 
(b) Calwlations for 10-Year and 100-Year peak runoff from the Rational Method should 
be revised based on any revisions to the runoff coefficients. and based on inclusion ofthe 
appropriate K-filctor used by the Sonoma County W- Aflency. 
(5) Page 5.3-21 Mitigatinn Measure 5.3-3(b): 

The mitigation measure to minimize changes in post-development runoff suggests an 
applicable BMP to include: "Storm water ddention &cilities to capture and regulate off
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site runoff'. The DEIR has not addressed the potential impacts to steelhead habitat 
associated with the use ofstorm water detention facilities. Use ofstorm water detentioo 
facilities on the ephemeral dnriDBge cbannels should be furtbes addressed in the DEIR 

On-stream detention basins will capture sediments, including gravels that are ultimately 
tnmsported to Sonoma Creek. Gtave1s are an important feature ofsteelhead habitat. Any 
capture ofgravels wonld reduce~ ID Sonoma Creek and could impair spawning 
habitat. The relative percentage ofgravels supplied by the project clrainas<>-ways is ,.."IS 
evaluated in tbe DEIR. lloweve<, field observations ofstreams draining the project ares 
indicate that gravels are present. In the absence ofgravel supply data, the DEIR should 
take a conservative approach ID protecting steelbead spawning habitat by indicating that 
either on-stream detention basins are not to be used, or that a mitigation measure require 
periodic excavation ofall gravels captured in detention haains and return ofthose gravels 
ID the stream system in a manner so that theY will be available fur transport ID Sonoma 
Creek. Project ntitigation measures should state that in order ID protect and maintain 
steelhead habitat there a net loss ofgravels to Soooma Creek shall not be perotirted. 

The DEIR aays the proposed winery woold prodoce 10,000 cases altboogb both theYSA 
"Notice ofCompletion ofDrsft Environmental Report ... " and the recent P.D. article 
referred to a40,000 case winery. Ifit is in fact 40,000, a new analysis is needed. 

It is a poorly kept secret that the County of Sonoma does not mske aoy effi>rt ID eofon:e 
the prodoction limitations assigned to wineries. TheretOre, the DEIR should detcmline 
the maximum number ofcaaes the proposed winery could prodoce and use that number in 
at least ao abernative potential aoalysis. That woo1d impact both water use and 
wastewater disposal 

Page 5.3-23 uses the same raiofal1 figores in diacoaaing "Increased Pesk Flows ID 
Sonoma Creek". They predict increased pesk flows of2-3 inches and conclude it is a mte 
that is "less than significant". Foc those ofus living on Frey, Lawndale and HoffRoads 
wbo have water in or around our bouses and garages as recently as Dec. 2002, another 2
3 inches could be the difference betw<:en floodwaters being inside or ootside the boose. 
Ifthe DEIR uses the correct raiofal1 figores fur the Kenwood """" rather tbao Sonoma, 
the calculations using the increased impervious areas, will show increased dowohill 
Oooding. 

Impact 5.3-8 at p. 5.3·27, "Cumulative Hydrology and Water Quality Impacts refened to 
only "12 Projects". As mentioned earlier theY have not considered several existing and 
planned projects.. 

At pp. 5.4-4 & 5, "Depth ID Groundwater", theY orned that their residential infurmation is 
"very limited". The only information theY had was soil percolstion data shedsfrom Oct 
tuJd Nqv. 198S. That is al100st 20 years old and lacks aoy foundation fur accuracy at this 
point in time. 
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Springs fed homes on Adobe Canyon Road were not considered in the water test and well 
study. Pump tests, with-er downdraft may have had an impact on springs at 1051 
Adobe Canyon Road. Also -er quality comparison that was done did not include all 
wells in the immediate an:a. At least foor residential wells on the sooth side ofHwy 12 
between Lawndale and HoffRoads and seven wells along Shady Acre Lane wore not 
included in the study. 

The appellate courts in Cillifornia require a base line wate< study prior to approval of 
!RICh development. 

5.4 Wastewater Disposal 
(Reference me.o attacbed dated Jue 20 2003 r,.. ENTRIX, llle for additional 

a»mmeats oa DEIR def"Kieacy.) 

(Refeftace memo attached dated Jaae 17, 2003 froa Rodlelle Campao~ P. E. for 

additioul CODIIDeiiU OD DEIR def"ldeacy.) 


Their entire Wastewater Disposal analysis beginning at p. 5.4-8 relies upon the use ofa 
paobse treatment plant not approved for use in this county. The Citizens Advisory so 
Committee wcrking on the 2020 Genend Plan update intends to severely limit the use of 
paobse treatment plants in this county. The CAC has made it very clear they do not 
want to open the door for rescrts in rural areas to develop land that can not handle the 
waste- they would generated. 

Mitigation Measures 5.4-1 states that a licensed grade 3 opeud01 will maintain and 
s I 	monitor the FAST system. How ofteo will the Operator be at the site? How often will the 

-besampled to ensure eftluent standards are met? What is the bisiOiy for this 
type ofequipment in regards to fililun:s or human errors causing spillage et<;? 

At p.5.4-15, the assumed- treatment and disposal systems ... noted in the 
DEIR to be inadequate for the winery, and "would be a potentially significant impact 
requiring relocation or removal ofthe buildings" Tbey did not. however praent any 
analysis ofalternative building locations. 

Page 5.4-23, impact 5.4-5: impads to Groundwater HydrolOSY: 

It is stated that an area-wide inaesse in grc>UnC!wMe<levels would not be expected from 
the onsite disc:barBe ofm:ated -because the wate< source is from onsite 
groundwater. However, it has not been demonstrated that groundwater in the Alluvium'S3 
beneath the Disposal Areas A and B is in hydraulic communication with the source 
groundwater oftbe Sonoma Volcanics. For example, a continuous clay layer in the 
Alluvium unit could represent an aquitsnl with respect to the Wlderlying Sonoms 
Volcanics; clay layers greater than I 0 feet thick have been logged during the constnKtion 
ofwells near the project site. Ifthe units are not in hydraulic communication. then a 
general or localized rise in the shallow water table within the Alluvium unit could occur 
both on the soothem portion ofthe project site and dowJI.sradient an:as. The DEIR 
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should provide supporting data that cbaracterizes the hydnwlic relationship between these 
1Dlits and revise, ifnecessary the impact conclusions. 

Wmery waste and Inn waste can not be mixed and processed the same. How much wine 
waste will he treated and have they provided for enough lines in their analysis. Water 
Feature does not mention the placemeot or size, nor what they will dn with the disclwge 
in the wioter. The DEIR needs to analyze and diagram the three di1ferem sewage 
process tJows. Also the Package plants problems need to he analyzed and discussed. 

Mitigation Measure S.4-4 Nitrate levels in wells is a big conoem. There have beenss studies done linking cancer to a nitrate level in drinking -er. Which wells will have 
the increased nitrate level? 

5.5 Water Supply 
(Refereace attached JDeiiiO dated .Juae 20, 2003 from ENTRIX, lac for additioul 
c:ommmtl 011 DEIR def'icieacy.) 
(Relerea« attached Groaadwater Survey Feb.....,. 2003 for-~Moore for 
additioul deUill about bil weD ud c:ommmU) 

Ex. 5.5-I, Mapof"Location ofsprings, ExiatingWell~ and New Wells" at p. S.S-2, has 
omitted many residential wells in the depicted area south ofHwy.I2 between Lawndale 
and Hoff roads. The OWD«S ofthoae wells are: Leroy Tooneli, B.- Moore, Karen 
Waikiki and Dennis Mcintosh. Many ofthe other wells surroundins the project have 
also not been reviewed or reported. Owners at 20I and 30I Adobe Canyon Road have 
already had to drill new wells or make wells deeper. 

Page 5.5-4, NeighhorinsWells and S~ pages S.S-9 and S.S-IO,lmpact 5.5-I: and 
page 5.5-17, Cumulative Effects on Groondwater Recharge 

Decn:asing well production in the vicinity ofthe project site does not._ to he limited 
to private well owners. The Kenwood Village Water Cumpany (KVWC), a primaJy 
public provider ofpotable water to the community ofKenwood, has their primaJy supply 
well (on Greeoe Street) less than one (I) mile down;!f3dieot ftorn the project site. 
According to Mr. TIDl Downey, preaideot ofKVWC, the drawdown roquired to maintain 
their productinn rate of300 to 350 gprn has decreased SO feet since I987. KVWC 
suspects that the dynamic water level clrop-<>lfretJects the impact on the local aquifer of 
the many additional wells installed and utilized in the area, considering that recent 
rainfioU has been near normal. In addition, dnring the drought years ofthe I~ the 
pump in this well needed to be lowered over 100 feet (since 1987) in order to maintain 
their productinn rate of300 to 350 gprn The DEIR does not document or in any way 
address the decline in well production noted by KVWC. This is a significant oversight 
and limitation ofthe DEIR. It must he addressed in the impact analysis. 

In addition. the 48-hour pumping test was conducted dnring the wet season of2002, 
within a near normal ninfall period (non-drought period). The results ofthe 48-hour 
pump test do not represeot conditions that would exist dnring the dry season. and does 
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not represent conditions during a sustained multi-year drought period (fur example, as in 
1976-1977) that undoubtedly wiD occur in the future. 

The DEIR should be revised to adequately investigate nnd address documented declines 
in groundwater production in the project vicinity aod associated cumulative impaots fiom 
groundwater extraction throughout the area. In addition, the DEIR has fioiled to assess the 
affect ofpumping groundwater from the project site during the dry season aod during 
prolonged drought yean. 

(5) page 5.5-12 Impact 5.5-3 

Because it has not been demonstmed that groundwater in the Alluvium beneath the 
Disposal Areas A aod B is in hydnsulic communication with the source groundwater of 
the Sonoma Volcsnics, an assumption that treated wastewater will be """"""'to the 
same groundwater aquifer cannot be made. Therefore, it appean that the "net extraction" 
ofgroundwater fur the project may be underestimated. The DEIR should reconsider this 
assumption aod the resulting impaots. 

(6) Commem Reganling Potential Impacts to Sonoma Creek aod Threatened 
Steelbead 

Sonoma Creek is a known stee1bead rearing aod spawning stream, incloding reacbea in 
Adobe Canyon within Sugar LoafRidge State Plllk, downstream to the town ofGlen 
Ellen ( Sonoma Ecology Center, 2000, Spawning Gravel Suitability Aaseasmem). 6/ Steelbead are listed as a Jl:derally -..ed species by the National Marine FJSber;es 
Service. Observations by the Sonoma Ecology comer (SEC) have indicsted that the 
upper reaches ofAdobe Canyon are usually flowing through the summer..._ 
althougb llows tend to be very low. The lowec reaches ofSonoma Creek, as it emerges 
ftom Adobe Canyon near Highway 12, oflen go dry, but with isolated pools persisting 
into the fall. Within _.,amateey 114 to 112 mile further downstream from Highway 
12, Sonoma Creek gains surfioce llow providing interconnected pools in the summer. 

The draft DEIR is deficiem in that it does oot address whether the aquifer ftom which the 
proposed project would draw groundwater is hydraulically coooected to Sonoma Creek, 
aod further does oot indicate whether summer aod fall season low-llows may be affected 
by groundwater pumping. Although the 48-hoor pump test appean to indicate that that 
the impact ofpumping to Sonoma Creek llows would be insignificant, the test was oot 
perlbrmed during the dry season nor during droogbt conditions. The final EIR should 
evaluate how groundwater pumping, both ftom the project aod cumulatively, wiD 
influence low-flows in Sonoma Creek and steelhead summer n;aring habitat during 
drought aod non-drought yean. 

5.6 Biologicalresourees 

In the imroduction ofthe Drall E.I.R it appean that the majority ofthe studies used in 
the DEIR weco completed by biologists, aod others, fur the applicants- Graywnod Ranch 
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and Auberge Resorts. We believe outside soun:es need to be used, to assist in keeping 
any bias out oftbe end resuhs. Also, each oftbe studies was conducted within the last 
two yean and most ofus bere know that longer more in depth studies must be conduded 
to get a realistic idea ofwhat plants and animals are using this area. It will be different in 
very dry years as compared to really wet ones. Over all, mon: studies need to be done 
before any thing is done on this property. 

Also, in the introduction there is a statement that there were only two one-day field 
reconnaissance surveys to vaify the vegetation and wildlife resources on the 200 acres as 
well as determine tbe adequacy oftbe detsiled studies and tbe mapping ofsensitive 
n:soun:es. That's inadequate amount oftime to verifY everything that needs verification. 

V<getatioa aad wildlife p S.6-2 

It is indicated that tbe extent oftbe surrounding undeveloped lands cootribute to tbe b@h 
wildlife habitat values on the site. This indicates that many species make up the floral 
communities and that, in tum, •nggests a bigh level ofwildlife both in abundanoe and 
divenity. This depicts an image ofan an:a that should be left alone. It is wbat many ueas 
are trying to acbiev&- a good balance between tbe flora and fauna. There are also many 
-..I community types, surliooe - and few, at this time, impediments to animal 
movement across and within tbe an:a SUJVO)'ed. 

N ..... aadvep11111oPds 

A stataoent is made that declares if less than teo pen:eot oftbe gnssland is noo-natives 
than it is not considered to be a sensitive natural community. Any natiws should be saved 
and perllaps their extent expanded if possible. Ifeveryone tbougbt that a few noo-natives 
not worth saving, all grasslands would be buih upon. Moot ofCalifumia grasslands are 
now made up ofnon-native grasses. 

As to tbe two an:as that were linit ~ due to tbe indicator species, Limnanlhes 
douglosi,i and tbeu not Wdland due to soil type not being tbe rigbt type; more thorough 
investigation should be completed as the information here is inadeqJite. There are 
Wdland an:as that get eoougb rain to be called Wdlands most yean, and tbeu there an: 
dry yean wbeu one would not believe that a year before tbe same dry looking an:s was 
coven:d with meadow foam or other epbemend pool species 

Mhed Everv-fmiud Ook Soria p S.6-4 

'The blue Oak/California fesaJ.e association is a very important association in oak 
woodlands. This association provides exceUeot habitat and fuod furage for many species. 
This assoeiation, wbeu foond together, should be left in ta<:t and not removed or 
fragmented. Buth natives and migratory birds (Oregon Junco) use just this sort ofan:a to 
build nests in tbe fall. 
We are skeptical that no raptors were found on 200 acres. A lot of animals make this 

an:s their bome, and rapton capitalize on this situation and usually live close. 
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Vllley Oak Savanallll p 5.~ 

Valley oaks are very important in the food chain and should all be protected. We are 
surprised no nests were found, and do believe that more surveys are necessary. Was the 
investigation adequate? 

Cluopamol p 5.~5 

Chaparral provides seeds and cover for many mammals and birds. The"""' sbould not be 
disturbed. The fact that Ceonothus sonomensis in the chaparral is not changing the status 
of the chaparral to sensitive natural community status is troubling and thus more studies 
sbould be done. 

Ripariom Zone p 5.'"" 

We agree that the riparian zone should be considered a sensitive area due to the 
catastrophic effects disturbed riparian habitat has on organisms both close by. such as at 
the site and further away. such as steelhead down stream. Due to the Valley and Blue 
oaks in this partiruiM riparian zone nothing sbould be disturbed anywha'e near the 
riparian corridor. 

Wet Meodow/S..O.W P 5.'"" 

<J 'i) We agree that the wetlands sbould be considered a aensitive """"""' and left alone. All 
wetlands, even seasonal, sbould be considered aensitive and sbould bave at least a 300 
foot buffer along all riparian areas. 

Special Stataa Spodes p 5.~9 

All rare or endangered plant species sbould be protected. Even the babitat that might 
possibly bave once been Ceonothus or Brodiaea aresa sbould be preserved. 

9/ The red-Jeaed frog can be foand quite a ways from water in moist leaflitter. 
Even wUh the use ofradio telemelly it oll<n takes a long time 10 locate red 1_.( frogs 
because oftheir babit ofburrowing deep into leaf litter. Further investigation is 
necessary. 

Also, Califurnia Tig..- SsiMnanders are difficuh to find except for on very rsiny nights a 
few weeks p..- year. Ifone does not look in the correc:t location they will not be fuund. 
The live in gopher boles all year. Only breeding males and females come up to the 
sw1iu:e and mate. Tbe rest stay down roaming gopber boles for quite a ways from ideal 
breeding pools. So wbo is to say that tba'e are no CTS on the site? Inadequate study bas 
been conducred tbus filr. 
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Raptorw were seen carrying nesting material into the study area. Simply because the 
observers did notfind the nest does not mean it does not exist. We believe more time in 
the field is necessary. Migratory raptocs were not examined. Another study was 
recommended by the biologist surveying the area let us hope a more conclusive study 
will be conducted. Inadequate study and wrong information was pulled from original 
document. 

Appeadii 8.4 IDitW study 

Poteuo.Jiy sip.ificaot llllpact 
Clearly. there is much work to be done. CDFG should be called in to do studies on plants 
and animals-- even those that are not endangered or threatened. Animals need conidon in 
which to migrate. We need to stop blocking all routes 

No oaks sbould be removed as they are lilcing enough death with the fungi phytopth010, 

Ex. 5.6-3 at p. 5.6-18, the depiction ofproposed Ook Tree Preserves at the south end of 
the property is misleading and inaccurate ifthe dots in the lllllrlred "preserves" are 
intended to SU!!!!est the number ofexisting trees. Tbere are filr fewer trees thao dots. 

At p.5.6-25 they 1U!!1!C51 tbat perhaps 3000 trees will be removed By this time in the 
project they should be compelled to set a more acamde number ofwhat they truly 
estimate will in met be removed and wbere they will be removed. How many ofthe 
3000 will be oaks? See also the discussion below in Section 5.8 (5) VISUal and Aesthetic 
Quality. 

!!.7 Geolegy I Soils 
The upland plateau block has not been addressed as to the type oflandscaping tbat can be 
planted in !bose soils. A great deal ofthe project claims is tbat it is screened from view 
by tall trees and extensive landscaping. Wbat will be done to assure the screening? A 
landscape plan is necessary to review visual itnpacts and bow the Inn and related 
stnu:tures will appear upon completion ofconstruction. Tbere should also be a 
discussion as to what can be planted in the soils and volcanic rock: to effectively screen 
the structures. . 

Ifextensive excavation is required to remove rock from site. this opens that plateau area 
up to landslides, soil erosion and many undesirable effects. Tbere needs to be a plan in 
place and proper assunmces tbat this will not occur. Wbst is the peoalty ifmitigations 
are not done corroctly'l 

This is a rich ares for geology findings and Indians artifacts. It was surprising to bear 
tbat nothing oould be found on the plateau or grassy flat land near the stresms. Has the 
search been adequate? Have the Graywood property owners have aealed problems by 
bull dozing theit property and removing geological findings. (See reported submitted by 
Atcbaeological resource service for Leoda! Gray, March 8, 200 I.) 
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5.8 Visual and Aesthetic Qnality 
(Refeftllce VOTMA preseatation oo 6/5/Z003 CJ)..ROM and a lilt of project DOt 
ioduded io the DEIR was provided to Meliada Grosch oo 6/19103 meetia~o) 

The visual impact study images provided in tbe DEIR were based on two 
dimensional photognlpby. While it is possible to product a retouched 
pboto-h with an illustrated element like a building with reasonable 
accuracy it would require a fitirly sophisticated approach. The person 
producing the rendering would need at least two and preferably three 
precise measurements to allow them to triangulate the exact distance 
from camera to subject and then with the ne<:esSOJY skills they could 
generate a composite layer ofbuildings that could be in proper scale 
relative tD the landscape. 

Based on the data provided in the DEIR it does not appear that the 
proper data was collected noc does it appear that tbe necessary sl:ill 
was deployed to ensure accurate results in the final renderings. .AJJ a 
point offilet I took the provided distanoe from camera to project site 
and compared that to my own data which was calculated using a satellite 
based GPS measuring system and the DEIR numbers appeared tD be 
inaccurate by a tactor of approximately SO%. Ifthis is in fact the case then one could 
calculate that the boildings in the DEIR provided 
renderings would be around SO% oftbe actual building siu or halfof 
what woold be tbe actual siu and visual impact oftbe finished project. 

In contrast to this approach the images I presented were created in an 
engineering grade 3D software package using satellite generated tetrain 
data with buildiogs buik to scale per the numbers provided in tbe DEIR 
or at least as close as poss1ble considering the confUsing and cbanging 
terminology and inconsistent natnre ofthe provided data That being 
said I feel confidant that the building to landscape rqm::aentatkm in 
my presentation is far more 8COJI"8le and to scale then the images 
provided in the DEIR Tberefure, the visual impact would be fior sroater tban reported in 
tbeDEIR 

Aretbe square footaBe figures shown in EX 3.0-11 at p. 3.0-20 interior space dimensions 
or do they inelnde the fuotprints ofthe buildi- iDeluding balconies, terTaces, 
owrhangs, etc? Ifthey used interior fuotage, the building sizes are mnch smaller tban 
they shoold be for the visual analysis. 

What square footage (interior or exterior) was used for the photo simdations in Ex. 5.8-5 
at p. 5.8·13, Ex. 5.8-8 at p. 5.8-17; and Ex. 5.8-10 at p. 5.8-21? 
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..., Cil At p.3.0-27 it says the highest peak ofthe roof of the winery would be 35ft., however 
-, I Ex. 3.0-16 at p. 3.0-28 shows south elevations oftwo winery buildings at 48ft. above 

grade. Which elevation is correct, and which elevations were used? 

In Analysis ofObjective OS-1.4 at p. 4.0-11, how did they arrive at the estimate of3000 
trees to be removed? Is that amaximum figure? Ifnot, what is the maximum munber to 
be removed? Wrthout accurate information from the appliC8DI about tree removal, the 
DEIR's visual impact may very well be even more inacaJrate than currently believed. 
The same qoestions could be asked about tree removal for residenoes. Since the 
applicants deny knowing where the residences and related structures will be located, tbey 
c:annot provide any meaningful or credible information on the visual impacts. How many 
trees the owners of the residences post-construction will remove? Will there be any 
means to effectively as"""' that additional tr=s will not be removed. 

In the Analysis ofPolicy OS-I a at p. 4.0-12. the staffhas interpreted the 1984 Board 
action as permitting placement of residences anywhere on the Graywood Ranch. How is "6/ 	 that consimnt with a 107 acre "agrirultural" parcel labeled "not a residential lot"; a 255
acre "remnant parcel" labeled " existing home to remain"; a 25 acre "inn parcel"; and an 
eight acre "winery pared"? Under stall's interpretation could the residences all be hoilt 
on the "inn pared" or the "winery pared"? 

In the Analysis ofPolicy OS-Ie at p. 4.0-14, it is ssid that the roads, parking lots, 
driveways, etc. cannot be seen in the photo simulations. Certainly can in the parking Ioili 
ofthe winery will be visible. wm cars at the inn be visible? Ifthe photo simulation ofthe 
view from Lawndale were taken 100-500 teet to the west aJons Hwy 12. what would be 
the visual impact? 

In the Analysis ofPolicy OS-Ib at p. 4.0-12 and Analysis ofPolicy OS-2b at p. 4.0-14 
appean the statement: "Compared to the 1984 project desaibed in the General Plan 
Policy LU-14r, the proje<:t a1fll4be Pkwda""~of~ IUa... " 

Under what possible objective standards could any reasonably impartial individual 
inteJpret it as anything other than an intensification ofcommercial uaes? 

The report noted in several diffi:reot places that the appliC8DI for this analysis did not 
provide them with any detailed gnlding or tree removal information. See example pp. 
5.8, 9. 15 & 18. How can the analysis be completed with accurate without that 
information? 

It is important to maintain the scenic highway and view for passing -orist, bicyclists 
and pedestrians. But most itnportant is to maimain the view and scenic quality for thoae 
that live here in the valley and view this mowrtain daily. It's tbe community that 
supports the local rules, general plans and elects superviSOIS that support our visions. 

The DEIR delines visnal dominance and sensitivity ofthe proje<:t (p 5.8-4). It does not 
give enough weight to the tiu:t the pristine moumain with oo buildings oo it would now 
have over 45,000 sq feet ofbuildings, and be opened up to multiple negative visnal 
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effects. No consideration has been given to how this project would forever change the 
cbancter ofKenwood. The DEJR takes a very pro develope.- position on sensitivity and 
dominance. The presentation displayed assumes a very conservative position on visual 
impacts. They justify them by zoning changes impacts only. They ignore the cumulative 
impacts upon the community that works and resides in this area. 

The DEIR. dismisses the significance of impact upon the scenic view with a statement 
that in 1984 the general plan and zoning ordinance provided a future development on the 
project site of476 acres. The general plan did not provide for the locations now 
proposed. Where in the general plan did it provide for the size ofthe visitor serving area 
(K zone) and what was robe built at that time? The valley has cbanged dramatically 
over the 19 years since it was proposed to develop small portions ofthe Graywood 
Ranch. This is a drastically different project than was presented to the Board of 
Supervisors in the 1980's. What is currently proposed is not within the scope ofwbatthe 
Board of Supervisors approved. 

The DEJR programmer assumed his own tree removal in creating the visual impact photo 
simulations and not ofthose ofthe develope.-. They also did not talre in consideration the 
visual impacts ofclear cutting for firebreaks, home site clearing and opening up the view 
from the Inn. 

VIsual and Aesthetic Quality-Significance Criteria p5.8-S 
AU ofthe criteria from the State CEQA Guidelines eotablisb this project would bave a 
significant visual and aesthetic quality impact. II substantially affects the scenic vista; 
substantially degrades the existins visual cbancter or quality ofthe site and its 
swroundings; damages scenic resomces; and will create a new source ofsubstantial light 
andglaro. 

The DEIR view impacts assume the removal oftrees without having any substantive 
information from the applicant. Wrtbout detailed information about the tree removal 
Jlf08J8D1 it cannot determined how many ofthe 3000 trees will directly affect the view of 
buildinss. The DEJR also did not include the impacts ofrequited clear-<:utting for fin: 
protections around each structure. Residential building envelopes 8 and 9 m-e below the 
Inn. Oeatins trees for those - could bave a significant visual impact The impact 
waa not analyzed. How aocurate are the assumptions in the DEJR that trees will actually 
screen most -fromthe public view? 

The DEJR assumes that the views ofthe 11m will only be extend above the kips of 
intervening trees on the hillside immediately in front ofthe development. The developc.
already leases and has the option ro purchase the property that is immediately below the 
inn parcel. Is 1:htn any way to prevent the removal or severe topping ofthe trees on that 
adjoining down hill property under the control ofthe applicant before or after the project 
is completed? What would the visual impact be ifthe trees on the downhill adjoining 
property wen: removed, iffur example applicant deeides ro extend the vineyard on that 
hillside? How visible would the project then be from bwy 12 and Adobe Canyon? 
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The Inn site is visible from Highway 12 at Warm Springs. As you drive \\<est tov.'&d 
Santa Rosa it ts very visible from many different spots along the highway. It would also 
be very vistble from many Kenwood homes. Ifthe road is widened and trees removed, 
the visual impact 'Will be even greateL Even the new out:door eating spot in Kenvlood 
plaza restaurant wiU have a direct view of the Inn and adjoining structures_ 

The DEJR goes to great )ength to talk about color, design, and blending of the lnn will 
the background. The problem not addressed is how you handle the yearly changes in 
hillside colon~. The buildings wm not change colors with the seasons but the hills and the 
trees ""-ilL How do you :mitigate that problem? What will the visual impact be in the 
winter when many ofthe surrounding tree.q lose their leaves? 

The nlltigation measure 5.8-3 p 5,8-19 is not sufficiently effective in minimizing visual 
impacts, Tite color ofexterior buildings may try to blend with the surrounding trees but 
they c:hange colors throughout the year. It DEIR also does not address the sun reflecting 
offthe windows of the hillside structures at various times ofthe day. \\'bat will be the 
visual impact? The height ofsome of the cottageS and other building ~viii be two stories 
or higher. This will create a continuous stri:ng ofbuildings visuaHy apparent along the 
hillside. 
In Mitigation existing trees on project lands are to be preserved to the extent poosibte. 
There is no way to control this mitigation effort. It would be very easy to justify removal 
ofany trees that block the desired view for any part ofthe project 
Finished floor elevations ofmain house are not exceeding 722 fee:t elevation. There will 
be no way to control this mitigation The issue is the number ofbuildings, their size, and 
where they are positioned. Moving them to a location off the hlil would mitigate the 
visual affect 
E1..-pecting the permit process to control grading, development plans and landscaping etc. 
is inherently risky. There is no discussion ofhow to effectiv--ely control tree removal. 

5.9 Cultural Resource 

The impacts on this cultureal and historical resource have been inadequately addressed in 
the Draft Eli( Some areas that need to be address are: The economic impacts on the 
Sonoma VaHey travel, wine and hospitality industries. The cultural impacts for ::tl1 
current residents, future visitor and individuals interrupted Valley Vista--rather than the 
beauty that exists today. What will be the cultural impacts on the country ofSonoma? 
The impact on our artistic community as the valley vista is a treasured and much loved 
visual icon. 

5.10 Air Quality 

5.ll Noise96 	The DEIR did not give any consideration to noise transmission impacts on residences at 
lower elevatit)JlS across Hwy 12 from the project. :Many ofthe residences they did 
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consider have large clusters oftrees on their properties that would partially block the 
sounds from the project 

Impact 5.11-1 at p. 5.11-5 "Noise Associated with Special Events at the Wineries" This9/ analysis did not give any consideration to the cumulative efti::cts of noise from other 
event centers in the area, e.g. St Francis, St. Jean. !.edson. etc. 

The DEIR did not include any analysis ofthe noises that will be generated from the 
restaurant and lnn that will carry across the Valley. 

6.0 Alternatives to the Proposed Project 
Not ali alternatives have been identified or considered. Other alternatives include but are 
not Hmited to the ful1owing: (All include 1 I horne subdivisions) 

Alternative 4 A 24 unit inn v.1th a restaurant and spa fur guests only. 
Alternative 5 No fun or Wi.nery but aliaws more homes to be built in there 

Alternative 6 Construct a 24 Unit Inn on the Winery parcel and eliminate the 
winery, events, country store etc. 

7.0 Impact overview 
7.1 Growth Inducing lmpacts 

It is incorrect to conclude that the project would not remove obstacles to growth nor set a 
precedent for similar future projects. The General Plan CAC subcommittee on 
agricultural tourism has discussed this issue at length. Concerns throughout Sonoma 
County have been expressed over the resort developments, as they not only degrade the 
rural environment, but they also start a chain reaction ofdevelopment. Opportunities are joo provided to fanners to sell their land at a higher profit for utban development, and this 
opportunity is .appealing for many struggling farmers. The proposed destination resort 
project needs nearby amenities, increasing the demand and pressure for additional lands 
to be converted to commercial uses. CEQA requires an assessment ofwhether the 
project "opens up" new areas for development. fn this case, the project would certainly 
open up tbe Sonoma VaUey fur further development In particular, it is clear that existing 
(';reneral Plan policies would not protect other lands from the same type ofdevelopment. 

Tiw approval ofthis resort given the significant of it's impact on Sonoma Valley will 
surely invite resort projects like Las Ventanas to proceed with their plans and ifdenied, 
be prepared to sue the oounty based on fair treatment or equality issue~ 

Overall, to permit development ofthis resort will inevitably lead to more resorts in this 
vaUey. Ifa grape grower decides to slop farming because ofdrop in grape prices. there 
"iVill be great economic pressure, both upon the funner and the county, "'to let in just one 
more resort". When it comes to money and tax dollars. it seems to have the same 
addictive qualities as "just one more potato chip". It is far safer to furego the first one. 
Along with resorts and their big money clientele will c-ome an increased demand for high
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end retaiL This means more visitors, more employees, more traffic and greater demands 
on our overburdened, environmentally challenge-d infrastructure. 

Other comments: 
Under the heading Analysis ofGoal LU-5, at p. 4.0-9, the author wrote. "AJtbough the 
Sonoma Country lnn project represents a slight increase in the intensity on the site. How/OJ 
can anyone acting in good firit11 suggest that the change in the scope ofthis project from 
1984 is only a slight increase? The change in the number ofrooms alone from 35 or 
36(according to staff) to 50 is over 40%). That does not include the spa; 125 seat 
restaurant, as opposed to a dining hall only fur the guests; a special events center, etc 

What wJll be the impact ofa high end resort on the culturn1 resource ofKenwood'! 
jQ ;) Kenwood is currently a diverse, vibrant community that can easily be overshadowed i:l 

quantity ofpeople and dollars with the proposed scale ofthe planned dcvelopmenL 
Essentially becoming an economic area rip for conversion to a high end retail and service 
driven economy/community. 

There is not only a cultural resource impact but the scale ofthe development and the{03 "rich & famous" targeted clientele cause a growth inducing impact that has not been 
adequately addressed, 

Impact 5.2~ 13 at p. 5.2¥68 "Emergency Access", it is noted that residential roadways 
longer than one mile must have a secondary road connection. They seek to avoid this 
safety requirement by saying the county considers the project access road to be a 
"commercial" road which have no maximum length in the County's fire safety standards. 
They can call it a navigable stream, but that will not make it .any safer for the future 
residents, 

The above discussion on "Emergency Access" also summarily disposes ofthe risks of 
wildfires by noting that the buildings will all be sprink:lered. That will not decrease the /OS 
risk ofwildfires for a discarded cigarette, an overactive chainsaw, or any number ofother 
sources ofsparks outside ofthe buildings. 

Valley ofthe Moon Alliance 

Board ofDirectors 


- /) /?I , ; /. • 

;_;~I ~:_,J:;~-~ 
Del Rydman, President 
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Planning Commission meeting 6/5/03 

Verbal comments made using the 3 foot by 10 foot photo. 

Blue lags represented projects not considered in the DEIR: 

Blue Tag List 
Stonegate Santa Rosa city subdivision and 8 new homes 
Ledson Wlnery and event center 
BO)"S and Girls Home expansions 
Juvenile Hall E'¥l1lsion 
New Mount Hood park entrance at Pythlan Road. 
Restoration ofthe Hood Mansion 
Sugar Loaf State parlc main entrance on Adobe Cany<ln lWarl 
Oakmont development expansion funn 140 homes to 165 homes 
Wedding event center "Gardens at Kenwood Farms" on Highway 12 in Kenwood 
Deerfield Wmery 45,000 case "'*'inery and events 
Anderson project lot split and winery proposal with events 
Glen Ellen development not mentioned. 
Mayo Winery at Arnold Drive 
Two hotel proposals 
Bed and Breakfa.ott expansions. 

Pink tags are projects Ihat were in the DEIR. 
Pink Tags 
Annadel Vineyards Partners 
Mobius Painter Winery 
Landma!t winCIY 
Blackstone Winery 
St Francis Winery and Vineyards 
Chateau St Jean Winery 
Kenwood WmCIY 
Kenwood Inn 
Las Veutanas 
Oakmom Planned Community 
Graywood Ranch Subdivision 



 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

  

9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

RESPONSE TO LETTER 14 -- DEL RYDMAN, PRESIDENT, VALLEY OF THE MOON ALLIANCE 

Response to Comment 14-1 

It is correct that there are other development concepts for the project site than the four alternatives 
considered in the EIR. The four alternatives were formulated to provide a realistic and representative 
range of potential use and development concepts for the site.  The principal criterion for selecting the 
alternatives studied in the EIR was to ensure that the range of concepts evaluated would be sufficient 
to provide information to the public and public officials to make decisions about the project. 

The commentor suggests that three additional alternatives be considered: 

(A) reduce the size of the inn, delete the winery, and place the inn in the area where the winery 
has been proposed; 

(B) eliminate the inn and build a few more residences instead; and  

(C) reduce the inn to 24 units with dining hall and spa for guest use only. 

The commentor=s alternative A is a variation of Draft EIR Alternative 4 described on page 6.0-19 of 
the Draft EIR.  Alternative 4 would reduce the inn to 24 units and eliminate the winery and special 
events. However, Alternative 4 did not consider relocating the inn to the lower part of the property 
(the area currently proposed for the winery), and that relocation could further reduce some project 
impacts.  In response to this comment, the commentor=s alternative A is analyzed as a fifth alternative 
to the project.  The following discussion is added to the EIR as Section 6.4.1: 

6.4.1 ALTERNATIVE 5 - REDUCED AND RELOCATED INN WITHOUT WINERY 

This alternative would be the same as Alternative 4, except that a 24-room inn would be 
constructed in the area that is currently proposed for the winery.  This alternative would consist of 
the following: 

A 24-room inn with accessory uses plus a restaurant (with 125 total seats) and spa open to the 
public by reservation. The inn would be located on the valley floor portion of the parcel 
where the proposed project would have placed the winery. 

Eleven residential units, the same as the proposed project. 

This alternative would only partially meet the applicant=s first objective, as it would have fewer 
rooms, and no winery or special events. 

CONSISTENCY WITH PUBLIC PLANS AND ZONING 

For the most part, consistency with public plans and zoning for Alternative 5 would be similar to 
Alternative 3. With the reduction in the number of rooms to 24, except for the restaurant being 
open to the public by reservation, alternative 5 would be consistent with Sonoma County General 
Plan policy LU-14r. Since a specific development proposal is not available it would be 
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

speculative to determine consistency with other specific policies of the Sonoma County General 
Plan and provisions of the Zoning Ordinance.  

For the most part Alternative 5 would be inconsistent with or require mitigation for consistency 
with the same General Plan policies with which the proposed project would be inconsistent.  The 
major difference in regard to conformance with the General Plan between the proposed project 
and Alternative 4 would be related to the issue of intensification of uses on the project site.  As 
discussed in Chapter 4.0 Consistency with Public Plans and Zoning the proposed project would 
potentially conflict with objectives OS-1.2, and OS-2.1 and policies OS-1b, OS-1c, OS-2c, AR
5e, and AR-6b due to the intensification of uses on the project site over the 1984 project. With a 
reduction in the number of rooms to 24 there would be less intensification of uses.  However, the 
restaurant open to the public may still be viewed as an intensification of use and thus potentially 
in conflict with objectives OS-1.2, and OS-2.1 and policies OS-1b, OS-1c, OS-2c, AR-5e, and 
AR-6b. 

In regard to conformance with the Sonoma County Zoning Ordinance, similar to the proposed 
project, it is assumed that future development as envisioned by Alternative 5 would be able to 
easily conform to the requirements of this ordinance.  If this alternative included building heights 
above 35 feet the Use Permit would need to include a request to exceed the 35 foot height limit. 

Similar to the proposed project, with Alternative 5 the errors in the wording of General Plan 
policy LU-14r, the area designated Recreation and Visitor Serving Commercial for Graywood 
Ranch under both the General Plan and Zoning Ordinance and the area designated RRD 60 acre 
zoning would be corrected.

 LAND USE 

Similar to the proposed project compatibility with the adjacent private airstrip and with adjacent 
agriculture uses would be significant.  With the reduced number of people on-site (due to the 
reduced number of rooms and elimination of the winery and special events), these land use 
compatibility issues would be somewhat less than the proposed project.  Mitigation measures for 
this alternative would be similar to those required for the proposed project (see Mitigation 
Measures 5.1-1, 5.1-3, and 5.1-4). 

Similar to the proposed project, growth inducing impacts would be less-than-significant.

 TRAFFIC AND CIRCULATION 

Alternative 5 would generate about 23 inbound and 14 outbound trips during the Friday AM peak 
hour, 19 inbound and 21 outbound trips during the Friday PM peak hour, and 16 inbound and 25 
outbound trips during the Sunday PM peak hour.  Exhibits 6.0-1, 6.0-2, 6.0-3 provide the results 
of intersection level of service analyses for Alternative 5 and all other alternatives. 

Impact 5.2-1 would occur at the SR 12/Adobe Canyon Road intersection, but not at the 
SR12/Randolph Avenue intersection.  Impact 5.2-2 would occur at both the SR 12/Randolph 
Avenue and SR 12/Adobe Canyon Road intersections.  Impacts 5.2-4 and 5.2-5 would not occur. 
Impact 5.2-8 (over five seconds delay at the SR 12/Adobe Canyon Road intersection -- Sunday 
PM peak our) would still occur. 
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

On-site impacts and mitigations for this alternative (such as project access road intersection 
impacts, roadway hazards, SR 12/project access road intersection safety impacts, internal 
pedestrian access, emergency access, parking supply, and road hazards) would be the same as for 
the proposed project, assuming a similar overall site design.  

HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY 

Alternative 5 would have a similar impact on peak runoff as Alternative 4, as the total new 
impervious area would be similar to that in Alternative 4.  Alternative 5 would result in about the 
same amount of grading as Alternative 4, as the overall Afootprint@ area of the improvements 
would be similar.  However, with Alternative 5, there would be less grading on the central plateau 
area, because the inn and associated buildings would be located on the south (valley bottom) area 
of the parcel instead of on the plateau.  The overall erosion impact could be smaller than it would 
be with the proposed project or Alternatives 2, 3, and 4, because the erosion potential is lower on 
the gentler slopes of the valley bottom than on the steeper slopes on the edge of the plateau. 
Though potentially smaller, the erosion impact would still be significant.  Mitigation measures for 
developing a drainage plan and implementing BMPs to minimize changes to the peak flow would 
still be required (see Mitigation Measures 5.3-2 and 5.3-3).  In addition, mitigation measures still 
would be required to prevent potential water quality and erosion and sedimentation impacts 
resulting from construction on the residential lots or other project-related activities (see 
Mitigation Measure 5.3-1).

 WASTEWATER DISPOSAL 

The commercial wastewater flows generated under this alternative would only be from the 
inn/spa/restaurant, and would be approximately 70 percent of those generated by the proposed 
project (see Exhibit 6.0-6).  Unless mitigated through the use of nitrogen removal treatment 
systems (see Mitigation Measure 5.4-4), development of Alternative 5would still result in 
groundwater nitrate-nitrogen concentrations that would potentially reach or exceed the drinking 
water standard (10 mg-N/L) in the groundwater recharge area in the groundwater recharge area. 
While this alternative would impact the groundwater quality to a lesser extent than the proposed 
project, EIR mitigation measures still would be required to reduce the impact to less-than
significant. As can be seen from the results for an assumed effluent concentration of 15 mg-N/L 
in Exhibit 6.0-7, the groundwater nitrate concentrations can be reduced to safe levels (well below 
drinking water standards) if the FAST systems are designed and operated for nitrogen removal. 
Under this alternative, mitigations would still be required to reduce impacts from noncompliance 
with setback requirements for the leachfields serving residential lots 3 and 4 (see Mitigation 
Measure 5.4-3).

 WATER SUPPLY 

Under this alternative, the water demand from the Resort Well would be approximately 20 
percent lower than that required by the Proposed Project (see Exhibit 6.0-5).  Total water demand 
from the project under Alternative 5 would be roughly two-thirds of that required by the proposed 
project. The use of the Winery Well would not be necessary, and the well could be abandoned or 
used as a back up well to the Resort Well. Pumping required by the Resort Well for the 
commercial development would be significantly reduced, and well interference effects on nearby 
neighboring wells would be lower than those resulting from the pumping rates by the Proposed 
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
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Project. Similar to the proposed project potential impacts to neighboring wells and springs, 
groundwater recharge and aquifer level would be less-than-significant.

 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

Potential impacts on biological resources under this alternative would be less significant than 
under the proposed project, due to a reduction in the extent of grading and associated loss of 
habitat. Structures, roadways, and parking associated with the winery and inn contribute to a 
large portion of the anticipated habitat modification from the project, and eliminating the winery 
and reducing the size of the inn would result in less tree removal and disturbance to native 
vegetation and wildlife habitat. The elimination of the winery and reduction in the size of the inn 
would provide additional opportunities to avoid mature trees and provide a larger setback from 
drainages which passes near the proposed inn and winery vicinity.  Since the inn and associated 
buildings and parking lot would not be constructed on the plateau area, there would be smaller 
disturbance to biotic resources in that area.  The impact to sensitive species (Impact 5.6-1) would 
be reduced, because there would be less construction near the sensitive brodiaea population, and 
therefore less potential for impact.  The potential for impacts to raptor nests would be reduced, as 
fewer trees would be removed in the plateau area.  Though reduced, the potential impact would 
still be significant, and Mitigation Measure 5.6-1 would still be required.  Impacts to sensitive 
natural communities (Impact 5.6-2) and wetlands (Impact 5.6-3) would be similar to those 
identified for the proposed project, as access roads would still be constructed near the riparian 
corridor and wetlands. Mitigation measures 5.6-2 and 5.6-3 would still be required.  The impact 
to wildlife habitat and connectivity (Impact 5.6-4) may be reduced with this alternative.  Fewer 
trees would be removed from the plateau area, but without a site plan it is not possible to 
determine whether more trees would be removed from the valley floor.  Impact 5.6-4 would still 
be significant, and mitigation measure 5.6-4 would still be required.

 GEOLOGY/SOILS 

Alternative 5 would have the same impacts that were identified for the proposed project, and the 
same mitigation measures would be sufficient to reduce the impacts to less than significant. 

VISUAL AND AESTHETIC QUALITY 

The Draft EIR considered viewpoints from three representative locations along State Route 12 
and Adobe Canyon Road (see Exhibits 5.8-5, 5.8-8, and 5.8-10).  Alternative 5 would have 
different visual impacts than the proposed project or Alternatives 2, 3, or 4 because it would 
avoid construction of the inn on the plateau area.  Without a site plan it is not possible to 
complete a detailed visual analysis such as was done for the proposed project.  However, by 
making reasonable assumptions about a site layout for this alternative, a general comparison of 
visual impacts can be made. 

This alternative eliminates the winery, associated buildings, and parking.  It is assumed that the 
size of the area required for the 24-room inn, parking and associated structures would not be 
substantially different from the area that would have been occupied by the winery and other 
improvements.  The inn buildings are larger, but less parking area is required for the inn. 
Therefore, it is assumed that the inn and improvements would fit in the same general area as the 
proposed winery and improvements.  The inn and improvements would be approximately 800 to 
1000 feet from State Route 12, and would be partially screened from the road by intervening 
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trees.  It is further assumed that the residences would be built generally as described for the 
proposed project, and that there would be no other development on the plateau area. 

With this alternative, the inn buildings may be more visible from State Route 12 than the winery 
would have been. As with the proposed project, there would be substantial screening of the 
buildings provided by the foreground trees, as seen in Exhibit 5.8-5 of the draft EIR.  Impact 5.8
1 would still occur, though it would be the inn buildings that would be visible rather than the 
winery.  As with the proposed project, this impact would be less than significant because of the 
distance from the road, the screening provided by trees, and the fact that the buildings would not 
appear substantially different from other improvements on the valley floor in the general vicinity. 

The impact on the view as seen from Adobe Canyon Road (Impact 5.8-2) would be substantially 
different with this alternative. The inn buildings would not likely be visible from this location, 
and there would be no development on the visible part of the plateau area.  Impact 5.8-2 was 
found to be less than significant in the draft EIR.  With Alternative 5, this impact would not occur 
at all. 

The impact on the view as seen from State Route 12 west of Adobe Canyon Road (Impact 5.8-3) 
was found to be significant.  With Alternative 5 the inn buildings would not be visible from this 
location, and the impact would not occur. 

The proposed project would cause a significant unavoidable light pollution impact (Impact 5.8-4), 
both at the project level and as a contributor to a cumulative impact.  The project-level impact 
would be significant because the night lighting could dominate the view from nearby public 
roads. The main reason for this conclusion is that many of the project lights would be 
concentrated on the plateau area or scattered with the residences on other parts of the hillside. 
These lights would be in an elevated area that is now practically devoid of night time lights. 
Alternative 5 would have a substantially smaller impact than the proposed project, because the 
concentration of lights associated with the inn would be on the valley floor rather than elevated 
on the plateau. Though reduced, the impact would still be significant because it would introduce 
night lights into an area practically devoid of other lights, and would still include some lights 
(associated with the residences) on the hillside.  Given the reduced number of lights at the higher 
elevations and the substantial screening of both the residences and inn buildings that would be 
provided by trees, it would be possible to reduce the impact to less than significant with 
mitigation 5.8-4. 

The proposed project would contribute to a significant cumulative light pollution impact. 
Alternative 5 would have a smaller impact because there would be fewer lights due to the 
elimination of the winery and the reduced size of the inn, and because the concentration of lights 
would be at a lower elevation.  However, this alternative would still contribute significantly to the 
urban sky glow which reduces the visibility of the night sky.  Mitigation Measure 5.8-4 would not 
reduce this impact to less than significant.

 CULTURAL RESOURCES 

Similar to the proposed project, significant impacts to potential subsurface cultural resources 
could occur with this Alternative.  Mitigation measures for cultural resources (Mitigation 
Measure 5.9-1) would still be required. 
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 AIR QUALITY 

With this alternative significant construction period air quality impacts and wood burning 
emissions would occur, similar to the proposed project.  Mitigation measures for construction 
period air quality impacts (Mitigation Measure 5.10-1) and wood burning emissions (Mitigation 
Measure 5.10-4) would still be required.

 NOISE 

Without development of the winery and the events pavilion the noise impacts associated with the 
proposed project would not occur. 

ALTERNATIVES B AND C 

The commentor=s alternatives B and C are not exactly the same as alternatives analyzed in the EIR, but 
they do not appear to be different enough to warrant full analysis as new alternatives.  For example, 
the commentor=s alternative B is not substantially different from Draft EIR Alternative 1 (no project). 
Alternative 1 describes a project in which the inn and winery are not built, and the only development 
would be 11 residences. The commentor=s alternative B would add a few more residences to this 
alternative, and so presumably would have slightly more peak hour traffic than the no project 
alternative. However, it is not clear how analysis of that scenario would provide any more useful 
information with respect to reducing project impacts. 

The commentor=s alternative C is similar to Draft EIR Alternative 4, which describes a project with a 
24-room inn and no winery.  Alternative 4 would allow public use of the restaurant and spa by 
reservation, while the commentor=s alternative C would restrict the use to guests only.  The only 
difference between the two is that the commentor=s alternative C would generate less traffic than Draft 
EIR Alternative 4.  The difference can be determined from Exhibit 5.2-19 in the Draft EIR.  The 
largest difference would occur during the Sunday PM peak hour, when it can be seen that restricting 
the restaurant and spa to guests rather than allowing public use would reduce the peak hour trips by ten 
(from 55 to 45).  It is possible to generate other alternatives by making slight modifications to different 
components of the project, and the change in peak hour trips can be estimated in a similar way from 
information in the Draft EIR.  However, it is not practical to analyze every variation in detail.  Instead, 
the Draft EIR attempts to provide a useful range of traffic information by evaluating larger changes in 
the project.  For example, Alternative 4 considers the effect of eliminating the winery (reducing 
Sunday PM peak hour trips by 20), and analyzes the resultant effect on traffic. 

With the incorporation of the commentor=s alternative A into the EIR as Alternative 5 (as described 
above), the EIR provides a range of alternatives that allows decision makers to understand how 
significant project impacts may be reduced by modifying different aspects of the project. 

The addition of Alternative 5 requires a re-evaluation of the environmentally superior alternative.  The 
Draft EIR selected Alternative 4, however, Alternative 5 would have smaller visual and biotic impacts 
than Alternative 4, and none of the other impacts would be greater than those caused by Alternative 4. 
Therefore, Alternative 5 should be identified as the environmentally superior alternative, and section 
6.6 of the EIR is revised as follows: 
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6.6 ENVIRONMENTALLY SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVE 

The State CEQA Guidelines require that an EIR’s analysis of alternatives identify the 
“environmentally superior alternative” among all of those considered.  Based on the analysis of 
the project and the alternatives considered, the EIR finds that the Alternative 1 (No Project 
Alternative) would be the environmentally superior alternative. 

Section 15126[d] of the State CEQA Guidelines states that if the environmental superior 
alternative is the No Project Alternative, the EIR shall also identify an environmental superior 
alternative among the other alternatives.  Based on a comparison of the impacts of the build 
alternatives Alternative 4 (Reduced Sized Inn without Winery) Alternative 5 (Reduced and 
Relocated Inn Without Winery) would be the environmentally superior alternative.   

The exhibit below compares the five alternatives with respect to the seven significant unavoidable 
impacts that have been identified for the proposed project.  A AYes@ indicates that the alternative 
would also have the same significant unavoidable impact.  If all the alternatives other than the no 
project alternative (Alternative 1) would have the impact, an asterisk (*) identifies the 
alternative(s) that would reduce the impact the most. 

EXHIBIT 6.0-9 
COMPARSION OF ALTERNATIVES 

Impact Alternative 

1  2  3  4  5 

5.1-1, Conflict with Plans No No Yes Yes Yes 

5.2-1, 2005 Traffic without events No No No No No 

5.2-2, 2012 Traffic without events No Yes Yes Yes * Yes * 

5.2-4, 2005 Traffic with events No Yes Yes No No 

5.2-5, 2012 Traffic without events No Yes Yes Yes * Yes * 

5.2-8, Traffic with Cumulative Events No Yes Yes Yes * Yes * 

5.8-4, Light Pollution No Yes Yes Yes Yes * 

* Identifies the alternative(s) that would reduce the impact the most. 

A comparison of the environmental merits of each alternative is provided below. 

CONSISTENCY WITH PUBLIC PLANS AND ZONING 

Alternatives 1 and 2 would be consistent with public plans; the other alternatives would not. 

LAND USE 

The proposed project and each of the alternatives would have significant land use impacts. 
Alternative 1 (No Project Alternative) would have the least land use impacts since this alternative 
results in the least number of people on the site. Alternative 2 (General Plan Alternative), 
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Alternative 3 (Reduced Sized Inn with Winery), and Alternative 4 (Reduced Sized Inn without 
Winery), and Alternative 5 (Reduced and Relocated Inn Without Winery) would each have 
slightly less land use compatibility impacts than the proposed project due to the reduced number 
of people on the project site. 

TRAFFIC AND CIRCULATION 

Alternative 1 (No Project Alternative) would generate the least number of automobile trips, would 
not result in significant impacts to intersection levels of service during the Friday AM peak hour, 
Friday PM peak hour, or Sunday PM peak hour, and would not have any traffic impacts due to 
special events.  Alternative 4 (Reduced Sized Inn without Winery) would have the same 
intersection impacts as Alternative 3 (Reduced Sized Inn with Winery) but would have the benefit 
of not having any traffic impacts related to special events.  Alternative 2 (General Plan 
Alternative) would not result in impacts at the SR 12/Randolph Avenue intersection.  The 
proposed project would result in the most traffic and circulation impacts. All alternatives would 
avoid Impact 5.2-1.  Alternatives 4 and 5 would avoid Impact 5.2-4.  All alternatives other than 
the No Project Alternative would have impacts 5.2-2, 5.2-5, and 5.2-8, but Alternatives 4 and 5 
would reduce these impacts more than the other alternatives would. 

HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY 

Alternative 1 (No Project Alternative) would have the smallest increase in peak runoff over 
existing conditions in Subwatershed 1, Drainage 2a, and Drainage 1a. Alternative 3 (Reduced 
Sized Inn with Winery) and Alternative 4 (Reduced Sized Inn without Winery), and Alternative 5 
(Reduced and Relocated Inn Without Winery) would have the same amount of runoff in 
Subwatershed 1 and Drainage 1a as the proposed project but would have less runoff in Drainage 
2a than the proposed project. The increase in runoff from Alternative 2 (General Plan 
Alternative) would depend on in which drainage area the two additional residential units are 
located. 

WASTEWATER 

By eliminating the need for commercial wastewater disposal, Alternative 1 (No Project 
Alternative) would avoid any impacts to groundwater quality in the groundwater recharge area. 
The proposed project and Alternative 2 (General Plan Alternative), Alternative 3 (Reduced Sized 
Inn with Winery), and Alternative 4 (Reduced Sized Inn without Winery), and Alternative 5 
(Reduced and Relocated Inn Without Winery) would require the use of nitrogen removal 
treatment systems. 

WATER SUPPLY 

Alternative 1 (No Project Alternative) would only require water for residential landscaping and 
domestic use.  Alternative 1 would not require the use of the Winery Well.  The Winery Well 
would also not be necessary for Alternative 4 (Reduced Sized Inn without Winery) and Alternative 
5 (Reduced and Relocated Inn Without Winery). Potential impacts to neighboring wells and 
springs, groundwater recharge and aquifer level for the proposed project and each of the 
alternatives would be less-than-significant. 
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BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

Alternative 1 (No Project Alternative) would have the least impacts on biological impacts due to 
the least extent of grading and associated loss of habitat.  With the elimination of winery and 
reduction in the size of the inn Alternative 4 (Reduced Sized Inn without Winery) would provide 
greater opportunities to avoid mature trees and provide a larger setback from drainage which 
passes near the proposed inn and winery vicinity than the proposed project and Alternatives 2 and 
3. Potential impacts to biological resources for Alternative 3 (Reduced Sized Inn with Winery) 
would be slightly less than the proposed project due to a reduction in the size of the proposed inn. 
Biological resources impacts for Alternative 2 (General Plan Alternative) would be similar to the 
proposed project. Comparing the remaining alternatives, Alternative 5 would reduce potential 
impacts to the brodiaea population, and would reduce impacts to wildlife habitat and connectivity 
in the plateau area. It could increase the tree removal on the valley floor compared to the other 
alternatives or proposed project. Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 would all have smaller impacts than the 
proposed project, but larger impacts than Alternative 5, as they would all require construction on 
the plateau area. 

GEOLOGY/SOILS

 Both Alternative 1 (No Project Alternative) and Alternative 4 (Reduced Sized Inn without Winery) 
would remove development within the alluvial lowland area and the geology/soils impacts related 
to liquefaction, seismic ground settlements, lurching/ground cracking and lateral spreading would 
not occur. Geology/soils impacts for the proposed project, Alternative 2 (General Plan 
Alternative), and Alternative 3 (Reduced Sized Inn with Winery) would be similar. Alternative 5 
would have a smaller erosion impact than the proposed project or Alternatives 2, 3, or 4 because 
it would reduce the amount of grading on the plateau area. 

VISUAL AND AESTHETIC QUALITY 

 Without the inn/spa/restaurant Alternative 1 (No Project Alternative) would result in the least 
amount of visual impacts from the three viewpoints.  Both Alternative 3 (Reduced Sized Inn with 
Winery) and Alternative 4 (Reduced Sized Inn without Winery) would result in a reduction in the 
size of the inn by reducing the number of guest cottages.  As a result the visual impact of 
Alternative 3 and Alternative 4 from viewpoint 3 would be less than the proposed project.  With 
Alternative 2 (General Plan Alternative) the size of the inn would be reduced from the proposed 
project and therefore the visual impact from viewpoint 3 would be slightly less than the proposed 
project. Alternative 1 (No Project) would result in the smallest visual impacts.  Among the 
remaining alternatives, Alternative 5 would have the smallest impact, because it would eliminate 
most of the development on the plateau area.  It would still have Impact 5.8-1 (view from SR 12 
near Lawndale), but would not have impacts 5.8-2 (view from Adobe Canyon) and 5.8.3 (view 
from SR 12 near Adobe Canyon).  Impact 5.8-4 (light pollution) would be reduced, but the 
cumulative impact would still be significant and unavoidable. 

CULTURAL RESOURCES 

Cultural resource impacts would be similar for the proposed project and all of the alternatives. 
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AIR QUALITY 

Air quality impacts would be similar for the proposed project and all of the alternatives. 

NOISE 

Without the development of the winery and events pavilion Alternative 1 (No Project 
Alternative), and Alternative 4 (Reduced Sized Inn without Winery), and Alternative 5  (Reduced 
and Relocated Inn Without Winery) would not have the noise impacts associated with the 
proposed project, Alternative 2 (General Plan Alternative), or Alternative 3 (Reduced Sized Inn 
with Winery). Noise impacts would be similar for the proposed project and Alternatives 2 and 3. 

Response to Comment 14-2 

The commentor raised a number of questions regarding previous County actions regarding the project 
site, the existing general plan and zoning designations on the project site, and how these actions and 
designations have been discussed in the Draft EIR. 

As described on page 3.0-9 of the Draft EIR, the Board of Supervisors approved a tentative map and 
rezoning on the project site on October 2, 1984.  The record of the 1984 approval, the resolution and 
ordinance are available for review at the PRMD office. 

On March 23, 1989 the Board of Supervisors approved a General Plan update which included 
Recreation and Visitor Serving Commercial (RVSC) designation on a portion of the 476 acres, 
Diverse Agriculture 17 Acre Density on the majority of the site, Resources and Rural Development 
100 Acre Density on the portion of the site above the Los Guilicos Rancho Line and Policy LU14r. 
The record of the 1989 approval and the resolution are available for review at the PRMD office.  It 
was the text of LU-14r that included the typographical error stating that the previously approved 
project included a 35-room inn.  

The K (Recreation and Visitor Serving Commercial) zoning is also in error resulting from the 1993 
countywide rezoning following the adoption of the 1989 General Plan. The boundary followed 
exactly the (erroneous) five acres of RVSC. 

Recreation and Visitor Serving Commercial Land Use and Zoning 

Based on these Board decisions, PRMD staff determined that the size of the RVSC land use and K 
zoning boundary shown on the existing General Plan Land Use and zoning maps is incorrect.  That 
boundary should be the same as the boundary indicated on Zoning Ordinance 3343, corrected by 
Ordinance 3368, rezoning 25 acres to the A2 district.  All A2 was rezoned to K in the countywide 
rezoning following adoption of the 1989 General Plan. This technical correction has not been 
processed and will not be processed without approval of the Board of Supervisors in accordance with 
standard procedures for approval of General Plan technical corrections. The technical corrections 
would be processed at the same time as the requests for General Plan Land Use change and zone 
change and would involve ministerial action by the Board of Supervisors.  (See Appendix F for 
various General Plan and Zoning exhibits). 

Number of Inn Rooms  

The finding in the resolution approving the tentative map that a request for a “36 room inn and 
associated dining hall” is consistent with the North Sonoma Valley Specific Plan have been interpreted 
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by PRMD staff to mean that the “hotel” referred to in Policy LU14-r should be 36 rooms rather than 
35. 

Resources and Rural Development Zoning 

The zone change from RRD B6 60 acre to RRD B7 would also be a technical correction, to agree with 
the “Frozen Lot Size” combining district approved by Ordinance 2243 at the time of approval of the 
previous subdivision in 1984, and carried forward on the majority of the site.  There would also be a 
technical correction that would establish the original size and location of the K zoned parcel, which 
would increase it from five acres to 25 acres.  

General Plan Land Use/Zone Change Requests 

Page 3.0-14 of the Draft EIR contains misinformation about the technical corrections.  The relocation 
of the RVSC parcel from a 25 acre portion of APN 051-020-019 to a portion of the inn parcel would 
involve a request by the applicant to amend the General Plan Land Use designation (Map 5, not Map 
9 as indicated) on the corrected 25 acres from RVSC to Diverse Agriculture 17 acre density, and a 
request to amend the General Plan Land Use designation on a 20 acre portion of the inn parcel from 
DA 17 acre density to RVSC.  The technical correction would only re-establish the 25 acres of RVSC 
at the original location. 

The same is true for the technical correction to zoning.  The relocation of the K zoned parcel from a 25 
acre portion of APN 051-020-019 to a portion of the inn parcel would involve a request by the 
applicant for a zone change on the corrected 25 acres from K to DA (Diverse Agriculture) 17 acre 
density, and a request for a zone change on a 20 acre portion of the proposed inn parcel from DA 17 
acre density to K.  The technical correction would only re-establish the 25 acres of K zoning at the 
original location. 

Previously, a zone change/lot line adjustment request, submitted on July 28, 1989 which would have 
moved a portion of the Recreation and Visitor Serving Commercial parcel closer to the easterly 
boundary of the 477 acre Graywood Ranch, was determined consistent with the General Plan. The 
basis of the determination was 1) the location of the RVSC was not associated with parcel boundaries, 
and 2) the proposal would have created a separate parcel designated RVSC.  At that time it was 
determined that the area zoned K (Recreation) was on a portion of five parcels, because the 
subdivision creating the lot had never recorded.  The tentative map expired on October 3, 1989, after 
the General Plan with LU 14-r was adopted.  

This interpretation of General Plan consistency will be included in the staff recommendation on the 
project. The Board of Supervisors has the ultimate authority to interpret the meaning of the General 
Plan as it applies to projects. 

Based on the above, the discussion of the technical corrections on page 3.0-14 is revised to read as 
follows: 

TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS 

One technical correction is proposed to the Sonoma County General Plan and two technical 
corrections are proposed for the zoning designations.  These are as follows: 

x Technical Correction to General Plan Land Use Map 9 to increase the area designated 
Recreation & Visitor Serving Commercial from approximately five acres on APN 051-020-019 to 
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20 acres located on a portion of the proposed inn parcel (Lot B) to correct a clerical error by staff 
in countywide General Plan Update.  Change General Plan Land Use Map 5 to increase the area 
designated Recreation & Visitor Serving Commercial from approximately five acres on APN 
051-020-019 to 25 acres located on APN 051-020-019 and portions of APNs 051-020-006,010, 
032, 043 and 045. 

x Technical correction to the zoning map on 164.32 acres north of the Rancho Los Guilicos 
grant line in accordance with Ordinance 2243 to agree with General Plan density from RRD 
(Resources and Rural Development)-B6 60 acre density to RRD-B7B6 100 acre density. 

x Technical Correction to the zoning map to increase the area zoned K (Recreation & Visitor 
Serving Commercial) from approximately five acres on APN 051-0211-019 to 20 acres located 
on a portion of the proposed inn parcel (Lot B) to correct a clerical error by staff in countywide 
rezoning following 1989 General Plan Update.  Change zoning map to increase the area zoned K 
(Recreation and Visitor Serving Commercial) from approximately five acres on APN 051-020
019 to 25 acres located on APN 051-020-019 and portions of APNs 051-020-006,010, 032, 043 
and 045. 

Response to Comment 14-3 

The correct square footage for the inn/spa/restaurant is approximately 70,000 square feet as shown in 
Exhibit 3.0-11.  This is the figure that was used in the Draft EIR analysis.  The first bullet under Use 
Permit on page 3.0-14 is revised to read as follows: 

x A 50-room inn with accessory retail shops, administrative offices, meeting rooms, and 
swimming pool, including a main lodge building and 19 cottages, occupying approximately 
85,00070,000 square feet. The inn has a projected occupancy of 100 persons, 119 employees 
(average 55 on-site), and 102 parking spaces; 

Response to Comment 14-4 

The correct square footage for the winery is approximately 23,750 square feet as shown in Exhibit 3.0
11. This is the figure that was used in the Draft EIR analysis.  The fourth bullet under Use Permit on 
page 3.0-14 is revised to read as follows: 

x A winery, open to the public, with annual production capacity of 10,000 cases, with tasting 
room, wine retail sales, events area, and a separate “country store” selling Sonoma County 
produce, food, and assorted gift items.  The winery and accessory buildings would occupy 
approximately 40,00023,750 square feet. The project proposes 30 special events per year with 
maximum 200-person attendance, to include weddings, meetings, winemaker dinners, and 
charitable auctions.  Parking for the winery/events area consists of 147 spaces, and includes 
parking for visitors, inn and winery area employees, and public trail parking. 

Response to Comment 14-5 

The applicant has responded to this question by explaining that the 147 parking spaces shown on the 
site plan are intended to comfortably accommodate parking demand, however, this many spaces would 
likely not be needed.  The applicant states his intent to meet the minimum number of spaces required 
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by the County, however many that may be. 70  The County has not established its own requirement for 
parking supply, however, in response to this question County staff have prepared an exhibit showing 
total parking spaces required on a use by use basis based on County parking requirements (see Exhibit 
9-33). Exhibit 9-33 shows a parking requirement for the winery of 128 to 170 spaces.  Because this is 
a mixed-use application, parking requirements would likely be less recognizing the opportunities for 
shared use parking on the site. 

EXHIBIT 9-33 
PARKING REQUIREMENTS 

Facility Square Feet/Units Spaces/Sq. Ft. or Unit Spaces Required 

Winery Complex 

Gallery 750 sq. ft. 1 space/300 sq. ft. 2.5 spaces 

General Store 3,500 sq. ft. 1 space/200 sq. ft. 17.5 spaces 

Events Pavilion 4,350 sq. ft. 
200 people 

1 space/75 sq. ft. or 
1 space/2 attendees 

58 spaces or 
100 spaces a 

Barrel Storage 4,300 sq. ft. 1 space/2,000 sq. ft. 
(warehouse) 

2.15 spaces 

Entry Pavilion 400 None 

Winery Offices 1,800 sq. ft. 1 space/250 sq. ft. 7.2 spaces 

Fermentation 3,400 sq. ft. 1 space/500 sq. ft. 
(manufacturing) 

6.8 spaces 

Storage/Mechanical 800 sq. ft. None 

Staff & Maintenance 4,450 sq. ft. 1 space/200 sq. ft. 22.25 spaces 

Trail 12 spaces 
Total Winery Area Parking 128.4 spaces to 

170.4 spaces 

a 	 This is the method PRMD staff has used most often for calculating trips generated by special events.  The other 
calculation is based on the number of spaces required for “Auditoriums/Community Centers” as shown in Section 26-86
010 of the Sonoma County Code, Parking Regulations. 

Source: Sonoma County PRMD 

Response to Comment 14-6 

Exhibit 3.0-15 shows the layout of the winery, which includes the events pavilion.  Adequate space 
would be provided for the setup, operation, and takedown for special events.  A total of 147 parking 
spaces are proposed for the winery.  As shown on Exhibit 3.0-15 the parking spaces would be grouped 
in five areas.  As shown on Exhibit 3.0-15 parking would be designated for the gallery and general 
store, for the winery and events, and for staff.  No offsite parking is proposed by the applicant. 

70 Crane Transportation Group conversation with Ed Nagel, Applicant representative, September 17, 2003. 
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Response to Comment 14-7 

Please see Master Response E for a discussion of the accuracy of the list of cumulative projects 
considered in the Draft EIR. 

Response to Comment 14-8 

Please see Response to Comment 14-2. It should be noted that memos from Mr. Michael Morrison, 
Common Ground Land Planning Services were not relied upon to interpret previous Board of 
Supervisors’ actions. 

Response to Comment 14-9 

Chapter 4.0 does not attempt to given different “weight” to different General Plan goals and policies. 
Each goal and policy is given equal “weight”. 

Objective LU-5.2 relates to open space separation between cities/counties and states “Encourage 
formation of programs to preserve the visual and scenic character of community separators”.  This 
objective seems to be directed toward decision makers to form new programs to preserve the open 
space separation but is not an objective directly attributable to an individual project. 

Policy LU5d states that amendments to increase residential densities in community separators should 
be avoided.  The project does not propose a General Plan amendment to increase the residential 
densities in that portion of the project site designated Community Separator. 

Goal LU-9 states “the uses and intensities of any land development shall be consistent with 
preservation of important biotic resource areas and scenic features”.  As discussed in the EIR, the 
proposed project would have significant impacts on vegetation and wildlife resources.  Mitigation 
measures recommended in Section 5.6 Biological Resources would serve to mitigate anticipated 
impacts on sensitive resources. 

Response to Comment 14-10 

The relevant goals, objectives, and policies of section 2.2 of the Open Space Element are discussed in 
Chapter 4.0. This is a comment on policy which will be considered by County decision makers. 

Response to Comment 14-11 

The analyses in Chapter 4.0 regarding consistency with public plans and zoning are based in large part 
on the analyses in Chapter 5.0 of the EIR.  The assumptions used to prepare the photosimulations are 
discussed on pages 5.8-5 through 5.8-7. For example, the building assumptions for the residential lots 
include: approximately 8,500 square foot floor area, occupying most of the identified building 
envelope of each residential lot. Building envelopes are shown on both the development plan (see 
Exhibit 3.0-7) and the tentative map (see Exhibit 3.0-8). 

Response to Comment 14-12 

The applicant does not propose to use the provisions of OS-1c or Os-2c to gain approval of the 
development plan.  Therefore, consistency of the proposed project with these policies is not relevant. 
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Response to Comment 14-13 

Alternatives 3 and 5 were developed in order to reduce some of the significant unavoidable visual 
impacts identified for the proposed project.  See Sections 6.3 and 6.4.1 for a discussion of these 
alternatives. 

Response to Comment 14-14 

The consistency analysis acknowledges that no vineyards are proposed for the project site and that the 
winery would require the importation of grapes, an agricultural product that is grown in Sonoma 
County.  There is no prohibition on the importation of grapes for use in Sonoma County wineries. 
Furthermore, the General Plan permits, with certain restrictions, visitor serving uses in some 
agricultural areas. The issues raised in this comment are related to policy, and will be considered by 
County decision makers. 

Response to Comment 14-15 

It is not know what percentage of products and merchandise sold in the General Store will actually be 
produced in Sonoma County.  However, Objective AR-6.2 does not establish such a percentage, it 
only provides for the establishment of facilities that provide for the “sale and promotion of products 
grown or processed in the County”. 

Response to Comment 14-16 

The analysis already acknowledges that there is a concentration of visitor serving uses in this segment 
of State Route 12. However, based on this comment the analysis of Policy AR-6g is revised as 
follows: 

Analysis -- There currently is a concentration of visitor serving uses in this segment of State 
Route 12. Existing visitor serving uses in the area include the Chateau St. Jean, Landmark, St. 
Francis, Ledson, Blackstone, Kenwood, and Kunde wineries.  Other visitor serving uses include 
three tasting rooms in Kenwood, the wedding facility, the Deerfield Winery, State and County 
Parks and County facilities at Los Guilicos.  In addition the Mobius Painter Winery is approved 
and currently under construction.   The 1984 project (and the project described in General Plan 
policy LU-14r) included a 36 room inn and a restaurant for guests only.  The Sonoma Country 
Inn project proposes a 50 room inn (an increase of 14 rooms), a restaurant open to the public by 
reservation, and other activities (spa, special events, etc) not envisioned by the 1984 project. The 
project would result in a concentration of commercial uses on the project site beyond what is 
envisioned by General Plan policy LU-14r. 

Response to Comment 14-17 

The potential conflict of using the south area simultaneously for waste disposal purposes and 
agricultural production to take advantage of the agricultural capability of the these soils is discussed in 
Impact 5.1-2. 

Response to Comment 14-18 

Comment noted. It is the opinion of the EIR preparers that the Mitigation Measure 5.1-4 would 
provide adequate notice to guests at the Sonoma Country Inn. 
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Response to Comment 14-19 

The point of this comment is not clear, therefore, no response can be provided. 

Response to Comment 14-20 

Please see Response to Comment 9-2 and Master Response F. 

Response to Comment 14-21 

Please see Response to Comment 9-2 and Master Response F.  The Draft EIR analysis of cumulative 
events is realistic.  It is not likely that all venues would have maximum size events on the same day 
and have their maximum traffic impact during the same hour. 

Response to Comment 14-22 

Comment noted.  The number of passengers per car was based upon surveys conducted at special 
events held at the Chateau St. Jean winery where not only adults, but families with children were 
observed to be in attendance. 

Response to Comment 14-23 

The applicant has eliminated the westbound deceleration lane at the project access driveway.  Please 
see Response to Comment 5-10 and Master Response G. 

Response to Comment 14-24 

As the commentor has noted, the EIR traffic analysis did not address all streets intersecting State 
Route 12. Higher volume streets (Warm Springs Road, Adobe Canyon Road, Lawndale Road, Pythian 
Road, and Oakmont Drive) were the focus of the analysis.  All intersections along State Route 12 
streets would experience increased State Route 12 through volumes as a result of future growth both 
with and without the Sonoma Country Inn project.  Please see Response to Comment 1-2 commenting 
on the potential benefits of signalization of Warm Springs Road and Randolph Avenue to streets in 
Kenwood intersecting State Route 12, such as Frey, Green and Hoff streets. 

Response to Comment 14-25 

Signalization may increase the perception of “urban” as opposed to rural environment, however, the 
negatives must be weighed against the positives (please see the brief discussion of signals in Kenwood 
in Response to Comment 1-2, commenting on the potential benefits of signalization of Warm Springs 
Road and, perhaps, Randolph Avenue, to Kenwood streets intersecting State Route 12 (such as Frey, 
Green and Hoff streets).  The Draft EIR identifies signals as measures that would mitigate the 
intersection impacts.  It also notes that the signals may not be installed and therefore finds the impact 
to be significant and unavoidable. 

Response to Comment 14-26 

Please see the discussion of count data and seasonal and yearly factoring in Response to Comment 9
2. Every effort was made to use valid available data plus new data (where none was available) to 
present a system of traffic volumes that represent peak periods of activity along State Route 12.   
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Response to Comment 14-27 

Please see Master Response F. 

Response to Comment 14-28 

At this time it is not known where the employees would live.  Consideration must be given to overall 
geographic population distribution when considering the likely origin of workers.  The greatest nearby 
population base is Santa Rosa (west).  This would argue for the distribution as shown in the Draft EIR. 

Response to Comment 14-29 

Please see Master Response F. 

Response to Comment 14-30 

The traffic engineering profession is known for constant development of improved analytical tools and 
relies heavily on studies presented in the ITE Journal for new and improved analysis techniques.  The 
methodology used in the Draft EIR (Young Consultant’s Award Paper: Estimation of Maximum Queue 
Lengths at Unsignalized Intersections, ITE Journal, November, 2001) is the best, most current 
analytical tool known to the EIR traffic engineer for assessing vehicle queues at unsignalized 
intersections. 

Response to Comment 14-31 

The commentor is incorrect.  This was not an estimate made by the applicant.  The averages were 
provided by County staff, based upon permitted event activities supplemented by interviews with 
facilities having permits for special events. 

Response to Comment 14-32 

The commentor is correct in observing that bicycle traffic was not determined to be a subject of focus 
for this EIR.  There are existing wide shoulders for use by bicyclists along SR 12 between Kenwood 
and Oakmont.  The proposed project would not be considered to introduce new hazards for bicyclists. 
Review of CHP accident records (approximately ten years, from 1/21/93 through 9/2/02 included in 
Appendix C) list only one bicycle-related accident, which occurred in 2003 about 528 feet west of 
Oakmont Drive. 

Response to Comment 14-33 

Please see Response to Comment 9-2 regarding crush staffing and traffic and consequent decreases in 
event activities during the heaviest times of crush season.  

Response to Comment 14-34 

Please observe turning movements to and from State Route 12 and Warm Springs Road (leading to the 
Bennett Valley-Arnold Drive roadway system.  Volumes are low, indicating a rather low-level use of 
this corridor as an alternative route.  The commentor’s observation is correct that State Route 12 is the 
only route to and from this part of Sonoma Valley. 
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Response to Comment 14-35 

The Draft EIR focused on higher volume side streets, and did not analyze minor streets and driveways. 
Choices must always be made regarding the focus of a traffic analysis.  Please see Response to 
Comment 1-2 regarding potential opportunities for improved turning movements for side streets and 
driveways along State Route 12.  Level of service for left turn movements out of driveways onto State 
Route 12 are likely to be similar to that described for Randolph and Lawndale.  However, under the 
significance criteria used in the Draft EIR, impacts on side roads are not significant if the volume 
exiting the side road is less than 30 vehicles / hour. 

Response to Comment 14-36 

The mean annual precipitation (MAP) used for the project site in the Draft EIR (29.9 inches per year) 
was lower than that reported in S.E. Rantz, Mean Annual Precipitation and Precipitation Depth-
Duration-Frequency Data for the San Francisco Bay Region, California, 1971 and the Sonoma 
County Water Agency (SCWA), Flood Control Design Criteria (rev. 1983). Rantz (1971) indicates a 
MAP of 34-36 inches per year, while the SCWA reports a MAP of 35-45 inches per year.  C.R. Elford, 
Climate of Sonoma County, U.S. Department of Commerce, Weather Bureau, 1964, reports MAP in 
climatically similar areas (i.e., St. Helena and Oakville) in the range of 33.09 inches per year (“St. 
Helena 7NE”) to 42.57 inches per year (“Oakville 4SW”), with the higher MAP occurring at higher 
elevations. The elevations of these stations range from 160 to 1,792 feet above mean sea level (ft 
msl); the only station within the range of elevations at the project site (425 to 1,250 ft msl) is the “St. 
Helena 7NE” station, which is at an elevation of 1,050 ft msl.  The most current climate data in the 
region is available from the Western Regional Climatic Center (WRCC), a National Ocean and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) affiliate.  The WRCC monitors precipitation data at a St. 
Helena station; the MAP at this station is 34.95 inches per year. This station is at an elevation of 250 ft 
msl. Exhibit 9-34 summarizes the MAP data and station characteristics. 

EXHIBIT 9-34 
MEAN ANNUAL PRECIPITATION IN THE PROJECT VICINITY 

Station Name MAP (in/yr) Elevation 
(ft msl) 

Period of 
Record (years) 

Source 

St. Helena 33.11 255 30 Elford, 1964 

St. Helena 4WSW 41.04 1,792 22 Elford, 1964 

St. Helena 7NE 33.09 
36.50 

1,050 
20 
24 

Elford, 1964 
Rantz, 1971 

St. Helena (047643) 34.95 240 71 WRCC, 2003 

Oakville 1WNW 36.56 160 24 Elford, 1964 

Oakville 4SW 42.57 1,465 17 Elford, 1964 

Based on this comment, the mean monthly and mean annual precipitation reported in Exhibit 5.3-2 of 
the Draft EIR is revised to reflect the values recorded at the St. Helena (047643) and Oakville 4SW, as 
these sites generally bracket the elevations at the project site; no single station best reflects the climatic 
conditions of the project site. The text in the climate section on page 5.3-3 of the Draft EIR is revised 
to read as follows: 
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The climate within the project vicinity is Mediterranean, typified by dry, warm summers and 
cool, wet winters. The mean annual precipitation in the project vicinity ranges from 34 to 36 
inches per year in S.E. Rantz, Mean Annual Precipitation and Precipitation Depth-Duration-
Frequency Data for the San Francisco Bay Region, California, 1971, and from 35 to 45 inches 
per year in the Sonoma County Water Agency (SCWA), Flood Control Design Criteria (rev. 
1983). The mean annual precipitation varies with elevation, with higher elevations at the project 
site receiving more rain.  The nearest and most climatically similar climate weather stations to the 
project site isare located in St. Helena and Oakville.Sonoma, approximately 11 miles southeast of 
Kenwood. For the period of record (February 1952 to December 2000), the total annual average 
rainfall in the project vicinity is 29.9 inches, with most of the rainfall occurring during the months 
of November through March. 1 Exhibit 5.3-2 summarizes the mean monthly rainfall for the period 
of record at two of these stations located at elevations most similar to the range of elevations at 
the project site.  The highest recorded annual rainfall was 63.5 inches (1983), while the lowest 
annual rainfall was 11.3 inches (1976).  The maximum daily rainfall for the period of record 
occurred on January 4, 1982, when 6.75 inches fell.  No snowfall has been recorded in the project 
vicinity for the period of record.  The mean annual actual evapotranspiration is approximately 
1514 inches per year, as reported at the St. Helena station. 12 

EXHIBIT 5.3-2 (REVISED) 

MEAN ANNUAL RAINFALL (1952-2000)


 St. Helena a Oakville b 

Month Rainfall (in) 

January 7.606.72 7.00 

February 6.425.39 6.71 

March 4.694.04 5.39 

April 2.061.85 3.77 

May 0.740.70 1.21 

June 0.250.27 0.36 

July 0.040.04 0.03 

August 0.090.11 0.09 

September 0.300.33 0.53 

October 1.831.59 2.20 

November 4.173.99 4.82 

December 6.764.82 10.46 

Total 34.9529.85 42.57 

a Source: St. HelenaSonoma, California, Period of Monthly Climate Summary, Western Regional 
Climate Center, 20032000. 

b Source: C.R. Elford, Climate of Sonoma County, U.S. Department of Commerce, Weather Bureau, 
1964; Table 6, “Oakville 4 SW”. 
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Average annual temperatures in the project vicinity range from a high of 74.0ºF, to a low of 
43.8ºF. The highest and lowest temperatures ever recorded were 116ºF (July 13, 1972), and 13ºF 
(December 22, 1990), respectively. 

Response to Comment 14-37 

Please see Response to Comment 14-36 for information regarding rainfall data. 

Response to Comment 14-38 

Please see Response to Comment 14-36.  The mean annual rainfall is reflected in the use of the K 
factor in the runoff and flooding analyses.  The K-factor is included in the revised and corrected runoff 
analysis (please see Response to Comment 14-41). 

Response to Comment 14-39 

A composite (weighted) runoff coefficient, C, value was calculated for each subwatershed.  The 
composite runoff coefficient is computed as the weighted average of the individual C values as 
follows:

 If area A = x + y, then 

(x u Cx ) � ( y u C y )C (weighted) 
A 

The individual C values and composite runoff coefficient methodology are from Goldman, S.J., K. 
Jackson, and T.A. Bursztunsky, Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook, 1986 (see Exhibit 9-35); 
this publication is used as a technical reference by the Association of Bay Area Governments 
(ABAG), of which Sonoma County is a member.  Since a range of runoff coefficients is provided for 
each cover type, the hydrologist is left to select an appropriate C value within the range. Questa 
Engineering Corporation (the EIR’s hydrologist) based its selection of C values on hydrologic soil 
group and type of vegetation (if any).  For example, for a woodland area with Hydrologic Soil Group 
D soils, the maximum C value within the range was used (0.25). For impervious surfaces, such as 
paved roadways and roofs, the maximum C value (0.95) was used. 

EXHIBIT 9-35 
INDIVIDUAL RUNOFF COEFFICIENTS 

Cover Type Runoff 
Coefficient, C a 

Unimproved Areas 
(e.g., manzanita/chaparral) 

0.10 – 0.30 

Woodlands 0.05 – 0.25 

Pasture, sandy soils 0.05 – 0.25 

Roofs 0.75 – 0.95 

Streets, asphaltic 0.70 – 0.95 

Bare packed soil, smooth (e.g., dirt roads) 0.30 – 0.60 

a Source: Goldman, S.J., K. Jackson, and T.A. Bursztunsky, Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook, 1986 
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The following exhibits summarize the land area and individual C values used to calculate the 
composite runoff coefficients for the subwatersheds.  The areas were measured from aerial 
photographs of the project vicinity and the proposed development plan using a digital planimeter or 
drafting software.  A review of the individual C values in the Draft EIR yielded some inconsistencies 
in the values chosen.  These values have been corrected, and are reflected in the exhibits to follow; the 
corrected values are highlighted in the exhibits.  Exhibit 9-36 compares the C values presented in the 
Draft EIR (Exhibits 5.3-4, 5.3-8, 5.3-9, 5.3-11) to the revised C values. Exhibits 9-37 through 9-42 
present the calculations of the composite C values; highlighted values are those that differ from the 
original estimate. 

EXHIBIT 9-36 
SUMMARY OF RUNOFF COEFFICIENTS 

Subwatershed Condition C Value 
DEIR FEIR 

Subwatershed 1 Pre-Development 0.22 0.22 

Post-Development 0.23 0.23 

Subwatershed 1a Pre-Development 0.23 0.25 

Post-Development 0.26 0.28 

Subwatershed 2a Pre-Development 0.19 0.22 

Post-Development 0.24 0.25 

EXHIBIT 9-37 
RUNOFF COEFFICIENT, SUBWATERSHED 1, PRE-DEVELOPMENT CONDITIONS 

Hydrologic 
Soil Group Cover Type 

Runoff 
Coefficient Area (acres) C x Area 

B Pasture, sandy soil 0.10 123.4 12.34 

B Bare packed soil, smooth 0.40 0.7 0.29 

C Unimproved Areas 0.25 10.8 2.71 

D Unimproved Areas 0.30 3.8 1.15 

D Woodlands 0.25 80.8 20.21 

D Unimproved Areas 0.25 281.4 70.34 

D Bare packed soil, smooth 0.60 2.0 1.23 

NA Impervious 0.95 0.0 0.00 

Total 503 108.26 

C = 108.26 / 503 = 0.22 
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EXHIBIT 9-38 
RUNOFF COEFFICIENT, SUBWATERSHED 1, POST-DEVELOPMENT CONDITIONS 

Hydrologic 
Soil Group Cover Type 

Runoff 
Coefficient Area (acres) C x Area 

B Pasture, sandy soil 0.10 123.4 12.34 

B Bare packed soil, smooth 0.40 0.0 0.00 

C Unimproved Areas 0.25 10.8 2.71 

D Unimproved Areas 0.30 3.5 1.05 

D Woodlands 0.25 74.8 18.71 

D Unimproved Areas 0.25 281.4 70.34 

D Bare packed soil, smooth 0.60 0.0 0.00 

NA Impervious 0.95 9.1 8.68 

Total 503 113.82 

C = 113.82 / 503 = 0.23 

EXHIBIT 9-39 
RUNOFF COEFFICIENT, SUBWATERSHED 1A (BRODIAEA), PRE-DEVELOPMENT CONDITIONS 

Hydrologic 
Soil Group Cover Type 

Runoff 
Coefficient Area (acres) C x Area 

B Pasture, sandy soil 0.10 0.0 0.00 

B Bare packed soil, smooth 0.40 0.0 0.00 

C Unimproved Areas 0.25 10.8 2.70 

D Unimproved Areas 0.30 3.3 0.99 

D Woodlands 0.25 20.0 5.00 

D Unimproved Areas 0.25 35.4 8.86 

D Bare packed soil, smooth 0.60 0.5 0.29 

NA Impervious 0.95 0.0 0.00 

Total 70 17.83 

C = 17.83 / 70 = 0.25 
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EXHIBIT 9-40 
RUNOFF COEFFICIENT, SUBWATERSHED 1A (BRODIAEA), POST-DEVELOPMENT 
CONDITIONS 

Hydrologic 
Soil Group Cover Type 

Runoff 
Coefficient Area (acres) C x Area 

B Pasture, sandy soil 0.10 0.0 0.00 

B Bare packed soil, smooth 0.40 0.0 0.00 

C Unimproved Areas 0.25 10.8 2.70 

D Unimproved Areas 0.30 3.0 0.89 

D Woodlands 0.25 17.8 4.44 

D Unimproved Areas 0.25 35.4 8.86 

D Bare packed soil, smooth 0.60 0.0 0.00 

NA Impervious 0.95 3.0 2.89 

Total 70 19.78 

C = 19.78 / 70 = 0.28 

EXHIBIT 9-41 
RUNOFF COEFFICIENT, SUBWATERSHED 2A, PRE-DEVELOPMENT CONDITIONS 

Hydrologic 
Soil Group Cover Type 

Runoff 
Coefficient Area (acres) C x Area 

B Pasture, sandy soil 0.10 7.1 0.71 

B Bare packed soil, smooth 0.40 0.0 0.00 

C Unimproved Areas 0.25 0.0 0.00 

D Unimproved Areas 0.30 0.0 0.00 

D Woodlands 0.25 32.9 8.23 

D Unimproved Areas 0.25 0.0 0.00 

D Bare packed soil, smooth 0.60 0.0 0.00 

NA Impervious 0.95 0.0 0.00 

Total 40 8.94 

C = 8.94 / 40 = 0.22 
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EXHIBIT 9-42 
RUNOFF COEFFICIENT, SUBWATERSHED 2A, POST-DEVELOPMENT CONDITIONS 

Hydrologic 
Soil Group Cover Type 

Runoff 
Coefficient Area (acres) C x Area 

B Pasture, sandy soil 0.10 7.1 0.71 

B Bare packed soil, smooth 0.40 0.0 0.00 

C Unimproved Areas 0.25 0.0 0.00 

D Unimproved Areas 0.30 0.0 0.00 

D Woodlands 0.25 31.1 7.79 

D Unimproved Areas 0.25 0.0 0.00 

D Bare packed soil, smooth 0.60 0.0 0.00 

NA Impervious 0.95 1.8 1.67 

Total 40 10.17 

C = 10.17 / 40 = 0.25 

Response to Comment 14-40 

As described in Response to Comment 14-39, a weighted calculation was used to estimate the runoff 
coefficients for the subwatersheds. The weighted calculation was based upon land use, hydrologic soil 
group (i.e., soil type and topography), and vegetative cover.  The weighted calculation provides a more 
detailed and precise estimate of the C value at a project site than the California Department of 
Transportation (Caltrans), Highway Design Manual, 1995 guidelines.  The weighted calculation is a 
better method of comparing pre- and post-development runoff coefficient values since the Caltrans 
method is not sensitive enough to reflect small changes in the watershed, such as the creation of new 
impervious surfaces associated with individual house sites or roads.  Further, without the supporting 
assumptions by which the commentor selected their own runoff coefficients, it is not possible to assign 
any validity to their estimate. 

Response to Comment 14-41 

The 10-year and 100-year peak discharge calculations are revised and corrected to include the runoff 
coefficients summarized in Response to Comment 14-39, and to include the K factor for the project 
site. The Sonoma County Water Agency (SCWA), Flood Control Design Criteria, rev. 1983 (SCWA, 
1983), estimates mean annual precipitation (MAP) at the project site to range between 35 to 45 inches 
per year.  This MAP corresponds to a K factor ranging from 1.15 to 1.50 (Plate No. B-4; SCWA, 
1983); a K factor of 1.50 will be applied to the 10-year and 100-year peak discharges.  The revised 
runoff coefficient values did result in changes to the magnitude and percent increase of runoff, as 
reflected in the exhibits below.  The use of the K factor does not result in any changes to the percent 
increase in runoff, but does change the magnitude of the pre- and post-development peak discharge. 
The revised analysis does not change the conclusions of Impact 5.3-3, 5.3-4, or 5.3-5 of the Draft EIR. 

In response to this comment, Exhibits 5.3-4, 5.3-8, 5.3-9, 5.8-10, and 5.3-11 of the Draft EIR are 
revised and corrected as follows: 
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EXHIBIT 5.3-4 (REVISED) 

PROPOSED PROJECT: PRE-DEVELOPMENT PEAK RUNOFF 


Subwatershed K 
Factor 

Runoff 
Coefficient 

Rainfall 
Intensity a 

Drainage 
Area 

10-year 
Peak 

Discharge 

Subwatershed 1 
(Graywood Creek) 1.50 0.22 1.05 in/hr 503 acres 

(0.78 sq. mi) 174 116 cfs 

Drainage 2a 
(Subwatershed 2) 1.50 0.220.19 1.21 in/hr 40 acres 

(0.06 sq. mi) 16.0 9.2 cfs 

a	 Flood Control Design Criteria Manual for Waterways, Channels, and Closed Conduits, Sonoma 
County Water Agency, 1983 revised. 

Source: Questa Engineering 

EXHIBIT 5.3-8 (REVISED) 
PROPOSED PROJECT: PRE- AND POST-DEVELOPMENT 10-YEAR RUNOFF IN 
SUBWATERSHED 1 AND DRAINAGE 2A 

Watershed Watershed 
Conditions 

K 
Factor Runoff 

Coefficient 
Rainfall 

Intensity a 
Drainage 

Area 
10-year Peak 

Runoff 

Percent 
Increase 

in 
Runoff 

Subwatershed 1 
Pre-
development 

1.50 
0.22 

503 acres 
174 116 cfs 

4.6 4.5(Graywood Creek) Post-
development 0.23 

1.05 in/hr 
182 124 cfs 

Drainage 2a 
(Subwatershed 2) 

Pre-
development 

1.50 
0.220.19

1.21 in/hr 40 acres 
16.0 9.2 cfs 

14 26 
Post-
development 0.250.24 18.2 11.8 cfs 

a	 Flood Control Design Criteria Manual for Waterways, Channels, and Closed Conduits, Sonoma 
County Water Agency, 1983 revised. 

Source: Questa Engineering 
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EXHIBIT 5.3-9 (REVISED) 
PROPOSED PROJECT: PRE- AND POST-DEVELOPMENT 100-YEAR RUNOFF IN 
SUBWATERSHED 1 AND DRAINAGE 2A 

Watershed Watershed 
Conditions 

K 
Factor 

Runoff 
Coefficient 

Rainfall 
Intensity a 

Drainage 
Area 

100-year Peak 
Runoff 

Change in 
100-year 

Peak Runoff 

Subwatershed 1 
(Graywood Creek) 

Pre-
development 

1.50 
0.22 

1.48 in/hr 503 acres 
246 164 cfs 

11 7 cfs 
Post-
development 0.23 257 171 cfs 

Drainage 2a 
(Subwatershed 2) 

Pre-
Development 1.50 

0.220.19
1.70 in/hr 40 acres 

22.4 13.0 cfs 
3.1 3.3 cfs 

Post-
development 0.250.24 25.5 16.3 cfs 

Total 14.1 10.3 cfs 

a	 Flood Control Design Criteria Manual for Waterways, Channels, and Closed Conduits, Sonoma 
County Water Agency, 1983 revised. 

Source: Questa Engineering 

EXHIBIT 5.3-10 (REVISED) 
PROPOSED PROJECT: PRE- AND POST-DEVELOPMENT 100-YEAR DISCHARGE AT 
FLOODING LOCATIONS DOWNSTREAM OF THE PROJECT SITE 

Location 
100-year Di

Pre-development 1 

scharge 

Post-development 

Percent Increase in 100-
year Discharge 

Confluence of 
Mt. Hood Creek 
and Graywood 
Creek 

2,330 cfs 2,341 2,337 cfs 0.5 0.3 

Sonoma Creek, 
Downstream of 
Drainage 2a 

3,220 cfs 3,223 cfs 0.1

Confluence of 
Mt. Hood Creek 

 and Sonoma 
Creek 

5,300 cfs 5,314 5,310 cfs 0.3 0.2 

Source: Questa Engineering 

1 Flood Insurance Study – Sonoma County, California – Unincorporated Areas, op. cit. 
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EXHIBIT 5.3-11 (REVISED) 

PROPOSED PROJECT: PRE- AND POST-DEVELOPMENT RUNOFF – DRAINAGE 1A 


Watershed 
Watershed  
Conditions 

K 
Factor 

Runoff 
Coefficient 

Rainfall 
Intensity a 

Drainage 
Area 

10-year Peak 
Runoff 

Percent 
Increase in 

Runoff 

Drainage 1a 

Pre-
development 

1.50 0.25 0.23
1.31 70 acres 

34.4 21.1 cfs 
1213(Subwatershed 1) Post-

development 
1.50 0.28 0.26 38.5 23.8 cfs 

a	 Flood Control Design Criteria Manual for Waterways, Channels, and Closed Conduits, Sonoma County Water 
Agency, 1983 revised. 

Source: Questa Engineering 

Also, in response to this comment, Impact 5.3-3 (page 5.3-21) of the Draft EIR is revised to read as 
follows: 

As shown in Exhibit 5.3-8 the proposed project would result in an approximately 4.54.6 percent 
increase in the ten-year peak runoff draining from the project site to Graywood Creek 
(Subwatershed 1). Development as proposed within the upper section of Drainage 2a would 
increase runoff to that drainage by an estimated 2614 percent. The change in peak discharge in 
the subwatersheds could result in increased erosion and sedimentation in on- and off-site 
channels. The soils on the project site range from moderately to very highly erodible; increased 
stormwater runoff would contribute to the erosion of these soils.  Sediment would eventually be 
transported into natural drainage ways on the site and downstream of the project site into Sonoma 
Creek. This would be a significant impact. 

Impact 5.3-5 (page 5.3-25) of the Draft EIR is revised to read as follows: 

Exhibit 5.3-11 shows that the proposed project would result in an approximately 13-12-percent 
increase in the ten-year peak runoff draining from the project site to the Brodiaea colony.  The 
increase in runoff could lead to increased erosion, and incision and/or widening of the channel 
through the watershed.  Also, the addition of impervious surfaces to the watershed would increase 
the volume of runoff to the wetland.  This may alter the soil moisture balance of the wetland, 
potentially impacting the plants.  Please see Section 5.6 Biological Resources, (Impact 5.6-1 
Special-Status Species) for more details on impacts to this resource.  This would be a potentially 
significant impact. 

Response to Comment 14-42 

As concluded on page 5.6-11 of the Draft EIR, essential habitat for fish species such as the federally-
threatened steelhead is absent from the site due to the seasonal nature of Graywood Creek.  However, 
the commentor is correct that proposed grading and other activities could affect downgradient aquatic 
habitat, as acknowledged on page 5.6-22 of the Draft EIR under Impact 5.6-3. Mitigation Measure 
5.6-3(b) also calls for preparation of a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan which should be 
implemented using Best Management Practices to control both construction-related erosion and 
sedimentation and project-related non-point discharge into waters on the site. 
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In response to this comment, Mitigation Measure 5.3-1(3) (page 5.3-16) of the Draft EIR is revised to 
read as follows: 

Designing the access roads to use the minimum amount of grading necessary.  Road grading and 
construction within 100-feet of all streams and major drainages shall be completed by conducted 
between May 15 and October 15 during the year(s) of construction, and erosion control measures 
shall be installed by that dateOctober 15. 

Response to Comment 14-43 

Impact 5.3-2, page 5.3-17 and Impact 5.3-3, page 5.3-13 of the Draft EIR discuss potential impacts to 
receiving water quality from roadway construction and post-construction runoff.  The applicant 
provided roadway cross-sections and described roadway drainage for the proposed project in the 
Adobe Associates document, “Addendum 2 to the Project Description – Design of Project 
Improvement”, 2002.  This document describes how roadway drainage will be managed.  From the 
description provided in the document, it is clear that the in-board ditches would not be used for 
roadway drainage at the project site.  In response to comments on the Draft EIR, the applicant has also 
prepared a preliminary conceptual drainage plan, available for review at the Sonoma County PRMD 
office. Based on this comment, Impact 5.3-3 of the Draft EIR is revised to include the information on 
roadway drainage provided by the applicant in Adobe Associates, “Addendum 2 to the Project 
Description – Design of Project Improvement”, 2002, and their preliminary drainage plan as follows: 

Development of the project site as proposed would include the construction of buildings and other 
structures (for instance, a water storage tank), roadways, parking areas, and a trail.  Stormwater 
runoff from the developed areas would be conveyed to the natural drainage ways.  All proposed 
buildings and parking areas would be located outside of natural drainage ways.  As envisioned, 
the trail would begin at the winery and end at the edge of residential lot 7.  From the winery to 
residential lot 7 the trail is proposed as a six- to eight-foot wide path constructed parallel to the 
main access road. From residential lot 7 the trail would be located along the property line of 
residential lot 7 to residential lot 11. 71  In general, the trail and roadway (Road A) would not 
alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area.  Adobe Associates, “Addendum 2 to the 
Project Description – Design of Project Improvement”, 2002, provides roadway cross-sections 
and describes roadway drainage for the proposed project.  Based on the descriptions provided, 
Road A drainage between State Route 12 and the stream crossing with Graywood Creek (see 
Exhibit 5.3-7) the roadway would be crowned so that roadway drainage would be via overland 
flow to both sides of the roadway, meaning roadway runoff would not be concentrated along this 
section of roadway.  Where Road A follows the alignment of Graywood Creek, drainage would 
flow via overland flow to the outside shoulder. Drainage from Road B would be captured in an 
out-board rock-lined channel that would discharge into the existing drainages on the site. A 
culvert would be used to discharge roadway runoff at the drainage way; the roadway fill 
embankment and drainage way would be stabilized to control erosion and to aid the establishment 
of vegetation. Based on the cross-sections provided, the applicant does not propose to use in
board roadway drainage ditches along any section of roadway.  Drainage of driveways and other 
minor roadways would be constructed as shown in the cross-sections on the project Tentative 
Map, Exhibit 3.0-8.  All roads would be required to conform to appropriate Sonoma County 
standards for roadway design. Parking areas are proposed to be designed with grades that would 

71	 The trail route beyond residential lot 11 is not yet determined.  It would be the County’s responsibility to determine the 
route for the trail from Lot 11 to the northern property line. 
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limit the concentration of runoff.  Discharge from the lots would be diffused where possible, with 
concentrated flows discharging to gently sloping grassy swales to allow for absorption and 
infiltration of runoff.  Road A would create a new crossing over Graywood Creek, and would 
then follow the existing roadway alignment to the plateau area where the inn/spa/restaurant and 
most of the residential development would be located.  However, along the western boundary of 
residential lot 5, Road A and the trail would be within ten feet of the top-of-bank of Graywood 
Creek. Any new construction of a roadway so near to the creek could result in increased erosion 
and sedimentation beyond existing conditions.  This would be a significant impact.  

Response to Comment 14-44 

Please see Responses to Comments 14-39 and 14-41. Response to Comment 14-39 describes the 
methodology and assumptions used to calculate the runoff coefficients, including the amount of new 
impervious surface in each subwatershed.  Response to Comment 14-41 provides the revised and 
corrected 10-year and 100-year peak runoff analysis, including the use of the K factor.  Please see 
Response to Comment 14-45 for further discussion of detention issues. 

Response to Comment 14-45 

The applicant has prepared a conceptual drainage plan that includes preliminary locations of 
detentions basin, grass swales, and underground storm drains, and rock energy dissipaters; a copy of 
the conceptual drainage plan and supporting calculations are available at the Sonoma Country Permit 
and Resource Management Department office. The conceptual drainage plan does not show any 
detention basin located within natural drainage ways on the site.  The conceptual drainage plan is not a 
design-level plan, but was developed to show the feasibility of Mitigation Measure 5.3-3(b)(1).  The 
conceptual plan shows sufficient area for detention storage for runoff from the inn/spa/restaurant and 
the residential lots for a 100-year storm event.  However, the plan does not include information on 
how drainage from the inn cottages and associated parking areas would be managed.  The applicant 
would have to provide on- or off-site storm water management (i.e., with an easement on the 
neighboring downstream property) to manage runoff from the inn cottages and associated parking. 
The applicant also provided a conceptual drainage plan for the winery / events center and associated 
parking areas. The plan included storm drains and rock energy dissipaters to handle runoff, but did 
not illustrate how increased runoff would be mitigated.  The winery / events center conceptual 
drainage plan does not presently demonstrate how storm water runoff changes in post-development 
runoff in that area would be mitigated.  For instance, the plan does not show any infiltration drainage 
swales, trenches, or basins needed to retain the excess peak runoff volumes. However, based on the 
well-drained alluvial soils in the area, there appears to be sufficient detention and infiltration capacity 
(i.e., by installing infiltration swales, storm water chambers, or basins).  For example, the minimum 
runoff that would be required to be retained estimated to be approximately 15,000 ft3 for a ten-year, 
six-hour storm.  One feasible method of retaining this volume of runoff is through the use of 
StormTech infiltrator chambers installed beneath the paved areas.  These chambers have storage 
capacity ranging from about four to nine ft3 /lineal foot. Storage of 15,000 ft3 of runoff would require 
from about 1,700 to 3,750 lineal feet of chamber, if this is the only retention method used. According 
to the preliminary site plan, there is sufficient area to accommodate this amount of infiltrator chamber 
beneath the paved parking lot surface.  The final drainage plan that is to be submitted to the Sonoma 
Country Permit and Resources Management Department must clearly show that Mitigation Measure 
5.3-3(b)(1) would be met. 

Based on this comment Mitigation Measure 5.3-3(b)(1) will be revised as follows: 
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(1) The applicant shall prepare, for the review and approval by the Sonoma County Permit and 
Resource Management Department, a drainage plan (including appropriate hydrologic and 
hydraulic information) which minimizes changes in post-development runoff, site peak flows, 
and stream velocities as compared with pre-development conditions.  The design calculations 
shall demonstrate that the post-development ten-year runoff would not exceed pre-
development runoff levels.  Examples of applicable BMPs include the following: 

à Stormwater detention facilities to capture and regulate off-site runoff. Stormwater 
detention facilities shall not be constructed in any natural drainage way (i.e., on-stream); 

à Maintenance of the detention facilities shall include: 

o	 Regular inspection (annually and after each major storm) for accumulated debris, 
sediment buildup, clogging of inlets and outlets, and possible erosion problems; 

o	 Removing accumulated sediments from the basin on an annual basis (if a dry 
detention pond is used), and every two to five years (when ten to 15 percent of the 
storage volume has been lost) if a wet detention pond is used; and 

o	 Mow and maintain pond vegetation, and replant or reseed vegetation as necessary to 
control erosion. 

à Permeable pavements to promote infiltration and minimize runoff; and  

à Cisterns, seepage basins, and dutch drains (e.g., infiltrator chambers) to infiltrate roof 
and parking area runoff. 

Response to Comment 45A 

The original application was for a 40,000 case winery.  The application was revised, and the proposed 
project now includes a use permit request for a winery with an annual production capacity of 10,000 
cases. 

Response to Comment 14-46 

It would be speculative to try to assess future environmental consequences based on the assumption 
that Sonoma County would fail to enforce anticipated conditions of approval of a proposed project. 
No purpose would be served by engaging in such speculation.  It should be noted that the County has 
instituted a use permit condition compliance program within the PRMD Code Enforcement Division. 

Response to Comment 14-47 

Please note, that on page 5.3-23 and 5.3-24 of the Draft EIR, the estimated increase of flood elevations 
is one to two inches, not the “2-3 inches” reported by the commenter.  This estimate was based on 
engineering judgment, considering the change in the 100-year peak discharge and the 100-year 
discharge in Sonoma Creek.  

Further refinement of the estimated maximum flood elevation impact was made to respond to this 
comment.  Using the revised peak discharge estimates presented in Master Comment C, and floodway 
data for Sonoma Creek and Mt. Hood Creek (FEMA, Flood Insurance Study – Sonoma County, 
California, Unincorporated Areas, Volume 1 of 4, Revised April 2, 1991), the potential increase of 
flood elevations in Sonoma Creek was estimated with the “continuity equation”.  The increase in flood 
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elevations was estimated along three sections of Sonoma Creek and Mt. Hood Creek: 72 (1) on Mt. 
Hood Creek, immediately downstream of the confluence between Graywood Creek and Mt. Hood 
Creek (“Section A”); (2) on Sonoma Creek, upstream of its confluence with Mt. Hood Creek (“Section 
DG”); and (3) on Sonoma Creek, downstream of its confluence with Mt. Hood Creek (“Section DD”). 
These sections correspond to similarly named floodway cross-sections of Mt. Hood Creek and 
Sonoma Creek in the FEMA Flood Insurance Study.  Exhibit 9-43 shows the locations of the cross-
sections. The following are the key factors and assumptions used in this analysis: 

Continuity equation.  To obtain a more precise estimate of the potential increase to flood elevations, 
a modified version of the “continuity equation” was used as follows: 

� 'Q = V'A and  

� 'A= 'dW

 where: 'Q is change in peak discharge, cubic feet per second (cfs); 
V is mean floodway velocity, feet per second (ft/s); 

� 'A is the change in the cross-sectional area of the floodway, square 
 feet (ft2); 
� 'd is the change in flood depth, ft; and 

W is the width of the floodway, ft. 

Change in peak discharge The change in peak discharge in Sonoma Creek for a 100-year storm 
event was estimated in Response to Comment 14-41.  Section A is impacted by changes to 
Subwatershed 1 ('Q = 11 cfs), Section DB is impacted by changes to Subwatershed 2a ('Q = 3.1 cfs), 
and Section DG is impacted by changes to both Subwatersheds 1 and 2a ('Q = 11 cfs + 3.1 cfs = 14.1 
cfs). 

Floodway width and mean velocity  The floodway width and mean velocity at each section is 
provided in the FEMA Flood Insurance Study, “Floodway Data” tables.  This information is provided 
in Exhibit 9-44. 

EXHIBIT 9-44 
RESULTS OF REVISED 100-YEAR FLOOD ANALYSIS 

Location 'Q (cfs)a W (ft)b V (ft/s)b 'd (inches)c 

Section A 11 43 9.9 0.30 

Section DD 3.1 213 5.2 0.15 

Section DG 14.1 246 6.3 0.03 

a see Response to Comment 14-41. 

b FEMA, Flood Insurance Study – Sonoma County, California, Unincorporated Areas, Volume 1 of 4, Revised April 2, 1991; 

c ('dҏ 'ҏҞ Q/VW) x 12 inches/foot 


72 Mt. Hood Creek is the tributary of Sonoma Creek; Graywood Creek enters Mt. Hood Creek immediately upstream of Mt. 
Hood Creek’s confluence with Sonoma Creek. 
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The refined analysis shows an even smaller increase in flood elevations in Sonoma Creek and Mt. 
Hood Creek (less than 1/3 of an inch) than originally stated in the Draft EIR.  

Based on this comment, and Response to Comment 14-41, Impact 5.3-4 (page 5.3-23) is revised to 
read as follows: 

To estimate the impact of an increased 100-year discharge on downstream flooding, the estimated 
pre-and post-development 100-year discharge were compared at three locations downstream of 
the project site that are mapped within the 100-year FEMA floodplain: 1) at the confluence of Mt. 
Hood Creek and Graywood Creek; 2) downstream of where Drainage 2a contributes runoff to 
Sonoma Creek; and 3) downstream of the confluence of Mt. Hood Creek and Sonoma Creek. 
The post-development discharge at each location was estimated as the sum of the pre-
development discharge at that location and the change in the peak runoff in the contributing 
watershed. For example, Graywood Creek (Subwatershed 1) contributes flow to Mt. Hood 
Creek; therefore, post-development discharge at the confluence of the creeks (2,3412,337 cfs) is 
the sum of the pre-development discharge (2,330 cfs) and the change in the peak runoff in 
Subwatershed 1 (117 cfs). Exhibit 5.3-10 summarizes the pre- and post-development 100-year 
discharge at each location. 

[Exhibit 5.3-10] 

The development of the project site would contribute an additional 1410 cubic feet per second to 
the peak discharge of Sonoma Creek at its confluence with Mt. Hood Creek, representing a 0.30.2 
percent increase in peak discharge if the peak discharge from the two creeks happens to coincide. 
Using the peak discharge estimates and floodway data for Sonoma Creek and Mt. Hood Creek 
(FEMA, Flood Insurance Study – Sonoma County, California, Unincorporated Areas, Volume 1 
of 4, Revised April 2, 1991), the potential increase of flood elevations in Sonoma Creek was 
estimated with the “continuity equation”.  The increase in flood elevations was estimated along 
three sections of Sonoma Creek and Mt. Hood Creek: 73 (1) on Mt. Hood Creek, immediately 
downstream of the confluence between Graywood Creek and Mt. Hood Creek (“Section A”); (2) 
on Sonoma Creek, upstream of its confluence with Mt. Hood Creek (“Section DG”); and (3) on 
Sonoma Creek, downstream of its confluence with Mt. Hood Creek (“Section DD”).  These 
sections correspond to similarly named floodway cross-sections of Mt. Hood Creek and Sonoma 
Creek in the FEMA Flood Insurance Study.  Exhibit 9-43 shows the locations of the cross-
sections. The following are the key factors and assumptions used in this analysis: 

Continuity equation  To obtain a more precise estimate of the potential increase to flood 
elevations, a modified version of the “continuity equation” was used as follows: 

� 'Q = V'A and 

� 'A= 'dW

 where: 'Q is change in peak discharge, cubic feet per second (cfs);
 V is mean floodway velocity, feet per second (ft/s); 

73	 Mt. Hood Creek is the tributary of Sonoma Creek; Graywood Creek enters Mt. Hood Creek immediately upstream of Mt. 
Hood Creek’s confluence with Sonoma Creek. 
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�	 'A is the change in the cross-sectional area of the floodway, square 
 feet (ft2); 
�	 'd is the change in flood depth, ft; and

 W is the width of the floodway, ft. 

Change in peak discharge The change in peak discharge in Sonoma Creek for a 100-year storm 
event was estimated in Response to Comment 14-41. Section A is impacted by changes to 
Subwatershed 1 ('Q = 11 cfs), Section DB is impacted by changes to Subwatershed 2a ('Q = 3.1 
cfs), and Section DG is impacted by changes to both Subwatersheds 1 and 2a ('Q = 11 cfs + 3.1 
cfs = 14.1 cfs). 

Floodway width and mean velocity. The floodway width and mean velocity at each section is 
provided in the FEMA Flood Insurance Study, “Floodway Data” tables.  This information is 
provided below. 

EXHIBIT 9-44 
RESULTS OF REVISED 100-YEAR FLOOD ANALYSIS 

Location 'Q (cfs)a W (ft)b V (ft/s)b 'd (inches)c 

Section A 11 43 9.9 0.30 

Section DD 3.1 213 5.2 0.15 

Section DG 14.1 246 6.3 0.03 

a see Response to Comment 14-41. 
b FEMA, Flood Insurance Study – Sonoma County, California, Unincorporated Areas, Volume 1 of 4, Revised April 2, 1991; 
c ('dҏ 'ҏҞ Q/VW) x 12 inches/foot 

The analysis shows a negligible increase in flood elevations in Sonoma Creek and Mt. Hood 
Creek (less than 1/3 of an inch).  This estimate is based on summing the peak discharge of the 
two creeks, which provides the most conservative (worst-case) estimate of the impact on 
increased flood flows, since it assumes that the time of peak discharges of both creeks coincide 
exactly, which is possible, but not likely.  The overall increase in peak discharge is small 
(translating into an estimated one or two inches of increased flood level elevation).  Detailed 
hydrologic and hydraulic modeling of the watersheds would providebe needed for a more precise 
estimate of the timing of the peak discharge and changes in flood elevations of the creeks.  The 
modeling estimate would be equal to or less than the theoretical maximum presented in Exhibit 
9.4-44, and could indicate a resultant decrease in the existing peak flood elevation as a result of 
the project (i.e., because of potential changes to timing of peak discharges). However, this 
estimate based on summing the peak discharge of the two creeks provides the most conservative 
(worst-case) estimate of the impact on increased flood flows, since it assumes that the time of 
peak discharges of both creeks coincide exactly, which is possible, but not likely.  Further, 
potential impacts to peak runoff would be reduced by mitigation measures required to reduce 
impacts to erosion and sedimentation caused by increased runoff (Mitigation Measure 5.3-3(b)). 
Impacts to flooding from increased flows would be a less-than-significant impact. 

Response to Comment 14-48 

Please see Master Response E for a discussion of the accuracy of the list of cumulative projects 
considered in the Draft EIR. 
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In regard to the question regarding the age of the groundwater and soil percolation data please see 
Response to Comment 21-27. 

Response to Comment 14-49 

The existence of springs in the Adobe Canyon Road area were, in fact, acknowledged in the Draft 
EIR, and two of the springs were monitored during the pumping test conducted by the applicant’s 
consultants in September 2002.  No impact was observed.  In response to several commentors, two 
additional springs (Baker-Philbin Spring and Dempster-Harrison) have been added to Exhibit 5.5-1. 
The unlikely potential for there being any hydraulic connection that would lead to possible impacts on 
the springs from the project wells was discussed on page 5.5-16 of the Draft EIR.  The elevation 
differences as well as water quality differences were taken into consideration.  Additionally, the 
geologic map of the area shows these springs, as well as the Graywood Spring on the northwest side of 
the Resort Well, to be situated at or near geologic contacts, which is most often the source of spring 
activity.   

Wells located on the south side of State Route 12 would be beyond the drawdown influence of the new 
wells installed and tested for the project. The pumping test studied wells closest to the project wells, 
where impacts from the project would be most likely to be observed.  Please also see Response to 
Comment 14-56. 

The commentor has not cited any appellate court decisions that require a baseline water study prior to 
approval of this type of development, nor is the EIR preparer aware of any appellate court decision 
that would require a more extensive analysis of groundwater supply than has been presented in the 
Draft EIR, as supplemented by the additional baseline groundwater information in Master Responses J 
and K. See Response to Comment 21-38 for a discussion of the Cadiz Land Co. decision citied by 
another commentor. 

Response to Comment 14-50 

The commentor contends that package treatment plants are not approved for this type of use in 
Sonoma County.  This is incorrect.  General Plan Policy PF-1l addresses the use of “small wastewater 
treatment systems” in the County, and provides that they shall be avoided in situations where they 
“…serve multiple uses under separate ownership on separate parcels” (emphasis added).  In this case 
the proposed package treatment plant would serve multiple uses under single ownership located on a 
single parcel.  Therefore, the restrictions of PF-11 do not apply to the proposed wastewater facilities 
for the project. There are other examples of recently approved, installed and operating small 
wastewater treatment facilities of this type and size in Sonoma County, including facilities serving: (a) 
Kenwood Inn and Spa in Kenwood; and (b) Vintners Inn, near Santa Rosa.    

With respect to the Citizens Advisory Committee working on the 2002 General Plan update, this 
comment is noted for the record.  However, the Draft EIR appropriately considered the adopted policy 
contained in the County General Plan rather than the Citizens Advisory Committee’s 
recommendations for future revisions. 

Response to Comment 14-51 

Operation and maintenance of facilities such as proposed for this project would likely include a 
combination of onsite inspection/monitoring by the Operator along with remote telemetry monitoring 
of certain key electrical/mechanical components.  The amount of time the Operator spends at the 
treatment plant would depend upon the degree of telemetry monitoring included in the system design. 
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For example, at a minimum, the system would be required to include alarms that would be monitored 
24 hours a day by the treatment plant operator (via telemetry), as well as by onsite maintenance staff at 
the resort. Pump motors, water level conditions, wastewater flow meters, and other similar items can 
also be monitored via telemetry to improve overall system reliability and operational efficiency.  At a 
minimum, the Operator would likely perform onsite inspections, monitoring and maintenance 
activities on a weekly basis, which could require as little as four hours to as much as 20 hours of time, 
depending on the amount of telemetry included in the system design.  The Operator’s responsibilities 
would be detailed in an Operation and Maintenance Manual, which is a standard requirement of the 
Regional Water Quality Control Board (and Sonoma County) for wastewater facilities of this size and 
complexity.  

The frequency of effluent sampling would be in accordance with monitoring and reporting 
requirements established by the Regional Water Quality Control Board (Regional Board) for the 
facility.  Based on the size and type of wastewater treatment facilities, the monitoring program is 
likely to include continuous metering of wastewater flow and monthly water quality sampling. 

Malfunction of mechanical and electrical equipment from time to time is a normal occurrence that 
must be anticipated with any system that relies on pumps, blowers and electrical control devices.  It is 
standard practice for wastewater systems such as proposed to be designed with built-in redundancies 
(e.g., duplex pumps, spare blowers, etc.) and emergency reserve provisions (e.g., reserve storage 
capacity and emergency generator) to provide a first line of protection against problems arising from 
equipment failure or power outages.  Additionally, the wastewater systems would be provided with a 
control system that allows remote access and monitoring of the system and key equipment.  The on-
call operations/maintenance contractor would be charged with the responsibility for monitoring the 
control functions and status of all equipment, and would respond to any emergency situations. 
Faulty/damaged equipment would be expected to be repaired or replaced as soon as possible following 
the detection of problems. The use of alarm systems, remote monitoring, equipment redundancies, 
and routine inspections/monitoring has proven to be very effective in avoiding sewage spills due to 
equipment failures and human errors.  This is reflected through the established regulations, policies 
and practices of the Regional Water Boards and the State Department of Health Services who have 
overall regulatory authority for wastewater treatment systems in California.    

Response to Comment 14-52 

The Draft EIR identified two options under mitigation measure 5.4-2, which included: (a) the use flow 
equalization to even out the peak flow conditions; or (b) the expansion of the disposal field, involving 
relocation of proposed buildings in the planned disposal area.  Flow equalization is a standard design 
practice and would involve adding a buried storage tank (or tanks) with capacity to hold 
approximately 5,000 gallons or less and can be accommodated easily within an area the size of a 
standard vehicle parking space.  Therefore, this mitigation measure is feasible.  Relocating the 
buildings is simply another, secondary option and does not require analysis.  Further, based on 
additional information from the applicant’s engineer, there is sufficient area to expand the disposal 
field in the northern portion of Disposal Area A.  To avoid confusion, Mitigation Measure 5.4-2 will 
be simplified as shown in the revised text below:  

Mitigation Measure 5.4-2  The winery wastewater treatment and disposal systems shall be 
designed to provide adequate treatment and disposal capacity for wastewater flows generated by a 
peak event at the winery, tasting room, and events pavilion, 2,810 gpd.  This can be achieved 
either through the use of an appropriately-sized flow equalization tank to store and regulate 
excess peak flow entering the treatment system to match the proposed peak design capacity 
(1,955 gpd), or by sizing the treatment plant and disposal field for the peak flow conditions.  The 
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disposal capacity could be expanded to 2,810 gpd by adding additional leach lines to the northern 
portion of Disposal Area A. There is sufficient area to consider this option.adjusting the winery 
parcel boundary to the south to expand the leachfield into what would now be the 
inn/spa/restaurant disposal area, increasing the size of the disposal area, or by finding a more 
suitable disposal area on the winery and events pavilion parcel.  The winery and events pavilion 
disposal field could be relocated farther north of its present location where soils are also suitable 
for onsite wastewater disposal; the development plan shows several winery-related buildings 
planned for this area.  These proposed buildings would have to be relocated or removed to 
accommodate the disposal area. 

Response to Comment 14-53 

The groundwater study completed for the wastewater disposal fields by Adobe and Associates 
included monitoring wells installed to a depth of 20 to 40 feet, with the Alluvium unit, in Disposal 
Areas A and B. The drillers log for these monitoring wells (Weeks Drilling and Pump, November 
2000) described the formation as follows: “Cemented gravel and cobbles, sandy clay, embedded 
gravels, clayey sand, and gravel”.  There was no indication of a confining clay layer within the depth 
of drilling at any of the wells.  Review of well logs for other existing water wells in the area indicate 
that very few wells are constructed with annular seals that extend more than 20-feet deep; and that 
many of these wells are in excess of 250 to 300 feet deep, extending into the Sonoma Volcanics 
formation. This includes wells located on neighboring properties immediately east of Disposal Area 
A. Consequently, these wells provide direct hydraulic communication between the upper Alluvium 
unit and the Sonoma Volcanics.  This validates the assumption in the Draft EIR that water extraction 
from the Sonoma Volcanics and wastewater disposal into the Alluvium unit can be considered 
connected in terms of area-wide water balance calculations.   

Response to Comment 14-54 

As described on page 5.4-11, separate wastewater treatment and disposal systems (on separate parcels) 
will be provided for winery and the inn; they would not be mixed.  Please see Exhibit 5.4-4, as 
revised, for an itemization of the projected wastewater flows for the winery.  Please see Master 
Response H for the updated wastewater process schematics for each of the wastewater treatment 
systems, as well as a revised summary of the plans and capacity for wastewater disposal for each 
system. 

Response to Comment 14-55 

The potential impacts to nitrate levels in groundwater by the proposed project were compared to 
established State and Federal drinking water standards.  While there is strong evidence that nitrate is a 
pre-cursor compound to the formation of potent animal carcinogens, the evidence pertaining to 
possible links between nitrate in drinking water and increased risk of cancer in humans is limited and 
conflicting. Peter Weyer, Associate Director for Health Effects of Environmental Contamination, 
University of Iowa, and primary author of the study referenced by the commentor, summarized 
epidemiological studies on drinking water and cancer or chronic illness risk (Weyer, P. “Should we 
worry about nitrate in our water?”, Leopold Letter: A Newsletter of the Leopold Center for Sustainable 
Agriculture, Vol. 11, No. 3, Fall 1999).  The lists he provided include studies that show a correlation 
between health problems and nitrate, as well as studies that do not.  As recently as March 2003, some 
of the same researchers involved in the study referenced in Comment Letter 20 as finding a possible 
link between drinking water nitrate concentrations and bladder cancer risks, published a journal article 
stating they did not find an association between nitrate levels in public water supplies and bladder 
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cancer (Ward, M.H. et al., “Nitrate in Public Water Supplies and Risk of Bladder Cancer”, 
Epidemiology 2003; 14:183-190). 

Nevertheless, to assure an increased level of water quality and public health protection, the 
groundwater nitrate analysis has been revised using an effluent quality limit of 10 mg/L (i.e., the 
drinking water limit) rather than 15 mg/L as presented in the Draft EIR.  The results of this analysis 
show predicted resultant groundwater nitrate-nitrogen concentration at the southern and southeastern 
property boundaries at concentrations below 3 to 4 mg/L, which provides an even greater level of 
safety.  This projected groundwater concentration would be consistent with water quality reported for 
the Kenwood Village Water Company’s main water well (K-1). 74 The text (and Exhibit 5.4-6) of the 
EIR has been revised to reflect this change in the nitrate loading analysis; and mitigation measure 5.4
4 has been revised to specify an effluent nitrate-nitrogen limit of 10 mg/L, rather than 15 mg/L.  Based 
on the applicant’s revised wastewater treatment schematic that includes the use of an anoxic
denitrification mixing process plus methanol feed for supplemental carbon source, the proposed 
wastewater system would have the capability to meet a 10 mg/L effluent limit. Please see Response to 
Comment 21-35 for further discussion and references regarding nitrogen removal for FAST systems. 
Exhibit 5.4-6 is revised as follows: 

74	 “Kenwood Village Water Company Water System Inspection Report, System Number 4910025”, Ernica Wolshi, 
Sanitary Engineer, California Department of Health Services, Division of Drinking Water and Environmental 
Management, August 27, 2003. 
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EXHIBIT 5.4-6 (REVISED) 

NITRATE LOADING ANALYSIS SUMMARY AND RESULTS 


Formula: 

N WN  isr isr (1� d1 ) � NweWwe (1� d2 ) � NbR
c W isr � Wwe � R

where: 

Nc = Resultant groundwater nitrate concentration (mg-N/L) 

Nisr, Nwe = Inn/spa/restaurant and winery/events pavilion effluent nitrogen concentration, respectively  (mg-
N/L) 

Nb = Background groundwater nitrate concentration (1.0 mg-N/L) 

Wisr, Wwe = Average annual wastewater volume at inn/spa/restaurant and winery/events pavilion,  
respectively (AFY) 

d = Soil denitrification rate (0.10 to 0.15) 

R = Annual average rainfall percolation (AFY) 

Results: Proposed 
(without Nitrogen Removal) 

Mitigated 
(with Nitrogen Removal) 

Variable Inn/Spa/ 
Restaurant 

Winery Inn/Spa/ 
Restaurant 

 Winery 

Effluent Nitrogen 
Nw (mg-N/L) 

Concentration, 32.4 28.0 15.010.0 15.010.0 

Wastewater Volume, W (AFY) 9.25 1.57 9.25 1.57 

Rainfall Percolation, R (AFY) Proposed 
(without Nitrogen Removal) 

Mitigated 
(with Nitrogen Removal) 

  Southern Property Line 25.9 to 38.5 25.9 to 38.5 

 Southeastern Property Line 17.1 to 25.5 17.1 to 25.5 

Immediately
Disposal Area 

 Downgradient of 9.6 to 14.3 9.6 to 14.3 

Reserve Area 20.8 to 31.0 20.8 to 31.0 

Resultant Groundwater Nitrate 
Concentration, Nc (mg-N/L) 

Proposed 
(without Nitrogen Removal) 

Mitigated 
(with Nitrogen Removal) 

 Southern Property Line 6.7 to 8.7  3.6 to 4.52.6 to 3.2 

 Southeastern Property Line 8.7 to 11.1  4.5 to 5.63.2 to 3.9 

Immediately Downgradient of 
Disposal Area 

12.2 to 14.8  6.1 to 7.24.2 to 5.0 

Reserve Area 8.1 to 10.4  4.2 to 5.23.0 to 3.7 

Source: Questa Engineering 
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Response to Comment 14-56 

Comment noted.  The Draft EIR does not include information regarding all water wells in the project 
area. A footnote to this effect has been added to Exhibit 5.5-1.  The wells shown on the map of 
Exhibit 5.5-1 include all of the wells on adjacent parcels that have the greatest likelihood of being 
impacted by the project. Wells between Lawndale and Hoff are located on the south side of State 
Route 12, and would be beyond the drawdown influence of the new wells installed and tested for the 
project. Based on the pump test described in the Draft EIR impacts to wells on Adobe Canyon Road 
would be less-than-significant. 

Response to Comment 14-57 

Please see Response to Comment 2-1 regarding the evidenced of increased dynamic drawdown at the 
Kenwood Village Water Company (KVWC) K-1 well.  Also, as a specific point of clarification, data 
on file with the State Department of Health Services indicates that the water production volumes from 
the KVWC wells has increased, not decreased from the 1980s to present.  Please see Master Response 
J regarding historic groundwater level monitoring data for wells in the project area.    

Response to Comment 14-58 

The pumping test for the project wells was conducted by Richard C. Slade & Associates in September 
2002 at the end of the summer dry season.  The actual dates of the pumping tests were September 25 
through September 27.  The analysis and report by RCS was dated December 2002 which explains 
some of the confusion.   

In response to this comment and others comments regarding water supply issues Section 5.5 has been 
revised. The revised section is presented at the end of Master Response K. 

Response to Comment 14-59 

The commentor also asks for analysis of “…documented declines in groundwater production in the 
project vicinity…”.  Data and comments from others (e.g., Kenwood Village Water Company, 
Comment 2-1) indicate that groundwater production in the area has increased, not declined since the 
1980s.  Also, please see Response to Comment 14-57.   

Please see Master Response J regarding historical water level information related to rainfall and 
Master Response K regarding projected recharge during normal and  “drought” conditions. 

As discussed on page 5.5-13 of the Draft EIR, the analysis did, in fact, include the drawdown effects 
of the project water wells for dry season conditions.   

Response to Comment 14-60 

Please see Response to Comment 14-53 regarding hydraulic communication between the Alluvium 
and the Sonoma Volcanics. Also, please Master Response K for revised estimates of groundwater 
recharge and net groundwater extraction, for various rainfall assumptions, reduced water demand 
(based on changes in the proposed spa), and refined monthly water balance calculations.    

Response to Comment 14-61 

As concluded on page 5.6-11 of the Draft EIR, essential habitat for fish species such as the federally-
threatened steelhead is absent from the site due to the seasonal nature of Graywood Creek.  This 
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conclusion was confirmed in consultation with the CDFG fisheries biologist for the Sonoma Valley 
area. 

The information regarding the low-flow conditions Sonoma Creek near the project site and upstream 
in Adobe Canyon are appreciated and noted. 

With respect to the commentor’s concern about potential effects on Sonoma Creek from the project 
wells, please note that the pumping test was, in fact, conducted during the dry season and that the test 
was preceded by nine months of below average rainfall-recharge.  Please see Responses to Comment 
14-58 and 19-15. Therefore, the pumping provides a reasonable indication of aquifer effects during a 
dry period.   

The data and analysis from the pumping test showed a static water level elevation of about 561 feet 
(above sea level) in late September 2002, and a projected drawdown of the aquifer during an extended 
dry period of approximately 54 feet.  This would lower the water table at the well to an elevation of 
approximately 507 feet at the Resort Well.  The mapping of the groundwater contours (see Figure 5 of 
the RSC report) shows a strong gradient from the Resort Well toward Sonoma Creek, which is located 
approximately 2,500 feet southeast of the Resort Well, where the elevation of the creek is 
approximately 460 feet.  From this it can be seen that the pumping of this well to meet the maximum 
project water demands would not drop the water level below the level of Sonoma Creek.  There would 
continue to be a positive gradient toward from the well to the creek.  Thus, there is no potential for a 
direct hydraulic impact on flow in Sonoma Creek due to the maximum groundwater extraction for the 
project. 

The other potential for an impact to Sonoma Creek would be a result of overall decline in water levels 
in the groundwater basin due to the project and other cumulative development in the area.  Please see 
Master Response J regarding historical groundwater level information for the area, which shows no 
evidence of declining groundwater levels near the project site or Sonoma Creek, despite the increased 
development and water use that has occurred in the area since over the past 10 to 20 years.  Also, 
please see Master Response K, which provides an analysis and comparison of estimated groundwater 
recharge and cumulative water demand for the project area.  As indicated in this additional cumulative 
groundwater analysis, the projected water demand for the area (per the General Plan) is well within the 
annual recharge estimates for groundwater basin during average conditions; and the project water 
demands fall below the “low” end estimates for the area as a whole.  In other words, the proposed 
project would be below average in terms of water demand compared to other land uses/activities in the 
area. The analysis also shows that during drought conditions, the overall water demand will exceed 
the recharge amounts by about double or more, assuming that water demand conforms with the low 
end of estimated water use rates. High end water use rates would exceed recharge rates by several 
fold. In any case, existing and future water demand in the area would likely have an effect on 
streamflow conditions in Sonoma Creek, with or without the project.  It is estimated that water 
demand for the project would exceed the drought year recharge estimates by about 30 percent, but that 
the water use can be feasibly reduced by 30 percent or more during drought years through normal 
water conservation practices.   

Response to Comment 14-62 

As discussed in the introduction to Section 5.6 Biological Resources, most of the detailed studies 
were in fact conducted by consultants retained directly by the applicant.  However, each of the firms 
and individuals involved are respected professionals with years of experience in conducting biological 
and wetland assessments.  To ensure the thoroughness and accuracy of these detailed studies, an 
independent EIR biologist (Environmental Collaborative) was used to conduct a peer review of the 
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reports and mapping prepared for the applicant. In addition to field surveys conducted by the 
applicant’s consultants, two field reconnaissance surveys were conducted by the EIR biologist, one in 
spring and the other in summer of 2002. These field reconnaissance surveys were considered adequate 
to characterize resources in the vicinity of proposed improvements or locations where indirect impacts 
of the project could affect sensitive resources. Representatives of the CDFG were also informally 
consulted during conduct of the detailed surveys and subsequently by the EIR biologist to confirm 
identified resources, likelihood of occurrence of any other sensitive resources, and the need for any 
additional detailed surveys. The results of the detailed surveys, and input from CDFG is 
acknowledged under the discussion of special-status species on pages 5.6-10 through 12 of the Draft 
EIR. As stated on page 5.6-7 of the Draft EIR, the identified jurisdictional wetlands were verified by 
the Corps in October 2002, eliminating any question regarding the potential for additional wetland 
resources on the site. 

Pre-construction surveys have been recommended in Mitigation Measure 5.6-1(d) to ensure absence of 
any new raptor nests on the site which could be affected by proposed tree removal and construction. 
Several other mitigation measures require additional detailed engineering surveys or other field 
confirmation, but these are recommended to ensure adequate protection of known resources not 
determine whether unknown resources occur on the property. The studies conducted prior to and 
during preparation of the EIR have collectively been determined to be accurate in identifying sensitive 
biological resources on the site and were sufficient to allow for an adequate evaluation of potential 
impacts of the project.  No additional detailed surveys are considered necessary to complete the 
environmental analysis.   

Response to Comment 14-63 

The commentor expresses an opinion that the area should be left alone.  This opinion will be 
considered by County decision makers.  Impact 5.6-4 provides a discussion of potential impacts on 
wildlife habitat and connectivity and includes detailed measures to avoid and minimize these impacts 
on sensitive resources. 

Response to Comment 14-64 

As stated on page 5.6-2 of the Draft EIR, because of the predominance of non-native plant species and 
the fact that native grasses generally comprise less than ten percent of the total cover, the non-native 
grasslands on the site are not considered to be a sensitive natural community as defined by the 
CNDDB. This fact does not mean that grasslands have no value to wildlife, or do not sometimes 
contain sensitive resources. The occurrence of narrow-anthered California brodiaea is located 
primarily in an area dominated by non-native grassland.  However, detailed measures have been 
recommended (see Mitigation Measure 5.6-1(a) and (b) on page 5.6-16 of the Draft EIR) to ensure 
protection of this sensitive resource and provide an adequate buffer around the population to minimize 
the potential for indirect impacts. 

Response to Comment 14-65 

Conditions encountered in the small area of grassland immediately east of the northeastern stand of 
Valley Oak are described on page 5.6-4 of the Draft EIR.  While obligate wetland species were 
observed, the location did not meet all three of the criteria necessary to qualify as a jurisdictional 
wetland. This conclusion was confirmed by the Corps during the field verification in October 2002, 
and no additional analysis or field investigation is considered necessary.  
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Response to Comment 14-66 

Comment noted.  The oak associations on the site do provide important resources for wildlife, 
including foraging and nesting opportunities. As acknowledged on page 5.6-20 of the Draft EIR, the 
Sonoma County Agricultural Preservation and Open Space District mapped the woodlands on the mid 
to low elevations of the site as Priority Oak Woodlands, providing an indication of their importance as 
habitat worthy of preservation and vulnerability to development pressures.  Mitigation has been 
recommended to minimize tree removal, particularly of larger trees, and provide for their replacement.   

A discussion of the surveys conducted to determine presence or absence of raptor nesting activity on 
the site is provided on page 5.6-12 of the Draft EIR.  These consisted of two daytime visual surveys 
and two night-time owl calling surveys focusing on spotted owl.  No evidence of any raptor nesting 
activity was observed during the field reconnaissance surveys by the EIR biologist.  As acknowledged 
on page 5.6-16 of the Draft EIR, there is a possibility that new nests could be established in the future 
prior to project implementation or during later phases of construction.  Mitigation Measure 5.6-1(d) 
calls for conduct of pre-construction surveys to ensure no new raptor nests have been established on 
the site. 

Response to Comment 14-67 

The project would include a Valley Oak preserve.  With regard to nesting birds, please see Response 
to Comment 14-66. 

Response to Comment 14-68 

Comment noted.  Mitigation Measures 5.6-1(a) and (c) would ensure protection of the occurrence of 
Sonoma ceanothus and the associated chaparral habitat on the site.  This vegetation type is not 
considered a sensitive natural community type by the CNDDB, but that does not mean it is not 
important or does not warrant the extensive mitigation recommended in the Draft EIR. 

Response to Comment 14-69 

Comment noted.  Mitigation Measures 5.6-2(a) and (b), as well as numerous other measures 
recommended in Section 5.6 Biological Resources would ensure adequate protection and 
enhancement of the riparian habitat on the site.   

Response to Comment 14-70 

Comment noted.  While buffers around some wetland features would meet or exceed the 300 feet 
recommended by the commentor, this is not necessary in all locations.  Measures recommended in 
Section 5.6 Biological Resources are considered adequate to protect wetland and riparian resources on 
the site. 

Response to Comment 14-71 

Comment noted.  Please see Impact 5.6-1 for an assessment of the potential impacts the project on 
special-status species.  Information on the status and habitat characteristics of California red-legged 
frog and California tiger salamander is provided on page 5.6-11 of the Draft EIR, together with a 
conclusion that suitable habitat for these species is absent from the site.  It should also be noted that 
the project site is not within the potential range of the California tiger salamander as mapped by the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Please see Response to Comment 14-66 for a discussion of the 
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surveys conducted to determine absence of any raptor nesting on the site, potential for establishment 
of new nests in the future, and need for pre-construction surveys.   

Response to Comment 14-72 

Comment noted.  Please see the discussion under Impact 5.6-4 for an assessment of the potential 
impacts of the project on wildlife habitat and connectivity.  Please see Response to Comment 14-62 
for methodology used in assessing potential impacts on biological resources, which included informal 
consultation with representatives of the CDFG. 

Response to Comment 14-73 

Comment noted.  Detailed measures have been developed to minimize removal of mature trees, 
including oaks, as discussed in Section 5.6 Biological Resources.  The “dots” shown in Exhibit 5.6-3 
are for illustrative purposes only to distinguish the proposed and recommended expanded Oak Tree 
Preserve boundaries, not individual tree trunk locations. 

Response to Comment 14-74 

Comment noted.  Please see Master Response D for an updated discussion of anticipated tree removal 
on the site. 

Response to Comment 14-75 

No landscaping plan has been submitted as a part of the proposed project.  The vegetation screening 
discussed in Section 5.8 Visual and Aesthetic Quality would be provided by existing trees and not 
proposed landscaping. 

Response to Comment 14-76 

The risk of landsliding was estimated by qualified geologists and was found to be less-than-significant 
within the proposed building envelopes.  Mitigation Measures 5.7-7(a), (b), and (c) were included to 
reduce potential impacts from landsliding from grading roads, parking lots, etc, to less-than-significant. 
The building permits and grading permits will not be issued by the County unless the measures have been 
included in the building and grading plans. 

The risk of erosion is discussed in detail in section 5.3 of the Draft EIR, and mitigation measures 
identified that will reduce the impact to less-than-significant.  Mitigation Measures 5.7-7(b) and (c) also 
address erosion.  In order to further avoid the potential for instability due to ponding and infiltration in 
construction excavations, item 2 of mitigation measure 5.7-7(b) is revised as follows: 

(2)Slopes on the project site shall be improved with erosion protection and planted with 
vegetation. Planted vegetation shall include native drought-tolerant and fire-resistant species. 
Catchment basins shall be constructed at strategic locations where needed to minimize the 
potential for off-site sedimentation from existing and/or potential on-site sources.  Drainage 
provisions shall be provided during construction to prevent the ponding and/or infiltration of 
water in temporary excavations other than sediment ponds. 

Response to Comment 14-77 

A thorough inspection of the plateau area was made, and no archaeological site was found. 
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The Sonoma County Inn project site has been the subject of four cultural resource studies since 1976. 
Studies were conducted in 1976, 1982, 2000 and 2001.  In addition, several studies have been 
completed on adjacent properties.  A review of the documents by Pacific Legacy (EIR cultural 
resources analyst) suggests that the reporting efforts have been adequate to identify surface 
manifestations of archaeological sites.  Mitigation Measure 5.9-1 provides for the training of 
construction crews on the identification and protocols for discovery of buried or otherwise obscured 
cultural resources not identified in the reports.   

Regarding site CA-SON-36, subsurface investigations were done for this EIR, and it was concluded 
that no significant impacts would result from this project. 

Response to Comment 14-78 

The accuracy of the photosimulations presented in the EIR has been verified; see Master Response A 
which provides a detailed description of photosimulation methodology. 

The exhibits submitted by John Delaplaine on behalf of the Valley of the Moon Alliance at the June 5, 
2003 Planning Commission hearing are evaluated in Master Response C. 

Response to Comment 14-79 

The highest peak of the roof of the winery would be 35 feet.  This is the building height elevation used 
in preparing the photosimulations. Exhibit 3.0-16 in the Draft EIR shows the height to be 48 feet, 
which is incorrect. That exhibit has been corrected to show the height as 35 feet. 

Response to Comment 14-80 

The locations of the residences would be within the building envelopes designated on the site plan. 
Please see Master Response D which provides detailed information on tree removal. 

In regard to tree removal by future residents it is proposed that the CC&Rs include provisions 
regarding tree protection. This would state in part: “Outside of building envelopes no trees, brush, or 
other vegetation shall be removed by parcel owners except those required for fire protection and 
installation of septic systems, driveways, and underground utilities”. 75 

The CC&Rs would be part of the contract for purchasing parcels from the subdivision.  Enforcement 
of CC&Rs would be through the Homeowner’s Association.   

Response to Comment 14-81 

The policy, OS-1a, that is being analyzed on page 4.0-12, is a policy that provides guidance on 
residential densities in community separators establishing a density of 10 acres per dwelling unit. 
Policy LU-14r essentially overrides the 10 acre density on the Graywood Ranch as it allows the 
parcels to be smaller than the 10 acre minimum.  Neither LU-14r nor OS-1a provides restrictions on 
where residences could be located. 

75 Addendum #2 to the Sonoma Country Inn Project, Common Ground Land Planning Services, February 2002, page 2 of 
Project Description and Site Plan Clarification. 
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Response to Comment 14-82 

Please see Response to Comment 5-8 for a discussion of parking associated with the winery. 

In regards to parking at the inn/spa/restaurant, based on field studies conducted as a part of the 
preparation of this EIR it has been determined that parking for the inn and guest cottages would not be 
visible from State Route 12 or Adobe Canyon Road due to topography, screening by trees, and 
screening by the buildings themselves.  Regarding visual impacts from locations on State Route 12 
west of Lawndale Road, the winery would be visible to eastbound motorists from the area along State 
Route 12 up to 500 feet west of Lawndale Road.  The winery would be visible among the trees that 
exist on this portion of the project site, more so than from the intersection of Lawndale Road and State 
Route 12. This is due to an opening in the existing stand of trees that allows views from eastbound 
State Route 12 into the portion of the site where the winery is located.  Because the opening is small, 
the winery would be visible to eastbound motorists at this point for less than five seconds.  Westbound 
motorists would not have this view at all.   

CEQA does not, and could not, require a visual analysis of the site from every viewpoint.  As 
described in Section 5.8 Visual and Aesthetic Quality the viewpoints used to assess the visual impacts 
of the proposed project were selected in consultation with Permit and Resource Management 
Department staff.  The viewpoints were selected to represent the project, and give readers enough 
information to make informed decisions about the visual impacts of the project. 

Response to Comment 14-83 

Final interpretation of the General Plan will be a policy determination by County decision makers. 

Response to Comment 14-84 

CEQA does not require a certain amount of specific information be available for environmental 
review, such as the exact location of all development, or the style and size of homes.  Instead, 
environmental review is done on the information that is currently available -- in this case, the 
information contained in the Tentative Map application.  This EIR has analyzed the potential impacts 
of the proposed project given the current specificity of the project description, as required under 
CEQA. 

In responding to the comments on the Draft EIR additional information regarding the proposed project 
was developed. One area where additional information was developed is in the area regarding tree 
removal.  Please see Master Response D. 

Response to Comment 14-85 

The commentor apparently objects to the approach used for the visual assessment in the EIR.  The 
determination of visual impacts is somewhat subjective.  In order to limit the subjectivity of the 
analysis this EIR uses a methodology based on techniques originally formulated by government 
resource agencies for their large-scale land use and management projects.  It is the opinion of the EIR 
preparers that the methodology described in Section 5.8 Visual and Aesthetic Quality provides an 
objective basis for determining the significance of visual and aesthetic impacts under CEQA.   

Another way to evaluate visual impacts is to evaluate the consistency of the proposed project with 
County plans designed to protect the scenic resources of the area.  As discussed in Chapter 4.0 
Consistency with Public Plans and Zoning the Sonoma County General Plan contains several open 
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space policies relevant to the proposed project.  The purpose of the Open Space Element is to 
“preserve the natural and scenic resources which contribute to the general welfare and quality of life 
for the residents of the county and to the maintenance of its tourism industry”. 76  Final interpretation 
of the General Plan will be a policy determination by County decision makers. 

Response to Comment 14-86 

The commentor is incorrect that the Draft EIR “dismisses the significance of impact upon the scenic 
view with a statement that in 1984 the general plan and zoning ordinance provided a future 
development on the project site of 476 acres”.  In several instances in Chapter 4.0 it states that the 
analysis is based on the photosimulations in Section 5.8 Visual and Aesthetic Quality. 

Response to Comment 14-87 

The comments that “the Draft EIR programmer assumed his own tree removal in creating the visual 
impact photo simulations and not of (sic) those of the developer” and that the EIR preparers did not 
take in consideration the visual impacts clear cutting for firebreaks, home site clearing and opening up 
the view from the inn are incorrect. 

The process used to assess the visual impact of the proposed project (including the photosimulations) 
is discussed in Section 5.8 Visual and Aesthetic Quality. The visual simulation methodology and the 
accuracy of the photosimulations in the EIR are discussed in Master Response A. 

Response to Comment 14-88 

The commentor’s opinion is noted.  It should be noted that Impact 5.8-3 states that the view from State 
Route 12 west of Adobe Canyon Road looking north would be a significant impact and Impact 5.8-4 
states that new lighting sources would result in a significant impact. 

Response to Comment 14-89 

The visual simulation methodology and the accuracy of the photosimulations in the EIR are discussed 
in Master Response A. 

Please see Master Response D which provides additional information regarding tree removal including 
requirements for fire control. 

Response to Comment 14-90 

Tree removal on the project site would be controlled by adopted conditions of approval.  For example, 
Mitigation Measure 5.8-3 states the “existing trees in the area between the inn/spa/restaurant and State 
Route 12 shall be preserved to the extent possible in order to provide a screen and minimize the 
amount of the building that can be seen from State Route 12 west of Adobe Canyon Road”. 

Tall evergreen trees (mostly Douglas fir trees), located to the south and down-slope of the main house 
and cottages contribute to the screening of the project from the Adobe Canyon Road and State Route 
12 simulation viewpoints. These trees are located both on and off-site the proposed project site.  In the 

76	 Sonoma County General Plan, adopted by the Sonoma County Board of Supervisors on March 23, 1989 as amended 
through March 1, 1994, page 169. 
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event the off-site trees are completely removed, it is anticipated more of the main house and cottages 
would be visible. 

Response to Comment 14-91 

It is correct that the proposed project would be visible from locations other than the three viewpoints 
illustrated in the EIR. However, CEQA does not, and could not require a visual analysis of the site 
from every viewpoint.  As described in Section 5.8 Visual and Aesthetic Quality the viewpoints used 
to assess the visual impacts of the proposed project were selected in consultation with Permit and 
Resource Management Department staff.  The viewpoints were selected to represent the project, and 
give readers enough information to make informed decisions about the visual impacts of the project. 

The EIR must evaluate the project that is proposed.  Widening State Route 12 is not proposed, and it 
would be speculative to assume a greater visual impact resulting from such widening. 

Response to Comment 14-92 

The trees that provide the most screening of the project, including the inn and guest cottages from 
locations along State Route 12 and Adobe Canyon Road are predominantly Douglas fir, an evergreen 
tree. Approximately 90 percent of the trees on the hillside immediately in front of the guest cottages, 
inn, and spa are evergreen. These are the trees most critical to screening views of the project from 
State Route 12 and Adobe Canyon Road.  

Response to Comment 14-93 

As discussed in Response to Comment 14-92 the majority of the trees that would screen the 
inn/spa/restaurant are evergreen thus seasonal changes in foliage would not be an issue. 

Regarding reflected glare, the architecture of proposed buildings includes arbors above the windows of 
the guest cottages and the inn.  The arbors would support vines, such as wisteria or other ornamental 
plants. The arbors and vines would reduce the amount of direct sunlight that hits the window glass 
and consequently the amount of reflected glare.  With regard to building height and arrangement, no 
building would be greater than two stories high.  The photosimulations shown in Exhibits 5.8-5, 5.8-8 
and 5.8-10 accurately depict the height and arrangement of buildings, including the row of guest 
cottages nearest State Route 12.  These simulations accurately represent the appearance of the project 
on the hillside as would be seen from State Route 12 and Adobe Canyon Road. 

Response to Comment 14-94 

Conditions of approval are established as follows:  the condition must be completed “Prior to 
Recordation of the Map”, “Prior to Building Permit Issuance” “Prior to Final Occupancy”, or “Prior to 
Commencing the Use”; or it is an “Operational Condition” and must continue to be complied with for 
the life of the project.  One condition of all approvals provides the County with the ability to revoke 
the permits approved for the project.  County staff has also found that neighborhood involvement is a 
reliable way of ensuring compliance as deviations from the approved project are usually reported 
almost immediately to the Project Planner and Code Enforcement. 

Citations from the Sheriff’s Department, Fire Department, etc. might also trigger review by PRMD 
which could result in a recommendation to revoke the approval if the problem is not rectified. 
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Response to Comment 14-95 

Section 5.9 of the EIR evaluates the proposed project’s impact on cultural resources.  For the purpose 
of CEQA cultural resources include both historical resources and archaeological resources.  The 
definition of both historical and archaeological resources is provided on pages 5.9-7 and 5.9-8 of the 
Draft EIR.  For the purpose of CEQA, cultural impacts do not include the list of items suggested by 
the commentor -- such as the economic impacts on the Sonoma Valley travel, wine and hospitality 
industries, the cultural impacts for all current residents, future visitors and individuals interrupted 
Valley Vista -- rather than the beauty that exists today, or the impact on the artistic community. 

Response to Comment 14-96 

The EIR evaluates future noise levels at four locations.  Each location is noted on Exhibit 5.11-1. 
Each location is on a property line of a residential parcel closest to the events pavilion and also along a 
noise path between the events pavilion and an existing or future house. 

Implementation of Mitigation Measures 5.11-1(a) through 5.11(c) would result in noise levels which 
would comply with the noise level limits in the Noise Element. Residences across State Route 12 are 
further away from the sound sources studied than are the four locations discuss in the EIR. Therefore, 
the noise levels from the proposed project would be lower, resulting in compliance with the Noise 
Elements limits by a larger margin, thus a less-than significant impact. 

Response to Comment 14-97 

Implementation of Mitigation Measures 5.11-1(a) through 5.11(c) would reduce the project’s noise 
impacts to less-than-significant.  Due to the distance of the other facilities which are permitted to 
conduct special events from the project site and from each other there would not be a significant 
cumulative noise impact. 

Response to Comment 14-98 

The Initial Study for this project states “except for the winery and its events center, the project is not 
likely to generate noise in excess of general plan standards, as inns, restaurants, and residences are 
relatively quiet uses”. 77 Outdoor music at the events pavilion is the one aspect of the proposed 
project that may result in significant noise impacts.  It is for that reason that the EIR focuses on noise 
associated with the events pavilion. 

Response to Comment 14-99 

Please see Response to Comment 14-1. 

Response to Comment 14-100 

The commentor’s opinion regarding growth inducing impacts is noted.  The commentor disagrees with 
the EIR finding that the project would have less-than-significant growth inducing impacts. 

Section 15126.2(d) of the State CEQA Guidelines provides the following guidance in determining the 
growth inducing impacts of a proposed project: 

77 Sonoma Country Inn Environmental Checklist Form, County of Sonoma, April 26, 2002. 
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

Discuss the ways in which a proposed project could foster economic or population growth, or the 
construction of additional housing, either directly or indirectly, in the surrounding environment. 
Included in this are projects that would remove obstacles to population growth.  Increases in the 
population may tax existing community service facilities, requiring construction of new facilities 
that could cause significant environmental effects.  Also, discuss the characteristic of some 
projects which may encourage and facilitate other activities that could significantly affect the 
environment, either individually or cumulatively.  It must not be assumed that growth in any area 
is necessarily beneficial, detrimental, or of little significance to the environment. 

Based on the above, the following additional discussion is provided regarding the growth-inducing 
impacts of the proposed project. 

x Would the proposed project foster economic growth or the construction of additional housing? 

The proposed project would create jobs and foster economic growth in the Kenwood area but 
would not directly involve housing construction.  It is estimated that the Sonoma Country Inn 
would have 125 full time employees (the hotel would have 96 full time employees; the spa would 
have 23 full time employees and the winery six full time employees [see Exhibit 3.0-18]).   

The project applicant has submitted a report to Sonoma County evaluating population, 
employment and housing issues associated with the proposed project. 78  The report focuses on 
two issues regarding the proposed project: 

à Whether employees will commute or move to housing close to the project. 

à Availability of affordable housing to which employees could move. 

The applicant’s report concludes that the majority of project employees would be drawn from the 
existing pool of unemployed persons in Sonoma County.  Based on existing patterns it is 
estimated that project employees would be scattered in locations in Sonoma County with the 
highest concentration in Santa Rosa (35).  Most of the employees would already be living in 
Sonoma County.  It is estimated that 15 of the 125 employees would move from locations outside 
of Sonoma County.  It is concluded that of this group eight would need affordable housing if they 
lived in single earner households. 79  If they lived in dual income households, all could afford 
market rate housing.  Given the yearly increase in housing supply in Sonoma County no 
additional housing would need to be constructed to accommodate project employees.  

x Would the proposed project remove obstacles to population growth? 

As discussed in Impact 5.1-6 the proposed project would not remove any obstacles to population 
growth. The proposed project would not involve the extension of utilities such as water and 
wastewater facilities to the project site.  Consistent with General Plan policy the project does not 
propose annexation or inclusion in spheres of influence for sewer and water service.  The project 

78	 Sonoma Country Inn Population, Employment and Housing, Unplanned Solutions, September 10, 2002.  A copy of this 
report is available for review at the Sonoma County Permit and Resource Management Department. 

79	 This is based on the finding that of the 15 employees expected to move into Sonoma County six would be in the Very 
Low Income category and two would be in the Low Income category. 
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

proposes to dispose of wastewater on-site and to develop an on-site water system using wells. 
The development of on-site water and wastewater systems would not create utilities that would in 
turn be available for future development on adjacent property. 

Would the proposed project tax existing community service facilities? 

The proposed project would not contribute to a reduction in service levels of existing community 
facilities. As discussed above, the project proposes to dispose of wastewater on-site and to 
develop an on-site water system using wells. 

As discussed in Impact 5.1-6, the project site is served by the Kenwood Fire District, County 
Sheriff, Kenwood School, and Santa Rosa City School Districts.  According to the Initial Study 
theses facilities are adequate to serve the proposed project. 80  Therefore, development of the 
project site would not require these service agencies to expand their facilities to serve the project. 
During the public comment period of this Draft EIR, no service providers submitted comment 
letters stating there would be a need to expand existing community service facilities to serve the 
proposed project. 

Response to Comment 14-101 

Based on this comment the text on page 4.0-9 of the Draft EIR regarding the analysis of goal LU-5 is 
revised as follows: 

The General Plan designates the entire Sonoma Country Inn project site as either Community 
Separator or Scenic Landscape Unit. Previously, the Board of Supervisors approved development 
on this site as a part of the Graywood Ranch project.  Although the Sonoma Country Inn project 
represents an slight increase in intensity on the site (a 50-room inn versus a 36-room inn) 
basically the site would retain its largely open character with implementation of the proposed 
project. 

Response to Comment 14-102 

The commentor asks what will be the impact of a high end resort on the cultural resource of 
Kenwood? Although it is not entirely clear what is meant by the “cultural resource of Kenwood” 
effects analyzed under CEQA must be related to a physical change in the environment.  Economic and 
social effects are not considered environmental effects under CEQA.  These effects need to be 
considered in EIRs only if they would lead to an environmental effect.  As discussed in section 15131 
of the CEQA Guidelines the evaluation of economic or social effects is generally treated as optional; 
agencies (such as Sonoma County) may, but are not required to, evaluate them.   

Response to Comment 14-103 

The commentor states that the scale of the development and the “rich & famous” targeted clientele 
will cause a growth inducing impact that has not been adequately addressed.  The link between the 
scale of the development and the “rich & famous” targeted clientele with growth inducing impacts is 
unclear and without further explanation no additional response is possible. 

80 Environmental Checklist Form Sonoma Country Inn, County of Sonoma, April 26, 2002. 
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

Response to Comment 14-104 

After the close of the Draft EIR public review period Bob Uboldi, Chief, Kenwood Fire Protection 
District met with Jerry Faddis of the County’s Department of Emergency Services and Fire Marshall 
Jack Rosevear regarding mitigation of the project’s fire impacts.  As a result of that meeting Bob 
Uboldi, Jerry Faddis, and Jack Rosevear “unanimously concurred that fire impacts can be mitigated to 
a level below significance without a secondary emergency access to the project provided that certain 
alternative mitigations are included”. 81  These measures are as follows: 

x A 22 foot road width, with two foot shoulders, from State Route 12 to the inn/restaurant/spa. 

x A fire hydrant system. 

x The installation of fire sprinkler systems in all structures. 

Each of these measures would be incorporated into the proposed project. 

Response to Comment 14-105 

The text on page 5.2-68 of the Draft EIR does not state that the requirement to install a fire sprinkler 
system will decrease the risk of wildfires from a discarded cigarette, an overactive chainsaw, or any 
number of other sources of sparks outside of the buildings.  What it does indicate is that the 
installation of a fire sprinkler system in all residential dwellings and the commercial buildings within 
the project site will provide a level of safety such that a secondary emergency access is not considered 
necessary. 

Also, see Response to Comment 14-104. 

81 Letter to Melinda Grosch, Sonoma County PRMD from Bob Uboldi, Chief, Kenwood Fire Protection District, July 28, 
2003. 
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PRliD 

Genmti Plan 1111~ 
As tbe En~ ltnpact.Repcrt (ErR)states under 2.3 Evallla- &f Altet!lll1ives, 

Sonoma Crnmty ttpproved a project on the 476 ac.re Gray\\'Ood Ranch~ tQ a pl'Miom 
1984 project apptovalas m!ected in p<Jlioy LU-14r in the =tDf the Gem!ml Plan (GP), 

m 1989, there w.c:rr; some 1200 individual request for ex~ons fi'om the Generel Plan 
by land ownenL TbaB«m! ofSupeiVisors(BOS)approvedabout 100 oflh<ise requc,t. LU-14< 
was such an ~ption_ LU..14s andLU-14x were other exarop]es cl'c~'s yeqoosts. These 
were deviations from thl: General. Plan policies. The BOS found some t::lei.it m 1he request and 
included them in the te?<t of the GP as policies even though"they may Ita~ confricted with other 
Oe>ltr.l! Plan policics,(S.. LU-llt) 
~ rcquests wme vezy specific and the GP ~ inal:roost all cases is spectfie. 

Ll..L!4r is also specific in tb.at it states that: "1"he 'Diverse Agcicuitural'~ and "Rm~Md 
VisiiOC Servins Commi:rclal" <l:sigrulioos appli<d to Gtaywood Ranch (Al'Ns 51-Q20
06,l0,19.32 and33 and.Sl~l0-013 and 171.l.:N intendedio aecommodaic M anvmyed 
!!fvelopme!!! ~g of 18 -.;a! paree~ a 35 room hotel a<><! a wine;y, eacll on "'l""'<'< 
J.YU'OOlS. an .egricuJturtd patcel and • residual ~L It is 1he int-ent ofthe Oenera1 Plan to: 
1) e~pt these pan;cls from the 1 0 acre mtnimutn lot size requirement ofthe Diverse 
Agiculture land use~. imd 2) a.ll('IW modification of the size and loca:t.ion ofthese parcels 
'\'\itlwut further a.mendrnent afthe land use trlnJ'." 

[t wu clearlyth;: intent m allov.· an ah:eady approved development to be catried fornwd 
even though it oonflicted w:ilh new General Pltm policies. It was a matter Wfu.imess in 'l.tlat 
Graywood was approved cnly thfee>year5 before tt-.eQe:neral Plan update started Ln·l4r was not 
i:nclud<d because tbeCout!J¥ !bought itwas a needed or~"""' public beoefit A~ 
readlnJi oftbc Ge~ Plan partially~ in the s-4 """' sof tho EIR. make it ¢loot 
!hat other projects ofthis na:tute were not to be allowed in the Sonoma Valley becuUS<I of 
negarive implu:ts ottbis \Ype of dovclopme;>t on ogricultut1L land. 

Tho """Illative impact ofretllOVing aB· 7 """""' aod allo"'-t"S fur ~ development 
in a~ S'l"'Rtor> =""' ~Y analyze<! in the EL1t Prior to the 1989 Goneml 
Plan .00 even afterwards, B-7 Zoning was ll1iOd tD show that Ill! development rip ball bo:n 
Uken, The use of..-didnot-. -dan! in &moma County until wcllinrotbe 
1990's. I am ll!la\\'Ue ofany 1}..7 zon:ing that has been allowed to be developed in Sonoma 
Count), !IDwevc.-, there are numerous pareels with B-7 Zoning eurrem!y existt1g throughout the 
Cour..ty. The P...7 Zooing states ill part that "The B-7 oo.rntrir.ing DlStrict signifies that the lot ~ 
br.een frozen in order to restrict ftlrtl.le:r subdivision of large remai:tling p:treels Jefl: after approval 
ofa ob.tstered subdivision e.s provided in genem plan policy t.U-6c." 

LU-6Q gives a~ that ""Unless it can be clear1y ~edthat~most~ 
general plan update intended to allow an i.nerease in development pQtentiul. nothing set forth in 
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this plan shall be ~d tO mean that dev-elOpment potentiai nov.n-:xisrs for 'these lots." It is 
very clear that the BOS intended for B-7 tn be a permanent lot n:tnainder exacted as pm: ofa 
deV<:lopmet:rt trade of[ That is alilo the case \\ith the 1984 approved development

The fact that the developer n.l1owed the pre\'iously adopted tentative map to e:q:~ire(staff 
report ofJune 5) .$bmll~ m!Wt tlmt the 4e'ye1oper must confonn to today'$ zoni.pg!llii 
subdiviswn.~ tiler<:by negating tU~14r in its entirety. Proposing that 291 acres be te 
zoned :trom 1l!o DA fim:<:nlot size is precedent setting and does not oonfortn ro Cieneml Plot 
polWies. Simpiy stared. the -ai.ialysis is so infartoc as to do permanent tHunage to the Couuty's 
abililym make'B-7 Zmllng a p<m>aoent- o!ffur o1ll<r granted <le>dopment The ElR CU 
oor be allowed m easuaUy illnore tl>is significant e.'Jange. 

1he EJR does IWtFtt.t.:Ugrtize the potmtta!precedent settir~g 7IQ(Jire ()jdismissing B-71 	Zcnmgtlwi It ft<llimedasalr«d<ojff<>rgramcd-. Um#ttQOy. fheacresv{B-7 
zoning and mepel111- GeJ1er11l Plan pc/icies slwuld be mwlyzedfor me cumwauve and 
/I)">Wth -ittg I1!1{J(Jdff cfduwtlgrmiihg andcompromiSing this~p/fmningtool 
~aSiii<I'!JMO!I!W• Sgw'~ Eat 

L1J.!4r W..seVIftl Assessor~l'sllllllili<= Tho chan oo 3.(1.4 W..,_APnum
').- that=""' -!nLwl4r (!)Sl-!J2(}.43, -45). This is.mta! cf291.92 """"'tlmt -·""' 

listed in1he G!'polioy LU-14r. Tho ElR doetoot~ discuss this~- Therejs 
no oompa:rison map ofthe two projects so the Colnmissio-n c.an detemrine the exact. fW'ccls 
referred 10 in UJ..l.4rviztbe new proposal Nowhere does it make ck::rr are •mappmg 
bounda:ries' ofL1J.l4rby -r'sParcelllUDll>= 

At a dewtii)· of 17~am:s on 307 .Ol acres,. perhaps thi:; project should thenhe a mltfor 
subdiv:ls.ton. clusreted, wlth the remained (lof the land having a~ easement This project 
~dis an en!i:!llly dilfu""' proje<tllllln,.... allowed by L1J.14r.!tshould thetefure oot Jx, 
considered under poljcy LU~t4:r as an emendmeot.Itshouldbe stibj«:tto a clean slate~ 
when the application is oonsid:ered Simply stated, it is- a diff<:rem pruject than 'Was: ColOO:Sidc:red in. 
19&4 and in 1989 by the BOS. As such. trying to make it an ~Unendment to LU14-.tis a disservice 
to tbe planoine; process and the Coun-ly. 1De citizens ofthe county have come to rely upo:a the 
Genern1 Plm as the main oontrolting document for devel.opmcnt. 

, \ The la~>g~..., at the end ofpolicy LU·l4r "Any proposal!• mc"""e lhemta! number 
1-'\ 	 'Oflots or the size ofthe OOtel shall require a~ plan and!or text a.rrn:ndment'" serves as 

a limitation, not an invitatiDl:l 'Nhen you couple the newprojed nppt:iealion 'lYith t.ecl.Wcei 
"'"""'""'(...._below) il calls inm '~""""""the integrity of!he <iP and tile pl<mllhll! 
proce.s. Wlzyoren'ttl!ogromu! tuk:s the"""e furtl>is]Xejedasotben;? It cleuly !soot the 
.,roject :ua.tned in LU.14r yet lt is ueated as lfit were sln:Jp}y an ~em oftlutt 1984 -apprmo-al 

Direct tlzv EIR ~ rc ~dtt projectas previollldy apprcved. wsrhcut 
;{,... tr:cknitxrlCQrf'efJfk!M andwith tk ~?.zoning tc shcwtM tkveit>pnt;mtasalluwed in 1P84.
/1 Pffimmappittgrnindit:ated J984/xmmiariuwffhAP nwnhersslwwinglfre !984 de.velopnumt 

/,... mzri tht: new proposaL Have the consultalft ezplain the r.iiscrepancy v.ftlre A.P mtmbcrs in Policy 
v .J LU14 rand the !i1R clunts. DlrwJ the EJR consultant toana/yce the- project, glffl<1Talpian 
~ sp«ific pkm mnen&nenU and subdtvtsKm with.cut refi;!J'W':e to LU-l.f.r. 
IlillElR Mi-lh<Mark Oil A~ Zqning 

In !975, the Cou.1y ofSonoma oommlssioned an aoriculbmsi :s!ndy that argued that 
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apple- .00 otlrer agrieultu....U land; could be convert«! to grapes. Land 1m land OMl!llll 

~vigorously.- this study as rumy v.'anted COlll:ltYWide zoni.n:g reduced to ~ 
minim...,, The lfut Coun1y Gernml! PlaJl adopled in 1978, carried fommd the theme of . 
pre=viagasriculturnllandl!by Jaq;elQt zooiog. The !989 GP not only reffzie<lrllli theme with 
ll.lree agdcutrumt z.ones but also added an ~tumlElement ro promote and protect 
~-Large lot zoning was used to pteS~MYeagricultutal1and ill "iable economic u.nit>

The ElR anal,.;. ofSoils in Seclinn S.!- 4 belli}> the fa<t Ibn th¢ 1989 <reneral Plan did 
prolect llgtioullure and~ !bewine industtyby protecting ogricu!Mallands and l-g 
Dl~ trom. both UJlmt and tourist intrusion. There are no agriculturai t:t()l)$ gnl\vu on tl'.is 
-~- ofthe dev.lOjlD!entinrete~~t, 0010.causo of the soilll'Jle or other fuctms n:lare.! 
m the natnre Qfthe pan:eJ. There a.--e llUillefous similarparccls rhtougb out the High-way 12 
.::.urridot that~ grapes. flowers. edtote: crops BDd eoutd remain in agrkultur:e forever wete it 
not for the """"" ofdevcloponeut. Tho long thought o']t and hard fuuglrt policieo to pr--t 
sgricult:utal hmd is trivialized by the discussiOJt on soH 1ype9. Alkm:ing t'le'wlopmem: on non
sni1nb!e ,.ils would spell !be demise ofagri<llllllre by allowini urban inuusi<m into ngr!cullural 
""'"'- 0..ooly needs wwitn= !be conversion of"l!ficulturalland wgrape growing and the 

0
rew;t;onofsuchgroops 8$tbe Occidemal Town!U.Il Coalition to undctstandlhill CO!lllict. 

Here in,. the deveiopmem ignom AR-32 and the ADJ.dysls mitses ihe p:rint fiat the.:re. is. 
:rw agriculture on tile pared. !his i3 because ofa desire1o dt::vd<tp the parcel to utban and tot..'Tist# serving US~eS. In flld'. tlte JiiO$t viable agricultural land is10 be tl&"...d: for '\\'S$!e disposal fl.u::itities 
fur the 00\-clopmcnt As stated, Policy Lu-14rwas adopted in 1989 ~ofa 'fairness" issue. 
10. groW1!! of!hi, proposal inAgrioul1:U1lll Land ~ons is ckarly Q\lf of~on 
with the Agricultlltal E1el'nm cfthe Ge!teral Plan_ Does this oot chmtge the approach to decision 
making\

'•,. •' 
The lQ,OOO ~winery is 40,000 square feet: or about one sere. Is this large spaccl.for a 

,A/ \vinery or a OOu!:ique store and events sen 'ice? Tbe Gmmtl Plan makes :it dear that tourist 
,)\ 	rclateri acli\ities (including spaces) sbould_be anclllary to agri..,Ut:ute. V;t'hat is the illdu.stty 

standar-4 square footage fui case production'! Are there size oom-r:~ for other 10,000 case 
wweries itt Sonoma Cow.t:ty?

1J.... St:ction 2.3 tJfthe <Jr is entitl.;ld: Limit inb1l5itm o-f new reaidential uses into 
vagrienltunl.Iau:d. The EIR smtes that the applicant Coes not pwpcse any clusttmngofthe: 
· 	 subdi'V'ision (4.0-18) tw41krefore an"agriculrural easemC:trtwouldnotbe required llltd¢rihe 

plan."' Wlr; isn'tclu~~required7Thewaiving ofilie lOa.cre minimum lot size inLU-l4r 
was clearly in1cnded to~ clusterlng. 'l1tffl. mtum, WQuld elin:llutne many a.dvem:: 
impacts en~ agrkultumllarui usc. 

The 1C,OOO case ~-in collC(!:rt with a resuuu:am and a. ~. a spa. and ~al events 
"-. are in fact coi1l111ett".iaJ deve:lqpment "'idl.in agricultamllands. Can the Planning Camntission 
v \ really fiud that as stami an 4.0.19 that "Such uses ''VO!lki appear-co promooe prod1..'Cts gro-wn « 

processa6 ill Sonoma County?" Cen you really make a decision that this development :tnect5 tM 
test "'...ifiMy SUpport a.'Yi do not adversel-t affect the agricultural production activities ofthe 
area"(AR-6.2) • 

Can the Commiss.trn find that this development eomplies 'Wi:th policy AR-Oa to "'L:imlt 
visitor seiVing uses in a.gri.Cl,l!tuml categories to those Which prnnll.)te sgri¢Ulmlll production in 
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the ~"-(and).,Limit~onaJ uses to the '1..andExteosiveAgrirulture and "Diverse 
Agri-culture.. categories,. spcci:fically to bed and breakfast inns offive or fewer rooms and cmtp 
grounds oOO or fe~-er stia.. the ErR analysls states that 1.~ S1 on: wiU sell Sonorm County 
~ lind that !be County bas allowed th= activities in agri<llii>JJ1llld 

A1Jy impli<a!ion that this type ofproposal h"' been allowed to tbis sealo in any 
agricdnmll zoni.ns district is errooeoos. Further, !r'Jllly ifnot IJl(')St ofthe special eventS ~ 
in winer.ics iiU'C not pennittt>Abut assun.ted It has been the bane oftbe Coimty to UJ and enfuf'ee 
any ~>Uln1lillon on--· 'Ill< Coutlt)'ofSonemaeslOhlishe<ltwo- the past 10
years touy and addn:ss the'""""' of 'Special Events' and~- related sales in 
agricuii>JJ1lllaruk.g hats,~ lea-clothing, out4-<:<mnty products, In both case!, tba 
County bas essemia!IJ alxlialted The County bas no vUible way ofenf<m;fl!gwlla! i> sOld in a 
boutiqlle mre, The BrR writ<rs should"""""" lhe smffinZ<ming~to ascertainlbo 
ability to regulale -ofI!'JO<ls in win<cy""'-nmU

Po!icy2..511egvlale tho Lo<otioo aodiDtemiiy of~turell<bted Cmnmertial 
nd Irulustrlal u ... ill Allrie>dt.ttiA..., i> tgnomfil>1heBlR. The proposal forams~l!ut~Urt 
and S1'.0!'e have no benefit m ugric\.llture" 'l'his is a violation ofpolicies ~A!Usand~ 
The EIR. sbould oot pick and clJ.oos.e application ofthe- policies ;.-iz the development proposal 
The moject a.,., proposed is intrusive and dots not comply 'With tlw A.gricnltuml Element of 'the 
GP. 

'Ibe store, spa attd restalU"Snt ""-ere not al1owed inl984 because ofth¢ agricultural zoning 
on the land and the need for sophisticr$d sewage treatment The restaurant was to be limited to 
guest and resemble a cafeteria., not a full blowniCStalmliJt open tu the public. GaaJ All--6 very 
di.":ect!y states to~-limit tJaem in seale and location. These uses mWI:t be beoefiei31 to he 
agricalture il1All11it.-y artd h.tm operators a.d.if compatible with loo.g term agric.ulto:nll use of_ 
tlle !ud." AR--6bis a rulicy tom0gn.i2e disting:restaurant end~ fi1cl1ities .»Howcan 
an Bll< or public boqy.,.., any mistake in the inference oftbe Agricu!I>JJ1lllllement policies 
v-16 respectto regulating ar.d limiting the illtrusion <;fvisitor ~in.e; CODlll!M¢ial i1;to 
agrieU!ture ~'Ill< analyslll On page 4.0.19 is q>=tioiWble'"' it""""' the 'devclcplll!:lll" is 
··roosidered to Oe companble: v.:ith long term use offue site"' implyfug there isn't any agricultural 
potential on site- This proposalwculd preclude fulure agriculrural use by the-magniturle of 
the de,.)opment The BrR 1hmofore bel!> lhe question ufagricultu!lll proie<;tioo. 

Would this appllcalron without LU-14rmake any....,. in any- 'l!flcullma!land use 
d<sig1llltioo or .-7 C<m1d it •;o<J: ..-thetechnl..U conections 11> explllld the RVSC'I The 
~ris cleorlyoo, lll>wtben, C51l an!!ll< analysis -lho "'"""of• pipeline dewlopmem of 
this scale Mdfittd that it wuuld not be hamlfiil to ag,:iC!liMe?

0 The Pl<mning CbnmtJMion shoo~<!direa tlr&preptmm ofthe E!R tu rubslmlrlare 
\ sttztemcnts reganling ike impact upon agriculture OJ'l tJW sile, nearby. and cmmtywide, Pleme 
a analy;:e haw fit£ grmuing aftlte store. a rarauram. a spa QUi flU cftbe but agricultural land 
f¥ for waste dfs~a! "Will comply with the agriculrure element? The c:urrent tmalysis giws short 

shr~ft to a WQri«.th/.e GP doc:mnent tmdClpf)ear'$ to bwt long held protective palicie.r. Where We 
reJ>taun:mts arJ:rzort!S in?en pemmted in agriculture kmd since 1989 ay ass€rted tn the analysi.! 
ofAR..6a? Huw many legal permtlsfor 3()...eventxperyear lli:.rve heengrantcdOy the Cotmty In 
agiculturallarui? 
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There is ng ;M]ysis N!wush1g needs for emp,Icyecs and ~ultuml ;ygrf<eu, 
7htie is nothing in the ElR with respect to e;ither affordsble ho\lsing fur the \"'OCkers cr 

\\ for agricu1tuml holls.ing for winery employees. The Coun\V ofsoooma: bas sn::f!ered a law sui1·  (Dave Grable. Housing A.dvoca.t.es) tor not meeting the As~ocia:tion ofBay Area Government 
housing r.ecds f'M low income persons. There is a chronic shom~ge of housing f{lr futm 'l\'01k¢rs 
and $40-10,000 pet ycat i.nccme persons_ (See EPS WotkfOict;:s-Housing Lin.kage :Fee Study, 
WaltKiul; as commissioned by theBOS and nme cities.) 

There is no analysis oftt*t: impact ofthis development m meeting: County houstilg :awls 
as put fOrlh in the recently adoptod .HoWling Element ofthe Gene.-.! Plm The Cl>!1Sllltant 
asSumed 8.000 sqmre: f'tXJt homes. 'fht:re is no analysis- ofThe hoti.is-ing needs of'the employees cf 
the ston'"-,_ wi:nety~ r~ and domestic peroons serving the new home;$, 'Wberev.ill they live! 

· Wl:at~Jhydoestbls developnumth.ve underlll< Ho~El- ro IU!i!resslho" 
hoosingncods?l! is simply not lllllllyzed 

~·the employee mi.t andths location cflKJusingft;r the~- What millgmioo 
under the HC>ISing Element sJwu/d the Smwmo Country butJ11""'id.? Sfnt:<liiiS IS poruay.JI1P 

· · · an ogricofturt>/projta:J, >Nmfd- the adequacy offonn ,..,u, IKJusmg lie anafy::ttd' Iller< 13 
r.o anafys~ oftM Ectmumrc t.mdSocial eff«n iftJre low wage ofrestauram 'IYOY~ shoppe 

kfteps, Win6'JY ~kers. and special event employees to the ciJ$t ami~Ylilahilityof!towing in 

Sonoma~ 


~· owt))"il 2~ks !lie !9!\2 !,lenera) Plan polici~ and lho !l!ct lll:ii; ~ 

ll!!Jilber!!JlO 4mt;i 111\il ll'JlbJom j:J JM ~VilJev.


\1,-- The ElR did not.,.,;OO..Land u., policies 14naru! LlLJjl which make definit!vo 
statements regarding the appl.lcation ofR~on and Visitor Sc.rv:lng dcsigoations in the 
Sonoma Valley. Eadt state that..,_ Additional Recreational. and Visitors Se.tvingDestJplmions in 
1he Sonoma Valley a:ro limited to urb;m service amtS ofKenwood."l..U14~n is under the Set;tion 
:'t.S of the GP w.hlch pertains to Sama Rosa. Policy 1 SI is U11der Sed:io:o 3.9 ~his the Sonoma 
Valley. The Board wanted it known that it did DOt :intend ~oreRecreation and Visitor 
Serving land in1he Sbnoma Valley:Big:hway 12 i:orridoc.. LJ._<-..18§-limitsa bedant!bretl.k:fas.t 
proposallu one that wouldnot ~te any mme1raffu: man the ~ "Ulban Resirle:rtial. 
8 ®lac designation."" Tl'.leSe is a consi$teut pa.ttem oflin:rlt:at:ioo oft.nl.ffic procluci.ng 
dev•Jopment<enywbere on Hlghway 12. LU-!Swpi<;ks "!'!his lheme in illllta
d<:volopmmi "is limit1>i..ro Jew levels oftmffic..." 

The=>onsarestmodin!heGPJ>I""'1l>leinS«lion3.9 Scooma Valley. In 1989. the 
Sonoma Valley Tmflic Sllidy indical<d tbat "lOO"A. build out of~ allowed by various 
specificplan wncld.result in ~Je levels ofcongestion on sev~ roads and woulC 
tequlre ~Y 12 ro be improved to S ~an...."This =tion also states tbat 2 oflhe 6 jllil>ciple 
!and use lS$1M$ inth~ Sonoma Valley are 1) tt..e relationsbip betv.<ee:1 grov.'th and traffic. 
C(;Dgestim\and 5) the comr»rtt"bii:ity ofru..'ll d¢velopment v,.ith th¢ ptnteaion ofqricultu::re, 
5CCtlic Ie.ndscapes and n:so~es." 

T1:te traffic sit.uation is dire today. The tmffic oonsahant stated in the June '5. 2D03 
Planning Commission~ that she ·.vas ":not certain ofbeing llblc to nri:t:igate tra:ffic le¥¥!ls" 
to a Cou.nty stlmdatd. The overview presented at that meeting stated thai tiRffic could not be 
mitigated, This bas been know since 1989, yet in contravention to many Gene!al :Plan policies, 

http:procluci.ng
http:developnumth.ve
http:A.dvoca.t.es


14100$: 
FRJID 

lhi• development !lfOilO"",; ""JlJUlil from the origlmlll91!4 allo~dl:vel-ent.·"""'"'-	 \'? Tfi.e EJR states Ihcn rraffic can nor bs mitigated Would the .PlaMin.g Ccur.mt..'<SioiJ llUti to 
J: " mak:e a Statement t;ifOwrriding COI1.!ideratiCn with respect l& trcifjic? ifsc, sJmJil fltat 

~· fY stJ:lie:lnml nat be inclurieti in th£ Notice ofDetermtnatim:-' Sllould the EIR t.mafyu. ifiitere ore 
· 	 ~ henr:fjiu to if.e ptbjecJ 10 over weigh th: 'I.IIKNOitiahlt: env;r~ risks a{~ 

trqffo; anifthe urrmitigabJe ejfecJ? Is there something about this projt1Cttl:m makes it r.~ 
for a statenumt ofoverriding.considerat.irm ? 
~Comcliot\ 

Tbn.1:' five actcs cfhlve grown to 20-ac!es fu lbe Recreati<mal and Visitor s.ming land 
~ use~ o:1 ateclmi.cal correction is absurd and makes alD.I)(lkl;'l;'y ofopen gm~ That 

' - the-comction- fu>- bolh ZIJllil)g andthe llfltd usc- is incolnpxehensible.Ilid 
the Coo>l\ym~two .,;SI>keswilh respect tu Ibis property? No, the CoU!llyadoptcdLU-l4r 
which'WRS"'inlmdcd.W'!SP"'"modateanllwm~·" 

'Tb<: EIR '"""" tl!at11\o "PIU.JD stB!fhas <1-<:<ltl!at tile RVSC on the 01' lam! U5< 
lllllp fur<lraJ'W'l(>dRlm<h i< in<onoct•..l'RMD stalfhwl-tha!the 1984Boe.rdof 
Sllpcrvi:som approval inciuded adesigua:tionof25 acr.,furR=eatiooalllll<i Visitor Servil>g 
Con:uneroial uses~ (EIR. 4.0-4) How can the staffmake this detemrinafion when it was thcBOS 
tlmt made ihe original4ct<nnimlfum? Should the BOS Jl(lt ~ a -onofwhat IIley 
meant? How can staff l2"yeazs later let the clocle toil on iechnical Corrections? Is there oo 
limitatlo:o.. HQw now. are we .mak:lp.g technical corn::ction.s these 'tlllillY ye:ms laxer? 

Page 3.0-7 also states that the size oftheRVSC was in""''· T!w ii>otoote 6 q-s 
Ordinam;es: from 1984. Where is the linkage to a techniCal ~tion some l1ineteen years: later. 
Sbouldthete DOt be • public bearing or son<:l:ioned County ptoocss above stalfmakingteclmical 
ca:rections to grant such eg~:egious changes in zoning and OHP land usc~? Can staff 
~a BOS a<tion?Upon "'imtautbority ;;such an""'""' bystaffsatlotloned? 

Sine< the Tedmiool C<mccnoru; _.,in the J- S, 2003 Staii'Repor<, is Ibis a 
discrerionaey actimtby the Planning CrnnmissiQn? Are you expected to ~tubber s1ltr.n.p' a staff 
lll:ltion dmt- a~llOS land use 1hat by defimtionbas ""!lliJed apro.j..:t spe¢!li< 
EJRj lbdiev<>1he teclm;ca! conection should have fillln<>tice and public~- Here, staff 
could preselllll'.e - tlurt !<ail iDem tu C<>D:lude an en:or by1lle BOS? Tlw P!3!llling 
Commission coul<i agree or .n_.. has<:<! upon a public~ arul not•- inanEIIl 

The nu1y llill<aJ!e in the Genernl Plan thot !have fuJl(ld ,.,..~onpage 20 in 
SeciKm 1.3 Scope- Organization that stat£$: "'Fuuureehangotothe lam! use plllnmops.-to ehangotl!e....,~or pemritted rosidwlllknsity. -be !l<tO!Ilplish<d ooly 
mrough ll1e ..,......:r plan -process. !l'ovlded1llat mlnerteclmical
invol'ling"thc e.xere.i.se ofno ~amay be made in otderto ~f~ the illtem of 
the lloanl 00' Supesviso<> in adopti!Jg1he Gcuetal Plan. These <Ottccnotll! maybe accornplis!:ed 
by cun.sem cale.ruiar .....me ofthe Board without a. general plan amcndtne.m: as it :is CQtlS.O'lled by 
Section 65358 of1he Govemme1rt Code." 

Was t1ris proc~ followed? Is 11i:s considered minoi to allow 5-ac.t¢S ofR.VSC to grow to 
20-acre.s to (lQow the -appllcation for a Jazger project than WiiUJ anti.Gipakd in LU-l4r? That now 
requires an FJR., a Gencmi Plan bmcndment. a zone clllm.ge and application for a use pennit for a 
:restaurant. a. Spa. retail sale~ and special events? [3. this really Dliuor?"''here is n<1 analysls ofthis 
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in tile ElR upm whicb !be Commission-- any deretminailon excepting oo!llln<lliS !1om 
Sl>ffand-. 

1'JreElR ;thouW~ the case for the technicalcom:ction within the conte:xi rfthe 
project What <mid!_,wl!il and wilbot4 IM 1Cchnicb1 c.orrectitm? Has all"""~· 
evidence. artdftndingti b6lm made trYaiiabte tv the Pltm~~ingCommitsien. Hold a hearing M the 
TeclmicaJ Cctrrect.ivJfS tqa/Jow the public 1() better 'IJI'Jii!I'S'IriNi the dfffere.r.ce betw€en '111ilicr' 
tmdthe statetfcmreai.ulu. Da£s the PlattJ~ing Com:mis.sion tr.ted to makefmilillf!S ()/lIN 
Jt~Chnical t:mTi!l;:(ions7 ifso, hac tM properNotice been given 10 tlw public1 Does the E1R 
CQnJU/4mt needIQ propo:se tnelJStlf'C$ to miJigate the sJgnifieant 111M pmposa!s !hat would br. 
alia-wed with the tncreased RVSC ccmmerclal zoning irt'espeaf're q{LU·:Ur? Do the tedmical 
cnf'Y'(f{:l.ions t;Qt(orm to at1tetpolJcies above with respect. to thE. imended meaniJ!Jg aftlte L'[J-14r 
tmd other policies iimiting RYCS in theSotWma Yqlfey? 
l'ulllic Healt\l 

/ The analysis oftbe use of a Jmkap treatment i$ astounding, cavalier aad v.torse, doe: 

'~?· lll>t meet <be lOst impo«d by CEQA-e.g l:lco<riplion of<be projec~ sil!Dificant .mer.. of1be
\ -andgrow!IJ iuduoJ'iJg lmpa<:ls. A footnoted """""""'on with Ted Walker and Rich 

Holmer( 5.4-7) do •ot pulllle policy llll!ke. 
~is tbemeutionintheElR of:Public Facilities policy "'PF~ll: Consider approval of 

new wastewater managemU systems in unincorporated areas only when it is n~sezy to 
rcsoh--e an existing public health haz:a:rd Avoid nc:w small wastewater treatment systems which 
sexve multiple uses and under separate owne.rship on sc:parate pa.rcels." Is there sotnething 
eonfusmg about this policy'1.!t is the Joag S10rulilllland cum:n.t policy fur the county. 

The fOOlnQ!ed ~ lll8kes tt clear that new guidelines are not publlshed for public 
distn1Jut;on and fOV!ow. :Does Sl>ffunpu'blislred guidelines USll!jl Cietlerill Plan policies? Ale~~ 
to believe that putting the cart befure the horse in this case :means that~ do not need fi.uther 
analysis of along S10ruliag policy. Clet~r!y, the change mallow pat:bge treaJment pWl!s is 
growth inducil!s l!lld this bas IWt been analyzed iu this or any mher eavirorune!1lnldocruncrns. 
This does not ooufortn to CEQA. The 2020 GP Cirl=s' Advisory Comrnillec has voted 10 
disoUow~ pla!m and thernfure rei:Lernting PF-117 

Does <be staUm.m that the "Regional Boord-not have s]><Offic 8Jlideline regsrding 
~ planls.."(5.4-8).,.,.. that ••• should &l> ahead widt anal~'2lllg a package lreatlnelrt plant 
that i• w..I1owed in me Genor41 Plan and not~ by tbeRegionall!oord? It oppears m me 
1hat lh!s is wbatS-ni v. Own1y ofl.lerulooln• (I' Di", 19811) prevents. 1'borein, the eourt 
fu\llld that issues Danded to be considanaJ early in <be~ and not def.rred.!n Swttblrom, 
tbe County COJlSidered one11-a!teonalve. Is itbemwhen one-olrematiw that 
is not pomUt!ed byihe eitbe.rllte CO!lllly orthe Regional Boatd is <illly poJti.all)' -~ 
, DitW~ rhe ElR consulrant tc further analyze CQJtJUY GP anJ.1W:lSfe dispOSiil altmurttves 
for~ bythe Commission. A.nalyre the pnn:•&mt semng {{fitN.; ofolhwin!( apf<li<ct 
t() ~ a/wad em apruumptj()11 ofa wa.m; »·a:ter ~em tbt:tt ts cum:nUy not aiit.rJJ,cd mthe 
regill!1 by the WQCB andthi: GP. What are the liabilities t;f alltYW'ing a project with an ElR 
ilN!1yzed diHpasal systtJfn that is 1W( allowed bypolicy? What tft~ ~iwt impact ofan 
Wiroiy newpolicy to ailcw hotels and restaura:nta in RVSC aMagricultural zoned lands en 
packap,e ueatmentplrws? 

http:dfffere.r.ce


Conclusion; There are some emission.~; 'With respect to the proj t)Ct as l!nal:yzed by the ElR. £ither 
we follow the intent ofLD-14r'killch was intended to a£COJUm.odate an existing devclopment 
pt'O'pOmtl or we have an ~1ynewpr\1iectfi'¢eftom the 4lacldes ofLU-I4r. This projectis 
attempting to be a hybrid that ~s the fairplay ethic exrlmded: to a 'pipeline project' as noted in 
LU-14r 10 ~ the breadth and SCQpe vi the project without being cons!®led as a 'ne-K 
project'. Dces the applicant boj::le$ t.o gain some privilege in the ple.:nnin8 proce5$ that ls dellie4 
ro others? The~""p~ is 001 the projeot mW·l4r. ltshould have !W dil:penwio•with 
respecr to policy w~14r' lt iS a different ~ect- Therefore, the project Should be ~on 
it's otvn merits and not~ tfie question ofalmd use poljcy ~ t.o flllt>thet project e\00 

though it is on the same site. The E1R is fimlty itt this~ The te:±nical coo-ectkms did .not 
fullow the policy decl:nation <rublisbed in the Oenexol Pl.n for teehnical corn:<tiona The""' 
ofa package trOiiltlnelttplant is n(lt alJowed by policy. ~ are several new d~ to tbis 
devel-al>o"' the W·l4r acee;ned development. Itohould therefore be aoolyzedaS anew 
~""ti<m arul nut ¢<>mpared :olhe 1984 Gxaywoo<i proj<:ct. 
Iii!~ 

l) ~e thi,v appilcatkmfrom Lu.J4r as a nttW opplicrdum. Dtrecr the f:IR 
con81J]~tmtS to analyze the pmject hayed 'UfX'11- it's mr:rlt ami nQt as em atenstan ofthe 1984 
project.

.A!!f.,. ..SJ R£vi...,·Jt tl:e Issue ofpaclr.age ~pku-.Js{was(Jw.vt;t.tf!r managemem liy~tema) and 
~ C-enmll PlmtPolit;y PF-Jl atuidetennine ifan adequateanatysis oft.lre growth ilulucing 

V) impacts ofallowing ~tqfore disallowedpackag:e ~planl:S for prtvate develqp!MtJf lw.r 
been ptrfort!tetiumiu rhe CahfcmiQ. Environmental QualityAc1. 

3)IUucrmtr.e ifstajfteclmiccl correcti(Jlt$ rolmmg to tf..t: 1984 adopuddevdapmer.rpltm 
for Graywood were rightfully impo:md. Didthe tcchr.JtxJl (JOl'r.f!Ctiolt cnerreach the 'miner' and 
'fnwlvi?lg rAe crxercise cj'NJ dtscrerron' d/nctil>r. o/poik!;Y 1.3 of:lttt Gennal Plnn? 

4j Revisit tP.e ElR m ltght ofthe ~texlanalysis viz !) 2) and 3) abO'Iie ro de:ermfnc if 
thisprojects meen rite iiMIIationa in t/tJt Ag;rlCU'ltwal Elemerrt' o-fJim~PkmlOr toUI"ism 
serving and cluster deve.JQPJ'nlml. Speqfically, ltmiting tr.tr.JSion ofdm-clopment into 
agriculttt:rnlland. 
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"- ...... ~ June J9, 2003 

Melinda Gtowll. 

SODCma Counzy Permit and Resource Depa:.rtment 

2550 Ventura Ave. 

Santa R-CA 95403 


Re: Bnata for Cnfnments ~Draft Enyirooms&Y Impe&t Repgrt 

By Ernie~. Swom•CO~m~<Yljj•.1une 12.2003 

Slate Clearinghout;e 20020>20u 


Please accept the fullowing corrections: 
-page 3, paragraph two, line one: cl:lange belays to belies 
~page 4, parag.rapb 3, line 6: ..AR...6b' iss. poUey1(trecognU:c existing~ and 

lodging- facili~ 1'ht policy SUJI;iJJ; DN<.J."With:J/andir.gpoltc;· AR-6a. reoogr.iz!J e;r!sting 
r~;a:n:anrs or Iodgmgfor.:iltties <mdtlwsl$ which were ap;pr<J-ved dt.ril!g adoption ofthis phn, 
but limit tlteir c:s:pa...l$/Qrt cr intensificatioTL" 

4)a~ 6. -paragraph twO. line one: "l'hat five acres of~ have grow:.:..." 

-page 0, paragraph 3~ line 6: tod should be tJl.!i. 

-page 6. paragraph 5, iine 4 and S should rc:ait ~e. staffeeMl5 should p;esent tt.e 


material that iead!edthem tocwcludea:a error by the BOS."' 
..:Page 7•. paragraph 4,line 2; <'Bees: no staff unpublished guidelmes usurp Gwcrn1 Plan 

polieies7' 
-page 1~ p.aragra:ph 4,line 6: "The 2020 GP Citizen's Ad\ist:Jt)· Conunittce has voted ro 

disallowpad:.age m:atmentptams ar.d therefore fu.n ttitealing rttitf.J'atedPF·ll.'' 
-~ 7, paragmpn 5.line 6: "Is it better when only one t:reatmem altetaative 1hat is not 

pe:rnrlttoo: by ~the County or the ~Board is only partially znal.:yL:-ed?" 
Thwi< )""' 
Sinoorely, 



 

  

  

 

 
 

 
 
 

9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

RESPONSE TO LETTER 15 -- ERNEST L. CARPENTER 

Response to Comment 15-1 

B7 zoning (Frozen Lot Size) is applied to property to signify “that the lot has been frozen in order to 
restrict further subdivision of large remaining parcels left after approval of a clustered subdivision as 
provided in general plan Policy LU-6c.” (Sonoma County Code Section 26-78-010).  The property 
never received the benefit of the previous approval (i.e., the subdivision did not record so the density 
was NOT taken) and the application of the B-7 was not warranted.  This is not precedent setting as the 
property is not being granted additional subdivision potential; rather, it is only being allowed to 
process the subdivision potential that it always had.  There have been other instances where the B7 
designation was applied prematurely and where it has been removed in order to grant the owners the 
ability to process a subdivision which would otherwise have been allowed. 

Response to Comment 15-2 

The Assessor changes and assigns numbers for tax assessment purposes which often have no 
relationship to the needs of the Permit and Resource Management Department.  The subject property 
did receive recognition of some underlying historic parcels in 1989 thorough the Administrative 
Certificate of Compliance (ACC) process.  This resulted in the creation of Assessor’s Parcel Numbers 
(APN’s) 051-020-043 and -045 from 051-020-033. APN 051-020-043 is 29.29 acres and 051-020-045 
is 262.63 acres in size. APN 051-020-033 was 293.14 acres so there has actually been a decrease in 
the overall acreage. 

A map showing relative positions of zoning with respect to the 1984 approval and the current proposal 
has been prepared and is included in response to comment 14-2. 

Response to Comment 15-3 

The project is being processed as a major subdivision.  Potential impacts are being reviewed as if they 
resulted from a new project. Consistency with the General Plan will be determined by the Planning 
Commission and the Board of Supervisors. 

Response to Comment 15-4 

It is not unreasonable to assume that people may want a similar but not the exact same project as was 
originally granted approval.  Whether the Board anticipated this and hoped to limit applications which 
differed from the original or encourage them by indicating that they would consider them if a General 
Plan Amendment was requested is open for interpretation.  However, the fact remains that through the 
adopted language of LU-14r the door was left open for alternative proposals.  The applicants have 
requested a General Plan Amendment to address the differences between their project and that 
described in the policy LU-14r.  It is staff’s interpretation that the project, while clearly not the same 
as that approved in 1984, is similar in many ways and thus the comparison between the two is useful 
in analyzing the project. 

Response to Comment 15-5 

This is a request that the Planning Commission direct the EIR consultant to perform certain tasks.  The 
Planning Commission did request maps indicating the location of current and proposed land use 
designations and the area of development.  Please see response to comment 14-2 and Appendix F 
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

General Plan and Zoning Exhibits for mapping of the previously approved project and the new 
proposal and response to comment 15-2 for a discussion of Assessor’s Parcel Numbers. 

Response to Comment 15-6 

It is unclear how the “approach to decision making” is impacted one way or the other as compliance 
with the General Plan is always a consideration in the decision making process for proposed land uses. 

Objective AR-3.2 reads as follows: Maintain, in those agricultural land use categories where small 
parcels may be permitted, the largest land area for agricultural use.  Limit the number of clustered lots 
in any one area to avoid the potential conflicts associated with residential intrusion. 

The parcel has a General Plan designation of DA (Diverse Agriculture) with a density of 17 acres per 
dwelling unit.  There are 307.01 acres of this designation on the Graywood Ranch which would result 
in the ability to divide the parcel into 18 lots without consideration of LU-14r.  Another 164.38 acres 
of the Ranch is zoned RRD 100 acres per dwelling unit and is, therefore, not subdividable but this 
represents another parcel.  The remainder of the Ranch is designated RVSC making a total of 20 
parcels possible under the current General Plan designations. 

The Diverse Agriculture designation allows parcels as small as 10 acres and was applied in areas 
“...where soil, climate and water conditions support farming but where small acreage intensive farming 
and part time farming activities are predominant.  In these areas, farming may not be the principal 
occupation of the farmer.  The primary purpose of this category is to protect a full range of agricultural 
uses and to limit further residential intrusion consistent with the policies of the Agricultural Resources 
Element.”  For this property the policy provides a specific exemption to recognize the previous 
approval. 

It does appear that the parcel could be planted in grapes, particularly the lower area where the leach 
fields are located, however, the leach field will constrain the ability to place a vineyard in this area. 
There are areas of the county where vines have been planted between the leach field lines and that 
might be possible in this location if the applicant desires to plant vines.  The upper areas might also be 
suitable for grapes but would require removal of trees and extensive grading and site preparation in 
areas which are considered visually sensitive.  It is more likely that the upper area is too rocky and 
would be better suited to less intensive uses such as grazing although even this would be very limited 
as there is very little grass due to the density of forest and understory brush. 

LU-14r contains a provision that allows for parcel sizes smaller than the minimum 10 acre parcel size. 
However, the creation of parcels in the 3-6 acre range on the site, even though allowed by Policy LU
14r, raises the issue of potential conflicts with agricultural production. The Planning Commission and 
Board of Supervisors will make a determination about whether the proposed lot sizes are still 
appropriate. 

Response to Comment 15-7 

The size of the winery complex is 23,750 square feet and includes the “General Store” (3,500 sq. ft.), a 
small “Gallery” (750 sq. ft.)  and “Events Pavilion” (4,350 sq. ft.).  Barrel storage and the fermentation 
areas take up 7,700 sq. ft. and another 4,450 sq. ft. are required for staff and maintenance areas.  The 
production rate for the winery portion of the complex is 1.3 cases/sq. ft./year.  Based on information 
prepared for another project (Rabbit Ridge Winery) the average number of cases produced per square 
foot by small wineries (approved annual production of 30,000 and 12,000 cases per year) is 3.1 
cases/sq. ft./year. with a high of 6.7 and a low of 1.3 cases/sq. ft./year.  There does not appear to be a 
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standard square footage per case.  Size can be dependent on type of wine(s) produced (fermentation 
time varies).  Storage needs are also affected by variety of wine produced.  It is unclear whether case 
goods are to be stored on site as that is not called out in the proposal statement.  The County has not 
attempted to establish a standard, rather each proposal is evaluated on a case by case basis using the 
justification for space needs provided by the applicant and the types of wines to be produced.  

Response to Comment 15-8 

The project is analyzed in the EIR as it is proposed.  Staff will make a recommendation regarding 
whether clustering and easements would be appropriate.  The proposed configuration of the 
subdivision actually does result in the residential parcels being clustered around the inn/restaurant/spa 
area. Clustering is not required by LU-14r.  The project does not result in a large remaining 
agricultural parcel which would be suitable for the agricultural easement.  The applicant has chosen 
instead to reserve a portion of the largest parcel (Lot 11) for preservation of the colony of Sonoma 
ceanothus (Ceanothus sonomensis). 

Response to Comment 15-9 

The winery can certainly be tied to Sonoma County’s agriculture as it directly processes a crop grown 
in Sonoma County.  The winery does not have to be located on a parcel which is actively growing 
grapes, just process “agricultural products of a type grown or produced on site or in the local area” 
(Sonoma County Zoning Ordinance 26-08-020).  To some extent each of the other uses can be 
considered as promoting agriculture in Sonoma County but the relationship is more tenuous.  By 
attracting tourists to Sonoma County the restaurant and store expose people to the county, its products 
and may inspire consumer loyalty (i.e., the tourist will be more likely to shop for Sonoma County 
products because they now have a relationship to them and identify the “brand” positively). However, 
although the store appears to be inconsistent with the DA zoning designation unless it is ancillary to 
the wine tasting room.  The restaurant is located in the RVSC zoning which allows restaurants. 

Special events are often focused around some aspect of the agricultural uses present on the property or 
the processing/retailing of agricultural products such as barrel tastings, events related to harvest and 
crush of grapes, wine and food events pairing Sonoma County wines with local foods, passbook 
tasting events, etc. These are the methods which have traditionally been used to promote agricultural 
products and are expressly encouraged by General Plan Goal AR-1, Objectives AR-1.1 and AR-1.2, 
and Policy AR-1a.  The spa is really more of an adjunct to the “Sonoma County Experience” and has 
little or no direct tie to agriculture in this particular instance.  It is not proposed for agricultural lands, 
however, being situated on the RVSC designated lands. 

Response to Comment 15-10 

Please see Response to Comment 15-9. 

Response to Comment 15-11 

This issue is not addressed by the focused EIR but is addressed by the Initial Study.  Housing was not 
found to be a significant issue.  It was determined that there is an adequate amount of affordable 
housing in Santa Rosa and that workers would predominantly come from Santa Rosa.  The project 
does not include any housing for farm workers because there is no agricultural component of the 
project. In order to qualify for agricultural worker housing a certain level of agricultural use must be 
present on the property or on adjoining properties owned by the same owner.  The winery, while 
processing agricultural products, does not qualify as agriculture.  See response to comment 14-100. 
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Response to Comment 15-12 

The General Plan policies listed refer to the designation of lands in Sonoma Valley at the Morton 
Warm Springs as RVSC.  The policies note that additional Recreation and Visitor Serving 
designations are to be limited to Kenwood or to urban service areas.  However, in the Santa Rosa and 
environs planning area section LU-14r clearly states that Graywood Ranch in Kenwood has RVSC 
designation. Several other sites are listed as having this designation as well.  Although the comment 
focuses on the RVSC designation, all land uses in this area and through traffic contribute to the 
congestion experienced on State Route 12. 

Although the project site is not located in the Sonoma Valley planning area, for purposes of the 
General Plan Land Use Map, the traffic congestion issues that pertain to Sonoma Highway are 
applicable. Objective CT-2.1 states that the Level of Service standard may be overlooked in 
determining consistency of increased traffic congestion from projects in certain situations.  These 
situations include environmental or community values that may preclude widening of Highway 12, or 
a project that has an overriding public benefit which outweighs the increased congestion that would 
result. This policy was established when the State Route 12 traffic levels already made it impossible 
to achieve that standard. It is assumed that certain neighborhood-serving and other projects would 
need to be approved and it would be necessary then to invoke this policy. The desire to create a 
supportive environment for agriculture has also led to the approval of many wineries along Highway 
12 in the vicinity of the proposed project, with special events and lodging associated with the wineries. 

The traffic level-of-service data indicate that peak hour traffic volumes on State Route 12 currently 
result in LOS E at Lawndale Road. Projected 2005 peak hour LOS depicted in the Circulation and 
Transit Element of the General Plan project LOS C in this area. General Plan policies address this 
issue: 

“Objective CT-2.1:  Reduce congestion on the countywide highway system by maintaining a 
‘C’ level of service or better on designated arterial and collector roadways unless a lower 
level of service is shown on Figures CT-2c and CT-2d on pages 291 - 293, a lower level of 
service is determined to be acceptable due to environmental or community values existing in 
some portions of the County, or the project(s) which would cause the lower level of service 
has an overriding public benefit which outweighs the increased congestion that would result.” 

“Objective CT-2.2:  Correlate new development with roadway improvements necessary to 
maintain the countywide levels of service set forth in Objective CT-2.1 or better on arterial 
and collector roadways as is more fully explained in policy CT-2b.” 

“Policy CT-2a: Use the levels of service shown on Figures CT-2c and CT-2d on pages 291 - 
293 to determine whether or not congestion is exceeding the desired level of service on the 
countywide highway system. Use area and/or project traffic analyses to determine whether 
intersection impacts or other localized congestion may also affect these desired levels of 
service.” 

“Policy CT-2b: Assure that new development occurs only when a funding mechanism is 
available for improvements needed to achieve these levels of service specified in CT-2a above. 
If the Board determines that a project will provide significant overriding public benefit, the 
project may be exempt from this requirement.” 

The EIR concludes that there will be significant and unavoidable traffic impacts.  However, an 
overriding public benefit would support a finding of General Plan consistency. 
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Only the Board of Supervisors, at their sole discretion, can make the determination that the proposed 
project benefits (e.g., dedication of a public trail and increased transient occupancy tax) constitute a 
“significant overriding public benefit” as required by Objective CT-2.1 and Policy CT-2b.  

Response to Comment 15-13 

Yes, the Planning Commission will need to recommend that the Board of Supervisors make a 
Statement of Overriding Considerations if they wish to recommend approval of the project as 
proposed.  The Planning Commission may take another action (i.e., recommend modifications to the 
projects, recommend denial, etc.) after reviewing the EIR and the information contained in it.  An 
alternative recommendation might not require a Statement of Overriding Considerations.  The EIR 
does not compare the benefits with the impacts.  The EIR is designed to provide information regarding 
the probable impacts of a project so that the decision makers may use this information when making a 
decision regarding the merits of a project. 

Response to Comment 15-14 

The commentor implies that staff has already made the technical corrections to the General Plan and 
Zoning. However, this has not happened and information about the corrections will be presented to 
the Planning Commission and the Board of Supervisors. The technical corrections would involve 
ministerial action by the Board of Supervisors.  The case for the technical corrections will be presented 
as a part of the Staff Reports for the Planning Commission and the Board.  See Response to Comment 
14-2. 

COMMENT 15-15 

Response to Comment 15-15 

The project includes "package treatment plants", on-site sewage treatment facilities, for the winery and 
the inn/spa/restaurant parcel. 

While the County has generally frowned upon the use of “package” treatment plants they have been 
used for other, previously approved projects, notably the Kenwood Inn and Vintners Inn.  The policy 
states that these treatment plants are to be avoided for multiple uses on separate parcels.  In the case of 
the Sonoma Country Inn the treatment plant will be used for the inn/restaurant/spa complex and 
winery and will be located on the same parcels as the facilities they serve.  This would appear to be 
acceptable under the policy and in light of previously approved projects. 

Response to Comment 15-16 

The analysis of the project contained in the Draft EIR includes an acknowledgment of area policy LU
14r recognizing the designation of RVSC and DA 17 to accommodate an approved development, and 
an analysis of the project under those general plan Land Use designations.  This is the only “privilege” 
afforded to this project. In every other way the project is analyzed as a “new” proposal for this site. 

Thus the analysis contained in the Draft EIR is considered adequate to address the environmental 
impacts of the project as proposed. Further analysis of the consistency of the project with the General 
Plan will be conducted in the staff report recommendations to the Planning Commission and the Board 
of Supervisors. 
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3028 Warm Springs Road 
Gien Ellen.. CA 95442 
TEL: (707) 935-9496 

FAx: (707}535-9497June 13, 2003 

Ms. Melinda Grosch 
Sonoma County PR.._\.ID 
2550 Ventura Ave. 
Santa Rosa. CA 95403 

RE: Comments on Sonoma County Inn Project Effi. 

These comments pertain to the public Draft EIR issued for the proposed Sonoma Cmn:lily 
Inn project in lvfay 2003. As a professional environmental planner who prepares EIRs 
for public agencies, I have numerous concerns about the findings ofthe Drnft EIR and the 
absence ofappropriate larui use and alternatives analyses. The EIR is seriously flawed in 
several respects and must be revised and recirculated for public review. Please carefully 
consider the folluwing oomments. 

J. 	 Land Use Analysis- Proposed Project: The ErR analysis fails to evaluate the 

aggregate land use impacts and incompatibilities of the proposed project. The 

combined effects ofnoise, visual, traffic, and even air quality efrects results in 

significant land use disturbances and conflicts, fur which there is no substantive 

mitigation measure. This issue is the very essence of the concerns expressed by 

Sonoma Valley citizens. Wben the impacts are disaggregaterl, they may not be 

significant, or they may be subject to mitigation. However, when the various impacts 

ofthe proposed project are combined, there is oo question that there will be a 

substantial and significant adverse change to the existing rural land me character in 

the area. 


2. 	 Lmd Use An.aly.sis- Proposed Project: The analysis in the document (Impact 5.1 ~ 
4) is too narrow, dealing only with adjacent agricultural uses and not factoring in the 
overall efl:ects on the surrounding areas. The identified mitigation measures do 
nothing to improve land use r.on1patibility. 

3. 	 Land Use Analysis- Proposed Project: The proposed project is a substantive 
urban commercial developmenL By its very nature, a large-scale commercial facility 
fs not compatible or appropriate in a rural agricuhural area There are no mitigation 
meas:ures that can reduce this significant Jand use conflict, as the basic use is 
incompatible. 

4. 	 Visual Analysis- ihe visual analysis underestimates and understates the significance 
ofvisual impacts in tf>.js scenic corridor_ The inconsistency with the North Sonoma 
Valley Specific Plan would NOT be mJtigated to a less~than-significant level, as the 
resmt would be a prominent feature along the scenic highway and from public 
viewing places in the valley. 

• project mmtttgltinent ~ impact ttlffllysis • land use studies • policy development 
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5. Growth Inducing Effects- It is incorrect to conclude that the project would not 
remove obstacles to growth nor set a precedent for similar future projects. The 
General Plan CAC subcommittee on agricultural tourism has discussed this issue at 
length. Concerns throughout Sonoma County have been expressed over the resort 
developments, as they not only degrade the rural environment, but they also start a 
chain reaction ofdevelopment. Opportunities are provided to farmers to sell their 
land at a higher profit for urban development, and tbis opportunity is appealing for 
many struggling farmers. Also, a destination resort like the proposed project needs 
nearby amenities, increasing the demand and pressure for additional lands to be 
converted to commercial uses. CEQA requires an assessment ofwhether the project 
"opens up" new areas for development. In this case, the project would certainly open 
up the Sonoma Valley for further development. In particular, it is clear that existing 
General Plan policies would not protect other lands from the same type of 
development. 

6. 	 Alternatives Analysis: No offsite alternatives were fully evaluated in the EIR. 
CEQA Guidelines and related case law require consideration ofother sites. In this 
case, another site in an area more appropriate for commercial development would 
provide substantial environmental advantages over the proposed project site. 
Limiting the review ofalternative sites to those designated as K or RVSC is too 
restricting. The proposed project could be permitted in commercial districts as well, 
which is where a project like this one belongs. Furthermore, the proposed project site 
itself is not properly zoned/designated and requires a General Plan amendment. To 
reject a site because it conflicts with General Plan policy, when in fact the proposed 
project is inconsistent with General Plan policies (and is applying to amend policies) 
represents a serious flaw in the analysis. 

7. 	 Alternatives Analysis: It appears that there was no analysis of re-locating the 
facilities to lower elevations on the site where facilities would blend in and be 
screened by trees and significant erosion, grading, runoff, and glare impacts could be '7 
avoided. There is no reason for the project to be located on the steep slopes ofthe 
project site. By locating on the hillside and providing views to resort visitors, the 
develop would destroy scenic vistas experienced by the entire Sonoma Valley 
populace as well as tourists and travelers on Highway 12. 

8. 	 Policy Consistency Analysis- General Plan Land Use Element (p.4-9, Goal LU-5): 
Given the size and intensity of the project, the EIR analysis incorrectly concludes that 
the project site would retain its largely open character. This is simply not the case 
the project site is 186 acres, and a substantive amount of it will be developed. 
Furthermore, to place a use like this on land designated as Community Separator or 
Scenic Landscape is completely contradictory to the intent of these designations. If 
this use is pennitted on the site, appropriate mitigation should be required (e.g., 
obtaining and preserving additional community separator land) to offset the loss of 
community separator land, similar to what was required when Rohnert Park planned 
to utilize a small amount of separator land for future growth. 

9. 	 Policy Consistency Analysis - It appears that other policies should have been 
included in the analysis including LU5.2, n..5d, LU9 and LU9.1. 

10. Policy Consistency Analysis- Staff's interpretation ofpolicy LU-14r (p. 4-11)
/ 'D The EIR must compare the project to adopted policies, not to proposed amendments 



requested by the project applicant. The project is not consistent with current policy 
LU-14r. This conflict is understated in the Em.. As written, the document assumes 
that the amendment will be approved. 

11. Policy Consistency Analysis- North Sonoma Valley Specific Plan: 
a. Developing the project site does not protect agricultural soils for future 

generations - it is in conflict with Goal B. 
b. The project is clearly inconsistent with Policy 4 because it does not include 

clustering. Clustering should be required as a mitigation measure. 

I I 
c. The project will (not may) conflict with Goal D, as it will not maintain or 

enhance views from Highway 12, other roads, homes, and work places. This 
is a significant unavoidable impact and irreversible change in the 
environment. Once the trees are cut and the slopes graded, views will forever 
be degraded. The topography and trees (many ofwhich would be removed) 
would not provide effective screening. The area and extent ofgrading and 
development, combined with the elevation will represent a significant scar on 
the hillside. Due to the relatively undisturbed natural and rich, scenic visual 
character, existing views are very sensitive to alteration. The visual 
background cannot absorb the changes to the landscape. 

d. The policies of the North Sonoma Valley Specific Plan are intended to protect 
the current visual and land use character -that is why there is a plan solely for 
North Sonoma Valley. The EIR does not acknowledge the visual and 
aesthetic sensitivity of the area, and dismisses the magnitude ofthe adverse 
change that is represented by the proposed project. 

12. Mitigation Measures-
a. 	 Many of the recommended mitigation measures are not feasible, particularly 

roadway widening and biological measures. Widening and improving 
roadways is inconsistent with the rural character of the area and would induce 
further gro"Wth. 

b. 	 Adding signals only contributes to .fi.uther congestion on Hwy 12. 
c. 	 Measures should be required to minimize impervious surfaces to reduce 

significant impacts on the watershed and runoff 
d. 	 For impact 5. 7-7, measures should be added to prohibit development on steep 

slopes- that is the only way to reduce and avoid impacts. Signs oferosion 
can be seen in the valley where grading has occurred on these foothill slopes. 

e. 	 Building height should be severely restricted to reduce impacts and any type 
of towers, etc. should be prohibited. 

f. 	 Light Pollution - There should be no exceptions for mercury, sodium vapor 
and similar lights- there is no reason to have this type of light in a rural area. 
They are very difficult to shield and can be seen for miles, even when 
shielded. An additional measure should be added to restrict nighttime lighting 
-there is no need to have bright lights shining throughout the night. 

g. 	 The air quality mitigation measure suggesting paving to reduce dust would 
increase runoff and is in conflict with measures to prevent additional runoff. 
Paving should be minimized in all cases. 

h. 	 Wording in the measure addressing wood burning emissions should be 
changed to read that Conventional fireplaces SHALL not be permitted. 



1. 	 Outdoor events need to be further restricted- 30 outdoor events is too many, 
given the potential for cumulative effects. 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 16 -- VICKI A. HILL -- ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING ASSOCIATES 

Response to Comment 16-1 

The commentor’s opinion is noted.  The EIR has been prepared in accordance with the California 
Environmental Quality Act, including the CEQA Statutes (Public Resources Code §§ 21000-21178.1), 
State CEQA Guidelines, and relevant court decisions. CEQA requires an EIR to examine a project for 
significant impacts, and to mitigate those impacts where possible. 

The commentor’s comment that “when the various impacts of the proposed project are combined, 
there is no question that there will be a substantial and significant adverse change to the existing rural 
land use character in the area” is noted. The information contained in the EIR does not, however, 
support this conclusion. 

Section 7.3 Significant Unavoidable Impacts lists impacts that could not be eliminated or reduced to 
an insignificant level by mitigation measures included as part of the proposed project or other 
mitigation measures which could be implemented.  There are six unavoidable impacts listed, four of 
which are related to traffic and the sixth is due to new lighting sources on the project site.  

Response to Comment 16-2 

The commentor’s opinion is noted.  Without more detail as to why “the identified mitigation measures 
do nothing to improve land use compatibility” no response is possible. 

Response to Comment 16-3 

The commentor states that the proposed project is a substantive urban commercial development and 
that “by its very nature, a large-scale commercial facility is not compatible or appropriate in a rural 
agricultural area”. It should be noted that although the inn, spa, and restaurant uses would not be 
permitted on lands with a General Plan designation of Diverse Agriculture or Resources and Rural 
Development these uses (inn/spa/restaurant) would be permitted on lands designated Recreation and 
Visitor Serving Commercial (RVSC).  It is the County staff’s opinion that previous County actions 
designated 25 acres of the project site as RVSC. 

Response to Comment 16-4 

In regard to the significance of visual impacts in this scenic corridor see Response to Comment 14-85.   

In regard to the North Sonoma Valley Specific Plan the EIR on page 4.0-30 states that the proposed 
project may conflict with Goal D to “maintain or enhance existing views from Highway 12, other 
roads, residences and work places” and with the relevant policies.  It is the finding of the EIR that with 
implementation of Mitigation Measure 5.8-3 the visual impact of the project from the viewpoint on 
State Route 12 west of Adobe Canyon Road would be reduced to less-than-significant and thus the 
project would conform with Goal D and relevant policies of the North Sonoma Valley Specific Plan. 
Sonoma County ultimately must determine the project’s consistency with County policies before 
taking action to approve, conditionally approve, or deny the proposed project. 
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Response to Comment 16-5 

The commentor’s concerns regarding growth inducing effects are noted.  Growth inducing effects are 
further discussed in Response to Comment 14-100. The Draft EIR acknowledges in Chapter 4.0 that 
compared to the 1984 project (and the project described in General Plan policy LU-14r) the proposed 
project is an intensification of commercial uses due to the increase in the number, size and location of 
rooms in the inn (36 to 50), the restaurant and spa open to the public, and the special events at the 
winery (for example see page 4.0-12 of the Draft EIR).  It is also noted that the inn, spa and restaurant 
uses would be permitted on lands designated RVSC and the number of special events would be 
permitted by the Diverse Agriculture land use designated with the issuance of a use permit. 

Since the project site was previously designated for development (albeit at a lesser level of 
development) it does not follow that approval of the proposed project “opens up” new areas for 
development.  Whether or not the commentor’s observation that “it is clear that existing General Plan 
policies would not protect other lands from the same type of development” is correct is speculative. 

Response to Comment 16-6 

The County has a limited supply of commercially zoned land which is mostly clustered around cities 
with public services. The winery would not be allowed in most commercial zones.  The commercial 
designations are: 

Ɣ CO -- Administrative and Professional Office 

Ɣ C1 -- Neighborhood Commercial 

Ɣ C2 -- Retail Business 

Ɣ C3 -- Heavy Commercial 

Ɣ AS -- Agricultural Services 

Ɣ LC -- Limited Commercial 

Ɣ RC -- Rural Commercial 

Ɣ K -- Recreation and Visitor Serving Commercial 

Lodging is allowed in the C2 (Retail Business) and K (Recreation & Visitor Serving) zoning districts. 
While wineries are allowed in the AS (Agricultural Services) district only although warehousing of the 
finished product would be allowed in the C3 (General Commercial) district. 

The project site already has an area with the K designation, although the applicant has requested a 
zone change to relocate it to a different area of the property.  Given the preexisting designation and 
previous history of the property it seems that this property is more suitable than many other locations 
for the proposed use.  The application states that one of the project objectives is to build a "country" 
inn. This means that the applicant is looking for a location that is rural as opposed to urban thus 
making many areas where the C2 designation has been applied undesirable. 

The requested General Plan Amendment and Zone Change stem from the specificity of the current 
General Plan Policy, LU-14r, and the fact that the Graywood Ranch is now under two separate 
ownerships and the portion where the RVSC/K designation is located is on the side being retained by 
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Lendal Gray.  The property already has the correct designations to accommodate the proposed project; 
the applicant is requesting relocation of some of the designations. 

Response to Comment 16-7 

The commentor suggests that the EIR should evaluate an alternative of relocating the facilities to 
lower elevations on the site where facilities would blend in and be screened by trees and significant 
erosion, grading, runoff, and glare impacts could be avoided.  Please see Response to Comment 14-1. 

Response to Comment 16-8 

The commentor’s opinion is noted.  The Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors ultimately 
must determine the project’s consistency with County policies before taking action to approve, 
conditionally approve, or deny the proposed project. 

Response to Comment 16-9 

The commentor requests that the following additional policies LU-5.2, IL-5d, LU 9 and LU-9.1 be 
analyzed. 

Objective LU-5.2 Encourage formation of programs to preserve the visual and scenic character of 
community separators. 

Analysis -- This objective seems to be directed to local government (such as Sonoma County) to 
establish programs to preserve the visual and scenic character of community separators.  One such 
example would be the Sonoma County Agricultural and Open Space District. It does not seem that the 
intent of this objective is to apply to individual projects. 

Goal LU-9  The uses and intensities of any land development shall be consistent with preservation of 
important biotic resource areas and scenic features. 

Analysis -- The proposed project would have significant impacts on vegetation and wildlife resources, 
Mitigation measures recommended in Section 5.6 Biological Resources would serve to mitigate 
anticipated impacts on important biotic resources.  Although General Plan policy LU-14r would 
permit development on the project site, development of the proposed project would result in the 
construction of additional buildings, thus reducing the scenic features of the area. 

Objective LU-9.1 Accomplish development on lands with important biotic resources and scenic 
features in a manner which preserve or enhances these features. 

Analysis -- The proposed project would have significant impacts on vegetation and wildlife resources, 
Mitigation measures recommended in Section 5.6 Biological Resources would serve to mitigate 
anticipated impacts on important biotic resources.  Although General Plan policy LU-14r would 
permit development on the project site, development of the proposed project would result in the 
construction of additional buildings, thus reducing the scenic features of the area 

There is no policy IL5d. 

Response to Comment 16-10 

The commentor is correct -- the proposed project is inconsistent with the existing General Plan policy 
LU-14r. It is for this reason that the project applicant has proposed a General Plan Amendment to 
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eliminate this inconsistency.  Without approval of the General Plan Amendment the project as 
proposed would be inconsistent with the policy.  There is nothing more that can be said about the 
inconsistency. 

The EIR does not assume that the document will be approved, rather the EIR evaluates the project as 
proposed by the applicant and as described in Chapter 4.0. 

Response to Comment 16-11 

The commentor raised questions regarding the discussion of consistency with the North Sonoma 
Valley Specific Plan in Chapter 4.0. 

In regard to Goal B the analysis of the project’s consistency with this goal is provided on page 4.0-29 
of the Draft EIR.  Regarding Policy 4, this policy encourages clustering but does not require it.  In 
regard to Goal D the analysis of the project’s consistency with this goal is provided on page 4.0-30 of 
the Draft EIR. 

The commentor has provided opinion as to why the proposed project would conflict with these goals 
and policies of the North Sonoma Valley Specific Plan. It should be noted that although the EIR does 
evaluate the project’s consistency with the North Sonoma Valley Specific Plan the County decision-
makers (Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors) ultimately must determine the project’s 
consistency with County policies before taking action to approve, conditionally approve, or deny the 
proposed project.   

Response to Comment 16-12 

The commentor’s opinions regarding the mitigation measures mentioned in this comment are noted. 
The EIR notes that widening State Route 12 is not considered feasible (see Response to Comment 21
7 for further discussion).  It is the opinion of the EIR preparers that the remaining mitigation measures 
are feasible and do not need to be revised as suggested in this comment.  The opinions set forth in the 
comment appear to be more project merit issues and should be considered during the consideration by 
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors on the merits of the project. 
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June 19, 2003 

M~. Del Rydman 
160 Adobe Canyon Rood 
Ke:twood, California 95452 

Subject Review ofthe Sonoma Country hm DEIR Traffic Analysis 

Dear Mr. Rydman: 

TPG Consulting has reviewed the f-ollo~ing sectior.s of the Sonoma Countt)' L~ DEIR 
{SCl DEIR): 

• 
• 

SCL-tion 3:0- Description uf the Proposed Project 
Section 5,2- Traffic and Circu!ation 

The Traffic and Cir:::ulation section incorpmales information taken &om a stt:dy prepared 
by C..rane Transportation Group. Hov.-e'll'et, Sl:lce the actual traffic evaluatiotl prepared by 
Crane Transportaf'ioo Group was notavailabie for review, some of the items mentioned ill 
this letter m;:y not be applicabl-e, 

Based oo. this review, TPG has the followicg cornrnents. 

Protect Objec,fjve 

On page 3.0~1Q of the SCI DEIR, a number of project objectives are listed fo~ tile 
Sonoma Cvunty Inn" One of the objectives is t;J "minimize t:r.l1:1i:c lrnpl!CtS by 
inCQTPOrating imp..--..lVements on Highway 12 at then entrance ro the proJect, and by 
limiting the number of special events and attendees at tho-se events*. Proposed projec1 
driveway feaurres wi:l nunimtze traffic lmpe1;ts at lhc driveway location but w;ll n<1t 
mi:t.irr.Ize traffic impacts in the remaining study area, 
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The proJet.'t ot:Jective also implies dtat i1 wi!llirnit tntffic iP.J.p-<~.cts by lirr:ding the number ofspecial events 
a:>d ~ttendees at the special events. SCI .is requesting 30 events per year with a ma-..imwn atter.<iance: of 
200 persons. Of the cumulative development projects listed on pages 3.0-35 m the SCI DElR :.'tat >ntl :;e 
hosting special events, two are proposiitg 1¢ have fewer than the SCI proposed 30 events per yea: 
(La:~-dmark Wmery- 13, Blackstone Winery 10), one is proposing to host an equal number of even.ts 
(Chateau St. }CIL"l.- 30), and <Jne is proposing to host five more t..'mn l},e SCI project (St Francts- 35}. 
Likewise of the cmnulative development projects hosti:::~g special events, &.'1e :is requesting fewcr attendees 
than SCJ (Landmark Winery - 50), two are requesting an equal number {Blackstone and St Fr:mc1s 
both 200), whlle the final winery is requesting an allowable maximum for up to 2,000 persons per evenl 
for six e-ven~s (Chateau St. Jean), Of the wineries alreaCy exlstir.g i:n the study :area 6at host special 
events, page 5.2·6i of the SCI Dl::,~ two (Las Ventanas and Ke-;be!) both appear to have maximums of 
2{)0 person attendance, which is equal to the SCI proposal, while three others (Sonoma Flower Company, 
Mobius Painter and Ledson) all appear to haw rrwximum attendances that exceed the requested SCJ 200 
person maximum. Co:nparing the SCI requested number of events per year and maximwm attendance to 
the cumulative anC existing projects listed in the SCI DEIR «?peats to indicate that the SCI winery 1s 
req_uesting an average number -of events per year and an average number of tn:a)';imum attendees at these 
events for the s:Udy area as OPPQsed to fewer than the average as implied by the Emitir:g part of the 
projc.:t objective state!Th.---nt. 

Existing Counts 

According to the SCI DEIR, page 5.2-4 and 5.2-5, counts were collccred in August!Se;:::ember/Novembe:
2000 aral. May 2002. These counts were then adjll',ted to re!le<:t a su..'lliD.er 2002 condition based on 
avaiiable Caltrans traffic coum data ;.er the SCI DE!R" The SCI DEm however does not indlca:e how 
these adjustments were completed; the background gmwth factor or increment used m a<lJust the 2000 
ct~unts tc reflect 2002 conditions; and whether appropriate LR1 seasonal factors were epplied. In regards 
to de:e:minir.g the approptiate seasonal adjustment :fuetors were suet. things as grape harvest/crush 
included ln t}.e assessment? Also there was oo disc\Ission in the SCI DEIR of how the segment VQlumes 
were eit:Jer collect.:d or developed from peak hour ooun!s, There W<l'i! also no dlscussicm as to whether or 
not the Existir,g counts reflected a day ¥r:ith special event traffic from existing uses in tP.e study a:-ea. 

dnalvsis Methodologies 

1be SCI DEIR .appears to indicate that the intersection and segment level of service analysis methoCs 
were based on the :WOO Highway C:apacity MMlual (2000 HCM) but does not identify the specific 
programs used 1!: t.1e analysis. Nor does the SCJ DEIR identifY such things as the pe:Jk bout factor (PHF), 
petcent heavy vehicles (truckstbuses), or percent recretltional vehicles (RV) used in the various 
intersectiDn or segr.>.en! a:na:l:vses. The discussmn on segment analyses, page 5.2-14, does state that 1he 
analysis "takes into a.:count total voiumes; the di.t·utional split of traffic; the percent trucks, buses l!nd 
RV's; terrain; tb:: percent no pas:;i!'lg zones; lane and shoulder widths;, and number of lnrersecti."1g 
driveways." Therefore it appears that the ::L."talyses we:e dm:\e appropriately but "fuis revie\'r-er could r:ot 
d,;termme ifthe analyses conformed to standard "state of the practice" based oo 1he information prt)vided. 

http:segr.>.en
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HorizQp Year CQ.tJ.ditions 

Tne SCl DEIR, page 5.2~20, states fr-.at 2005 and 2012 backgrouad volumes were deve:oped usb"lg n~ent 
histoncal gruwtb rates along SR 12 and that t1ese rates v-aried from I% to 3%. 11te SCI DEIR Cl)es not 
stale wha~ data these rates were derived from (Caltrans or County) and if they reflected typical cooclitions 
for the area. The SCI DEIR dtd indicate use of the cm:seJvative 3% gro-wth rate to reflect the ne~r term 
(2005) condition but stiited that a 2A% gro\vth rate was used for the 2012 oonditior:. Other d1an the fact 
that 3% growth rate was high for so:ne analysis areas and that !t w-as considered unlikely that the 3% 
could be sustained tlrroughout !be stud'; area for the r;ext l 0 years, r.o explan«tion was provided as to why 
2.4% wss chosen fQr use in the study. Also did these growth rates {3% and 2.4%) take into account the 
increases in traffic due to other cumulative projects not listed in the SCI DEIR. including those adjacen: 
to bu! not 1oca!ed in the defined study area, as well as the propos-ed mcrease in park visitors? 

Level o[Ser~iice Stand_ards!Si>mificance Criteria 

According to the- SCi DElR, pages 52-!4 & 15, Sonoma Ctnmty's objective is to ":educe congestion oo 
the countywide highway system by naintnining a "C" [eve! of service or bet:er on designated arterial and 
collector roadways" unless ,a lower levei of service is established for t.ite road\\--ay (shown on General Plan 
Figures Cf-2c aud CT-2d) or is determined to be acce?tab!e due t(l environmental or community "--alues

5 	existing in some portions of !he County, m the project whrch would cause the !ower level of service has 
ao oveO:d:ing public benefit which out.veighs 1he increa:sed conges::-ion tll.tit would result'". A fClotnote i:t 
t~e SCI DElR, page 5.2-15, states that SR l2 is not shown to have a lower level of service on General 
Plan Figures CT-2c and CT~2cl. On pag<' 52-16 (lf!he SCI DEIR, it is stated that the !nltia! Study fQf th•s 
pwjec! states, "the c1tizens of Sonoma Vall-ey have continuously strongly opposed oonstr:.:.ction of 
.. _rnodifi(nltions to Llre highv;."a)' that would affect the rural, scenic character of the valley." The SO DEIR 
does o.ot clan f)' if this statiT.Je:ot -in fuct rep-resents Scnoma Co:.u:ty's objective tha: it is ••acceptable due to 
environmental or cmr..munity vah:.es" to al!ow for t}.e study intersections and road segm~:nts to operate 
below a LOS "C". If it ts not "acceptable due to environmental rr, community values" in t'f1.e area to allow 
fur the pru;ected levels of sen:ice, then further rrdtigatiom r.eed to be prop&-ed. Likewise of the 
intersection and segment mitigation m~es proposed, the resu!t:Ulg levels of servire v.ith mitigations 
should be shown in the document. Also the timing of the propOsed mitigation measures sltould be 
provided. Are the proposed wjtigation measures going-robe ir:. place a,., op<:ning day or at some point in 
the future'? 

Per the SCI D.EIR. page 5.2--33, "Caltrans endeavors to rnaintai.t a targer LOS at 1he transition bet\.Veeu 
LOS C and LOS D oo Sta~ highways. If the e;mting operatio.• of a State bigCw:ay is worse than LOS C, 
~;e existing "measures o{ effectiveness" should be maintai::J:ed'", i_e, the meastL'"CS of effectiveness should 
not be reduced below where th-ey are currently both in level of servlce and in mea.z:res o-f effectiveness 
As shown ir. Exhib:t5 5.2-6, 7 & 8, foor (4) intersections, SR 12 a: Project Access, SR 12 at Lawnda:e 
road, SR 12 at Adobe Canyon Road, and SR l2 at Randolph Av.mue, are projected to operate be:ow the 
SonOU'.a Counry's LOS "C'' standard and Caltrans LOS "CJD" threshold. ill addition wlt.!J the increase b 
trnffic due to backg;:oW1d gro'#th am!. 'k1th the .addition a: the Project traff:c, !he measures ofeffec~iven:::ss 
wdl als-o fall below the Existi'lg condttior:. Smce the currently proposed mitigatons do not appear to
provide an m1prove:nen! to a LOS "CtD" threshoiC, how are fue cwrent1y propost<>:l mitigations goll:g to 
mair::tam the Existing measures of effectiveness? Again, the resulting IT'itigateci levels o: service shov!d 
be shown in lhe document. 
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The SCf DEIR also states on page 5.2~31, that the significance criteria for unsignaJjzeC interse:::t:ons 
~r.own on page 5.2-32 does not apply to low volume roadways. Low volume roadways are defmed ru:'7 	 having a traffic volume ofless than 30 vehicles per hour per approach or per exclusive left tu."TI lant. Why 
:md by wf-.om \vas the determination made that approaches wit..'t less thzn 30 vehicles per hour should not 
be H.:bject to a significa,"lce criteria? 

Pmiect Trip GeneratiDtrlTrip Qisirihution 

Accord~ng to the SCI DEJR, page 5.2·34, the majority of the project trip generation numbers used in the 
study (resort employee, resort guestfvisitor, winery & cour:try store staff, and winery· & cmmb:y store 
patrons) were developed from "interviews w:th the project applicant's representative and informateon 
contained i:1 the prOJect appl:icarion &ugmentcd by the EIR traffic analyst's experience \'llith other resorts 
.and ho'J.Sing developments". No supporting dQCumentation for these munbers was pro111ded in the SCI 
DEiR sections that I rev!eweC but may be located in other sections or in the tra."fic study The tr.ps userl 
fbr the residential eon:ponent were developed from rhe ITE Trip Generation manual, 6111 edition ~ 
appropriate and then augmented with additional tnps fur representing gardeners and rnan::ter.ance 
workers, whlt1: s~;ould provide for a conservstive: analysis offris project component 

Likewise, no supportir:g dm:umentatioo was provided for the trip distribution percentages used in the 
analysis. 

Cumulative Traffic Volumes 

According to the SCl DElR, page 52~58, an evaluation of study intersection and segments was prepared 
for the Sunday :t>::vf peak hour only that reflected an "average special event" at all eXJsnng, approved and 
proposed facilities in the study area. The Sundsy P).<f peak hour reflected an exiting coodition for ill 
special event traffic. Some stl.!dy intersections showed a worse level of service during the Friday PM peak 
hour. Also f<h the Friday PM peak hour, the special event t:affic would have been entering rather than 
exiting. Therefor<: it would .seem apj::ropriate to have provided tJ:.e Friday PM peak hour entenng: analy:;is 
of all special event 1raffic as well. 

Also on the ''averi!ge s;>ecial evem" traffic, Ex!:ibit 5.2~37, it appears that roost uses reflected a true 
average a1tendar.ce of what the uses are penritted far or are seeking approval for. Difif::rences were notd 
for the Land;nark Winery, which is req:.rcsting a maxiunun permitted attendance of 50, a11d for the10 	Chatem: St. Jean Winery, which is reqm;.sting a two step max}mum permitted atlendance of 450 for 24 
e'¥"ents per year and 2,000 fo:;- six (6) events per year. The SCI DEIR indic:~ted that the ~average spcct<ll 
eveot" for Landmark was analyzed at its maximum bnt the "average s~ial event" (or Clli';te<IU St. Jean 
\'laS only ar,alyzcd at 200 It ·would seem .approp:iate that the "average special C".rent~ for Chateau St Jesn 
shou:d have been analyzed at a bgher number or furt!::er explanation :should have been pmvided as to 
why the 200 attendees was choSt:n for tbs use. 

http:a1tendar.ce
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,1ccess Rood Jnters?alon Sa(if!:Y_ 
According to the SCI DEIR, page 5.2..Q7, lt srates that the project Is prQposing: to co::wtn::ct an eastbound 
to nurthbourtd left tum {deceleration) lane and a westbound to northbound right~turn (deceleration) lan:e at 
the project driveway. No l:ru'Z1tion w,as made in this porti<m of the Traffic and Circulation sectio!! of theIt southbound to eastbound (acceleratio.n) lane t.;,.at was discus.<:ed in the SCJ DEIR, page 3.0-29. W1th rhe 
current speeds on SR 12, it would seem appropriate to not only incorporate the westbound to nc:tbbound 
right-tum decelera!lon lane but also the southbound to westbound acceleration lar:.e as pan of tl1e ;::rojec: 
requi:r.emenrs. 

1f yo;.~ }lave any questions regart!i<1g ~l;is peer :eviev.·, please feel free to co:;tac: me. 

Sincerely, 

N. Ru:h Davis, P.E. 
Sr. Civil Engineer 
T?G Consulting 

Cc: 	 Ms. Melinda Grosch / 
Ms. .AJlison Caro\und Hargrave 



 

 

   
 

 

  

  

 

  

 

9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

RESPONSE TO LETTER 17 -- N. RUTH DAVIS, P.E. TPG CONSULTING, INCORPORATED 

Response to Comment 17-1 

The commentor has concluded that the project objective intended to limit special events to fewer than 
average for the study area, however, there is no such statement in the project description or the EIR 
traffic analysis.   

Response to Comment 17-2 

Please see Master Response F and Response to Comment 9-1.  Seasonal adjustment to traffic counts 
conducted in May 2002 was achieved by obtaining Caltrans historical seasonal data and comparing 
them.  For example, counts conducted in May were compared to Caltrans historical May versus 
October counts; then contrasted to other available seasonal data -- such as April versus September 
counts. Based upon these comparisons, counts conducted in May were adjusted to reflect the seasonal 
change. The counts conducted for this study occurred prior to the grape harvest (crush) season, but 
generally during the peak of the tourist season, of particular interest since the project proposed is a 
resort. It is unknown what special events may have been taking place on the various count days. 

Response to Comment 17-3 

The Level of Service methodology utilized HCM 2000 Unsignalized and Signalized (Traffix 
7.5.1015).  The HCM calculation worksheets are on file with the County of Sonoma.  They provide 
information regarding peak hour factor at each intersection for each time period analyzed, percent 
trucks, buses and RVs, and other necessary data.  

Response to Comment 17-4 

State Route 12 count data was obtained from Caltrans.  Please see Master Response F for a discussion 
concerning growth rates and methods of analysis for cumulative conditions. 

Response to Comment 17-5 

These quotations from the Draft EIR are accurate.  The Draft EIR provided as much information as 
exists on policy guidance regarding level of service standards and policies, but does not interpret 
beyond what policy language provides, other than to quote the Initial Study.  Please see Appendix G 
for mitigated levels of service and notes on timing of mitigation measures.  Please see Response to 
Comment 18-1 for a discussion of the timing of the mitigation measures. 

Response to Comment 17-6 

The commentor asks how the Caltrans “endeavor to maintain a target LOS” is served when conditions 
already fall below the target LOS C/D threshold.  The commentor’s questions prompt reference to the 
County of Sonoma’s Significance Criteria provided on page 5.2-30 - 5.2-33 of the Draft EIR.  In 
review of this Draft EIR, Caltrans did not call into question the measures recommended to mitigate 
impacts according to the County’s Significance Criteria.  Please see Appendix G for mitigated levels 
of service and notes on timing of mitigation measures.  

9.0 - 297 



  
 
 

 

  

 

  
  

 

9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

Response to Comment 17-7 

Sonoma County PRMD provided Significance Criteria for use in the Draft EIR analysis.  This is the 
source of the determination.  

Response to Comment 17-8 

Crane Transportation Group (the EIR traffic analysts) have conducted numerous studies on resorts in 
Sonoma County and find that use of trip rates obtained from available historical data (such as Institute 
of Traffic Engineers (ITE) trip generation data) are not useful in detailing a multi-function site with 
very specific trip-generating characteristics.  For this reason the Draft EIR analysis provided a detailed 
list of each type of employee, guest, service and maintenance trip during the hours analyzed (Friday 
AM, Friday PM and Sunday afternoon peak hours).  Comparison was made to ITE rates wherever this 
was applicable, however, the profile of activities developed through detailed questioning of the 
applicant as to the intended range of activities, hours of operation and staffing levels were essential to 
an accurate portrayal of vehicle numbers into and out of the site.  The intent was to provide a 
conservative, but fair and accurate depiction of trip generation.  

Response to Comment 17-9 

Please see Master Response F.  As suggested by the commentor, the Draft EIR did evaluate Friday PM 
peak hour inbound (entering) traffic. 

Response to Comment 17-10 

Please see Master Response F.  County staff interviewed each facility having a Special Event 
application to determine “average” event size for the facility.  These data were provided to the EIR 
traffic consultant for use in the analysis.  It is not likely that all venues would have maximum size or 
even average size events on the same day and at the same time.  Analyzing average sized events all 
happening on the same day at the same time is a very conservative approach.  Adding a 2,000 person 
event to all the others would not be realistic. 

Response to Comment 17-11 

Please see Responses to Comments 5-10 and 5-11 concerning changes to the proposed intersection 
design. 

9.0 - 298 
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LG 1'1131( l<;$

From: <GEORGEELLMAN@cs.com> 
ro: <mgrosch@sonoma-county.org> 
Date: 6120!03 8:16AM 
Subje<:t: Comments on Traffic in DEIR 

Melinda G;osch. PRMD 

2550 Ventura Av_ 

Santa Rosa CA 

954C3 


Re. Traffic analysis of Sonoma Country Inn DEIR 
From· George Ellrnan, 13285 Arnold, Glen Elien; georgeeilman@cs.com 

SUMMARY. Page 2.0-4 
Thls !isis delays at nearby intersections as environmentally significant, 
requires applicant to pay ''fair sh<>re contribution~ at H12 and Randolph Av. 
ard at H12 and Adobe Canyon Rd. How are such contributions calculated and 
what certainty is there that these projects will be done at the time the 
project is completed'? In other vvords will tt:ese mitigation measures be 
done before the project is opened? Unlii<ely, judging from previous 
experience lr: this county. 

The repo.1 indicates that the cu'Y:u!ative effect ir 2012 vlill also be 
sigr1ificant but reco:n:nends only the same ''f.xes''_ 

LAWNDALE INTERSECTION 
Addlt1ona~ mitigation recommends a "second north bound approach lane" at 
Lawndale_ The design c; suc.'1 a project is unc:ear; presumably there would 
have to be a lane for entry of cars going north and south on H12 onto 
Lawndale, t\-vo northbound entry lanes. and a southbound -entry lane. That is 
four laMs plus shoulders; a potentially 44 foot wide intersection. This 
section of the highway operates at LOS F; any additional vehicles cannot 
improve the S-ltuation, only worsen it. 

The proposed access road of the p-roject is abo1..1 300 ft_ from the Lawndale 
intersection. Traffic going towards Soncma from the pro,'ect could 
complicate cars golng nort~ from Lawnda-le. Everyone- will be- accelerating 
to come up to speed in that stretch of the road. \Nith the prese-nt speeds en 
tl-;e road, th1s Will set up a s:tuat:On that can lead to ma:1y accidents and 
possibly dealhs. Visi1ors leaving the even~s ar.dfor hcte!lrestaurant may 
bring additional hazards :o ee road'.vay: drivhg unc'er the influence of 
alcohol, driv;ng on .-; OangerO<.I$ roadway with which they are not familiar_ 
(See sketch of road on p" 3"0~30). 

A better solution to this problem would be to have the emrance tc tr.e 
project be an extension ot Lawnda.:e Road across H12 into the project. A 
stoplight at that place wcuid control the traffiC, ailowing safer exit and 
en!ry. The present entry lc the pfl)ject area should be re-routed to the 
Lawndale extension on the project land. This would also provide for a 
safer crossing for pedestrians_ 

1 RAFFIC STOPLIGHTS 
H12 is a state highway. CaJtrans makes most of the decisions about what 
wiil happen there. We have needed stopflghts in Kenwood, at Atnold Dri\.e, 
Madrone Rood, and Agua Caliente !r:tersections for at !east a decade There 
is the potential that a stoplight w"l be 'nstalled at the south end of 

mailto:georgeeilman@cs.com
mailto:mgrosch@sonoma-county.org
mailto:GEORGEELLMAN@cs.com
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Kenwood next year. For the others. it ls at least a decade before a!! 
these will be insi.alled. How can this project speed up the installation 
of theE€ s:oplights? 

The mitigation suggested fo; the cumuJafve events (•Neddings, art shoviS, 
plsys, last!ngs, etc.) on H12 has been and is being considered by the 
Sonoma County General Plan Update committee. A program to allocate future '7 	 use permits may be useful, but only if lt is financed by the major 

benefactors, i.e., those operating the events. The residents of this area 

will be concerned that such a program actually gets it'1to operation and 

soon. Such a program has beer: needed fer al !east fwe years, as the 

Sonoma Valley Citizer;'$ Adviser( Comr:1ission has amply indicatee. 


PARKING SUPPLY 
The DEIR suggests that far more vehicle parking Is provided for in !he plan 
than will be needed. Thls could be for projected expansion in the future. 
HoweVtOr, excessive parlong IS not a good thing: most such areas are 
in;pervious and speed the flow of WQter off t'w area instead of into the 
grounc' 

SPECIAL Events 
Cj 	 Please define "average stze special events". Give a number of people and 


cars. {Finally found it on p. 5.2-48: 100 people in 40 cars. Would 

significantly impact waiting at Adobe Canyon road.) 

DEIR says that the sight lines at the mtersection of the access road and 


I \) H 12 are ''unconstrained". Does the existing fence constrain the view of 

drivers entering or exiting the project area? 


P.S.2-4 mentiOns traffic data "were facl:oreo to summet 2002.. .-· Just 

vlh<>t does tha; mean? How was the ''f<>ctorlng'' done. The reader needs to
I I know that these things have a rational basis. You ought to present the 

Ca1trans data that show the growth of traffic on H12 in this area 


Mls$ing; many additional projects that have been proposed in this area 
since the start Of the EIR process. Most r.otable is the proposed Casino at/;;{ 
Lakeville and H37; a 45 uni~ aotef in Glen El:en. Possib:e r..ote! at the 
Jack london Village. 

P.5.2-9; footnote 5 is confusing; is a westbound turn left or right? Also 
(SR 12/lawndale Road) can one rm1ke left turns from eastbound SR 12 onto /3 
Lawndale?? Going east on H12 one can only turn right onto Lawndale. not 
left. 

5.2~14: Par. beginning: "Pro~ice a tvtOwlane..." Last sentence; should refer 
1'1 to SOUTH or EAST bound right turns, l1h1nk. 


5.2-20; Discussion ofTr.msrl: the nearest bus stop IS at !east a mile 

IS 	from the project; are there sufficient employees 1o require a stop at 
Lawndal€, 1or example? How about encouraging ride pooling to and from the 
project? 

5.2-34; T~ip Distribution: Questionable whether 70% of en:ployees come fromt&, the west (Santa Rosa); a large numbe1 of t.mployees in the Sonoma Valley 
commute tram Vallejo. 

5_2--45; Can you give oome indication ofwh;;~t "fair sh;;~re contribution"I'} 
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means? What itef:'ls are considered m the calc\llalions? 

The suggestions in the DEIR for mitigation me<>sures neeD some public 
discussion_ They may seem nne to the proposers, b~t one never i\nows what 
the public will think. 

There is some confusion created by the way the mitigation proposals are 
named in Exhibit 2.2~1: e.g., on page 5.2~56 reference is made to 
Mitigation 5.2-1(a)(2) and Mitigation 5.2-1(b); there does not appear to be 
an a or b attached to these measures. 

THETRAfL 
Ttle app1:ca:1ts are required to dedicate a trail connecting Sugar Loaf Park 
with H12_ This Is casually men~1oned in a few places like the Parking 
Supply. The pub!!c has long desired lhis connecting !in,<:_ It stx;uld be 
ll'l<lke clear lha! this is not an optional item, but a requirement for 1he 
approval of the project No doubt there are many visito:s to the project 
thai would enjoy a few hours on such a trail. 

GENERAl COMMENTS 
This EIR coodudes that mosi of this project vtill not signifk3ntly change 
the level of services observed. Yet the public consistently sees a 
deterioration cf travel times and speeds. There is something wrong with 

the process of these assessments. The general lack of data (!r; cumulat;ve 

im~cts t"·as lnhiblled the public and Its elected off;cials t-om obtaining 

and expending funding on major transportation impro'lements_ 


The cumulative effects of various projects needs tc have carefJJ 
consideration, You have made an initial attempt on p. 5.2-61, why did you 
not total the se'Jeral columns of data? I did it, but it should have been 
done by the consultants. I add up 346 vehJcles likely to be leaving the 
ve-nues near the same time; adding that to a highway operating at LQS F can 
hardly be insignificant The contribution of this project is tmportant. 

The consultants propose a syste.r,, of monitoring and controlling :he 
operafons of special events. County supe:.'lscrs ha'Je already said that 
there ls no money to fund such a progr.;rr, Ur.less they are VII!ling to press d3 
the operators af such events to fnance the mon!ioring an~ scheduling, it 
~ on!ikely to happen. ln fact, it would be a good way of a~uring the 
publiC that the taxes generated,by such events comes back to the regiOn 
where the problems occur, 

In rny oplnlon, we need to pass a sates tax that will enable the coun!y to 
start the railrood and to improve its bus system substantially, But If aH 
the EIR's ccrtinue tc argue that their project has no influence on !he 
status af travel in Sonoma County, we are doomed to longer and !anger 
periods of traveL 
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June 5, 2003 To the Sonoma County Planning Commission 

Comments from George Ellman, 13285 Arnold Dr., Glen Ellen 

on sonoma Country Inn Draft Environmental Impacts Report 

TRAFFIC 


Traffic on Hl2 in most of the area near the SCI is at LOS E or F. With 
a few exceptions, the DEIR explains that the traffic resulting from the 

';?5 	production of the SCI will not change these conditions. The DEIR makes an 
attempt to estimate additional potential developments (cumulative traffic) 
in the area but doesn't add these estimates together or suggest 
mitigations. 

Those of us who live here have heard these same results from many 
projects required to do traffic analyses. We know that the conditions are 
bad and getting worse. It is hard to see how the county can sustain this 
continued kind of development without consideration of those who live here 
and suffer the loss of accesibility, as well as other resources. The 
environmentally significant results from the production of this project 
will surely increase the pressure to make Hl2 into a 4 lane (+ turnouts + 
shoulders} highway. For what purpose? It will make the county some 
additional Transient Occupancy Tax, it will make the owners a significant 
profit, and it will make life for the thousands of residents in the region 
worse. We rarely see the TOT money used in the area where the mitigation 
is needed. In fact, it is apparent that the amount of TOT produced is not 
sufficient to "fix11 the impacts created. 
LAWNDALE INTERSECTION 

This 	project is proposed to have its access to Hl2 about 300 feet north 
of the LawndalejH12 intersection. It is already the situation that 

~/ residents of that area are often held up from entering Hl2 for periods of 5 
~~- 15 minutes. The project access road nitigation proposes to widen H12 in 

the area to at least 4 lanes; I have a better solution: move the access 
road to Lawndale, control the intersection with stoplights. At least that 
way, residents will have a chance of getting onto H12 safely. 
STOPLIGHTS 

Hl2 has stoplights about every mile starting from Santa Rosa or Sonoma. 
It is not a freeway, probably never will be. But there is a gap where the 
roadway turns freqUently, where there about 6 miles without stoplights. 

C) Speed on this section of the road is excessive; in the area of the Arnold 
;{ j 	 Drive intersection there has been about one accident per month for eleven 

years. It is time that stopli~hts were placed at all major intersections. 
Local users will learn how long it takes to get from say Santa Rosa to 
Sonoma and will allow the time needed. Visitors will soon realize that the 
road is not a freeway. 
EVENTS, SPECIAL AND NOT SO SPECIAL 

The DEIR presents special plans for a methodology for dealing with the 
occurrences of weddings, art shows, dances, etc. which occur in many venues 
in the Sonoma Valley. The recommendation is to have a co-ordinator who 
will calendar these multiple events and presumably would arrange so that 

~	the timing and concentration of these events provides some assurance to the 
residents that they will be able to gain access to the road. County 
supervisors have already indicated that there is no funding available for 
hiring such personnel; this seems to be a situation where the organizations 
operating such events should finance the staff needed as compensation to 
the residents for the problems they have created, 
THE TRAIL 

The applicants are required to dedicate a trail connecting sugar Loaf 

Park with H12. This is casually mentioned in the DEIR under Parking 


~ Supply. The public has long desired this connecting link. It should be 

~1 made clear that this is not an optional item, but a requirement for the 

approval of the project. No doubt there are many visitors to the project 
that would enjoy a few hours on such a trail. There are many residen~s who 
remember when trails were more accessible than at present. 
,2003\scideir2. txt 
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

RESPONSE TO LETTER 18 -- GEORGE ELLMAN 

Response to Comment 18-1 

The project applicant would be required to complete road improvements at the driveway entrance to 
the project. These improvements include a left turn pocket and shoulder widening (see letter number 5 
from Caltrans and Response to Comment 5-10), and the entire cost of these improvements would be 
paid by the applicant.  These improvements would be in place prior to the use of the inn or winery. 

For the road improvements described in Mitigation Measures 5.2-1 and 5.2-5 the County would 
determine the fair share after consulting with Caltrans. 

Payment of fees is required prior to construction and operation of the project.  However, it is unlikely 
that the intersection improvements described in Mitigation Measures 5.2-1 and 5.2-5 would be 
constructed prior to the operation of this project.  To construct the improvements it would be 
necessary to develop the design, obtain the approval from Caltrans for any work in State right of way, 
and obtain the remainder of the funding. At present, no funding has been set aside by Caltrans or the 
County for these improvements, and neither of these projects has been identified as high priority 
projects. 

Section 7.3 of the Draft EIR noted that the intersection impacts would be significant and unavoidable. 
The reason is that the intersection signals are not likely to be installed in the time period that was 
analyzed (through 2012), because the intersections would only partially meet the signal warrants. 

For the events coordination program described in Mitigation Measure 5.2-8 the fair share calculation 
described above would not be appropriate, as it makes no distinction between special event traffic and 
other traffic. If this project is approved and the mitigation measure adopted, County staff would 
develop options for the program, including methods to fund it and allocate fair share contributions. 

Mitigation 5.2-8(a) restricts the project=s special events to off-peak hours until such time as the events 
coordination program is in place. 

Response to Comment 18-2 

The same mitigations would apply to year 2012 conditions.   

Response to Comment 18-3 

A second northbound approach lane would allow the separation of left- and right-turning vehicles on 
the northbound intersection approach. As stated in the Draft EIR, this would reduce average control 
delay right turns at the intersection (being no longer blocked by left-turners).  The widening would 
require provision of (at most) one northbound 12-foot wide lane on Lawndale. 

Response to Comment 18-4 

State Route 12 design is determined by Caltrans standards.  Caltrans has examined the distance 
between the Lawndale Road intersection and the proposed project access intersection and now deems 
its design acceptable. Please see Response to Comment 5-10 and Master Response G addressing the 
number of accidents on SR 12 with “alcohol” as the primary factor. 
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

Response to Comment 18-5 

Comment noted.  Please see Response to Comment 5-10.  See also the Caltrans Letter 5 allowing the 
applicant to determine the location of the intersection (whether opposite Lawndale or at a 300-foot 
distance from Lawndale). 

Response to Comment 18-6 

Whether signals are installed and timing of installation depends upon Caltrans analysis and decisions. 
Warrants must be met for signals to be installed.  Please see Response to Comment 1-2. 

Response to Comment 18-7 

Comment noted. 

Response to Comment 18-8 

Comment noted.  Please see Response to Comment 14-5. 

Response to Comment 18-9 

Comment noted. 

Response to Comment 18-10 

Field evaluation revealed that the existing fence does not constrain views to and from the project 
access driveway.  

Response to Comment 18-11 

Please see Master Response F and Responses to Comments 9-2 and 17-2. 

Response to Comment 18-13 

In response to this comment footnote 5 on page 5.2-9 is revised to read as follows: 

Volume data show no project westbound southbound left turn movements to State Route 12 
during Friday PM peak hour... 

Response to Comment 18-14 

State Route 12 runs east - west and Lawndale goes north - south therefore someone driving on 
Lawndale toward State Route 12 is traveling northbound.  The Draft EIR is correct in referring to 
northbound turning movements from Lawndale Avenue.  

Response to Comment 18-15 

The transit agency determines location and frequency of bus stops.  The permitted size of this project 
and resultant employee numbers could influence bus stop location.  The applicant could encourage 
ride pooling to and from the site as the commentor suggests. 
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

Response to Comment 18-16 

Trip distribution was based primarily upon consideration of population distribution in Sonoma 
County.  The commentor is correct in stating that some employees would commute from Vallejo (i.e., 
to/from the east), however, the Santa Rosa area has the largest nearby population.  

Response to Comment 18-17 

Please see Response to Comment 18-1. 

Response to Comment 18-18 

Comment noted. 

Response to Comment 18-19 

Please see Response to Comment 1-2 which provides revisions to Mitigation Measure 5.2-1. 

Response to Comment 18-20 

Policy OS-7d of the Sonoma County General Plan discusses the County’s designated plan for trails. 
The Hood Mountain - Annadel Trail is described as a trail that links Hood Mountain County Park to 
Annadel State Park.  As discussed on page 4.0-17 the proposed project includes an offer of a public 
trail easement, dedicated to Sonoma County, from the winery parking lot to Hood Mountain County 
Park, with public parking located in the winery parking lot.  As stated on page 4.0-17 the lack of a 
connection to State Route 12 potentially conflicts with policy OS-7d. 

The proposed trail is described in additional detail in Response to Comment 3-3 

Response to Comment 18-21 

Comment noted. 

Response to Comment 18-22 

The Draft EIR (Impact 5.2-8) identified a significant cumulative impact from event traffic and found 
the project impact to be cumulatively considerable. 

Response to Comment 18-23 

Comment noted.  This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. 

Response to Comment 18-24 

Comment noted.  No additional response necessary. 

Response to Comment 18-25 

Comment noted. 
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

Response to Comment 18-26 

Please see Response to Comment 5-10.  Peak hour signal warrant criteria would not be met at the SR 
12/Lawndale Road intersection during any analyzed time period; this conclusion would not change if 
the project access intersection was aligned directly opposite Lawndale Road. 

Response to Comment 18-27 

Comment noted.  The commentor expresses an opinion on the need for additional traffic signals, but 
does not suggest a deficiency in the Draft EIR. 

Response to Comment 18-28 

Comment noted.  Mitigation measure 5.2-8(b) requires the applicant to pay a fair share toward the 
establishment of the event coordinator. 

Response to Comment 18-29 

Comment noted.  The applicant’s proposal for the trail is discussed in Chapter 3.0 of the Draft EIR. 
General Plan policies OS-7d and OS-7f that discussed the County’s designated plan for trails is 
discussed in Chapter 4.0 of the Draft EIR. 
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June 20, 2003 

Ivtr. Del Rydman 

Valley of the Moon Associates 

P.O.Box95 

Kenwood, CA 95452 


Re: ENTRIX Comments on Sonoma Country Inn Draft~ May 2003 

Dear Mr. Ryd.'f!lan: 

Attached ple.ase fu;d our complete written comments 0,11 the secrions of the dra.'! Sonoma 
Country Inn Environmental !mpact Report (ElR) related to groundwater and surface water 
resources. 

Ifyou have any questions regarding our comment~ please contact Rick McCartney at 925
935-9920 or Mitchell Katzel at 707-833-2687. Thank you very much for giving us the 
opportunity to assist VOTM.>\ with tris pmject. 

Sincerely, 

El'\.'TRIX, Inc. 


~/!L~iz 
Rick McCartney 7 
Senlor Geologist 

Ca:ifomia Registered Geologist No. 5140 


PjJ_ }!c_ur-,
~hell Katze! 

Senior Geomorpholo · st 


Enclosure 
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Sonoma Country Inn Draft EIR, May 2003 
ENTRIX, Int. Comments 

~n.5.3 Hydrol_ggyandWaterQuality 

(1) 	Page 53-3 Climate 

The climate section identifies the most climatically similar station to the project site as the 
rainfall recording station in Sono~ 11 miles southeast ofKenwood. This is not the most 

1 climatically s:imlla:r sHe, and greatly under -represents rainfall-runoff conditions. The northern 
portion ofSonoma Valley is subject to orographic lifting which results in higher annual and 
storm-event rainfall tb.an recorded in Sonoma. Rainfall isoheytals developed by the USGS (S.E. 
Rantz, Surfoce Water Hydrology ofCalifornia C.oastal Basins Between SM Francisco Bay and 
Eel River, 1967) indicate that Mean Annual Precipitation (MAP) in the project area is betw"een 
40-50 inclles. The Sonoma County Water Agency Ji1ood Control Design Criteria, (1983) 
manual indicates MAP is approximately 35-45 inches annually, not 29.9 inches as jndicated by 
the- EIR. 

;,;( 	 Rainf.all stations that are much more climatically similar to the project site include the gaging 

station at Oakville with a lvL<\P 40.4 inches, and at St Helena with a ~1AP of41.5 inches. 


The Climate section of the EIR should be revised to more accurately reflect rainfall condltiom at3 the project site~ Ex.tribil 5.3~2 should be similarly revised,. and any analyses or discussion of 
nmoff a:r.d flooding that depend on the faulty rainfall data used in the EIR sbou[d be corrected. 

(2) Page5.3-7 Exhibit 53-4 

(2.a) The- lO~Year peak runoff for pre-development. is calculated using a runoff coefficient of0,22 
L'f 	 fur Subwatershed 1 and a coefficient of0.19 for Drainage 2a. TI1e technical basis for selecting 

these coefficients is not presented, and therefOre it is difficult to evaluate the &:curacy ofthe 
runoff calculm:lon. This deficiency of the EIR should be corrected by making ~""Parenf' the 
rationale md technical basis for using the selected coefficients 

(2b) It is our opinion that the Rational Method calculation presented in the EIR significantly 
under~represents l 0~Year peak runoff due to the use ofcoefficients that do not accurately 
represent site conditions. Using the Califprnia Department ofTransportation,. Highway Design 
Manual (1995) guidelines anC furmat for determining runoff coefficients in undeveloped areas, s 	we suggest the following is a better estimate for the runoff coefficient (C}: 

RunoffCoeffi~>Jen.t Calculation 

Topography~ 028 

Soil Infiltration = 0.10 

Vegetative Cover= 0.07 

$urface Storage--- _QJ..Q 


c~ o.ss 
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We- would expect a similar identification of how the runoffcoefficient is determined. Usully a 

{a 

0 
0 

weighted calculation is made based on different land~uses, soil typeS, vegetative cover, etc. 
within the watershed area ofconcern. 

(2c) Based on Comment l, 2a and 2b, the I 0-Year Peak discharge calculation should be revised 
and corrected to reflect the Rational fonnula as presented in the The Sonoma Comrty Water 
Agency Flood Control Design Criteria, (1983) manual, The discharge calculatlon should 
include drainage area. runoff coefficient, rainfall imensity, and the appropriare K factor. which is 
related tQ the MAP for the area. The K factor for the project site is approximately 1.4 to 15, 
according to the County's manuat 

(3) Page 5.3-15 Mitigation Measure 5.3-1 

The mitigation measure indicates that under the General Permit a monitoring program wm 
include inspections ofthe construction site prior to anticipated storm events and after actual 
stol1tl evems. Thls section also indicaies that there will be a County~approved erosion and 
sediment control pJan to minimize impacts from erosion and seditnentatipn during constn.Jction. 
In addition, there will be a SWPPP to limit water quality effects. The EIR slates that the 
SWPPP should include BMP's such as "'restricting grading to the dzy season, specifiying 
construction measures that minimize exposure ofbare soil to rainfall ... "" as an element that could 
be included in the SWPPP. 

We agree with the expectation that such BMP's should be included in the S'\'\.r"PPP, but feel that 
the EIR should not defer such measll!'es to other plans and permits. Sonoma Creek is a known 
steelhead spawning and rearing stream, both upstream and doVi-nstream from LiJe project site 
tributary drainages to Sonoma Creek, Fish distribution and population studies conducted by 
Department ofFish and Game in cooperation with Sonoma Ecology Center have identified 
steeihead in the upper re."lChes of Sonoma Creek. both upstream ood downstream frvm Adobe 
Canyon. As indicated by the EIR, project cons1:rru:tion has the potential to erode sediments that 
could be deposited in Sonoma Creek, and this is considered a significant impact (Impact 5.3-1). 

Therefore;, the EIR should direcl1y address the potential to impair stee1head spawning and rearing 
habitat in Sonoma Creek by strengthening Mitigation Measure 5.3-1 to include specific limits on 
grading and other construction activities to the dry season only. This mitigation action should 
not be left as a J:e(',ommendation for inclusion in other permits, and should be made a mitigation 
requirement in the EIR in order cnsu:re protection ofsteelhead habitat in Sonoma Creek. 

(4) Page 3.0~29 Access and Parking; Page 5.3-19 Impact 5.3-3 

The EIR fails to address the potential for impacts associated with drainage along the new, wider 
access roads, identified as Road A and Road B, and the driveways to the residential homes. The 
EJR does not c1Jscuss the design for drainage along the roadways, does not state the length ofneVI: 
roadv.-·ays tQ be construeted, and does not indicate the extent ofnew cut-slopes to accommodate 
the roadways (see page 3.0-29). We feel that these are important elements to consider and 
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evaluate ln the EIR For example. the inboard ditch draining many roadways are pften be a 
significant source of chroPic erosion and subsequent sedimentation. 

The roadway design information should be more fully developed, presented, and addressed in 
this EIR due to the potential significMce ofimpacts. The E1R states that California Department 
ofFish and Game, US Army Corps ofEngineers, and the Regional Water Quality Contro! Board 
will address alteration of stream channels at their crossings vrithin the purview of their respective 
pennitting authority. However, these regulatory agencies only address the site of the stream 
crossing, and do not regulate the road design outside ofthe stream. crossing, We feel tha::t tfds 
would be a significant over-sight, .wd represents a significant potential nonMpoint source of 
sediment to the stream channel outside of the actual stream crossing sites. Therefore, the EIR 
should address tbe roaG design and associated road-side drainage, consider the potential for 
impact<;; related to road-related drainage, and develop necessary mitigation measures to ensure 
that road-related drainage does not increase erosion and sedimentation of receiving channels. 

(5) Page 5.3-21 Exhibit 5.3-8; page 5.3-23 E."'ili:ibit 5.3~9; and page 5.3-25 Exhibit 5.3-ll 

The same comments made in 2a, 2b~ and 2c apply to Exhibit 5.3-8, Exhihlt 5.3-9, and Exhibit 
5.3-1 L Derivation ofthe pre-development and the post-development runoff coefficients are not 

a presented. There is no e:\:p1anation as to how either the pre- or post- development runoff 
l 	 coefficients .are determined. The adequacy ofthe impacts evaluation and mitigation measures 

cannot be determined until the 1 0-Year and 1 00-Year Pre- and Po~i- Development runoff 
calculations are revised. 
(5a) The EIR should indicate how the a.nount ofnew impervious suri3.ce associated with the 
proposed project and any other prqje<-i features relates to the runoff coefficient selected fur the 
post-development project scenario. ·~nc derivation of the runoff coefficients should be clearly 
traceable to the project conditions. 
(5h) Calculations for l 0-Year and 100-Yearpeakrunoffftom the Rational Method should be 
revised based on any revisions to the l'UllQffcoeffici~ and based on inclusion of the 
appropriate K-factorused by the Sonoma County Water Agency. 

(6) Page 5.3-21 Mitigation Measure 5,3-3(b) 

The mitigation me-asure to minimize changes in post-development runoffsuggests an applicable 
BMP to include: ""Stormwatcr detention facilities to capture and regulate off-site runoif'. TheJO 
EIR has not addressed the potential impacts to steelhead habitat associated with the use of 
stom1water detention facilities. Use ofstorm water detention facilities on the ephemeral drainage 
channels should he further addres.<;ed in the EIR. 

On-stream detention basins will capture sediments, including grovels that are ultimately 
transported to Sonoma Creek. ('mvels are an i.mportanr feature ofsteelhead habitat. Any 
capture ofgravels would reduce recruitment to Sonoma Creek and could impair spavming 
habitat The relative percentage ofgravels supplied by the project drainage-ways is not 
evaluated in the EIR. However, field obsen,.ations ofstre&rns draining the project area indicate 
that gravels arc present. In the absence ofgravel supply data, the EIR should take a conservative 
approach m protecting steelhead spawning habitat by indicating 'lhat either on~stream detention 
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basins are nor ro be used, or that a mitigation measure require periodic excavation ofall gravels 
-captured in detention basins and return of those gravels to the stream system in a manner so that 
they will be available for transport to Sonoma Creek Pro}ect mitigation measures should state 
that there be not net loss ofgravels to Sonoma Creek in order to protect and maintain steelhead 
habitat 

(7) Page SA-2 Soil Features 

Please pro..,.ide the report titled, "Revised On~site Waste?later Disposal System Site Suita::rility I I Report", prepared by M..B. VanFleet and dated 2002, which provides a summary of the soil 
percolation testing data 

(8) Page 5.4-23 Impact 5.4-5 

Jt is stated that an area-wide increase in groundwater levels would not be expected from the 
onsite dlscharge of treated wastewater because the water source is from onsite groundwater. 
However, it has not been demonstrated that groundwater in the AJiuvium beneath the Disposal 
Areas A and B is in hydraulic communication with the source groundwater ofthe Sonoma 
Volcanics. For example, a continuous day layer in the Alluvium unit could represent an 
aquitard with respect to the underlying Sonoma Vokanics; clay Ia:yers greater than 10 fuet thick 
have been fogged during the construction ofwells ncar the projeet site. If the units are not in 
hydraulic communication, then a general or localized rise in the shallow watcr- table within the 
Alluvium unit could occur both on the southern portion ofthe project site and down~gradient 
areas, The EIR should provide supporting data that characterizes the hydraulic relationship 
between these mrits and revise, lfnecessary, the impact conclusions. 

Section 5.5 Water SuAAb: 

(9) Page 5.5~1 Introduction 

Please provide the report titled, "Resuhs and Analysis of48-hour C.onstaot Rate Pumping Test-·
/3 	Resort Well at Graywood Ranch, December 2002", prepare-d by Richard C. Slade & Associates 

LLC, Consulting Ground\\•ater Geologists, whlch provides the results ofa pomp rest conducted 
on the Resort WelL Only a preliminary draft of this report was provided. 

(10) 	 Page 5.5-4 Neighooring Wells aad Springs, pages 5.5-9 and 5.5-10 Impact 5 5-l, and 
page 5.5-17 Cumulative Effects on Groundwater Recharge 

Decreasing well production in the vicinity of the project site does not appear to be limited to 
private well owners. The Kenwood Village Wate( Company (KVWC), a primary public 
provider ofpotable water to the community ofKenwood, has their prJmary supp[yweH (on 
Crreene Street} less than 1 mile down-gradient from the project site, According to Mr. Jim 
Downey, president ofKVWC, the drawdown required to maintain t.'leir produ(_.1:ion rate of300 to 
350 gpm has decreased 50 feet since 1987. KVWC suspects that the dynamic water level drop
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off reflects the lmpact on the local .aquifer of the many additional wells installed and utili:zed in 
the area, considering that recent rainfall has been near nmmal. In addition, during the drought 
years of the 1990s, the pump in frJ.s well needed to be lowered over 100 feet (s:incc 1987) in 
order to maintain their production rate of300 to 350 gpm. Tho:: EIR does not document orir. any 
way ad-dress the decline in we!J production noted by KVWC. This is a signifcant oversight and 
limitatian of the EJ:R. and must be addressed in the impact analysis. 

In addition, the 48-hour pt.mlping test was conducted within a near normal rainfall period (non-
15 	drought period). The results ofthe 48~hour pwnp test does not represent conditions during a 

sustained multi-year d."'ught period (for example, as in 1976-1977) that ·will likely occur in the 
future. 

The EJR should be revised to adequately investigate and address documented declines in 
groundwater production in the project vicinity and associated cumulative impacts from 
groundwater extraction throughout the area. In addition. the EIR has failed to assess the affect of 
pumping groundwater from the project site during prolonged drought years. 

(11) Page 5.5-12 hnpact 5.5-3 

Because it bas not been demonstrated that groundwater in the A1luviurn beneath the Disposal 
Areas A and B is in hydr:aulic communication with the source groundwater of the Sonoma 
Vokanlcs, an assumption ihat treated was:ewater w:iH be returned to the same groundwater 
aquifer cannot be made. TherefOrt;_ it appears that the "net extraction" ofgroundwater fur the 
project may be underestimated. The EIR should reconsider this assumption and the resulting 
impacts. 

In addition, il was stated in ihe preliruinary drdft of the 48-hour constant rate pumping test report 
that the pumping well (Resort Well) had not reached equilibrium by the time the test haci been 

~~ 	 completed. As a result, the specific capacity of the Resort Well appears to be overestimated to 
some extent. Please revise this section as appropriate and incorporate the slgni:ficaoce of a lower 
specific capacity into the impacts discussion. 

(12) Comment Regarding Potential Impacts to Sonoma Creek and Threatened Steelhead 

Sonoma Creek is a kno\v:n steelhead rearing and spawning stream, including reaches in Adobe 
Canyon within Sugar LoofRidge State Parle, rlov.nstream to lhe tow:11 ofGlen Ellen (Sonoma 
Ecology Center, 2000, Spa,.,.'lling Gravel Suitability Assessment). Steelhead are listed as a 
tederally threatened species by fbe National Marine Flsheries Service. Observations by the 
Sonoma Ecology Center (SEC) have indicated that the upper reaches ofAdobe Canyon are 
usually flowing through the summer sea~ although flows tend to be very low. The lower 
reaches ofSonoma Creek, as it emerges from Adobe Canyon near Highway 12, often go dry, but 
with isolated pools persisting i:nto the fall. Within approximately l/4 to 1/2 rnile further 
dov.nstream from Highway 12, Sonoma Creek gains surfuce flow providing interconnected pools 
in the ~"U11Uller-
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The draft EIR is deficient in that it does not :1:ddress whether the aquifer from which the proposed 
project would draw groundwater is hydraulically oonne<:ted to Sonoma Creek, and further does 
not indicate whether summer and fall season low-flows may be affected by groundwater 
ptunping. Although the 48~hour pump test appea.-s to indicate that that the impact(;[pumping to 
Sonoma Creek flows would be insignificant, tbe test was not performed during drought 
conditions. The final EIR sho-uld evaluate how groundwater pumping:, both from the project and 
cumulatively, will influence Jow flows in Sonoma Creek and steelhead summer rearing habitat 
during drought and non-drought yeaJS. 



 

 

9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

RESPONSE TO LETTER 19 -- RICK MCCARTNEY AND MITCHELL KATZEL -- ENTRIX, INC. 

Response to Comment 19-1 

Please see Response to Comment 14-36 for information regarding rainfall data. 

Response to Comment 19-2 

Please see Response to Comment 14-36 for information regarding rainfall data. 

Response to Comment 19-3 

Please see Response to Comment 14-36 for information regarding rainfall data. 

Response to Comment 19-4 

Please see Response to Comment 14-39 for a discussion of runoff coefficient assumptions and 
calculations. 

Response to Comment 19-5 

Please see Response to Comment 14-40 for a discussion of the rational used in estimating the runoff 
coefficients. 

Response to Comment 19-6 

Please see Response to Comment 14-41 for information regarding revised 10-year and 100-year peak 
runoff analyses. 

Response to Comment 19-7 

As concluded on page 5.6-11 of the Draft EIR, essential habitat for fish species such as the federally-
threatened steelhead is absent from the site due to the seasonal nature of Graywood Creek.  However, 
the commentor is correct that proposed grading and other activities could affect downgradient aquatic 
habitat, as acknowledged on page 5.6-22 of the Draft EIR under Impact 5.6-3. Mitigation Measure 
5.6-3(b) also calls for preparation of a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan which should be 
implemented using Best Management Practices to control both construction-related erosion and 
sedimentation and project-related non-point discharge into waters on the site. 

Please see Response to Comment 14-42 for revisions to Mitigation Measure 5.3-1. 

Response to Comment 19-8 

Please see Response to Comment 14-43 for impacts associated with roadway drainage. 

Response to Comment 19-9 

Please see Response to Comments 14-39 and 14-41. 
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Response to Comment 19-10 

Please see Response to Comment 14-45 for revisions to Mitigation Measure 5.3-3(b)(1). 

Response to Comment 19-11 

This report is available for public review at the Sonoma County Permit and Resource Management 
Department, 2550 Ventura Avenue, Santa Rosa, California 95403 during normal business hours. 

Response to Comment 19-12 

Please see Response to Comment 14-53. 

Response to Comment 19-13 

This report is available for public review at the Sonoma County Permit and Resource Management 
Department, 2550 Ventura Avenue, Santa Rosa, California 95403 during normal business hours. 

Response to Comment 19-14 

Please see Response to Comment 2-1. 

Response to Comment 19-15 

Comment noted.  The pumping test was conducted at the end of the summer dry season, during a 
statistically normal rainfall year.  However, rainfall records for 2002 (at St. Helena) show that the 
rainfall in the area in the nine-month period (February-September) leading up to the pumping tests 
were only about 40 percent of normal (6.19” actual vs. 14.61” mean value).  Consequently, the 
pumping tests were, in fact, conducted during a below-average “dry” period.  The vast majority (more 
than 80 percent) of the rainfall in the 2001-2002 water occurred from November 2001-January 2002.   

The commentor is correct that the pumping test was not conducted during a multi-year drought; this is 
beyond anyone’s control.  It is only happenstance when groundwater investigations coincide with 
significantly rare hydrological conditions, such as a drought.  Please see Master Responses J regarding 
historical water level information related to rainfall and Master Response K regarding projected 
recharge during average and “drought” conditions. 

Response to Comment 19-16 

Please see Response to Comment 14-59. 

Response to Comment 19-17 

Please see Response to Comment 14-53 regarding hydraulic communication between the Alluvium 
and the Sonoma Volcanics. Also, please Master Response K for revised estimates of groundwater 
recharge and net groundwater extraction for various rainfall assumptions, reduced water demand 
(based on changes in the proposed spa), and refined monthly water balance calculations.    

Response to Comment 19-18 

The commentor is correct.  The pumping well closely approached, but it is not certain that it reached 
equilibrium conditions by the end of the 48-hour pumping test, due to problems controlling the 
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pumping rate at the end of the test.  Therefore, the specific capacity of the well could not be 
determined exactly.  On page 5.5-13 of the Draft EIR the specific capacity was stated to be 
“…approximately 0.68 gpm/ft ddn”, which is correct.  However, the following this paragraph of the 
EIR has been modified and amended to clarify this issue and the explain the significance of this 
parameter.   

Based upon the results of the pumping test, the specific capacity of the Resort Well is estimated 
to be approximately 0.68 gpm/ft ddn.  The actual specific capacity may be slightly lower, since 
equilibrium conditions were approached, but not clearly achieved at the end of the pumping test. 
The specific capacity estimate was used in combination with other data from the pumping test to 
estimate aquifer transmissivity, which was then refined through calibration against actual 
drawdown observations at the pumping well during the test.  The specific capacity, per se, was 
not used to estimate the well yield and long-term drawdown effects on the aquifer and 
neighboring wells. 

Response to Comment 19-19 

See Response to Comment 14-61. 
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JtL"lC 17,2003 

).,felinda Grosch 
Sonoma County Perrnit and Resource Ma.nage.ment Dept. 
2550 Ventura Avenue 
Santa Rosa, CA 95403 

RECEIVED 

JUN 2 0 2003
PERMIT AND R£SOURCt

MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT 

Subject: Sonoma Country Inn Draft EIR 

Dear Melinda 

Here are my comments on t!::e Draft EIR. The comments refer to Section 5:.4, 
Wastewater Dhposal, as well as the referer:ced background studies, with the exception 
of the Revised On-Site '"'astewater Disposal System Site Suitability Report which r 
did :not receive in time to review. 

(1) pg. 5.4 -2, Exhibit 5.4-1, Soil Percolation Rates and Proposed Disposal Area 

{la)l\o data is given for the Winery Even~ Center Disposal Field. The Final EIR should 
include percolation rates for this area (percolation test holes 58-60i 

(1h)Impact 5A-3 notes that the conditions of "rapid permeability rates and high 
groundwater" exist within the proposed site. In order to evaluate the effect of these 
untavora.ble soil conditions, the percolation rares and groundwater depths for each of 
the proposed leach field locations should be included in t.tre Final EIR. 

(lc) Percolation tests for test boles 38 through 75 were conducted in May 2001. These 
tests should be redone during t:le wmter months, preferab:y in February, when the 
highest groundwater levels were observed. 

(2) pg 5.4-22 Exhibit 5.4.4 Design \Vastewater .F'Jowrate Estimates. 

(2a}ihe Draft EIR describes only flmvrates and omits any discussion ofwa.<rtewater 
characteristics such as BODS, TSS, Grease and Oil, and Nitrates. Wastewater 
characteristics were first cited in the June 141,2001 Feasibility Study, subsequent 
repor::; reduced the referenced values, and the Dra~ Em omits the:n cl.rogether. BOD 
for the Restaurant vvas reduced from 1,000 n:g!I to 670 tng/1, and tl1e TSS was 
reduced from 350 mg/1 to 190mg/L No additional studies are referenced or other 
explanations are given for this reduction in the assumed strength ofthe was!ewater. 

Exhibit 5.4A should -,e revised to indude wastewater charac:eristics as well as flows. 
btpacts 5.4-1, 5.4-2, 5A<5, 5.44 and 5.4-{) e2.rmot be adequately assessed witl:out 

1 Reports submi-:ted ro PRMD fi:om tests oon:l.uried in May D1 indtJdc :nargbal percolation r:nes f(.r 
testho~es 53,59 and W. 

1 Pr>:vious reports refer to "On-Si:e &'h"l!g.;- treatn::.en~ and Dlsposl'l Systen Arrnlys1s and Desip. The 
Sea Rancrt Lodge and Village" by Dimens.ions 4 Engineering, as the sour-ce oftht$C val11es. 
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considering the strength oflhe wastewater as well as quantity. The basis for all 
assumptions regarding the strength and quantity of the wastewater should be clearly 
defined and consistent with earlier reports. 

(2b )Exhibit 5.4-4 identifies 6400 gallons per day of Spa:Lauod.··y graywater. During dry 
6 	 weather months this water will he used for landscaping .irrigation. A wet weather 

disnosal area has not been identified for these flows. If a wet weather use cannot be 
found for these f!ows. Ex!ribit 5A-3 shoulri be revised to re.fl<'Ct an additional 6400 
gallons per day of disposal area within the InniSpa/R.estaurant leach fields, 

(2c)As not-ed in :he DEIR, design Wfk."tewater flows for the Winery and Events Pavilion 
C) 	 shnuld be revised upwards from 1,955 gpd to 2,810 gpd, ln order to cAmform to 

Regional Board guidelines. This increase should aiso be reflected in Exhibit 5.4.-3 
and Exhibit 5.4-4. 

(3) pg 5.4-11 Winery and Events Center Wastewater System Process Water 
Although earlie.:- reports and letters to PR!YID recommended that tlris water be treated 
separately, the current proposal shows winery process water being co~mingled with 
the Winery/Events Center domestic sewage. Bocause this wastewater is 
approximately 10 times l1igher in BOD than domestic sewage, acidic, and subject to 
wide seaso::tal variation, it w:ili present a chaHenge to the proposed package treatment 
system. Impac:s 5.4-1 and 5.4w2 should a.df:.ress how the effects of this process water 
will be minimized to prevent process upsets. 

(4) Impact 5.4-4 
(4a)The proposed FAST package treatment system has bee.r1 shown to provide hlgh levels 

ofBOD and :'.itrate removal in s:milar applicatior:.s_ However, mnre details are 
needed on the size a."l.d conflguratiQ:>. ofthe proposed system in order to ev·aluate the 

C[ 	 ability of this system to provide the requiced effluent quality. Will there be methanol 
addit:on for nitrate removal? The final EJ:R should include lite number, size and 
location ofall treatment facilities, a desc-ription of the water feature to be used for 
stor2.ge /flow equalization ofgraywater, z.s weU as a list ofall chemicals to be used 
during treaL'Tient and a d:scussion cfhov.' they ·wjl] be delivered to the site and stored. 

{4b)Mitig:ation Measure 5.4-1 sta::es that a licensed Grade 3 Operator will maintain and 
{ O monitor the FAST system. How often will the Operator be at the site? How often 

"\Viil the effluent be sampled to ens ere effluent standards are me~? 

(5) Exhibit 5.4~6, Nitrate Lt;~ading Analysis Summary :and Results 
(5a) The der:vation of the average flows and nitrate levels used in ~'lis analysis is not 

f J 	 inch:ded. Ba:::kgrour:d documents assume an on season a."ld holidays of4 months per 
year and an offseason of 8 months per year. The Final EIR should list all such 
assumptions. 

{5b )The shallow depth of groundwater and rapid percolation rates win affect the ahJ!ity 
of the soil to remove pollutants and increase the likelihood ofnitrate contamination of 
local groundwater ;;ou:-ces. Factors used in Exhibit 5.4··6 should be revised to take 
these into account 
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(6) Mitigation Measure 5.4-4 
Even with the implementation of the mitigation measure suggested in the DEIR, 
neigbk>ring wells will see a signifi<:ant JJ!crease ilc n.itrate levels, Wells which 
currently hav-e nitrate levels bet\veen 0.1 and 1.8 mg!L may observe a rise in nitrate 

13 	 concentrations to 5 mg!L or more. There have been a number of st:niies indicating 
that even low level exposmes to nltrate, i.e., nitrate levels much less than (10 mg!L), 
could be problematic in terms ofcertain (ypes ofcancer. 3 Nitrate is difficult to 
remove liDm drin.\:ing water and requires expensive filtration by distillation, reverse 
osmosis or ion exchange. These elevated nitrate levels would be a significant impact 
to people who- rely on these wells for their domestic water, and should be avoided r: 
at alt possible. 

I hope these corr-.:ments sre ofuse in preparing the Fina[ Effi. 

S:incerely, 

t~a,PE, 
P,Q Box 786 
Kenwood, CA 95452 

cc: Del Rydman, VOTMA 

1 Peter Weycr, Associate Directm, Center for Health EffetE of Envi:onmcntal Contamination, University 
of~owa. Euvironmemal News Netw--ork. 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 20 -- ROCHELLE CAMPANA, P.E. 

Response to Comment 20-1 

Percolation tests for the Winery/Events Pavilion disposal area were performed by the applicant in 
February 2002.  Exhibit 5.4-1 of the Draft EIR has been revised as follows to include the soil 
percolation rates for the Winery/Events Pavilion disposal area.  

EXHIBIT 5.4-1 (REVISED) 

SOIL PERCOLATION RATES AND PROPOSED DISPOSAL AREA
 

Location a,b Percolation Rate 
(MPI) c Number of Bedrooms 

Residential Lot 1 13 8 

Residential Lot 2 12 5 

Residential Lot 3 6 11 

Residential Lot 4 31 9 

Residential Lot 5 21 3 

Residential Lot 6 25 3 

Residential Lot 7 13 3 

Residential Lot 8 37 3 

Residential Lot 9 37 3 

Residential Lot 10 26 3 

Residential Lot 11 26 3 

Inn/Spa/Restaurant Disposal Fields 8 to 15 3 to15 -

Winery/Events Pavilion Disposal Fields 5  

a Testing performed on residential lots 1-4 by Scientific Sanitation, September 2001 

b Residential lots 5-11 by David Campbell, October 1985, originally proposed for use in conjunction with the 1984 
Graywood Ranch Subdivision; residential lots 5-11 of the Sonoma Country Inn project have proposed disposal fields 
which include parts of one or more of the Graywood Ranch Subdivision lots. 

c Minutes per inch 

Source: Questa Engineering 

Response to Comment 20-2 

The soil conditions noted by the commentor is taken out-of-context.  The relevant passage of the Draft 
EIR (on page 5.4-16) (as revised) reads:  

Exhibit 5.4-1 summarizes the results of the percolation testing.  The average percolation rate on 
each of the lots or disposal areas falls within the County requirement (60120 MPI); however, 
some individual holes had percolation rates that equaled or exceeded 60 MPI but not exceeded 
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120 MPI. 82  The few slow percolation test results would not limit wastewater disposal on any of 
the proposed residential or commercial disposal areas.  However, rapid permeability rates and 
high groundwater were found along the southern boundary of the upper inn/spa/restaurant 
disposal field, and this would restrict land area available for disposal in this area.  The applicant is 
aware of the restrictive nature of the soils, 83 and has not proposed the location of a disposal 
system along this boundary. 

It is clearly stated in the Draft EIR that wastewater disposal areas are not planned within the area 
where rapid permeability rates and high groundwater were observed.   

Response to Comment 20-3 

The commentor is mistaken about when the various percolation tests were conducted.  Percolation 
tests 54 through 60 and 70 through 75 were, in fact, conducted in February 2002 during the wet 
weather season. Percolation tests 38 through 53 were conducted in May 2001.  There were no tests 
numbered 61 through 69.  All of the percolation testing was conducted in accordance with Sonoma 
County standards, following an initial “percolation test site meeting” with Sonoma County staff in 
May 2001.  Wet weather testing for percolation holes 38 through 53 was determined not to be 
necessary based on the coarse-textured soils and ground slope conditions (greater than five percent). 
The area of tests 38 through 53 is immediately adjacent to (downslope) of the area of test holes 54 
through 60, which was tested in the wet weather season.  There was no significant difference between 
the May 2001 (average rate of 7 MPI) and February 2002 (average rate of 5 MPI) test results.  Wet 
weather groundwater monitoring in the area of tests 38 through 53 indicated a maximum level of 7.5 
feet below ground surface, which would have no effect on the percolation tests which were run at a 
depth of 2 to 2.5 feet below ground surface.  The percolation testing adequately confirms suitable 
permeability for these proposed wastewater disposal areas; the EIR preparers disagree with the 
commentor regarding the need to redo these percolation tests.   

Response to Comment 20-4  

Three estimates of wastewater strength for the proposed treatment systems were provided to the EIR 
consultants. The original estimate, provided in the July 14, 2003 Feasibility Study (Wastewater 
Treatment and Disposal System Feasibility Study for the Sonoma Country Inn, M.B. Van Fleet, June 
14, 2001), provided an initial general approximation of estimates for biochemical oxygen demand 
(BOD), total suspended solids (TSS), and nitrate (as nitrogen). A second estimate was provided in a 
study that was included in the February 2002 Addendum #2 to the Sonoma Country Inn  (Addendum 
Two to the Project Description Wastewater Treatment and Disposal, M.B. Van Fleet). The second 
estimate was based on septic tank effluent monitoring data from a similar facility (Sea Ranch Lodge 
and Village in Sonoma County).  The second estimate provided a weighted estimate BOD, TSS, and 
nitrate (as nitrogen) for each system, using the design flow rates.  The applicant provided final revised 
design wastewater characteristics to the County and EIR preparers in August 2002. The design 
wastewater characteristics were revised because of the reduction of the winery production size from 
40,000 to 10,000 cases per year.  The reduction of the planned winery case production reduced the 

82	 A total of 73 test holes were dug on the eleven lots. Seven of the 73 percolation tests produced rates that equaled or 
exceeded 60 MPI but not exceeded 120 MPI; four of the percolation tests produced rates of less than 1 MPI. 

83	 Percolation Test Results Transmittal to Sonoma County PRMD, Well and Septic Section. M.B. Van Fleet, February 12, 
2002. 
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design process wastewater flow so that the originally proposed treatment and storage pond was no 
longer needed, and the winery process flow could be included with the events center’s treatment and 
disposal system.  

The EIR preparers reviewed the estimates of wastewater characteristics provided by the applicant and 
found the unit values to be consistent with literature reference values (e.g., U.S. EPA, Onsite 
Wastewater Treatment Systems Manual, 2002) and with data for other similar facilities in the region 
(e.g., Vintners Inn, near Santa Rosa). Additionally, the EIR preparers reviewed the calculations of 
weighted wastewater concentrations for various constituents and found the approach and calculations 
to be in conformance with standard sanitary engineering practice.  

Response to Comment 20-5 

In response to this comment and comment 20-4, the following exhibit has been prepared: 

EXHIBIT 9-45 
DESIGN WASTEWATER QUALITY 

Building/Activity Projected 
Total (gpd) 

Percent of
 Flow (%) 

BOD (mg/L) TSS (mg/L) Nitrate (mg/L) 
Value Weighted Value Weighted Value Weighted 

Inn/Spa/Restaurant 
Inn – Lodging 7,500 59 190 112 67 40 37 21.8 

Restaurant 4,125 33 670 221 190 63 23 7.6 

Spa (guests/employees) 1,025 6.9 190 13.1 67 4.6 37 2.6 

Total: 12,650 100 N/A 248 N/A 108 N/A 32.4 
Winery/Events Pavilion 

Winery – Wine Making 1,200 43 2000 860 500 215 5 2.2 

Winery/Events Pavilion 
(all other uses) 1,610 57 190 108 67 38.2 37 21.1 

Total: 2,810 100 N/A 968 N/A 253 N/A 23.2 
Spa/Laundry Graywater 

Spa and Laundry 1,750 100 

Total: 1,750 100 N/A 10 N/A 20 N/A 10 

Source: Project Applicant, except for the revisions made the Winery/Events Pavilion projected flow and quality 

Response to Comment 20-6 

Please see Master Response H, which presents the revised plan for graywater treatment and disposal. 

Response to Comment 20-7 

Exhibit 5.4-4 has been revised (see Master Response H) as suggested by the commentor, along with 
the addition of an appropriate explanatory footnote. Also, the following text is added in the middle of 
the second paragraph on page 5.4-15 of the Draft EIR: 
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Using this scenario, a peak flow rate of 2,810 gpd would be projected; this is reflected in the 
wastewater flow rate estimates in Exhibit 5.4-4.  

Response to Comment 20-8 

The applicant has revised the wastewater plans for the proposed project to include a separate treatment 
system for the winery process wastewater.  Please see Master Response H. 

Response to Comment 20-9 

Please see Master Responses H and I for further clarification and description of the proposed 
wastewater treatment and disposal facilities.  

Response to Comment 20-10 

Please see Response to Comment 14-51.  

Response to Comment 20-11 

In response to this comment the text on page 5.4-20 of the Draft EIR describing the assumptions for 
the nitrate loading analysis is revised to include all assumptions, as follows: 

Wastewater Flows  Average wastewater flows of approximately 10,840 gpd and 1,405 gpd at 
the inn/spa/restaurant and winery were used, respectively.  Average wastewater flows from the 
inn/spa/restaurant were derived by taking a weighted average of on- and off-season flow. 
Information on occupancy at the inn/spa/restaurant is from data on similar facilities (e.g., 
Vineyard Inn, Auberge Du Soleil, Vintners Inn, and Sea Ranch Lodge), as presented in the 
applicant’s Wastewater Treatment and Disposal System Feasibility Study, M.B. Van Fleet, 
June 14, 2001. The flows for the winery were based upon criteria provided by the County. 
The following are the key factors and calculations used to derive the average wastewater 
flows: 

1.	 Occupancy during a “peak week” is 100% on the weekends, and 80% on the 
weekdays. 

Average “peak week” daily flow = 

[(2 days x 12,650 gpd) + (5 days x 0.80 x 12,650 gpd)] / 7 days = 10,840 gpd 

2.	 Average occupancy during the off-season is 55%.  

Average off-season daily flow = 0.55 x 12,650 gpd = 6,958 gpd 

3.	 The on-season and holiday, and off-season periods occur for approximately 4 months 
and 8 months out of the year, respectively.  The yearly average wastewater volume is 
a weighted average of the on- and off-season periods. 

Average annual wastewater flow = 

[(4 months x 10,840 gpd) + (8 months x 6,958 gpd)] / 12 months per year 

= 8,252 gpd 
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4. Winery/events pavilion average flow is 50% of peak flow 

= 0.50 x 2,810 gpd = 1,405 gpd 

Response to Comment 20-12 

The nitrate loading analysis already takes into account the limited nitrogen removal effectiveness of 
the highly permeable soils through the assignment of a low (10 to 15 percent) rate of soil 
denitrification. Shallow groundwater conditions actually tend to increase (not decrease) the potential 
for denitrification by promoting anaerobic conditions in near-surface soil zones where organic matter 
content is generally greater.  The nitrate loading analysis did not assume any additional “credit” for 
denitrification based on the shallow groundwater conditions in portions of the site.  Therefore, the 
analysis in the Draft EIR is appropriate and conservative (safe); and no changes are necessary. 

Response to Comment 20-13 

Please see Response to Comment 14-55.   
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U3Tf&i2 .ii'l 
Battaile & Hargrave, J.....LP. 

Attorneys at law 

404 Mendodno Avenue (!C7) 528-:3975 
&mta Rosa, CaHfnnria 95404 Fax {7(!7j 528-3976 

June 27, 2003 

_SrJ{YED BY PERSONAL D:EU\FERY 

Melinda Grosch 
Sonoma Cntmty Pennh and Resource 
Management Department 


2550 Ventura Avenue 

Santa Rosa, California 95403 


Re: 	 Draft Enviromnental Impact Report ("'DE-IR") for the Sonoma Coun:try Inn (PLP 
Ol-0006) 
7945 Sonoma Highway, Kenwood 

Dear Ms. Grosch 

On behalf of the Valley of the Moon Alliance ("VOTMA "), Thereby submit the following 
comments on the Drdft Environn1entai Impact Report {"DEIR"} for the Sonoma Country Inn 
(hereinafter the "Project"), VOTMA hereby incorporates, the attaehed comments on the Initial 
Study, and aU previous cornments made on the Initial Study and all public conuu.ents on the 
Initial Study and DEIR 

L 	 Description ofth~.?roposed Project 

CEQA requires that an EIR fully disclose and analyze projects, meaning the whole ofan. 
action. The DEIR is misleading and it fails to fully disclose a.'t'J.d analyze the previously proposed 1 	project compared to the current Project. There are lnconsistenci.es in the land use designations 
for the previously proposed project. The DEJR provides that the Recreation and Visitor Serving 
Commercial land use designation is in error. The DEIR drafter has assumed that there should be 
twenty-five acres in the Recreation and Visitor Serving Commerclalland use designation based 

http:lnconsistenci.es
http:J.....LP


upon footnotes to documents that are not provided in the DEIR. The DEIR instead should have 
only assumed that there sl1ould be five acres in the Recreation and Visitor Serving Commercial 
land usc designation on parcel 051-020-19 which is not in the visible open plateau and studied 
the environmental impacts a."l.d General Plan inconsistencies based upon thar figure rather than 
the higher figure oftv.•enty-five acres on pareels 051-020-006, 010, 032 and 045. 

In addition, the General Plan policy LU-14r does not intend to .accommodate approval of 
a restaurant. The restaurant Should b.ave been considered a<; a new addition to the previously 
approved project and not a part ofthe previously approved project The DEIR ls unclear on how 
the restaurant was included. The 19-84 approval by the Board of Supervisors did not include a 
restaurant The only reference to a restaurant is in the firulings section ofthe resolution and is 
only for an "associated dining halt" The dining hall was not part oftlle listed items that were 
approved_ In adGltion, only thirty~five unit.-, were approved not thirty~six. 

County staffdoes not have ilie aLtthority to approve such technical corrections which 
include a modification to General Pla'l Land Use Jvfap 9 to increase the area design.ared 
Rec:eation & Visitor Serving Commercial from five acres to t\venry acres on different parcels. 
Nor does County staffhave the authority to amend the zoning maps referenced. The DEIR mey 
not ass::.une that such modifications would be approved by the Board ofSupervisors. 

The DEiR is also unclear on if there is a s:xty-acre density for the RRD or a one hundred· 
acre density for the RRD. The DEIR shoul.d have studied the previously apptQVed project as 
yrovided for in the General Plan and compared it to the nev.· Project rat11erthan compare a project 
that was not provided for jn the General Plan and .instead "created" by examining parol evidence 
not contained fn the General Plan. 

The DEIR concludes that &"1e Project seeks a modification of the previously approved 
project; however the DEIR is undeer on ..:-xactly what the previous approved project was and 
fails to studies the impact that the final map for the subdivision was not recorded. Argaably 
1l.ll.der the Subdivision Map Act, the County cannot correct any errors or -omissions to ihe 
previously approved project description because the final map was never recorded to clearly 
show what project had been approved an.d because the futal map was never recorded the only 
potential vested interest the project developer may have is what \¥1l.S actually approved by the 
Board of $;Jpervisors, TI!e time to correct such inconsistencies was when the final map was 
recorded. To do so now is in direct violation ofthe Subdivision :tv1ap Act, interpretive ease law 
and the County's ov.n policies. 

Because of the above confusion. the DEIR should study all t..':ie impacts ofthe Project and 
not assume that a S<:aled do'Wn version ofthe project was previously appmved. The Project 
Description should be of the Proyect as presented not a description ofthe differences betvveen the 
Project and a previously proposed project t..':at w.as not approved because a final map v.-as never 
recorded for the project and !t is unclear what exactly w.as considered approved in the General 
Plan. 
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The Project Description section does not include a discussion on po')slble expanslon by 
the winery or inn .in the future. The history of the hotels and v,.inery's in the Kenwood area is to 
build a smaller winery and/or inn and then when demand increases, increase the size and 
production capacity of the \vinery and ln tum increase the number ofrooms for the inn. Evidence 
of this history is the expansion of the Landmark Winery, rhe Blackstone Winery, the Chateau St. 
Jean Winery, the Korbel Winery and the Kenwood Inn" All such expansions are menlionecl in 
the cu.•tmlajve impacts section ofthis DEIK Vnless the County is going to place a no~expmsion 
lim:il on this approvaL the EIR must discuss L1.e impacts ofihe future expansion phase of this 
Project. 
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A. Ir<lffic and Circulation 

VO'l1vL~ hereby objects that study prepared by the Crane Transportation Group 
was not included as an appendix to the DEIR and was not made readily available to the puhlk for 
timely comment. VOTMA hereby reserves the right to augment its comments 011 T rnffic and 
Circulation after the County has -furnished the Crane study to VOIMA and VOTMA has had the 
mandated time of45 days after receipt of the document to submit comments. 

The introducwry section of the Traffic and Circulation section of the DEIR 
provides that the traffic consultant relied upon tv.ro assumptions: (1} "average" size special events 
and (2) the number ofsuch average size events at other inns and wineries in the area. Both 
assumptions are flawed anC therefore cause the entire Traffic and Circulation section to be 
:flawed. Because the DEIR's list ofother proposed projects in the area is incomplete, the DEIR
underestimates the cumulative impacts of this Project and the other proposed projects in the area. 
Tllerefure the number ofevents to be hosted during the time periods analyzed and the average 
attendance at such events !s vastly underestimated in the DEIR The consultant must use realistic 
figures of the numbe: ofpossible attendees at such events and a traffic count must be perfOrmed 
when a~ least two events are being concurre:ltly held at th.e \Vineries in the Kenwood area. In 
addition, the final EIR must Ciscuss the impacts on events being held on the same nir,ht as an 
event at ~k Francis or Cllateau St. Jean with nvo thousand people attending. Including such 
figures would represent the true impacts to the traffic on Highway 12. 

The traffic consultant should have conducted new traffic counts for this DEIR. 
Using the biased counts prepared for Chateau St. Jean Winery in 2000 ts .inconsistenl v.i!:h the 
purposes ofCEQA which is to analyze a project in its current environmental setting. Over the 
last tbree years the traffic has increased significantly and a Silldy performed in 2000 is no longer 
applicable ;;wen wlth the figures updated by Caltrans traffic data_ 

ln addition, being that the highest traffic cmmts will be in the summer months 
during vacation periods, the traffic counts should have been performed before August and s 	Septembe.c Tratiic patterns vary significantly between June and July compared to August a..Jd 
September. Due to the fact that the traffic impacUl are ofgreat concerns to the citizens of 
Sonoma, currem and accurate counts should be performed. 
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Pursuant w General Plan Objective CT-2.1 congestion on connty"W1de high"'-ays 
should be m.1.intained at a ·'C" level ofservice or better, unless a project has an overriding pubic 

6 	 benefit which Qut\\'eighs the congestions. The DElR provides that Highway 12 operates at a 
LOSE level and even with the proposed mitigation measures it "VilJ stiiJ operate at a LOSE 
leveL TI1e DElR makes the rather insane conclusion that because the traffic conditions on 
Highway 12 are already so bad that even thought the Project wiU make the conditions worse, it is 
so bad anyv ..-ay that the County should just ignore the prol;;[em entirely. 

The reali1y is that if the County approves this Pro jeer and other like projects, the 
traffic "'ill become so intolerable that Caltrans and the Counly will have to widen Highway 12 to 
four lanes. The DEIR fails to provide any discussion on the growth-inducing impacts that would 
be caused by the expansion of Highway 12. The ElR must discuss tiJ.is occurrence since the 
County bas already stated that the receipt of TOT funds is an overriding public benefit. Under 
such theory, any hotel would be approved no matter what the impacts are along Highway 12. 
CEQA requires a public agency to review growth-inducing impacts. The widening ofHiglrway 
12. and the related growth-inducing impacts must be studied. 

The future calculations for traffic volumes are also flawed because of the DEIR's 
failure to study aU the proposed projects along Highway 12 in the cumulative impacts discussion 
section, In addition, the DEIR should d.lsctlSs what the tr.rl'fic volume v.uuld be if Highviay 12

'6 	was ....vi.dened to four lanes and what related grawth would occur due to the e:\:ps:nsion. The 
Board ofSupervisors cannot P..ide behind the statements co1:rtained :in the DEIR that Highway 12 
will never be widened because of the citizens ofSonoma VaHey have strongly opposed 
modifications ofHighway 12 that would affect the .rtll"d..l, scenic character of!he valley. If the 
County Board of Supervisors continues to approve pro.iects along Highway 12 that cause 
increases in traffic on Highway 12, it v..ill eventually have to be widened, The cttizens are 
entitled to know the environmer..tal impacts of such a flawed policy. 

The Project Trip Generation section ofthe DErR is iaadequate, in that the 
consultant used the consultant's own knowledge oflocaJ area attractions and flawed 
assumptions. A similarly~sized winery's trip generation patterns should be studied or othe-r 
studies referenced that discuss such patterns. The DEIR provide::: no reference on how these 
assumptions \vere made. Nor, does the DEIR discuss the extent of the -consultant's experience 
with the area. 

The DEIR also fails to study the impact caused by the proposed mitigation 
iD 	measure 5.2-1 (b)- The Fire Department's response times are already lengthened by the traffic 


congestion. if the Fire Station's tmn around parking lot is removed, it '.Vill further increase 

response times. 


The DEIR' s discussion on year 2005 and 2012 traffic impacts vvith average sized 
events is flawed for the same reasons as discussed above. The average sized event is not 100 

II 	 people. Events where two thousand people attend must be analyzed. In addition, with the 
potential expansion oft.'le inns and winery's along Highway 12, the potential for more events and 
larger events increa..<>e _p:ropqrtimlateley-, By 2012. Highway 12 could conceivably be widened to 
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four lanes and massive events cuuld be taking pktce, Again the dtizens are entitled to know the 
consequences of the Board of Supervisors continuing to approve projects that increase traffic 
along Highway 12. 

The proposal discussed in Mitigation Measure 5.2-&(b) is not feasible 1.mtil !he 
program is funded and able to be in1plemented . .\1itigatlon measures that are not feasible Co nor 
qualifY as a mitigation under CEQA Therefore, the :eality is that the alternative lv!itigatio;; 
Measure 5.2-8 (c) is more likely and as stated aOOveo the growth inducing impacts c•f 
implementing Mitigation Yfeasure 5.2-8 (c) must be rllscus:>ed. 

DEIR 's discussion -of roadv.ay hazards and safety impacts does not make any 
references. to traffic conditions when an accident occurs. The wineries along Highway I2 must 

13 	 increase the roadway hazards due to the drinking activities conducted at the wineries. A study 
should be pe:formed if such acti" iries increase roadway hazards and increase accidents. 
Yliiigation measures should be proposed if the studies determine that more accidents occur along 
Highway 12 because of the mix of increased traffic and increased alcohol consumption. 

The proposed parking for the site is inadequate to accommodate speciai events at 
the winery. The EIR must study t.'le impact ofpeople parking along Highway 12 and the impacts 
caused by such parking, including, safety issues and increased congestion and delay becau:;e of 
people anemptin,g to park along the side ofHighwayl2. 

The Project Description ls flaweC in that the closest climate is not in Sonoma, but lS 
rather the Northern part of Sonoma Valley. Because the Project Description is flawed, the 
resulting analysis must be revised to discuss tbe impacts on water quality and water quantity 
based upon an accurate climate description 'With correct rainfall runoff data. 

1he Rational Method ll.~ to estimate peak discharge ofProject site runoff is a 
flawed methodology and under represents Project site runoff The EIR must provide the rational 
behind why this methodology \Vas chosen and how accurate the figures are for peak discharges. 

In the Surface Water Quality discussion, the DEIR provides that no smnpling data 
was avallable for the ephemeral streams in the Project area and no sampling water quality data 
was available for Sonoma Creek. Therefore, the consultant should hav--e taken samples and f7 
provided such data. The EIR carmot fuHy discuss and disclose the environmental impacts if 
information fiat is needed w adequately discuss the water quality issues is not available. The 
EIR must srudy the impacts of ilie Project on existing condi1ions. lf existing conditions are 
unknown, the ElRcar.not adequately discuss t.'le impacts of the Project 

1'6 
The discussion on Groundwak..""t is inade-quate. Infonn..1.tion on the Sonoma Valley 

Groundwater Basin is old and not enough information is provided on how the consul.rnru 
deter:n.ined that the recharge aree is estimated to contribute an average of39.3 acre-feet ofwater 
per year to the groundwater. 
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The applicant should be required to submit a detailed grading plan, incorporating 
19 the changes provided in the feasible mitigation measures and the County must have a detailed 

Mitigation Monitoring Plan which enforces the Biv1P' s. The County must not defer its duties 
under CEQA to other agencies to enforce feasible mitigation measures. 

The DElR does not provide adequate mitigation measures to protect the v.'edand 
area containing the colony cfnarrow-anthe:ed California Brodiac:a or downstream receivir.g 
waters from surface _runoff water. Again the County cannot defer its duties under CEQA to other 
agencies. The County must have an entOrceable Mitigation Monitoring Plan in place priortn 
Project approvaL Because the County does not provide a way to enforce the mitigation measures 
suggested in the DE-IR, VOT!ViA disagrees that water quality impacts from Project-related runoff 
pollutants can be reduced to a 1eve1 ofnon significance. 

The DElR does not provide adequate mitigation measures to decrease impacts to 
existing drainage patterns resulting ln increased erosion and sedimentation. The DEIR should 

::?1 	 also suggest as mitigation measures, moving the roads along the western bmmda.ry ofresidential 
lot seven, rei ocate the storage ta.."lk and reduce the size of the residences. As stated above, the 
CoWlty cannot defer its duties 1u1der CEQA to other agencies. The County must have an 
enforceable 1-1itigation :\<lonitoring Plan in place prior to Project approval that would ensure 
p-roper mitigation measure..<; are completed to minimize erosion and sedimentation. 

In the discussion concerning increased peak flows to Sonoma Creek resulting in 
increased flooding, the consultant admits that detailed hydro logic and hydraulic modeling of the 
watersheds would need to be performed for a more precise estimate of the timing of the peak 
discharge and changes in flood elevations of the creeks. Such studies should be completed rather 
than relying on in accurate estimations. 

VOThfA disagrees that the mitigation measures pt'oposed to protect the narrow
anthered California Brodiaea colony would reduce tlte impacts to 1ess than signifitant 11le 
County should require the drainage plan and determine if it is feasible prior~ Project approval. 

As stated before, the cumulative impacts section does not Hst all of the proposed 
projects in the area. :vfosl of these proposed projects are also in the Sonoma Creek Watershed. 
The cumulative impacts offail the proposed projects wou!d be a cumulative significant impact. 
The EIR must study the impacts of this and propose mitigation measures for this Project since .it 
adds to the cwnulative impacts. Just because the Project's contribution is just part of the 
cumulative effect, CEQA still provides that an EIR must discuss the impact. VOTJVi.1,. disagrees 
thar the Project's contribution is less than significant. The DEIR's conclusion tllal "ft]he 
proposed project's contribution would not be cumulatively considerable and therefore cmnulative 
impacts to hydrology and tvater quality would be less-than-significant" shows the- consultant's 
flawed reasoning. If tne cumulative impacts of this Project and other like projects are significant, 
then such impacts must be mitigated where feasible. 
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The Geology & Groundwater Potentia[ report prepared in 2000 by E.H. Boudreau 
is outdated and diri not study the Project as currently proposed and failed to address the 
cumulative impacts of the pro;Josed Project and the other proposed projects in the area. It should 
not be relied upon in the ElR and a new report shouid be prepared that is current and ana1yzes the

;;?5 	 actual proposed Project and the cwnuiative impacts ofilie Project and the additional proposed 
projects In th.e Kenwood area. The Addendum alsv :is inadequate, The DEIR provides tha: the 
consultant relied upon ·'conversations" 'vit.'t persons ffuniliar with the site irt.'itead of actually 
performing the proper studies required by CEQA that would have provided the Jnformation 
needed to a.;,alyze the impacts of tills Project on groundwater resources. 

The DEIR states that one test well exhibited perched condltio:ts yet assmnes that 
this was due to localized depression. The DEIR is unclear on how the con;,ultant determir.ed this 
and does not provide ifany other reasons were considered" In addition the wells were not 
monitored i.iontinually tht'oughout the year. The DEIR is deficient in that CEQA and receJJt case 
Jaw provides that groundwater resource must be fully analyzed in an EIR and that a baseline 
water study must be performed. This study is inadequate under such criteria. 

The DEIR admits that the shallow groundwater infonnation on the residential 
portion of the project site is very limited and cites test from 1985. These test<> are inadequate and 
outdated. ::-.lew infomunio:n must be provided. 

The DEIR also fuils to study enough wells on adjacent properties. In the 
comments on tl:..e Initial Study various lando\Vner$ reported that their wells were going dry. The 
DEIR did not respond to such comments and only a limited amount ofwells were tested. B.."!.St:d 
upon such inadequate sa.'ltpling, the derenninations made in this DEJR are Incorrect and new and 
complete well infonnation nee-ds to be provided and disct:Ssed in the finsl EIR. 

Under the section on septic system siting, the DEIR admits that there are no real 
requireme>ts for nonstandard on~site disposal systems. It is inappropriate for the DEIR to rely 
upon guidelines geared to septic tank systems. The County should not approve an individual 
package phmt system until the County ha<> performed the proper environmental :eview of the 
Guidelines. There are no established criteria for package plant systems ands to approve such a 
system before CEQA compliance has been completed on the Guidelines is improper and in 
violation ofCEQA. 

The DElR provides no information or stndies to show how the consultant 
de!errnined that the FAST system would be effective for the wastewater systems. In addition, no 
documentation was provided on how the consultant determined that the fiO'h"S estimated by thejO 
applicant for Ihe winery and events pavilion were accurate. The average number ofattendees at 
the events pavilion most likely ¥-11! be one hundred since two hundred guests are aHmved. The 
discussion on the LL.~ ofthe gray water system for the spa and laundry ls also inadequate. The 
system is not "ctL-"'Tetltly designed" and the landscaping irrigarlon requirements are unknov..-n yet 
the consu!tat:t determine-d that the discharge of gray water into the disposal field would be done 
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in a manner that would not exceed peak design flow. The DEIR provides not intbnnation on 
how fue consulta•1t made such a detemlination" The d)scussion ofwastewater disposal for :he 
residential lots provides no infurmation ho-.v the consultant made the detem1inations on the Jleak 
wastewater flow rates tOr the proposed homes. 

J The proposed mitigation measnres for making sure the FAST system is operated 
:S 	 correctly are in reality only monitoring measures and do not mitigation the impacts of the FAST 

system or prevent the FAST system from be.ing o~ted Jmproperly. VOJ)AA disagrees that the 
mitigation measures reduc-e the impact to less than significant. 

The impacts from the wastewater treatment facility for the winezy and events 
pavilion are understated. Tin'!: DElR is undear on the true size ofthe winery. WHI the winery 
produce iO,OOO cases per year or40,000 cases per year? Also, the averagt: attendance at the 
evetrts pavilion is underestimalerl. VOT!vf:A agrees that the wa.'ltewater treatment and disposal 
systems are inadequate. The '<vinery should be moved and its correct production capacity sfmuld 
be studied to determine if the mitigation measure is adequate to reduce the impact to less than 
significant. 

The percolation tests on the soil conditions for the residential lots five through 
eleven are outdated and before the location of the disposal system is derermlned. The County as 

33 a mitigation measure should require the applicant to limit the size of the structure for residential 
lot four. The mitigation measures should :require that the CC&R's limit house size and the 
number of bedrooms and bathrooms in the bouse. 

The DEIR does not provide infumation on how the consultant determined 
::S L{ estimated nitrate concentration levels in v.11Stewarer effluent from the tnnispa/resraura.n.t and me 

winery/events pavllicm or how the consultant determlned the waste-wt~ter eft1uent quaUty values. 

VOT.tv1A agrees that the nitrate concentrations in the groundwater immediately 

·- do\\o-n gradient ami the groundwarer pumped by neighboring wells 'Will be elevated above 

5S drinking v.ater standards. However, VOH.-1A disagrees \>,o)th the conclusion that the unstudied 


and unproven FAST system would reduce the impact to less than si,gnificant. 

The discussion ln section, Impacts to Growldwater Hydrology, is inadequate. The 
DEJR provides no evidence that the vv-astewater flows from the Project would be less L~an t.t:te 
water withdrav..n from on-site well:>, VQT;o..<fA disagrees that there is a less than sit,Jttiti<:::ant 
impact 

The cumulative impacts determination is just 'Wrong. This Project, combined with 
the impacts ofall oLC.er current uses !illd new proposed uses wit! have a substantial impact on 
groundwater quality. The Counry rnust complete a baseline grouruh.vater study to detennine the 
quantity and quality of the groundwater in this grour.dwater recharge area pursuant to CEQA. 
Until such study ls completed none of these projects should be aprroved. Without this 
infnrmation, the consultant cannot detennine that groundwater quality wou!d not be negatively 
impac!ed by these projects. The County must undenake a compre-hensive study ofrhc: 



gro:mdv,rater supply and quality before approving this Project or any other proposed project b the 
area The cumulative impacts of this Project along •vith the other proposed projects may cause 
vv:ater shortages and a ]m:,.<; ofwaLer to current residences and agricultural operations. 
Piecemealing !he approval of all the proposed projects in the area vvithout studying the 
cumulative impacts en the groundwater would be in direct violation ofCEQA. 

The DEIR's discussion on water supply does not contain vital information needed 
by the public, the Planning Commission and the Board ofSupervisors. A comprehensive 
baseline water study must be complcte:d and the administrative record must support the EIR's 
cha."""acterization of baseline and historical water use for an accurate Project Description, In 
additio:c, the baseline water study should analyze infOrmation regarding lhe size and quantity of 
water in the groundwater aquifer. A<> the appellate court in Cadiz Land Co. v. Rail Cycle 
determined, public agencies responsible for the preparation ofElR's for projects that are 
dependent on groundwater resources, have an affinuative duty to conduct the n(!{;essary studies to 
obtain such in!Qnnation if it is not already available at tbe time ofpreparation Df the EIR. 

This DEIR does not contain such needed infonnation. Boudreau "estimates'' there 
are approximately 3,000 acre foot ur.der the proje<n site, yet the DEIR contains no discussion on 
how this was estimated and v.'hat studies support this estimation. Also, in the discussion of 
neighboring wells and spring.<: the DEIRprovides, "[w]hile probJens 'With decrea._~ wen 
production over a large area may indicate problems "i\-ith the supplying aqcifer, the proposed 
project and all neighboring wells draw from the same major groundwz.ter basin, which has a 
known plentiful supply. ·• (Empha'>is added.) Who knows this? The reader of this DEIR sure 
does not know this becaus~ there is not information co-ntained in the DEIR that would allow such 
a detennination to be made, ln fact there i<'i significant evidence that t..1.ere is not a plentiful 
supply ofwater in the groundwater basin. 1n addition, the DEIR concludes that problems v.-ith 
oL':!er wells in the area are a product ofpoorly designed or maintained ~Neils. Again there are no 
studies done to suppon this detennination. Were the properties owners intervien-'Cd or were their 
wells tested? 

The DEIR admits that un adequate supply ofgood water is essential to the creation 
of the proposed Project, since there are no existing municipal >V-ater supplies that could be 
extended to £erve the Project. In fact, the Kenwood Village Water Company bas commented that 
the water in the aquifer llas dropped offdue to increased use ln the area and that during a d.rought 
the water supply would be severfuly impacted. Tile infonnation from the pumping test 
perfonned. by Adobe Associates was not analyzed correctly. The assumptions about water 
demands .from the Project are assumptions because the landscaping irrigation demand is not 
known, the basin is assumed to have a "known plenlifitl s-upply,,. and the annual recharge on the 
Project site is no yet known. Based upon the lack of such vital lnformation, the DEIR cannot 
conclude that the groundwater supyJy will meet the estimated warer demand. 

In fact. the pumping tests performed on the Resort \'Veil, water levels declined in 
the Oraywood Ranch WeL Instead of further studying this impact, the DEIR concludes that the 
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decline in water level was tile result of the pmnping that pccurred in the Garyvvood Ranch WelL 
Again. the DEIR supplies no information on how this was deter.nined and provides no fucts to 
support such a determination. The DElR admits that the forty~eight hour pumping was 110t long 
enough for draw down effects to appear in neighboring wells. lf this is the case, why were not 
other tests performed to detennlne the effects on neighboring wells? 

1he DEIR also states that the yield ofLJ,e New Bargiacchi Well is not knonT.., yet 
determines that a draw dmvn of five percent would most likely not impact the well's ability to 
supply groundwater. This determination cannot be made. if the yield of the well is unknown. 
According to rhe DEIR the Oid Bargiav-chi WeH is shallower and has less available draw dov.n, 
but the DEIR still determines that even in a drought it could meet the needs of domestic ll:':e. 
Yet, the DEIR cites no studies w support such a deterrni.nation. VOTMA strongly disagrees mat 
impacts from well interfe-rence would be less than signiticant 

As stated before, dte DEIR did not adequately consider all the new proposed 
projects in the Kenwood area. The DEIR admits that the Project will reduce the ground>-Yater 
recharge resm1rces in rhe area, increase groundwater use in the area". yet the DEIR dete:rmines that 
this Project combined with an the other proposed projects in the area, will stiH have a less thaJ! 
significant impact on groundwater recbarge and well interference. VOL'viA cannot agree '\\lith 
such flawed logic. 

E. 	 Biological Resources 

The Proje-ct Description for Biological Resources does not provide enough 
evidence on why tl1e wetland on the property was not COIL<tidered a seasonal wetlaru:L In addition, 
VOTMA disagrees that the forest and midla;1d co·ver in the mid~elevations are not sensitive 
natural conlClunities and request that information be provided on how such a determination was 
made. The surveys to determine presence for active raptor surveys \Vere inadequate and did not 
follow established procedures for determining the presence of rnptors. In addition. the DEIR 
should provide the evidence usee to determine that the vietlands near the winery wer-e not 
ju."isdictional waters, 

VOTMA disagrees that the s~Jrveys to detennine the potential for the occurrence 
of special status species were adequate and feels additional studies should be required beibre the 
EIR can conclude if the mitigation measures are adequate. For example the ruurow~en!hered

WI 	CatitOrnia Brodiaea a..-.d the Sonoma Ceanothus have already been disturbed by Project 
development VOThiA also disagrees that speciai. status animal species are not presenr on the 
site. There is evidence L\o}at the site could be a potential habitat for steelhead, red-legged frogs, 
yellow-l.egged frogs, tiger salamanders and raptors. VOTMA.'s biological consultant questions 
the methodology used to deternrine the e>.istence ofsuch species and VOTMA feels the DEJR 
provides inadequate information on how the consultant determined that the Project si;:e was not 
critical habitat for any of the above species. 

VOTMA agrees that existing management practices are not protecting special 
status species and that the :nitigatio:n measures proposed should have an enforcement mechanism 



to inspect tht: site during construction to determine that the mitigation measures are enforced. In 
addition, all Project buildings that could impact a SCJlSitive habitat must be relocated or the 
Project size must be reduced to protect such areas. The C('>unty should JlOt sanction a prQ)oct, or 
any part of a project, that violates the Endangered Species Act Th.e .EIR should include a 
discussion ofthe requirements of the ESA and detennine if the Project is in vioJatlro ofthe ESA 
after the more stringent studies are perfonned on the site per VOTMA's r-equest 

Speclfically, mitigation measure 5.6-l(d), appears to vioiate the ESA The Project 
must avoid active raptor nests. 1he ESA does not allow "partial" Cisturbances ofa protecced 
species habitat. VOTMA strongly disagrees thm impacts on special status species will be 
reduced to a level ofnon significance. 

The mitigation measures designed to mitigate the loss ofwetlands are ln.adequa:te, 
IfProject roads and buildings need to be reduced or relocated then the EIR should require that 
the 11ew location he provided by the PrQiect applicant prior w Project approval and the County 
must determine that the relocation and/or reduction of the buildings and roads do not cause other 
impacts not studied by the EIR. "Wait and~" mitigation me.asures are not adequate mitigation 
underCEQA. 

The DEIR does not adequately disclose how rnat1y trees will need to he removed 
and makes the Project Description inaccurate. The DEIR does not contain enough information 
on -..-..here and how the tress will be removed and replanted. Therefore, the DEIR carmot 
adequately study how such unknown removals will impact v.ildlife habitats. 1\or can the DEIR 
determine if the prop<Jsed mitigation measures are adequate since the baseline information is not 
available. VOT:vtt\ feeis that construction of the Project will require far more trees to be 
removed than the applieant has disclosed and there will be significant unmitigated cumulative 
~ioJogical impacts. The Valley of the Moon is slowing becoming urbanized against the express 
wishes of its residents. Such gro\\>'th-ir.ducing and cumulative impacts must be discussed in this 
DElR. 

The Project Description is inadequate in that it does not correctly describe the 
project senlng. lt is unclear what project was previously approved by the County. In addition, 
the photo simulations provJded are inaccurate. The Project will cause a significant visual impact 
from Highway 2 and Lawndale Road. The DElR is very vague on how many and which tree;,. 

will be removed during Project constructior: and there are no concrete limitations on home size 
and no limitations on heights required prior to Project approvaL Based upon such limited 
information, the DEIR cannot conclude that the visual impacts will be less than significant 
VOT~fA feels that the County should require mitigation measures that require the buildings to be 
moved an.d the size of the Project reduced m mitigate the viSUlll impacts. in addition the applicant 
should be required to provide more inf<mnation on tree remov-al and landscaping be:f'ore the final 
EIR is cenified so that the EIR can study the ia1pact after the ClOre stringent mitiga~ion measures 
are required. 
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The Project \\-911 also have a significant impact on the vie\\' from Adobe Canyon 
Road looking Northwest. As stated above, the photo simulations are inaccurate. The DEIR is SD 
not clear on tree removal and the DEIR cannot accuratel.y determine if the visual impacts are 
significant More stringent mitiga<:ion measures need robe imposed to protect the sceni.:: vista 

VOTMA agrees that the visual impacts from Higln:vay 12 west Gf Adobe Canyon 
Road are significant However, the impact from High'<Y<:ty 12 can be seen for more than six.ty 
seconds and again the lack of infonnation on tree removal causes the DEIR to understate the 
icnpacts. More stringent mitigation measures should be required such as: more intbnnatio:t on 
tree removal and replacement. a reduction in building size, limits on building heights to one story 
and moving buildings off the open plateau. 

5 < In regards to light pollution, the Project Description is inadequate. Specific 

infonnation should have been provided on a proposed on-site ligllrening plan. The final EIR 

should not be certified nntil such infonnation has been provtded. 


S'3 The proposed mitigation measures are also inadequate. Shrouded lightening 
shouhi be required, a landscaping plan should be submitted with lighted pathways instead of 
lightening on poles and at night after certain hours, all lightening sources shouJd be dimmed. 

G. CulturaJ Resource~ 

The Project Description is inadequate. the investigation at CA-SON-36 should 
have extended outside of the Project area to determine if the site yielded more significant fins 
outside the Project area that the disturbar.ce of the site in the Project area could impact. In 
addJtion, it appears that CA-SON-36 has been disturbed by recent construction activity. More 
stringent requirements shoulder required during the construction phase to avoid further 
disturbance ifother sites should be located du.'-lng constructior.. 

In addltiox1, more stringent mitigation measures should be required to protect other 
SS sites, For exarnpte, if an archaeological sire is found, sl1ou!d it really be paved over for a tennls 

comt? Rather the tennis coun should be removed from the Project or moved to an alternate 
location, 

The Project Description is inadequate, the cumulative impacts as stared before do 
S~ not include ad.Citional proposed projects in the area that not co:tsidered in the DEIR In addition, 

r? 	ift.l-:e County continues to approve projects in violation of the General Plan the cwnulative 
impacts and growth-inducing impacts will lead to significant Impacts on air quality in the 
Higitway 12 area. 

The Project Description is inadequate in its discussion on odors fi·om the package 
S J treatment plant The Guidelines hy the COUl)ty for package treatment p2ants have not gone 

through environmental review. Until su;;:h time, packaged treatment pla.-rJ.ts should r:ot be 
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allowed. The DEIR at this time cannot analyze the impacts ofodors until there :is a systerr; in 
place to determine proper constrUCtion and maintenance of the ptants or provide feac;lble 
mitigation measures. 

A. 

VOTMA agrees that noise impacts from the Project are significant Ho\'r"C\'er, the 
5'<6 proposed mitigation would not reduce the impacts but only monitor th.:t impacts. The mitigation 

mea;,ures must include an enforcement provision that would make tl:-e applicants event permit 
contingent on monitoring noise levels and if such levels were exceeded the applicant permit 
would be revoked. In addition, Mitigation Measure 5.11 ~ i (d) does provide any information on 
what noise levels are to be maintained and v.Tiat would if the applicant exceeded the e;,--tablished 
nosie levels. 

VOTMA disagrees that the ElR could conclude that noise levels would be 
reduced to a level of insignifiamce until such monitoring is completed, 

In addition, because the Guidelines are not complet:ed nor have they bad 
environmental review the package treatment plant noise levels are not knovm and not enough 
information has been supplied in the DEIR to rietenn.ine bow much noise the plant would make. 
The mitigation measures do not seek to reduce the noise levels and the EIR cannot determine lf 
they are even teasible until the Guidelines for treatment plants are compieLed. 

:G:!:mY.th Inducing Iumacts 

This Project has conside-rable growth-inducing impacts. Effects on the water 
supply would significanrly impact grov..1h patterns in the County. In addition, if this Projeci is 
rtpproved and like proje\:ts are approved in violation of the General Plan, such approvals would 
eventually cause the County to force the residents to accept the widening of Higbv.-ay 12. Such 
widening is both growth-inducing and gro¥.-1:h accommodating. In addition, using TOT's as a 
justification ofan overriding public benefit could apply in every project approval process e\'en if 
a project's environmental impacts are severe and it is inconsistent \Yith the General Plan. Sucll 
approvals would lead to growth inducing and growtlt accommodating impacts. 

in addition, the conversion of prime agricultural lands to commercial uses is also a 
growili inducing and growih accommodating impact that must be studied. Approval of such 
projects also leads to increased need for affordable housing for the employees who will work at 
the projects. The off set from TAT has not proven to off set the need for increased housing:. This 
is a significant growth induing itr.pact. 
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VOTMA disagrees that this Proje-Ct would have a less than significant cumulative 
impact on agricultural use impa.cr.s, water quaiicy and erosion impacts, groundwater hydroiogy 
and water quality impacts. groundwater recharge and well interference impacts, loss sensiti.ve 
species habitat impacts, and air quality impacts. 

VOTMA disagrees that there are no potential impaets on aesthetics. agricultural 
resources, air quality. biological resources, cultural resources, geology and soils, hazards and 
hazardous materials, hydrology and \vater quality, land use and planning. mineral resources, 
noise, population and housing, public services. recreation. transportation and traffic and utilities 
and service systems. The Project wHJ convert prime fannlands to commercial uses., v.':illlead to 
future violations of air quality standards. imp.:1ct endangered species, will forever alter ilie scenic 
.landscape, potentially expose the pubiic to hazardous materials related to the package treatment 
plants, impact water quality, impact the comm;mity by increased traffic, violate established noise 
levels in the community, create the need for increased housing for employees, increase 
population due to the eventual expansion ofHighway 12, impact public services by increas..ing 
response times due to increased traffit; impact traffic by increasing parking along Highway 11, 
resuh in inadequate emergency access by blocked traffic, and impact the public water agency by 
threatening its water supply w residents. All of the above shoutd have been studied by the DEIR. 

The cumulath:e impacts of this Project and the other proposed projects in the area 
and tJ1e secondary impacts ofsuch projects '.Vill have a potentially significant impact and may 
induce subswntia1 population growth in the area. Commuters t)·n Highway 12 already experience 
significant traffic delays. There 1s a strong likelihood that emp~oyees of this Project and the 
employees needed for the tlt1Jer proposed projects '.\ill want to liv"e close to their place of 
employment. The Em must ::OClude a study sho'i\ing how many of the employees ofali of the 
proposed projects will move to the area as opposed to corumuting. The applicant appears to have 
presented no study to back up its determination that the employees will coounute in from 
urbanized areas. 

The cumulative impacts of this Project and the other proposed projtx'.ts and the 
secondary impat.ts of such projects ,:;;ill have potentially signlficant impacts on public services. 
The <.."unmlative impacts of all of the proposed projects on fire protection ~ices, police 
protection services a."ld parks win be significant. The EIR must address such impacts. 
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Although, VOTM"\ is strongly opposed to Uris Project, VOTMA appreciates 
County Staffs hard work in revle\\'ing the DEIR and appreciates Staff's review of the above 
cotl!l1lents. 

Sincerely, 

( 
·~ 

d'4l" '--;fit,~. --
\ "'.{)A>t~ I "'--T 
Allison CaroJund Hargrave, 

Counsel for VaHey of the Moon Alliance 

cc: 	 Del Rydman, P;resident 
Valley of the Moon Alliance 
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Batte.il• & Hargrave, L.L.P. 
Attorneys ac Law 

110 Newport CentF.r Dri~. Suite 20G (949) 719-1120 
Newport Beach, Califom1a 92660 lX.: (949) 719-1326 

Emai~ bhlaw@earthlinknm 

June 3, 2002 

S.Et<T BY FACSt:t4J1E TQ; (707i 565-815& 

A:.::l2.EOLLO\VED BY HARD CoPY l~TJS Jvit.IL 


Paula Stamp 

Sonoma County Permir :md Resource 

Management Depa.rt:ru.e.r.l! 


2550 Venn;n;a Avenue 

Santa Rosa, CalifOrnia 95403 


Re: 	 Initial Study fur the Sonoma Counuyinn (PLP 01~0006)Gli 
7945 Sonoma Highway, Kenwood 

Dem Ms. Stamp: 

On behalfof i:he Valley of the Moon Alliance (''VMA"), 1 hereby submit the following 
responses to determinations reached in the Initial Study fo:r the Sonoma Country Inn. (herein.after 
the "Project}. 

L 	 Ag;sfheti:s 

a. 	 The V"'MA agrees tha: the Project would Jntve a substmtial adverse effect on 
scenic vistas in the Kenwood area In addition, the Project applicant has not 
supplied vital information that the County ;must know before the Environmental 
Impact Report ("EIR") is prepared to adequately study the Project"s potentially 
significant impacts on the scenic vistas, The Project. as currently proposed, is 
much larger in scope than the original pr;;:?ec::. The proposed buHdi:ngs have :10 

specific height limits and "approximate" sizes, there are no protective easements 
except the flat laucis and the 4pp¢rrnost siopes, there is no ag:1c.:Jtura1 caser:::ent to 
ensure the promised agricultural use of the flat lands, the parking area as currently 
proposed is not sufficient to meet the Project's needs for the winery, the 
restaurant, the inn, the spa., the tasting room, the Project's employees and the 
proposed walking traiL The Project will need more parking and the EIR must 
address and study this issue. The combination of fire/vegetation management a.Tld 
the openi.tcg up of the forest to achieve v~e\'VS for the C0'111llercial buildings ar.d the 
private residences cam:ot be adequately studied without more info:matior: ::;,nd 
guarar:.tees, sucj as easemen:s, building height !initat:ons fo:: both the ;)O:n."':ler:::ia: 



buildings and private residences. a realistically sized pru-ting area and accurate 
visual projections of the Project at full build out, including aU developed 
residential lots and the addition of the Graywood Ranch Subdivision project 

b The V?vt.A. disagrees that there wiH be a less than sig.._'1ificant impact oo scenic 
resource.s v.-ithin a state scenic highway. Even with t'-le propOsed prntcct!ve 
easement fo:" the valley oak, tbere are no guarantees that the open grasslands will 
only be used for agr.:cultu...-a_l!L.;;e, ffi addition, the cumulative irnpscrs 0f 
corrversio;; to vineyards from oak woodlands, nparinn areas and dive.rse 
agricultu.-e will have a significor.t impact on scenic resources within a stale scenic 
highway and should not be dismissed as insignificar.rjusr becaus£ sue;h:: change 
is already happtming in the a_rea. 

c. A.s discussed in paragrapb a ofSection 1, there :s not enough info~ar:or: as 
ct:rrem:y supplied by the Project applicant for the EIR tc ad~aat!!ly study fue 
potential degradation of !he existing visual charactec or quality of the site and its 
s1.4Tounding:s-

C. Even 'With the proposed mitigation measures for lighting, the cumulative impacts 
of this Project plus the Grayv,;ood Ranch subdivision pmjec!, the Paracise Hotels
pwject and other upcoming projects in the Kenwood area (hereinafter referred at 
.as "'the other proposed projects"), '.VOuld have a p[ltenticlly significant impact on 
day and nighttime views in the a.-rea with the combined new light sources fro:n alJ 
the other proposed projects in this rural area. 

2. &..o-riculmral Resources 

a. No comment 

b. T11e VMA agrees that this expanded project is inconsistent ""ith Policy AR-Sc. 
·n..e proposed Project of the winery, events center, retail store, inn, spa, restaurant 
and adequate parking for such intensive cmmnercialuses would be a 
concentration of commercial use in the area. The Initial Study states that 
alternatives to- the size and location of the snuctures and leach fields should be 
considered. In addition t'fle EIR must discuss alternatives such as allowing only 
the winery and tasting room as originally proposed in 1984 t"wt would not conflict 
with existing zoning, The General Plan has a purpose, amending it without !eason 
and a proper study ofbette- alternative locations for proposed projects that are 
inco~sistent with surrounding uses creates poor planning and nig-Jrl:maies foe the 
public, fu~ure dedsio~ makers and admir.istrative staff, In addit!o11; ii opens lhe 
:tloodgates for developers to p:opose projects developers know are inconsi"te:n 
""ith the Oe~eral Plan expecting the Bo3Td ofS::!pervisors ro ap-p:ccve amendmems 
to the Gene:a: Plar.. 
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Therefore, the EIR must stu.dy the cumulative impacts ofthls Project and the other 
propose-d projects. Most o: the proposed project.<: will require General Plan 
amendments and if approved such uses ;.vould complerely alter the agriculrural use 
of the a:ea and are an inconsistent with General Plan policies. 

As stated above, !be EIR miL<n h.ave m: adequate discu.-;sion of the cumulative 
i..tJ.pacts of the Project and the other proposed projects a.'1d the secondary impacts 
such projects "\"lould create, such as off~site parking st!'Uctures, w.idening of a 
scenic highway, impacts on public services, the need for OuiJding apartmf'.,.":t 
.;omple:xes for employees, commercial gro-wt..h such as W<L !vfan, large-chain 
grocery stores, Costco and the related retal! :::eedo:d to support the increase .ir; 
population ir; the area. Such changes -.vouid cause the conversion of fan!11and TO 

non~ag::icultlL-a: use. The EIR must study the impacts of the oonve.."""Sion of 
fannland on the Kenwood community and the Count}' at larg~ <md the impacts of 
amending the General P!an ir,. v:io1ation of Policy LU-8d. 

a. No comment. 

b. No com."tlent 

c. The Vhil\ disagrees that the cumulative impacts of titis Project,. the other 
propOsed projects and the secondary impacts ofsu..::h projects would not t,ave a 
potentially significant impact and requests that BA_AQ:MD analyze the ctmmlative 
impacts ofaU such projf',cts to determine if there would b-e a net increase of any 
criteria po!lutant 

d. The V!vtA. is concemed that the proposed leach fields would cause objecTionable 
odors and request<; that the E1R fully analp.e the cumulative impacts of the leach 
field ofth.is Project and 1he leach fields of the other proposeC projects. 

a. The V'lvi>\ agrees that thl:s Project -...-..rm have a sigr.ific-cllt impact on candidate, 
sensitive or special status species. The E1R must fully analyze the secondary 
impact on the brodiae. In addition, not only shou:d a habitat assessment be dcne 
for the red-legged frog and northern spotted owl but iftbe red-legged :frog or 
:northem spotted owi is found, the EIR must a'1a;yze if the Project will irr:pact the 
red-legged frog's habitat and the northern spotted owl's habitat and if approval of 
this Project woU:ci violate the Endangered Species Act 
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b, The VMA requests that P-olicy OS-5 be foi!owed and it should be detemined lf 
the USGS blue iine stream should be de-.signat~ and required to be penri-r-:ed_ In 
addition, the Projec't app!lcant should provide adequate infomwtion on brrild:ng 
sites, road locacions. residence locations., sewers (leach. field) locations a:ul 
pipeline locations to de;:ermine if the DFG setbacks would be honored. The 
mitigatior; measures proposed to na.-row the road rriight not be possible as 
sugge;;ted in Addendum #2. rne EIR m~,.;st study t.'le impacts ifLhe applicant 
cannot provide adequate assurances thai tile road can De narrowed to comply with 
the DEG setback requirements. I<: appears that :his Project .is also inconsistent 
wiul. Poiicy RC-5::. The cumulative impacts of allmving projects that ci0 not 
comply with conservation policies should also be studied if the Co:mty bes not 
intend to comply with its O'A<"J1 Generdl Plan policies by appwving such 
noncomplian~ projects v.ith alleged fu:ancial be:1efits to the Coun!';, 

c. 	 rne VMA agrees that the eftects of the t.l:Ururing of the forest will stgniEcantly 

impact the envi:-onment and must be fully studied in the ErR. In addition, as a 

m!tigation measu:c, the County could require only native species be usee as 

landscaping plants and material. The EfR must analyze the impact of the 

introduc!ion ofnonnative species on the fores':. In zddition, tl1e impact<:: of the 

residences in the area and the- secondary impacts ofsuch growth must be fuHy 

analyzed in the ErR. 


The County or t.'-:.e Army C'mps must compJete the necessary field work to 
determine if the wet areas meet the criteria for jurisdictional wetlands. The EIR 
must determine the impacts ofthls Project on potential jurisdictional wetlands. 

d. 	 The County should determine if there are raptors and/or raptor habitats in the 
forest. If so. the E1R must study the impact of the Project on '-'tildiife in the area 
and determine the impact on species and tbeir collective habitat, The ElR must 
study the cumulative impacts of h!is Project and the other pmposed projects on 
wUdlife in !he area. 

e. 	 The VMA dissgrees 'bat this Project can be mitigated to a level of less than 
significant. ·The Project is in vioiation of General Plan pol!cJes. Ne\vly pla.ru."'eci 
trees are r;.ot equal to a forest \.Vith old growtl:t This Project will have a significant 
impact on the forest a..1.d the mitigation measures as proposed are inadequate to 
mitigate the impacts of this ProjeC\ to less tlmn significant 

f 	 No cor:-mcnt 

a. 	 :No comment. 
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c. No comrnent. 

d. No cvmment 

a. The County shouJd require the applicant tu provide further analysis to determine if 
the location of any of the buildings and f"1t:Jre residences Y)olare Objectiv;: PS~ 1.2. 

b. In addition, the V:M.A is very concerned about the potential of landslides and 
erosion and the negative impact on surrounding properties. The Coi.Ulty should 
require the applicant tc provide furt."ler study of ihe potential erosion impact 
before prepard:Jon of tOe EIR so t.'la;: the Em ca11 adequarely determine tb~ i._rnpact 
on surrounding properties. 

c. No corr>..ment 

d. No ~ornment. 

e. The County bas !)Ot done an adequate smdy of groundwater in the Kenwood area. 
It car..not be dctennined i:: this Pmjec~, and other proposed projects, would effect 
groundwater quality, unti~ a full study :..as been done in the area. In addition. lhe 
curr:ulative impacts ofthis Project, the other proposed projects in the area and the 
secondary impacts of the projects wiH greatly impat,i the groundwater quality -in 
the area. Ar: initial study ofgroundwater quai;ty must be done to determine the 
Clli'"Tent quality of the groundwater in the Kenwood area and then studles nust be 
done addressing the cumulative imp-acts of the proposed projects on groundwater 
qualiry. 

7, Hazards and HazardOJLS :Y1atcria1s 

::t No com.-rner:t. 

b. Based upon the discussion in Section 6 oft.':le Initial Study, it appears that the 
Prq;ect could ::tavc pmentially significant impac:s and possibie erosion, slope 
instability a,-:d rapid runoff. The potential storage ofhazardous matc::ials and the 
storm water run off from the possible agricultural operations even with mitigation 
measures could still have a potentially significant impact on the mviro:r.ment 

c. No conunen:. 
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d. :\'o comment 

e. It ap_pez:rs that mere t.'lat: one pe:sor. is us:i:1g the airstrip and neighbors have 
reported that multiple pia:nes are landing on the airstrip in contrast :v the 
Jnform.ation provided by 1be Project app~icam:. The Cornay r:eeds to reques! :nore 
L-llonnation from the Project applica'"lt on the use of the airstrip. Such an 
exparoded use could have a potentially sie.llficam impact on the safety ofpeop~e 
residing or working in tbe area. 

f_ No co:rnment. 

g. The VtvlA dlsag>ees that the Project does 710t cause a potentially significant 
jmpact, this Project '\'ill expose people and strucrures to a significant risk of loss 
to wild land fires and the Project as proposed is inconsistent 1v:ith Goai P$~3. 1. 
Access roads, ifthey comply with the setback requirements of t.l:e DFG setbacks. 
probably cannot comply u::ith fire safe standards. 

In a&£tion, tbe cUIUulative impacts ofthis Projecr and the orh:er proposed prcjects 
in the area along \\rith the seconda:ry impacts of such projects. would have a 
potentially significant impact Even wit.\ the proposed mbgation measures, the 
small local volunteer fire district does not have the :esourues to adequately serve 
the existing infrastructure and the new proposed. projects. 

lt HvCrology and Water Quallrv 

a. The leach fields tOr t.>:.e i:nn, restaurant and spa, a1d the winery are to be located 0:1 
a significant groundwater recharge area. The County must l.."D.dertake a 
comprehensive study of the groundwater supply and quality before appwving this 
Project or any other proposed project in the area to dererm:i~e ifan adequate 
st:.pply ofgroundwater exists. Jv:lany cu.'Tent Kenwood residents' wells are going 
dry and the groundwater aquifer k the area may already be in overdraft. The 
Co:mty ::nust follow Objective RC-3 .1 , 

':'he cumt:.lntive i:l'pncts of this Project along with the other proposed projects ::r.ay 
cause water shortages and a loss ofwater to current residences and agricultural 
operations. Piecemealing the approval ofall the proposed projects in the area 
\vithout studying the cumulat:ve .imp.!tcrs on the grounffivatt:r would be i.e direct 
violation ofCEQA. 

b, The Geology & GrounCwa:er Potential report prepa.-ed in 2000 by E.E. Boudreau 
:is outdated and did not smciy :he Project as ctltT"'...ntly proposed. and failed to 
address t11e cumulative impacts of the proposed Project and ~he ofr,er proposed 
?TOjects: lr" the area. It should not be relied up::m in fre ElR ami a new report 
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shouid be prepared that is current anC anal~/Zes the ac-tual proposed Project aod the 
c2:rnulative impacts of the Project vud the addltional proposed projects in the 
Kenwood area. 

c. ~o comment. 

d. No commoot. 

e. As requested in response to pa:agraph a. Sect:io:-: 8, a comprehensive gr-oi.Uldwater 
sr-<.ldy should be prepared :hat studies the cumu!ative impacts o!: this Project m:d 
the other proposed projects on beth v.<ater quality and water quru.1tity in the 
Kemvood area. 

f. See above response. 

g. No comment. 

~- No comment. 

1. No comment 

j. No comment 

9. Uwd Use and PiMPing 

a. No comment. 

h.. The V:v!A agrees that the proposed Project is inconsistent with the General P~an 
and the North So:oom.:>.. Valley Specific Plan and that the Board wiH have to 
override the policies of the General Plan to approve this Project. The EIR m<.:.st 
study the impacts of the County approving this Project and other proposed 
projects that are in vlolation of the General Plan for the purported public benefit 
of fees for affordable V,.0uslr.g and if such a policy is cousis'.etrJy appEed the 
cumuiarlve ir:ipacts ofihe County consistently violating the policies ofWe 
General Plan" 'The VI\1A is very concerned t.hat if the Board of Supervisors 
decides !hat fees tOr affordable ho~.tsing are considered an ove..rriding public 
benefit that such a poiicy would allow zny proJect applicar.rt to expect approval 
from the Board of SupervJsors to allow the developer to buiJd a con--u-uercial 
project in an agriculture!ly zoned area. If affordable housing is considered a t:rue 
public beneft then under rhat de':et:mination every project could potentially De 
approved. Tne loss of prime agric:J~tu.-alland in protected areas count}'\\-<ide 
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would be devas"..ating and tte EIR mum: adequately analyze such s loss 
count)"'..Vidc. The Highway 12 corridor cannot support su-ch L1creased grovr.h due 
TO rl:le approval ofprojects thar are in violation of the General Pian. 

In addition, if the affordable housing fee is conside~d a public bene..."'it such a fee 
must be correctly analyzed in the EIR. Tne County could allow this Projec~ ofa 
hotel, restaurant and inn in a commercially zoned area and the occupancy tax 
would stili go to the County. Therefore one project alternative must study 
approving the Project in a commercially zoned area v;.1th the same fees ~ing 
generated for affordable housing and compare that to ap}F.Oving the Project in lli'1 

a."eil L'lat is agriculturally zo:ced. TP.e County would stiJl get tl1e benefit ofthe fees 
but not jeopardize the policies of the Genera! Plan. If the County puts de,· elopers 
on notice that conunerc;;ll deve-lopment belongs in cor:runercial areas developers 
·will build there rather than request the County approve a conu:nercial de_velopiT.en! 
in an agricultw:a1 area. However, .ifthe County routi_,el.y ignores its 0""'::1 pollee;; 
than such pat-cemed beilavior ClUSt be studied in ::he EIR and tbe secondary 
.inpacts of the l.oss ofprime agricultural land must be studied. 

c. No comment. 

10. Mineral Resotll];;;;.s 

a. No corrunent. 

0. 1\o com."'lent. 

11. NQise 

a. The cumulative impacts ofthe C1L"Tent wineries expanding their events a.ttd the 
additional noise generated from this Project and t':ie ot.'ler proposed projects will 
have a potemiaHy significa'1:t impac: on the current noise standards established in 
the General Plan. TI1e proposed mitigation measures appea: to a,_nply after the 
noise levels have already been amplified and are based on complaints ofexcessive 
noise levels. Mitigation measures rue those !:hat reduce the irnpa..'is net just 
monitor the impacts. Therefore, the F:.IR should study the real impacts of the 
increased noise on the surrou.Jding a.-ea 

b. No comment-

See response to paragraph a, Section 10. 

d. See response to paragraph a, Section 10. 
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As discussed previously, it app->,_ars that more than one pe:csm1 is using the airstrip 
and neighbors have reponed that multiple pJanes are land:Ug on t;;e <tirsrrip in 
cor.trast to t.1,e infor:nation provided by the Project applicant The Com:ny needs 
to request more infonnation from the Projec~ applicant on the usc of the airstrip. 
Such an expand~.?:! use could have a potentially significant impact :md expose 
people in the area to excessive noise levels. 

J2. 	 Population and Housinq 

a. 	 The cumulat:ve impactS oft.'lis Project and the other proposed projects in the area 
and the secondary impacts of such projects will have a potentially sigrdfiamt 
impact and may induce substantial population g:nJv.1b in the area. C01Il..'llaters on 
Highway 12 already experience sig:nificar.t traffic delays. There is a strong 
HkeEhood that employees of this Project and the employee-S needed for the other 
proposed projects \\'lll want to iive close to their place ofemployment The EIR 
must include a srudy showing how many o:the employees ofaJl of the proposed 
projects will move to the area as opposed to CD:llluuting. The appJicant appears to 
have presented no study to back up i~s deten:ninalion th:.:t the employees will 
commute in from urbanized areas. 

b. 	 No conunent. 

c. 	 No comment 

13. 	 Public Services 

a. 	 The cumu:adve impacts ofthis Project and -::he other proposed projects .and the 
secondary impacts of such projects will have potentially significant in:pacts on 
public services. The cumulative in:pacts of all oft..'le proposed projects on lrre 
protection services, police protection services and parks will be slgnifica.""JL The 
EIR must address such impacrs. 

14. 	 R~crearion 

a. 	 See response 10 paragraph a., Section 13. 

b. 	 The proposed parking for the Project is not adequate for :he employee, .inn.,. 
res:aurant., spa, >Y:inery and trail parktng. 

15. 	 Iransportation/Iraffk 

a. 	 As stated in the Iritial Study, :he citiz-ens of Sonoma Cov-uty, whom the &ard of 
S:.!pervis.n:s represents, are stron.gly opposed to the expansion ofHighv,ay 12. 
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Knowing this the Count:, should contraCt fo: its DW!: lndependent traffic study
tbar adequately exaurines the impacts of this Project and the cumulativetmpacts 
of this Project and the other p:-oposed projects on t.raffi:: load and capacity on 
Highway 12 ratbe; ~han just review the applicanf s consulta.r;.t' s reporL The 
c-umulative impacts study needs to be based on the increased devdopmen! due TO 

the other proposed projects, not just the ABAG forecasL 

b. See above comment. 

c. No conunent. 

d. Ever; with the proposed imprcvements, any design of the entry/exit is g:oi:-::g !o be 
Cazardous. Highway 12 is 2. scenic higinvay and i.<; not designed or inten:ied to 
accommodate suOstantial amount.s of tourist traffic entering and exiting 
cmrunerciai development along the Highway 12 corridor in Kenwood. 

e. This requirement seems inconsistent with the DFG 50 foot set back requirements 
for roads from the blues:ream line. 

f. As stated previously, the proposed parklng for the project is inadequat-~. 

a. See response to paragraph a. Section 8. 

b, See response to paragraph a, Section 8. 

c. No comment 

d. See response to paragraph b, Section 8. 

e. If the County, after completion of a comprehensive study of the underlying 
gtotmdwater basin determines that :he basin is in overdraft, it is possible that the 
occupants ofL':e residential mrits vmuld ne.::d to hookup to the Counry's water 
supply andfor nev.r commercifu development wouJd not have an adequate supply 
ofgroundwarcr. The SCIA'A must detennine ifit has adequate water supplies to 
service this Project znd the other p:u;msed projec!S ifrhe basin turns out to be io. 
overdraft. 



f. 	 rne C;Jmulatve impacts oftb.s Project and the other proposed projects, even w:t
the proposed mit:gatiou me::.sures" "">ill have a pJte:::ricily significmt ircyact and 
increase waste at t,_}}e Cou:ny's landfill and decrease its limited capacity\ 

g. 	 No comment. 

The VNLA~ agrees with ti1.e County's iindi:ngs for paragr.iphs a, band c. 

The Vlv1A appreciates County Staff's hard work in preparing the Initial Study and 
apprecimes S:Iaif's review of the above comments. 

~ 

Sincerciy, 

(' I 

·~~~ 
JUlison Carohmd Hargrave, 

Cou:nsel for Valley of the Moon Alliance 


cc: 	 Del Rydman, Preside::Jt 
VaHey ofilie Moon Alliance 

Jeffrey J Allen 

Law Offices ofJeffrey J. Allen 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 21 -- ALLISON CAROLUND HARGRAVE, COUNSEL FOR VALLEY OF 
THE MOON ALLIANCE 

Response to Comment 21-1 

The commentor presents several comments regarding the description of the proposed project.  The 
commentor questions the sufficiency of the EIR’s discussion of the previously approved project for the 
476-acre Graywood Ranch (which includes the Sonoma Country Inn project site) and the currently 
proposed project for the site.   

The previously approved project on the project site is described in Chapter 3.0 (see pages 3.0-9 and 
3.0-10) and in Chapter 4.0 (see pages 4.0-2 through 4.0-4).  The proposed project consists of several 
related applications as described on pages 3.0-11 through 3.0-15.  Contrary to what is stated in the 
comment, the Draft EIR does not conclude that “the Project seeks a modification of the previously 
approved project”; rather, the EIR analyzes the impacts of the proposed project on the existing 
environment and includes information about the previously approved project to assist the public and 
the decision makers to determine the proposed project’s consistency with the General Plan..  

Please see Response to Comment 14-2 for a further discussion of previous County actions regarding 
the project site, the existing general plan and zoning designations on the project site, and how these 
actions and designations have been discussed in the Draft EIR. 

The State CEQA Guidelines require that the EIR’s project description include a discussion of project 
location, including presentation of a local and regional map and identification of site boundaries.  The 
project description should include project concept, proposed buildings and facilities, construction 
activities, buildout assumptions, conceptual drawings, supporting public services, and reasonably 
foreseeable future phases.  As per section 15124 the project description is not required to supply 
extensive detail beyond that needed for evaluation and review of the environmental impacts.  Chapter 
3.0 provides a complete project description consistent with the State CEQA Guidelines. 

The commentor states that the project description section does not include a discussion on possible 
expansion by the winery or inn in the future.  There is no information in County files or elsewhere 
which would indicate that the project applicant intends to propose some type of expansion of the 
project in the future.  To assess such an expansion would be speculative and not required by CEQA.  If 
such an expansion was proposed in the future it would be subject to environmental review at that time. 

Response to Comment 21-2 

The commentor objects that the study prepared by the Crane Transportation Group was not included 
as an appendix to the Draft EIR and was not made readily available to the public for timely comment. 
It is not clear what “study” the commentor is referring to in the comment.  Crane Transportation 
Group did not prepare a separate technical transportation report as a part of the Draft EIR.  The 
calculation sheets used in the traffic analysis are available for inspection at the PRMD office. 

Response to Comment 21-3 

Please see Master Response F for a discussion of cumulative event traffic.  The list of projects used in 
the Draft EIR to evaluate cumulative impacts provided a conservative analysis.  Including the event 
traffic from additional projects or from larger events would not change the conclusion reached in the 
Draft EIR that there will be significant impacts resulting from cumulative event traffic (Impact 5.2-8). 
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Mitigation Measure 5.2-8(a) was included in the Draft EIR to prevent this project from adding event 
traffic during weekend or weekday peak hours until such time as the County could establish an events 
coordination program.  This mitigation measure would also address the maximum event scenario the 
commentor describes. 

Regarding the traffic counts, the commentor does not provide a reason for stating that traffic counts 
must be done when at least two events are being held concurrently.  The analysis of cumulative event 
traffic was done by adding event traffic from multiple venues to the background traffic, and therefore 
it was not necessary to conduct the counts when a specific number of events were occurring.  

Response to Comment 21-4 

There is no evidence that the counts were biased. The data used was valid available data, 
supplemented by new data wherever necessary, creating a system of traffic volumes that represent 
peak periods of activity along State Route 12.  For more information on baseline traffic count data, 
please refer to Response to Comment 9-2. 

Response to Comment 21-5 

Count data was adjusted to reflect summer traffic.  Please see Response to Comment 9-2. 

Response to Comment 21-6 

The mitigation measures provided in the Draft EIR are intended to mitigate the significant impacts of 
the project and not to improve or mitigate existing conditions.  There is no recommendation to ignore 
identified impacts or fail to implement mitigations provided in the Draft EIR. 

Response to Comment 21-7 

The Draft EIR does not analyze the widening of State Route 12 to four lanes because it is not part of 
the proposed project and it is not a reasonably foreseeable effect of the project.  The Draft EIR 
identifies the widening as an alternate mitigation measure to mitigate cumulative traffic impacts, but 
notes that such widening may not be feasible.  To better describe the reasons for considering this 
measure to be infeasible, the third paragraph from the bottom of page 5.2-65 of the Draft EIR is 
revised as follows: 

Implementation of Alternative Mitigation Measure 5.2-8(c) would reduce cumulative impacts to a 
less-than-significant level. However, this measure is not considered feasible. As noted in the 
Initial Study for this project, the County=s General Plan designates State Route 12 as a primary 
arterial with two travel lanes and a center turn lane.  The General Plan places the highway in a 
AB@ management category, which allows widening for turn lanes, bridges, and intersection 
improvements, but does not allow widening for additional through traffic lanes.  Therefore a 
widening to four lanes would not be consistent with the General Plan.  Further, Aas discussed in 
the setting section above and as stated in the Initial Study for this project, Athe citizens of Sonoma 
Valley have continuously strongly opposed construction of a freeway type system and/or 
modifications to the highway that would affect the rural, scenic character of the valley.@37 Finally, 
there are no plans for such widening, either by the County or Caltrans, and no known source of 
funds to complete the widening even if it were planned.  It is likely that the alternative mitigation 
measures would be strongly opposed and therefore may not be feasible. 

With respect to the statement that the TOT funds would be an overriding public benefit, that finding 
has not yet been made by the Planning Commission or the Board of Supervisors.  Whether this finding 
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will be made will be decided by the Board of Supervisors if the project is approved, and that decision 
will not be made until the Final EIR is certified.  If such a finding is made, it does not follow that any 
hotel would be approved, no matter what the impacts would be along State Route 12.  The decision 
makers must consider each project on its own merits.  Approval of one would not automatically result 
in approval of all similar future projects. 

Response to Comment 21-8 

Please see Master Response F for a discussion of cumulative projects.  Please see Response to 
Comment 21-7 for a discussion of the feasibility of widening State Route 12 to four lanes.  The Draft 
EIR identified the significant traffic impacts that will result from the project and future cumulative 
traffic impacts.  It would be speculative for the EIR to try to predict future Board of Supervisors 
actions regarding future projects.  

Response to Comment 21-9 

The EIR traffic consultant has worked in Sonoma County and neighboring jurisdictions for over 20 
years.  A substantial percentage of the work performed has been with winery planning projects 
requiring traffic studies.  A large portion of the work has been at the request of Lead Agencies 
preparing documents for CEQA evaluation.  Any professional with extensive experience and expertise 
will use that knowledge to conduct project-specific analyses.  Detailed knowledge of a nearby winery 
facility and its special event operations is of high value in evaluating a proposed project.  This was 
done by using information obtained for the Chateau St. Jean Winery. See Response to Comment 9-2 
for discussion of assumptions for traffic projections. 

Response to Comment 21-10 

It appears the commentor is referring to Mitigation Measure 5.2-1(a).  The purpose of Mitigation 
Measure 5.2-1(a), provision of a second northbound approach lane to State Route 12, is to improve 
traffic operation.  If the intersection is eventually signalized as recommended in Mitigation Measure 
5.2-1(b), the Fire Department should also benefit from improved access to State Route 12.  Please see 
Response to Comment 1-2 regarding a revision to Mitigation Measure 5.2-1(a) to address the concern 
about access to the fire station. 

Response to Comment 21-11 

See Responses to Comments 21-3, 21-7, and 21-8.  

Response to Comment 21-12 

Mitigation Measure 5.2-8(a) is feasible, and will prevent this project from adding special event traffic 
during peak traffic hours.  The Draft EIR concluded that Mitigation Measure 5.2-8(b) may or may not 
be effective. It is presented as a reasonable approach to solving a cumulative traffic impact from 
special events.  As indicated in the Initial Study, Mitigation Measure 5.2-8(c) is probably not feasible 
because of opposition to widening State Route 12 and inconsistency with the General Plan.   

Response to Comment 21-13 

Comment noted.  See Master Response G regarding State Route 12 accident data. 
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Response to Comment 21-14 

The EIR consultants conclude that the proposed parking is adequate for the events planned.  Parking 
proposed is entirely internal to the site and the site’s winery and visitor facilities are located at an 
inconvenient distance from State Route 12 for purposes of parking.  Moreover, there is extensive 
space for on-site overflow parking, were that ever necessary.  The project would have a standard 
condition of approval that prohibits on-street parking. 

Response to Comment 21-15 

Please see Response to Comment 14-36 for information regarding rainfall data from other weather 
stations. 

Response to Comment 21-16 

The commentor provides no basis for the statement that the methodology is flawed.  Please see 
Response to Comments 14-39, 14-40, and 14-41 for a discussion of the peak discharge analysis 
methodology, assumptions, and revised calculations. 

Response to Comment 21-17 

This comment states, “...the DEIR provides no sampling data was available for the ephemeral streams 
of the Project area and no sampling water quality data was available for Sonoma Creek.”  While it is 
true that no surface water quality data were available for the ephemeral streams of the project area, the 
background water quality is assumed to be of high quality, since the only existing anthropogenic 
source of surface water quality pollutants on the site is the dirt roadway. 

Additional background water quality for Sonoma Creek was available from the Sonoma Ecology 
Center. The background surface water quality in the Draft EIR (pages 5.3-7 and 5.3-9) will be revised 
to include the additional information as follows: 

No sampling data are available for the ephemeral streams in the project area.  Since the only 
significant anthropogenic source of water pollution on the site is the existing unpaved roadway, 
the ephemeral streams on the site are likely of high water quality. Also, little recent surface water 
quality data are available for Sonoma Creek. 84  However, the Sonoma Creek Watershed is 
currently listed as an impaired watershed for nutrients (nitrate and phosphate), sediments, and 
pathogens (Clean Water Act 303d).  The Sonoma Ecology Center (SEC) summarizes background 
water quality of Sonoma Creek in their report A Day on Sonoma Creek (1997). The SEC’s 
surface water quality analysis was based 1973-1988 data contained in the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency’s storage and retrieval system (“STORET”).  The data were collected as part 
of routine sampling by the San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board and the 
California Department of Water Resources.  Only one of the eleven sampling stations was located 
in the upper Sonoma Creek watershed (at the Highway 12 Bridge over Sonoma Creek); the 
amount of data is limited, with one to three sample collected for each constituent during the 
period of monitoring. For the data that are available, the Highway 12 Bridge station best defines 
the background water quality of Sonoma Creek in the vicinity of the project site.  The water 
quality samples taken at this monitoring station for Sonoma Creek appear in Exhibit 5.3-5a. 

84	 Summary of existing information in the watershed of Sonoma Valley in relation to the Sonoma Creek Watershed 
Restoration Study and recommendations on how to proceed, op. cit. 
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Spring nitrate concentrations average 1.6 milligrams per liter, and are elevated during the summer 
and fall; nitrate concentrations in pristine watersheds average 0.11 mg-N/L. 85 An increasing 
trend in phosphorus and phosphate levels in the lower Sonoma Creek watershed has been 
noted. 86 The main sources of these pollutants include agricultural runoff, construction and land 
development, and urban runoff.  All parameters sampled were in compliance with established 
water quality objectives at the time of sampling. 

Exhibit 5.3-5A 
Background Water Quality Data for Sonoma Creek 

Parameter (units) Minimum Maximum Water Quality 
Objective87 

Temperature (�F) 56 61 Narrative Standard 

Dissolved oxygen 
(mg/L) 

9.3 9.8 7.0 

pH (pH unit) 7.8 8.0 6.5-8.5 

Turbidity (FTU) 1.0 2.0 Narrative Standard 

Total dissolved 
solids (mg/L) 

202 235 Narrative Standard 

Total coliform 
(MPN/100 mL) 

1,100 1,100 Median < 240 
No sample > 10,0000 

Fecal coliform 
(MPN/100 mL) 

49 49 Log mean < 200 
90th percentile < 400 

Organic nitrogen 
(mg/L) 

0.1 0.1 None 

Ammonia nitrogen 
(mg/L) 

0.0 0.0 
None 

Nitrite nitrogen 
(mg/L) 

0.0 0.0 
None 

Nitrate nitrogen 
(mg/L) 

0.1 0.1 
None 

Total phosphorus 
(mg/L) 

0.0 0.1 
None 

85 Ibid. 

86 Ibid. 

87 Per San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board Basin Plan. 
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Response to Comment 21-18 

Please see Master Response J regarding historic groundwater level monitoring data for wells in the 
project area; please see Master Response K for revised estimates of groundwater recharge and net 
groundwater extraction, for various rainfall assumptions, reduced water demand (based on changes in 
the proposed spa), and refined monthly water balance calculations.    

Response to Comment 21-19 

Per Sonoma County regulation, and as discussed in Mitigation Measure 5.3-1(2), the applicant is 
required to obtain a grading permit from the Country PRMD for all components of the project.  To 
obtain a grading permit from the County, the applicant is required to submit a detailed grading plan. 
The County will complete an enforceable Mitigation Monitoring Plan as part of the CEQA process 
prior to project approval. Based on this comment Mitigation Measure 5.3-1(2) will be revised as 
follows: 

The applicant shall submit a detailed grading plan to the Sonoma County Permit and Resources 
Management Department.  The applicant shall obtain a County General Grading Permit for all 
components of the project. 88 from the Sonoma County Permit and Resource Management 
Department.  The grading plan shall adhere to current Uniform Building Code and County of 
Sonoma requirements, and shall employ sound construction practices, and shall incorporate all 
applicable mitigation measures outlined in the EIR and conditions of approval placed on the 
project. The amount of total grading on the project site shall be minimized, and the amount of 
development and grading for sloping areas of the project site shall be reduced.  Pier foundations 
shall be used for structures where this could substantially reduce construction grading. 

Mitigation Measure 5.3-1(3) requires the applicant to prepare an erosion and sediment control plan, 
and incorporate BMPs to minimize impacts from grading. 

Response to Comment 21-20 

Please see Response to Comment 11-5.  The County will complete an enforceable Mitigation 
Monitoring Plan as part of the CEQA process prior to project approval.  Mitigation Measure 5.6-1(b) 
provides detailed performance objectives to address potential effects from stormwater runoff. 

Response to Comment 21-21 

The commenter does not provide supporting evidence or explain how their suggested changes to 
project design would reduce potential erosion and sedimentation impacts. 

The EIR authors do not agree with the commentor’s opinion regarding the adequacy of the mitigation 
measures to decrease impacts to existing drainage patterns resulting in increased erosion. Mitigation 
Measure 5.3-3(b)(1) provides that applicant minimize changes to post-development runoff conditions 
by instituting BMPs that will demonstrate that the 10-year post-development runoff not exceed the 10
year pre-development runoff level.  Mitigation Measure 5.3-3(a) clearly states that the location of the 
alternate water tank be relocated to avoid potential impacts to erosion and sedimentation, and to meet 

88	 A grading permit must be obtained for each component of the project; however, the permit can be obtained for the entire 
project (all commercial and residential development), or individual permits can be obtained for each component of the 
project. Questa Engineering conversation with Kevin Doble, PRMD, October 2002. 
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County requirements.  The County will complete an enforceable Mitigation Monitoring Plan as part of 
the CEQA process, prior to project approval. 

Response to Comment 21-22 

As stated on page 5.3-24 in the Draft EIR, the estimated increase in flood elevations (approximately 
one to two inches) is based on the most conservative (worst-case) estimate of the impact on increased 
flood flows by assuming that the timing of the peak discharge of both creeks (Graywood Creek and 
Sonoma Creek) coincides exactly.  The slight increase in flood elevations resulting from this worst-
case scenario is a less-than-significant impact. Hydrologic modeling would provide a more precise 
estimate of the flood elevation increase, but would not be greater than this theoretical maximum; in 
fact, it could indicate that the peak flood elevation as a result of the project would actually be less than 
estimated in the worst-case scenario.  Please see also Response to Comment 14-47 for a more refined 
estimate of potential changes to flood elevations in Sonoma Creek.  This estimate of potential changes 
to flood elevations, which relied on the “continuity equation” to approximate changes to flood 
elevations, results in an increase of flood elevations in Sonoma Creek of 0.03-0.30 inches.     

Response to Comment 21-23 

The commentor does not offer any reasons why the mitigation measure would be inadequate. 
Mitigation Measures 5.6-1(a) and (b) have been recommended to mitigation potential impacts on the 
population of narrow-anthered California brodiaea on the site. These include recommendations to 
expand the proposed preserve surrounding the populations, restrict development and control access in 
the vicinity, and provide for long-term management and monitoring, among many other detailed 
recommendations.  Mitigation Measure 5.6-1(b)(3) includes a provision to develop and implement a 
vegetation management program that ensures that adequate controls are in place to prevent significant 
changes in the upstream runoff volumes and degradation of water quality along the ephemeral 
drainage that flows through the population. Mitigation Measure 5.6-1(b)(4) includes a requirement to 
implement the drainage plan and storm water runoff control program called for in Mitigation Measures 
5.3-2 and 5.3-5. Details of the proposed plan would be developed in consultation with the CDFG 
according to the specified performance criteria, which would ensure the adequacy of any detailed 
program required as a component of the overall approach to mitigation, and requiring that this plan be 
prepared as this time is not warranted. Collectively, these measures are considered adequate to fully 
mitigate potential impacts on the population.  

Response to Comment 21-24 

Please see Master Response E. 

Response to Comment 21-25 

The 2000 report by E.H. Boudreau was utilized as a reference document regarding geologic conditions 
and water well information in the project area; it was not relied upon as a substitute for project 
analysis as suggested by the commentor.  The same is true of information about the location of wells 
and springs obtained from knowledgeable individuals and other reference documents.  Also, please see 
Master Response K regarding additional analysis of cumulative groundwater supply impacts.  

Response to Comment 21-26 

The discussion in the Draft EIR regarding perched groundwater conditions at test well #1 is in error. 
In fact, the shallow depth to groundwater measurements at this test well were due to a localized 
depression in the topography.  Plots of groundwater elevation contours prepared by the project 
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consultant (Adobe and Associates) show no unusual variations in the groundwater surface that would 
suggest perched or elevated groundwater in the area of this test well.   

Based on this comment the text of the EIR on page 5.4-4, beginning eight lines from the bottom, is 
revised to read as follow: 

Only One monitoring well (#1) exhibited perched unusually high groundwater conditions during 
the wet weather season; the perched groundwater at this well is due to a localized depression in 
the ground surface in the area of this well. 

This change does not affect the analysis and conclusions of the EIR regarding groundwater-related 
impacts of the project.    

The test wells in the proposed leachfield areas were monitored throughout the year in accordance with 
practices followed in Sonoma County; they provide sufficient data to characterize the depth to 
groundwater, seasonal fluctuations, flow directions and gradients.  Continuous monitoring of 
groundwater levels is not customary or necessary for the purposes of evaluating the suitability and 
potential impacts of onsite wastewater treatment and disposal facilities such as is proposed for project. 
See Response to Comment 21-38 for a discussion of the need for a baseline groundwater study.   

Response to Comment 21-27  

Soil profile exploration in January 1985 (by Oberkamper & Associates) in the areas proposed for 
residential septic systems found no groundwater to a depth of eight feet in any of the test areas.  This 
work was done during an official “wet weather” testing period.  Additional soil investigations in 2001 
(by Adobe Associates) also found no evidence of shallow groundwater that would interfere with the 
use of onsite sewage disposal systems.  Although the Oberkamper investigation was done nearly 20 
years ago, there is nothing to indicate that the soils or hydrology of the upland areas have changed. 
The EIR preparers disagree with the suggestion that the test results are “outdated”.  Please also see 
Response to Comment 21-33 for discussion of the validity and use of prior data. 

Response to Comment 21-28 

This comment is assumed to apply to groundwater and water supply aspects of the project, rather than 
to wastewater disposal.  Groundwater monitoring in relation to wastewater disposal feasibility and 
impacts focuses necessarily on determining the height of water table during the wet weather season, as 
opposed to declining water levels (“wells going dry”) during the dry season, which appears to be the 
concern of this comment.  Please see Master Response J, which pertains to the adequacy of the 
baseline groundwater studies for the project.     

Response to Comment 21-29 

The commentor is mistaken.  The Draft EIR does not say or suggest that there are “…no real 
requirements for nonstandard onsite sewage disposal systems”. Please see Draft EIR discussion on 
page 5.4-5. The EIR preparers also disagree with the commentor regarding the appropriateness of 
considering requirements that apply to septic tank systems.  The proposed wastewater facilities include 
the use of septic tanks and leachfields, making it imperative that the facilities be evaluated with respect 
to all pertinent requirements, such as setbacks, soil depth and percolation criteria, groundwater 
separation, and cumulative nitrate and groundwater mounding impacts.   

The commentor’s suggestion that the County should not consider approval of the proposed wastewater 
facilities until County Guidelines are adopted for package plants is noted.  However, this is not a 
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requirement of the County, nor is it a requirement of the Regional Water Quality Control Board, which 
is the agency with ultimate regulatory authority regarding approval and permitting of the wastewater 
facilities for the project. Additionally, CEQA does not require the adoption of guidelines for package 
plant systems.  See Response to Comment 15-15 for a discussion of County policy regarding package 
treatment plants. 

Response to Comment 21-30 

Please see Responses to Comment 20-4 and 21-35 regarding treatment performance information for 
FAST systems as proposed to be used for the project.  

With respect to wastewater flows, Exhibit 5.4-4 provides an itemized and explicit listing of estimates 
for all sources of wastewater that would be generated by the project, including the supporting 
assumptions.  These were developed by the applicant’s engineer (Adobe and Associates) and reviewed 
by the EIR preparers and found to be consistent with County requirements, published literature values 
(U.S. EPA, Onsite Wastewater Treatment Systems Manual, 2002) and data from other similar facilities 
(e.g., Vintners Inn near Santa Rosa).  In terms of the estimated use of the events pavilion, the Draft 
EIR concluded that the applicant’s estimate was low, and recommended increasing the wastewater 
treatment and disposal system be designed on the basis of the peak attendance of 200 visitors, not the 
average number of guests.  Consequently, whether the average number of visitors is 50 (per the Draft 
EIR) or 100 (per the commentor) is irrelevant with respect to system sizing and the analysis of 
impacts. 

With respect to the graywater treatment and disposal system, the applicant has submitted plans which 
are presented and reviewed in Master Response H.  According to these plans, the initial proposal to 
include a “water feature” for wet season storage of treated graywater has been eliminated from the 
project. 

Wastewater flows for the individual homes is based on Sonoma County standards that specify a flow 
of 120 gallons per day per bedroom, and a minimum required capacity of three bedrooms per 
residence. A footnote clarifying this assumption can be found at the bottom of Exhibit 5.4-4.  

Response to Comment 21-31 

Comment noted.  However, the EIR preparers disagree with the commentor regarding the validity of 
the mitigation measures related to operation, maintenance and monitoring of the wastewater facilities. 
Contrary to the commentor’s contention, the identified mitigations are not “…in reality only 
monitoring measures..”. The mitigation measures address system reliability through specific 
requirements related to operator qualifications, operation and maintenance manual, accident 
contingency plan, as well as performance monitoring.  These are well-established and effective 
wastewater facility management practices relied upon widely for most municipal wastewater facilities. 
They are included as mitigation measures for the proposed project to ensure a comparable level of 
wastewater system reliability as for municipal wastewater facilities. 

Response to Comment 21-32 

As stated on page 5.4-11 of the Draft EIR, the winery would produce up to 10,000 cases of wine per 
year.  This is the basis used for sizing the winery wastewater facilities.  An earlier plan for the project 
considered a 40,000-case winery; but this was reduced to 10,000 cases, which is what the Draft EIR 
addresses. The EIR preparers disagree with the commentor regarding the estimated average 
attendance at the events pavilion; however, this has no bearing on the sizing of the wastewater 
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facilities; see Response to Comment 21-30.  The commentor’s opinions on adequacy of the 
wastewater facilities and the suggestion to move the winery are noted.  However, the analysis 
provided in the Draft EIR regarding winery production capacity is correct.  As discussed in Mitigation 
5.4-2, moving the winery is noted as an option, but it is not essential to meet wastewater treatment and 
disposal needs. Please also see Master Response H for further discussion of the wastewater disposal 
plans and expansion capacity for the winery/events pavilion.  See revised Mitigation Measure 5.4-2 
described in Response to Comment 14-52. 

Response to Comment 21-33 

Percolation testing for residential lots five through 11 was conducted in 1985.  Percolation tests are a 
measure of soil properties that have evolved naturally over geologic time; i.e. many tens of thousands 
of years or more.  For purposes of septic system evaluation, the results would not be expected to 
change within human time unless the soils are disturbed or altered by man or by a significant natural 
event (e.g., landslide). In designing and permitting septic systems, the assumption is made that the 
soil test results are valid for at least the life of the structures they serve, which may be 50 to 100 years 
or more.  There is no evidence that the soils, landscape or hydrology of the area of lots five through 
eleven have been altered since the percolation testing was done in 1985; therefore, the results are not 
“outdated”, and remain a valid measure of the soil permeability in the areas tested.  

With respect to the suggestion to limit the house size and the number of bedrooms and bathrooms for 
residential lot four, the comment is noted.  However, the comment does not include any supporting 
rationale or basis for this requested mitigation measure, nor any indication of what specific limits on 
house size or bedroom/bathroom count the commentor believes would be appropriate.    

Response to Comment 21-34 

Please see Responses to Comment 14-55, 20-4, and 20-5 regarding estimation of nitrate-nitrogen 
concentrations in wastewater for the inn/spa/restaurant and for the winery/events pavilion systems. 

Response to Comment 21-35  

The commentor’s opinion about the inability of the proposed FAST system to provide sufficient 
nitrogen removal is noted. However, the FAST system is not an “unstudied” or “unproven” 
technology. This wastewater treatment technology has been in use in the United States since the 
1970s. The nitrogen removal capabilities have been studied by the U.S. EPA and others.  The U.S. 
EPA “Onsite Wastewater Treatment Systems Manual” (2002) reports removal rates of 65 to75 percent 
for fixed activated sludge treatment systems where they include a recycle loop through an anoxic 
dentrification unit.  In 1998, Anderson et al, 89 in EPA-sponsored studies in Florida, found final 
effluent concentrations for total nitrogen in the range of <10 to 15 mg/L and concluded that total 
nitrogen removal rates of 70 percent or more are achievable using a FAST system, and that removal 
rates can be increased to over 90 percent with the addition of a supplemental carbon source, such as 
methanol. The wastewater treatment system for the proposed project is planned to be configured to 
include both a recycle loop through an anoxic-denitrification mixing tank plus methanol addition for a 
supplemental carbon source. Accordingly, the Draft EIR is justified in its conclusion that the 

89 “On-Site Wastewater Nutrient Reduction Systems (OWNRS) for Nutrient Sensitive Environments”, Anderson, D.L. et 
al., 1998 in D.M. Sievers (Ed.) On-Site Wastewater Treatment, Proceeding of the Eight National Symposium on 
Individual and Small Community Sewage Systems (pages 436 - 445), St. Joseph, Michigan, American Society of 
Agricultural Engineers. 
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proposed wastewater treatment system can be operated to produce a final effluent nitrate-nitrogen 
concentration of less than 10 mg/L, which in turn will reduce the groundwater-nitrate impacts to a 
less-than-significant level. 

Response to Comment 21-36 

All wastewater generated by the project would be derived from water withdrawn from onsite wells. 
There is no other source of domestic water supply for the project.  It is not possible for the wastewater 
flow to exceed the water supply.  At the individual residences, a significant portion (e.g., 25 to 50 
percent) of the water withdrawn from onsite wells would also be used for exterior irrigation.  The 
wastewater treatment system would not include any open tanks or holding ponds that would allow 
direct rainfall inflow to the system.  Please note that the water feature initially planned as a holding 
pond for irrigation water has been deleted from the project.  In accordance with County requirements, 
all sewage piping and tanks would require pressure-testing or water-tightness testing to assure against 
groundwater infiltration into, or effluent exfiltration from, the wastewater system.  Please also see 
Response to Comment 20-53. 

Response to Comment 21-37 

Please see Master Response J regarding cumulative groundwater supply impacts.  With respect to 
cumulative groundwater quality impacts, the Draft EIR analysis is sufficient and EIR authors disagree 
with the commentor that additional studies are necessary.  The analysis of nitrate loading and 
groundwater mounding impacts of the proposed wastewater treatment and disposal facilities does not 
rely upon the conditions and practices on other properties in the project vicinity.  The regulatory 
approach followed in Sonoma County for the past 20 years operates under the assumption that onsite 
wastewater treatment and disposal systems must be self-sufficient in mitigating potential water quality 
impacts within the limits of the project site.  The analysis in the Draft EIR is consistent with this 
approach. Other future or pending projects in the area would need to comply equally with this 
methodology and evaluation criteria and, in so doing, would also assure that adverse cumulative 
impacts on groundwater quality are not created for the area as a whole.  

Response to Comment 21-38 

The commentor states that the appellate court in Cadiz Land Co., Inc. v. Rail Cycle, L.P. (2000) 83 
Cal.App.4th 74 requires public agencies to complete a comprehensive baseline groundwater study as 
part of the preparation of an EIR for any project dependent on groundwater resources.  Contrary to the 
commentor’s assertion, the Cadiz case did not involve a project that would draw on groundwater 
resources, but rather addressed the adequacy of an EIR’s analysis of a project’s potential 
contamination of an underlying aquifer.  The court’s holding was limited to the facts of the case and 
did not purport to set a new standard for baseline groundwater studies for all types of projects. 

In Cadiz, the project under consideration was a three-mile by four-mile landfill site in the Mojave 
Desert. Appellant Cadiz owned agricultural land in the vicinity of the project, and relied on 
groundwater from the aquifer underlying both its land and the proposed landfill site for irrigation and 
for sale to a local water agency.  There was information in the record that the rechargeability of the 
aquifer was relatively low and the aquifer was in overdraft and would eventually dry up; the EIR 
assumed these conditions, but determined that in the meantime the risk of contamination of the aquifer 
from landfill leakage was insignificant. Cadiz argued that the EIR was inadequate because it failed to 
include information about the size and volume of the underlying aquifer, particularly the quantity of 
potable water available. The court agreed, finding that potable groundwater was a valuable and 
relatively scarce resource in this desert region, and that it was impossible to gauge the risk of 
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contamination to potable water supplies without knowing the quantity of water remaining in the 
aquifer. Of particular concern was the fact that the proposed landfill liners, which the EIR claimed 
would prevent any “serious” contamination from leakage, had only been tested for a ten-year period, 
despite the fact that the proposed service life of the landfill was 60 to 100 years.  The court noted that 
without knowing how much water was in the aquifer, it was impossible to know how soon the aquifer 
would dry up and whether the existing groundwater was worth protecting.  The court further noted that 
“as time passes and the landfill facilities age, the likelihood of leakage and contamination will 
increase; . . . [h]ence, knowledge of the amount of groundwater in the aquifer is crucial to determining 
approximately when the groundwater will be depleted. . . .”  Accordingly, the court concluded that the 
EIR should have included an estimate of the volume of water in the aquifer as well as the estimated 
date of depletion. The court did not have occasion to consider whether comprehensive baseline 
groundwater studies are required for any project that draws on groundwater and made no findings to 
that effect. 

In contrast, the proposed project is not in a water scarce area, but is in an area designated in the 
County General Plan as a Class I major groundwater basin area, based on DWR Bulletin 118 and data 
from local well drillers. More importantly, the Draft EIR’s conclusion that the project will not 
contribute to a significant cumulative effect on groundwater supply is not based solely on the size of 
the underlying aquifer but on information and analysis that indicates that recharge on the project site 
will continue to exceed the project’s use of groundwater. 

Please see Master Responses J and K for additional baseline groundwater information and analysis of 
cumulative impacts.  

The commentor mischaracterizes the statements in the Draft EIR regarding possible problems with 
other water wells in the area.  The Draft EIR noted that such problems could be a product of well 
construction; but offered no definitive conclusion one way or the other. However, please see 
Response to Comment 2-1 regarding additional information about the recent problems with the 
Kenwood Village Water Company main well (K-1).  In explaining the problem of increased dynamic 
drawdown, the President of the Water Company described the well history, but neglected to reveal that 
the well casing had failed in 1998 and had to be re-cased.  This information came from the State 
Department of Health Services files.  This is exactly the type of well construction problem that can 
change the efficiency and drawdown characteristics of a pumping well; and it is the most logical 
explanation of the observed change in the performance of the K-1 well between 1987 and the present. 
This finding validates the statements in the Draft EIR and diminishes support for the suggestion that 
new water wells in the area are the source of the reported problems for some of the existing water 
wells. This does not mean that localized changes in groundwater conditions have not or could not 
occur. But, there is no evidence of an area-wide decline. 

In response to this comment and others comments regarding water supply issues Section 5.5 has been 
revised. The revised section is presented at the end of Master Response K. 

Response to Comment 21-39 

Please see Response to Comment 2-1 regarding the Kenwood Village Water Company main well 
drawdown information. Please see Master Response J regarding historical groundwater levels in the 
area. Please see Master Response K regarding groundwater recharge estimates and projected 
cumulative water demand for groundwater basin in the project area.  The information provided in 
these responses supports the analysis and conclusions in the Draft EIR regarding the availability of 
sufficient groundwater supply to meet project water demands. 
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Response to Comment 21-40 

The purpose of the pumping test is to obtain information on aquifer characteristics, from which 
projections can then be made of the well production capacity and long-term response of the aquifer to 
different pumping rates.  This is accomplished by pumping the test well at a constant rate while 
measuring water level drawdown in the pumping well and in one or more monitoring well located 
within the zone of influence (“cone of depression”) of the pumping well.  Monitoring of other wells in 
the area (e.g., existing neighboring water supply wells) is commonly done to provide additional 
information and to look for abnormal conditions that might otherwise go undetected.  However, the 
use of other water supply wells for monitoring is often complicated by the fact that these wells cannot 
always remain inactive during the pumping test, which is essential to obtain accurate pump-drawdown 
data for hydraulic analysis.  Also, neighboring wells are often a significant distance from the pumping 
well, beyond the cone of depression that develops during the pumping test; this also limits their 
usefulness for analysis of pumping test data. Nevertheless, it is a good practice to include as many 
wells as practicable near the test well.  In the pumping test conducted by R. C. Slade & Associates for 
the project, the Resort Well was the test well and the Winery Well served as the dedicated monitoring 
well; it remained inactive throughout the pumping test.  The other nearby wells monitored, Graywood 
Ranch and New Bargiacchi Well, were included as supplemental reference points, but these were not 
“controlled” monitoring wells.  Therefore, the water level data from the wells is not definitive and 
cannot be used for hydraulic calculations.  The fact that a small (0.32 feet) drawdown occurred in the 
Graywood Ranch Well was noted in the analysis; however, RCS determined that the data were not a 
reliable basis for estimation of aquifer properties.  Ultimately, through analysis of the pumping well 
itself, RCS arrived at estimates of aquifer properties indicating that the drawdown at the Graywood 
Ranch Well should have theoretically been about 4.9 feet during the pumping test, as compared with 
the observed 0.32 feet (see Draft EIR Exhibit 5.5-5).  Therefore, the analysis and conclusions were 
more conservative (safe) by excluding the questionable drawdown reading from the Graywood Ranch 
Well. 

Response to Comment 21-41 

The EIR preparers respectfully disagree with the commentor regarding the interpretations and 
conclusions of the pumping test data and analysis.  As explained in the Draft EIR on page 5.5-15 and 
5.5-16, well yield is a function of aquifer thickness penetrated by the well.  A change in saturated 
thickness can be translated directly to a comparable reduction in well yield.  Please see the discussion 
at the top of page 5.5-4 of the Draft EIR regarding the concept of “specific capacity”, which relates 
well yield (gallons per minute) to aquifer drawdown or thickness. Therefore, the prediction of an 
approximate five percent decrease in well yield can be made without knowing the actual well yield at 
the New Bargiacchi Well.  With respect to the Old Bargiacchi well, the same principles apply.  In this 
case, the estimated well yield is reported to be about 30 gpm;  therefore, the predicted drawdown 
effect of 18 percent under drought conditions can be translated to an approximate decline in well yield 
of about 5 gpm, leaving a capacity of 25 gpm which is more than ample for residential uses.    

Response to Comment 21-42 

Please see Master Response K for additional information and analysis regarding projected cumulative 
water demand and groundwater recharge estimates for the groundwater basin in the project area. The 
information provided in this additional analysis supports the findings of the Draft EIR regarding the 
less-than-significant impact of the project on groundwater recharge and well interference.  
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Response to Comment 21-43 

Conditions encountered in the small area of grassland immediately east of the northeastern stand of 
Valley Oak are described on page 5.6-4 of the Draft EIR.  While obligate wetland species were 
observed, the location did not meet all three of the criteria necessary to qualify as a jurisdictional 
wetland. This conclusion was confirmed by the Corps during the field verification in October 2002, 
and no additional analysis or field investigation is considered necessary.  

As acknowledged on page 5.6-20 of the Draft EIR, most of the woodland and forest on the site are not 
technically considered a sensitive natural community type by the CDFG, but are of concern because of 
their habitat value, age of the tree cover, and effects of development on habitat functions.  The 
Sonoma County Agricultural Preservation and Open Space District has mapped the woodlands on the 
mid to low elevations of the site as Priority Oak Woodlands, providing an indication of their 
importance as habitat worthy of preservation and vulnerability to development pressures. Mitigation 
has been recommended to minimize tree removal, particularly of larger trees, and provide for their 
replacement. 

Response to Comment 21-44 

As discussed in the introduction to Section 5.6 Biological Resources, most of the detailed studies 
were conducted by consultants retained directly by the applicant.  However, each of the firms and 
individuals involved are respected professionals with years of experience in conducting biological and 
wetland assessments. To ensure the thoroughness and accuracy of these detailed studies, an 
independent EIR biologist (Environmental Collaborative) was used to conduct a peer review of the 
reports and mapping prepared for the applicant.  Two field reconnaissance surveys were conducted by 
the EIR biologist, one in spring and the other in summer of 2002.  These field reconnaissance surveys 
were considered adequate to characterize resources in the vicinity of proposed improvements or 
locations where indirect impacts of the project could affect sensitive resources. Representatives of the 
CDFG were also informally consulted during conduct of the detailed surveys and subsequently by the 
EIR biologist to confirm identified resources, likelihood of occurrence of any other sensitive 
resources, and the need for any additional detailed surveys.  The results of the detailed surveys, and 
input from CDFG is acknowledged under the discussion of special-status species on pages 5.6-10 
through 12 of the Draft EIR.  Information on the status and habitat characteristics of steelhead, 
California red-legged frog, foothill yellow-legged frog, California tiger salamander, and raptors is 
provided on pages 5.6-11 and 12 of the Draft EIR, together with a conclusion that suitable habitat for 
these species is absent from the site.  

As stated on page 5.6-7 of the Draft EIR, the identified jurisdictional wetlands were verified by the 
Corps in October 2002, eliminating any question regarding the potential for additional wetland 
resources on the site. Detailed measures have been recommended in the Draft EIR to ensure adequate 
protection of the occurrences of Sonoma ceanothus and narrow-anthered California brodiaea on the 
site. 

A discussion of the surveys conducted to determine presence or absence of raptor nesting activity on 
the site is provided on page 5.6-12 of the Draft EIR.  These consisted of two daytime visual surveys 
and two night-time owl calling surveys focusing on spotted owl.  No evidence of any raptor nesting 
activity was observed during the field reconnaissance surveys by the EIR biologist.  As acknowledged 
on page 5.6-16 of the Draft EIR, there is a possibility that new nests could be established in the future 
prior to project implementation or during later phases of construction.  Mitigation Measure 5.6-1(d) 
calls for conduct of pre-construction surveys to ensure no new raptor nests have been established on 
the site which could be affected by proposed tree removal and construction.  Several other mitigation 
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measures require additional detailed engineering surveys or other field confirmation, but these are 
recommended to ensure adequate protection of known resources not determine whether unknown 
resources occur on the property.  The studies conducted prior to and during preparation of the EIR 
have collectively been determined to be accurate in identifying sensitive biological resources on the 
site and were sufficient to allow for an adequate evaluation of potential impacts of the project.  No 
additional detailed surveys are considered necessary to complete the environmental analysis.  

Response to Comment 21-45 

A brief discussion of the legal protection afforded special-status species is provided on page 5.6-9 of 
the Draft EIR. Compliance with applicable State and federal regulations does require identification of 
any listed or protected species, to avoid potential take of individuals or essential habitat features.  No 
listed plant or animal species, however, were encountered during detailed surveys or are believed to 
occur on the site.  Therefore, no violation of the California or federal Endangered Species Acts is 
anticipated. Definition of long-term management responsibilities is required as a component of any 
final Mitigation Plans, such as that specified to protect the population of narrow-anthered California 
brodiaea in Mitigation Measure 5.6-1(b)(7).  No revisions to the Draft EIR are considered necessary in 
response to the comment.  

Response to Comment 21-46 

No raptor nests were encountered during the detailed surveys of the project site as summarized on 
page 5.6-12 of the Draft EIR. As acknowledged on page 5.6-16 of the Draft EIR, there is a potential 
for establishment of new raptor nests on the site prior to project implementation or during later phases 
of construction. Mitigation Measure 5.6-1(d) was recommended to provide for pre-construction 
surveys specifically to ensure that any new nests, if present, are identified and avoided.  Implementing 
this mitigation measure would ensure compliance with the applicable State and federal laws pertaining 
to potential “take” of raptors, not the opposite result suggested by the commentor.   

Response to Comment 21-47 

Mitigation Measure 5.6-3(a) includes provisions to restrict improvements outside the seasonal 
wetlands and minimize disturbance to the ephemeral drainages on the site.  Where complete avoidance 
is not feasible, such as required stream crossings, Mitigation Measure 5.6-3(e) requires that all 
necessary permits be secured from regulatory agencies, which may include additional mitigation 
requirements.  The recommended mitigation is not considered a “wait and see” approach, and no 
revisions are considered necessary in response to the comment.   

Response to Comment 21-48 

Please see Master Response D for an updated of the anticipated tree removal, the significance of the 
potential impacts on tree resources and forest habitat, and need for revisions to recommended 
mitigation. A discussion of the potential project-contribution to cumulative impacts on biological and 
wetland resources is provided in Section 5.6 of the Draft EIR.   

Response to Comment 21-49 

Please see Response 21-1 regarding the adequacy of the project description.  The visual simulation 
methodology and the accuracy of the photosimulations in the EIR are discussed in Master Response A. 
Please see Master Response D which provides additional information regarding tree removal including 
requirements for fire control. 
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Response to Comment 21-50 

As discussed on page 5.8-15 the sensitivity of this view is moderate.  Based on the visual significance 
criteria contained in the EIR the visual impact of the proposed project from viewpoint 3 is 
appropriately assessed as less-than-significant. 

The accuracy of the photosimulations presented in the EIR has been verified; see Master Response A 
which provides a detailed description of photosimulation methodology. 

Response to Comment 21-51 

It was determined through direct observations made in the field that for westbound motorists, the 
project would be visible for the first time at about Warm Springs Road.  Between Warm Springs and 
the entrance to the project site from State Route, a distance of about 1.5 miles, the project would be 
intermittently visible due to roadside development, trees, and other vegetation along the north side of 
the highway.  At the posted speed limit of 45 miles per hour, motorists travel this stretch of State 
Route 12 in about two minutes (121 seconds).  The length of time that relatively uninterrupted views 
of the project would occur, from just east of Adobe Canyon Road to the entrance to the project, is 
about 60 seconds.  This distance is about 0.75 miles.  Eastbound motorists would not see the project, 
except for a brief glimpse of the winery portion that would last less than five seconds.  

The visual simulation methodology and the accuracy of the photosimulations in the EIR are discussed 
in Master Response A. 

Please see Master Response D which provides additional information regarding tree removal including 
requirements for fire control. 

Response to Comment 21-52 

CEQA does not require a certain amount of specific information be available for environmental 
review, such as an on-site lighting plan.  Instead, environmental review is done on the information that 
is currently available -- in this case, the information contained in the Sonoma Country Inn project 
application. 90  This EIR has analyzed the potential impacts of the proposed project, including 
lighting, given the current specificity of the project description, as required under CEQA. 

Response to Comment 21-53 

Mitigation Measure 5.8-4 requires that an exterior lighting plan be submitted to the County Permit and 
Resource Management Department Design Review Committee for the inn/spa/restaurant and the 
winery for review and approval.  In addition standards to be included in the project’s CC&Rs for 
implementation by the Homeowners’ Association for exterior lighting plans for residential units shall 
also be submitted to the County Permit and Resource Management Department for review and 
approval. In response to this comment the Mitigation Measure 5.8-4 is revised to include the 
following: 

Where possible, site lighting fixtures on the ground rather than on poles. 

90 The project application includes a request for a General Plan Amendment, North Sonoma Valley Specific Plan 
Amendment, Zoning change, major subdivision, lot line adjustment and use permit. 
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Response to Comment 21-54 

Mitigation Measure 5.9-1 requires the training of construction crews on the identification and 
protocols for discovery of buried or otherwise obscured cultural resources not identified in the reports. 
The Draft EIR analyzes potential project impacts to CA-SON-36 and found them to be less-than
significant. Disturbance to that portion of CA-SON-36 that lies outside of the project site is not under 
the control of the project applicant. 

Response to Comment 21-55 

Mitigation Measure 5.9-1 requires the evaluation and treatment of cultural resources if they are 
discovered during construction.  Treatment measures would be resource specific depending on the 
nature and type of finds encountered.  Management recommendations could include avoidance, 
recordation, and/or data recovery. Assessment of the finds and subsequent treatment 
recommendations would be completed by a qualified archaeologist in consultation with Sonoma 
County and, in the case of prehistoric sites, culturally associated groups.  Capping of archaeological 
sites is an accepted treatment for preservation of the archaeological sites depending on construction 
techniques and materials. 

Response to Comment 21-56 

Please see Master Response E for a discussion of the list of cumulative projects discussed in the EIR. 

Response to Comment 21-57 

Please see Response Comment 14-50 regarding the issue of guidelines for package treatment plants 
and the ability of the County to consider and approve the proposed wastewater facilities for the 
project. Additional discussion of package treatment plant operational issues is provided in Master 
Response I, based on updated information supplied by the applicant regarding the proposed treatment 
plant processes. 

With respect to the specific issue of odors, there are two recently constructed and currently operating 
FAST systems in Sonoma County serving similar uses.  These are at the Kenwood Inn and Spa in 
Kenwood, and at the Vintners Inn near Santa Rosa.  Based on information supplied by the applicant, 
the FAST system for the project is expected to follow a similar design as these two existing facilities. 
This would include buried treatment tanks for odor control.  In this design, the primary source of 
objectionable odors in the system would be methane and hydrogen sulfide associated with anaerobic 
digestion of sewage solids in the septic tank(s); these will be vented passively through the building 
plumbing vents in the same manner as done for standard septic tank systems.  Air vented from the 
FAST treatment modules, which are separate from the septic tank, will be discharged to the 
atmosphere immediately adjacent to the treatment tanks.  This vented air would be free of the 
objectionable methane and hydrogen sulfide odors; this vented air is often characterized simply having 
a “musty” odor, which is not noticeable more than about ten to 20 feet from the vent pipe.  Other 
measures can be incorporated in the treatment plant design for added protection against odor control; 
these include carbon filters or subsurface “biofilters”, that utilize buried plastic chambers or perforated 
pipe with custom “soil mixes” to disperse and “scrub” any residual odors. Offensive odors associated 
with wastewater treatment and disposal facilities that affect neighbors or the general public would be 
considered a “nuisance” and would be explicitly prohibited by the Waste Discharge Requirements that 
would be issued by the Regional Water Quality Control Board for the facilities.  Based on the above 
factors and the application of standard wastewater treatment practices, odors generated by the 
wastewater facilities are not considered to pose a significant impact. 
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Response to Comment 21-58 

Mitigation Measure 5.11-1(a) provides for the establishment of both outdoor and indoor noise limits. 
As discussed in Response to Comment 14-94 the noise mitigation would be an “Operational 
Condition”. County staff investigates any complaints of excessive noise made by neighbors or others. 
The County has the ability to revoke a permit if conditions of approval are not complied with. 

Response to Comment 21-59 

Comment noted.  With implementation of Mitigation Measures 5.11-1(a) through 5.11-1(d) sound 
levels complying with the Noise Element’s noise exposure standards may reasonably be expected and 
therefore noise impacts would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.  One purpose of the 
monitoring is to confirm that the noise levels are met, and, if not, to collect data useful for the 
development of appropriate remedial measures. 

Response to Comment 21-60 

The operational characteristics of the type of proposed wastewater pretreatment facilities are well 
known. Mitigation measure 5.11-2 would be adequate to mitigate possible noise impacts from the 
operation of the wastewater facilities. 

Response to Comment 21-61 

The commentor states that effects on the water supply would significantly impact growth patterns in 
the County. As discussed in the Draft EIR the proposed project does not involve the extension of 
water facilities to the project site.  The project proposes to develop an on-site water system using 
wells.  The development of an on-site water system would not create utilities that would in turn be 
available for future development on adjacent property. 

The commentor also states that if the proposed project “and like projects are approved in violation of 
the General Plan” such approvals would result in growth inducing project.  There is no evidence, 
however, that Sonoma County intends to approve this project or other projects “in violation of the 
General Plan”.  The decision makers must consider each project proposal on its own merits. 

Response to Comment 21-62 

The commentor states that “the conversion of prime agricultural lands to commercial uses is also a 
growth inducing and growth accommodating impact”.  As discussed in Impact 5.1-2 implementation 
of the proposed project would not convert any Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of 
Statewide Importance to non-agricultural uses. 

Response to Comment 21-63 

The commentor disagrees that the proposed project would have less-than-significant cumulative 
impacts.  As discussed in Impact 5.1-4 with incorporation of Mitigation Measure 5.1-4 the project’s 
impact on adjacent agricultural uses would be less-than-significant.  The project’s contribution to 
potential cumulative compatibility with adjacent land use impacts would therefore not be cumulatively 
considerable. As discussed in Impact 5.3-8 the project’s contribution to the cumulative water quality 
and erosion impacts would be less-than-cumulatively considerable, after incorporating mitigation 
measures required by the EIR.  Impacts 5.5-3 and 5.5-4 describe the project’s impacts to groundwater 
recharge and the aquifer level plus impacts to neighboring wells and springs from well interference as 
less-than-significant. The project would have no individual impacts to contribute to cumulative water 
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supply impacts and thus would be less-than-cumulatively considerable.  With regard to biological 
resources implementation of Mitigation Measures 5.6-1 through 5.6-4 would reduce the proposed 
project’s contribution to less-than-cumulatively considerable and therefore less-than-significant. 

The commentor disagrees with the EIR’s conclusions regarding potential impacts of the project.  This 
repeats issues raised earlier in the commentor’s letter, and responses have already been given. 
Regarding growth inducing impacts, housing impacts, and impacts to public services please see 
Response to Comment 14-100. 

Response to Comment 21-64 

The commentor resubmitted a copy of her response to the project’s Notice of Preparation.  A copy of 
the Notice of Preparation response is included in Appendix 8.5 of the EIR and is reviewed in Exhibit 
8.5-1.  No additional response is necessary. 
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Douglas S. Dempster 
4829 Foster Way 
Cannichael CA 956D8-2912 
916-489-3856 

May 26,2003 

Melinda Grosch 
Sonoma County Permit and Resource )vianagement Department 
2550 Ventura Ave. 
SA.'-.;JA ROSA CA 954<l3 

Re: DEIR on Sonoma Country Inn 

Most of my comments concern Chapter 5.5- Water Supply 

Exhibit 55-l (and chapter 5.5) unfortunately leave out two springs imJmrumt to us- Dempster on 
Assessor's parcel 051-050~011 and Philbin (formerly Baker) on pared 051-0:50-010. These two 

{ springs are in the vicinity of the Foster and Harper springs "'>hich ARE depicted on exhibit .5.5-1 
-1 However, the Foster spring is not shown in exactly the right place. 1 enclose a copy ofExtJbit 

:5-.5-l showing locations ofPhilbin, Foster and Dempster springs (nos. l, 2 & 3 in red on the 
map). Ofthose three, the Dempster spring is the easiest to access and measure w Tdon't know 
\·vhy it was not included in chapter 5.5 and in the well tests cited in that chapter that were lfune in 
Nov. 2002. lt also does not dry up in summer and early fall as the Foster spring does. 

The absence ofreferences 10 the Dempster and Philbin springs in the report is perplexing. Jn Aug. 
2002, (three months before the pump test), our neighbor, John D. Foster, sent a letter to Peter 
Van Fleet ofAdobe Associates lnc which listed all four springs. (Adobe Associates is cited in 
chapter 5.5 as having done some ofthe consulting on \.vater matters).l\t1r. Foster offered to show 
l\k Van Fleet the locations of all four. John, now out ofstat~ told me on the phone :May 23, 
2003 that he teceived no response to that letter. On OcL 2~ 2002 I sen1 a letter to Mr. Van Fleet 
suggesting how to measure outflow from our (Dempster) spring. This \\><l:s at least a month 
before the pump test. J also received no response. 1 am enclosing a copy ofJohn's letter ofAug. 
2002 to Mr. Van Fleet It is :fltint, so I transcribed iL The hanscription is attached to John"s 
letter, I am also enclosing a copy <:lf' my Oct. 2, 20021etter. Jolm and J have had lmimate 
knowledge ofall the.'>e four springs since the 1920's and 1940's respectively. We have visited afl 
of them often 

In any event, the Dempster spring is juSt uphill from the very ob·vious 2,500Mgal black plastic tank 
above the cabins at 1051 Adobe Canyon Road mvned by our extended fa.m:ily. One would need a 
guide to reach the Philbin/Baker spring Several members of the Foster, Harper, Dempster and 
Morrison fumilies could show its location to anyone interested, 

All four springs are of great importance to several ofus \Vho O'NT! property on the northwest side 
of Adobe Canyon Road and Sonoma Creek. They are the only sources ofwater for the 
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Dempsfers, Harpers, Fosters and related families. I suggest consideration be given to repeating 
the Resort Well pump test along with before, concurrent and after measurements ofproduc:ion at 3 all four springs- Hal'J}Cf, Foster, Dempster .and Phiibin!Baker. Also, the Foster spring (which was 
seasonally dry during the pump test last full) was running weU the weekend ofMay 10~11 
Presumably it would he measurable ifsomeone were to check it soon 

On the enclosed photooopy of.Exhlbit 5.5-1 shov..1ng all four springs, you will notice that the 
Philbin'Baker spring is located closest to the portion ofGraywood proposed for development 
My wife, Betty, and I have rights to some water from Ph:ilbin!Baker spring as part of our separate 
ownership ofparcels 051~050-004 and OSJ-050-005. We do not presently use water from it but 
eventually might 1ike to do so. Our dmvnstream ncighbcrs, Ian and Ellyn Morrison at 905 Adobe 
Canyon Road, are dependent on the Philbin/Baker spring. (The addresses for the Harper and 
Foster properties are 919 and 979 Adobe Canyon Road, respectively) 

In addition, I question the validity ofthe statement on page 5.8~15 that the "development would 
create a less than significant visual impact"' from Adobe Canyon Roa<L The justification given for 

4 that conclusion is that the proposed development {as shown on exhibit 5.8-.S) appears ""~;,o
dominant with other features, panicularly the existing development in the furegroond of the viev.' 
and the hills behind the proposed project" The '"existing development" consists ofhomes and 
outbuildings along Adobe Canyon Road, some of'"vhlch have been there for years. To equate the 
hills v.>ith the proposed development in the quoted statement seems insensitive as many ofus enjoy 
loolcing at the hills in their present undeveloped status. 

In addition, please note the partial sentence on page 3.0-35 re; Chateau St_ Jean Winery:'" .six s events per year •vith 451 to 1,000 people per year..." Should the last word be )-""ear or even!? 
Relative to traffic on Highway 12, that would certainly make a difference. 

Please convey these comments 10 the Sonoma County Planning Commission for its June S 
bearing, or subsequent hearin.gs Thank you, 

~ [ ::1;
/:;!-'?-~ j~.v<fr' ,-t-->. 


' 
Douglas S. Dempster 

http:hearin.gs
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4829 Foster Way 
Cannichael CA 95608-2912 
Oct. 2. 2002 
916-489-3856 
E-matl. hwy95@hotmaiLc.om 

Peter Van Fleet 
Adobe Associates lnc. 
415 Russell Ave. 
SANTA ROSA CA 95403 

Jam pan owner -ofproperty -..v:ith three cabins at 1051 Adobe Canyon Road, Kenwood, (a_k a. 
Assessor's Parcel #051-050-011 ). This is immediately upstream from the John Foster plact (979 
A C. Rd.; a.k.a. A P. #051-050-0S and 09) which Jn turn is immediateJy upstream from the 
Ha'Per pl2ce (919 A C. Rd.; a.k.a. A. P #051-050.15 and 16). 

Several weeks ago, my second cousin, Larry Harper. talked to two individuals ·with Adobe 
Associates logos on their pickup(s) who were measuring springs in our area. l wanted 10 call 
your attention to the proper method to measure the :flow at our spring_ I believe John Foster, in a 
letter to you o/a Aug. 5, said that it would be ea!.y 1o measure the flow at our spring by simply 
measuring whm comes out the overflow pipe on our black plastic 2,500 gaJ. tank 

That is not exactly conect. For about two years the1e has been a leak at the inlet to our tank 
which we have not yet fixed. (We finally designed a fix in July but have not installed it). Thus a 
more accurate way to measure our spring production would be to go just above the tank {around 
the end ofa fallen Doug. fir log) to near the springhouse. About 8 fCet below the springhouse 
toward the tank (and accessible under the log) is a rusty-colored gate valve. Open the gate val\·e 
and let out the water accumulated in the springhouse basirL As soon as the water drops to a 
relati\'e trickle- after maybe 3 minutes or so- you would obtain the actual f1ov/ from the spring. 
lt varies somewhat depending on sea..<>on and is greatest in winter and spring. I would recommend 
measuring the flow at the gate valve and not at the nearby tilter attached to the white plastic pipe 
that leads to the tank inlet_ Because ofplumbing eccentricities in our system, the latter would not 
produce as accur.ate a resu.lt as the flow out the gate valve . 

. A.nother reason not to measure spring production at the overiJow pipe on the tank is that if the 
c-abins are in use or have been recemJy used when you make a measurement, the tank might not 
have refilled. 

fn addition, o/a Sept. 21, Lany Harper finished re-building his springhouse and dearing the 
area aromJd it, so measuring outflow 1here is now easy and plainly visible. On the san1e day, Sept. 
21, John Foster's son, Ritch, and grandson, Andrew, cut trees blocking the path to the Foster 
spring and marked the spring better. As for the so-called Baker/Pb.ilbin spring, furthest away 
from the creek, I koow that Jan & Ellyn Morrison, at 905 Adobe Canyon Rd. (A.P" 051·050-03) 

http:051-050.15
mailto:hwy95@hotmaiLc.om


still use water from that spring inside their home_ Two nearby lots (A P. 051-050..04 and 05) 
that 1 and my \>.,~fe own separately from our upstream property also retain rights to the 
Baker/Phllbin spring, but do not presently use any water from lt_ Ian Monisoo and I have talked 
aOOut rehabilitating the Baker/Philbin spring at some poinL The Morrisons are currently out of 
state and wlli not return until December, but can be reached by E-mail 

lfyou have any qu"*'11ons about any of this,_ please Jet me know by phone, E-mail or Iet!er. 

Thank you, 

Doug Dempster 



Transcription ofJDF letter to Peter Van Fleet re: C':rraywood development 8-02 

(Original copy very falnt) 


Peter Van Fleet 
Adobe Associates Inc 
415 Russell Ave. 
SANTA ROSA CA 95403 

Re: Sonoma Country Inn 

De.ar Peter, 

Thank you for your letter of Aug_ 1. l appreciate the additional info you supplied. If indeed the 
propt>sed development on large Lot 1 l will be adjacent to Lots 7 and 10, the likelihood ofwater 
and sewage at that house affecting the springs we a1e dependent on does seem remote. I will also 
appreciate your sending me the full size copy ofyour Tentative ~ap ofthe proposed residential 
Jots, buildings and wastev.-ater disposal areas. 

The next firm date we plan to be at Kenwood is Sept_ 20-23 1 expect to be out ofCalifornia the 
first two weeks of Sept. and the middle two weeks of Oct. However l coo!d drive up any day of 
the week in Aug. to meet you and show you the 4 springs, or Ritch could do the same. 

ln my June 22lerter 10 you J included copies of County figures 2 & 3 marked with approx 
locations and elevations of4 springs all on the old Baker property. None of them has a stable weir 
~iructure. Quantity offlow in the springs diminishes greatly from high in mid tvinter to much 
lower in late sunnner or fulL 

Spring #J BakeriPhilbin has Jacked in care for sevemf years. It has 2 pipelines (maybe 2" and l F) 
whicb supply water to the BakeJJ'Philhin house, the .lohn Wagner hou$e and the Harrison house 
on the l\1.ason properry and perhaps others Measuring the actual flow would be difficuh. 

Spring #2 Dempster/Harrison (farthest east from Counuy Inn) flows directly into a nearby plastic 
tank, maybe 1000 gaL or more, and spills out the ove1-flow pipe fi·om the tank Measurement of 
the actual flow would be easy. but should be when there ls no flow to the cabin. 

Spring #3 Foster/\Viltshire has the smallest quantity of flow. Ali ofthe flow (except in severe 
v.inter stonns) runs thru a buried 3/4" pipe for 100' plus to 2 ~ 10,000 gaL wooden tanks (at the 
same level) v."itb excess spilling from 2 outlet pipes_ The reason for the large tanks is that during 
more usage ofthe 4 cabins, particularly during a dry year, inflow is not enough to keep the tanks 
overflov.ing, This year they were not full in June and July, and probably not in Aug. During the 
long 7 Of 8 dry years in the 1980s, the spring went dry at least twice. Getting measurement of 
spring flow in Aug. will be difficult 

Spring #4 Harper/Harrison is at the lowest elevation, has been poorly maintained for mliily years, 



gets the least usage for one cabin and an abandoned horse b.arn, and would be hard to obtain flow 
measurements 

Thus, altho J would like to have at least our spring (#3) included in your pump test study, the 
physicai obstacles may be too great 1 think your onsite evaluation would be enlightening, and 1 
would be happy to escort you any day oftbe week. Besides the springs and tanks, 1 could show 
you surne fences on portions ofthe Los Guilicos Ranch Grant Line. You could also see bow 
rocky the terrain if- and how thin the topsoil there .i~ making a Jeach :field in-efficient 

Certainly a pump and flow test at the ('.rraywood Ranch spring makes sense, as would 
measurements ofadjoining wetls and the effect on the water table from the new Country lnn 
wells. However, Golden Bear Lodge is so remote from Country lnn. I don't see the purpose of 
testing there. At the VOTMA meeting, several members had coru:erns (?)on the declining watt«f;: 
table in the valley, and having to redrill deeper wells_ 

Again, thanks for your update and additional information, and I hope we can get together irr.Aug. 
Enclosed is a sketch of cabins locations 

Sincerely, 

John D. Foster 

925-934-3755 

(No phones at our cabins) 



 
 
 

  

 

 

 

 

9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

RESPONSE TO LETTER 22 --DOUGLAS S. DEMPSTER 

Response to Comment 22-1 

The additional information provided by the commentor regarding the location of the Philbin and 
Dempster springs has been incorporated in Exhibit 5.5-1.  Also, the text of the Draft EIR, on page 5.5
4 and 5.5-5 has been amended to include specific reference to these two springs. The Philbin/Baker 
spring is located at a higher elevation than ground surface at the Resort Well; therefore, it is not 
possible for the pumping well to have influenced this spring during pumping.  The Dempster spring is 
located farther from the pumping well than the two springs that were monitored during the pumping 
test (the Foster and Harper springs), which showed no effect. If there is hydraulic continuity between 
the pumping well and the springs, the closer springs that were monitored would have to exhibit a 
response to pumping before any effect would be observed at the more distant Dempster spring.   

In response to this comment and others comments regarding water supply issues Section 5.5 has been 
revised. The revised section is presented at the end of Master Response K. 

Response to Comment 22-2 

Comment noted.  See Response to Comment 22-1.   

Response to Comment 22-3 

The commentor’s suggestion to repeat the pumping test and include additional measurements of spring 
flow is noted.  However, as explained in Response to Comment 22-1, if any impacts of pumping were 
to have occurred, they would have been observed in the two springs that were monitored.  The Foster 
and Harper springs are the two closest springs to the Resort Well at elevations near or below the well. 
In the opinion of the EIR preparers, no new information regarding the characteristics of the aquifer and 
potential impacts of the project wells would be derived from repeating the pumping test and taking 
additional spring measurements.  

Response to Comment 22-4 

The commentor objects to the statement that the project as viewed from Adobe Canyon Road appears 
“co-dominate with other features, particularly the existing development in the foreground of the view 
and the hills behind the proposed project”.  Although it is true that the determination of visual impacts 
is somewhat subjective, based on the “visual and aesthetic quality methodology” in the setting section 
(including the discussion of co-dominant in Exhibit 5.8-2) it is the finding of the EIR preparers that the 
less-than-significant finding is appropriate. 

Response to Comment 22-5 

In response to this comment the sentence on page 3.0-35 regarding the Chateau St. Jean Winery is 
revised to read as follows: 

Use permit to allow 24 events per year with 50 to 450 guests and six events per year with 451 to 
2,000 people per year. 

As shown in Exhibit 5.2-37 the cumulative traffic analysis of special events was based on an average 
sized weekend event. 
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 May 29,2003

Ann: Melinda Grosch 

Sonoma County Permit & Resource Dept 

2550 Ventura Ave. 

Santa Rosa, CA 95403 


Dear Jvts. Grosch, 

The recently issued DEJR regarding the proposed Sonoma Country Inn presents serious 
concerns to those of us who reside in the Sonoma Vatley. 

Fir-st and foremost I would challenge the conclusion that the project's visibility wiU be as J limited as the developer suggests. The removal ofan estimated 3000 trees and the area in 
which the major portion of the larger structures will be placed leave no doubt that 
visibility .from Highway 12 will be ensured. Sirnulated photographs done to scale by the 
Valley of the Moon AUiance show a much greater visible presence ofthe project. They 
wm be displayed at the June 5 meeting, 

With respect to the implications ofmore traffic, placing J(we!s at the OOttom Jatini; of3F2 
implies that adequate a:nalysis has not been performed. Thls is also supported by the 
ElR's own mitigation measures that list widening ofHighway 12 at Randolph, Adobe 
Canyon and La>1.ndale Roads as ·well as additional signals. These are not minor cures for 
a minor probleml These measures also assume Cal1rans' willingness to add traffic signals 
without really having that assurance. 

A recent e-ditorial in the Press DeJJl()CI'at stressed the need for studies ofgroundwater 
before continuing on the current course ofa!Iowing new weJJs without regard their 

2 impact on the water supply. Yet the EIR suggests that this is not .a significant 1hreat. The 
J Jnn's proj«:ted use of31~000 gallons daily compares to rut average daily horne use of 

250. AJlowing this water-intensive project to go fon:vard by a non-agricultural user would 
not only be unfair to existing growers and homeov.ners but would he totally inappropriate 
in the absence ofdata. 

Package sewer treatment plants have thus far oot 'been allowed by Sonoma County as a4 fast track to rural development With good reason the County has seen fit to limit thls 
seemingly simple solution to a complex problem that has serious consequences for 
groundwater quality. This policy should be continued in view of the projected disposal of 
24.,965 gallons oftreated water. 

s 
A development ofthe size and scope ofthe Sonoma ('_.ountry lnn can not be analyzed in 
isolation as the EJR seems to do. Consideration has oot been given to the cumulative 
impact ofsome 14 projects either started or proposed for the Jes..-: than 3 mik stretch of 
highv.uy coocentnHed between Melila Road and 1he Anderson property just east oftbe 
Kenwood lnn and Spa. 0 have attached a listing ofthese projects.} Additionally, the 
County cunently has no program in place to monitor the number ofevent pennits issued, 
when they are to be held nor the expected numbers that wm attend. 'lbe result is that 

http:highv.uy


Highway 12, now busy to a fuu1t during normal daily travel_. can become moribund 
during overlapping events. The Inn will add su~tantia!ly to the current daily problems as 
wen as impact unfavorably on the present event dilemma. 

Noise is given short shri.il: by the ErR. Oakmont has learned fwm Ledson and St. Frand& 
b 	 wineries lhat the echo a:ffeci of the Valley apparently redirects conversation and music 

noise at significant levels. 1 would strongly urge oommunicatJon with an Oakmont OPDC 
representative to learn oftheir problems and the remedies they have sought. 

Finally, the DEIR implies that this project would set no precedents.) would suggest that 
its approval would set a very specific and dangerous precedent. It has been J8 years since 
the original zoning in 1984 which was then carried over into the current General Plan. In 

c) order to build the current much expanded proposal, the devcJoper requires County 
Supervisors to approve signifieaot amendments to the General Plan. Such an approval 
can only send a signal to other developers that there exists a minimal commitment io 
honoring the General Plan and that it can be circumvented even ifit creates impacts that 
are urnvanted, undesirable, some unremedia1 and some wherein the mitigation 
alternatives are onerous. 

J believe the DElR is significantly deficient in addressing the aOOve issues. I urge you 
and the Panning Commission to address these concerns so that the public and our 
Supervisors have a better understanding ofthe consequences. Thank you" 



PROPOSALS SUMMARY 

Chateau St. Jean, Graywood Ranch and Walnut Orchard Properties 


Ch. St. Jean Resort Gravwood Resort *Walnut Qr,:)lard 
Buildings: 102 bldgs incl. 98 26 bldgs incl. 50 165 Houses 


room hotel and room hotel and 

restaurant/bar restaurant/bar, 


40,000 case winery, 
l l luxury homes 

People: 	 300 employees, l% 1!9 employees, 1 00 330 (2 per hse) 
guests max plus up to guests max plus up 
280 restaurant/bar to 125 restaurant! 
clients (180 inside, bar clients (50 in
60 outside, 40 bar) 75 outside} 

Traffic: 	 874 daily, l316week 563 daily, 626 week 248 daily 
end end (!Y,perhse) 

Parking: 200 spaces 378 spaces 
Water 
Usage: 45,000 gals. daily 22,500 gals daily City System 

(Equiv. 10 269 homes) (Equiv. 135 homes) (5000 mo. per hac) 
Sewage 
Disposal: Septic system~32,000 Septic syst. 20;000 City System 

gals. sewage gals. sewage 
Fit: Inconsistent w/VaHey Inconsistent w/VaiJey Annex to city 

of the Yloon ofthe Moon (Oakmont) 
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THESE PROJECTS: 

Impact of event noise and 
night lighting on neighbors 

,Exit from Oakmont and 
Wild Oak 

.Police, fire and medical 
needs ofemployees and 
their fumilies 

.Housing, transportation and 
school needs for employees 
and their families (mostly 
relatlvely low-pay service jobs) 
.Only one highway through 
Valley to haodle needs of 
residents, tourists, emergency 
medical, fire and police 
equipment 

Above does not include impact ofall the additional Valley of the Moon 
projects listed on the other side ofthis page. 
*My estimates (Prepared by S. Guerrera) 



YALLEY OF THE MOON PROJECTS 
Name Description Location States Costact Person 

L StonegaJe housing 6 new houses, conv. Hv.-y 12, borders Under rev. City ofS. Rosa 
development fr. rentali27 homes Susan<'Brand!Melita 

2. Westwood Vineyard Winery 50K winery, tours & 37.4 acres across fr. Nick Chase 
(Annadel Vlne)'l!Td Partners) sales by appointment Oakmont, Hwy 12 565·1900 

3. Mobius Painter, LLC 12SK winery;tours, 15.6 acres across Nick Chase 
tasting, & 20 events fr. Oakmom, Hwy J2 :;<;5-1900 

4. Boys and Girl's Home Pythian & Hwy 12 City ofS. Rosa 
across :fr. Oa1anont 

5. Hood House Restoration P}1hlan&Hwy 12 
3CfQSS fr. Oakmont 

6. Hood Park Entrance New to B.ood Mtn. Pythian & Hwy 12 Scnoma Co1mty 
across fr. Oakmont 

7. Oakmont Walnut Oreharrl 165 homes on Pythian & Hwy 12 Rework to add OVAIOPDC& 
31 acres v.ith:in Oakmont affiudable hsg. City ofS, Rosa 

8. SugarloafRidge State Pk Adobe Canyon Rd EIR needed Scnon:ta County 
&Hv.yl2 

9. Gray Sub-Division of 94 acresof477 for Hwy 12 & Shady Dave Harding 
6parcels 4 to 5 new houses Acres Lane 565-1924 

10. Gra:_ywood Ranch~Sonoma ll subdivisions, 50 H'\\-y 12 & Shady EIR being Paula Stamp 
Country lnn nn. inn & spa resort Acres Lane developed 565·1909 

restaurant & winery 
on 180 acres 

11. Olateau SL Jean property 93 nn. inn & spare- Hwy 12 near Adobe EIR not Chris Seppder 
(Las Ventanas Resort) sort, restaurant, 27 acres Canyon Road contracted 565·1352 

12. Deerfield Winery project 45K case winery, Behind Kenwood Wkg. W/PRMD Steve Padovan 
rental bldgs., amphi- Restaurant re:winery design 565-1352 
theater & view site 

13. Kenwood Inn & Spa Expand from 12 to 24 Hwy 12 Under Dean Parsons 
units. Possible 12 add~l construction 565-1900 

14. Anderson Project Lot "'Plit, winery. 2 Hwy 12 east of Steve Padovan 
homes/cottages poss. Kenwood lr.n 565·1352 
and maybe K zoning 

Other Projects in Area: 

Mayo Winery Comer ofH~·y l2-Arnoki Dr. 
Beltane Ranch Purchase Hwyl2 
WoffHouse Inn Glen Ellen 
Downtown Condos Glen Ellen 

Dated: April 2003, Prepared by S. Guerrern 



 

 

  

  

 

 
 

9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

RESPONSE TO LETTER 23 --SAM GUERRERA 

Response to Comment 23-1 

The visual simulation methodology and the accuracy of the photosimulations in the EIR are discussed 
in Master Response A. 

The exhibits submitted by John Delaplaine on behalf of the Valley of the Moon Alliance at the June 5, 
2003 Planning Commission hearing are evaluated in Master Response C. 

Response to Comment 23-2 

Page 5.2-13 of the Draft EIR states that two or more Caltrans signal warrants must be met before 
Caltrans will install a traffic signal.  It also states that Sonoma County uses Caltrans signal warrant 
criteria, and that these criteria were used in the Draft EIR analysis.  See Response to Comment 18-1 
for further discussion of timing and feasibility of the traffic mitigation measures. 

Response to Comment 23-3 

Please see Master Response K for additional baseline groundwater information and analysis, including 
projected cumulative water demand in the area and comparative requirements for agricultural and 
domestic uses.   

Response to Comment 23-4 

Comment noted.  This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR.  Please see Responses to Comments 14-50, 15-15, 21-29, and 21-57 for discussion of 
package treatment plants. 

Response to Comment 23-5 

In regard to the issue of cumulative projects Master Response E discusses the accuracy of the list of 
cumulative projects considered in the Draft EIR. 

Traffic impacts related to existing special events and the impact of the special events of the proposed 
project are discussed in Section 5.2 Traffic and Circulation (for example see impacts 5.2-4 through 
5.2-8). 

Response to Comment 23-6 

Comment noted.  As discussed in Impact 5.11-1 the noise estimates were prepared taking into account 
several factors including the attenuating effects of any forested areas between source and receiving 
locations and the topography of the area.  The acoustical characteristics of the valley were taken into 
account in coming to the finding that with implementation of Mitigation Measures 5.11-1(a) through 
5.11-1(c) would reduced noise impacts to a less-than-significant level. 

Response to Comment 23-7 

The commentor states that the Draft EIR implies that this project would set no precedents.  The 
commentor further states that the developer requires County Supervisors to approve significant 
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

amendments to the General Plan and its approval would set a very specific and dangerous precedent. 
The commentor’s opinion is noted. 

It should, however, be noted that State law provides procedures that must be followed for the adoption 
of a general plan or any amendments.  State law restricts amendments to any one of the seven 
mandatory elements of the general plan to four per year. 91  The approval of a general plan 
amendment, for this project or another project, does not require approval of subsequent amendments. 
Furthermore, approval of the requested general plan amendment would not necessarily set a precedent 
in regard to future general plan amendment requests. 

91 The restriction, however, does not apply to amendments for affordable housing projects.  Furthermore, many changes can 
be made in any one of the elements and they could be considered together as only one amendment.   
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Melinda Grosch 

Sonofl1.3 COW1ty Permit and Resouree Department 

2550 Ventura Ave. 

Santa Rosa. Ca. 95403 


I am twitirlg to express my strongest obj!!ction to the project nuder coru;ideration at the 
Grnywood Ranch offofHighway 12 in Kenwood. The plan is entirely out ofcharacter 
and beyond the scope ofanything appropriate for this area Moreover it is not in line with. 
the intended use of the land according to the Genera1 Pian nor does it take into 

j 	 consideration the many other projects already seeking appr<;;~ in the ;rrea. The many 
exceptions neressary, which have already been uncovered with more sure to come, 
cannot be jumified. There is only one motivation at work her,! and that is the obvious 
intention ofprofit fur the developers and operators. To authcbi.ze this permanent and 
unalt<rable damage to !be-beauty ofthe Valley fur the ~>;ne!it ofthe>e few at !be 
expense of the many who live and have 1ived in the area for so kmg is a travesty that 
should' not and '\\iU not be countenanced. Any advancementofthis project sbouki and 
wm be chronicled as to those elected and appointed officials in office at the time. 

On a more personal note, :t have been advised by real~ professionals that my 
property, which sits on top ofa hill directly across the valley from the i:ntended site, will 
most certainly s:ufih a degradation ofdle viewscape. This: will be particularly evident at 
night with the light pollution that the current ElR has already admitted cannot be 
rW!igated. This letttt serves l)Otice th:i! ifthis bapjJens !will seek any and all relief 
available to me under the Jaw against the County and all other responsible parties to 
recover damages caused by any depreciarionofvaluc in m~pro~y, It is my sincerest 
hope that this will never come to pass. 

Sincerely, 

/ Richard Koretz 
P.O. Box633 
Kenwood, CA. 95452 

http:authcbi.ze


 

 
 

 

9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

RESPONSE TO LETTER 24 -- RICHARD KORETZ 

Response to Comment 24-1 

Comment noted.  This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. It should, however, be noted that although the EIR does evaluate the project’s 
consistency with the Sonoma County General Plan the County decision makers (Planning 
Commission and Board of Supervisors) ultimately must determine the project’s consistency with 
County policies before taking action to approve, conditionally approve, or deny the proposed project. 
It should also be noted that the EIR does assess the effects of implementing the proposed project under 
existing environmental conditions and under anticipated future “cumulative” conditions. 

Response to Comment 24-2 

Comment noted.  Light pollution is identified as a significant unavoidable impact (see Impact 5.8-4) of 
the project. 
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 ian Morrison
905 Adobe Canyon Rd. 
Kenwood, CA 95452 
707-833-2065 
ian@svn.ne 
June 1, 2003 

Melinda Grosch 

Sonoma County Permit and Resource Management Department 

2550 Ventura Ave. 

SANTA ROSA CA 95403 


Project: Sonoma Country lnn, Graywood Ranch 

J have concerns over chapter 5.5 -Water Supply 

Exhibit 5.5-1 {and chapter 5.5} leave out the Saker/Philbin spring, which is of 
great importance to us. It is, and has been far over thirty years, our only source j 
of household water. The Saker/Philbin spring is the closed to the proposed 
Graywood development and the most likely to be affected. l can't understand 
why it was nat mentioned in the report. This spring, as well as others on the north 
side of Adobe Canyon, is low flowing and th€ slightest change in the water table 
could easily cause it to go dry. 

l am also concerned about the proposed leach fields and whether they are a 
lhreat to the Baker/Philbin spring. This needs to be carefully looked into to insure 
that the spring woutdn'1 become contaminated. 

With all due respect, I question the validity of the statement on page 5.8-15 that 
the "development would create a less than signifiCant visual impact" from Adobe 
Canyon Road. Because of the elevation of the proposed development, it will3 	have a very signifu:ant visual impact from Adobe Canyon Road as well as 
Highway 12. There are no olher buildings in the vicinity. Everything else is much 
lower and closer ro the roads. The Graywood proposal is a huge leap in the 
overall scheme of growth in this part of the valley and cannot be compared with 
the homes along Adobe Canyon Road. The visual impact, lor lh0$e of us who 
rwe here, will be extremely significant 

Please take these comments to the Sonoma County Planning Commisston for its 
June 5 hearing. Thank you. 

~~orrison 

~~{~ 

mailto:ian@svn.ne
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 25 -- IAN MORRISON 

Response to Comment 25-1 

Please see Response to Comment 22-1.  The Philbin/Baker spring has been added to Exhibit 5.5-1 and 
is referenced in the revised text of the EIR.  This spring is substantially higher in elevation than the 
static groundwater level at the Resort Well.  Therefore, it receives its water from a higher source, 
which cannot be influenced by water table conditions at the pumping well. 

Response to Comment 25-2 

The proposed leachfields for the project are all planned to be located at elevations below or in an 
opposite drainage of the Philbin/Baker spring.  Therefore, they cannot have any effect on the water 
quality of the spring, which flows from a higher elevation in the watershed.  The nearest leachfield 
would be the system for residential lot 10, located approximately 600 feet away on the opposite side of 
the drainage. 

Response to Comment 25-3 

The commentor objects to the determination that the project as viewed from Adobe Canyon Road 
would be a less-than-significant impact.  Although it is true that the determination of visual impacts is 
somewhat subjective, based on the “visual and aesthetic quality methodology” in the setting section 
(including the discussion of co-dominant in Exhibit 5.8-2) it is the finding of the EIR preparers that the 
less-than-significant finding is appropriate. 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 26 -- THELMA JORGENSEN 

Response to Comment 26-1 

The commentor notes that it is difficult to make left turns onto State Route 12.  This is reflected in the 
Draft EIR traffic analysis which identifies unacceptable levels of service for left turns out of several 
side streets. This same condition would also be expected at other side streets and private driveways. 
The commentor requests improvements to State Route 12.  This request will be passed on to County 
decision makers. 

Response to Comment 26-2 

With the mitigation measures proposed, no significant impacts to water supply or water quality are 
expected. The Draft EIR identifies a significant unavoidable impact related to project lighting. 
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Sonoma County Permit and Resource Dept 

ATI'N. Melinda Grosch 

2250 Ventura Ave. 

Santa Rosa, CA 95403 


This letter is in response to the proposed Graywood Ranch De-...--elopment 
and what appears to be an inadequate DEIR. 1 am particulady concerned 
with tv..>o areas that 1 consider deficjem though some fault could be found 
with other areas also. First is the visual impact. From everything I can 1 	gather so fur this project \VHl be monstrously obstrusive on the slopes 
above Kenwood both in regard to appearance, tree removal and night time 
lights. I have always felt (and many planners agree) that good planning 
eliminates as much hillside growth as is practicable. 

Second,. and probably even more imponant to regular users of Highway 12 
such as I run, is the increase traffic impact. Tilere seems to be more and more 
gro-..vt.h proposals from East Santa Rosa to Sonoma all ofwhich impact a 
r-oad already completely over"burdened with traffic. This proposal '-Vill 
certainly :add to those monumental traffic problems. 

Thank you for your consideration of these obje<:tions to this proposed 
development. 

Sincerely, 

Laurence G. H nn 

332 Oak Leaf ircle 

Santa Rosa,. CA 95409- '- ?..O"Z-

http:gro-..vt
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 27 -- LAURENCE G. HERMANN 

Response to Comment 27-1 

Comment noted.  This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. It should be noted that although County development regulations (such as the Sonoma 
County General Plan and the County’s zoning ordinance) control hillside development they do not 
prohibit hillside development.  The EIR evaluates the proposed project against these regulations. 

Response to Comment 27-2 

Comment noted.  The Draft EIR identifies significant cumulative traffic impacts. 
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 June 9th, 2003

Karen Bo:ness 
P.O. Box 1159 

1840 Lawndale Rd. 

Kenwood, CA 95452 


Melinda Grosch, 
Sonoma County Permlt and Resou«:e Department 
2550 Ventura Ave. 
Santa Rosa, CA 95403 

Dear Melinda Grosch. 

I am a resident ofKenwood and rm \vriting to voice my opposition to the proposed 
Sonoma Country lim on Graywood Ranch. 

I have many concerns about this project and the inadequacy of the draft environmental 
impact report (DEIR). First ofall, 1 am very concemed abot:t the water usage required j for the 50 Utlit resort, the spa,. the 125-restaurant, the winery and !he clevenMhome sub~ 
division, We already have serious water table issues in this county and around the state. 
This project will further compromise the water table and will also lead to increased 
pollution ofthe water table due to the winery. The DEJR does not address many oftlle 
local wells in the valley that will be affec'"t.ed by this projed. The DE1R mitigation efforts 
are not eftCctive to help solve any of these prob1ents. 

I'm very concerned about traffic. Higbway 12 is already a class E road. We don't need 
all this extra traffic. \Vho in the commmllty nfThc Valley of the Moon will all this extra 
traffic serve? The proposed expansion of Higlr\:my l2 is dangerous and looks like it will 
lead to even more accidents on the road. 

The peaks and ridges above this valley are beautiful. They frame this vaHey and provide 
both residents and home-owners alike with iP-spiration. AU of these Sonoma Country lrut 
buildings up on the Graywood Ranch hilltop wiU compromise the scenic corridor. The 
DElR does not accurately address this issue. In fac-::, it minimizes and cloaks wh.at the 
hillside will really look like ifit is developed, Additionally, the exact location of the 1 1 
homes (some ofwhkll wilt be up to 8000 square feet) have not been identified. Will 
they be designed to blend with the lwdscape? 

I an: very concerned that the 300(H trees that will be cot dov.'Tl have not been identified. 
I think the public should know which trees will be fCUed, This will impact not only the 
visual corridor but also habitat. I fee.! tba~ the habitat study (2-days) was not enough to 

detem1lne whether there are endangered species that v.iH be threatened. If la:ge trees are 

http:affec'"t.ed


cut dov.n erosion and wate:r-ninofffuctors wln be much worse than ifsm.alter trees are 
cut doVIU. 

Tile DElR docs not adequately consider all the other projects going on in the valley and 5 their cumulative impact even though many Mrhe 11rojects missed had been recon:Ied at 
the time ofthe writing of the DEIR 

In conclusion, the Sonoma Country 1nn is not appropriate for this location. The DEIR is 

inadequate in many arenas. 


Thank you for reading this Jetter and considering the points I ha\'e voiced. 


Sincerely, 


Karen Bone<>:s 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 28 -- KAREN BONESS 

Response to Comment 28-1 

The general opinions and concerns of the commentor regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR are 
noted. However, no specific questions are raised; therefore, no response is required.    

For additional information pertaining to water supply impacts of the project, please see Master 
Response J regarding historic groundwater level monitoring data for wells in the project area and 
Master Response K regarding comparison of groundwater recharge estimates and projected cumulative 
water demand for the area. 

The comment regarding evaluating the potential impacts on other wells in the valley is not specific as 
to where the wells of concern are located.  The Draft EIR includes a thorough review of pumping tests 
and drawdown analysis for adjacent property wells located in close proximity to the water wells for 
the project. These nearby wells have the greatest potential to be affected the greatest by the project; 
drawdown impacts decrease exponentially with distance from the pumping well as explained in the 
Draft EIR on page 5.5-18, under the discussion of Cumulative Well Interference.  

With respect to stated concerns about potential groundwater pollution from the winery, the commentor 
does not pose any specific question that requires a response. 

Response to Comment 28-2 

Comment noted. 

Response to Comment 28-3 

The visual simulation methodology and the accuracy of the photosimulations in the EIR are discussed 
in Master Response A. 

As stated in Master Response A the development plan identified the individual residential parcels and 
building envelopes within the parcels, but did not show actual building footprints.  The locations of the 
building envelopes shown in the Draft EIR were sufficient to evaluate impacts of the proposed 
residences. 

As discussed on page 3.0-32 of the Draft EIR the residential lots would be covered by a set of CC&Rs. 
The Homeowner’s Association would have a Design Review Committee which would review and 
approve design of homes and any other structures on the residential lots.  County staff would review 
CC&Rs language concerning the Homeowner’s Design Review Committee to ensure compliance with 
any mitigations in EIR or conditions of approval. 

Individual homes would be subject to Administrative County Design Review by county staff under the 
existing Scenic Resources zoning district requirements. 

All commercial aspects of the proposed project (inn, restaurant, spa, winery complex) would be 
subject to Design Review through the County’s Design Review Committee. 
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Response to Comment 28-4 

Please see Master Response D for an update on the potential impacts of the project on tree resources, 
refined estimates of anticipated tree removal, and adequacy of proposed mitigation.  As discussed in 
the introduction to Section 5.6 Biological Resources, most of the detailed studies were conducted by 
consultants retained directly by the applicant.  However, each of the firms and individuals involved are 
respected professionals with years of experience in conducting biological and wetland assessments. 
To ensure the thoroughness and accuracy of these detailed studies, an independent EIR biologist 
(Environmental Collaborative) was used to conduct a peer review of the reports and mapping prepared 
for the applicant. Two field reconnaissance surveys were conducted by the EIR biologist, one in 
spring and the other in summer of 2002. These field reconnaissance surveys were considered adequate 
to characterize resources in the vicinity of proposed improvements or locations where indirect impacts 
of the project could affect sensitive resources. Representatives of the CDFG were also informally 
consulted during conduct of the detailed surveys and subsequently by the EIR biologist to confirm 
identified resources, likelihood of occurrence of any other sensitive resources, and the need for any 
additional detailed surveys. The results of the detailed surveys, and input from CDFG is 
acknowledged under the discussion of special-status species on pages 5.6-10 through 12 of the Draft 
EIR. Information on the status and habitat characteristics of steelhead, California red-legged frog, 
foothill yellow-legged frog, California tiger salamander, and raptors is provided on pages 5.6-11 and 
12 of the Draft EIR, together with a conclusion that suitable habitat for these species is absent from the 
site. 

As stated on page 5.6-7 of the Draft EIR, the identified jurisdictional wetlands were verified by the 
Corps in October 2002, eliminating any question regarding the potential for additional wetland 
resources on the site. Detailed measures have been recommended in the Draft EIR to ensure adequate 
protection of the occurrences of Sonoma ceanothus and narrow-anthered California brodiaea on the 
site. 

A discussion of the surveys conducted to determine presence or absence of raptor nesting activity on 
the site is provided on page 5.6-12 of the Draft EIR.  These consisted of two daytime visual surveys 
and two night-time owl calling surveys focusing on spotted owl.  No evidence of any raptor nesting 
activity was observed during the field reconnaissance surveys by the EIR biologist.  As acknowledged 
on page 5.6-16 of the Draft EIR, there is a possibility that new nests could be established in the future 
prior to project implementation or during later phases of construction.  Mitigation Measure 5.6-1(d) 
calls for conduct of pre-construction surveys to ensure no new raptor nests have been established on 
the site which could be affected by proposed tree removal and construction.  Several other mitigation 
measures require additional detailed engineering surveys or other field confirmation, but these are 
recommended to ensure adequate protection of known resources not determine whether unknown 
resources occur on the property.  The studies conducted prior to and during preparation of the EIR 
have collectively been determined to be accurate in identifying sensitive biological resources on the 
site and were sufficient to allow for an adequate evaluation of potential impacts of the project.  No 
additional detailed surveys are considered necessary to complete the environmental analysis.  

Response to Comment 28-5 

In regard to the issue of cumulative projects Master Response E discusses the accuracy of the list of 
cumulative projects considered in the Draft EIR. 
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Mark Feichtmeir 
PO Box 1159 
1480 Lawndale. Road 
Kenwood, CA 95452-1159 

June 10, 2003 

RECEIVED 

JUN ! I 2D03 
PERMIT AND RESOURC"" 

1\t'AJJAGEMENT DEPARTMENT 
COUNTY OF SONOMA 

Melinda Grosch 
Sonoma County Permit and Resource Dept 
2550 Ventura Avenue 
S?.ntn Rosa, CA 95403 

Dear Ms, Grosch, 

I live on Lawndale Road in Kenwood and recently attended the draft Em hearing at the P:MRD. I 
have many concerns about flris project There are many areas of the repon that appear robe either 
misrepresented or understated in such a '-\faY as to minimize the w."iual impact of the project, 
including but not limited to: traffic, \<tater. $e\\<age disposal, llght pollution. visual impact, end tree 
removal. 

Traffic issues include both the votwne ofvehicular traffic introduced on a very busy highv.'ay that 
is already overstressed at the nearest intersections as weU as the proposed Highway I 2:'La\v:nda1C 

1 Road intersection itself, which seems designed to create an accident I can assure you that if any 
accident every happened to myse)f, my wife, or anyone visiting us as a result ofthe construction of 
the proposed intersection design., a Ia·wsuit woutd absolutely be forthcoming In tenns ofvolume of 
traffic, does the report consider the workers' vehicles along with guests and special events? The 
cumulative impact of special events at all ofthe possible locations in the valley, jncludingthe ones 
not detailed in the draft EIR that should have been, has not been fully e:xamined Finally, based on 
what l heard at the hearing regarding H1gh'\.vay 12 and nearby intersections already Op-""...rating at a 
substandard level, it sol.lll&d like mitigation measures could M1 change these operating 
leve1HOmething like ifit's already in the "c.ou!dn'tbe any worse" caregory, then more traffic won't 
change its category and therefore there's no impact because there's no change to the statistical 
category! 

The issue of sufficient water supplies and proper septic disposal were clearly glossed over in the 
report. All reports about water that I have been reading and hearing about for the Iast few years have 
to do 'vith a lowered water table and deeper and deeper \Veil requtrements. How can this project's 
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proposed 11,000,000 gallons of '>vaterperyear be removed from ilie aquifer and not have animpact! 
The individual who spoke at the hearing regarding the lack ofcommunication between the proposed 
septic disposal waters and the aquifer appeared to present some significant points that need 
addressing. Her other points regarding the septic disposal and its problems ofperiodicity require 
addressing as well. 

Some comments on other items: 
._3 • According to the draft report, light pollution could not be mitigated. Does that mean it will be 

ignored? 
y &The \isual impacts were, in my opinion, falsely minimized by the draft EIR. The real impacts \.\"ere 

clearly demonstrated by the gentlemen v.ith the graphics demonstration. 
•The tree removal i:s being driven by the construction footprint. Clearly the smaller the size of

5 	 construction, the lesser the impact This dearly ties in with the visual impact noted above, in 
addition to the env:ironm~ntal impacts for flora and fuuna. 

Finally, let's review the whole concept ofmitigation, which means to reduce or make less severe 
/ Since each area in the report is addJ-essed as a separate item and mitigated separately as ruxessary, 
(o the project is never viewed as a gestalt. The result is that even if every single objectionable item is 

mitigated, there is still an impact ofgreater or lesser degree and the cumulative effect inevitably will 
result in a large impact. Why isn't there an item or category in the EIR foreumulative impru;t for 
ali wnnitigated items? 

:Mark Feichtmcir 

(707) 833-1370 H<lme 	 (]07) 833-2211 fax 
(510) 928-9098 Cell 	 Page2of 2 mark@ kenwoodpcrmaculture(:Ofl\ 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 29 --MARK FEICHTMEIR 

Response to Comment 29-1 

Please see Master Response G regarding accident history.  The EIR considers workers’ vehicles, 
guests and special events.  Please also see Master Responses F for further discussion of cumulative 
special events.  Also, please see Section 5.2 Traffic and Circulation for a discussion of traffic 
impacts.  

Response to Comment 29-2 

The commentor’s general opinion about the adequacy of the Draft EIR in regard to water supply and 
wastewater disposal issues is noted.  For additional information pertaining to water supply impacts of 
the project, please see Master Response J regarding historic groundwater level monitoring data for 
wells in the project area and Master Response K regarding comparison of groundwater recharge 
estimates and projected cumulative water demand for the area. 

Response to Comment 29-3 

Light pollution impacts (Impact 5.8-4) will not be ignored.  The State CEQA Guidelines provide when 
Sonoma County makes a decision on the proposed project written findings of fact for each significant 
environmental impact identified in the EIR.  For each significant impact the County must make one of 
the following findings: 

x Changes to the project are within another agency’s jurisdiction, and such changes have been or 
should be adopted. 

x Specific economic, social, legal, technical, or other considerations, such as employment 
opportunities for highly skilled workers, make the mitigation measure infeasible. 

x The project has been changed to avoid or substantially reduce the magnitude of the impact. 

Response to Comment 29-4 

The visual simulation methodology and the accuracy of the photosimulations in the EIR are discussed 
in Master Response A. 

The exhibits submitted by John Delaplaine on behalf of the Valley of the Moon Alliance at the June 5, 
2003 Planning Commission hearing are evaluated in Master Response C. 

Response to Comment 29-5 

Comment noted.  Please see Master Response D for an update on the potential impacts of the project 
on tree resources, refined estimates of anticipated tree removal, and adequacy of proposed mitigation. 

Response to Comment 29-6 

The commentor’s opinion is noted.  The EIR has been prepared in accordance with the California 
Environmental Quality Act, including the CEQA Statutes (Public Resources Code §§ 21000-21178.1), 
State CEQA Guidelines, and relevant court decisions. CEQA requires an EIR to examine a project for 
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significant impacts, and to mitigate those impacts where possible.  Neither the CEQA Statutes, State 
CEQA Guidelines, nor relevant court decisions include a requirement to assess in the EIR the 
cumulative impact of all unmitigated items. 

Section 7.3 Significant Unavoidable Impacts lists impacts that could not be eliminated or reduced to 
an insignificant level by mitigation measures included as part of the proposed project or other 
mitigation measures which could be implemented.  Seven unavoidable impacts are listed, six of which 
are related to traffic and the seventh is due to new lighting sources on the project site. With this 
information one can interpret what the “cumulative impact for all unmitigated items” may be. 
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RECEIVED 

JUN 0 9 2003 
PERM:Y AND "tE$0lJR:CE 


V.A'-'AGEME:N.,- DEPARTMENT 

COUNTY OF SONOMA 


Darrell Carter 
13340 Arnold Drive 
Glen Ellen CA 95442 

June 8, 2003 


Ms Melinda Grosch, PRMD 

2550 Ventura 
Santa Rosa CA 95403 

Re: Environmental Impact Report on the Proposed Graywood Ranch Project 

Dear Ms Grosch: 

I attended the public input meeting on June 5, 2003. It was quite obvious :from the 
several comments that the report is very inadequate in several places. 

, As I live on Amold Drive and must enter on to Highway 12 almost everyday, the extra 
+1 

traffic caused by tffis huge project wHl be a delay and frequently a danger. Highway I2 is 
already difficult to drive safely. A buge addition as is proposed will greatly increase the 
congestion and the danger. 

I am also very concerned with the visual degradation that this project will do to what is 
now an official scenic drive. It will be quite visable from Highway 12 and will 
substantially reduce the beauty ofthe valley. 

I urge either rejection of this development or very substantial reduction in scope. 

Sincerely yours, 

Darrell Carter 0 D., Ph.D. 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 30 -- DARRELL CARTER 

Response to Comment 30-1 

Comment noted.  Please see Section 5.2 Traffic and Circulation for a discussion of traffic impacts. 
The Draft EIR did not identify a significant impact on traffic safety.  Also, please see Master Response 
G. 

Response to Comment 30-2 

This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of the Draft EIR.  It 
should, however, be noted that the EIR does evaluate the project’s visual impact from State Route 12 
(see Impacts 5.8-1 and 5.8-3). 
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Ellen Friedman
1809 La\V"Tidale Road 


Kenwood, California 95452 

(707) 833-6206 


6/8!03 

Sonoma County Penn1t and Resource Department 

2550 Ventura Ave. 

Sanla Rosa, Ca. 95403 

Attn: Melinda Grosch 


Dear Planning Commissioners, 

I am wri1ing about the proposed development at Graywood Ranch in Kenwood, 
California 

1 have lived in Kenwood for 32 years. I served 15 years on the Board ofTrustees for 
Kenwood School. As a board member 1 always vronted to hear all sides, pros and cons to 
an lssue and then make up my mind as to what v.'ti.S best f<trthe clrildren ofKenwood 
School and fur the School District. I have had the same attltude regarding the proposed 
Graywood Ranch. I attended your meeting on June 5\b with an open mind_ l was] interested in the presentation made by the people 1.vho put together the DEIR as well as 
the people who spoke after the presentation. After listening closely to all the facts 
submitted it was extremely clear to me there is only one decision to be made. That 
decision is to not make any changes to the general plan. 

Allowing a development such as proposed would be a more dramatic change to the 
Kenwood environment and community than was decided many years ago when the 
General Plan was created I remember going meetings re. 1he General Plan and minimal 
development was definitely the intention at the time. 

I al:w believe that concerns expressed about water~ lighting, traffic, flooding, and other 
environmental issues are not to be "ta.l~n lightly. It is clear to me that many prOblems we 
have in Kenwood now are due to poor planning in the past We don't need the problems 
to increase. 

I strongly urge you to vote against ,recommending the development proceed any further 
than what you are bound to ftom many years in the past. 

Ellen Friedman 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 31 -- ELLEN FRIEDMAN 


Response to Comment 31-1 


Comment noted.  This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. 
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6!5!{}3 

Melirula Grosch 

Sonoma Count}'" Pennit & Resource Dept. 

2550 Ventura Ave 

Santa Rosa, CA 95403 


Dear Ms. Grosch: 

Wc are writing to you to strongly express our opposition to the 
building of the Sonoma County Inn on the Graywood Ranch j 	 propcr1:y. Everyday wilen we head for Sanl.a Rosa on Highway 12, 
our lives are literally in jeopardy. The number of accidents and 
deatlts on this highway are unaccepmbly high. It is simply 
unimaginable that any planning department w(lu!d permit a project 
that would involve such a great increase in traffic. 

We are already currently struggling with SllCh issues as traffic, 
water, 	and our environment Adding such a development only 
compounds the many problems. 

Sincerely,~~\--
'# ' 

;( ·.·' ',
Je.an and Marc Heitman 
P.0.574 
Kenwoo~ CA 
95452 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 32 --JEAN AND MARC HELFMAN 


Response to Comment 32-1 


Comment noted.  This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. 
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June 11, 2003 

Melinda Grosh 

Sonoma County Permit and Resource Department 

2550 Ventura Avenue 

Santa Rosa, California 95403 


Dear !vis. Grosh: 

[ are writing to let you know that my family is opposed to the Graywood and La 
Ventana development projects in Kenwood. 

J 

Ow' family has lived in Kenwood at this address since 1943. We are very close to 
the Graywood development and clearly are concerned about the water situation. 
lights, tree removal and traffic and growth in the area. Although my parents should 
have objected to the General Plan change in the early 1980's it seems that no one 
really W1derstood how much more development would occur in the area since that 
time. \Vith all the wineries and other cornmerciaJ development, the impact of the 
Graywood and La Ventana project will be huge. It seems that the General Plan 
should consider future development. Although no one can predict what will occur, 
clearly we know that development wiU occur. These two projects will only 
compound the issues noted above. 

We received at letter from the Graywood de"·eloper letting us know how 
wonderful the project will be and we responded that we were upposed to the 
project 

Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely 

TonyGillslau--. -----
POBox693 
(8159 Sonoma Highway) 
Kenwood, CA 95452 
833-5615 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 33 --TONY GHISLA 


Response to Comment 33-1 


Comment noted.  This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. 
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 June ll, 2003

RECEIVED 

JUN f 2 2003 

Attn: Melinda Grosch 

Sonoma County Permit and Resource Dept. 


2550 Ventura Ave. 

Santa Rosa, CA 95403 

Re; Sonoma Country Inn Development 

To Whom It May Concern: 

A<> long time Kenwood residenrs, we are strongly opposed to the proposed Sonoma 

County Inn Development. 

Traffic congestion has increased substantially ove:- the-last five ye-ars due to tlle number 

1 of tourists attending events or wineries. It is ver,y Cifficult for a resident to get onto 

Highway 12 during the summer months. 

Water is limited, We have a well and no access to City water. More development will 

restrict this limited resource. 

Please consider the opinions of residents who live, work, and educate their children in 

this county. Please do not allow approval of this development. 


Sincerely, 


}7rrn "t£~7 
I ' ' 
0c.i)1A~Vf: : i'J::, c~..- 

Ewing and Bonney Philbin 


ROSS RECREATION EQUIPMENT CO., INC. 

100 J3nuh Creek Road, Suite 101 • Santa R05a, CA 95404 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 34 -- EWING AND BONNEY PHILBIN 


Response to Comment 34-1 


Comment noted.  This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. 
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

RESPONSE TO LETTER 35 -- CAROL AND CRAIG SMITH 


Response to Comment 35-1 


Comment noted.  This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. 
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 Terry D Harrison

-!393 Westside Road Healdshurg CA. 95448 Phone (?07) 433-6802 

Fox (707) 433-7685 Email tenycar@"Amic.net 

Co-Owner of 7 acres at 10:51 Adobe CanyonRd, Kenwood. 

Refer to Doug Dempster letter llviay 26, 2003 

Letter sent to Peter Van Fleet ofAdobe A.-.soc Aug 02 by Jolm Foster Aug mentioning all4 1 wells: Philbin, Foster~ Harper and Dempster. Letter sent by Doog Dempster 10/2/02 giving 

directipps ror measuring now but our spring an0 the J>hilbln spring v..--ere not tested. r Ae

f tilbitt "f."i"'l 5Brves q tJtrlf'l'es. 

Springls our ohly source ofwater. 

Chapter 5. 5 ofERA cites measurement ofFoster and Harper springs. In addition to flow tests 
run on those springs during pump down of the resort welt in November 2003, 2 additional reasons 
are mentioned in section 5.5-4 w-hy those springs would not be interfered with by the resort wells: 

water quality characteristics ofthe springs are different from the resort wens. 
• 	 the springs are upgradieot ofthe wells 

;;;{ We question both ofthese assertions relative to our spring for the following reasons; 

The water quality in our spring is distinctly different and superior to that oftbe Foster and 

Harper weUs that were testecL Also, our spring does not run dry in drought years as does 

the Foster spring which is a further indication that the water source is different 


* 	 Our spring is at an elevation ofapproximately 525 feet elevation_ The Resort Well 
appears to be at a ground level elevation of approximately 700 feet or 175 fuet above oUi 
spring. During tbe pumping test ofthe Resort Well, the level went from 155 feet below 
the ground surface to 199 feet. In other words, contrary to the EIR. the wcll was 
upgradient of our spring at the stw:t of the test ahhough it was downgradient at the end or 
the test. 

In view of the fuct that both assertions appear to not apply to our spring, we feel that the irnpact 
of pumping test on the Resort Well must be run to determine the impact on our spring as well as 
water quality test compari5011 on our spring. The time ofminimum flow in our spring is at the end 
ofsummer, September, not November when the amount groundwater remov-ed by vegetation is 
less. 

r·J. . i /, 'f -1J t?c>s;;;t;f,jy ~Fa t'M1rdl".-,{ .6vnt b,('vrc:
;Jfl~"'"''·· ffl~i' / ' 'f".f'3 ;;1,1'r1/",j ""115/!'Pcf;o/f h4re P<'/H Cc/JS//e•w,.' 45 /'"'" "'" 

t) t: j;.,pjp!} ,;;;,./ 4//1//~,/~ 

http:tenycar@"Amic.net
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 36 -- TERRY D. HARRISON 

Response to Comment 36-1 

Please see Response to Comment 22-1. 

Response to Comment 36-2 

Please see Responses to Comments 22-1 and 22-3.  Also, one of the springs monitored (Foster) is 
higher than the pumping well, and the other (Harper) is lower.  The Harper spring is estimated to be 
approximately 2,800 feet from the Resort Well; the Dempster spring is estimated to be about 3,000 
feet from the well. 

Response to Comment 36-3 

The specific point of this comment is not clear.  A controlled burn before starting construction is not a 
part of the proposed project, therefore, it is not necessary to consider in the EIR. 
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From: Steve & Andrea Perry <acpsjp@juno.ccm>
To: <mgrosch@sonoma-county.org> 

Date: 6/11103 2:47PM 

SubJect: Planning Commission Hearlng On Graywood Ranch/SCI EIR 


I spoke at last week's Planning Co:nmission hearing regarding the Graywood 

RanchiSonoma County Inn EIR. Speakers were encouraged to provide copies 

of their speech at that time or at a later date. Unfortunately, my 

speech was not scripted, but I do have !he fc!!owing c-utline of top1cs 

that were used to focus n:y comments; 


Comments on Gray•vood E!R ~ Steve Pe~;y - 6!5/03 

I. Scope of the traffic study in the EIR is flawed. 
A Microscopic vrew of the irnpacts especially on <1 cwmulative 

basis 
B. Study looks only several miles in batt: direction from the 

project 

II Va!iey ot the Moon traffidcirculation infrastructure offers few 
options fer travel. behveen &!nta Rosa area and Sonoma area 

A HtghWay 12 
B. Arnold Drive 
C. Bennett Valley Road 
D. trr.pacts and Mitigations on any options offers traffiC 

frictions that impact the other options. 
E. 7,000 cars on Arnold Drive in Glen Ellen, I've, 10 hour 

period per recent study by Sonoma County Transportatlor: 
and Public Works (Dave 
Wall:!k"'e/Dave Robertson) 

lit Scope of traffic study ignores 
A Kenwood Inn and Spa expansion from 'l2 to 30 units. 
R Mayo Winery tasking room @Arnold and H12 m Glen Ellen. 
C. Stoplight p7oject approved for Warm Spring Road and Highway 

D. Oa!crlont and North developments 
E Projects identified as not covered during the VOTMA 

presentation on lighting. 

IV. Sccpe needs to address Valley impacts_ 
A. Highway 12 from Santa Rosa to Sonoma 
B. AmoldQrivefromH116toH12 
C. Warm Springs Road!Berneti:Valley Corridor 

V. Impacts should be revi&Nad wrthln the broader scope 
A The impacts should be Modeled using t"'.e vanoos major 

alterrurtlve routes. 
B. Perfect opportunity !o address and ide",tlfy c;..-rrulativB 

traffic impacts in the Valley of the Moon. 

Steve Perry 
13975 Arnold Drive 
Glen Ellen. CA 95442 
935~70 

mailto:mgrosch@sonoma-county.org
mailto:acpsjp@juno.ccm
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 37 -- STEVE & ANDREA PERRY 


Response to Comment 37-1 


The commentor’s comment is noted.  Without specific reasons why the commentor considers the 
traffic analysis flawed no response is possible.  The County determined the geographic area of impact 
for the Draft EIR analysis.  The area analyzed encompasses seven State Route 12 intersections within 
the area extending from Oakmont at the south end of Santa Rosa through to the south end of 
Kenwood. Please see Master Responses E and F for further discussion of cumulative projects. 

Response to Comment 37-2 


See Response to Comment 37-1. 

Response to Comment 37-3 


See Response to Comment 37-1. 

Response to Comment 37-4 


See Response to Comment 37-1. 

Response to Comment 37-5 


See Response to Comment 37-1. 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 38 -- MARY E. DODSON 


Response to Comment 38-1 


Comment noted.  This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. 
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Le r n::- i< :;y::r 
·~ 

 William M. Hoyt
8090 Oakmont DriVlt 

Santa Rosa, CA 95409 

Juue 16, 2003 

Sonoma County Permit and Resource Department 

2550 Ventura Ave. 

Sarna Rosa, CA 95403 


Attn: Melinda Grosch 

Gentlemen: 

I am writing io regard tu your consideration ofplans to build an Inn on part oftile 
Grayv,•ood Ranch, :Mrs. Hoyt and I moved here from Marin County about six years ago 
and in thai short time have seen the apparently nncGntrolled grov,.th along thi-; portion of 
Route 12 with its resulting increase of traffic to the point that it is rapidly getting out of 
hand. And it seems as thm.1gh every time we travel into town we sec more bulldozers at 
work which only assures more traffic ahead. 

We have lived in a number ofsuburban areas on both coasts and never have I seen 
what appears to be the complete lack: ofthoughtfuJ city planning as we see in Santa Rosa, 

1 Tire city is growing, wilich is fine, and you have plenty offlat land to accommodate that 
growth, so it would seem reasonable that some thought should be given as to where and 
how that growth will take place with the best interests ofme residents ofthe various 
neighborhoods in mind- the preservation of their character and the availability of 
necessary shopping and service facilities-- rather than whatever, ifany~ other criteria are 
used. As an example, I think thai that huge .apartment complex: on the comer of:Mission 
and Rnute 12 is completely um.varranted. But since it is there, no furth_er growth along 
Route 12 should be permitted at least until yon see what effect that \Viii have on traffic. 

There are signs along Route 12leaving Fanner's Lane designating it as a Scenic 
Highway, and it has certainly lost that look all the way up to Melita Road. Ifwe a:reto 
preserve that look and atmosphere bej.'Olld that point through Kenwood a.nd beyond then 
further construction of resorts, inns and other tourist attractions must not be allowed. 
Once the developers get their hands on the land, this beautiful valle)' will be lost forever. 

Very truly yours, 

http:grov,.th
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 39 -- WILLIAM M. HOYT 


Response to Comment 39-1 


Comment noted.  This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. 
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Aft: Juhn D. /<Osier 
20 C'armdlo f?d_ Co-owner of Lssessment ::ond fee p~.orcel 

Hlllmtl Creek. C.--1 9-1597 NO. 051 050 008 GOO blSO kLO'fi:!l fo!S 97S 

Adobe Canyon hd. 

Melindc. Grosc:t 
t.lonolil~ County Fen:ri t Lnd resuurce I.-~2Ub£'S8L'.u_:;_·~ l;e:pt. 
t::b!:>O '1/entur& 1>ve. S;;,N'Jr. hOM CA 95403 JU:~ : s2003 

PERMIT At--JI) RESOURCE 
MANAGEMSNl DEPARTMENTRe: DEIR on So.'1olila Cou.'1try Inn COUNTY QF SONOMA 

Thank you foi' sending us the DElli, v~hich contanined :refe1-ences to my 
report ~ot the ME:Jy 14, 2002 meeting, and rny letter to you on i.llE>y 5, 2002. 
I h5ve also tclked with and sent letters to Pete:r Van Fleet of .Adobe 
Associctes, Inc. ~os well ~os Michakc I-.'lares of Questa ~ngrs. 

We are strong supporters of VO'ThlA and the concerns with ne"L'·' wells 
further lO'I'TBI'ing the -.·mter t~ble in Sonome Valley, possible sev;&ge 
contm:::.inetion, increased t:c-Gffic problems on Highway 12 &nd visual 
degi·adntion. 

I have furthe:r co=ents to the D:tt;Dt statements on page 5.4-5, regard
ing the four adjt:cent springs, and pege 5.5-tl v.•hich only refers to two 
springs. Simil&rly, your m~p on :p&ge 5.5-2 only shows two springs. 

Of the 4 springs ~djo~ning the Country Inn houses, the oldest, l~rgest 
highest &nd most important is the B&ker (now Philbin) sj:lring. This 
spring supplies -.·m te:r to year-round residents, including the Philbins 
(v,rho taught fond live in the 100 year old l:laker house), the Morrisons 
on the M&son-Morrison :r_:::roperty and the ·~\'agners in the former Moore 
house. 'l11e s=e spring fo:rmarly supplied. ':;!:lter to t::J.e l:iUll.kin house 

J v.hich bu~ed dovm several years ago. {1-Lrs. Hunkin was & relative of 
the Bekers.) 'Ihe property on which the l:iunkin tlouse ·,.m.s located is 
nov: m•med by lJougle.s Demps1;;er, who hes the w&ter rights to the spring 
&nd rosy rebuild the bouse. Similarly, possible seWBge contamine.tion 
from the Country Inn develo:pmen t \'IDUld be of most concern to t:!:te 
ye&r-round residents. 

The second highest, second closest and thiTd oldest spring is the 
Foster (Gellov.ray, Wiltshire), which serves -4- summer cabins, end is 
referred to in the DEIR. 

The second oldest, third highest and farthest from the proposed devel
opment is the JJempster-tlerrison spring \'.'hich serves 2 of 3 cabins but 
VIhich 1SBS omitted from the DEIR. Dougl&s Dempster has 11.rri tten you 
seve:rel letters (the latest dated :tv:ay 2', 20031 >.'i th which I concur. 

Tne fou:rth oldest and lov_;est is the li.al':per-l:iarrison spring End/or 
well. I believe you have c.lso received communicGtios f:c-om other neigh
bors, including L&rry l:i&l'per, Virginic H£>l':per Harrison, Terry tlarrison 
&nd lEn Morrison, all of which l concur. 

I certainly hope the.t the multi tude of responses shov;ing concerns c•.1. th 
and opposition to the ,':;onoiDB Country Inn :project will receive appro
priate IDmdificdtions or Uenibl. 

Cincerely, 

-AL u ;;:;z / 
/John D. Fo~~ 

cc: Doug Dempster 
lJel Rydro.tin 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 40 -- JOHN D FOSTER 

Response to Comment 40-1 

Please see Response to Comment 22-1 regarding corrected information on the springs.  With respect to 
potential impacts to the Philbin/Baker spring, please refer to Comments 25-1 and 25-2.  The remaining 
information describing the age and uses of the various springs is appreciated and is noted.  However, 
since there are no questions about the Draft EIR, no additional response is necessary. 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 41 -- KATHY PONS 

Response to Comment 41-1 

The report by E.H. Boudreau, Geology and Ground Water Potential of the Auberge Resorts Property, 
Kenwood California, October 3, 2000, references Cardwell, G. T. "Geology and Ground Water in 
Santa Rosa and Petaluma Valleys", U. S. Geological Survey. Water-Supply Paper 1427, 1958, as the 
source of some of the water well, driller’s logs, and water table measurements.  Clearly, information 
recorded following this 1958 report was from others sources (e.g., the water level information at the 
Wilson and Ghisla wells).  

Response to Comment 41-2 

Impacts to flooding from increased runoff due to the creation of new impervious surfaces are 
addressed under Impact 5.3-4.  The source for the commentor’s estimate of 38 acres of new 
impervious is unknown; the EIR hydrologist measured approximately 14 acres of new impervious 
surface (see Response to Comment 14-39) using the Sonoma Country Inn Tentative Map (Exhibit 5.0
6 of the Draft EIR). The EIR hydrologist’s estimate of the impervious area included the assumption 
that the building envelope area shown on the tentative map would be impervious, which likely 
overestimates the actual amount of new impervious area.  Please see also Response to Comment 14-41 
for the revised and corrected runoff analysis. 

Response to Comment 41-3 

Please see Response to Comment 14-45 for revisions to Mitigation Measure 5.3-3(b)(1). 

Response to Comment 41-4 

Please see Response to Comment 14-43 for impacts associated with roadway drainage. 

Response to Comment 41-5 

The pumping test was conducted during the period of September 25-27, 2002; please see Responses to 
Comment 14-58 and 19-15. 

With respect to drawdown influence of the pumping well, the cone of depression over 90 and 180-day 
dry periods was analyzed and presented in the Draft EIR in accordance with standard well hydraulic 
formula and pumping test data.  These predictions of drawdown are valid when there is no recharge of 
the aquifer.  Annual replenishment of the aquifer from rainfall recharge dampens or completely 
eliminates the cone of depression from year to year, based on the amount of rainfall, pumping demand 
and aquifer characteristics.  Therefore, the commentor’s suggestion that the cone of depression grows 
over a period of years would only be true in rare cases where the groundwater basin receives little or 
no recharge. This is not the case for the project area. A large portion of the area is identified in the 
Resource Conservation Element of the Sonoma County General Plan as a groundwater recharge area. 
Also, groundwater level monitoring data show rapid and regular rebound of the water table from the 
dry season to the wet season, including the wet season immediately following the 1976-77 drought 
years (see Master Response J).   
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Response to Comment 41-6 

For additional information pertaining to water supply impacts of the project, please see Master 
Response J regarding historic groundwater level monitoring data for wells in the project area and 
Master Response K regarding comparison of groundwater recharge estimates and projected cumulative 
water demand for the area for average rainfall and drought conditions. 

The commentor’s opinion about the need for a County groundwater management plan is noted.  The 
County is in the process of reviewing groundwater management policies and requirements as part of 
the General Plan update. 

Response to Comment 41-7 

Please see Response to Comment 5-10 regarding redesign of the State Route 12/Project Access 
driveway intersection.  Also, please see Master Response G regarding accident data. 
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Joanna Nuccio-Stockslager RECEIVEDL. Bryce Stockslager 
P. 0. Box 681! JUN ! 7 2003Kenwood, CA 95452 

PERMIT Ai\10 RESOURCEJune 16, 2003 MANAGE'.MENT CEPAl':::;'MENT 
COUNTY 0"' SONOMA 

Ann: Melinda Grosch 
Sonoma County Permit and Resource Department 
2550 Ventura Ave. 
Santa Rosa, CA 954ll3 

Re: Graywood Ranch Development 

Dear Ms. Grosch: 

My lmshaud and I both oppose the above referenced development. We are v;;:ry concerned about l the impact on trdffic,. affects on t\'ildlife. removal of trees, and \¥ate:r supply. We truly believe 
that the VaJley does not have the resources for such a development. 

In additioll, we would like to see a study done on the cwnulative affects of current approved 
usage- including additional events which have been approved for local wineries, the Children's 
Home, Deerfield Winery, and wedding events at the Kenwood ~ns. What are the long range 
impacts? Will we be paying additional amounts for home usage ofwater? Over the past 20 
years, how much ofan increase has there been in traffic accidents on Highway 12? How.does 
this increase correlate to increa."{ed usage from housing developments, increased winery events 
etc, on Highway 12? 

Thank you very much for your thoughtfulness and consideratkm <Jf our concerns! 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 42 -- JOANNA NUCCIO-STOCKSLAGER AND L. BRYCE 
STOCKSLAGER 

Response to Comment 42-1 

Comment noted.  This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. 

Response to Comment 42-2 

Master Response F provides additional information regarding cumulative traffic impacts.  Master 
Response G provides additional information regarding traffic accident on State Route 12.   
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Jisho \Varner & Joan Goldsmith 

1014 Ragle Roa~ Seba$topol CA 95472 


tel707..S23-1S13 fax 707-829-9808 email jishu@ruonitor.net 


June 20, 2003 

Sonoma County Permit and Resom<:c Department 

Attn: Melinda Grosch 

2550 Ventura Ave. 

Santa Rosa,. CA 95403 


We are writing to ask the department and the county supervisors to proc:eed s!:owly and 
cautiously regarding permits to build either or both ofthe resort complexes planned for the 

j 	 Kenwood area along Rte 12. We are personally opposed to both resorts on the scale proposed, 
although we recognize that tourism is an important and profitable industry in our county. We 
want others to be able to come here and enjoy this magnificent oournry. To that end we war.t this 
county to remain magnificent 

In reality that means open rural land with trees, vineyards, and other agricultural work, and 'Nild 
land too, and roads not so LTowded that they are stressful and Ullappealing, Every new hillside 
resort degrades the very beauty and character people come here for.lt is possible to build resort 
complexes that are truly environmentally sensitive and that are largely invisible from the roads 
and trails. 

Let us not be short-sighted. And do not let unincorporated areas like Kenwood be unduly 
vulnerable. Please also {;Onsider all environmental impacts closely. Rushing to meet a short-tenn 
COI.L"lty budget gap with what could be a long-term headache that shrhlks long-term revenues by 
changing the character of the area would be a terrible mistake. 

'Tha."lk you for your attention. 

9r J!YJr."~ 
Jisho Warner 	 Joan Goldsmith 

RECEIVED 

JUN 2 3 2603 
PERMIT AMil RESOURCE 

MANAGEMENT O£PAFIHffl-lT 

-


mailto:jishu@ruonitor.net
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 43 -- JISHO WARNER & JOAN GOLDSMITH 


Response to Comment 43-1 


Comment noted.  This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. 
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RECEIVED 

JUN 2 3 2083 
PFJiMIT All'MNAGfM£NTD,RESOURCE

' f>'ARTMFHT 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 44 -- CLAIRE SAPIRO 

Response to Comment 44-1 

The commentor’s opinion is noted.  Please see Master Response F regarding cumulative traffic 
volumes. 

Response to Comment 44-2 

Comment noted.  This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. 

Response to Comment 44-3 

As noted in the project description, the project would require a General Plan amendment.  Chapter 4.0 
of the EIR evaluates the project’s overall consistency with the Sonoma County General Plan. The 
discussions in Chapter 4.0 represent the EIR authors’ best judgment of the policies examined. 
Sonoma County ultimately must determine the project’s consistency with County policies before 
taking action to approve, conditionally approve, or deny the pending application. 
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June 19, 2003 

Ms. Melinda Grosch 

Sonoma County Pennit .and Resource Dept. 

2559 Ventura Avenue 

Santa Rosa, California 95403 


RE· SONOMA COUNTRY INN, GREYWOOD RANCH 

Dear Ms. Grosch: 

As a resident of and homeowner in Kenwood, California for nearly ten (10) years, I am writing to 
expmss my sincere opposition to the proposed development of Greyw<:~od RanCh foto a resort. My 
main concern is, like m0$t of the others opposed to this project, that the cairn country setting that drew 
us a!l here wi!l be slOWly destroyed if these profit-hungry developers are permitted to chop up our 
natural landscapes, change our pastoral views, dog our roadways with their equipment and the1 	ensuing, additional tourist traffic, bring oolse and artificial light to our serene and tranquil nights, and 
create an overall change to Kenwood that will alter its unique personality forever. 

l moved here from another quaint town in California where the planners lost sight of the needs of the 
taxpayers and residents long ago: Sausalito. Once a channing artists' colony, it has long-since 
become impossible to travel by car there without encountering t:raffic on all of the tiny roads that were 
not designed tor such demanding use. While it is much closer to San Francisco than we are to Santa 
Rosa, it is not too difficuft to extrapolate on the similarities-or those to most Napa valley tovms-and 
fear the worst is in store fot Kenwood if the General Plan is "overlooked~ and these gross exceptions 
are permitted. 

PLEASE, if you have not already, drive out to Kenwood on one of these wonderful summer nights, 
and see what we are so In love with, and so cqncemed about having destrOYEKt THEN, drive out 
here on a .love4y summer Saturday or Sunday, and see what is already happenjng tn terms of traffic, 
activity, noise, pollution, speeders, and transients. We have no chott;e: but to cope with what has 
QCCUrred, but we hope and pray that we still have a voice in what~ happen. 

There is still time to stop thiS tragedy from happening. Please be aware that there are many of us 
who believe it is NOT in the best Interest of anyone-Sonoma County included-except the profit
seeking developers. 

Thank you for the time and consideration given to my concerns. 

RECEIVED 

JUN 2 3 20IJ3 

Very truly yours, 

.,./'(~~ 

Joan Finkle 
854 Warm Springs Road 
Kenwood, CA 
('107) 833-5223 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 45 -- JOAN FINKLE 


Response to Comment 45-1 


Comment noted.  This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. 
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Jordan Greenberg
2081 Ad<Jbe Canyon Road 


Kenwood, CA 95452 


June 20, 2003 

Sonoma County Permit and Resource Department 

2550 Ventura Ave, 

Santa Rosa, CA 95403 


Dear Sir;"Madam: 

I am \\Titing concerning the EIR tbr the development at the Greywood Ranch. I live in

1 Kenwood and frequently utilize Route 12 in that vicinity not only fur driving but fur 
bicycling as welL Although the EIR noted the impact to motorized vehicular t::raffic :in the 
area ofthe development it did not discuss the impact on bicyclists. 

I am an avid bicyclist and when I ride in this area ofSonoma County I frequently encoumer 
other cyclists. Tllese cyclists appear to be a mixture oflocalpeople and visitors who have 
come to Sonoma to enjoy Qne of its finest .attractions, that ofriding through the beautiful 
valley, visiting wineries and shops, and marveling at the natural beauty which enveJopes 
you. 1 can assure you that this is a vvonderful experience. 

In my 'View, the major negative aspect to this experience is the traffic, 'Which at times 
becomes quite heavy in the valley. Although there are a number ofsmaller roads which 
can be 1raveled through the valley, h Js often necessar;,t to use Route 12 to connect between 
these routes as well as to start or finish a ride. 

Although the traffic is somewhat mQre than I would like at present, it is bearable, whicb 
can be attested to by the frequency which one sees cyclists riding through the area. I feel 
that increasing the volume oftraffic along Route 12 ~ith major projects such as that 
proposed for f'.tre)twood Ranch would essentially make bicycling so unpleasant and 
dangerous that it beC{)tnCS unfeasible. This would surely be the saddest way for 
development to proceed in Sonoma Valley, pursuing projects that destroy the quality of life 
for the ret;;idents who live here, as welt as discouraging the very type oftorui'lm that 
harmonizes with, and draws people to this beautiful spot 

I would urge you to con.'lider the impact that large scale projects like this one have on 
lifestyle and leisure activity in the valley, particularly with regard to bicycling, and that we 
pursue a path that maintains,_ as much as possible, the rural character ofSonoma Valley. 

Sincerely, 

/~~'---" RECEIVED 
Jordan Gre<f!b<;/g 

JUN 2 3 £U03 
PERMIT AND RESOURCE 

MANAGEMENT CEft.JI1MEN1 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 46 -- JORDAN GREENBERG 


Response to Comment 46-1 


Please see Response to Comment 14-32 for a discussion of bicycle safety. 
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RECEIVED 

JUN 2 3 1003 
PERMII.MW ~EtA~f:N1MANAGEmc"'" 

June 23, 2003

Ms. Melinda Grosch 	
Sonoma County Permit and Resource :M:anagement Department 

2550 Ventura Avenue 

Santa RDsa, CA 95403 
RE; Draft Environmental Impact Report for the Proposed Sonoma Cotmtl}' Inn Project 

Dear Ms. Grosch, 

I have received and read portions ofthe above document, dated May 2003. Although the1 	 traffic study was quite comprehensive regarding the volume oftraffic on Highway 12 
near this proposed project, the DEIR did not address at all the traffic safety issues. 

As previously mentioned in my letter ofJune 2, 2002 to Ms. Paula Stamp, (ropy 
enclosed), I live on Lawndale Road. Lawndale is only· 300 feet ftom the proposed 
entrance fur this project Many ofmy neighbors and myself are very concerned about our 
safety and the safety ofothers as we/they attempt to enter Highway 12 from Lawndale or 
exit Highway 1.2, particularly when coming from the Southeast. Over tile past three years 
alone, there have been three fatalities between Lawndale Road and Adobe Canyon Rd, 
and numerous rear-enders and other traffic accidents. The addition of the proposed 
Sonoma Country Inn will not only increase traffic but will further exacerbate the 
complexity and safety ofentering and exiting Highway 12 at Lavmdale. The DElR does 
not address our concern for the safety ofthose using Highway 12 and Lawndale Rd. 

In my previous letter, I had suggested a "third lane"', similar to the one that exists 
between Adobe Canyon Rd. and Chateau St. Jean. Ifthis lane began NW ofthe projecl's 
driveway~ and continued past l..a'WllitaJe Rd., this lane would enable: (1) those coming 
from Santa Rosa to safely make a left turn into the ~ect (this portion ofthe "third Jane" 
is already proposed by the developer); (2) allow those leaving the project's driveway and 
heading towards Sonoma to safely tum left onto Highway 12 (again, this portion is 
already proposed by the developer); and (3) allow those traveling from the Southeast to 
make a much safer [eft tum onto Lawndale. The .addition ofonly the parts already 
proposed by tl:re developer will actually make this stretch of road even more dangerous 
for those using LawndaJe Rd. 

Please ensure that the final Environmental Impact Report for th:is proposed project 

carefully analyzes and mitigates these important traffic safety issues. 


http:PERMII.MW


June 2, 2002 

Ms" Paula Stamp 
Sonorn:a County Petmit and Resource Management Department 
25SOVtlnturnAverwe 
Santa Rosa, CA 95403 
FAX: 707-565-8358 

Suhje..""t; Sonoma Coontry bm 

PLP 01--0006 

Initial Study (I.S.) dated April 2002 


Dear Ms.. Stamp, 

Regarding the ab(wc-proposed project, I would like you to take into cmtsideration my concems, as outlined 
below_ 

l Hve r;m Lav."Sdale Road in Kenwood As yoo are aware, the Gmywood Ranch (a porOOn ofwhich is 
propored foe the Sonoma Co-tmhy Inn) is across from the internection of Sonoma fft#tway{Statc: Highway 
U) and Lawndale Road {a county road}, As such, I am particularly i~ in Envimlmlental Impact 
Number !5 in the lS., and sp<;cifica!!y 15.d_ 

.' I have owned my property on l.awtldale fur almost 10 years aad have notfued during that time a 
-considerable increase in trat'fic on Highway l2 as it passes Lawttdala Myself and my neighbors are 
experiencing longer and kmger "waif'' times wben we tty to enter HJs!w.--ay 12, especially ifwe must make 
:a left turn onto HJghway 12 to go towa«<s Santa Rosa. However, what we fmd more life threatening is 
;trying to make a left tum ()ff ofHighway 12 onto Lawndale. The road is only two lanes 'Wide at that point 
:(there is-no tum lane) 'With a small "'breakdown lane" on the right. We stare in our rearview minors with 
:reM <tS we watch speeding cars- and trucks approa.:hing our stopped,. vulnerable car. It is a W!tY frightening 
experience.} am very coucetnf.ld that the additioool tnlfi'ro genetated from the proposed project wtll only 
extwerllatefuis situation,_ especial!y as cars :from the pwposed p_rqieet enter Highway l2 heading southeast 
and complicate the number ofvehicles a driver at Lawndale must watch befure safely entering or e:citing 
)Tighway 12. 

from the I.S., it appears tl:tat the develop« is already proposing to enh<mce Highway 12 with a right tum 
iane in the northwestern direction ofHigh\\-'3}' 12, and a left turn lane in the southeastern direction These 
enhance1:1ents only partially solve the "'dangerous inte1'SC:Ction" issue. Although Lawndale is not dircetly 
across from 1he driveway for the pmpolltd project, :in my opinion, l:t is too close to ignore the impact of the 
increased traffic from this project oo poople trying to nun onto or offofl-llghway l2 at Lawndale. 
Especially ifspecial events are allowed, safe turns during the beginning and eudiugs ofthese events could 
~me extremely difficult 

POO:ng the next phase, I urge you to oonMder a center tum lane extending fr-o-m befun~ Lawndale Road to 
the southea_<:t, passed the propoml d.rivevmy furtlte p~ and extending sufficiently to the northwest fur a 
left-tum lane into the property 1h:nn the Sama Rosa direction. An example ofwhat I envi5ion is the "third" 
cemec lane that goes from just befu:re Adobe Canyon B.ood on the ~ p;tssed Outteau St. Jean oo the-·I would alw recommend that if special -events are allowed that the proposed wine:y be required to prnYJde 
a 1.raffk.officer (off duty CHP, fur example) at Highway 12 and tbcir driveway to oqledite tmffi<; ilow. 

l would be happy to discuss my <:".on=n$ further with you, or the peruon assigned the next phase of the 
jrn~~l -~act ~:Wdy. My =~ne number is 707-833-6518 and my Email is 
Ci~t::Y~):I,J, "-' 

http:coucetnf.ld


Sincerelv, 	 ~""":). 

·~~-
B= 

Lawndale Rd. 
: Kenwood, CA 95451 

: ' CC (via Email): 	 Say Gamel 
Ted and Janet Mogel 
Bob and Jan Moudry 
Menial1 arniT.~Jt~ Rosa 
Georgette and Man::- Victor 
Pat and Si Trapani 
Toot Kenney 
Diane and Maury Stmuss 
Bill Hubeoott.e 
Alec and Ann Peters 
Dale and Sue McCoy 

,CC (via Jetter): 	 Valerie Brown 
Jeffl\lld Elly HekJ 
Betty and Francis Springer 
John and Debbie Cooper 



 

9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

RESPONSE TO LETTER 47 -- LEANNA L. BREESE 

Response to Comment 47-1 

The commentor’s opinion is noted.  It is not known to the Draft EIR traffic analysts whether Caltrans 
would consider provision of a westbound left turn lane at Lawndale Road that would continue as a 
center two-way turn lane between Lawndale Road and the Sonoma Country Inn project access 
driveway.  Such lanes have the benefit of providing a refuge for vehicles making left turns both into 
and out of minor streets, however, on highways with vehicle speeds of 50 to 60 miles per hour (such 
as State Route 12) center turn lanes are sometimes used (i.e., misused) by high speed through traffic as 
passing lanes. 
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 MONICA ANNE: MENCD
1 563 ADOBE OANYDN RO 
KENWOOD, CA 95452 
707~S33.1 535 

.JUNE .Z.3, 2003 

ATTN: MELINDA GROSCH 

SONOMA COUNTY PRMD 

Z550 VENTURA AV£ 

SANTA ROSA. CA 95401 

RE: 	SONOMA COUNTRY INN 

Dear Ms. Grosch: 

I appredate the opportunity to submit the following comments concerning 
the Draft EIR for this project. I believe the Draft EIR is incomplete in the 
following areas: 

1. Cumulative Impacts. The DEIR did not identify several significant J projects slated for implementation in the vicinity of this project, including 
the building of the new children's home on Hwy 12 (which has already 
begun construction) and the expansion of the juvenile center on Pythian 
Rd. 

2. T raffle. The traffic analyses as presented are inccmplete because they 
did not do any sampling during a Saturday or Sunday on which most of the 

;;( 	 Sonoma Valley Wineries are holding a joint event, such as Barret Tasting or 
Festival of lights. While the findings are already extremely negative, I 
believe they do not describe the full impact this project will have on traffic 
ftow through-out the year. The Inn management and investors are no 
doubt expecting full capacity in order to show a profit. 

3. Aesthetics. Concerning the visual impact of the construction, the report 
states both that trees will need to be removed and that trees will shield the3 	 construction and structures from view. It is not clear how trees will be 
chosen for removal so that there are enough remaining trees in the area to 
create a visual barrier. I would like the report to analyze the tree removal 

Rot.....,,,.,,, Ta' I SS3 A.OO<>E ~ "'"'• -1>, "'"' 954-SZ 

Y•:a... 1'70'71 B33-l 535/E,....u.. ........,..,t:;~~J~MU-.NKT 
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more carefully and develop of time-projection of what the site willlo:>k like 
from the roads during and alter construction for the next 20 years. 

4. NighHime View. I would like to see a simulated prqjection of what a 
4 	 clear night sky will look like from Hwy 12 and from the Ferguson 

Observatory should this project be implemented according to options 1 
through 4. 

l realize this is not the furum for commenting on the merits of the project, 
but I would like to point out, that as a resident of Adobe canyon Rd, it 

5 	already takes me as long as five minutes on some days of the week to 
make a left turn on to Hwy 12, and often, as long as two to three minutes 
to make a right tum. The suggested mitigation measures to combat traffic 
gridlock (ie, stop lights) are out of local or developer control and cannot be 
depended upon to ease the situation. 

SINC:~LY, M 

(//~ tL[~


MONICA A~ MENCO 

RO:$"""'"' 'To: l ='iii~>.a "'"'CI8£ "'""'"'"'"' m>, ><~t,.wm:u:>, "'"" 9$4S:t 
·re ... !707J a;::ra-lS35/E'""'"· -.,...,.,.l:l:i{l!)£A...,..,u,..,.,..,""" 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 48 -- MONICA ANNE MENCO 

Response to Comment 48-1 

See Master Responses E and F. 

Response to Comment 48-2 

The Draft EIR presents Friday evening and Sunday afternoon analysis of Special Events.  Some 
weekend traffic counts were used in the analysis.  Please see this analysis starting on page 5.2-58 of 
the Draft EIR. 

Response to Comment 48-3 

Comment noted.  Please see Master Response D for an update on the potential impacts of the project 
on tree resources, refined estimates of anticipated tree removal, and adequacy of proposed mitigation. 

Response to Comment 48-4 

Impact 5.8-4 concludes that implementation of the proposed project would result in new lighting 
sources on the project site, which together with other proposed development, would lead to increased 
light pollution. Although mitigation is recommend it is concluded that even with implementation of 
the mitigation measure the project would result in a significant unavoidable lighting impact.  It is not 
necessary to prepare a nighttime simulation to come to this conclusion. 

Response to Comment 48-5 

Comment noted.  As noted by the commentor this is a comment on the merits of the proposed project 
and not on the adequacy of the Draft EIR. 
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Key Codes and Abbreviations 

This page explains the codes, abbreviations. and headmgs u..".ed in 
reports provided by the various pages from this web site. Not all 
reports show all the items listed here. 

State Well Number 
An identification number assigned tQ each monitoring site. The 
State Well Number is based on the public land grid, and 
includes the township, range. and section in which the wet! is 
located. 

Measurement Date 
The date on which the groundwater level readmg wa~ taken. 

Reference Point Elevation 
Listed on some reports as ..R.P. Elev.", is the elevation of the 
point from whleh the groundv.ater level reading was taken. The 
reference point for a well is selected for its permanence. such as 
the top ofcasing, or the edge ofa concrete pad. Some reference 
points are below ground surface, for example, when the well is 
located in a cellar. Occassionatly, due to activity at tile '\\'ell, the 
reference point is chan!:,>ed t<l a more accessible point on the 
welL 

Ground Surface Elevt~tion 
Listed on some reports as 11 G.S. Elev:', is the average 
elevation of the ground surface in the vicinity of the well. In a 
few cases. the ground surfuee elevation is determined by 
surveying methods. More often, the ground surface elevation is 
.determined by interpolation from a USGS 7.5-minute 
topographic map. Thus, the accuracy of the reported ground 
surface elevation is a function of the contour interval of the 
topographic map. Most wells are located in areas where the
c.onlour interval of the topographic maps is 5 feet however. 
some maps are accurate to only 2fl or 40 feeL 

Depth to Water 
Depth to \vrttcr is listed in two columns ofeach report. The 
first. "RPWS", is the measured distance between the reference 
point and the water level in the well" The second, "GSWS.. , is 
the measured distance from the grcnmd surface to the water 
level in the well. 

Water Surface Elevation 
The water surface elevation, listed on some reports as "W:SEu 
is the elevation of the measured groundwater level relative to 
mean sea level. It is calculated by :::ubtracUng the depth to water 

< < 

http://wdl.water.ca.gov/gw/gw data!Info!Rpt. Key .Codes Abh gw.asp "'2312003 

http://wdl.water.ca.gov/gw/gw
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klloil in casing JJ 
Comntents 

Any pertinent remarks that help exptain why a measurement 
was missed or is questionable. or other comments about 
condifinns at the site when it '-Vfl:<: v.i;<;lfeit 

Agency 
A code representing the agency that made the measurement 

Enter a four-digit Agency Code and click on the Submit button to 
retrieve the Agency Name {opens a new browser window). 

Agency Code I Submit 

' ' ' 

412312003http://wd!.water.cagov/gw/gw_dat:a/1 nfo/Rpt_ Key_ Cvdes_~Abb_ _gw.asp 

http://wd


·~L.C>'ilf~dule • Historical Dam by Well Retrieval · -

Query Results for 07N06Wl9N001M 

Yoor selootion retumOO a toW of71 reoord!'L Wells in the Department of Wat<:r 
Reooutce$ monitoring networl;: are identified by a S~-~~~ whicl1 is 
balled ('111 the Public LW Grid System. "l.'he taWc headings and records cootAin 
several~~~!:!§. Press theNt:!l' Se«rdror N«riy S~lti'CA buttons m

• Wi11cr (hwlit_v at the bullom of the page to begin a lldW data retrieval Data for this well ean Hho be 
• (;rquttrf.,tJWf do~inMS~or~el~~ 

·~··---···-·-----
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Gro-•""' Level Readings 
Meas. Date R.P. Elev. G.S. Elev. RPWS WSE GSWS 9:\-tC NMC A.., 

J.O-DS .. l"ibti IJL.b • D 4b5·D 20·! 1!45-2 J.CJ-6 ;n 
0:3-07-l.'!b]. 
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••• 
]. ' 
••• 
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50 
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•• 
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Well Coonlimtte Information 
Projection Datum Eastin~ Northing 
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Fax: 916~227-7600 

New Search 

Search for wells within fo.5 3 mile radius. __N_•_•_'b.;.y_S_•_•'-'"-...J 

Send mail to webmas~ with questions or comments about this web site. 
Copyright© 1999-2003 California Department of Water Resources. 
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Ms. Patricia Hansen 
P.O. Box 5% 
Kenwood, CA 95452June 5, 2003 

My name is Pat Hansen. I have been a resident of the Kenwood area 

for over 30 years. 

f plan to live here for the 20+ years I have left. 

I am opposed to inappropriate development, such as large resorts, 

along this corridor of highway 12. 

Kenwood has not had it's name acknowledged, it's existance or size 

~on highway signs, but we are here, several thousands of us. 


Sonoma Valley is unique and with thoughtfully planned development 


will retain some of it's charm for the future generations. 


The valley along highway 12 does not have the capability to do this 

and survive as such without carefull county planning. Large resorts 

do not belong here and could help speed the destruction of the very 

environment that has drawn them. 

I would like to address some of the issues in the Hydrology section 
of the draft EIR for the Sonoma Country Inn. 



- -

(1) Pg. 53-3 
The climate section identifies the most climatically similar station to the project site as the 
rainfall recording station in Sonoma, II miles southeast ofKenwood. This is not the most 
climatically similar site, and greatly under-represents rainfall-runoff conditions.~ 

- 1\ The EJR fails to address the potential for impacts associated with drainage along the new, wider 
• 	 access roads, identified as Road A and Road B, and the driveways to the residential homes. The 

EJR does not discuss the design for drainage along the roadways, Mes not state the length of new 
o(l 	 roadways to be constructed, and goes not indicate the extent of new cut-slopes to accommodate 

the roadways (see page 3.0-29). Ave feel that these are important elements to consider and 
evaluate in the EJR. For example, the inboard ditch draining many roadways are often~ a 1 
significant source of chronic erosion and subsequent sedimentation. 

_j) ~The roadway design infor~ati.on .should be more fully Jeveloped, presented, and addressed in 
this EJR due to the potential sigmficance of impacts.¥' 

·1 The 
EJR has not addressed the potential impacts to steelhead habitat associated with the use of-· 0 	 stormwater detention facilities. Use ofstormwater detention facilities on the ephemeral drainage 
channels should be further addressed in the EJR. 1 

0It is stated that an area-wide increase in groundwater levels would not be expected from the 
- onsite discharge of treated wastewater because the water source is from onsite groundwater. 
- However, it has not been demonstrated that groundwater in the Alluvium beneath the Disposal 

Areas A and B is in hydraulic communication with the source groundwater of the Sonoma 
Volcanics.! 	 · 

http:infor~ati.on
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. • 	 Neighboring Wells and Spnngs,.. . . _,.,.... ..... . 

Decreasing well production in the vicinity of the project site does not appear to be limited to 
_ 	 priv~te well owners. The Kenwood Village Water Company (KVWC), a primary public 
SU 	 provider of potable water to the community of Kenwood, has their primary supply well (on 


Greene Street! less than 1 mile down-gradient from the project site. According to Mr. Jim 

Downey, president ofKVWC, the drawdown required to maintain their production rate of300 to 

350 gpm has decreased 50 feet si~ce 1987.1 


ordef"tacilJllintain·thdrproductio!Pfate4":H><H&B5~gpm !The EIR does not document or in any \ 
way address the decline in well production noted by KVWC.I · - · 
. . . 	 . . . . . . . . 

ISonoma Creek is a known steelhead rearing and spawning stream, including reaches in Adobe 
\}i Canyon within Sugar Loaf Ridge State Park, downstream to the town of Glen Ellen ( Sonoma 

Ecology Center, 2000, Spawning Gravel Suitability Assessment).! 

~The draft EIR is deficient in that it does not address whether the aquifer from which the proposed 
--t 	project would draw groundwater is hydraulically connected to Sonoma Creek, and further does 

not indicate whether summer and fall season low-flows may be affected by groundwater 
pumping.t 



 
  

 
  

 

 

 
 

 

9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

RESPONSE TO LETTER 49 -- PAT HANSEN 

Response to Comment 49-1 

As noted in the project description, the project would require a General Plan and Specific Plan 
amendment.  Chapter 4.0 of the EIR evaluates the project’s overall consistency with the Sonoma 
County General Plan, North Sonoma Valley Specific Plan and the Sonoma County Zoning Ordinance. 
The discussions in Chapter 4.0 represent the EIR authors’ best judgment of the policies examined. 
Sonoma County ultimately must determine the project’s consistency with County policies before 
taking action to approve, conditionally approve, or deny the pending application. 

Response to Comment 49-2 

Section 5.2 of the EIR evaluates traffic and circulation impacts and Section 4.8 evaluates light 
pollution impacts. 

Response to Comment 49-3 

The commentor’s opinion is noted. Please see Master Response G regarding State Route 12 accident 
data and Comment Letter 1 regarding the Kenwood Fire Protection District Fire Chief’s requirements 
for this project. 

Response to Comment 49-4 

This comment about the lack of documentation on many of the older wells in the area is noted.  The 
groundwater level data supplied by the commentor for DWR Well No. 07N06W19N001M has been 
incorporated and reviewed as part of Master Response J.  This well, similar to others in the area, 
shows normal seasonal fluctuations of 10 to 15 feet (from spring to fall), but no long-term declining 
water level trend. 

Response to Comment 49-5 

Please see Master Response F. 

Response to Comment 49-6 

Comment noted.  This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. 

Response to Comment 49-7 

Please see Response to Comment 14-36 for information regarding rainfall data. 

Response to Comment 49-8 

Please see Response to Comment 14-43 for impacts associated with roadway drainage. 

Response to Comment 49-9 

The commentor’s comment regarding roadway design information is noted.  Without specific reasons 
why additional design information is required no response is possible. 
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Response to Comment 49-10  

Please see Response to Comment 14-45 for revisions to Mitigation Measure 5.3-3(b)(1). 

Response to Comment 49-11 

Please see Response to Comment 14-53 regarding hydraulic communication between the Alluvium 
and the Sonoma Volcanics. 

Response to Comment 49-12 

Please see Response to Comment 2-1 regarding the evidenced of increased dynamic drawdown at the 
Kenwood Village Water Company K-1 well.  Also, as a specific point of clarification, data on file with 
the State Department of Health Services indicates that the water production volumes from the 
Kenwood Village Water Company’s wells has increased, not decreased from the 1980s to present. 
Please see Master Response J regarding historic groundwater level monitoring data for wells in the 
project area. 

Response to Comment 49-13 

Comment noted.  As concluded on page 5.6-11 of the Draft EIR, essential habitat for fish species such 
as the federally-threatened steelhead is absent from the site due to the seasonal nature of Graywood 
Creek. However, the commentor is correct that Sonoma Creek is a known steelhead rearing and 
spawning stream. 

Response to Comment 49-14 

Please see Response to Comment 14-61. 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 50 -- VELMA SIMS 

Response to Comment 50-1 

Please see Master Response J. 

Response to Comment 50-2 

Section 5.8 of the EIR evaluates the visibility of the proposed project from State Route 12 and Adobe 
Canyon Road.  The EIR concludes that the view from State Route 12 west of Adobe Canyon Road 
looking north would result in a significant unavoidable impact. 

Response to Comment 50-3 

Comment noted.  This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. 
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F'RX NO. : IuL 16 20C2 08:S&AM P1 

Lt~YT/?1( SJ 

To whoDI it DIBY eon.,..,.,..,. 

My na-e is Cathey Palyo -41asn a Iongtiaae ...,si4ent 
of Keawoocl-1 O'W'D a hom.e ·oa Lawadale RcL I havebeen 
..,.,.., dlsDiaye4 at the thought ofthe p1'0posecl p-jec:t at 
Go!aywoocl Ranch. Traffic is aheacly a nigh-are
Bigb-y 12. It someti_e,. takes -eupw_.., of5 
Dlin•des to he -le to_....., a left- oooto 12 ,__1 LaWDclale. The e-.... traffio thatthis-·--to 
Kenwood in my opinion is unacce..-le. Ia a4clitio"" 
the water rates loa' Ken-cla..e aheaclygolag ap. (ID. 
aatieipati- oil this p.-oject?) I for one ~no•eclinto
existingho_.. iD. KeAwoo4 because1-4to ba.e 
the peace-• CJUiet the~.,.allf-cled. Tbis p1'0ject 
-aielbe the begin•i•g of the eDcl for the snaaDto
-CJUillty of the mrea..lt -aielcle-ythe vervthiDg 
that it is trying to exploit. I have seat .ariovs e ....ails to 
the people trying to do this project aaclkao-that they 
have enough D\O•eyto l•stthe- ._ugh-'V 
IUe-..s. UDII-'Iely, they .....-u-be-leto ""take it 
with the-."laskfo•-- c-sidell"atioa as to tho 
imp•ctthis project willha,..- the area aood. it's 
>reSidents aad wildlife. Please, do not-o-:nwal 
experie-e into a ....oney -ac:hine for those ..,ho 

abe -- enoagls. 

yo 

dale Rd. 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 51 -- CATHEY PALYO 


Response to Comment 51-1 


Comment noted.  This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. 
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From: "Kyle M. Fish-erft <KFisher@!'og:z:aw.com> 

To: <mgrosch@sonoDa-county.org> 

Date: 6123/03 1 0:56AM 

Subject: Sono:.~a Cour:tj lnrJGraywood Project-E!R 

Dear Ms. Grosch. I am a resident of Ken'I'ICrnt Set forth herein are my comments regarding the draft EIR 
{the ~Draft") for the captioned project 1) The Draft does not adequately assess the adW?rse impacl: of the 
project's water usage on the !ocal water supply {Section 5.5); 2} The Draft does not adeq;,ate.ly assess the 
adverse impat.i of increased ttafflc teSUltin;~ from the operation of the resort, mc!uding any restaurant 
(Section 5.2); 3) The Draft does not adequately assess 100 adverse impact resulting from the visual 
intrusion of me project on the surrounding a(ea, inclt:d!ng lighting. {Section 5.8); 4) The Draft does not 
adequately assess 1he adverse overal1 cumulative impact of the project on the area taktttg into 
consideration the dozens of other projects already completed, underway or slated for development ln the 
near future. (Section 7.2} tr IS absolutely imperative that the project not be considered in isolation as the 
cumulative impact wm be rragnified by the overa!l develop~nt of the area Each of !hase issues raises 
serious questions rt..'!;e:rdlng the thoroughness of the Draft and the need for further detal!€d study of the 
project These s:nd other deficiencies were highlighted at the J:;ne 5 meeti~".g of the Planning CommisstOn_ 
Accordingfy, the Dra:ft sho::ld be rejected as submit",.ed. Thank you for your attention. Kyle tJt Fisher 

Kyle M. Fisher, Esq_ 
\<;fisher@fogzlaw.com 
(70'/} 543.-4959 
(707} 543-4910 Fax 

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS E-MAIL MESSAGE IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE 
PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL USE OF THE DESIGNATED RECIPIENTS. TillS MESSAGE MAY BE 
AN ATIORNEY-CUENT COMMUNICATION, AND AS SUCH IS PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL IF 
THE READER OF THIS MESSAGE IS NOT AN INTENDED RECIPIENT, YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED 
THAT ANY REVIEW, USE, DISSEMINATION, FORWARDING.OR COPYING OF THIS MESSAGE IS 
STRICTLY PROHIBlTED, PLEASE: NOTIFY US IMMEDIATELY BY REPLY E-MAIL OR TELEPHONE AT 
(707) 543-4900, AND DELETE THE ORJGJNAL MESSAGE AND ALL ATTACHMENTS FROM YOUR 
SYSTEM. THANK YOU. 

http:FORWARDING.OR
http:submit",.ed
http:adeq;,ate.ly
mailto:mgrosch@sonoDa-county.org
http:KFisher@!'og:z:aw.com
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 52 -- KYLE M. FISHER 

Response to Comment 52-1 

Comment noted.  Please see Master Response J for a discussion of cumulative groundwater impacts. 
Without more detail of how the analysis is inadequate no further response is available. 

Response to Comment 52-2 

Comment noted.  While this is an important comment, without more detail of how the analysis is 
inadequate no further response is available.   

Response to Comment 52-3 

Comment noted.  While this is an important comment, without more detail of how the analysis is 
inadequate no further response is available.   

Response to Comment 52-4 

Please see Master Response E for a discussion of the accuracy of the list of cumulative projects 
considered in the Draft EIR. 
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Pa~e 1, 

From: Carol Zeidman <cjzeidman@yahoo.com> 

To: <mgrosch@sonoma-county.org> 

Da.te: 6/20/03 3:58PM 

Subject; Grayv100d Ranch DEIR Repo:t 


Sonoma County Pi!tmits Depatr.;ent 

1 atter:ded the hearing on this p!Oposal and am most 
concerned that this development will have a negative 
effect on the surro1.mding community. 

For one thing, Hwy 12 ts very Jnadequate at this 
section of thl:;! highway-around Lawndale Ave. 1 Uve on 
Hoff Road. We will have serious problems if !raffic is 

1 additionally comprordsed ln 1his area. My street is a 
dead-end street and never wt11 have a signal, as was 
suggested at 1.ha hearing. TI'Jer-e have been serious 
accX:Iems i:: this area ovar the twenty years ll!ave 
lfved there. Jf the Project cannot address theS€ 
problems and resolve them, then it is unwise to allow 
the Project or anything else that would Mve a 
negative effect on the traffic situation. 

The Project will damage the beauty of the hillside. It 
wm be visible and dcstwctlve. 

The Project wm create additional runoff and cause 
overflow of the creek. This area already floods at 
!east once a year. Why should they be allo\ved to 
vrorsen the situation? 

The homes were already approved on this property. I do 
not think that was a responsible decisirnt The Project 
however should stop at that. No winery, oo hotel, no 
spas, oo events should be allowed. 

Please take a responsible pos1tion on thiS matter. We 
stand to have our communlty ruined. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Zeidman 
237 Hoff Road 

Santa Rosa, CA 95409 


Do you Yahoo!? 

SBC Yahoo] DSL ~Now only $29.95 per month! 

http:l!sbc.yahco.com 

http:http:l!sbc.yahco.com
mailto:mgrosch@sonoma-county.org
mailto:cjzeidman@yahoo.com
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 53 -- CAROL ZEIDMAN 


Response to Comment 53-1 


Comment noted.  This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. 
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KARL A. KEENER

Attorney at Law 

June 19, 2003 

M.s. Melinda Grosch 

Sonon:a Cm:nty Permit and Resource Management Department 

2550 Ventura Avenue 

Santa Rosa, CA 


Re: Sonoma Country Inn Project DEIR 

Dear Ms. Grosch: 

After carefully considering the Draft EIR, I am struck by the enormity ofwf'.at they 
propose t(l do to the VaHey of the .Moon. The devdopment ofa "v.1orld~class" resort Jn 
this small a."l.d pris()r,.e area of the Sonoma Valley would destroy its unique character. f< 
wo'2ld forever alter the very pulse of this piece ofparadise. The Draft EIR has failed to 
acknowledge the whole of all of the _parts it has aoalyzollt may save some of the limbs, 
but without the heert, t.":lis patient will not sm"Vive. 

The Valley of the Moon and its oonsultmts will submit a very detailed analysis of the 
various sections of the DEIK I v.ill not endeavor to repeat in any way what tJ:ey have 
crealed, but to simply add a few isolated comments fur your consideration. 

TRAFFIC: 

1 

The enorm.izy oflhe traffic problems ofHig::\\-ay l 2 cannot be overstated, To simply give 
the roadway an ''E" or an "'F'', fails to fu!ly acknowledge the significance of those 
classifications. They represent tremend01.:s hardship and life threatening danger to those 
who have no reasonable alternative but to use them. To knowingly and volwltarily add 
more traffic to this hazardous thoroughfare, including drivers who have been drinking at 
special winery events, borders on an intentional, cons<:ious disregard of the rights of 
others. 

The proposed configuration of the roadv.'ays depicted on Page 3.0~30, Exhibit 3.0~17 is 
very dangerous. The potentials for accidents are many and varied. Firm:, is the inherent 
da.."'lger any vehicle faces r:1akiog e. left hand tum onto Higi1way 12 at ar: uncontrolied 
intersection. With a propose..: driveway exiting the reso:t property approximately 300 feet 
west ofL&\\'!lda;e Road tlere is e serious. risk of C{lllision. Eastbound vehicles exiting the 
reso~ wm be in conflict w;tll westbound vehkles exiting Lawndale. They wili both be 
entering a two-lane road whert;;; traffic moves at freeway speeds. Both vehicles wiU have 
but an instance to decide whether or not to attempt the left tum between oncoming traffic. 
What they may see looking left and right is a.11 upcoming open:ing in through traffic. 

RECEJ::V'E:o 

JUN 202003 



What they may ;:ot see_. until it ls too late, is the vehicle that suddenly a;"Jd -:mexpectedly 
enters the newly occ"pied opening. finm the opposing roadway (La1vndale or the resort). 
This iianger is magnified by the fac1: many of the drivers leaving the resort property wii i 
be ne,_,, to the area, and untO.miliar ;,vith the road's assorted dangers, 

The proposed eastbound left tum lane, and the westbound deceleration lane into the 
project, as depicted in Ex. 3.0-17, creates another series ofpotential accident scenarios as 
wdL 1t is important to recognize that d::ivers in this area are accustomed to us~ng L1e 
bicycle lanes :o pass vehicles turning left offofHlgl:way 12. The wes:bound decelerntion 
lane \Viil become a substitute for the bicycle lane at La\\ndaie Road. One of the dangers 
ofsuch a practice is that vehides exiting the project ;viii see westbound oncoming 
vehicles emer the deceleration lane, and incorrectly assu;ne that vehicle will slow and 
turn right into the project. A similar danger is presented to eas<:bound vehi:c:es. turning left 
into the project. They too wi:l see an Dncc-ming westbound vehicle en!.e::- the deceleration 
lme, and assume th:;t vehicle will slov,, and t;_;m right into the proje-Ct. ln both cases 
impact may foliow. 

Other dange:s created by the deceleration lane in the pre,sence ofa westbound vehicle 
turning left from Highway t2 onto Lavmdalc are: Some vehicles will actually enter the 
dece!eratinn lane for its intended purpose of slowing before making a right band tun bto 
the reson.. Vehicles behind them that enter the deceleration lane to pass the left turning 
vehicle may fail to recognize, until it is too late, that the vehicle(s) ahead is slowing 10 

make a right tom. Depending upon how many right turning vehicles are in the 
deceleration lane, the vehide intending to c.ontim;e on westbound may col!::de v<ith the 
decele-rating vehide(s), the left turning vehicle. or attempt to pass all of them on the left 
and collide Rith oncoming traffic. These are just a few examples of the various 
combinations ofpotential collisions that exist with the proposed roadway design. It 
becomes more comphcated ar1d dangerous when you add bicycle traffic a<'1.d/or the setting 
or rising sun to this east/west segment of Highway l2. 

VISUAL and AESTHETIC QUALITY, Sec:ion 5.8: 

The DE!R has failed to accurately and carefuliy analy.re the visual impact the inn. 
residence~ and winery wiJI have on the hi1lside and grassy meadow. The photo 
simulations are using building sizes tL>d imaginary tree rcmvval t'tat have no relationship 
to reality. Under their crea::lon, !:hesc mwy sLructu-:-e:: would be almost imisible. One 
need on.ly drive from Santa Rosa to Sonoma and observe have many invisible buildings 
of sizes much smaller than the Sonoma Country Inn stnJCtures are in real life very visible. 
From November to May, they are almost iridescent on the hillsides. 

The DEIR photo si:nulations Jepicttbe winery and its ma."'l; adjoi:;ing structures hidden 
behind n:vo "oak ?reserves'', In actt:allty those ·"preserves'' consist ofa tOtal of te:1 ( 10) 
trees. w;th the hundreds of trees that v.-m be re:noved around aH of ;nany winery 
buildings, including the "'country store" and gallery, rho:"e: buildings wm be painfuily 
visible from Highway 12 and many of the existing residences in the area. At night the 

lights ofthe inn, residences and \'Vinery will pierce through any remainirg trees like 
burning embers. The ligl:ts as~ociateci -.,.ith hac>'est operations v.ill be even worse. That 
has not been co-nsidered at all by the DEIR. 

http:analy.re


This. is a project that would not be permitted in Napa, and should not be permitted here. I 
respectfully suggest that A1~ernative No.1, "No Project"_, is the -correct alternative. Iftkat 
is not deemed to be a realistic alternative, then I suggest this be a small inn on 5 acres, as 
t.lriginally approved '""'ith a spa and dining hall for guests only. Tha1, in conjunction Vvith 
11 residences, will be more than enough for this very beautiful and fragile area. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Karl A Ke.ene: 

cc: Valiey of the Moon Allianc-e 



Karl l\. Keener 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 54 -- KARL KEENER 

Response to Comment 54-1 

The commentor’s opinion is noted.  Please see Master Response G for a discussion of traffic safety 
issues. In response to similar concerns expressed by commentors the applicant has redesigned the 
Project Access driveway.  Please see Comment Letter 5 from Caltrans and the responses to it, 
particularly Responses to Comments 5-10 and 5-11. 

Response to Comment 54-2 

The accuracy of the photosimulations presented in the EIR has been verified; see Master Response A 
which provides a detailed description of photosimulation methodology. 

Lighting impacts are discussed in Impact 5.8-4.  Since the proposed project does not included any 
agricultural planting there would not be any lights associated with harvest operations. 

Response to Comment 54-3 

Comment noted.  Please see Response to Comment 14-47 for additional information on the potential 
impact of the proposed project on flooding. 
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FAX NO. 325 253 5480 

V!.tginia Harper Harrison 
52 Oakwood Rood 
Orinda,CA94563 Ju:ne2l.W03 

Melinda Ciroscll 
SMoma Coonty Permit and Resource t.:tanageme:n: Dept. 
2550 \'emura Avenue 
Santa Rosa, CA, 95403 

I am. writing to you as the owner ofa cabln ru~d adjacent lot oo Adobe Caeyun Rood {919 AdOOe Canyon) 
in Kenwood, CA to ctmm:lerrt tm the Emrfn:mmental Jmpaa Report (EJR) on 1M pr~ SooQID.a Coonny 
Inn Project, 7945 Highway 12, Kenwood. I agree wi:h the Effi fuatJeom.tmend$1t<at!)Q¢j1ange inz~ 
be ,siven tofuo deWolopars., IHlCi thttt ne?m~the~ 1nn Projecr, !lit' llrtV ofthe artematives, !b; 
agpri?"llii (See ElR No ~tAArecommendatioo, p. L0·36) 

1 am hnldy d:i~lnted in We EIR·s depth on"' number ofp<>frm. Sioce I 'I"8S two year's old., n1y family 
spent the entire sumoi'T at our cabin in Kenwood tmtil J "WaS pretty much thr'Jtlfi!}Jigh school (1;/61)_ I 
kno;m.· the Gra)'\'>«d pn.:>perty vecy wetland the i!ood 1v1.outlt<~b reeion since'W¢hlked dl.e are:: (with 
petmission) regularly. My ~s about the EIRare m;. fOllows: 

I j 	 WATER-The EIR greatly untkn:srimates tbis i&SUt'. Part ufGmyv."ood Ranch drains S.E. into 
Senoma (~ IOC!llly as Keuwoocl) Cr~k th<rt fi<>V;s tlwoog}l Adobe Canyoo. The aquifu< that 
$upplies the natural springs Oil the upper rod <Jfour lot (Milo &Jeer's spring) and oo our mn p!\Jpl:rtY 
is al.sb atle<;ted. When Mrs.. Vartis put in a well oo her property (nw soW !OUW O'WiletS) at lheOJruet 
ofAdobe Canyon and 1:be road to 919 Adobe Canyon, ow- cabin, it was improperly dlpptd. The 
O\'e.rilow diainexi into the creek. Clt:l:-l'f'!'iJl&1hat h~d supplred ample water fur 6 fumilymembern and 
up to 3 or4 gnero. an S!}!Tlmer!> ID the past, mddenly almost dried up fur Ill'JI:'h of the SUilln><2'. We had 
ro sew:relyrarion ;vater u.q; e•.te:n ifwe were tltt:rl' oo!y one or two days.. i\fybroth<.r, Lawrence V.

j ~. knoW'J ofsmne mote recent exampks \\here new wells in fhe itnm<diate vicintv; redm:ed oor 
$prin,g;'s pmduetion, a.lro. The report h)pothesius lhat the~ are :frotn separat-e $001'«:$, but that is 
just a gu._"'t'S on lhcirpmt. And ifttw isth<:-.::asc, wh~uelheygt;~cssiagthutthespripg~~ 
from? They <;lo not am;wer that question. d"'!rly. this is not Ml exact science, and W<:: should rtot bet too 
hes_vily M their repm hypotheses 

The underground aquikr ls a eJant. naillnl:l water clst.m\, ~ <o it is n:uch slower 1hm the runoff 
31to creeks and r~. Reple:~isbm<"l1t ofthe aquifurs i.:J1l take years. Also, ifwcruse lowers the 
W!ltet tabktoo drastidly, one am stJrt having sinkhol.es.. Gr<..tyv.ood Ranch is proposing not jus: a 
new ~1 fur sEngle family ~ b:rt fur between several hwldred to a Jhocsand additional pe:oplt daily 
·.vho w.iiJ ds.ily flush tcilm,. take haths/showe<S, drink w.atef, irrigateganit.Yl tll'CaS and vine~ .fill 
JX!<."'o., etc. Add it i!lllp. The EiR to~ that the Resort wiii ll.'{eai last 26,00(lgaH(R~ daily, and fue 
"'inery another 5, 000 «:mOre (p. 55-9} 1t •>~Ws up to <f<.'l¢r i/100 ()fthe specvlat.,d yearly 3,000 acre 
iCG'C t.hoogb.>: to be in the aqu:ifur gcncraliy under the Jlf'J;PMie:>. But the EIR.itse:lfindcarcsdtat well$ in 
the g;eolcgicfbrmations ;mderlylng Gmywood R2och and adjacent a<CJ.J> ;we 4<1.¢'-Jyvariable- and 
tfl"!prtdi:ctable," (p. 5.5-3) That i;really reassuring! ft also- indicatt:s that fuc prqlect and till its 
neighbors dmwtrorr the S<~me m;Vm- gmundwatet basin, (p, SS-4) And Wfu d~ llot ~ Jnw 
consid('Df'..i.OO al!ilie adrlitivnai pro]t~cts like Loo Vmtanas 1he coom:y i;; ct:~rrr;artly considerillg. Water is 
the ljfubl<X!d of:he Valley. h:u:pc:rillng; water righrn can le>Jti to tenglhy litigation for the cwnt)'. lfth~ 
d<Ivclo.p•nenU: tiro Bli<Y~>'Cci !.:>dryup pv::>)1'l.:.'s sp:c)fl&li' *"d \.lli<!l;>, the COCtt:.'IJ' wH! tr..:t}y h:we a lll<'m\1 00 its 
hands. Sl:w\J!.:i the cunnty appro:n-e "-project fr.»t &.wrbs such watsl:it, H«!o.mts ofwa\er-u-ilh 
~ares hM<xl oo. un Idea of"nwmal rninfall* when in the last 15 ye;rt'S we haw had man:- drought 
years than so-caT!OO "r.orwaP' ones?~ .make all iltYitS ofbest: guess predlctioos an tbe time that 
tum out t<> be dead wrong. No ooere.aily lnowsju:st how mudl..,.'S.ter really is in :beaqvirer{s), and 
how many diffurent pools ;here may he clown t!lere. Past-t.Jstory shov;.'S thatwat<;ll' avajl;ilii!ity )$very 
limited md ;;asily disrupted . .!,.l!;(>, SMoma Crnmty i~ on record ootnrnltting iuelfto maintainm.: ili: 

http:irrigateganit.Yl
http:sinkhol.es
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sgr.culturnt heriw..gc. and it cannot use up all the nat.nl. wnter ®d promcte agriculture at !he same 

time. 

TRAFFIC IMPACT; The EtR ~ •mderostimates CJ.elnlffic irupactu wcll First, lhe.lru:.md 
2:) Restaurant as wcllas the Winery will imm~atcly:alirnd T~ur~ ane tour groups. U:e C:m..-rcy 

cannot legally legislate against fu;rt ~th~ wmrld be dtsannmatory, The Napa Val.ey 1~e 
• dat¢<1 wlfu !arg¢ fu._'<t 1!1:0\ing Q(gl bclcbmg roar lrnset ftud have per.mano.:nly chm~ed. 
~~l$lo;tt of that valley furwcr, Thediescl smell han~ in ~e ~irlt!e f:&~ lots ~=:ain a 
- 'liD tht;rumlfre&lair.Second,~y}2.adesi£Utl•OO~tate~w.J5"~-, . 
::1!"eturlll highway without !Jtoplights and left rum !ant'S ~rew m~es. Wtfu th~s:zeof these 
propos«i Cevel(l{mlent plans (even the alternative plan$) dud wtll ~ unpcssi100. _~vM n0w, 
getting fu.Jm Adobe Cacyoo onto Highway J2 cat~ be "'er:i tli:ficult dunug weekends, m the rumroe: 
time, tm<1 ev¢!1 ov wlfekdays. 

3) 	 \.IPE.N SPACE: The County h!ti to maintain an open spate buf'fet between fu~ citieu of~ ROl>S ar.d 
SauQ!rtl! !Q prott;:.;;t the agricilltunll a.r~d rurnlmrt:ure Q( !he Sonoma Va!leyNalley ofthe , 
Y>OOO!'Keowood areas, Y.'!!! (Juty2003}, the AAA mapte, just had m a.ttlcle oo lhe ~ ot ~onOl'lUt, 
115. a w~ul :rur-irl getaWay area cum.pouing it fuvOillhly ~ the ~m01~ ili)J.Um<T¢lah:M Napa 
.ttrea. y 00 ~'WI keep appnwing huge new d.:vdQprncmt:s m the Semen::;: \ali¢)1Vallc?' orthe 
Moon/Kenwood area and preserve the wandcrful wi:ndin!! twu--lam:road tltroo!Jl the \.1lte;iirds.and 
oountryside similAr t~ lx:.amiiill f'reo.ctl <:.t:~Unlt)' l:mes. Yt:ru uverdevdop lfighWl>)' 12 .:mdyoo ~ th¢ 
.beirutifu1 rt~ ambia:Jo;; !breve. ifyou awcove thi$ plan. yOO '.1cw.!d also be all<.>w:inghouslng 00 
very ~ml!l! ptots,lcss titan zoned ! 7-acre ~s, whkh is rn.ndl too mud-! deoaity fur~ a,rurnJ .area. 
Ant! yw w<.mid also be <::reatmg n ~eni fur ~ smaU aere developmem. Bo1h will rum the 
rura: dwracteroftheate;'l. 

Keep dre Valley agri<:ultutal,not Yuppified, amlyQU will~ itfut all peopkt¢enjoy. ft isirlw 
not true lfud: the upptt sl()pes qfGraywood Ranch ~ n(X suppOrt a:gri<;ulture. Ma:::y· wiiW ~.ng 
regk.nt <.~fFraflce, Switzerland, Gen.uany, etc. are termeod ro V<ry smep slopes. ~iatly itt really 
rich volcmric ~nits ihs1 make ~pes speciaL fu fatt,lhere are just siK'h vineyards OV¢f the hills {aams 
Adube Canycn tv Cle :sotrth)t)t) the slopes ofSugadoof Ram c:rtdrtnent't:!ltks ~provide w,¢a' here 
while they are not so rea'itble i\>r human consumptiM. That kind of"development" Qfvineyards is in 
keeping wi1h the County rummitml;'l'lt mill with the rural nature ()fthe Willey. 

4) NATURAL TRF~<\SURES: WM"' the Valley Oak are rnenri<med, We Grnjwood Rancil has other 
enviroru:::lenllll tnea:m:re$ :a or roent\cmed in the EfR- The middle pa-tion (around where the Jltt'P()Selllrm 
wO>Jklgp} had a l:nge stlt.:ld ofh~iugte llg¢ Dougla> fit trtes h:uudredsofytarS old. many of ....nicl; 
mett!iUted S feet t;<r mot~ in -diameter. None oftte:se old_g:owdl ~ :uemark:ed oo the maps in the 
EIR, and tb~ ziant old growth trees are i.nephceabltt WhiJe .Dcltlglas Fir trees a:e ~not 
ron5idered ""pr~"' the ag¢o~tbesctftl(S gives them gr~ nthle. TheEiR mUy estimates that 
3,000 pmro.:;tai m:es wi:J need ro lx: ~~ (p, 4Ji-11, 5.6-24).. md that does not indude how many 
more ofthueaon"PI«ectcd beautiful trees wqu:ld have t-a go. !D fuct, w many buildings wiU go in, 
they v.ilt have f.() !hin the Wrest to r~tmove the CM10JIY frrr 5re prote:ctkm. RepirK:emt::1t will not he 
aJt-:>>~:'ed, Jn me same g~f area, a :o.tonbc:r ofnaftJl'at "'ptings a!roodst oo thi;: prQPCrty, one ofwhi& 
.had Vlil<f Califumiaaz:ilcas NOWin.& alll!rnU!ld ir,. ew:n m summer time. These are oot (!e$ignatl!d on 
the~, cither, and tlldJ unique iimna imd f!ota doo::umeoted. Argentinem :mt.il, lhat are not teTitorik\ 
and can belvng ro aey co!ony ofot.her Argentinean ;rots, introduced into CalOOrniii a while bsd:, have 
p\~ mrt our nutiw ant~Th(l slopns ofHood Mtnmb:in still i:md both 1he nat:it>e large .red ants and 
tr& native large bWck anh;, ooe offew plaC%' that they still e:-.:ist, Development would cndimge their 
<mntin>JOO $1ff'Vivgf Purfl1"""'n<a, the fi_(R ev~ n~ lfr.!t th¢d~'e)(l(>men! wiiJ ~att.enriy aj[l.'t the 
svitsblHcy ofmuch oftrn: Jitea.s a n~l hllbitaL.fur deer, gra)' fux, ;md bcbcat" (p. 5.6-24) 

5) ThUIAN RELICS: The wb\?!e Adobe Cauyoo area w'3s ir<Jmbit:d by the Miwok !nd!ans. The Mito 
Bilker property and ours (run;hased fh;ru Mr. Baker in the early J9()Q's) ha.d Indian~s l!b.:mnding. ~i<knre ofa laretl e:mampmmt. Evt1)1 yoor v.'ben Mr. Bake' illsktd his orchards:, new 
obsid::mt arrowheads, ~d>d>,Wtt.JJet'S> md even stO!..'ii! CIO!tar and p~IW< \Vi:!Uld appear_ Qbsidia!l 

http:tht;rumlfre&lair.Second,~y}2.adesi�Utl�OO~tate~w.J5
http:lhe.lru:.md
http:heriw..gc
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6) 

1) 

<7 


flakes were evcrywh~ demoostrating tb.J!t !his area was a major M'IW{)k am::>Y,7Jcad m!l!Iufiu:turing 
area. Mr. Baker l'.ad~• &t-ensive and high-quality arr~ead ~;oflecti;m. We hav-e a mud\ smalkr ooe. 
Up oo Grnywood Ranch oc. 1he lower s!upe leadiJ>g up to Hrod Mo>-llltain near th.£nll£Url'ii springs lX>e 
eoold ;~~IS<; ftnd obsWian chips. signs ofotller encampments. (Digging donn into the ground would 
undoobledly reveal ni.OI"e actt.wl arrcwhea&;._) Friermon.. on the a~ost parts ofGTaywood 
Rand<, 01l¢ rotJd find teaify Wg.e chunks ofobsidian7 as big as softtra!ls or evtm ~t.sh~ing 
chat the wl:wk area was ;~~Special obsidian SOIJl'¢<" fi:lt' artowhead making prod:I.WtiM. The EJR only 
barely mentioo& ctmi.Cian chips. 

SEASO~AL RUNOFf: Whole !tt¢i1St:>f0ra,.-vwood Ran<:h will be psw.d oY'ef <hte t(llhesize of 
1hls development, either with ~t W' ccrx::Nte fbr roads and gardm ""'''!lks, and covered b) 
building;, C\1\"ereti Jlfeas cannot ilbwrb water a::.lli add 'IQ fu.: aq\li:fi:r and -will r:rnmibure to vastly 
im:reased Nl<.:>ffdw-~ heavy st<Jnn'fi. Even somll S<Jbdi¥iiions of.ro lead m fiQQding oo dOWllStrml:m 
neighbors, eepeciallyduring IDes~tm~y heavy winter st~ we have had in the lru:;rmo 
y~ Wilh g!<Jhai wwmlr.g tbe situl\tioo i.-. <IDly likcly w goct 'Wf.lt"SP.. Such large devdqnmnts (e\"Cti 

the alternath"'IS) wooJd greatly i~ the pobmtia! 1.1ffroodir>g in i.tle nstural ~ areas suclt a 
Adobe C,a;nyon 10 the detrim<'rtt ofneigbbQr:s and the w:aier quality in the~. Fmthermcre, fue V;f;ole 
vol.Ganic slopes ofH<x>d M•;n.ID.u.in that extend down into the rteeb are shaiey, fQQSe $Cil. On rttilsup 
the mocntltirt, OIW takes tv.'Q ,reps~ and ooe bru::k ~se tbe sci! is so locse. ~runoff 
'Will C:lllse sli,ulfic:mtly increased~- espttially iPro dra~ areas. This alone will increase 
potetrtial fur ;;r~d;; blockage. tt¢cl:;. p:tth chf.=!J,ges.:md flooding pdvat.c pnyerties, :a potential liability ID 
the CQU.oty. The EtR cleartymentionset'i:)SiW~ :L<: an impact that cw:: &egrade this 'Ahole env1r(lnmmt 

flRE: Th.ewhokSoornna Valley/Valley ofihe Moon!Kii:t!WOOd area, !ike alJ ofCalifornia, is.subjt<t 
to S¢1!$0nal fire ~. )3uildmg up into the slopes ofHood Mountain in any deruilty ;;mly asks fur 

disasrer. !t incr<:as¢; the costs of both fire prot«tioo, fire fighting, and fire disaster ~c. L«:a! file 
.dtpMtme:ots will ha\'C to grow in cite to l)'l¢et tim potenti&i rt:Sp<:lll~lkfuies ~fprotecting lb~ lar~ 
sct~le n-ew p!'(lperrieswith a.dWtl<Jnal CO>:tS ro ttlxp\\~5-. MCif<: lire roods mean greater ero;;ioo. M()!V 
population density increases fire risk s.inee hurmm k:h,..wr ctiUSCS ro~ 'fires. ~urallt!l:. in 
particular, are nota:doos C3U$e5 <;tffn; lbe hl_~· fuey are. ilie blgg;:r :lhe rla.n.gcr. ThOUSWJ~mtrW< 
will have wbe .;;ut 00\\'n to permit lit-¢ Si:fucy fQr a devcl¢pli!MI thi.s site, d!!:stroy:ing the fWtlSted 
ambiance that attracts poople to the general are1 in the fin;t plare Thinning the trees -ooly leads to die 
mw<" 'llflmmable undtrrbrru.h reg.tvwth i:rt the next y~M, and il ~ the flom. and 'fuuml aswcll. 
Pffving ~~<:m. Gl-«m landstaplns <;a~M be~ rolution eiths, mld it takes furth.:r Wllttt .fi-om 
th~ lintited supp>les, and ukeJ; h-om wa.ter reserves nece;;sary \G figt,t fires._ Thue really are not good 
s;,)IU\ ioos for buiidi::!g lar,t';e devel~ wi•ere b\.likiing;> are not meant to bl;). 

Firestonns Jmw ocnorred rogulady ¢'--ety 1= to~ yi!Ws tr ro in d!is a:rca. They are impoR~ibie to 
prevent ln thew areas w'itlwut tearin,g ctlf ull the nattual be£111ty in the hil~ that v.'e love. They al:io 
sweep across the hills a11he higher clevatKms just....W.en: the !m< md many new ~&ivem!mslms 
would be built, ofkrt skipping areas down in the \'alley$. Cm;U:n areas are just »«meant fur large-
~k deve!opment. 'W'iw'e !he COI.illi'y permits such mistakes, it must wume legal.tespcns:ibilityit: 
d.isasrers. 

http:M�;n.ID.u.in


 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
  

   
 
 

 
 

9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

RESPONSE TO LETTER 55 -- VIRGINIA HARPER HARRISON 

Response to Comment 55-1 

Please see Response to Comments 22-1, 22-2, 25-1 and 25-2 regarding the mapping and potential 
impacts to the Philbin/Baker spring.  With respect to the source of water for the springs in the Adobe 
Canyon Road area, it is apparent from geologic maps that these springs, as well as the Graywood 
spring on the west side of the project site are all clustered along or near geologic contacts between 
different rock types (see Figure 5 in the report by R.C. Slade & Associates).  This is a common 
location for springs.  The source of the water is from higher elevations, in this case from the area 
mapped as rhylotic lava flow which comprises the steep terrain in the northern portion of the project 
site. The project proposes to leave this area as undisturbed open space. With respect to the 
Philbin/Baker spring, it is estimated to be located at an elevation of more than 750 feet (above sea 
level), as compared with the static groundwater level of about 561 feet at the Resort Well at the time 
of the pumping test.  Consequently, it is not possible for pumping/drawdown conditions at the Resort 
Well to have any effect on the water flow to the Philbin/Baker spring.    

With respect to the commentor’s questions and concerns about area-wide impacts on the groundwater 
resources in the area, please see Master Response J for information about historical water levels and 
response of the evidence of rapid replenishment of the groundwater basin from year to year.  Also, 
please see Master Response K regarding comparison of groundwater recharge estimates and projected 
cumulative water demand for the area for average rainfall years and drought conditions.   

Response to Comment 55-2 

Comment noted.  Section 5.2 analyses traffic impacts for summer Friday morning and evening 
commute peak traffic hours plus summer Sunday afternoon peak traffic conditions for year 2005 and 
2012 planning horizons to take into account issues raised in this comment.  Buses serve the function of 
reducing the number of vehicle trips that would otherwise be generated if all passengers chose to 
travel in individual automobiles. 

Response to Comment 55-3 

Comment noted.  This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. 

Response to Comment 55-4 

Please see Master Response D for an update on the potential impacts of the project on tree resources, 
refined estimates of anticipated tree removal, and adequacy of proposed mitigation.  The commentor is 
correct that a number of very large Douglas fir continue to grow on the property.  Most of these have 
been severely damaged by past fires, and many have toppled during severe storms in the past few 
years.  The suitability of preserving these and other mature trees would be considered as part of 
refinement of plans for individual buildings.  As discussed on page 5.6-7, jurisdictional wetlands on 
the site were identified by the applicant’s wetland specialist and this mapping was verified by the 
Corps and is shown on Exhibit 5.6-2 of the Draft EIR.  Seeps and springs on the site include the 
vicinity of the Wet Meadow indicated in Exhibit 5.6-1, and other features contained within the limits 
of the mapped drainages.  The Draft EIR includes a detailed discussion of impacts to sensitive species 
and mitigation measures to reduce the impacts to a less-than-significant level. 
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

Response to Comment 55-5 

Obsidian artifacts are extremely common in the general proximity of the project site due to the 
presence of the Annadel obsidian source near the north of project site.  Sediments of the Sonoma 
Volcanics are known to contain workable pieces of obsidian known as secondary sources.  Obsidian 
source locations exposed by stream erosion are also common in areas near an obsidian source.  The 
excavation of CA-SON-36 in the project site yielded 580 obsidian flakes and five obsidian tools. 
Since flakes were the single largest artifact category, analysis focused on them.  The dispersal of 
materials over a large area suggested that post-depositional disturbance (e.g. agricultural discing, 
leveling of the field, existing roadway construction) contributed to the dispersal and breakage of 
materials and disturbance to the site.  Archaeological surveys of the property have not identified 
obsidian source locations although it is reasonable to assume that sediments in the general area do 
contain non-cultural obsidian nodules. 

Mitigation Measure 5.9-1 requires the evaluation and treatment of cultural resources if they are 
discovered during construction including buried or otherwise obscured archaeological sites.  

Response to Comment 55-6 

Comment noted.  Please note changes to the runoff and flooding analysis, as discussed in Response to 
Comment 14-41. 

Response to Comment 55-7 

Comment noted.  Please see Master Response D for an update on the potential impacts of the project 
on tree resources, refined estimates of anticipated tree removal, the risks posed by overly dense forest 
cover, and adequacy of proposed mitigation.   

In regard to fire issues please see Comment Letter 1 from the Kenwood Fire Protection District and 
Response to comment 1-1. 
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 June 23, 2003

8185 Sonoma Mountain Rd. 
Glen Ellen, CA 95442 
(707) 996-1782 

Ms. Melinda Grosch 
Sonoma County Permit 

and Resource Management Dept. 
2550 Ventura Ave, 
Santa Rosa, CA 95403 

Re: Sonoma Country Inn Draft EIR 

Dear Ms. Grosch: 

I wanted to take a moment to provide my comments on the Draft EIR for the 
above~referenced project. I have had limited time to review the document, however, I am 
concerned that the project will impact the lighting in the area Tills part ofnorthern 
Kenwood has dark night skies that will undoubtedly be impacted by this project. 

I would like to see that appropriate measures are taken to minimize any impacts 
on this feature. Thank you for your efforts and consideration. 

~~ 
Glenn Dombeck 



 

9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

RESPONSE TO LETTER 56 -- GLENN DOMBECK 

Response to Comment 56-1 

Impact 5.8-4 concludes that implementation of the proposed project would result in new lighting 
sources on the project site, which together with other proposed development, would lead to increased 
light pollution. Although mitigation is recommend it is concluded that even with implementation of 
the mitigation measure the project would result in a significant unavoidable lighting impact. 
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

RESPONSE TO LETTER 57 -- CELESTE FELCIANO 

Response to Comment 57-1 

Please see Master Response F. 

Response to Comment 57-2 

The commentor’s concerns regarding the importance of groundwater resources in the area are noted. 
Please see Master Response J regarding historic groundwater level monitoring data for wells in the 
project area and Master Response K regarding comparison of groundwater recharge estimates and 
projected cumulative water demand for the area. 

The commentor’s stated concern about wastewater disposal is also noted.  However, no questions are 
posed regarding the Draft EIR; therefore, no additional response is necessary.   

Response to Comment 57-3 

Comment noted.  This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. It should, however, be noted that the potential threat of soil erosion from soil 
disturbance is discussed in Section 5.3 Hydrology and Water Quality. 

Response to Comment 57-4 

Comment noted.  This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. It should, however, be noted that lighting impacts are discussed in Section 5.8 Visual 
and Aesthetic Quality and noise impacts are discussed in Section 5.11 Noise. 
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RECEIVED 

JUN 2 5 2003 
PERMIT ANO fiESOUR~

MAN.AGEMENi Dt.PAA~ 

Melilda Grosch, Planner !l! 

Sonoma :;::ounty PRMD 

2550 Ventura' Aven:..~e 


-Santa' Rosa, CA 95403 


June24, 2003 

Comments to Draft Environmental Impact Report on Sonorr-a Country Inn 

PLP 01-0006 Fror'Lthe Bay Area Hidge Tnul Council 


3.0-27 Trail _ 
This s&:~u?n should re3d: _fhe project application iricludes an cffer ot_a public trail easement 
dedicated to Sono111a County; connecting Hood Mountain Regional Park to Hv.y, 12. 
The Sonoma County 1989 General Plan dictates that Me trail is to be frorr r:Jwy_. 12 to Hoed 
Mountai:-~ Regional Pari<; in this area. 
The Bay Area Ridge Trail wants 'to have the trail segme:1~ from Highway 12 to the parking Jot1 included aS part of the projoct and considered in the CEQA process currently underway. The 
proposed project, as describeo in me-DEIR doesn't conform to the tr.ul alignment as shown on the 
,Sonoma COur:ty General Plan that has been approved f<:wthe sUbdivision bY the Planning· 

- ComtTission 'r 1984. Th"' intention was to make a connection trom public right of-way to public 
park. If th.:s connection isn't 'rcluded now, It wW set a precedent of creating a publ:c trail that is 
landlockec.·· 
Environmental approvals ror the entire trail segment, beginning at Highway 12 and continuing to 
the parking lot up to Jot 11 to connect to. Hood Mountiiin Regional Park, need to be completed 
,during this p'roject approval process. · 
The trail ls described,% going along the west side Of road A to-residential lot 7 & ther. elong 
pro~rty line of !3t 7 to lot 11. Yet ;n other maps <i rnad Cis show11 (a;,C I am nof clear as to 

.- w,.ere road CiS) and the trail is cros5ing to tl;e other side ot the road. -Please clarify the alignment 
_of the 1raH an~ also its proximity tQ tr,e creek. 

CarcJie!iutini,SonoOp_ Cou-nty Committee Bay Area Ridge Trail Council 

l:_8/taZ (.b_jJJJ.JJ~i::;,;.< . . . 
Fo-"ndcd·i., 1987, th~ (4~.' Are:, Rid;J.. Jrail C"'--"'t'l (BARTC), d .;-Oilhion o! vdH~tairn an~ ag~cies, plans, ~romme, bu'l:h, 
a.:;q"ilffi, and l!)o>d;aiMthe 400,mik ~yAre~ Ridge Ttai!, a mult"·ul\€ trad t~&l., when cmno:eted, wiil connect oVer 75 parks and 

operr ~R<'iN1 en i\w- •ids~ line\unou-x!ms tfw SM Francis::o B!Y R«C>Snl:itlg th~ gl'OWIIlB "in:r<Wtk>M! ne~d$ of the &r A:¢a"l diver1e 
pop..latirn:s. alOng witJ, the cbiHt of lndivid"''k to :;oonoct with othern ~nd thelr o\>tdoor environi1\Cfll, BMTC m:aies linb !Xt>.vun . 
~' ;xople, Md romrnuntfe>. Jo date 234 m~cs cf tk tr~~ hJVe bo:n dedic.r.ed, 

cc 
Svpervisor Vaie:rie· Brown 

Holly Var HoLten BARTC: 

Dea. SwanllUyser BATRC 

Philip Sales Sonoma Coun-ty Reg' one!_ f>?:rks 


100? C£f'ERAl KENN:DY AVP\llE. 5UITE 3. S'\'l fRAN0$CO, J\LifORNIA 941?1·1<~<)() 

P"-!O~E 141."'1 50' .2$4\ r.v. (41 S) $&1-25JJ ""''''" •idgttroiL-oc;; ir.i~/gclr~ii '"~ 
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cc 

From: ''Carol Ve!!utini'' <carolvsr@sonic net> 

To: <mgrosCh@sonoma--<:ounty"org> 

Date: 6/30/0312:05PM 

Subject; Comments to Draft Envimnmentllmpact Report en Sonoma Cou:1try Inn 


Melfnda Grosch, Planner Ill 

Sonoma County PRMD 

2550 ventum Avenue 

Santa Rosa, CA 95403 

J',me SO, 2003 

Comments to Draft Environmental Impact Report en Scr.oma Country Inn 

PLP 01-QGOO From the Bay Area Ridge Trail Council 

3JJ-27 Trail 

The Bay Area Rldge Trail Co-uncil is asking that the four-foot wlde multi-use trail, from Htghway 12 to the 
winery be adjacent and sepa!"ata f~om the road. lt the separate troll can't be accommodated at this time, 
then we advocate for a protected trail easer.1ent acjacent and separate from ~he road and at least four feet 
wide be rnaintalned in the project descrip>Jon. In the future when the separate trail to Highway 12 will be 
completed then the easement will be \n place. 

Carol Ve1ltrtln1-8oooma County Committee Bay Area Ridge Trail Council 

Founded in 19&7, the Bay Area Ridge Trail Council (BART C), a o:>a!ition of volunteers and agencieS, 
plans, promotes, builds, acquires. and mainta;ns the 400-mile Bay Area Ridge Trail a multi-use trail that, 
when completed, will connect over 75 parks and open SP300S on the ndge line surrounding the Sao 
Francisco Bay. RecogniZing the groWing recreational needs of the Bay Area's diverse populations, along 
with the desire of ir,dividuals to ccnnect with others and i.heir outdoor environment. BARTC creates links 
between parks, people, and communi~ies. To date 234 miles of the trall have been dedicated. 

Supervlscr Valerie Brown 

Holly Van Houten BARTC 

Dee Swanhuyser BATRC 

Philip Sales SC!'l:oma County Reg:onal Park.'! 



Carol Ve!!utini 

CC: ,.Phi!ip Sales'· <psales@sonoma-<ounty.org>, "Oee SWanhuyser'' 
<RIDGETRAJL@prodigy.net>, ··Holly Van Hrx.ten~ <ed@1idgetraitorg>, <vbrown@sonornn-coonty,crg> 

mailto:RIDGETRAJL@prodigy.net
http:psales@sonoma-<ounty.org


 

 

 

 

9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

RESPONSE TO LETTER 58 -- CAROL VELLUTINI -- SONOMA COUNTY COMMITTEE BAY AREA 
RIDGE TRAILCONCIL 

Response to Comment 58-1 

Please see Responses to Comments 3-1 and 3-3.  Response to Comment 3-3 provides an expanded 
discussion of the proposed trail. 

Consistency with General Plan policies OS-7d and Os-7f (regarding trails) is provided in Chapter 4.0 
of the Draft EIR. 

Road C was discussed in a June 2, 2002 memorandum from Merrill Van Fleet to Tim Mayer and Paula 
Stamp in an attempt to describe a road section that would be used above the intersection of Roads A 
and B, to access the water tank site and subdivision lots on other portions of the property.  Neither the 
Development Plan (Exhibit 3.0-7) nor the Tentative Map (Exhibit 3.0-8) was revised to include Road 
C. 

Response to Comment 58-2 

As discussed in Response to Comment 3-3 the project applicant proposes an access easement for 
public use over Road A from State Route 12 to the trail parking lot.  Bicyclists, pedestrians and 
automobiles would have access over Road A from State Route 12 to the trail parking lot.  Vehicles 
with horse trailers would have access over Road A but equestrian users would not (please see 
Response to Comment 3-3). 
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SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED l892 404 Mo:-ruiocino A~tc'""· SWte A 

P.O. Bm: 466. S..nm Rm.. CA 95402.0466 
(!07) 544-7651 Fa_x: (707) 544-9[{61 

RECEIVED 
Melinda Grosch, Planner 111 

Sonoma County PRMD 
 JUN 2 5 2003 
25?0 Vent.Jra .A.vem..'S 


PERMIT ANU RESOURCE
Santa Rosa, CA 95403 W.NAGEMflfl DEPARTMENT 

June 24, 2003 

Comrnents to Draft Envirorme"tal lmpect Report on Sonom<:> Co:..ntry Inn 
PLP 01 ·0006 From Parks & Trails Cornrnittee of the Sonoma Group of the Sierra CUb 

The Sonoma Group of the Sierra Club worked on the traits element of the General Plan for :989. 
We were very clear on the alignment that was to be part of any projecl for Graywood R<:mch, 
Furtherr::1ore before the completion of the Genera! Plan. the board of supervisors i~ 1984 declared 
this trail a part of any project on Graywood Ranch. 

Seciio;l 26·64·020 Curr.mCJrily Separators and Scenic Landscape Units 
Tt":e visual impact of the buildings has been described as viewed from Hwy 12. However above the 
project is Hood Mountain Regional Park The p:-emier viewing locatl~t for the park and the 
destination of many park visitors is Gunsight Rock. Gunsight Rock is above Graywood Ranch. All 
roof surfaces wi·l star.d OJ1 1rorn the surrounding landscape when viewed from Gunsig:ht Rock. We 
asi-1 that tf-Je colors ot the top of the roofs of the builcings blend h w!th the background. If the 
co!or Jf th: tops of the roofs ere !ight they wi!! have a Significant impact on the viewshed from 
above. 

Main Hcuse·5.8 Visual & Aesthetic q:.~ahty 
Roofs wou!d be constructed of meta! or slate tile. Agair. the color matters when viewed frcm 
above. Nearby St. Frar:::is Winery has a bac;t. bui!di0g that has tile m the from so when viev.-ed 
fro:TI Hwy. 121he tr.Jilding is aesthetically ple-asirg. When vievle(j from "Yood Mountai11 Regiorral 
Park, the top of the roof is seen a'1o It is w,'1ite. This has a significant negative impact on the 
experience to the person seeking solitude and relaxation ln the wilderness setting abo\'e th~ 
Winery. ~ight colors glare back into the viewers eyes. lt also impacts photography from above. 

Winery 
Roofs would be construc'"..ed cf metal. Agam wrat color on the top? ThOusands of hikers go to the 
top of Gunsight RecK in So:-~oma Cc-unty Regional Pari; fer the vmw. This .oro)ect wi;l impact the 
quality of the viewshed from above. 

Exhibits~I Need to shew a photo taken from t'"w >h'.lWsneO of Hood Mountain Regional Perk 

The EJR traff;c engineer conside;s provision of a public tra!l connection thet would t;ring hikers, 
bicyclists, and equestrians to a mid-rood crossing oi a state highway would raise safety concerns. 
Please show tne mitigatior, for that There is a public need for trails in this area. If the tra1! WOt.Jid 
raise safety cor!Cer'1s the mitigation needs to be worked out 

4.0·4 On S'te Land Jse Designations 



There is no f'<ention ct the trail he"C. Since 4.0-7 states the Ge:.eral Plan Open Space Element 
&:, i'lc!udes a figure that shows a oroposed tra:l on, or in the vicinity of Uoe Graywood Ra:1ch whidl 

would link Hood Mountain County Park to A'lnadel Park wf'ty isn't H included? 

3.0·27 Trail 

This soction Shoo:d read: The project application includes an offer of a public trail eaself'_en: 

dedicated to Sonoma County, connecting Hood Mountam RegH.:ma! Park to Hwy. 12. 

The Sonoma- CC'Amty 1989 General Ptar dictates that the trail is to be from Hwy. 12 to Hood 

Mountain Regional Park in tt•s area. 

Sor.orna Group of the Sierra Club asks to have the trail segment from Highway 12 to the parking 

lot induded as part of the project and considered in the CEQA process currently underway. The 

proposed projo&Ct, as described tn the DEIR doesn't contorm to the trail alignment as Shown on the 

Sonorroa County General Plan that has been approved for the subdivision by the Planning 

Comm;&<;ion in 1984, The Intention was to m8ke a connection from public right cf way to publ;c 

park, If this connection isr't included now, it will set a ;:::rececle~t of creating a public trail that is 

landlocked. 

Environmental approvals for the entire trail segment, beginning at 

H1ghway 12 and continuing to the parking lot up to lot 11 to conned to Hood Mountain Reg:onal 

Park, need to be completed d.Jrlr;g this project approva: process, 


3D·27 

On this page the trail is described as g01ng along the west side of road A to residential lot 7 & 

then along property line Of lot 7 to lot 11. Clarify the alignment of the traiL The trail is separate 

from the road. How does it cross the road? What is the distanoo of the tr.aii from the creek? 


-"___!_""~ 
55 Creighton Ridge Rd. 


Cazadero, Ca 95421 

Sonoma Group S1erra Club- Parks & Trails Committee 


cc 
Philip Sales. Sonoma County Regional Parks 

Supervisor Valerie Brown 

Peter Aschroft, Sonoma Group Sierra Club 



 

 

   
  
 
 

  
 

 

9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

RESPONSE TO LETTER 59 -- JIM FINN -- SONOMA GROUP SIERRA CLUB 

Response to Comment 59-1 

The Gunsight Rock viewpoint (see Exhibit 9-46) within Hood Mountain Regional Park provides 
hikers who make the roughly seven-mile round trip with a panorama that extends for many miles in 
nearly all directions.  The photographic image in Exhibit 9-46 was created by digitally joining three 
individual photographs together in order to depict the view, and gives the reader a sense for the actual 
viewing experience. Note that visitors to Gunsight Rock must turn their head from side to side in 
order to take in the full view. 

The entire valley that contains the State Route 12 corridor is visible as well as more distant areas. On 
clear days, it is possible to see the Pacific Ocean to the west and peaks of the Sierra Nevada to the east. 
While a great deal of natural-appearing landscape is seen, virtually all development within the 
Kenwood valley is also in view from this point.  The proposed project would represent a fraction of 
the total view. 

Mitigation Measure 5.8-3 has been revised to include the winery plus the inn/spa/restaurant and hotel 
and to include a requirement that roof colors shall be non-glossy, dark in color and sympathetic with 
colors in the surrounding landscape (see Response to Comments 5-6 and 5-8). 

Response to Comment 59-2 

Please see Response to Comment 59-1. 

Response to Comment 59-3 

Please see Response to Comment 59-1. 

Response to Comment 59-4 

Please see Response to Comment 59-1. 

Response to Comment 59-5 

As currently proposed the trail would extend from the winery parking lot to residential lot 7.  The 
proposal does not include a connection to State Route 12, however, as discussed in Response to 
Comment 3-3 the applicant would provide an access easement for public use over Road A from State 
Route 12 to the trail parking lot. 

Response to Comment 59-6 

On page 4.0-7 of the Draft EIR mention is made of General Plan figure OS-4a (the County’s 
designated plan for trails).  It states here that figure OS-4a shows a proposed trail on, or in the vicinity 
of Graywood Ranch, which would like Hood Mountain County Park to Annadel State Park. 

Response to Comment 59-7 

Please see responses to comments 3-1 and 3-3.  Response to Comment 3-3 provides an expanded 
discussion of the proposed trail. 
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EXHIBIT 9-46 


VIEW FROM GUNSIGHT ROCK OVERLOOK
 

Source: Vallier Design Associates 
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Response to Comment 59-8 


Please see Response to Comment 3-3. 
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fq::_sultants in Ne;rpculrure3md Arboricu!tur-e 
P.Q Box 1?61. Glen E~en, CA 95442 

June 25, 2003 

Ms. Melinda Grosch 
Sonoma County Permit & Resou.rce Mgmt. Dept
2550 Ventura Avenue 
Santa Rosa, CA 95403 

RECEIVED 

JUN 2 6 20Ul 
PERMIT AND RESCllilCE 

MA.''IAGEMENT DEf>AfiTMf~' . 

Re: Conunents on DEIR,. Sonoma Country Inn Project, potential impacts on trees 

I reviewed fue pertinent portions of the above referenced DEIR addressing biological 
resources and specifically project impacts on trees, and I am l'V"Titing to you today to 
express my con-cern both with the adequacy of the DEIR in regards to the level of study 
of t.l1e trees, and in regards to the level of estimated impacts. Per these concerns the 
following specific items are noted. 

1. 	 The DEIR repeatedly refers to "signific:ant impacts on the woodland and forest 
ronununities on the sire", "represents a significant loss oftree resources and t1:1e 
woodland and forest habitat.., and "would substantially alter the ecological structure I 
and function of the woodland and forest habitat"~ yet concludes that ra-omrnended 
measures suitably mitigate these losses. How can replacing established, mature 
woodland and forest with seedlings at a 1:1 ratio possibly mitigate or off-set the 
documented level of significant impacts? 

2. 	 Tite DEIR appears to very casually estimate the number of trees to be removed at 
over 3,000.~ and notes this as a level which is somehow acceptable. I have worked for 

") many years in Sonotna County as a consulting a.rborist on projects similar and larger 
0( 	 in scope to this one, and have yet to encounter tree toss of Uris magnitude. I do not 

think it would.be W1fealistic to call this level of t:ree removal unprecedented in 
Sonoma County, outside of agrkulture related tr~ clearing- Please respond to my 
letter by documenting other projects where more than 3,000 trees have been 
removed. 

3. 	 Til£' DEIR does not study actual areas of clearing, gradlng.. or access that will require 
wholesale removal of trees. It roughly estimates these areas, and based on my3 	 experience with development in forested areas I think that it grossly underestimates 
these quantities. l believe that the quantities that will be removed will far exceed the 
already unprecedented quantity of 3,000 trees. 



Ms, Melinda Cro.~ch 
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4. 	 The DElR does not assess the size of trees to be removed. The Sonoma County Tree 
Ordinance specifically requires that all trees 9" in trunk diameter be inventoried and 

U assessed. I will assume, based on this County requirement, that trocs included in the 
·1 DEIR are of this size and larger. This means that possibly thousands more trees 

smaller than 9" in trt1t'tk diameter (yet still very significant in ecological terms} will 
also be remove<t The DEIR is deficient in defining these terms, and is also defident 
in acruraiely documenting these quantities. 

5. 	 The DEIR does not study in adequate detail the location of estimated tree losses~ nor 
does It assess the size or type of tree species expected to be lost to developm€nt, It 
does not categorize the quantities lost by species, or by size within each species.

S 	 How are we to accurately understand the tree impacts without this level of study? 
To conclude that 3..000 'trees' 1.\i.ll be lost Is not an acceptable quantification of loss. 
'fhe DEIR is deficient In this areaf and needs to further study and document trees by 
category and size to be sufficient. 

6. 	 1'l1e DEIR does not in any manner reve-al the level of visual impact' that 'Will be 
caused by tree removaL '\o\lftat large areas of dearing will be visible from various

G 	areas o~ the valley, perCmanfuentl~, ~lterofinfg the aclest:hetics ofll~ mount~ide ~ 
generations to come? are 1 s1ting orest earing wi nunlmize U~rge~sc~ 
visual impacts affecting all surrounding residents, but the DElR does not adequately 
assess tree loss impacts as part of visual impacts. 

7. The DEIR does not address the issue of views out from struchtres that could be 
, blocked by t:he presence of perfectly healthy and preservable trees.. that will likely be
7 	removed to enhance these views. Enhanced views out means enhanced views in, 

and these impacts are significant to those already living in the area. The DEIRis 
d!!ficient in this area of study with respect to trees. 

'3 8. 	 The DEIR makes a broad, generalized statement of estimated tree loss of3,000 trees, 

without sufficient supporting study to document these losses. 


9. The DEIR naively recommends replacement of only 'significant' trees at a ratio of 
1:1. It does not define 'significant' by speciesf Jocatit.m,.size, or vis:ibi!it}'. 
Replacement of a 100 or 200 year old tree$ which is an integral part ofwoodland or 
savannah habitat 'With a single replacement tree is ridiculous, and benefits only the 
developer of the land. The DBIR does not even define what size the repiacet:nent 
would be. Can you imagine that replacing 3,000 to 5))00 established woodland, 
savannah, and riparian trees with 3,000 to 5,000 one year old seedlings effectively 
mitigates the loss? Possibly in 100 years, but not in the meantime. Tree replacement 
must occur on an equivalent size basis to come even close to mitigating the Joss. 1'l1e 
DEIR is inadequate in definition and inmitigation replacement ratios. 

10. The DEIR states that tree removal "would substantially alter the ecological structure 
and function of the woodland and forest habitatA. How can this "substantial 

/0 	 alteration" ever be possibly mitigated to a less tha!l substantial level? The level of 
impact repeatedly documer.ted by tl"'Js DEIR is ignored when claiming that 
satisfactory mitigation measures are available to offset the loss. 



Ms. Melinda Cro'lcil 

6/25/0?, 
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In summary, this document is deficient on a wholesale basis in regards to impacls on 
trees, ecological systen1S that involve tn?es, tree loss estimates~ and mitigation 
replacement of trees. I request that you not certify this DEIR. determine that it 
inadequately studies and inaccurately estimates total trees losses, and return it to the 
authors for further~ and more reasonably detailed study. I base this request on my 
study of the DFJR and on my experti.-<ie in the area of tree assessment, inventory, and 
study of native trees in Sonoma County. 

Please feel free to contact me if further discussion or documentation is necessary. 

Sincerely, 

li.~. 
Member, American Society of Consulting Arborists 
International Society of Arboriculture, WOSA #478 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

RESPONSE TO LETTER 60 -- JOHN C. MESERVE -- HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATES 

Response to Comment 60-1 

Please see Master Response D for an update on the potential impacts of the project on tree resources, 
refined estimates of anticipated tree removal, the risks posed by overly dense forest cover, and 
adequacy of proposed mitigation.  The anticipated tree removal would represent a significant impact 
on woodland and forest habitat.  However, mitigation measures recommended in Section 5.6 
Biological Resources include a combination of habitat preservation, avoidance of mature trees in the 
vicinity of proposed improvements, and replacement plantings.  The recommended mitigation does not 
simply rely on replacement of trees removed as the sole method to address anticipated impacts on tree 
resources and forest habitat, as suggested by the commentor.  Numerous mitigation measures are 
included in the Draft EIR to reduce impacts to sensitive species habitat and natural communities. 

Response to Comment 60-2 

Please see Master Response D for details on the methodology used in estimating and refining 
anticipated tree removal.  This includes acknowledgement that proposed removal represents less than 
seven percent of the total number of trees on the site, which is well below the 50 percent threshold 
specified in the County’s Tree Protection Ordinance.  County staff is not aware of recent applications 
for projects that would remove 3,000 trees other than the two proposed quarry expansions in 
Forestville. 

Response to Comment 60-3 

Please see Master Response D for details on the methodology used in estimating and refining 
anticipated tree removal. These estimates are believed to represent a fairly accurate measure of the 
total number of trees which could be affected by proposed development and implementation of 
required fire reduction measures. 

Response to Comment 60-4 

Please see Master Response D for an update on the potential impacts of the project on tree resources, 
refined estimates of anticipated tree removal, information on size classification and species 
distribution, and adequacy of proposed mitigation.   

Response to Comment 60-5 

Please see Master Response D for an update on the potential impacts of the project on tree resources, 
refined estimates of anticipated tree removal, information on size classification and species 
distribution, and adequacy of proposed mitigation.   

Response to Comment 60-6 

Please see Master Response D for an update on the potential impacts of the project on tree resources, 
refined estimates of anticipated tree removal, information on size classification and species 
distribution, and adequacy of proposed mitigation.   

Master Response A discusses the visual simulation methodology and how tree removal information 
was incorporated into preparation of the photosimulations. 
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Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

Response to Comment 60-7 

See Response to Comment 14-80 regarding the removal of trees from the residential area. 

In addition, future tree removal would be governed by existing county ordinances. 

Response to Comment 60-8 

Please see Master Response D for an update on the potential impacts of the project on tree resources, 
refined estimates of anticipated tree removal, information on size classification and species 
distribution, and adequacy of proposed mitigation.   

Response to Comment 60-9 

Please see Master Response D for an update on the potential impacts of the project on tree resources, 
refined estimates of anticipated tree removal, information on size classification and species 
distribution, and adequacy of proposed mitigation.  This information indicates that very few mature 
trees in the 100 to 200 year old range occur on the site.  Refinement of individual development plans 
would serve to further limit removals of mature firs and oaks, where preservation is suitable.   

Response to Comment 60-10 

Please see Master Response D for an update on the potential impacts of the project on tree resources, 
refined estimates of anticipated tree removal, information on size classification and species 
distribution, and adequacy of proposed mitigation.  The anticipated tree removal would represent a 
significant impact on woodland and forest habitat.  However, mitigation measures recommended in 
Section 5.6 Biological Resources include a combination of habitat preservation, avoidance of mature 
trees in the vicinity of proposed improvements, and replacement plantings.  The recommended 
mitigation does not simply rely on replacement of trees removed as the sole method to address 
anticipated impacts on tree resources and forest habitat, as suggested by the commentor.  
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Sample Received: 06/14/03 
CoBected By Client 

Rita Nicholas 
7680 Sonoma Hwy 
Santa Rosa, CA 95409 

LOG NUMBER: 0603-12180 
Sample Description Not Specified 

k'IALYSIS 


Nitrate rng'L 36.* 


* Within the required limit of45 mg/L 
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BOTTLE IS STERILE
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 61 -- RITA NICHOLAS 

Response to Comment 61-1 

The commentor’s reported information regarding apparent nitrate and bacteriological contamination of 
the water well at 7680 Sonoma Highway is noted.  The commentor would be advised to consult the 
Sonoma County PRMD for assistance in determining the source of the problem and possible 
corrective measures.  This information does not alter the Draft EIR analysis and does not present any 
questions about the Draft EIR. Therefore, no response is required. 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 62 -- PATRICIA DUANE 


Response to Comment 62-1 


The commentor’s general concern regarding water supply is noted for the record.  However, since 
there is no question about the Draft EIR, no response is required.  

Response to Comment 62-2 


Comment noted. 

Response to Comment 62-3 


Comment noted. 
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Nige!Hall
87!7 Sonmr.aHwy,

Kenwood, CA 95452 

MeiindwGrosch 
PR!v!D 
2550VenturaAve, 

Santa Rosa, CA 95403 


RE: Comments on Sonoma Country Inn~ Draft EIR. 


June 30, 2003 


l 


Melinda, 


In response to the DElR I have the following comments: 


L Visual and Aesthetic Quality- 5.8: 


The proposed development ofspa and hotel rooms is located in a prominent hill top 

position and 'Will permanently de!>iroy the scenic: vista of this valley. There is no need to 
put so many buildings~ su<:h a visually dominant position as no amount ofvegetation or 
architectural: design wiJl mitigate thls issue. Serious oonslderntkm should be given to 
moving these structures to the lower levels of tOO site. 

The proposal of 11 - 8500 sq ft homes seems outragool.JS :and consideration should be 
given to reducing the size of these homes. Again, relocating to lo\\-er levels would be 
preferable. 

:2, Alternatives to the Proposed Project - 6.0 

;:( In relation tc my first oonunent a 51h alternative should be given that Ior:atctl the project 
in the lower leveLs at a size that meets the needs of'\Yater, sept~ traffic and lighti."'!g. 

3. Impact on the community ofKenwood. 

The Soooma Cmmtry Inn proposal of50 rooms is one oftwo proposed projects. The

3 other project- Las Ventanas, located at Chateau St. Jean proposes 96 moms and is within 
half a mile from this project. 

http:outragool.JS


30 Jun 03 OS:OSa 

It seetr.s to me that ?dding :46 rooms, approximately 450 stafr: 24 boUT operation 
businesses w!Jl have an enormo:1s effect on what is curren!ly a rural communitv ofno 
uwre than 2000 people. w 

Residents are already talking about fJJOving ifthese projects go through as traffic 
congestion win only get worse, and, as virtually a.H properties rely on well water, they do 
not want the costly risk ofhaving to te-dr!J.I their weJJs. Tbese projeers offe: no benefit to 
ihc Kenwood com."llU!lit}', and yet it seems. the community must suffer their impact, It is 
imperative that this i:mpact be addressed in the EIR as it oould easily turn out that tbe 
"Kenwood Resident' becomes an endangered species. 

Thank you fur your time in reviewing this, 

Nigei Hall 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 63 -- NIGEL HALL 


Response to Comment 63-1 


Please see Response to Comment 14-1 which evaluates an alternative that relocates the proposed 
facilities to lower elevations.. 

Response to Comment 63-2 


Please see Response to Comment 14-1 which evaluates an alternative that relocates the facilities to 
lower elevations on the site. 

Response to Comment 63-3 


Comment noted.  As discussed in Section 3.3 of the EIR the Las Ventanas Sonoma project is included 
in the list of cumulative projects considered. 
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June 	30, 2003 

Mr, Frank Murphy 

P.O, Box 396 

Kenwood, CA 95452 


Ms. Melinda Grosch 

Permit and Resource Management Department 

2500 Ventura Avenue 

Santa Rosa. CA 95403 


Re: Sonoma Country Inn Project, DEIR Comments 

Dear 	Ms. Grosch; 

I have reviewed the DEIR for the proposed project and wish to 
comment on the following: 

Special Events 

• 	 P2.0-1-30 Use permits for 30 special events per year are 
requested for the project. Exhibit 5.2-37 lists the total 
number of people and automoblles at an average event for 
nine venues located in the area. The data is based upon 
use permits on file with the County of Sonoma, not actual 
events attendance figures. Presently, the county does not 
have the resources to accurately monitor event attendance. 
It may be prudent to defer issuance of any new special 
events use permits until a procedure is in place to ensure 
proper enforcement of use permit provisions. 

Traffic. 

• 	 Page 5.2-58-The report does not adequately address the 
:;; 	 cumulative impact on traffic In reference to the 8 additional 

existing, proposed, or approved venues holding special 
events in the area of the proposed project. 

• 	 The report lists many mitigation measures that address the 
proposed project's impact on traffic. So far, very few of the3 	 existing conditions relating to traffic and safety that have 
been brought to the attention of CalTrans officials have not 
been adequately addressed. 



Fatal traffic accidents continue to occur in the area on a 
very regular basis, the most recent occurring just last week. 
Why exacerbate the problem by adding more traffic to an 
already overcrowded and dangerous highway? 

Public Safetvllmpacf on Public Ag~n..c:Jes 

The report does not adequately address the impact that the 
project will have on local and state public safety agencies, for 
example: 

• 	 The report does not adequately address the enforcemenl of 
Group occupancy laws by local fire authorities as noted in 
the Uniform Building Code and Title 19 of the California 
Code of regulations. The code covers facility and special 
event occupancy load, special event permits, pre-event 
safety inspections, and mandated fire inspections of public 
assembly facilitfes, Presently, notfficatfon of fire authorities 
to perform a pre~event inspection is left up to the venue 
proprietor, It may be prudent for the county to defer 
granting future event use permit applications until a system 
is developed to ensure that pre-event fire inspections are 
consistently performed. 

• 	 Based upon my observations, more alcohol is generally 
served and consumed by attendees at special events than 

5 	 for example, a winery tasting room, thus raising public 
safety concerns regarding impaired drivers. Mitigation 
measures were not included in the report for increased 
workload for CHP and local fire agencies. 

Noise 

G, • 	 Page 5.2-58-The cumulative impact of noise generated by 
the 8 other existing, proposed, or approved venues was not 
included in the report. 

• The report did not consider noise transmission impacts on 
tJ residences at lower elevations across highway 12 from the 
1 	 project. Many of the residences that they did consider have 

large ctusters of trees on their property that would partially 
block the sounds from the proposed project. 

0	 • The report did not include any noise analysis of the noises 
o 	 that wifl be generated from the restaurant and inn that wilf 

carry across the valley. 
• The report did not incrude any nofse analysis of the noisescr 	 that will be generated from the event center that would carry 

into tt1e Adobe Canyon Road area. 



' 

Parking, 

• 	 The 147 parking spaces fisted for the winery, tasting rocm, 
10 	 country store and event center wilt be inadequate if more 

than one special event is held on a given day at the current 
200-person occupancy rate. 

• At 	 most special events, equipment is delivered in ra~ge
I ( trucks and setup by off-site vendors. Will there be adequate 

parking for off-site vendors? 
• There are no mitigation measures listed in the report for off 

--; site parking. Existing event venues in the area frequently 
C( create overflow off-site parking by event attendees parking 

'	 on private property, blocking driveways, and blocking bicycle 
paths. 

Aesthetics 

• 	 As evidenced by Mr. Delaplane's visual presentation of June 
5, the photographs contained in the DEIR were taken from 
positions which were advantageous to the project developer. 
The actual visual impact of the proposed project if approved 
is devastating to one's senses. 

Although l believe that some development may be beneficial to 
the community, a project that is this large and intrusive does 
not fit in a rural community setting such as Kenwood. 

Thank you for your consideration in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

~u..v-...k ~'\~w'\_r_~...."'-
Frank Murphy \ 	 (\ 


u 
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 64 -- FRANK MURPHY 

Response to Comment 64-1 

Sonoma County does not currently have a method for monitoring special events.  Conditions are 
monitored through an annual maintenance program administered by the Code Enforcement Section. 
Neighbors are also a large part of the enforcement process since they report any non-compliance to the 
Permit and Resource Management Department.  If there is continued non-compliance PRMD has the 
right to bring the project back to hearing for revocation of the Use Permit.  It should be noted that 
Mitigation Measure 5.2-8(a) would restrict special events at this project until an events coordination 
program is in place. 

Response to Comment 64-2 

Please see Master Response F. 

Response to Comment 64-3 

Comment noted.  Caltrans personnel were contacted during the preparation of the Draft EIR and did 
review the Draft EIR (see Letter 5).  Please see Master Response G for additional discussion of traffic 
safety. 

Response to Comment 64-4 

The County Fire Marshal issues requests for information to be submitted at least two weeks before 
each event. 

Response to Comment 64-5 

Comment noted.  The Initial Study prepared for the proposed project concluded that the project’s 
impact on fire and police protection would be less-than-significant. 92 

Response to Comment 64-6 

Please see Response to Comment 14-97. 

Response to Comment 64-7 

Please see Response to Comment 14-96. 

Response to Comment 64-8 

Please see Response to Comment 14-98. 

92 Environmental Checklist Form Sonoma Country Inn, County of Sonoma, April 26, 2002, page 37. 
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Response to Comment 64-9 

The EIR evaluates future noise levels at four locations.  Each location is noted on Exhibit 5.11-1. 
Each location is on a property line of a residential parcel closest to the events pavilion and also along a 
noise path between the events pavilion and an existing or future house. 

Implementation of Mitigation Measures 5.11-1(a) through 5.11(c) would result in noise levels which 
would comply with the noise level limits in the Noise Element. The Adobe Canyon Road area is 
further away from the sound sources studied than are the four locations discuss in the EIR. Therefore, 
the noise levels from the proposed project would be lower, resulting in compliance with the Noise 
Elements limits by a larger margin, thus a less-than significant impact. 

Response to Comment 64-10 

See Response to Comment 14-5.  The number of parking spaces proposed is within the range (128 to 
170) estimated to be needed by county staff. 

Response to Comment 64-11 

The site plan provides adequate parking for delivery, maintenance and vendor vehicles. 

Response to Comment 64-12 

The project is proposed to be located at the end of a long entry roadway, at a substantial distance from 
State Route 12.  If overflow parking were ever needed, there would be abundant space on-site for 
provision of temporary overflow parking.  The applicant does not anticipate this need. 93  As a  
condition of approval the County would prohibit the use of public roads for parking vehicles 
associated with special events.   

Response to Comment 64-13 

The accuracy of the photosimulations presented in the EIR has been verified; see Master Response A 
which provides a detailed description of photosimulation methodology. 

The exhibits submitted by John Delaplaine on behalf of the Valley of the Moon Alliance at the June 5, 
2003 Planning Commission hearing are evaluated in Master Response C. 

93 Crane Transportation Group conversation with Ed Nagel, applicant representative, September 16, 2003. 
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Sonoma Country Inn Final EIR 

Response to June 5, 2003 Public Hearing Comments 

On June 5, 2003 the Sonoma County Planning Commission held a public hearing on the Draft EIR. 
Comments regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR are summarized on the following pages. 
Following the summarized comments a response to each comment is provided. 
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COMMENTS: DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT FOR THE SONOMA COUNTRY INN 

TAKEN AT THE HEARING OF JUNE 5, 2003 


Comments on VIsual Impacts 

Comment 
Made By 

Comment Comment on 
OEIR 

Comment on 
Proje<:t Merits 

oet K/j~anl 

PJJI- < 

PJ-!1 ~ 

PI-ll - ~t 

PI-}1-.S 

PI-/ t -6 

PI-/I- <') 

pJ-) I -<"6 

'Pt-}1-"'f 

PIH- 1'0 

Visual Impacts were Understated. Need more detail abOut grading, tree removal 
locations. 

X 

Tree Removal will result in more visible project site. No control over off-site screening 
trees. Caltrans could remove the screening trees along the Highway. 

X 

Tree screening described In the OEIR does not specify the location of the screening. X 

Matching surrounding natural landscape may be difficult as tho color scheme changes 
seasonally. 

X 

II HOiel Guests can see out, people in valley can see ln. X 

Landscaping may be difficult to establish due to the soils thus mitigation measure may 
not be effective. 

X 

Glare of window glass is not discussed in the DEl R X 

Visual impacts were not weighted appropriately. DEIR uses zoning designations to 
determine sensitivity, this does not result in adequate assessment of impacts. 

X 

Computer renderings can be manipulated. Focal length of the fens detennines how 
much of the site can be seen. 

X 

Buildings are excessively high at 35' (will make them more visible). X 



Ra.~~ 1/
Wltlmers 

PHI-!( 

Lighting is cumulative • doos not think that this was addressod in the OEtR. The EtA 
should look at the total picture lor light.ing. There will be an average of 150 lights per 
home. 

X 

Add"ional projects should have been Included in the cumulative projects list and the 
effect of lighting from all these projects needs to be accounted for. 

X 

Jotfr/1I. I 3 
Delapolne 

PJ./1~/1{ 

Pl-/1· IS 

PHOTO MONTAGES: "30 Graphics," computer generated "movie" X 

Visual analysis in the DElR Is not correct because the assumed distance to Adobe 
Canyon Rd. is incorrect. 

X 

The project site will be visible to motorists on Highway 12 for 30 seconds. X 

Marsha Vas 
Ouprepfl/·lb 

County should not waive ridge top development standards as was done by the City of 
Santa Rosa. Project could do Irreparable damage to the public trust. 

X 

L~li'O~ DEIR understates many significant impacts. ? 

dla'ife's'"ap/ra' Visual Impacts Understated. Noed to consider vistas across Highway 12. X 

Pdtrl~~- 11 
Smlt11son 

PHI - zo 

Photomontages should Include nightlllne views 

Since trees are relied 011 for screening was Sudden Oak Death Syndrome factored into 
the analysis of tree removal? 

X 

X 

ctrl1~issi~~ 
er Fogg 

Pt11~ Z< 

Photomontages were disturbing. Would like a better definition of tree removal and 
planting. 

X 

Concerned about night lighting. X 

~d~(nis~ofi 
er Bennett 

Clarification of tree removal Including: species, health status, size, removals required by 
fire safety standards, thinning vs. clearing. 

X 



Comments on Biological Resources 

Commission What Is the general nature of the trees that are going to be removed? Saplings vs. 
er Murphy mature trees? Species? (Sao also Visual impacts as this comment p~rtained to that 
PH/- 2'1 area also.) 

t:ra\rfJ Ha~~ Biological impacts were understated. 

Feels that an inadequate amount of time was spent on the site surveying for rare 
Pl-/1- 2(, species (especially raptors and red legged frogs). It is often difficult to find endangered 

species when you are looking for them. 

P11f-<? The Sonoma Country Inn will severely impact wildlife and the Sta te and Regional Parks 
adjoining the site. It will be a barrier to animal migration. 

feW' ~~ The last major fire was 60 years ago. Forestry has raised ttlG question of a controlled 
Harrison burn on the mountainside. The EIR should consider a con trollod burn as part of the 

biological analysis. 

~~WLou~1 There will be severe impacts on wildlife from tree removal. Destroying a paradise. 
Hadd11t 

{;'s'~ b;:;~p DEIR understates many significan t Impacts. 

: ~~1~an~~ Concerned that s torm water detention facilities will affect steel head. 

;'¥ J;).} - ~;.;~, Controlled burn should be considered as part of biotic analysis. Las t wildfire was 60 
Harrison years ago. Biotic is responding to the lack of fire. 

Comments on Hydrology and Groundwater 

lll~' 33 Cannot have "paper'" wat er supply, must have adequate real water. Cited as: Planning 
Hargrave & Conservation League vs. Dept. of Water Resources, 83 Cal App 4"' 892, September 

15, 2000). 

PI1J, -s~t Must have a baseline groundwater s tudy per recent case law. 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

? 

X 

X 

X 

X 



PHI ~ '?:.'S 

'PHI·~'=> 

Pl-:\1 ~ 3~ 

PH/- 3<6 

PHI ~ 34 

·"?HI · vt o 

Vl11 - vf ( 

Pg. 5.5·4 Ouostlonod how tho DEIR determined that thoro was a •known plontlful 
groundwater supply: 

X 

Pg. 5.5-7 The designation of an area by the County as a Class I groundwater 
availability area Is not enough to make a determination that the "baseline• supply is 
adequate. 

X 

Pg. 5.5·8 Recognizes that there are no other available sources of water. We do not 
know the cumulative demand. 

X 

Pg. 5.5·9 ··All available information states that .. ." no citation for what available 
information was used for the basis of this statement 

X 

5.5·12 Statements about drawdown are inaccurate. Stated thai there are many wells 
going dry but no data has been submltted. Disagrees with the conclusion that the 
impact on Graywood Ranch well is •toss than significant•• Stated that they would 
provide data. County Counsel requested that data be submitted In writing. 

X 

5.5·7 Impacts to groundwater recharge a.reas are cumulative: was not addressed very 
thoroughly In OEIR. No study was done of why wells In the area are failing, just a 
general statement in the DEIR about the reasons wells might have problems. 

X 

Should conclude that if there is a cumulative impact to groundwater recharge from 
construction of impervious surfaces, then the supply of groundwater is not adequate. 

X 

f{tcl{elte if~ 
Campana 

9111-11.3 

'1J 111 ' l.t\ ~ 

P111 - "IS 

'P AI- '1 t6 

Winery process water has higher BOD and higher solids than domestic wastewater. 
Originally, it was in a separate system from domestic wastewater, now they are 
combined. Why? Mixing both types affects reliability. 

X 

There is a wide seasonal fluctuation in wastewater production from winery and event 
center. Will the systems be able to handle the peaks? 

X 

The proposed package treatment systems are very sensitive to changes In BOD will 
require careful management or It will fall. Nitrate removal is Important 

? 

Nitrate removal is Important. Proximity of wells makes this critical. Optimal operation 
of plants and monitoring program would be crucial to success. 

X 

Appears that the winery wastewater disposal area has boon moved. 



P111- 1-f '7 

·PHI- V/~ 

15a7Aa~s~rf 

\PI~I- So 

l 

Would like the Final EIR to Include: 
The size and location of all treatment facilities 
What the graywater feature will look like 
Details regarding chemical storage (for chemicals used In treatment) 
Details about sludge removal 
Diagram showing all wastewater processing chains 
Information about where the disposal area for the spa/laundry graywater will be 
located 
Will a flow meter be used to determ ina when to discharge graywater to the 
treatment system? 
Where will graywater disposal occur if the system and the pond are full? 

Add nitrate monitoring to monitoring for wastewater treatment systems. W ells in the 
area currently have low nitrate levels. 

The Sonoma site where the clim atic conditions monitoring station is located is not the 
most accurate for the Graywood Ranch property; it under represents rainfall. 

Needed more detail on the roadways: width, length, drainage facilities, cuts/fills, etc. 
Must have designs to analyze. Concerned about runoff from access road, cut slopes, 
e rosion from ditches draining road, etc. 

X 

X 

X 

X 

1'11 1- '5 / Felt that the balance between wastewater and water withdrawals was Inaccurately 
presented and should be reviewed again in the E IR. X 

.V'HI- s <. 

'PHI- 3,3 

a>l11- s "I 

Is groundwater on the s ite connected to the Sonoma Creek? DEIR does not address 
the effect of groundwater pumping on Sonoma Creek. 

Concerned that the septic systems are in hydraulic communication with source of 
groundwater. 

The Kenwood Village Water Co. well is 1 mile down gradient from project. A decline in 
production has been noted in this well since 1987. 

X 

X 

X 

I'YaW  S f; 
Ernsberger 

Map 5.5·2 of wells does not show any of the wells on Shady Acres Lane or those on the 
other side of Highway 12. 

X 

i~W - sE, 
Harrison 

Feels that Harrison and the Philbin springs should have been Included In the DEIR 
analysis of water supply. 



\'11/ - 5 ') 

·PHI -'5<6 

States that all of t11e springs appear to have different sources and some 11ave water 
similar to that tound in the wells on the Graywood Ranch. His spring Is at 625 foot 
elevation, probably different source I rom other springs. W ell test shows groundwater 
elevation a higher than his spring at the beginning of the test and lower at the end of the 
pump test. Does not show no effect as E IR claims. Need to retest while m easuring 
these springs. 

X 

The tests in the DEIR are inadequate because the drawdown tests should be 
performed in Sept.-Oct. since that is when water levels are the lowest as trees are still 
pulling water. 

X 

&r~l;;;,5%~ Groundwater impacts were understated. He has an 18 foot deep well directly across 
Highway 12. His neighbors have two additional wells at different depths. None of them 
were tested. 

X 

~irl'dciii 6 0 
Bly1he 

Concerned that additional upstream development will cause more extensive flooding In 
his neighborhood (Hoff Rd.) . In the last 25 years there have been three 100 year 
floods. 

X 

X 
l'~~lma b f 

Jorgensen 
Runoff will Increase from the new impervious services and tree removal. It will cause 
additional flooding in her neighborhood (Hoff RD.) Cited an increase In flooding 
resulting from the construction of Oakmont. 

~ ~b~1~s~~~ 
er Fogg 
~111-63 

Would like the EIR to address downstream flooding issues in more detail. X 

W ants a definition of what a "Baseline Groundwater S tudy" should consist of. X

~d~lnTs~o~ 
er Furch 

I'HI ~t,S 

17111 ~6(:, 

Use of a package treatment plant for wastewater treatment is precedent setting and 
may result in a bigger push throughout the county to use them for sites which have 
limited septic capabilities. This should be addressed in the EIR. 

X 

It appears that a leachfield is located in one of the groundwater recharge areas. This 
area is also indicated as having a high potential for liquefaction. 

The 48 hour drawdown test was performed In winter. 
valuable inform ation, what happens In the summer? 

Although the res ults provide X 



Vl~l -6 ') Include well drmors' log . X

Ro-o)(amine rainfaiVrecharge assumplions. Rainfall will not nocossarlly recharge the X
~111 - b<t aquifer. 

Cultural Resources 

AAkiJh~ v a1 U cultural resources on the site the project must have significant Impacts on them. X 
Dupre 

Lisa Dur~ea 
 The Valley of the Moon is a beautiful cultural resource and this project will result in its X 
Pl~l- o 
 destruction . 

General Pl an and Z oning Consistency 

8c\M~is'~ib, Document the historic location of the ·K• zoning, Its current location and the proposed X 
er Furch location. 

l~),),lffi,;,& Would the General Plan Consistent Alternative resul t in the same laval of tree removal? X 
er Murphy 

I PJifsha,~s The Planning Commission should not waive any criteria for hillside development. See X 
Dupre Visual Impacts. 

!Pr~ii' - ') '1 The technical changes are not really technical changes. Policy Lu-4R and the zoning 
Carpenter maps accurately reflect the Intentions of the Board of Supervisors at the time. X 

The proposed project is no t consistent with the General Plan as policy LU-14r was 
established to recognize approved development, the proposed project is a different X ~nl- '>S 
project and therefore, a proposal for new development. Therefore, the proposal cannot 
rely on LU·14r for approval. 



LU-14n states: "The "Recreation and VIsitor Serving Commercial' designation Is 

Vl-\1 - 1 (, 
applied to "Morton's Warm Springs• (APN 055·040-032) to recognize tho existing 
outdoor rocroatlon use. Additional Recreation and Visitor Serving designations in tho 
Sonoma Valley are limited to urban service areas or Kenwood. • Since the project is a 
new project It is subject to this policy. Approval of the project would be inconsistent with 
the General Plan. 

OHI-~1 Objective LU·18.5 states: "Limit recreation and visitor serving uses in resource areas to 
low intensity or outdoor uses. • This project is inconsistent with this objective. If il is 
approved it win allow recreation and visitor serving uses to spread. 

Plli·<J~ jQ?n. ~mentor raised a number of issues related to interpretation of General PlanCle . 

~blrimt~~ibn The discussion of the oommunity separators and zoning and the changes to be made Is 
er Furch oonfuslng. Maps need to be prepared showing zoning for each parcel. 

?HI~ <'60 Most ot the growth appears to be In the Community Separator. This shou ld be 
Illustrated on a map showing t11e boundaries ot the Community Separator with tho s ilo 
plan for 1110 project. 

,PI\1·~ 1 Need to better analyze consistency with LU·14r. 

m~J ~en. It Is unclear why OS· 1 c does not apply to the project. 

General Plan Policies and Goals LU ·8.3, LU·8.4 and LU·S.d. Should be reviewed for 

r91U - <13 their applicability to th e proj ect. Th ey ask for Impacts to soils suitable for agriculture not 
analyzed. Also need to determine whether the project conflic ts with agricultural uses In 
the area. 

~1i}..,htis~rl Need to address contorm ity of the project with the General Plan. 
er Murphy 

Comments on Cumulative Impacts 

·~J1ri~l;:l~ If slgnlflcent additional projects have come on line since the start of the project 
erFogg shouldn't thoy be Included in the EIR analysis? 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



Del Rydman 

9H 1- <6b 
Mitigations for events rely on monttoring to ensure that too many special event s aren't 
held at any one lime. Glveo tho lack of budget for this and already over worked County 
staff this is not likely to happon. This makes this mitigation measure Inadequate. 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

11~J~n";"o~:r 1 
Wllhners 

:pHl - <'6~ 

"'1~ ,_ <:;:A 

Night sky light impacts are cumulative and this Is not addressed In the DEl A. 

Projects not included In the DEIR: Juvenile Hall Expansion, Boys & Girls Home, 
Expansion of Oakmont Is now 165 new hom es, new Hood Mountain Park entrance, 
Sugarloaf State Park Entrance (3,000 people/year), Kenwood W edding Center, 
Deerfield Ranch, (was cut off by the Commissioners). 

T here will be 30,000 additional lights in the Valley with all of the proposed projects. 

~~c~a;d "'O 
Carbonell! 

The cumulative effect ol events at all of the various facilities In the Valley Is 
understated. 

1lc?olr; s~~ro The OEIR does not really address the full cumulative impact of traffic. 

I~~1r\C"k '1'). 
Smithson 

Concerned about cumulative Impacts. 

I'61,1,\tiii;lign 
or Fogg 

Re-examine the assumplio11s used for cumulative impacts. 

Comments on Noise 

'8J~~hiis;'ibri 
er Murphy 

Noise Monitoring Mitigation. Feels that they probably won't have the full number of 
special events the f irst year. Need to refine the description of the events to be 
monitored so that the full number of events is captured. 

The E IR should have a better description of events to be monitored. The noise 
monitoring requirement should be changed so that staff Identifies six appropriate events 
to monitor. 



~rh1b M~lpf1y 

Plll ·•f(o 

fill I 11 

OEIR doos not contain a11 MUiysls of nolso Impact on dwellings across ltlghwoy 12. 
The Volloy has some unlquo r)()lso poromotors ond sound is carrkxln tong woy. -
No onotysls of restaurant noise was inctUdOC! In the DEIA. 

X 

X 

No analysis ol cunutetivo noiso impocts. X
-

gAtJu; Ad~ 

Pll I '"11 

,.., ")PI~ I 

-PI II IOJ 

Nolso lrom the private airstrip on the adjoining portion ol the Graywood Roncll moy be 
o problem and it was not really addressed In OEIR. X 

There rue many noise impacts from existing agricultural operations (generatore during 
lroeoog to keep crops from being damaged. etc.) which may have an adverse lmpoct 
on new development rn this aroa 

X 

Thora oro a Iorge number of planes whlcllfly over the area already taking promotional 
photos ond they contribute o 104 of nolso to the area. X 

Trolllo nolso Irom Highway 12 ond othor major roadways is already Intonso. 
project will odd to lhat • doosn't oppoar to bo addressed in the DEIR. 

This 
X 

~.~.J.~ 
or Fogg 

1 1!d.~. ;,,~~~~ 
or Furch 

Provldo more information about the ocousllcs o1 the VaHey. X 

Whal oro tho hours ol oporollor1 lor 1110 1>rlvoto alrslrlp. X 

Com monte on Traffic Impacts 

TC~;n/~,;~, 
erF~ 
""  0~ 
~> nHo<> 

.111!1 · to? 

Pl~l /O<;, 

What was the source of tho assumptions lor cumulative development? X 

Should significant new projects be oddad to the cumulative analysis? X 

Nood to address tho cumutollvo ossumpllons. 

Is concomed about basic tralllo doslgn. 

Con the EtA compute accident history and doscribe the effect? 



VCYnm1is'Jon 
or Bennett 


•'PI~ I· /10 

Are special events Included In Figures 5.2·23, 24, and 25? 


The EIR should have a comparison or conditions with and without events.


BbM.nrJ~r6n 
ar Furch 
·'i>\~t ~ II "2 

'1Jl1J - fl~ 

Why Is 2012 used as a horizon year for traffic? 

How were the growth rate assumptions made for traffic? Why do they decrease after
2005? 

Are the traffic mitigations growth-inducing? 

Raymond 
Wlllmers 

l?l11· J/1 

The DEfR missed projects that should be in the cumulative analysis: Stargate, Juvenile 
Hall , Children's Home, Oakmont expansion, Hood Mountain, Hood Mansion, Sugarloaf 
Park, Kenwood Wedding Center, Deerfield Ranch, Darius Ranch, (also some others
not named). 

8.W9e'' '5 
Ellman 


Comments submitted In letter and e-mail. 


IJ.~~..i:o/lb 
Haddltt 


Traffic mitigations are urbanizing our valley. This will be destroying paradise. 


Carl Keener 

\?'HI - lt') 

PHI- nc:-,s 

'\>111·11'1 

1liH-l<.o 

9111 - I<. I 

The DElR does not considGr tho safety hazards associated wlll1 1110 project's entrance: 
Cars turning left onto Lawndale will cause people to pass on t11e right in the 
deceleration lane. People wailing to exit the project site will conclude wrongly that 
cars in the deceleration lana are going to turn onto the projGCt driveway, which 
could cause them to pull out into traffic, resulting in an accident. 

The project entrance is too close to Lawndale. Exiting vehicles from both need to 
merge quickly inlo high speed through traffic, increasing the potential for an accident. 

People exiting from the project site after visiting the winery or attending a special event 
may have been drinking, and would Increase potential for accidants. 

The County may be liable In an accident situation. 

There have bean over 6 fatalliles on the curve 1000 feet to the east. 



U\'oJ~~ 

1>1-\ I· I Z-1,:, 

Tho DEIR says tho only way to mitigate traffic is to add lanes, yotthe DEIR does not 
address growth that might bo induced by this mitigation. 

There are no alternate routes; all traffic uses Hwy 12. 

~Pra~k12. ~ 
Murphy 

1l'H 1- ll_s 
Y~~- fZb 

Ernsberger 

147 parking spaces are proposed, but this may be inadequate for more than one avant 
at a lime. The need for off-site parking should be addressed. When multiple events 
occur, people park on roadsides, sometimes blocking driveways. 

The number of people attending spacial events is based on the County's pannils, which 
may not be accurate. In some cases the attendance is unknown until the event is held. 

The DEIR did not consider agricultural traffic during crush and harvest. 

C',l;):~ s~~o The DEIR does not fully address cumulative traffic. 

Stove Perry 

.PHI · / 2.~ 

91~1- J <..~j 

tJHI- 130 

The OEIR took a microscopic view lor traffic purposes- only a lew miles north and 
south oltho project. There is an interaction between Hwy 12 and other roads, such as 
Bonnett Vnlley Road, Warm Spri11gs Road, and Arnold Drive. If traffic worsens on Hwy 
12, It could affect tralllc on other roads. 

Tho cum ulatlve list is focused - It should consider all projects. 

Make sure the mitigations will not affect other areas. 

Brent Moore 
'1)1}1·1~1 

The DEIR does not does not describe traffic accidents - it should include Caltrans 
figures on accidents. 

~aWk. 1'3?, 
Smithson 

Special even ts will be condensed into a few months each year (summer and fall), which 
will make traffic impacts worse. 

8~b1~G~~r~ Old the DEIR consider the effects on residential driveways? I had an accident at my 
driveway recently. 

~A~Aa11 13 "J 
Blythe 

Weekday mornings have worse traffic; the DEIR analyzes limes having lower traffic. 

I'¥~ei~;; I ~S 
Jorgensen 

fl has taken as long as 10 minutes to make a left turn from Hoff Road. 



Other Comments 

I'~IZriarJ !>b So m any ml11ga11ons, DEIR shows that this is the wrong project in the wrong placo. X 
Carbonetti 

I YIJ~o~~ Kenwood Is a very small town and the scale of this project is not in keeping with the 

community. 


X 

'8M~MGr~y There has been a lot of strain on the Volunteer Fire Dept. due to all the wineries with X 
events, etc. in the Valley of the Moon. These require standard inspections of 
permanent facilities and prior to each event This impact was not addressed in the 
DEIR 

(j)/11· I?FJ 

'Pl~ l · / tJ 'O 

'\))l/~1 '1} 

More alcohol is consumed at events putting more work on CHP, sheriff, lire and 

ambulance. These impacts were not addressed in the DEIR. 


X 

Num bers of people who will attend an event is unknown until the event Is held. 
Projections are routinely exceeded at current events. This was not factored Into the 
analysis of event Impacts. 

X 

Parking Is not adequate and will result in oll·site parking. Need to review parking again. 

Explain the "Overriding Public Benefit," especially the benefit of trail which dead-ends at 
Highway 12 . 

X 

1 Hh1mi ~~~ 
er Furch 
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Response to Comment PH-1 

Please see Master Response A and Master Response D. 

Response to Comment PH-2 

The County does regulate the removal of certain designated trees through the Sonoma County tree 
Ordinance No. 4044, the Valley Oak Ordinance 4991, and the Sonoma County Heritage Tree 
Ordinance No. 3651. It is not clear which “screening trees” that Caltrans could remove that the 
commentor is referring to.  As can be seen in Exhibits 5.8-4 and 5.8-9 there are no trees immediately 
adjacent to State Route 12.  It should also be noted that the screening providing by the trees discussed 
in Section 5.8 would be provided by on-site trees. 

Response to Comment PH-3 

Exhibits 5.8-6, 9-3 and 9-4 illustrate how on-site trees would provide the screening described in 
Section 5.8. 

Response to Comment PH-4 

Please see Response to Comment 14-92. 

Response to Comment PH-5 

Portions of the inn would be visible from off-site as described in Section 5.8 Visual and Aesthetic 
Quality and in Master Response A. 

Response to Comment PH-6 

Comment noted.  It is unclear which specific mitigation measure this comment is referring to. 
Landscaping is part of the proposed project, however, the visual analysis in the EIR did not rely on 
landscaping to screen buildings from views. 

Response to Comment PH-7 

Due to the distance of the proposed buildings from existing roads and the screening provided by the 
on-site trees glare from window glass is not anticipated to be a significant problem.   

Response to Comment PH-8 

As discussed in Section 5.8 the project site’s zoning designation is only one of several factors that 
were used to determine the visual significance of the changes proposed by the project. 

Response to Comment PH-9 

Please see Master Response A. 

Response to Comment PH-10 

The 35 foot building height is consistent with what is permitted by the zoning designations. 
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
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Response to Comment PH-11 

Impact 5.8-4 states that light pollution would be a significant cumulative impact. 

Response to Comment PH-12 

Please see Master Response E. 

Response to Comment PH-13 

Please see Master Response C. 

Response to Comment PH-14 

Please see Master Response A. 

Response to Comment PH-15 

Please see Master Response A. 

Response to Comment PH-16 

There is no proposal to “waive” any of the County’s development standards. 

Response to Comment PH-17 

Comment noted.  Without more detail of how the analysis is inadequate no further response is 
available. 

Response to Comment PH-18 

Please see Master Response A for a discussion as to how the viewpoints for the EIR were selected. 
Viewpoints are evaluated from public roads or other public viewpoints. 

Response to Comment PH-19 

Please see Response to Comment 48-4. 

Response to Comment PH-20 

As acknowledged on page 5.6-14, Sudden Oak Death (SOD) is one of several vegetation management 
issues described in the project application and discussed further in the outline of the Vegetation 
Management Plan prepared by the applicant's arborist.  SOD is a forest disease caused by the fungus-
like pathogen Phytophthora ramorum. This pathogen has caused widespread dieback of tanoak and 
several oak species in the central and northern coastal counties of California.  It has also been found on 
numerous other species, including Douglas fir, rhododendron, California bay laurel, and camellia. 
While some of these species - coast live oak, black oak, Shreve oak and tanoak - sustain lethal trunk 
infections, other plants get more benign foliar and twig infections.  Many of these species with foliar 
infections are believed to play a key role in spread of P. ramorum. 

According to the applicant's arborist, the trees on the property currently show no signs of infection or 
decline from SOD.  The possible establishment of SOD and need for any control of its spread in the 
future would be a component of the on-going vegetation management of the site.  Treatment is now 
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9.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
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available to improve the level of resistance to SOD and in stopping its spread, although these are 
relatively intensive procedures and would most likely not be realistic for widespread application. 

In Master Response D an assessment is provided on anticipated tree removal based on estimates made 
by the applicant's arborist.  This includes information on tree removal size class and species 
distribution (see Exhibit 9-7). Based on the sampled area, the species most susceptible to die off from 
to SOD (live oak and black oak) comprise approximately 20 to 25 percent of the tree species in the 
sampled area.  Those less susceptible to die off (though several may be affected or are susceptible to 
foliar infections) comprise at least 75 percent of the species distribution.   

It is not possible to conjecture or accurately predict how the forest and woodland cover on the site may 
be affected by a condition which currently does not exist on the property.  There are too many variable 
to accurately predict how some future infection of SOD, which presumably could include tree die off, 
would affect the visibility of proposed structures.  These variables include: relationship of building 
improvements to specific infected trees; individual tree height, spread, and canopy density; 
effectiveness of other non-infected (both of the same and different species) in maintaining screening 
function of proposed structures. Given that SOD is not present on the site, the comparatively low 
percentage of trees species which could severely affected by SOD (less than 25 percent), provisions 
for future management and opportunities for treatment if an infection should become established, SOD 
is not believed to pose a significant threat or contribute significantly to the visibility of proposed 
structures on the site.  This assumes that proper management and intervention is provided as part of 
the proposed Vegetation Management Plan, if ever required in the future. 

Response to Comment PH-21 

Please see Master Response A and Master Response D. 

Response to Comment PH-22 

Impact 5.8-4 discusses light pollution.  Although the proposed project would go through the County’s 
Design Review process and measures would be incorporated to reduce off-site glare, the impact is 
considered significant and unavoidable. 

Response to Comment PH-23 

Please see Master Response D. 

Response to Comment PH-24 

Please see Master Response D for an update on the potential impacts of the project on tree resources, 
refined estimates of anticipated tree removal, the risks posed by overly dense forest cover, and 
adequacy of proposed mitigation. 

Response to Comment PH-25 

Comment noted.  Please see Section 5.8 Biological Resources for a description of the biological and 
wetland resources on the site, potential impacts of proposed development, and recommended 
mitigation. 
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Response to Comment PH-26 

Comment noted.  As discussed in the introduction to Section 5.6 Biological Resources, most of the 
detailed studies were conducted by consultants retained directly by the applicant.  However, each of 
the firms and individuals involved are respected professionals with years of experience in conducting 
biological and wetland assessments. To ensure the thoroughness and accuracy of these detailed 
studies, an independent EIR biologist (Environmental Collaborative) was used to conduct a peer 
review of the reports and mapping prepared for the applicant.  Two field reconnaissance surveys were 
conducted by the EIR biologist, one in spring and the other in summer of 2002.  These field 
reconnaissance surveys were considered adequate to characterize resources in the vicinity of proposed 
improvements or locations where indirect impacts of the project could affect sensitive resources. 
Representatives of the CDFG were also informally consulted during conduct of the detailed surveys 
and subsequently by the EIR biologist to confirm identified resources, likelihood of occurrence of any 
other sensitive resources, and the need for any additional detailed surveys.  The results of the detailed 
surveys, and input from CDFG is acknowledged under the discussion of special-status species on 
pages 5.6-10 through 12 of the Draft EIR.  Information on the status and habitat characteristics of 
steelhead, California red-legged frog, foothill yellow-legged frog, California tiger salamander, and 
raptors is provided on pages 5.6-11 and 12 of the Draft EIR, together with a conclusion that suitable 
habitat for these species is absent from the site.  

As stated on page 5.6-7 of the Draft EIR, the identified jurisdictional wetlands were verified by the 
Corps in October 2002, eliminating any question regarding the potential for additional wetland 
resources on the site. Detailed measures have been recommended in the Draft EIR to ensure adequate 
protection of the occurrences of Sonoma ceanothus and narrow-anthered California brodiaea on the 
site. 

A discussion of the surveys conducted to determine presence or absence of raptor nesting activity on 
the site is provided on page 5.6-12 of the Draft EIR.  These consisted of two daytime visual surveys 
and two night-time owl calling surveys focusing on spotted owl.  No evidence of any raptor nesting 
activity was observed during the field reconnaissance surveys by the EIR biologist.  As acknowledged 
on page 5.6-16 of the Draft EIR, there is a possibility that new nests could be established in the future 
prior to project implementation or during later phases of construction.  Mitigation Measure 5.6-1(d) 
calls for conduct of pre-construction surveys to ensure no new raptor nests have been established on 
the site which could be affected by proposed tree removal and construction.  Several other mitigation 
measures require additional detailed engineering surveys or other field confirmation, but these are 
recommended to ensure adequate protection of known resources not determine whether unknown 
resources occur on the property.  The studies conducted prior to and during preparation of the EIR 
have collectively been determined to be accurate in identifying sensitive biological resources on the 
site and were sufficient to allow for an adequate evaluation of potential impacts of the project.  No 
additional detailed surveys are considered necessary to complete the environmental analysis.  

Response to Comment PH-27 

Comment noted.  A discussion of the potential impacts of the project on wildlife habitat and 
connectivity is provided in Impact 5.6-4 of the Draft EIR, together with detailed measures 
recommended to mitigate identified adverse impacts. 

Response to Comment PH-28 

Comment noted.  Please see Master Response D for an update on the potential impacts of the project 
on tree resources, refined estimates of anticipated tree removal, the risks posed by overly dense forest 
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cover, and adequacy of proposed mitigation.  Use of controlled burning as a method to manage 
vegetation and the high fire hazard on the site was not proposed as part of the project or its conceptual 
Vegetation Management Plan, and so this technique was not evaluated in the Draft EIR. 

Response to Comment PH-29 

Comment noted.  Please see Master Response D for an update on the potential impacts of the project 
on tree resources, refined estimates of anticipated tree removal, the risks posed by overly dense forest 
cover, and adequacy of proposed mitigation.   

Response to Comment PH-30 

The commentor did not give reasons for believing the impacts to be understated, and therefore no 
response can be provided. 

Response to Comment PH-31 

Please see Response to Comment 49-10. 

Response to Comment PH-32 

Please see Response to Comment PH-28 

Response to Comment PH-33 

The commentor mischaracterizes the water supply analysis as a “paper study”.  Sufficient water supply 
for the project was documented through the completion of a pumping test in September 2002, review 
of water well information for the immediate project area, groundwater recharge calculations for the 
project site, research and review of background geologic and hydrologic data for the project area, and 
detailed itemization of water demands for the proposed project facilities.  For additional information, 
please see Master Response J regarding historic groundwater level monitoring data for wells in the 
project area and Master Response K regarding comparison of groundwater recharge estimates and 
projected cumulative water demand for the area. 

Response to Comment PH-34 

Please see Master Response J regarding historic groundwater level monitoring data for wells in the 
project area and Master Response K regarding comparison of groundwater recharge estimates and 
projected cumulative water demand for the area.  Also, please see Response to Comment 21-38. 

Response to Comment PH-35 

Virtually the entire project site, except a small part at the northern end, lies within a Class I 
groundwater availability area, according to the Resource Conservation Element of the Sonoma County 
General Plan. Class I areas are defined as areas of major groundwater basins having a known and 
readily available supply of groundwater.  Additionally, sufficient water supply for the project was 
documented through the completion of a pumping test in September 2002, review of water well 
information for the immediate project area, groundwater recharge calculations for the project site, 
research and review of background geologic and hydrologic data for the project area, and detailed 
itemization of water demands for the proposed project facilities.  For additional information, please 
see Master Response J regarding historic groundwater level monitoring data for wells in the project 
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area and Master Response K regarding comparison of groundwater recharge estimates and projected 
cumulative water demand for the area. 

Response to Comment PH-36 

Comment noted.  Please see Responses to Comment PH-35 and 21-38. 

Response to Comment PH-37 

Please see Master Response K regarding comparison of groundwater recharge estimates and projected 
cumulative water demand for the area. 

Response to Comment PH-38 

The EIR preparers agree with the commentor that the cited language in the Draft EIR is vague as to the 
reference. The text of EIR, second sentence on page 5.5-9, has been revised to read as follows; 

All available information Review of water well information for the immediate project area, 
groundwater recharge calculations for the project site, research and review of background 
geologic and hydrologic data for the project area, and detailed itemization of water demands for 
the proposed project facilities indicates that there is more than sufficient groundwater available 
on the project site to meet the estimated water demand.    

Response to Comment PH-39 

According to the Public Hearing record, the commentor was to have supplied data regarding evidence 
of many water wells in the area that are going dry.  No such data have been supplied for review by the 
EIR consultants. However, please see Response to Comment 2-1 regarding review of the Kenwood 
Village Water Company K-1 well, which has experienced increased levels of dynamic drawdown (i.e., 
during pumping).   

Please see Response to Comment 21-40 regarding the assessment of drawdown impacts on the 
Graywood Ranch well.  

Response to Comment PH-40 

Please see Master Response J regarding historic groundwater level monitoring data for wells in the 
project area and Master Response K regarding comparison of groundwater recharge estimates and 
projected cumulative water demand for the area. 

As general matter, investigation of the causes for specific individual homeowner water well problems 
is outside the scope an EIR. In this case, no data were supplied by the commentor to further clarify the 
locations and nature of water well problems to assist in determining their relevance to the EIR 
analysis, and to facilitate their review and consideration as part of the EIR (see Response to Comment 
PH-39). However, please see Response to Comment 2-1 regarding the apparent significant increase in 
dynamic drawdown at the Kenwood Village Water Company main water well (K-1) in recent years.  It 
appears that it is most likely a function of the deteriorating condition of the well (it had to be re-cased 
in 1998) rather than an area-wide decline in groundwater availability.  This is consistent with the 
discussion provided in the Draft EIR. 
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Response to Comment PH-41 

This opinion is noted; however, the EIR preparers disagree with the commentor regarding 
determination of what constitutes an adequate supply of groundwater.  Also, please see Master 
Response K regarding comparison of groundwater recharge estimates and projected cumulative water 
demand for the area.   

Response to Comment PH-42 

Please see Response to Comment 20-8. 

Response to Comment PH-43 

Please see Response to Comment 20-8. 

Response to Comment PH-44 

Comment noted.  Sharp fluctuations in the BOD and other characteristics of the sewage influent to the 
plant would be normalized or buffered by the inclusion of a septic tank and as well as an anoxic
dentrification mixing tank ahead of the FAST treatment modules. Please see Master Response H for 
treatment process schematics. 

Response to Comment PH-45 

Comment noted.  The Draft EIR recognizes the importance of potential groundwater-nitrate impacts 
and includes mitigation measures (5.4-1 and 5.4-4) addressing treatment system reliability and 
monitoring requirements.  See also Response to Comment PH-48. 

Response to Comment PH-46 

The disposal area for the Winery wastewater system is the northern portion of Disposal Area A, as 
proposed by the applicant.  An earlier project plan considered a larger winery and the use of an 
aeration pond; but this was deleted and is not included in the project that is described and evaluated in 
the Draft EIR. Please see Master Response H for further clarification of the proposed wastewater 
treatment process schematics and disposal fields. 

Response to Comment PH-47 

Please see Master Response H for clarification and updated description of the proposed wastewater 
treatment and disposal facilities. Please see Master Response I for discussion of chemical usage, 
sludge disposal and other operational issues regarding the treatment systems.   

Response to Comment PH-48 

The monitoring requirements would be specified by the Regional Water Quality Control Board in a 
monitoring and reporting program included as part of the Waste Discharge Requirements for the 
wastewater facilities. Nitrate is normally a required water quality parameter for systems of this size 
that utilize subsurface disposal methods.  Sonoma County PRMD would also be issuing an Operating 
Permit for the facility and would include nitrate monitoring as requirement.  As discussed in Response 
to Comment 14-55 the text (and Exhibit 5.4-6) of the EIR has been revised to reflect a change in the 
nitrate loading analysis; and mitigation measure 5.4-4 has been revised to specify an effluent nitrate-
nitrogen limit of 10 mg/L, rather than 15 mg/L. 
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Response to Comment PH-49 

Please see Response to Comment 14-36 for information regarding rainfall data. 

Response to Comment PH-50 

Please see response to Comment 14-43 for impacts associated with roadway drainage, 

Response to Comment PH-51 

This comment appears to question the assumption in the Draft EIR that the wastewater discharge to 
the soils and underlying alluvium in the lower portions of the site can be considered to be part of 
recharge to the groundwater in the water balance calculations.  This portion of the site is recognized 
and mapped as a “groundwater recharge area” in the Resource Conservation Element of the Sonoma 
County General Plan.  Also, please see Response to Comment 14-53 regarding evidence of hydraulic 
communication between the upper Alluvium unit and the deeper Sonoma Volcanics.  The upland areas 
of the project site are also a source of groundwater recharge; however, the contribution (per acre) is 
less than in the lower alluvial areas.  In the upland areas of the site wastewater disposal from 
residential septic systems can also be considered to contribute to groundwater recharge in the same 
manner that impervious surfaces (in both the lower and upper areas of the site) are assumed in the 
Draft EIR to contribute to a reduction in groundwater recharge.   

Response to Comment PH-52 

Please see Response to Comment 14-61. 

Response to Comment PH-53 

This comment expresses a concern about the potential for hydraulic communication between the 
proposed wastewater disposal fields and the groundwater supplies in the area.  It is true that the 
wastewater disposal fields for the inn/spa/restaurant and for the winery would be located in areas that 
discharge to the Alluvium unit which, in turn, is a source of recharge to groundwater basin.  However, 
the wastewater systems would not have “direct” hydraulic communication with the groundwater. 
Similar to other potential sources of pollution that occur at or near ground surface, the wastewater 
disposal systems will have only “indirect” hydraulic communication with the groundwater.  As 
explained in the Draft EIR, minimum vertical separation distances are required between the bottom of 
wastewater disposal trenches and the highest seasonal rise of the water table.  This applies to highly 
treated wastewater (as proposed for the project) as well as for standard septic tank systems.  The 
unsaturated soil zone beneath the wastewater disposal systems is an important treatment zone; its 
ability to provide treatment is judged by soil texture, structure, depth and permeability.  The soils in 
the proposed wastewater disposal areas have been investigated extensively to verify their suitability 
and capacity to provide the necessary treatment.  Please see also Response to Comment PH-65.    

Response to Comment PH-54 

Please see Response to Comments 2-2 and 14-57. 

Response to Comment PH-55 

Please see Response to Comment 14-56 regarding the extent of water well mapping shown in the Draft 
EIR. 
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Response to Comment PH-56 

Please see Response to Comments 14-49, 22-1, 25-2 and 55-1 regarding the Philbin/Baker spring. 

Response to Comment PH-57 

Please see Responses to Comments 14-49, 22-1, 22-3 and 36-1 regarding the Dempster spring. 

Response to Comment PH-58 

The pumping tests were conducted in during the period of September 25-27, 2002; please see 
Response to Comment 14-58.  

Response to Comment PH-59 

The pumping test included monitoring and analysis of impacts to wells located closest to the project 
wells, since these are the wells with the greatest potential for being impacted by the project wells. The 
farthest well monitored was about 2,000 feet from the pumping well; and there was no observed drop 
in water level during the pumping test.  Wells on the opposite side of Highway 12 are more than 4,000 
feet from the pumping well (Resort Well).  Drawdown in these wells so far away is even less likely to 
have occurred during the pumping test.  As explained in the Draft EIR on page 5.5-18, under the 
discussion of Cumulative Well Interference, drawdown impacts decrease exponentially with distance 
from the pumping well.  

Response to Comment PH-60 

Please see Response to Comment 14-47 for information regarding flooding of Sonoma Creek.  As 
discussed in Response to Comment 14-47, flooding at Hoff Road as a result of the proposed project is 
estimated at 0.15 inches. 

Response to Comment PH-61 

Please see Response to Comment 14-47 for information regarding flooding of Sonoma Creek.  As 
discussed in Response to Comment 14-47, flooding at Hoff Road as a result of the proposed project is 
estimated at 0.15 inches. 

Response to Comment PH-62 

Please see Response to Comment 14-47 for information regarding flooding of Sonoma Creek.  As 
indicated in Response to Comment 14-47, the Draft EIR has been revised to include additional 
discussion and analysis of the impacts of flooding. 

Response to Comment PH-63 

There is no formal definition of the term “Baseline Groundwater Study”.  It may have different 
meanings based on the circumstances of the matter under review.  However, in a general sense it is 
understood to be a study, the purpose of which is to describe or characterize existing groundwater 
conditions to aid in decisions about activities that may affect the groundwater resource.  The level of 
detail is dependent upon the particular groundwater basin conditions, as well as the availability of (or 
ability to acquire) pertinent data.  At a minimum the study would be expected to include a basic 
description of geology and hydrology, occurrence of groundwater, typical water well production rates 
and depths, estimated aquifer properties, water uses and estimated demand, and estimated rates of 
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groundwater replenishment.  The term “safe yield” is often referred to in groundwater studies; 
however, this is partly an economic evaluation and consequently is not necessarily a part of a 
“baseline” study.  Also, please see Response to Comment 21-38. 

Response to Comment PH-64 

Please see Response to Comment 14-50.  

Response to Comment PH-65 

The commentor is correct.  The lower portions of the project site are located in a known groundwater 
recharge area. Project facilities, including buildings and wastewater treatment and disposal facilities 
would be located in these areas.  The onsite wastewater treatment and disposal standards established 
by Sonoma County and by the Regional Water Quality Control Board operate under the assumption 
that all onsite wastewater systems discharge to areas of groundwater recharge; and, accordingly, the 
standards are set to protect all potential uses of the groundwater for drinking water purposes (i.e., 
highest use). Therefore, compliance with County and Regional Board standards can be used as a basis 
for assessing potential impacts to and protection of groundwater resources.  The proposed wastewater 
facilities for the project have been evaluated and found to be in compliance with established 
requirements for protection of groundwater resources in the area.  

Please see Impact 5.7-3 and mitigation proposed to reduce the impact to a less-than-significant level. 

Response to Comment PH-66 

The pumping tests were conducted during the period of September 25-27, 2002; please see Response 
to Comment 14-58. 

Response to Comment PH-67 

The well driller’s logs for the project site (winery well and resort well) are included the groundwater 
pumping report prepared for the project site. 94 

Response to Comment PH-68 

Please Master Response K for revised estimates of groundwater recharge and net groundwater 
extraction, including various rainfall assumptions, reduced water demand (based on changes in the 
proposed spa), and refined monthly water balance calculations.  Also, please see Response to 
Comment 14-53 regarding hydraulic communication between the Alluvium and the Sonoma 
Volcanics. Additionally, the Resource Conservation Element of the Sonoma County General Plan 
designates the lower portions of the project site as falling within a defined “Groundwater Recharge 
Area”. 

94	 Richard C. Slade & Associates LLC, Consulting Groundwater Geologists (RCS), Results and Analysis of 48-Hour 
Constant Rate Pumping Test – Resort Well at Graywood Ranch, December 2002.  A copy of this report is available for 
review at the Sonoma County PRMD office. 
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Response to Comment PH-69 

Section 5.9 addresses potential impacts to cultural resources as a result of the proposed Sonoma 
Country Inn project. It does not necessarily follow that if cultural resources are present these must be 
a significant impact. 

Response to Comment PH-70 

Comment noted.  This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. 

Response to Comment PH-71 

Please see Response to Comment 14-2. 

Response to Comment PH-72 

Since a specific development proposal is not available it is not possible to quantify the differences 
between the General Plan Alternative and the proposed project.  For example, the extent of tree 
removal would depend on the layout of the 13 residential lots, the location of the building envelopes 
and the location of the driveways.  With a reduction in the number of rooms in the inn it is likely that 
the inn/spa/restaurant portion of the project would result in less tree removal for the General Plan 
Alternative than the proposed project. 

Response to Comment PH-73 

Comment noted.  It is not proposed to “waive any criteria for hillside development”. 

Response to Comment PH-74 

Please see Response to Comment 14-2. 

Response to Comment PH-75 

The commentor is correct -- the proposed project is inconsistent with the existing General Plan policy 
LU-14r. It is for this reason that the project applicant has proposed a General Plan Amendment to 
eliminate this inconsistency.  Without approval of the General Plan Amendment the project as 
proposed would be inconsistent with the policy. 

Response to Comment PH-76 

County decision makers will decide which policy takes precedence. 

Response to Comment PH-77 

Comment noted. 

Response to Comment PH-78 

County decision makers will make the interpretations of the General Plan policies. 
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Response to Comment PH-79 

County PRMD staff prepared a number of exhibits related to the General Plan and Zoning aspects of 
the proposed project. The following exhibits are included in Appendix F. 

x General Plan Land Use Designations 

x General Plan Open Space Designations’ 

x General Plan Land Use Technical Correction 

x General Plan Land Use Amendment Request 

x Zoning Technical Correction 

x Zoning Change Request 

Response to Comment PH-80 

The location of the Community Separator and Scenic Landscape Unit on the project site is shown on 
the General Plan Open Space exhibit in Appendix F.  It is correct that most of the proposed 
development would be in the Community Separator. 

Response to Comment PH-81 

The proposed project is not consistent with General Plan policy LU-14r.  Because of the inconsistency 
the project proposes a General Plan amendment to revise the text of LU-14r.   

Response to Comment PH-82 

Use of the provisions of policy OS-1c must be requested by the applicant.  Normally this would 
happen when the applicant is requesting more entitlements on the property than would be available 
under the zoning. 

Response to Comment PH-83 

General Plan Objectives LU-8.3, LU-8.4, and Policy LU-8d are analyzed on page 4.0-10 of the Draft 
EIR. 

Response to Comment PH-84 

Chapter 4.0 evaluates consistency of the proposed project with public plans and zoning, including the 
Sonoma County General Plan. 

Response to Comment PH-85 

Please see Master Response E. 

Response to Comment PH-86 

Comment noted.  County PRMD staff participated in the development of the proposed events 
coordination program (Mitigation Measure 5.2-8(b) and indicate that the proposed mitigation is 
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feasible. The need for additional budget to implement the events coordination program is discussed in 
the mitigation measure. 

Response to Comment PH-87 


Impact 5.8-4 states that light pollution would be a significant cumulative impact. 

Response to Comment PH-88 


Please see Master Response E. 

Response to Comment PH-89 


Impact 5.8-4 states that light pollution would be a significant cumulative impact. 

Response to Comment PH-90 


The commentor’s comment that the cumulative effect of events at all of the various facilities in the 
valley is understated is noted. Without specific reasons why the commentor considers the effect to be 
understated no response is possible. 

Response to Comment PH-91 


The commentor’s comment that the Draft EIR does not really address the full cumulative impact of 
traffic is noted. Without specific reasons why the commentor believe this no response is possible. 

Response to Comment PH-92 


Comment noted.   

Response to Comment PH-93 


Please see Master Response E. 

Response to Comment PH-94 


Comment noted.  The events to be monitored can best be selected after a schedule of events is 
developed. Selection guidelines are given in Mitigation Measure 5.11-1(d)(1). 

Response to Comment PH-95 


Please see Response to Comment 14-96. 

Response to Comment PH-96 


Please see Response to Comment 14-98. 

Response to Comment PH-97 


Please see Response to Comment 14-97. 
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Response to Comment PH-98 

As discussed in Section 5.1 of the EIR the private dirt airstrip is primarily used for the personal use of 
the current property owner (Lendal Gray).  Use of the airstrip is restricted to daylight hours.  The 
infrequent single noise event created by the use of the airstrip by a small single engine aircraft is not 
anticipated to result in land use compatibility issues. 

Response to Comment PH-99 

The discussion of the existing noise environment on page 5.11-1 acknowledges that during some times 
of the year noise can be produced by farm machinery operating in the adjacent existing vineyards. 
The ambient noise levels on the project site are similar to those usually found in quiet rural areas.  The 
Draft EIR includes discussion of the Sonoma County Right to Farm Ordinance 5203.  Impact 5.1-4 
addresses land use compatibility with agriculture.  With mitigation impacts would be reduced to a less-
than-significant level. 

Response to Comment PH-100 

Although infrequent single noise events, such as the passing of an airplane over the site, may be an 
occasional nuisance they are unlikely to result in land use compatibility issues. 

Response to Comment PH-101 

As discussed on page 5.11-1 the project site and surrounding area is generally quiet, except for 
locations relatively close to State Route 12.  It is estimated that along State Route 12 in the vicinity of 
the project site (at Adobe Canyon Road) the distance from the roadway center line to the 65 decibel 
contour line is 131 feet and to the 60 decibel line is 266 feet. 95 The nearest development on the 
project site (the winery and associated buildings) would be set back more than 1,000 feet from State 
Route 12. Traffic noise from State Route 12 would therefore not result in land use compatibility 
issues.  Furthermore, the increase in traffic on State Route 12 as a result of the proposed project would 
not significantly change noise levels on the project site. 

Response to Comment PH-102 

As discussed in Impact 5.11-1 the noise estimates were prepared taking into account several factors 
including the attenuating effects of any forested areas between source and receiving locations and the 
topography of the area.  The acoustical characteristics of the valley were taken into account in coming 
to the finding that with implementation of Mitigation Measures 5.11-1(a) through 5.11-1(c) would 
reduced noise impacts to a less-than-significant level. 

Response to Comment PH-103 

Among the conditions of approval for the airstrip is that operation of the airstrip shall be restricted to 
daylight hours. 

Response to Comment PH-104 

Please see Master Responses E and F. 

95 Draft Noise Element, Sonoma County Permit and Resource Management Department, August 21, 2003. 
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Response to Comment PH-105 


Please see Master Responses E and F. 

Response to Comment PH-106 


Please see Master Responses E and F. 

Response to Comment PH-107 


The commentor’s opinion is noted.  Without more detail as to the concern regarding “basic traffic 
design” no response is possible.  Please see Master Response G for a discussion of traffic safety. 

Response to Comment PH-108 


Please see Master Response G. 

Response to Comment PH-109 


No, Exhibits 5.2-23, 24 and 25 do not include a project special event.  

Response to Comment PH-110 


The Draft EIR provides year 2005 and 2012 analyses with and without a project average-size special 
event, and also provides future 2005 and 2012 condition comparisons for cumulative special events on 
a Friday evening and Sunday afternoon assuming all facilities planned or permitted to hold special 
events are doing so concurrently. 

Response to Comment PH-111 


Year 2012 is a ten-year horizon from the 2002 base data for traffic conditions, which is a commonly-
chosen time period for purposes of planning and analysis.   

Response to Comment PH-112 


Please see Master Response F and Response to Comment 9-3. 

Response to Comment PH-113 


No, the traffic mitigations are not considered by the EIR traffic analyst to be growth-inducing.  

Response to Comment PH-114 


Please see Master Response F and Response to Comment 14-7. 

Response to Comment PH-115 


Please see responses to Comment Letter 18. 

Response to Comment PH-116 


Comment noted. 
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Response to Comment PH-117 


Comment noted.  In response to similar concerns presented by other commentors the applicant has 
redesigned the Project Access driveway.  Please see Comment Letter 5 from Caltrans and the 
responses to it, particularly Responses to Comment 5-10 and 5-11, and also Master Response G.   

Response to Comment PH-118 


Comment noted however, any design determination is dependent upon satisfying Caltrans’ design 
guidelines. The 300-foot distance between the Project Access and Lawndale Road intersections 
satisfies Caltrans’ minimum standard.  Please see Comment Letter 5 from Caltrans and the responses 
to it, particularly Responses to Comment 5-10 and 5-11.   

Response to Comment PH-119 


Please see Master Response G.  

Response to Comment PH-120 


Comment noted.  

Response to Comment PH-121 


Comment noted.  See Master Response G.  

Response to Comment PH-122 


The Draft EIR states that there is no political will to make State Route 12 a four-lane facility; the 
report states that this is considered politically infeasible.  

Response to Comment PH-123 


Comment noted. 

Response to Comment PH-124 


Please see Responses to Comments 64-10, 64-11 and 64-12. 

Response to Comment PH-125 


Comment noted. 

Response to Comment PH-126 


Please see Responses to Comments 9-2 and 14-2. 

Response to Comment PH-127 


Please see Master Response F. 

Response to Comment PH-128 


Please see Master Response F and Response to Comment 37-1. 
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Response to Comment PH-129 


Please see Master Response F. 

Response to Comment PH-130 


Comment noted. 

Response to Comment PH-131 


Please see Master Response G. 

Response to Comment PH-132 


Comment noted.  The Draft EIR analyzed cumulative events as though they would all occur at the 
same time, which is a very conservative approach. 

Response to Comment PH-133 


Please see Master Response G.  It should be noted that the Draft EIR did not analyze specific 
driveways other than at the project site. 

Response to Comment PH-134 


The Draft EIR analyses a weekday morning peak commute period, weekday evening peak commute 
period and a Sunday peak period. 

Response to Comment PH-135 


Comment noted.  Please see response to Comment 9-5 which describes the potential beneficial effect 
of signalized intersections in Kenwood on northbound left turns from roadways such as Hoff Road. 

Response to Comment PH-136 


Comment noted. 

Response to Comment PH-137 


Comment noted.  This is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the adequacy of 
the Draft EIR. 

Response to Comment PH-138 


The commentor states that the proposed project would have an impact on the Volunteer Fire 
Department. Although this may be correct, for the purpose of CEQA this would only be a significant 
impact if it resulted in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of new or 
physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or physically altered governmental facilities, 
the construction of which cold cause significant environmental impacts.  This does not appear to the 
situation in this case. 
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Response to Comment PH-139 


As implied in this comment alcohol consumption can result in automobile accidents which in turn 
would impact emergency service providers.  Although this may have an impact on one or more service 
providers for the purpose of CEQA this would only be a significant impact if it resulted in substantial 
adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of new or physically altered governmental 
facilities, need for new or physically altered governmental facilities, the construction of which cold 
cause significant environmental impacts.  This does not appear to the situation in this case. 

Response to Comment PH-140 


Comment noted.  Attendance figures are based on the project application submitted to the County. 

Response to Comment PH-141 


See Responses to Comments 14-5 and 64-12. 

Response to Comment PH-142 


Comment regarding “overriding public benefit” is not clear.  The comment may refer to the fact that 
agencies can not approve a project if the project will have a significant effect on the environment after 
imposition of feasible mitigation or alternatives, unless the agency finds that the benefits of a proposed 
project outweigh the unavoidable adverse environmental effects.  When approving a project with 
unavoidable significant effects the agency must prepare a Statement of Overriding Considerations 
explaining why the agency is willing to accept each significant effect. 
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Response to June 19, 2003 Comments 

On June 19, 2003 the Sonoma County Planning Commission accepted additional comments on the 
Draft EIR. Comments regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR are summarized on the following 
pages. Following the summarized comments a response to each comment is provided. 
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Direction on the Draft EIR for Sonoma Count ry Inn 

Comment Made By Comment Comment 
on DEl A 

Comment 
on Project 
Merits 

Rita Nicholas 
Pd z.- l 

Made a comment under the Brown Act. She agrees with all of the concems raised at the last 
hearing but feels that water is the most significant issue. She submitted a packet o1 
newspaper articles on water concems lhroughOIJIIhe county and state. 

X 

Commissioner Fogg 
P l12- z 

·PH2 ~ 3 

PH2 - VI 

PI~ 2- S 

f->112 - co 
91~ 2 - "} 

Pi-l 2- ~ 

17 11 2- C( 

Noled that a number ol people had promised to subm~ comments in writing and hoped that 
they had done so. Specmcally named Del Rydman, Alison Hargrave, Rochelle Campana, 
and Las Perry. 

X 

Although he understands the need to establish a cut off for projects to be analyzed In the 
DEIR he feels that the DEIR should Include an analysis of the Hood Mtn. Regional Park and 
Sugarloaf Ridge State Park entrance projects and the Deerfield Ranch Winery projeclln lho 
assossmonl of cumulative impacts. 

X 

In addrosslng polenllal noise impacts he feels that placing noise monitors at stratoglc 
locallons throughout lhe valley migh t be a more effective m !ligation. This was dono with tho 
lnflnoon Racoway and It has been effective so far. 

X 

Any light impacts to the Ferguson Observatory would be significant. Llght lm pacts are 
difficult Impacts to address: perhaps a monitoring program would work for light impacts as 
well. 

X 

Is concerned about the comments regarding downstream flooding and requested that further 
research be done on this issue particularly in regards to Mr. Blyth's property. 

Obtain the well logs from the Kenwood Village Water Company. X 

Need to make sure that the trail head has public access. Include the trail from Highway 1210 
the Winery Parking Lot. 

Verify that the technical corrections are correct and provide the documentation (BOS 
Resolution. Soctional District Map, letters from the 'Planning Depar1ment,' etc.) In the final 
EIR. 

X 



'PH<  IO Agroos with Commissioner Furch that package treatment plants are precedent setting and 
that they will rosult in cumulative Impacts. 

X 

VJH 

PH 2 ~ 

I I 

I<. 

What is planned lor the Llndal Gray property and what are the range of options. 
 X 

Has heard that there was a project proposed for this site as early as the 1970's. 
know if that was true and if so would like information regarding he proposal. 


Wanted to 


Commissioner 
Bennen 

PJ12 • 13 

Clarified his request to see •side-by-side• comparisons ollraffic. He would like it to be 

separated by component so that for each aHemative you can review the components and the 

traffic generated by each component as well as by the whole project. So there would be a 

winery component, special events component, restaurant component, etc. 


X 

c?o~miss~br 
Furch 

P}\2 ~ I 5 

PJ.12 ~ I to ,,
P l~ 2 ~ 

'9H 2 ~ 1<'6 

'PH2 ~ t'j 
.PH2 ~ <.o 

·PH<- - " I 
Prl z. • 2...e_ 

p112 ~ '(. 3:, 

The trail head and parking is inside the project, how much does this benefit the general public 

vs. just being a benefit to the project. Is there enough parking alloned to the trail? 


X 

Analyze the Impact of placing development at a lower elevation on the hillside. 
 X 

Alternallvo 2 - Include a version that does not have events. 
 X 

Community Separator and Scenic Resources areas need to be mapped along with a map 

showing all buildings and paving, groundwater recharge areas, wells, septic and lauch liold 

aroas. 


Address in 
staff report 
on project 

Provide the Board of Supervisors resolution creating LU·14®) and all staff letters roferrod to in 

the technical corrections section. 


•• 

Provide information on the original location of the K zoning. 
 .. . 
What other uses are allowed by the RVSC designation? 
 •• 

Must justify the Community Separator and the RVSC designation occurring together. 
 .. 
Wants to see the agreement on the private airstrip on the Linda! Gray portion of the property. 
 .. 
If the use of the airstrip does not lntertere with the Inn parcel and Its use then why Is there a 

requlremont to install signs advising drivers of the low flying planes. 


X 



\'H 2 l.~ Actually place In tho EIR tho following documents: 
October 2 Boaudeau Report 
Adobe Associates Addendum No. 2 
Adobe Associates Groundwater Study 

X 

Pl12 - 2.5 
V li 2 ~ tl fo 

1\) 112· z 1 
(J\1'2.~ 2..~ 

9112. . z.. 4' 

111-l (~ ~0 

Pl-l.? 31 

1'11l ~~ 

~11.? - ~$ 

~ 1 -1-z - '?::>"I 

'P\-12 -ss 

RCHS study does not indicate that the well ever reaches •status." X 

Put all discussions of water and hydrology in one place In lhe EIR. X 

Re-examine the groundwater recharge areas. X 

Feels that well yields should not be annualized but should show wei season vs. dry season. X 

How does chart comparing wells work? 

Policy 5.5-2 and 5.5-6????? 

5.5-16 Neighboring Springs. Cumulative impact of all wells. What happens In tho dry 
season. 

Traffic- Cumulative Impacts??? 

Is it assumed that the growth rate Is sustained over lime? 

Feels that it would be more Important to evaluate traffic every 15 mlnutes as there could be 
some significant spikes during that time frame given the nature of events where trips tend to 
cluster around a specific time. 

The 48 hour drawdown test was performed during one of our wetter winters and the 
Commissioner feels thallhls makes it an inaccurate test. 

corii'ml(stiOOer 3 6 
Murphy 

Requested a clearer and more concise review of technical corrections. 

Pl-\2 ~"' Requested a beller analysis of tho potential conflicts with Agricultural uses. Feels that the 
potential conflicts with agricultural uses are greater than slated In tho EIR. 
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Response to Comment PH2-1  

Comment noted. 

Response to Comment PH2-2  

Comment noted. 

Response to Comment PH2-3  

Please see Master Response E. 

Response to Comment PH2-4  

The sound sources associated with the proposed events would be relatively localized.  Therefore, 
sound levels measured nearby would be directly related to sound levels at more distant locations. 
Compliance with the limits in Mitigation Measure 5.11-1(a) near the event pavilion are expected to 
correlate well with compliance with the Noise Element’s noise exposure standards in any noise 
sensitive areas on neighboring parcels. Measurements at any substantial distance might be 
impractical, since, at relatively large distance, the sounds of events are likely to be masked, or nearly 
masked, by normal ambient sounds, especially traffic on State Route 12. 

Response to Comment PH2-5  

Impact 5.8-4 discusses light pollution impacts. 

Response to Comment PH2-6  

Please see Response to Comment 14-47 for information regarding flooding of Sonoma Creek.  As 
discussed in Response to Comment 14-47, flooding at Hoff Road as a result of the proposed project is 
estimated at 0.15 inches.  As indicated in Response to Comment 14-47, the Draft EIR has been revised 
to include additional discussion and analysis of the impacts to flooding. 

Response to Comment PH2-7  

Information regarding the Kenwood Village Water Company’s wells was located in Wolski, E. 
California Department of Health Services, Division of Drinking Water and Environmental 
Management, Drinking Water Field Operations Branch, Sonoma District, Kenwood Village Water 
Company Water Inspection Report (System Number 4910025), August 27, 2003. Please see Response 
to Comment 2-1 for pertinent information from this report. 

Response to Comment PH2-8  

Please see Response to Comment 3-3. The applicant proposes an access easement for public access 
from State Route 12. 

Response to Comment PH2-9  

Please see Response to Comment 14-2. 
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Response to Comment PH2-10  

Comment noted.  As noted in Response to Comment 14-50 approval of a package treatment plant on 
the project site would not set a precedent.  There are other examples of recently approved, installed 
and operating small wastewater treatment facilities of this type and size in Sonoma County, including 
facilities serving: (a) Kenwood Inn and Spa in Kenwood; and (b) Vintners Inn, near Santa Rosa.    

Response to Comment PH2-11  

The proposed project for the adjacent Graywood Ranch Subdivision (on property owned by Lendal 
Gray) is discussed on page 3.0-36 of the Draft EIR. 

Response to Comment PH2-12 

A short project history regarding the project site is provided on pages 3.0-9 and 3.0-10 in the Draft 
EIR. As a part of the project staff report prepared for consideration of the proposed project additional 
information regarding the project history will be provided. 

Response to Comment PH2-13  

The trip rates and total volumes are detailed in the Draft EIR on page 5.2-19 Project Trip Generation 
for each project component.  The same trip generating characteristics (rates) were applied to derive 
trips generated by the project alternatives.  As a part of the project staff report tables can be prepared 
that allow side-by-side comparisons of trip generation by component for each alternative. 

Response to Comment PH2-14  

The comment regarding the trail is a comment on the merits of the proposed project and not on the 
adequacy of the Draft EIR.  The need for additional parking for horse trailers is discussed in Impact 
5.2-14. 

Response to Comment PH2-15  

An alternative that places all the proposed improvements lower on the hillside may not be feasible. 
Because slopes below the plateau area are relatively steep compared to the plateau or valley floor, 
construction of inn buildings and the associated access roads on the hillside could require substantially 
more grading and tree removal than the proposed project.  This would not be likely to reduce any 
project impacts, and could increase visual and other impacts.   

An alternative that places all the proposed improvements on the valley floor would cause less grading 
and tree removal, but it also may be infeasible.  Reviewing EIR Exhibit 3.0-8, it is unclear whether the 
buildings and parking lots associated with the inn/spa/restaurant combined with the winery buildings 
and parking lots and wastewater disposal areas would fit on the valley floor portion of the parcel. 
Assuming they would fit, and the project is feasible to construct, some general comparisons can be 
made with the alternatives that have been analyzed. 

Impacts associated with constructing the inn/spa/restaurant on the plateau area would be eliminated. 
Impacts associated with construction on the valley floor would be increased compared to the proposed 
project and all of the other alternatives.  Visual impacts associated with the buildings on the plateau 
would not occur, however, visual impacts associated with buildings on the valley floor would increase. 
Without a detailed site plan, a meaningful analysis of the new visual impacts is not possible.  Biotic 
impacts might increase compared to the proposed project, depending upon whether it would be 
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feasible to retain the proposed oak tree preserves.  Traffic impacts would be the same as described for 
the proposed project. 

Please see Response to Comment 14-1 for analysis of an alternative that eliminates the winery, 
reduces the size of the inn, and locates the inn on the valley floor.  This alternative, which is added to 
the EIR as Alternative 5, would reduce visual impacts by avoiding placing buildings on the plateau 
area of the site.  It would also reduce cumulative traffic impacts by eliminating special events. 

Response to Comment PH2-16  

If special events are eliminated from Alternative 2, then Impact 5.11-1 (Noise associated with special 
events) would not occur, and the project would not contribute to Impact 5.2-8 (cumulative event 
traffic). All other impacts of Alternative 2 would be substantially the same as described in the Draft 
EIR. Draft EIR Exhibits 6.0-1, 6.0-2, and 6.0-3 show year 2005 and 2012 impacts for Alternative 2 
with and without special event traffic. 

Response to Comment PH2-17 

County PRMD staff has indicted that this information will be included in the staff report prepared for 
consideration of the proposed project. 

Response to Comment PH2-18 

County PRMD staff has indicted that this information will be included in the staff report prepared for 
consideration of the proposed project.  Please see Response to Comment 14-2 for information 
regarding previous County actions regarding the project site, the existing general plan and zoning 
designations on the project site, and how these actions and designations have been discussed in the 
Draft EIR. 

Response to Comment PH2-19  

County PRMD staff has indicted that this information will be included in the staff report prepared for 
consideration of the proposed project.  Please see Response to Comment 14-2 for information 
regarding previous County actions regarding the project site, the existing general plan and zoning 
designations on the project site, and how these actions and designations have been discussed in the 
Draft EIR. 

Response to Comment PH2-20  

According to the County Zoning Ordinance the purpose of the Recreation and Visitor-Serving 
Commercial District is “to encourage a compatible blend of recreation and tourist-commercial uses in 
such a way as to perpetuate Sonoma County’s recreational resources in the manner provided in 
Section 2.3.4 of the general plan”. 

Permitted uses include visitor information center, restaurants, professional, administrative and general 
business offices provided that the site is within an urban service area designated in the general plan, 
and the outdoor growing and harvesting of shrubs, plants, flowers, trees, vines, fruits, vegetables, hay, 
grain and similar food and fiber crops.  A number of other uses are permitted with a use permit. 

The commentor is referred to Article 42 of the County Zoning Ordinance for a compete list of 
permitted uses and uses permitted with a use permit. 
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Response to Comment PH2-21  

County PRMD staff has indicted that this information will be included in the staff report prepared for 
consideration of the proposed project. 

Response to Comment PH2-22  

County PRMD staff has indicted that this information will be included in the staff report prepared for 
consideration of the proposed project. 

Response to Comment PH2-23  

Impact 5.1-3 states that development on the project site could result in conflicts with the adjacent 
airstrip, thus the need for mitigation measures. 

Response to Comment PH2-24  

These documents are available for review at the County PRMD offices. 

Response to Comment PH2-25  

The commentor is correct; the water level in the pumping well closely approached, but did not actually 
reach a “static” or “equilibrium” condition during the pumping test by R.C. Slade & Associates (RCS). 
This is often the case for constant rate pumping tests run at moderate to high pumping rates.  This does 
not detract from the validity or usefulness of the pumping test. The relevant data regarding aquifer 
conditions are obtained from the slope or shape of the drawdown “curve” during pumping.  RCS 
utilized all of the data from the pumping test to develop best estimates of aquifer properties (e.g., 
transmissivity and storativity) and calibrated these against the actual observed drawdown in the 
pumping well over the duration of the test.  These aquifer “properties” were then used to predict 
(according to established groundwater hydraulic equations) the drawdown effects over a longer period 
of time and at various distances from the pumping well, assuming continuous pumping at the 
maximum water demand. 

Response to Comment PH2-26 

EIRs typically evaluate separate issues in individual sections.  Although hydrology and water quality 
issues and water supply issues are interconnected it was felt that the issues could be better understood 
by providing separate analyses.   

Response to Comment PH2-27  

Please see Master Response K regarding estimates of groundwater recharge for the project site and the 
groundwater basin as a whole.  The updated estimates incorporate various rainfall assumptions, 
reduced water demand (based on changes in the proposed spa), and refined monthly water balance 
calculations. The rainfall assumptions consider normal and “drought” conditions.  

Response to Comment PH2-28 

Please see Master Response K regarding analysis of average rainfall years and drought conditions. 
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Response to Comment PH2-29 

There are two charts that present and compare water well drawdown estimates, Exhibit 5.5-5 and 
Exhibit 5.5-6. 

Exhibit 5.5-5 presents the results of the theoretical drawdown predicted to occur at the various wells 
where the most significant effect would be experienced (due to proximity).  For example, the New 
Bargiacchi well (about 2,000 feet from the Resort pumping well) is predicted to have a drawdown of 
13.24 feet after 180 days of pumping at full project demands, during a time when there is no recharge 
of the aquifer.   No actual drawdown was observed during the 48-hour pumping test.   

Exhibit 5.5.-6 is explained line-by-line on page 5.5-14 of the Draft EIR; the interpretation of the 
results is discussed on page 5.5-15 and 5.5-16. To reiterate, the conclusion for the New Bargiacchi 
Well, as an example, is that the 13.24 feet of drawdown presented in Exhibit 5.5-5 would amount to a 
4.9 percent decline in the available yield at this well after 180 days of pumping and no recharge of the 
aquifer (see line 7).   

Response to Comment PH2-30  

Not clear what this comment is referring to. 

Response to Comment PH2-31  

Please see Master Response J regarding historical groundwater levels, including response during and 
following dry year and drought conditions.  Also, see Master Response K regarding cumulative 
analysis of water demand and groundwater recharge for average rainfall and drought year conditions. 
Included in Master Response K is an additional mitigation measure requiring the preparation of a 
drought contingency plan to address reductions in project water use during dry rainfall years. 

Response to Comment PH2-32  

Please see Master Response F. 

Response to Comment PH2-33  

Please see Master Response F.  The growth rate was assumed to be constant from 2005 to 2012 for the 
purpose of estimating future traffic. 

Response to Comment PH2-34  

Traffic counts are conducted by 15-minute interval so that such spikes are included in the peak hour 
determination. 

Response to Comment PH2-35  

The pumping test was conducted in September 2002.  Please see Responses to Comment 14-58 and 
19-15 for clarification.  

Response to Comment PH2-36  

County PRMD staff has indicted that this information will be included in the staff report prepared for 
consideration of the proposed project. 
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Response to Comment PH2-37) 

Comment noted.  Without more detail of how the analysis is inadequate no further response is 
available. 
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9.5 EIR ERRATA AND REVISED CHAPTER 2.0 

ERRATA 

Minor changes to the wording of several mitigation measures have been made to clarify the measures 
in the Draft EIR. These clarifications do not change the substance of the mitigation measures but 
merely clarify the intent.  These revisions are: 

MITIGATION MEASURES 5.7-3, 5.7-4, AND 5.7-6 

These measures apply if septic systems or structures are constructed in areas subject to liquefaction, 
ground settlement, near steep banks, or in areas subject to lateral spreading.  They mention specific 
ground improvement measures such as chemical grouting, deep dynamic compaction, and vibro
replacement that are suitable for structures, but not for septic systems.  The mitigation measures are 
revised as shown below to remove references to specific measures, or to clarify that such measures are 
intended for structures. 

Mitigation Measure 5.7-3 Future design-level geotechnical investigation for proposed leachfield 
disposal systems or other improvements south of the winery area shall address the presence or absence 
of liquefiable soils.  Such evaluations shall be performed in accordance with California Division of 
Mines and Geology guidelines.  In areas where liquefaction induced ground deformations are 
determined to pose a risk to proposed leachfield systems or other improvements, ground improvement 
measures (such as chemical grouting, deep dynamic compaction or vibro-replacement) should be 
implemented as determined by the geotechnical investigations.  For structures, measures such as 
chemical grouting, deep dynamic compaction or vibro-replacement should be considered. 

Mitigation Measure 5.7-4 If structures or septic systems are proposed in the lowland alluvial fan 
area, the following measures would be required to mitigate ground settlement impacts: 

(1) 	 Identify site soil conditions through exploratory borings to determine general soils profile and 
characteristics and need for any ground improvement measures. 

(2) 	 Rework and compact soils where structures are proposed and such soils are identified in the 
near surface. 

(3) 	 Use drilled pier or driven pile foundations which carry the loads from structures through the 
loose densifiable layers and into competent strata.  Alternative foundation designs (such as 
reinforced mats) also may be considered. 

Mitigation Measure 5.7-6 Future design-level geotechnical investigation for proposed leachfield 
disposal systems or other improvements south of the winery area shall address the potential for lateral 
spreading. In areas where lateral spreading deformations are determined to pose a risk to proposed 
leachfield systems or other improvements, ground improvement measures (such as chemical grouting 
grouting, deep dynamic compaction or vibro-replacement) should be implemented as determined by 
the geotechnical investigations. For structures, measures such as chemical grouting, deep dynamic 
compaction or vibro-replacement should be considered. 
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MITIGATION MEASURE 5.1-4(2)  

Mitigation Measure 5.1-4(2) requires that a Right to Farm declaration be recorded on the property, but 
gives an incorrect purpose for the declaration.  The Right to Farm declaration does not require 
notification of employees or guests. The second clause of the measure is revised as follows to 
accomplish that purpose: 

(2) 	 A Right to Farm declaration shall be recorded on the property. to notify prospective buyers 
that at the time of hire employees and at the time of check in guests at the Sonoma Country 
Inn shall be provided notification as follows: 

The Sonoma Country Inn is located adjacent to agricultural lands and pesticide applications, 
dust, odor another nuisances associated with agricultural activities may occur. 

In addition, prior to recordation of the Final Map a declaration shall be recorded on the 
property to notify potential future buyers of the Inn or Winery parcels that they will be 
required to provide a notification to guests at the Inn and to employees for the winery, events 
pavilion, inn, spa, and/or restaurant.  The notification will advise that the facility is located 
adjacent to agricultural lands, and that guests or employees may experience discomfort or 
inconvenience at times from agricultural activities. 

MITIGATION MEASURES 5.6-4(A) AND 5.6-4(B) 

In several places the draft mitigation measure requires an “engineering survey” of tree trunk locations. 
The intent was only that the trees be accurately located on the plans, and not the preparation of a 
formal land survey such as might be done for a property boundary.  Those clauses of the mitigation 
measure are revised to delete the words “engineering” or “engineered”. 

Mitigation Measure 5.6-4(a)(4) and 5.6-4(a)(5): The word “engineering” is deleted. 

Mitigation Measure 5.6-4(b)(2): The word “engineered” is deleted. 
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Revised Chapter 2.0 

Based on the revisions to portions of the Draft EIR Chapter 2.0 is revised in several locations.  Rather 
than provide individual revisions to Chapter 2.0 the entire revised chapter is provided below. 

2.0 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
This chapter summarizes the proposed project and alternatives considered in the EIR and provides a 
summary of the environmental impacts associated with the proposed project and mitigation measures. 

2.1 PROPOSED PROJECT 

Graywood Ranch LP has submitted an application to Sonoma County for approval to develop a 50
room inn, spa, restaurant, a winery and 11 residential lots on the southeastern 186 acres of the 476
acre Graywood Ranch. 96  The proposed project includes requests for a Lot Line Adjustment, Sonoma 
County General Plan amendment, North Sonoma Valley Specific Plan amendment, Zone Change, 
Major Subdivision, and Use Permit. 

The use permit is proposed to allow: 

x A 50-room inn with accessory retail shops, administrative offices, meeting rooms, and swimming 
pool, including a main lodge building and 24 cottages, occupying approximately 85,000 square 
feet. The inn has a projected occupancy of 100 persons, 119 employees (average 55 on-site), and 
102 parking spaces; 

x A spa, for guests and open to the public by reservation, in a separate spa building with eight 
individual treatment rooms in separate cottages, and several hot tubs and small pools.  Parking is 
shared with the inn; 

x A restaurant with seating capacity of 75 inside and 50 outside (125 total seats), accessory lounge 
serving inn guests and open to the public by reservation.  Parking is shared with the inn; and 

x A winery, open to the public, with annual production capacity of 10,000 cases, with tasting room, 
wine retail sales, events area, and a separate “country store” selling Sonoma County produce, 
food, and assorted gift items. The winery and accessory buildings would occupy approximately 
40,000 square feet.  The applicant proposes 30 special events per year with maximum 200-person 
attendance, to include weddings, meetings, winemaker dinners, and charitable auctions.  Parking 
for the winery/events area consists of 147 spaces, and includes parking for visitors, inn and 
winery area employees, and public trail parking. 

96 Mr. Lendal Gray owns the remaining portion of the Graywood Ranch (approximately 290 acres).  A separate residential 
project (Graywood Ranch Subdivision) is proposed for that portion of Graywood Ranch. 
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Eleven residential lots are proposed. Ten of the residential lots range in size from 2.6 acres to 6.4 
acres with the eleventh lot being 71.2 acres.  For each of the residential lots a building envelope and 
leachfield site has been designated.  The majority of the building envelopes are approximately 15,000 
to 20,000 square feet (0.34 to 0.46 acre) in size. 

2.2 SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES 

This section presents a complete summary of the environmental impacts discussed in this EIR and 
detailed in Chapter 5.0 Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures. The following 
levels of significance are used to identify impacts in this section and elsewhere in the EIR: 

x	 Significant Impact -- an adverse change in the environment, where the change exceeds a specific 
significance threshold.  These thresholds are described under the "Significance Criteria" in 
sections 5.1 to 5.11. 

x	 Significant Unavoidable Impact -- a significant impact which cannot be avoided with 
mitigation. These include impacts which could be partly mitigated but could not be reduced to a 
less-than-significant level. 

x	 Potentially Significant Impact -- a significant adverse change in the environment that could 
feasibly be expected to occur, but that is not absolutely certain of occurring. 

x	 Less-than-Significant Impact -- a change in the environment that does not exceed specific 
significance thresholds, or no change at all. 

Exhibit 2.2-1 shows a summary of impacts and the significance of the impacts before and after 
mitigation. 
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2.3 EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES 

The EIR examines four five on-site alternatives to the project as presently proposed.  These are: 

x	 Alternative 1 – No Project  If the proposed project were not approved, reasonably foreseeable 
non-discretionary development on the project site could involve construction of up to 11 homes in 
accordance with the residential density. 

x	 Alternative 2 – General Plan Alternative  As discussed in Chapter 4.0 Consistency with Public 
Plans and Zoning in 1984 Sonoma County approved a project on the 476 acre Graywood Ranch. 
No specific actions have been taken to develop Graywood Ranch pursuant to the 1984 approval. 
The Board of Supervisors, however, reaffirmed its commitment to the 1984 project by including 
policy LU-14r in the text of the General Plan when it was last updated in 1989.  Alternative 2 
assumes development on the 186 acre Sonoma Country Inn project site consistent with current 
General Plan designations and policies.  This alternative would consist of the following: 

à A 36-room inn and restaurant open to inn guests only, located on a 25-acre site. 

à A winery on a designated “Winery Parcel” (no dwelling units allowed) 

à 13 residential lots 

à Agricultural use on the remaining portion of the project site. 

For the purpose of this analysis it is also assumed that this alternative would have the same number of 
special events (30 special events per year with maximum 200-person attendance) as the proposed 
project because this level and number of events would be permitted under existing zoning with a use 
permit. 

x	 Alternative 3 – Reduced Sized Inn with Winery  This alternative would consist of the 
following: 

à A 24-room inn with accessory uses plus a restaurant (with 125 total seats) and spa open to the 
public by reservation. 

à A winery, same size as the proposed project. 

à The same number of special events (30 special events per year with a maximum 200-person 
attendance) as the proposed project. 

à Eleven residential units, the same as the proposed project. 

x	 Alternative 4 – Reduced Sized Inn without Winery This alternative would be the same as 
Alternative 3 except the winery would not be built. Without the winery there would be no special 
events. This alternative, therefore, would consist of the following: 

à A 24-room inn with accessory uses plus a restaurant (with 125 total seats) and spa open to the 
public by reservation. 
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à Eleven residential units, the same as the proposed project. 

Alternative 5 – Reduced and Relocated Inn without Winery -- This alternative would be the 
same as Alternative 4, except that a 24-room inn would be constructed in the area that is currently 
proposed for the winery. This alternative would consist of the following: 

à A 24-rom inn with accessory uses plus a restaurant (with 125 total seats) and spa open to the 
pubic by reservation. The inn would be located on the valley floor portion of the parcel where 
the proposed project would have placed the winery. 

à Eleven residential units, the same as the proposed project. 

On the basis of the discussion of the proposed project and the four on-site alternatives, the EIR finds 
that the No Project Alternative (Alternative 1) would be the environmentally superior alternative as it 
would avoid the environmental impacts associated with construction and operation of the proposed 
Sonoma County Inn project.   

Section 15126[d] of the State CEQA Guidelines states that if the environmental superior alternative is 
the No Project Alternative, the EIR shall also identify an environmental superior alternative among the 
other alternatives. Based on a comparison of the impacts of the build alternatives Alternative 4 
(Reduced Sized Inn without Winery)Alternative 5 (Reduced and Relocated Inn without Winery) would 
be the environmentally superior alternative. 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) 

Summary of Findings 


Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Land Use 
Impact 5.1-1 Conflict with Applicable Land Use Plan, Policy, or Regulation 

Implementation of the proposed project would result in potential conflicts with the 
Sonoma County General Plan and North Sonoma Valley Specific Plan resulting in 
adverse land use, traffic and circulation, biological resources and visual and aesthetic 
quality physical effects. 

S Mitigation measures are recommended in the relevant sections of the EIR to 
mitigate the adverse physical effects resulting from the conflict with relevant 
applicable land use plans. 

SU 

Impact 5.1-2 Agricultural Lands 

Implementation of the proposed project would not convert any Prime Farmland, Unique 
Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance to non-agricultural use. 

LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 

Impact 5.1-3 Compatibility with Adjacent Private Airstrip 
The introduction of new uses (especially the proposed inn/spa/restaurant and winery 
uses) on the project site could result in conflicts with the adjacent airstrip. 

S (1) Documentation of the agreement between the airstrip owner and the 
owner of the Sonoma Country Inn project shall be provided to the Permit and 
Resource Management Department. 

(2) Signage shall be posted on the access road, in both directions before 
reaching the airstrip, to warn visitors and others that a low-flying airplane may be 
taking off or landing from/on the airstrip.  

LTS 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Impact 5.1-4 Compatibility with Adjacent Land Uses 

Use of the project site for visitor-serving uses plus residential uses could introduce uses 
on the site incompatible with adjacent agricultural use which may result in urban-rural 
conflicts.  Potential conflicts at the interface of agricultural and non-agricultural lands 
would be a significant impact. 

S (1) A note shall be placed on the tentative map and the final map as follows: 

à Agricultural uses occur in this area and pesticide applications, dust, odor 
and other nuisances associated with agricultural activities may occur. 

(2) A Right to Farm declaration shall be recorded on the property. to notify 
prospective buyers that at the time of hire employees and at the time of check in 

LTS 

guests at the Sonoma Country Inn shall be provided notification as follows: 
à The Sonoma Country Inn is located adjacent to agricultural lands and 
pesticide applications, dust, odor another nuisances associated with agricultural 
activities may occur. 
In addition, prior to recordation of the Final Map a declaration shall be recorded on 
the property to notify potential future buyers of the Inn or Winery parcels that they 
will be required to provide a notification to guests at the Inn and to employees for 
the winery, events pavilion, inn, spa, and/or restaurant.  The notification will advise 
that the facility is located adjacent to agricultural lands, and that guests or 
employees may experience discomfort or inconvenience at times from agricultural 
activities. 

(3) A 100-foot agricultural setback shall be established and maintained on the 
east side of Parcel B (the inn parcel) and the south side of residential lot 8.  The 
setbacks shall be shown on the final map. 

Impact 5.1-5 Cumulative Compatibility with Adjacent Land Uses Impacts 

Cumulative projects within the area could result in increased conflicts with agricultural 
uses. The project’s contribution to the cumulative impacts would not be cumulatively 
considerable and therefore this cumulative impact would be less-than-significant. 

LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 

Impact 5.1-6 Growth Inducing Impacts 

Development of the Sonoma Country Inn project would not remove obstacles to growth, 
would not set a precedent for similar future projects, nor lead to enlarged public services.  

LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Traffic and Circulation 
Impact 5.2-1 2005 Intersection Operation with Project and No Special Events  S In addition to Roadway Improvement Fund fees required by Article 98 of the SU 

Year 2005 base case-plus-project volumes would result in five seconds or more increase 
in average control delay for critical movements at the SR 12 intersections with Adobe 

Sonoma County Zoning Ordinance, the project applicant shall pay the project’s fair 
share contribution of the following measures:  

Canyon Road and Randolph Avenue where base case conditions are at LOS F. (1) Remove the 90-degree parking adjacent to the Fire Station on the east side 
of Randolph Avenue and widen to provide a second northbound approach lane to 
State Route 12. Prior to such action, secure alternative parking that is acceptable to 
the Fire Protection District and station personnel.Widen Randolph Avenue 
sufficiently to provide a right turn lane.  Review design of the improvement with the 
Kenwood Fire Protection District to ensure adequate access and, if necessary, 
adequate alternative parking. 

(2) Widen Adobe Canyon Road and stripe to improve and clearly separate the 
two southbound approach lanes to SR 12. 

Even with these improvements the northbound left turn movement at Randolph 
Avenue and the southbound left turn movement at Adobe Canyon Road would 
continue to operate unacceptably (at LOS F), but average control delay for 
respective right turns would be improved. 

or 

(1) Signalize the SR 12 intersections with Randolph Avenue and Adobe 
Canyon Road when warranted. 

Impact 5.2-2 2012 Intersection Operation with Project and No Special Events 

The project traffic contribution to cumulative (year 2012 plus project) traffic volumes 
would result in five seconds or more increase in average control delay for critical 
movements at the SR 12 intersections with  Adobe Canyon Road and Randolph Avenue 
where base case conditions are at LOS F.  This would be a significant cumulative impact.  
The project traffic contribution to year 2012 cumulative volumes at the SR 12/Randolph 
Avenue intersection would add to Friday AM peak hour approach volumes meeting rural 
signal warrant levels.  This would be a significant cumulative safety impact. 

S Same as Mitigation Measure 5.2-1. SU 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Impact 5.2-3 Roadway Operation with Proposed Project and No Special Events  

Year 2005 and 2012 base case plus project volumes would result in maintaining LOS E 
roadway operation for all analyzed roadway segments during all analyzed time periods. 
The project’s contribution would not result in a decrease in average vehicle speeds by 1.0 
mile per hour or greater on any roadway segment. 

LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 

Impact 5.2-4 2005 Intersection Operation with Proposed Project and Average Size 
Special Event 

Year 2005 base case-plus-project-plus-project with average size special event traffic 
would increase average control delay for a critical movement by more than five seconds 
at the SR 12 intersection with Adobe Canyon Road where the base case-plus-project 
condition is LOS F. 

S For SR12/Adobe Canyon Road mitigation would be the same as Mitigation 
Measure 5.2-1(a)(1) and 5.2-1(b). 

SU 

Impact 5.2-5 2012 Intersection Operation with Proposed Project and Average Size 
Special Event  

The project increment (project average size special event traffic) of cumulative condition 
(year 2012-plus-project with average size special event traffic) would increase average 
control delay for critical movements by more than five seconds at the SR 12 intersections 
with Lawndale Road, Adobe Canyon Road and Randolph Avenue where base case 
conditions are at LOS F. This would be a significant cumulative impact.  

S For SR12/Adobe Canyon Road and SR 12/Randolph Avenue mitigation would be 
the same as Mitigation Measure 5.2-1(a) and 5.2-1(b). 

For SR 12/Lawndale Road: Widen Lawndale Road to provide a second northbound 
approach lane to SR 12 or signalize SR 12 / Lawndale when warranted. 

SU 

Impact 5.2-6 Roadway Operation with Proposed Project and Average Size Event 

Year 2005 and 2012 base case plus project plus project average size special event 
volumes would result in maintaining LOS E operation for all analyzed roadway segments 
during all analyzed time periods.  The project’s contribution would not result in a 
decrease in average vehicle speeds by 1.0 mile per hour or greater. 

LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 

Impact 5.2-7 Left Turn Lane Storage Demand on the Eastbound SR 12 Approach to the 
Project Access Road. 

The project’s proposed 375 foot long left turn lane on the SR 12 eastbound approach to 
the project access road would be adequate to accommodate project-plus-project with 
average size special event storage demand. 

LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Impact 5.2-8 SR 12 Operating Conditions with Cumulative Average Size Special Events S Installation of traffic signals at the Randolph Avenue, Adobe Canyon Road and SU 
Cumulative event traffic volumes would result in significant additional delays at the 
Randolph Avenue, Adobe Canyon Road, and Lawndale Road SR12 intersections 
operating at LOS E or F.  This would be a cumulative significant impact.  The project 
impact would be cumulatively considerable at the Randolph intersection. 

Lawndale Road intersections would reduce the cumulative impact at these 
intersections to less-than-significant.  However, signal installation may not be a 
feasible mitigation due to lack of funding, and because Caltrans may not conclude 
that signals are warranted. The County may wish to consider the following 
mitigation measures as a way to minimize cumulative impacts to SR 12 operating 
conditions due to special event traffic. 

(a) Until the events coordination program in Mitigation Measure 5.2-8(b) is 
established, the  project’s proposed 30 annual events shall be restricted to weekdays 
(Monday –Friday during non-peak traffic hours) and/or non-timed events such as 
food and wine pairings on the site.  Weddings, banquets, auctions, concerts and 
other time-specific events would only be permitted on Monday-Friday during non-
peak traffic hours. 

(b) Establish a program to allocate days and times of special event operation for 
future use permit applicants.  The applicant shall contribute a fair share towards the 
cost of establishing and maintaining the program.  The program may be established 
by the County or at the County’s direction, and may include but not be limited to 
the following parameters: 
(1) Develop a database of dates, times, attendance and volume of traffic 
(inbound and outbound-by hour) for currently-permitted events; 

(2) Determine the traffic capacity of State Highway 12 and other affected 
roadways in the vicinity during currently-permitted events and the amount of 
remaining capacity (if any) available for future events;  

(3) Establish the boundaries (e.g., the two-lane section of SR 12) where the 
program would apply; 

(4) Define performance standards (e.g., acceptable traffic levels, possibly 
varying by season and/or day of week and/or time of day) for the program.  

(5) Designate an Events Coordinator to administer the program. 

(6) Allocate the number, attendance, and times of newly-permitted events and 
monitor to ensure performance standards are met. 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Impact 5.2-8 SR 12 Operating Conditions with Cumulative Average Size Special Events 
(continued) 

(7) Designate a traffic consultant to prepare periodic reports on whether the 
performance standards have been met and any problems or recommendations.  

The Events Coordination program described above would be a new enterprise for 
the County.  Current and anticipated resources do not allow for any staff or budget 
to implement the program described.  This program could be funded through a fair 
share contribution of the event venues, either as a permit condition or voluntary 
program. A consultant could be hired to implement the program, to contact the 
event venues and compile the event information.  A traffic engineer would be 
needed to establish performance standards. 

It should be noted that properties with approved use permits for events would not be 
subject to the coordination program unless a modification of each use permit is 
proposed. It may be possible to involve such event venues on a voluntary basis. 

(c)  As an alternative to the County establishing a program to schedule special 
events the following measures would be required to reduce SR 12 operating 
conditions with cumulative average size special events: 

(1) Widen SR 12 to four lanes (two lanes each direction) plus left turn lanes 
at all major roadway and driveway intersections from Santa Rosa to south of 
Kenwood. Require funding participation by all new facilities (and by existing 
facilities seeking use permits) contributing traffic to the SR 12 corridor. 

(2) Signalize the SR 12/Adobe Canyon Road intersection when warranted. 

Impact 5.2-9 Project Access Road Intersection Impacts 

The SR 12/project access road intersection southbound left turn to SR 12 would operate 
at LOS F conditions for all with-project 2005 and 2012 time periods analyzed. However, 
this would not be considered a significant impact because it would be a low-volume road 
as described in significance criteria XI 

LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 

Impact 5.2-10 Roadway Hazards 

The proposed roadway system would comply with County roadway standards. 

LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 

Impact 5.2-11 SR 12/Project Access Road Intersection Safety Impacts  

Potential safety concerns for SR 12 vehicles slowing to turn into the project site would be 
less-than-significant. 

LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Impact 5.2-12 Internal Pedestrian Access  

Internal pedestrian access impacts would be less-than-significant 

LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 

Impact 5.2-13 Emergency access   

The absence of secondary emergency access to the site raises a safety concern.  The 
County’s requirement that all new residential dwellings and commercial buildings 
include fire sprinklers would make this a less-than-significant impact. 

LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 

Impact 5.2-14 Parking Supply 

The proposed parking supply would be adequate for expected parking demand, a less-
than-significant impact. The layout of the winery does not, however, show the horse 
trailer parking, this would be a significant impact. 

S In the final map the parking lot plan for the winery trail use area shall be revised to 
designate space for horse trailers.  

LTS 

Impact 5.2-15 Road Hazards 

Project construction could result in off-site parking and spills along construction routes. 

S The applicant shall be responsible for preparing a construction traffic and parking 
control program to be carried out during applicant implemented development. The 
program shall include the following elements: 

(1) Prohibit parking of construction vehicles anywhere other than on-site. 

(2) Plan for clean-up of any spills or debris along the construction truck 
delivery route.  

LTS 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Hydrology and Water Quality 
Impact 5.3-1 Construction Period Water Quality Impacts S (1) Prior to the issuance of a grading permit, the applicant shall file with the LTS 

Grading activities would expose soils to the erosional forces of runoff.  The eroded 
sediments would be deposited in the downstream receiving channels, such as Graywood 
Creek and Sonoma Creek.  This would be a short-term significant impact. 

San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board a Notice of Intent to 
comply with the General Permit for Storm Water Discharges Associated with 
Construction Activities (General Permit) under the NPDES regulations, and comply 
with the requirements of the permit to minimize pollution to storm water discharge 
during construction activities.  The General Permit requires the development and 
implementation of a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP).  Specific 
objectives and Best Management Practices are included in the measure. 

(2) The applicant shall obtain a County General Grading Permit for all 
components of the project from the Sonoma County Permit and Resource 
Management Department.  

(3) The applicant’s drainage plan shall include a County-approved erosion 
and sediment control plan to minimize the impacts from erosion and sedimentation 
during construction of all elements of the project.  The drainage plan can be 
reviewed by the PRMD at the same time as the grading plan. This plan should 
conform to all standards adopted by the County. Many elements of the drainage 
plan would overlap with the SWPPP.  This plan should include application of Best 
Management Practices. 

Impact 5.3-2 Water Quality Impacts from Project-Related Runoff Pollutants S Non-point source water quality impacts from the project could be mitigated with an LTS 

Surface water quality could be impacted from project-related runoff pollutants, such as 
suspended solids and floating debris, litter, nutrients, heavy metals, hydrocarbons, 
pesticides, and trace organics.   

overall storm water runoff control program.  Under the General Construction 
Permit, the applicant must develop and implement a Storm Water Pollution 
Prevention Plan (SWPPP).  The SWPPP includes Best Management Practices for 
storm water management during and following the construction phase of the 
project. Mitigation Measure 5.3-1 discusses the management practices applicable to 
construction activities. 

Control measures should incorporate such things as vegetated buffer strips, 
vegetated swales, water quality detention basins, site development restrictions, and 
other design or source control management practices, as appropriate, to mitigate 
adverse potential water quality effects.  A program of periodic sweeping and 
cleaning of pavement shall be implemented.  Sweeping materials shall be taken to a 
landfill or other permitted location.  
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Impact 5.3-3 Impacts to Existing Drainage Patterns Resulting in Increased Erosion and S (a)  The applicant shall revise the location of the roadway, and alternate water tank LTS 
Sedimentation to avoid impacts to drainages.  Per County requirements, the water tank shall be 

Alterations to existing drainage patterns, including increased peak flows in on- and off-
site streams and drainages, and the new construction of roadways, stream crossings, 
parking areas, and structures could result in increased erosion and sedimentation of on- 
and off-site small drainages and Graywood and Sonoma Creeks.  

located at a distance of at least 2 ½ times the height of the stream bank plus 30 feet 
from the toe of the stream bank, or 30 feet outward from the top of the stream bank, 
whichever distance is greater.  Roadway improvements shall be prohibited any 
closer to Graywood Creek than the existing road where improvements would be 
within 50 feet of the top of bank unless it can be demonstrated that making those 
improvements will result in less impact to native vegetation or substantially less 
grading of steep and erodible slopes. 

(b) The applicant shall prepare, for the review and approval by the Sonoma County 
Permit and Resource Management Department, a drainage plan (including 
appropriate hydrologic and hydraulic information) which minimizes changes in 
post-development runoff, site peak flows, and stream velocities as compared with 
pre-development conditions. The design calculations shall demonstrate that the 
post-development ten-year runoff would not exceed pre-development runoff levels. 

Impact 5.3-4 Increased Peak Flows to Sonoma Creek Resulting in Increased Flooding LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 

The project site contains two watersheds that contribute flow to Sonoma Creek. 
Development of the watersheds could result in a small increase in peak flows 
(approximately 0.3 percent) to Sonoma Creek (translating into an estimated one or two 
inches of increased flood level). The impact on existing downstream flooding would be 
negligible, and would likely be lessened by the mitigation required to reduce impacts 
from increased peak flow on erosion and sedimentation (Mitigation Measure 5.3-3(b)). 

Impact 5.3-5 Increased Flows to the Narrow-anthered California Brodiaea Colony 

The project site contains a colony of narrow-anthered California Brodiaea.  The east fork 
of Graywood Creek flows through this colony.  Development of the east fork’s drainage 
area could lead to changes in flow to the Brodiaea colony, thus affecting the amount of 
water provided to the wetland and increasing erosion along the channel.  Since the 
narrow-anthered California Brodiaea is a special status plant species, changes in the 
wetland hydrology would be a significant impact 

S To mitigate the impacts of peak flow and increase runoff volumes to the Brodiaea 
colony, the applicant shall prepare a drainage plan that minimizes changes in peak 
flow or runoff volume to the sensitive plant colony.  The design calculations shall 
demonstrate that the post-development ten-year runoff would not exceed pre-
development runoff levels.  The drainage plan shall include measures that would 
mitigate impacts to the Brodiaea colony; examples of such BMPs are provided in 
the mitigation measure. 

LTS 

Impact 5.3-6 Impacts from Placing Housing/Structures in 100-Year Flood Hazard Area LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 

The project site is neither located in an area mapped as a 100-year flood hazard area, nor 
would the project expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death 
involving flooding, including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or dam. 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Impact 5.3-7 Impacts from Inundation by Seiche, Tsunami, or Mudflow 

The project site is not located in an area that would expose persons to inundation by 
seiche, tsunami, or mudflow.   

LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 

Impact 5.3-8 Cumulative Hydrology and Water Quality Impacts S To mitigate the project’s cumulative contribution to flooding of Sonoma Creek, the LTS 

Cumulative projects within the area could exacerbate existing flooding problems along 
Sonoma Creek, increase erosion, and degrade water quality in the Sonoma Creek 
Watershed and its developed subwatersheds.  Although the proposed project’s impact on 
downstream flooding would be small, its contribution would represent part of the 
cumulative impact of all of the projects combined; this would be a significant cumulative 
impact. 

applicant shall also include in their drainage plan (see Mitigation Measure 5.3-3(b)) 
provisions for maintaining the pre-development 100-year runoff levels.  The design 
calculations shall demonstrate that the post-development 100-year runoff would not 
exceed pre-development runoff levels This can be achieved by BMPs such as those 
outlined in Mitigation Measure 5.3-3(b) (for example, stormwater detention 
facilities). 

The project’s contribution to the cumulative water quality and erosion impacts would be 
less than cumulatively considerable, after incorporating mitigation measures required by 
the EIR. 

Wastewater 
Impact 5.4-1 Wastewater Treatment Requirements May Not Be Met S The FAST system shall be operated, maintained, and monitored by a California LTS 

If the individual package treatment facilities (FAST) are not properly maintained, 
operated, or monitored, waste discharge requirements may not be met. 

Licensed Grade Three Waste Water Treatment Plant Operator (Grade 3 Operator) 
and shall be under a valid Operational Permit with the County.  Although the FAST 
system is a proven technology, and a Grade 3 Operator is not required under County 
or State regulations, a contract for operation, maintenance, and monitoring with a 
Grade 3 Operator is a recommended practice.  The Grade 3 Operator shall maintain 
all components of collection, treatment, and disposal, and shall have access to all 
monitoring records (see Responsibility and Monitoring).  An operation and 
maintenance (O/M) manual, and an accident contingency plan shall be developed 
by the applicant.  The O/M manual and contingency plan shall be subject to review 
and approval by the County.  
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Impact 5.4-2 Impacts From the Operation of New Wastewater Treatment Facilities S The winery wastewater treatment and disposal systems shall be designed to provide LTS 

Constructing the winery and events pavilion wastewater treatment and disposal system 
for the smaller design flow could result in an undersized-system that would not 
adequately treat the wastewater during these peak conditions; this would be a potentially 
significant impact. 

adequate treatment and disposal capacity for wastewater flows generated by a peak 
event at the winery, tasting room, and events pavilion (2,810 gpd).  This can be 
achieved either through the use of an appropriately-sized flow equalization tank to 
store and regulate excess peak flow entering the treatment system to match the 
proposed peak design capacity (1,955 gpd), or by sizing the treatment plant and 
disposal field for the peak flow conditions.  The disposal capacity could be expand 
to 2,810 gpd by adjusting the winery parcel boundary to the south to expand the 
leachfield into what would now be the inn/spa/restaurant disposal area, increasing 
the size of the disposal area, or by finding a more suitable disposal area on the 
winery and events pavilion parcel. 

The winery and events pavilion disposal field could be relocated farther north of its 
present location where soils are also suitable for on-site wastewater disposal; the 
development plan shows several winery-related buildings planned for this area. 
These proposed buildings would have to be relocated or removed to accommodate 
the disposal area. 

Impact 5.4-3 The Soil Type and Land Area for Some of the Proposed Residential S Prior to construction, the on-site wastewater treatment and disposal facilities shall LTS 
Leachfields Would not be Capable of Supporting the Use of On-Site Wastewater demonstrate that all setback requirements would be met.  Exhibit 5.4-6 lists the 
Treatment and Disposal Systems leachfield areas that, as proposed, are not in conformance with setback 

In general, the on-site treatment and disposal systems are located in areas with adequate 
land areas and soil type. However, two of the proposed residential leachfields are 
planned in areas that would not meet applicable setback requirements.  Locating 
leachfields in areas that do not meet these requirements would be a significant impact. 

requirements.  These leachfields shall be revised, or, where appropriate, the 
property line may be adjusted to meet the setback requirement.  A condition of 
approval shall be incorporated requiring that the development on each lot not 
exceed the available capacity of the leachfields as proposed, unless it is shown that 
the lots can provide additional capacity for leachfield disposal according to the 
County requirements. 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Impact 5.4-4 Potential Impacts Due to Exceeding Water Quality Standards or Waste S To mitigate impacts to groundwater quality, the proposed FAST wastewater LTS 
Discharge Requirements, or Otherwise Resulting in Water Quality Degradation pretreatment systems shall be designed and operated for nitrogen removal to ensure 

Water quality impacts from wastewater disposal are primarily due to bacteriological 
effects and nitrate additions to the groundwater, particularly when the groundwater is 
used as a drinking water source. Bacteriological effects are generally eliminated by 
processes within the soil, addressed through proper sitting, design, and system operation. 
Nitrates are not readily absorbed by the soil.  The commercial disposal fields are located 
in a groundwater recharge area, with 14 neighboring wells located directly south and 
south east of the project site.  Groundwater nitrate levels downgradient of the disposal 

that the nitrate concentration of the commercial wastewater effluent entering the 
disposal fields would not result in a groundwater quality that exceeds the drinking 
water standard at any property boundary.  This requirement can be achieved safely 
by providing a final effluent nitrogen concentration of 15 10 mg-N/L, which is a 
reasonable treatment standard for a FAST system. The proposed FAST treatment 
systems shall be designed and operated to achieve effluent total nitrogen 
concentrations below 15 10 mg/L. 

fields are projected to be near or in excess of drinking water standards unless the 
wastewater treatment system is designed and operated to provide substantial nitrogen 
removal. 

Impact 5.4-5 Impacts to Groundwater Hydrology 

Both a general and localized rise in water table can occur where there is a high density of 
septic systems.  In this case, a general rise in the water table would not be expected, since 
the proposed project would rely upon on-site groundwater resources for its water supply. 
Therefore, there would be no net increase in the amount of water replenishing to the 
groundwater beneath the site.  A localized rise in the water table (called groundwater 
mounding), occurs when systems are clustered together over a small area  Groundwater 
mounding would not occur as a result of wastewater disposal on the project site. 

LTS No mitigation would be required LTS 

Impact 5.4-6 Cumulative Impacts from Wastewater Treatment and Disposal LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 

Potential cumulative impacts that may arise from the use of on-site sewage disposal 
systems relate specifically to changes in groundwater hydrology or water quality. 
Background nitrate levels in the cumulative study are relatively low compared to the 
drinking water standard (10 mg- N/L), and it is unlikely that additional nitrate loading 
from wastewater disposal would significantly increase regional groundwater nitrate 
concentrations. Cumulative impacts to groundwater hydrology and water quality would 
therefore be less-than-significant.  Further, the proposed project’s contribution to any 
potential cumulative impacts would be less than considerable, due to mitigation measures 
required by the EIR, and, therefore, the cumulative impact would be less than significant.  
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Water Supply 
Impact 5.5-1 Adequacy of Water Supply 

The pumping test verified that the Resort Well can produce enough water for both the 
proposed inn/spa/restaurant (including the winery and events pavilion) and residential 
development, including the winery and events pavilion.  Annual groundwater recharge in 
the area easily exceeds the projected annual water demand, meaning the aquifer would 
continue to be sufficiently replenished, and will not be overdrafted as a result of the 
proposed project.  Further, water quality testing has shown that the groundwater is of 
suitable quality for the proposed domestic and irrigation water needs of the project.  
Therefore, the Resort Well and Winery Well would be suitable to supply an adequate 
quantity and quality of water for the proposed project. 

LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 

Impact 5.5-2 Impacts from the Construction of New or Expanded Water Treatment 
Facilities 

The proposed project would draw water from on-site groundwater sources. Since no new 
or expanded water treatment facilities would be required, this would not be an impact 

LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 

Impact 5.5-3 Impacts to Groundwater Recharge and Aquifer Level 

Compared to the estimated pre-development recharge volumes over the entire site, the 
proposed project is estimated to result in an approximate 15 to 20 14 to 15 percent 
reduction in the net on-site recharge of the groundwater basin.  Averaged over the 
approximate 180-acre project site, the net annual reduction in groundwater recharge 
would amount to about 0.12 to 0.16 0.19 to 0.22 acre-feet per acre, or 1.5 to 2.02.3 to 2.6 
inches. 

LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 

Impact 5.5-4 Impacts to Neighboring Wells and Springs from Well Interference 

Well interference effects on neighboring wells would not limit ability of the wells to 
provide water for existing domestic or irrigation uses.  Based upon spring flow 
monitoring during the pumping test, water quality characteristics of the springs and well 
water, and the location of the springs upgradient of the wells, the neighboring springs 
would not be influenced by the proposed wells.  Impacts to neighboring wells and 
springs from well interference would be less-than-significant. 

LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Impact 5.5-5 Cumulative Water Supply Impacts. 

Nearly all of the cumulative projects, or portions thereof, are located in the groundwater 
recharge area and major groundwater basin (Class I groundwater area) that underlies the 
flatter topography of the valley. The cumulative loss of recharge area would decrease the 
amount of water recharging to this water source; however, the overall effect would be 
small.  A cumulative groundwater recharge – water demand analysis for the Class I 
groundwater basin study area at buildout indicates that cumulative long-term water uses 
are would be within the available groundwater supply, and that the project water 
demands would be at or below the “low” average for the area as a whole.  The projected 
cumulative water demands would likely exceed groundwater recharge during drought 
periods; but the effects would be short-term due to the rapid response of the aquifer to 
subsequent normal rainfall conditions.  The pumping tests and analysis of drawdown 
effects for the Sonoma Country Inn water supply wells indicate that the impact to nearby 
wells would be less-than-significant.  Any interference effects on wells (existing or new) 
located at greater distances from the project wells would be negligible because of the 
exponential decline in impact with distance.  The cumulative groundwater recharge and 
groundwater use impacts would be a less-than-significant cumulative 
impact.Groundwater recharge and well interference effects from the proposed project 
would be less than cumulatively considerable and therefore a less-than-significant 
impact. 

LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Biological Resources 
Impact 5.6-1 Special-Status Species S (a)  Revise the proposed development plan/tentative map to restrict improvements LTS 

The proposed project could have a substantial adverse effect on the populations of 
narrow-anthered California brodiaea and Sonoma ceanothus, and could effect raptor 
nests if established on the site prior to construction. 

outside the known distribution of the narrow-anthered California brodiaea and 
Sonoma ceanothus populations to the maximum extent feasible.  Minimum 
standards are included in the measure. 

(b) A final Mitigation Plan shall be prepared by a qualified botanist to provide for 
permanent protection of the narrow-anthered California brodiaea population on the 
site. The Mitigation Plan shall be prepared in consultation with the CDFG and meet 
with the approval of the County Permit and Resource Management Department 
staff.  The Mitigation Plan shall define measures which ensure protection of the 
population, salvage of any seed and/or individual plants within the limits of grading, 
replanting of salvaged material in suitable protected habitat, long-term management 
requirements, and monitoring of the habitat protection and salvage efforts.  The 
measure includes specific components to be included in the Mitigation Plan. 

(c)  A final Mitigation Plan shall be prepared by a qualified botanist to provide for 
permanent protection of the Sonoma ceanothus population on the site.  The 
Mitigation Plan shall be prepared in consultation with the CDFG and meet with the 
approval of the County Permit and Resource Management Department staff.  The 
Mitigation Plan shall define measures which ensure protection of the population, 
salvage of any seed and/or individual plants within the limits of grading, replanting 
of salvaged material in suitable protected habitat, long-term management 
requirements, and monitoring of the habitat protection and salvage efforts.  The 
measure includes specific components to be included in the Mitigation Plan. 

(d) Any active raptor nests in the vicinity of proposed grading shall be avoided 
until young birds are able to leave the nest (i.e., fledged) and forage on their own.  
Avoidance may be accomplished either by scheduling grading and tree removal 
during the non-nesting period (September through February), or if this is not 
feasible, by conducting a pre-construction survey for raptor nests.  Specific 
provisions of the pre-construction survey and nest avoidance are included in the 
measure. 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Impact 5.6-2 Loss of Sensitive Natural Communities 

The proposed project would result in loss of important native habitat and sensitive 
natural community types. 

S (a)  Revise the proposed development plan/tentative map to avoid disturbance to the 
sensitive natural communities.  Minimum standards are included in the measure. 

(b) A final Vegetation Management Plan shall be prepared by the applicant’s 
certified arborist in consultation with the botanist called for in Mitigation Measure 
5.6-1(b) and 5.6-1(c).  The final Vegetation Management Plan shall be expanded to 
address protection and management of woodland, forest, riparian, chaparral, 
wetland, and grassland habitat on the site.  Revisions to the Vegetation Management 
Plan are included in the measure.  

LTS 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Impact 5.6-3 Loss of Wetlands and Drainages S (a)  Revise the proposed development plan and tentative map to restrict LTS 

The proposed project could result in loss and modifications to jurisdictional wetlands and 
other waters, and could contribute to degradation of downstream areas. 

improvements outside the seasonal wetlands and minimize disturbance to the 
ephemeral drainages on the site.  Specific revisions are included in the measure. 

(b) As recommended in Mitigation Measure 5.3-2, a Stormwater Pollution 
Prevention Plan shall be prepared and implemented using Best Management 
Practices to control both construction-related erosion and sedimentation and project-
related non-point discharge into waters on the site.  The plan shall contain detailed 
measures to control erosion of exposed soil, provide for revegetation of graded 
slopes before the start of the first rainy season following grading, address non-point 
source pollutants to protect wetlands and water quality in the drainages, and specify 
procedures for monitoring of the effectiveness of the measures.  These measures 
shall be integrated with the provisions to prevent changes in peak flow and runoff 
volumes that could adversely affect the seasonal wetlands, as recommended in 
Mitigation Measure 5.3-5. 

(c)  A bridge or arched culvert shall be used for the Graywood Creek crossing to 
minimize disturbance to jurisdictional waters in the channel and provide for a 
natural bed under the structure. The width of the crossing structure shall be kept to 
a minimum acceptable from a traffic safety standpoint, and construction 
improvements implemented with caution to minimize disturbance to the channel 
and loss of vegetation along the creek.  Construction shall be performed during the 
low flow period in the creek, from July through October, and construction debris 
kept outside of the creek channel through use of silt fencing. 

(d) Restrict construction of roadway and driveway improvements within 100 feet of 
the potential seasonal wetlands and ephemeral drainages to the summer months 
after these features contain no surface water to minimize disturbance and the 
potential for sedimentation. 

(e) All necessary permits shall be secured from regulatory agencies as required to 
allow for modifications to wetlands and stream channels on the site.  This may 
include additional requirements for mitigation as a condition of permit authorization 
from the Corps, CDFG, and RWQCB.  Evidence of permit authorization shall be 
submitted to the County Permit and Resource Management Department prior to 
issuance of any grading or building permits by the County to ensure compliance 
with applicable State and federal regulations.  
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Impact 5.6-4 Wildlife Habitat and Connectivity Impacts 

The proposed project would interfere substantially with wildlife movement opportunities. 

S (a) Revise the proposed development plan to minimize the loss of woodland and 
forest habitat on the site.  Minimum standards are included in the measure. 

(b) A final Vegetation Management Plan shall be prepared by the applicant’s 
certified arborist in consultation with the botanist called for in Mitigation Measures 
5.6-1(b). The final Vegetation Management Plan shall be expanded to address 
protection and management of woodland, forest, riparian, chaparral, wetland, and 
grassland habitat on the site.  Revisions to the Vegetation Management Plan outline 
prepared by MA in 2000 are included in the measure. 

(c)  Revise the Vegetation Management Plan called for in Mitigation Measures 5.6
2(b) and 5.6-4(b) to provide a program addressing the loss of trees.  The 
enhancement program shall incorporate recommendations in Mitigation Measure 
5.6-4(a) to avoid tree resources to the greatest extent possible and provide for 
replacement plantings in the Oak Tree Preserves, the Riparian Preserve along 
Graywood Creek, and on grading graded slopes where tree planting would not 
conflict with fire management and grassland habitat management restrictions. A 
minimum of 500 liner-size native trees shall be planted as part of the replacement 
planting program.  The program shall include provisions for ensuring that they are 
established, such as watering during the dry season for a minimum of three years 
after planting.  The enhancement program shall also include provisions for long-
term management of tree resources on the site, including areas to be designated as 
preserves or permanent open space to improve the health of forest and woodland 
cover and reduce the potential for devastating wildfires. 

(d) Measures recommended in Mitigation Measures 5.6-1, 5.6-2, 5.6-3 and 5.6-4(a) 
through 5.6-4(c) would serve to partially protect important natural habitat on the site 
for wildlife, avoid the potential loss of raptor nests, provide for preservation of 
wildlife movement opportunities along Graywood Creek and the upper elevations of 
the site where it borders Hood Mountain County Park, control the loss of 
woodland/forest habitat, and provide for replacement tree plantings.  The measure 
includes additional provisions to further protect wildlife habitat resources, and to be 
defined in CC & Rs for the residential lots 

LTS 

Impact 5.6-5 Cumulative Biological Impacts 

With implementation of required mitigation measures the proposed project would not 
contribute to a cumulative significant loss of woodland, forest, and grassland habitat in 
the northeastern area of the Sonoma Valley. 

LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Geology/Soils 
Impact 5.7-1 Impacts from Fault Rupture 

The project would not be located on active faults.   

LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 

Impact 5.7-2Earthquake Induced Ground Shaking S Prior to grading, building, or septic permit issuance a site- and project-specific LTS 

Strong seismic shaking is expected to occur at the site some time during the design life of 
the proposed development which could damage structures.   

design level geotechnical engineering investigation shall be prepared to develop 
seismic design criteria for proposed structures at the site.  These reports shall 
include a characterization of the soil/rock conditions and appropriate seismic design 
coefficients and near-field factors in accordance with current Uniform Building 
Code.  The project applicant shall incorporate the recommendations developed in 
the site-specific geotechnical reports prepared for each development area. Said 
recommendations shall be implemented and constructed as part of the development 
of the site. 

Ground motions and Uniform Building Code site coefficients shall be determined 
by a separate analysis as part of design-level geotechnical investigations for the 
specific buildings and other proposed structures. 

Impact 5.7-3 Liquefaction 

Liquefiable soils have not been encountered at the project site.  However, liquefiable 
deposits may still be present in the alluvial soils underlying the proposed leachfield 
disposal systems for the winery and inn/spa/restaurant.  

S Future design-level geotechnical investigation for proposed leachfield disposal 
systems or other improvements south of the winery area shall address the presence 
or absence of liquefiable soils.  Such evaluations shall be performed in accordance 
with California Division of Mines and Geology guidelines.  In areas where 
liquefaction induced ground deformations are determined to pose a risk to proposed 
leachfield systems or other improvements, ground improvement measures (such as 
chemical grouting, deep dynamic compaction or vibro-replacement) should be 
implemented as determined by the geotechnical investigations.  For structures, 
measures such as chemical grouting, deep dynamic compaction or vibro
replacement should be considered. 

LTS 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Impact 5.7-4 Seismic Ground Settlements S If structures or septic systems are proposed in the lowland alluvial fan area, the LTS 

Ground settlements (densification) can occur when soils with low density or high void following measures would be required to mitigate ground settlement impacts: 

ratios compact upon shaking.  Ground settlements are considered most likely to occur in (1) Identify site soil conditions through exploratory borings to determine 
the lowland alluvial fan areas during seismic shaking. general soils profile and characteristics and need for any ground improvement 

measures. 

(2) Rework and compact soils where structures are proposed and such soils 
are identified in the near surface. 

(3) Use drilled pier or driven pile foundations which carry the loads from 
structures through the loose densifiable layers and into competent strata.  
Alternative foundation designs (such as reinforced mats) also may be considered. 

Impact 5.7-5 Lurching and Ground Cracking S If structures or septic systems are proposed near steep banks, future building- LTS 

Lurching and ground cracking can occur at the edges of slopes or steep stream banks 
during strong ground shaking. 

specific geotechnical investigation for development in the lowland area shall 
determine the presence or absence of fills and/or natural slopes/banks with a 
potential for seismically-induced ground cracking and failure by lurching.  If found 
to exist, special foundation design or re-working of the soils or other appropriate 
design, as determined by the area and site-specific investigations, shall be employed 
to mitigate this impact. 

Impact 5.7-6 Lateral Spreading S Future design-level geotechnical investigation for proposed leachfield disposal LTS 

Lateral spreading refers to lateral deformations of banks or sloping areas as a result of 
seismic liquefaction.  Liquefiable soils have not been encountered at the site. However, 
liquefiable deposits may still be encountered in alluvial deposits beneath the leachfield 
disposal systems for the winery and inn/spa/restaurant.   

systems or other improvements south of the winery area shall address the potential 
for lateral spreading.  In areas where lateral spreading deformations are determined 
to pose a risk to proposed leachfield systems or other improvements, ground 
improvement measures (such as chemical grouting grouting, deep dynamic 
compaction or vibro-replacement) should be implemented as determined by the 
geotechnical investigations.  For structures, measures such as chemical grouting, 
deep dynamic compaction or vibro-replacement should be considered. 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Impact 5.7-7 Landsliding and Slope Instability 

Previous geologic work at the site indicates that there is not a significant risk with respect 
to the presence of landslides within the proposed building envelopes.  Remaining slope 
stability risks to the development of residential/commercial structures would be 
associated with instability that may be generated during grading of the building pads and 
other improvements. 

S The following mitigation measures would be required to mitigate significant 
impacts related to landsliding and slope instability: 

(a) Design-level site-specific geotechnical engineering investigation and analysis is 
required within proposed development improvements.  Site specific investigations 
should evaluate the potential for slope instability, especially where unstable contacts 
within the volcanic rock may be exposed as a result of grading.   

(b) Grading and excavation activities shall comply at a minimum with the Uniform 
Building Code, County of Sonoma standards, and site-specific design criteria 
established in the geotechnical reports.  The geotechnical reports shall consider the 
following measures: 

1. All fills constructed on slopes steeper than 5:1 (horizontal to vertical), or 
any fills with a height greater than three feet above original ground level shall be 
keyed and benched into competent material and provided with subdrainage.  
Unreinforced permanent fill slopes shall be no steeper than 2:1 and, where slope 
heights exceed 15 feet the fills shall be provided with benches and surface drainage 
controls. All fills shall be engineered and compacted to at least 90 percent relative 
compaction (as determined by ASTM D 1557), unless recommended otherwise by 
the applicant’s Geotechnical Engineer. 

2. Slopes on the project site shall be improved with erosion protection and 
planted with vegetation.  Planted vegetation shall include native drought-tolerant 
and fire-resistant species.  Catchment basins shall be constructed at strategic 
locations where needed to minimize the potential for off-site sedimentation from 
existing and/or potential on-site sources.  Drainage provisions shall be provided 
during construction to prevent the ponding and/or infiltration of water in temporary 
excavations other than sediment ponds. 

(c) Use proper construction, inspection, and maintenance practices to protect against 
creation of unstable slopes. 

A plan for the periodic inspection and maintenance of slope stability improvements, 
subdrains, and surface drains, including removal and disposal of material deposited 
in catchment basins, shall be prepared and submitted to the County of Sonoma for 
review and approval by the County Permit and Resource Management Department 
Drainage Review prior to occupancy.  This plan shall include inspection and 
disposal procedures, schedule and reporting requirements, and the responsible party. 
This plan can be part of the overall long-term project maintenance plan. 

LTS 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Impact 5.7-8 Creek Bank Stability S Road design adjacent to Graywood Creek shall be based on design level LTS 

Bank erosion along Graywood Creek (including upslope off-site sources) could result in 
localized instability of the stream banks. Bank failures may also occur as a result of 
seismic shaking.  Such instability could impact the roadway, and could result in flooding 
and/or debris flow activity which could impact the downslope areas. 

geotechnical evaluation.  Creek bank stability measures shall be incorporated into 
road design.  Designs may include but shall not be limited to drainage 
improvements, stream bank stabilization or road setbacks.  All grading at the site 
shall be subject to the requirements of Mitigation Measure 5.7-7 regarding slope 
stability.  These features shall be designed to stabilize upslope areas prone to 
erosion or earth movement which could block drainages and result in sudden 
breaches and downslope erosion and flooding.  The project applicant shall 
incorporate the recommendations developed in the site specific geotechnical reports 
prepared for each development area.  Said recommendations shall be implemented 
and constructed as part of the development of the area. 

Stabilization measures within creeks shall conform to requirements of the County of 
Sonoma, California Department of Fish and Game, and other applicable agencies, 
and shall be submitted for approval by these agencies. 

Impact 5.7-9 Expansive Soils S Prior to building, grading, or septic permit issuance the project applicant's LTS 

Expansive soils may be identified during site-specific work which could result in damage 
to foundations, slabs or pavements.   

Geotechnical Engineer shall complete site-specific investigations with detailed soils 
analyses of the actual locations and types of proposed buildings, slabs and 
pavements. Those investigations shall include laboratory testing of on-site soils to 
assess their expansion potential.  These investigations shall result in design 
recommendations which include specifications for stabilizing areas of expansive 
soil (if encountered), quality of imported fill material, compaction standards for 
engineered soil materials, floor slab and pavement design recommendations, surface 
and subsurface drainage requirements, and grading specifications. 

Impact 5.7-10 Low Strength Soils S Prior to building, grading, or septic permit issuance the project applicant shall LTS 

Site soils may be encountered during site-specific investigations that are of low strength 
or of low density such that they could collapse or subside under foundation loading. 

conduct site-specific geotechnical investigations and analyses of potential 
differential settlements of buildings and other site improvements, and develop 
design criteria as necessary to reduce differential settlements to tolerable levels. 
Potential measures may include but not be limited to overexcavation and 
recompaction of weak soils or utilizing deep foundations to extend foundation 
support through low strength soils and into underlying competent material.   
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Visual and Aesthetic Quality 
Impact 5.8-1 View from State Route 12 at Lawndale Road looking North 

From this viewpoint, glimpses of some parts of the winery occur among the trees at the 
lowest elevations of the site.  Also, portions of houses on residential lots 3 and 4 are 
visible. 

LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 

Impact 5.8-2 View from Adobe Canyon Road looking northwest 

From this viewpoint, portions of the main area of the proposed project would be seen. 
The upper part of the inn’s main house and adjacent cottages extend above the tops of 
intervening trees on the hillside immediately in front of the development.  

LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Impact 5.8-3 View from State Route 12 west of Adobe Canyon Road looking North S In order to minimize visual impacts, measures shall be applied to reduce the visual LTS 

From this viewpoint, portions of the main area of the proposed project are seen.  The 
upper part of the inn’s main house and adjacent cottages extend above the tops of 
intervening trees on the hillside immediately in front of the development.  The form and 
color of the buildings would attract the attention of viewers at this viewpoint. 

contrast of the inn/spa/restaurant and the winery with the immediately surrounding 
setting so that the project would not attract attention as seen from State Route 12.  
Such measures include the use of certain colors on exterior building surfaces and 
retaining as many trees on the project site as possible.  The measures shall require: 

x Colors used for exterior building surfaces shall match the hue, lightness, 
and saturation of colors of the immediately surrounding trees.  Several colors 
matching those of the surrounding trees shall be used in order to minimize 
uniformity.  Roof colors shall be non-glossy, dark in color and sympathetic with 
colors in the surrounding landscape. 

x The height of guest cottage buildings (building types D and F, two stories) 
located east of the inn’s main house and closest to State Route 12 shall be limited to 
20 feet as measured from the original ground elevation to the peak of the roof in 
order to minimize the amount of the buildings that can be seen from State Route 12 
west of Adobe Canyon Road. 

x Existing trees in the area between the inn/spa/restaurant and State Route 12 
shall be preserved to the extent possible in order to provide a screen and minimize 
the amount of the building that can be seen from State Route 12 west of Adobe 
Canyon Road. 

Landscaping of the winery shall include the planting of trees or other 
landscaping treatments to provide screening of the147-vehicle parking lot from State 
Route 12. 

x The finish floor elevation of the main house shall not exceed 722 feet 
elevation and the finish floor elevation of the second floor shall not exceed 736 feet 
elevation. 

x Prior to building permit issuance for the inn/spa/restaurant, the grading 
plan, development plan, landscaping plan, sign plan, elevations, and colors and 
materials shall receive review and approval of the Sonoma County Design Review 
Committee  
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Impact 5.8-4 Light Pollution 

Implementation of the proposed project would result in new lighting sources on the 
project site, which together with other proposed development, could lead to increased 
light pollution.  This would be both a significant project impact and a significant 
cumulative impact. 

S In order to minimize light pollution impacts prior to building permit issuance an 
exterior lighting plan shall be submitted to the County Permit and Resource 
Management Department for the inn/spa/restaurant and the winery for review and 
approval.  Prior to recording the final map, standards to be included in the project’s 
CC&Rs for implementation by the Homeowners’ Association for exterior lighting 
plans for residential units shall also be submitted to the County Permit and Resource 
Management Department for review and approval.  The lighting plans shall require: 

x All light sources shall be fully shielded from off-site view. 

x All lights to be downcast except where it can be proved to not adversely 
affect other parcels 

x Escape of light to the atmosphere shall be minimized. 

x Low intensity, indirect light sources shall be encouraged. 

x On-demand lighting systems shall be encouraged. 

x Mercury, sodium vapor and similar intense and bright lights shall not be 
permitted except where their need specifically approved and their source of light is 
restricted. 

x Where possible, site lighting fixtures on the ground rather than on poles. 

SU 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Cultural Resources 
Impact 5.9-1 Potential Subsurface Resources PS (1) Workers involved in ground disturbing activities shall be trained in the LTS 

While no discernible impacts to archaeological resources or human remains are 
anticipated, the possibility cannot be precluded that prehistoric cultural deposits and 
features are present below the ground surface and could be damaged during land 
alteration activities. 

recognition of archaeological resources (e.g., historic and prehistoric artifacts typical 
of the general area), procedures to report such discoveries, and other appropriate 
protocols to ensure that construction activities avoid or minimize impacts to 
potentially significant cultural resources. 

(2) If cultural deposits are encountered at any location, halt construction in the 
vicinity and consult a qualified archeologist and the Native American community. 
The archeologist shall conduct an independent review of the find, with authorization 
of and under direction of the County.  Prompt evaluations should be made regarding 
the significance and importance of the find and a course of action acceptable to all 
concerned parties should be adopted. 

If mitigation is required, preservation in place is the preferred manner of 
mitigating impacts to archaeological sites.  This may be accomplished, but not 
limited to: 1) Planning construction to avoid archeological sites; 2) Incorporation of 
sites within parks, green space, or other open space; 3) Covering the archaeological 
sites with a layer of chemically stable soil before building tennis courts, parking lots, 
or similar facilities on the site; 4) Deeding the site into a permanent conservation 
easement. 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Impact 5.9-1 Potential Subsurface Resources (Continued) PS When data recovery through excavation is the only feasible mitigation, a data 
recovery plan, which makes provision for adequately recovering the scientifically 
consequential information from and about the historical resource, shall be prepared 
and adopted prior to any excavation being undertaken.  Data recovery shall not be 
required for an historical resource if the lead agency determines that testing or studies 
already completed have adequately recovered the scientifically consequential 
information, provided that information is documented in the EIR and the studies are 
deposited with the California Historical Resources Regional Information Center. 

(3) In the event of an accidental discovery or recognition of any human 
remains, the following steps should be taken as per State CEQA Guidelines 
15064.5(e): There shall be no further excavation or disturbance of the site or any 
nearby area reasonably suspected to overlie adjacent human remains until (A) the 
coroner of the county is contacted to determine that no investigation of the cause of 
death is required, and (B) the coroner determines whether the remains are Native 
American.  If the remains are Native American the coroner shall contact the Native 
American Heritage Commission (NAHC) within 24 hours.  The NAHC shall identify 
the person or persons it believes to be the most likely descended from the deceased 
Native American.  The most likely descendent may make recommendations to the 
landowner or the person responsible for the excavation work, for means of treating or 
disposing of (with appropriate dignity) the human remains and any associated grave 
goods as provided in Public Resources Code Section 5097.98. 

If the event the NAHC is unable to identify a most likely descendent, or the 
most likely descendent failed to make a recommendation within 24 hours after being 
notified by the NAHC, or the landowner or his authorized representative rejects the 
recommendation of the descendent and the mediation by the NAHC fails to provide 
measures acceptable to the landowner, then the landowner or his authorized 
representative shall rebury the Native American human remains and associated grave 
goods with appropriate dignity on the property in a location not subject to further 
subsurface disturbance 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Air Quality 
Impact 5.10-1 Construction Period Air Quality Impacts S Dust emissions from construction activities would be greatly reduced by LTS 

Dust generation from short-term construction activities would cause potential health and 
nuisance impacts to adjacent land uses.  This would be a short-term significant impact.  

implementing fugitive dust control measures.  BAAQMD CEQA guidance provides 
that the significance of construction impacts to air quality is based on the control 
measures that would be implemented.  According to BAAQMD CEQA guidance, 
implementation of the measures listed below would reduce the dust impacts 
associated with grading and new construction to a less-than-significant level. 

As a condition of County approval of any site alteration or grading permit for the inn, 
the winery, or the residential subdivision, the applicant shall incorporate the 
following dust control measures in the projects that would disturb the ground: 

(1) Water all active construction areas at least twice daily and more often 
during windy periods.  Active areas adjacent to residences should be kept damp at all 
times. 

(2) Cover all hauling trucks or maintain at least two feet of freeboard.   

(3) Pave, apply water at least twice daily, or apply (non-toxic) soil stabilizers 
on all unpaved access roads, parking areas, and staging areas. 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Impact 5.10-1 Construction Period Air Quality Impacts (Continued) S  (4) Sweep daily (with water sweepers) all paved access roads, parking areas, 
and staging areas and sweep streets daily (with water sweepers) if visible soil 
material is deposited onto the adjacent roads. 

(5) Hydroseed or apply (non-toxic) soil stabilizers to inactive construction 
areas (previously graded areas that are inactive for ten days or more). 

(6) Enclose, cover, water twice daily, or apply (non-toxic) soil binders to 
exposed stockpiles. 

(7) Limit traffic speeds on any unpaved roads to 15 miles per hour. 

(8) Replant vegetation in disturbed areas as quickly as possible. 

(9) Suspend any activities that cause visible dust plumes, which cannot be 
controlled by watering. 

(10) Install wheel washers for all exiting trucks or pave project site entrance 
road prior to initiating construction of the inn or winery. 

As a condition of County approval of any site alteration or grading permit, the 
following measures would be implemented during development of individual 
residential lots: 

(1) Water all active construction areas at least twice daily and more often 
during windy periods.  Active areas adjacent to residences should be kept damp at all 
times. 

(2) Enclose, cover, water twice daily, or apply (non-toxic) soil binders to 
exposed stockpiles. 

(3) Replant vegetation in disturbed areas as quickly as possible. 

(4) Suspend any activities that cause visible dust plumes, which cannot be 
controlled by watering. 

A note shall be placed on the final map indicating that grading permits and building 
permits with land disturbance shall include dust control measures required by the 
Sonoma Country Inn EIR air quality section. 

LTS 

Impact 5.10-2 Project Carbon Monoxide Impacts 

Traffic generated by the proposed project would contribute to local carbon monoxide 
concentrations.   

LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Impact 5.10-3 Regional Emissions 

New traffic generated by the proposed project and on-site area sources would increase 
regional emissions.   

LTS No mitigation would be required. LTS 

Impact 5.10-4 Wood Burning Emissions 

Wood burning fireplaces could contribute to particulate emissions exceedances. 

S A note shall be placed on the final map that states that only natural gas fireplaces, 
pellet stoves or EPA-Certified wood-burning fireplaces or stoves shall be allowed in 
the residences and only natural gas fireplaces shall be allowed in the 
inn/spa/restaurant and the winery.  Conventional open-hearth fireplaces shallshould 
not be permitted. Prior to recording the final map a statement shall be included in the 
project’s CC&Rs stating that only natural gas fireplaces, pellet stoves or EPA-
Certified wood-burning fireplaces or stoves shall be allowed in the residences.  This 
mitigation does not apply to wood burning for cooking. 

LTS 

Impact 5.10-5 Odors 

The accidental release of hydrogen sulfide from the proposed wastewater pretreatment 
facilities would be a significant impact. 

S To mitigate possible impacts from the accidental release of hydrogen sulfide from the 
individual package treatment plants, gases and odors shall be contained in an 
underground collection and dispersal system or scrubbed with passive or active air 
quality filters (for example, carbon filters).  The package plants shall be enclosed or 
placed underground to further control odors. To ensure the protection of operating 
personnel, a hydrogen sulfide/oxygen monitoring program shall be engineered and 
implemented, and all personnel entering confined spaced shall be required to meet all 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) standards.  A qualified 
OSHA consultant shall review the hydrogen sulfide/oxygen monitoring program. 

LTS 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Noise 
Impact 5.11-1 Noise Associated with Special Events at the Winery 

Outdoor music at the events pavilion could result in noise levels exceeding the Sonoma 
County General Plan Noise Element’s noise level limits. 

S (a)  Project approval shall establish outdoor and indoor noise limits as follows: 

Noise Limits -- During outdoor events the L50 value during any 15 minute period of 
amplified sound shall not exceed 70 dBA at a distance of 50 feet from any outdoor 
performing group or loudspeaker.  Maximum intermittent levels at such locations 
shall not exceed 90 dBA, and 90 dBA shall not be reached more often than once per 
hour. 

During indoor events, the exterior L50 during any 15 minimum period of amplified 
sound shall not exceed 70 dBA at a distance of 50 feet from the outside face of any 
wall of the events pavilion building.  Maximum intermittent levels at such locations 
shall not exceed 90 dBA, and 90 dBA shall not be reached more often than once per 
hour. 
Listed below are examples of measures which are available to insure compliance 
with the noise level limits specified.  One or more measures such as these should be 
selected for incorporation into the project plans as the design process continues. 

(1) Restrict loud events, and/or loud noise sources associated with events, to 
the interior of the building at the events pavilion.  The following are examples of 
noise sources for which an indoor venue should be considered: 

Pop or rock music, whether live or recorded 

Drum sets, amplified or not 

Electric musical instruments (for instance those which make no noise unless provided 
with electrical power) such as electric keyboards, guitars, and synthesizers, 

Groups with more than three brass or three reed instruments. 

LTS 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Impact 5.11-1 Noise Associated with Special Events at the Winery (Continued) S (2) To ensure that the event building would provide sufficient noise reduction 
when needed, conditions such as the following could be applied: 

à Keep windows closed and open doors only briefly as needed to permit 
entry and exit during indoor events. 

à Construct the events pavilion building shell shall consist of double faced 
assemblies, for example studs walls with gypsum board on interior faces and 
plywood or cement plaster outer faces. 

(3) Provide a permanent outdoor loudspeaker system 

à Outdoor levels of amplified noise could be controlled if a specially 
designed amplification system were installed as part of the project.  The loudspeakers 
could be placed to minimize noise propagation to surrounding parcels, and an 
electronic limiter device could be included to prevent excessive levels.  Event 
pavilion users would then be required to utilize the pavilion system, rather than a 
temporary system for a particular event. 

(4) Sound Barriers 

à Construct solid walls around the outdoor activity area at the events 
pavilion, creating an enclosed patio.  Noise walls would help to control noise from 
outdoor sources at the events pavilion.  To obtain substantial reductions of noise 
levels at the receiving locations, wall height of eight feet or more would be needed. 
The walls would have to comprise continuous membranes around the outdoor event 
area.  The locations of any gaps would be chosen to minimize noise leaks toward the 
closest noise sensitive areas. 

(b) All events shall be restricted to the hours between 7:00 AM and 10:00 PM 

(c) Disclosure Statements 
(1) A note shall be placed on the final map as follows: 

à Outdoor events with music could occur during daytime and evening hours 
up to 30 times per year at the events pavilion.  Noise associated with the special 
events may be audible in nearby residential area. 

(2) The CC&R’s for the residential lots shall require a disclosure at the time of 
sale advising of the proximity of the events pavilion and the fact that outdoor events 
with music could occur during daytime and evening hours up to 30 times per year. 

LTS 
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Exhibit 2.2-1 (Revised) (continued) 
Summary of Findings 

Impact 
(SU = Significant Unavoidable, S = Significant, PS = Potentially Significant, LTS = 
Less than Significant) 

Signif 
Before 

Mit. 

Mitigation Signif 
After 
Mit 

Impact 5.11-1 Noise Associated with Special Events at the Winery (Continued) (d) Monitoring Reports 

(1) During the initial 12 months of operation of the events pavilion, at least six 
events shall be monitored to ensure compliance with Noise Element’s noise level 
limits.  The events selected for monitoring shall be those which are most likely to be 
noisy (for instance events which include outdoor electronically amplified music). 
The monitoring shall be performed with a conventional noise level meter having an 
A-weighting filer and a “slow” response setting.  In at least three cases, an 
independent sound engineer or consultant shall perform the monitoring. During 
these events, proper monitoring procedures shall be demonstrated to the event 
operators. 

A written report of the monitoring results shall be submitted to the County Permit 
and Resource Management Department 

Impact 5.11-2 Noise from Operation of Wastewater Facilities 

Operation of the wastewater pretreatment facilities could exceed the Sonoma County 
General Plan Noise Element exterior noise level standards. 

PS To control noise, back-up generators, and the blower units shall be enclosed or 
otherwise baffled for soundproofing.  The system shall be designed and built to be in 
compliance with Table NE-2 of the Sonoma County General Plan. 

LTS 

9.0 - 601 
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APPENDIX A 
INFORMATION FROM JOHN DELAPLAINE 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

From: "Melinda Grosch" <MGROSCH@sonoma-county.org> 

To: <drydman@evl.net> 

Sent: Monday, June 23, 2003 1:12 PM 

Subject: Documentation: Photo-Simulations 


Mr. Rydman, 

In order to prepare a response to the photo-simulations presented at 

the hearing the consultant will need the following information: 


1. Simulation viewpoint location coordinates, including camera view 

heights and real world X and Y coordinates. If that is not 

possible, then accurate camera viewpoint locations on a scaled 

map will suffice. Time of day photos were taken, and camera 


 lens used. 


All cameras (except aerial shot) located at 5' above grade, using an 

85mm (23.9 Deg. FOV) lens. The aerial shot was @ 1100' above grade. 

Time of day: Approx 10:00am. See attached (Camera location map.jpg) for 

camera location reference. 


2. A description of the methodology used to produce the 

simulations. This should include a description of what 

materials (proposed project data, including plans, elevations, 

etc.) were used to develop the 3D CAD model, assumptions, 

including building finished floor elevations, tree removal 

plans, and architectural materials. In addition, the 

description should include an outline of the steps taken to 

produce the work. 


USGS data was utilized to generate the 3D terrain for the simulation. 

High resolution (1 meter) satellite imagery was applied to terrain. 

Trees were placed to reflect reference photographs and satellite 

imagery within target area. The resulting data was cross-referenced and 

overlayed with the developers supplied plans to verify scale and 

orientation accuracy of site. Tree removal was based on assumptions of 

road construction and grading information supplied by developer. 

Materials, footprint elevation, and construction of structures based on 

elevation details supplied by developer. 


3. A digital copy of the simulations and the baseline "existing 

conditions" photographs. (You gave me a copy of the simulations 

at the meeting on June 19, 2003, Thanks!) 


Ref Attached files. 


4. Optional- a copy of the 3D CAD model in ACAD 2002 or DXF format. 


If you could get the members of your group who submitted the photosimulations 

to provide us with the above information it would be very 

helpful. Thanks!. 


Melinda Grosch 

PRMD
 
2550 Ventura Avenue 

Santa Rosa CA 95403 

PH: 707-565-1392 

FAX: 707-565-1103
 

mailto:drydman@evl.net
mailto:MGROSCH@sonoma-county.org


APPENDIX B 
TREE REMOVAL ESTIMATE SUMMARY 



Sonoma Country Inn- Tree Removal and Location Chart 

Tree Removal Estimate Summary 

Area 

Construction 
Removal 
Estimate 

Fire 
Management 

Estimate Estimate Source Comments 

Construction 
Removal 

Estimate (<9") 
Fire Management 

Estimate (<9") 

Building Envelopes 

1  8  10  

JMA (MacNair and 
Associates)- building 
envelope and fire 
management removals. 

Based upon visual evaluation of proposed building envelope. Topography is 
generally flat to slightly sloped with high density of small diameter multiple trunk 
trees and understory shrub species. Area has been partially cleared for high 
voltage line clearance. 15 15 

2  25  20  
JMA- building envelope and 
fire management removals. 

Based upon visual evaluation of proposed building envelope. Topography is 
moderately sloped with moderate density of small bays and firs. 20 40 

3  25  18  
JMA- building envelope and 
fire management removals. 

Based upon visual evaluation of proposed building envelope. Topography is 
moderately to steeply sloped. Tree removals have been flagged. Primarily bays 
and firs under 12" diameter have been selected for removal within fire 
management zone. 10 25 

4  21  10  

RCA (Ray Carlson and 
Associates)- building 
envelope removals. JMA-
fire management removals. 

RCA taped building envelope perimeter and counted all trees. JMA estimated fire 
management removals. Topography is moderately to steeply sloped. Tree 
removals have been flagged. Primarily bays and firs under 12" diameter have 
been selected for removal within fire management zone. 6  25  

5  13  15  

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. 

RCA taped building envelope perimeter and counted trees with trunk diameters 
nine inches and greater. Topography is generally flat to slightly sloped with high 
density of small bays, firs and understory shrub species. A limited number of large 
firs may require removal due to fire damage. 15 30 

6  28  30  

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. 

RCA taped building envelope and counted all trees. JMA estimated fire 
management removals. Topography is generally flat. Tree density is very high 
with small diameter bays, firs, and madrone. 10 30 

7 8 5 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. 

RCA taped building envelope perimeter and counted all trees. JMA estimated fire 
management removals. Topography is moderately sloped at edge of chaparral 
vegetation zone. Tree density is moderate with small diameter oaks, firs, and 
manzanita. 12 20 

8  15  3  

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. 

RCA taped building envelope perimeter and counted all trees. JMA estimated fire 
management removals. Topography is moderately sloped. Tree density is low 
with minimal fire removals required. Small diameter oaks and madrone affected. 10 50 

9  8  10  

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. 

RCA taped building envelope perimeter and counted all trees. JMA estimated fire 
management removals. Topography is slightly sloped. Tree density is low with 
minimal fire removals required. Small diameter firs and madrone affected. 0  10  

10 10 10 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. 

RCA taped building envelope perimeter and counted all trees. JMA estimated fire 
management removals. Topography is moderately sloped at edge of chaparral 
vegetation zone. Tree density is moderate with small diameter oaks, firs, and 
manzanita. 10 60 

11 22 5 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. 

RCA taped building envelope perimeter and counted all trees. JMA estimated fire 
management removals. Topography is moderately sloped at edge of chaparral 
vegetation zone. Tree density is moderate with small diameter oaks, firs, and 
manzanita. 10 30 

Sub-Totals: 183 136 118 335 
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Sonoma Country Inn- Tree Removal and Location Chart 

Area 

Construction 
Removal 
Estimate 

Fire 
Management 

Estimate Estimate Source Comments 

Construction 
Removal 

Estimate (<9") 
Fire Management 

Estimate (<9") 

Inn Structure 61 10 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. 

RCA taped Inn building footprint and counted all trees. JMA estimated fire 
management removals. No downslope fire management removals required. 50 40 

Spa Structure 22 5 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. 

Trees shown on RCA survey within or adjacent to building footprint were counted. 
JMA estimated fire management removals. Spa is located in open area with 
minimal fire management removals required. 20 20 

Sub-Totals: 83 15 70 60 
Guest Units 

A1 14 
40 (east 
slope) 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. 

RCA taped guest building footprints and counted all trees. JMA estimated fire 
management removals. Units A1 and A2 are located on a ridge above steep 
slopes with 150 foot fire management zones required. 0  90  

A2 9 
63 (west 
slope) 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. 

Tree densities are high on these slopes with numerous small diameter firs, bays, 
and madrone. 0  63  

B1 8 
Included in A1 

and A2. 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. 

Fire management removal estimates are included in A1 and A2 west slope 
estimates shown above. 0 included above 

B2 5 
Included in A2 

estimate. 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. 

Fire management removal estimates are included in A2 west slope estimates 
shown above. 0 included above 

B3 5 
Included in A2 

estimate. 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. 

Fire management removal estimates are included in A2 west slope estimates 
shown above. 8 included above 

B4 0 n/a 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. RCA taped guest building footprints and counted all trees. 13 n/a 

B5 0 n/a 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. RCA taped guest building footprints and counted all trees. 0  n/a  

C1 2 n/a 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. RCA taped guest building footprints and counted all trees. 0  n/a  

C2 2 n/a 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. RCA taped guest building footprints and counted all trees. 9 5 

D1 0 n/a 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. RCA taped guest building footprints and counted all trees. 0  n/a  

D2 4 n/a 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. RCA taped guest building footprints and counted all trees. 0  n/a  
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Sonoma Country Inn- Tree Removal and Location Chart 

Area 

Construction 
Removal 
Estimate 

Fire 
Management 

Estimate Estimate Source Comments 

Construction 
Removal 

Estimate (<9") 
Fire Management 

Estimate (<9") 

E1 0 n/a 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. 

RCA taped guest building footprints and counted trees with trunk diameters nine 
inches and greater. 0  n/a  

E2 2 n/a 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. 

RCA taped guest building footprints and counted trees with trunk diameters nine 
inches and greater. 2  n/a  

E3 4 n/a 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. 

RCA taped guest building footprints and counted trees with trunk diameters nine 
inches and greater. 0  n/a  

E4 8 n/a 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. 

RCA taped guest building footprints and counted trees with trunk diameters nine 
inches and greater. 7  n/a  

F1 2 n/a 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. 

RCA taped guest building footprints and counted trees with trunk diameters nine 
inches and greater. 2  n/a  

F2 6 n/a 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. 

RCA taped guest building footprints and counted trees with trunk diameters nine 
inches and greater. 11 n/a 

P1 3 n/a 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. 

RCA taped guest building footprints and counted trees with trunk diameters nine 
inches and greater. 8  35  

P2 7 n/a 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. 

RCA taped guest building footprints and counted trees with trunk diameters nine 
inches and greater. included above included above 

P3 3 n/a 

RCA- building envelope 
removals. JMA- fire 
management removals. 

RCA taped guest building footprints and counted trees with trunk diameters nine 
inches and greater. included above included above 

Sub-Totals: 84 103 60 193 

Winery Buildings 15 n/a 
JMA- building footprint 
estimate 

The winery plans have not been finalized with only approximate building footprints 
and parking areas identified as part of the project architect's conceptual plan. The 
winery buildings are planned to be placed largely outside tree zones. 15 n/a 

Sub-Total: 15 15 
Parking Lots 

East Guest Parking 70 n/a 
JMA- Area and tree density 
estimate. Based upon square footage area estimates and average tree densities. 70 

West Guest Parking 80 n/a 
JMA- Area and tree density 
estimate. Based upon square footage area estimates and average tree densities. 80 

Motor Court 23 n/a 
JMA- Area and tree density 
estimate. Based upon square footage area estimates and average tree densities. 23 

Parking Lot Access 
Roads 50 

JMA- Area and tree density 
estimate. Based upon square footage area estimates and average tree densities. 50 
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Sonoma Country Inn- Tree Removal and Location Chart 

Area 

Construction 
Removal 
Estimate 

Fire 
Management 

Estimate Estimate Source Comments 

Construction 
Removal 

Estimate (<9") 
Fire Management 

Estimate (<9") 

Winery Parking 70 n/a 
JMA- Area and tree density 
estimate. 

The winery parking lots have not been designed. The layout will preserve as 
many trees as practical with oak species having the highest priority for protection. 25 

Trailhead/Overflow 
Parking 25 n/a 

JMA- Area and tree density 
estimate. 

This parking area has not yet been designed. Estimate based upon tree density in 
probable location. 20 

Sub-Totals: 318 268 
Leach Fields 

Lot 1 6 n/a 

AAI (Adobe Associates, Inc.) 
estimate for tree removals 
due to leach field 
installations. 

These estimates are based upon system expansions for lots 5-11, which now are 
designed for 5 bedrooms. The 83 trees include actual tree removals as well as 
trees subject to significant impact. 8 

Lot 2 6 n/a 

AAI estimate for tree 
removals due to leach field 
installations. 7 

Lot 3 8 n/a 

AAI estimate for tree 
removals due to leach field 
installations. 8 

Lot 4 4 n/a 

AAI estimate for tree 
removals due to leach field 
installations. 7 

Lot 5 8 n/a 

AAI estimate for tree 
removals due to leach field 
installations. 15 

Lot 6 9 n/a 

AAI estimate for tree 
removals due to leach field 
installations. 15 

Lot 7 11 n/a 

AAI estimate for tree 
removals due to leach field 
installations. 15 

Lot 8 8 n/a 

AAI estimate for tree 
removals due to leach field 
installations. 15 

Lot 9 5 n/a 

AAI estimate for tree 
removals due to leach field 
installations. 7 

Lot 10 6 n/a 

AAI estimate for tree 
removals due to leach field 
installations. 8 

Lot 11 8 n/a 

AAI estimate for tree 
removals due to leach field 
installations. 15 

Inn/Spa 4 n/a 

AAI estimate for tree 
removals due to leach field 
installations. 0 

Winery/Events Center 0  n/a  

AAI estimate for tree 
removals due to leach field 
installations. 0 

Sub-Totals: 83 120 
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Sonoma Country Inn- Tree Removal and Location Chart 

Area 

Construction 
Removal 
Estimate 

Fire 
Management 

Estimate Estimate Source Comments 

Construction 
Removal 

Estimate (<9") 
Fire Management 

Estimate (<9") 

Roadways/ Lot 
Access Roads 

Road A to cul-de-sac 70 n/a 

JMA estimates based upon 
routes walked with Ed Nagel 
and Merril van Fleet (Adobe 
Assoc.) 150 

Road A to motor court 28 45 
East cul-de-sac 18 n/a 6 
Cul-de-sac to Lot 9 15 15 
Lot 8 driveway 25 n/a 50 
Lot 6 driveway 6 13 
Lot 6 to 7 segment 17 n/a 15 
Lot 7 to 11 segment 14 n/a 35 
Lot 10 driveway 17 n/a 30 
Lot 7 access 0 (existing) n/a 0 

Upper access Road B 0 (existing) n/a 0 

Lower access Road B 22 n/a 25 
Lot 5 access 14 n/a 13 

Lot 5 intersect to lots 
3/4 access (Main Rd.) 11 n/a 25 
Main Rd. by wetland 
preserve 32 n/a 25 
Main Rd. at existing 
road. 34 n/a 75 
New bridge (NE side) 11 n/a 7 

New bridge (SW side) 13 n/a 18 
Drive from bridge to 
Lots 1 and 2 5  n/a  7 
Main entrance 12 n/a 13 

Sub-Totals: 364 567 

Tree Removal 
Estimate Summary 

Construction 
Removals 

Fire 
Management 

Removals 

Construction 
Removal 

Estimate (<9") 
Fire Management 

Estimate (<9") 

Building Envelopes 183 136 118 335 
Inn/Spa Buildings  83  15  70 60 
Guest Units 84 103 60 193 
Winery Buildings  15  0  15 0 
Parking Lots 318 0 268 0 
Leach Fields 83 0 120 0 
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Sonoma Country Inn- Tree Removal and Location Chart 

Area 

Construction 
Removal 
Estimate 

Fire 
Management 

Estimate Estimate Source Comments 

Construction 
Removal 

Estimate (<9") 
Fire Management 

Estimate (<9") 

Roadways/ Lot 
Access Roads 364 0 567 0 

TOTALS: 1130 254 1218 588 

COMBINED TOTALS: 1384 1806 
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APPENDIX C 
STATE ROUTE 12 ACCIDENT DATA 



1992        
 Location Date Collision Factor Type Severity Unusual 

condition 
Oakmont        

Pythian 

 Frey 

Sonoma Inn   

I 7-Mar 
e 16-Aug 
i 9-Oct 
 w 12-Mar 
 w 13-Jul 

 r-o-w auto 
unsafe speed 
lane change 

too close 
wrong side 

  

broadside 
rear end 
rear end 

hit object 
hit object 

 

injury 
pdo 

injury 
injury 
fatal 

 

no 
no 
no 
no 
no 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 Lawndale 
Hoff 

 Adobe   

e 29-Jun 
w 25-May 

unsafe speed 
 wrong side 

  

sideswipe 
head-on 

 

injury 
fatal 

 

no 
no 

 
 
 

Goff 
Randolph 

Warm Spgs 
  
  

 w 26-Sep fell asleep 
 
 

 
 

hit object 
 
 

injury 
 
 

no  
 
 

       



1993       
 Location Date Colison Factor Type Severity Unusual 

condition 
Oakmont E 28-Jan Improp pass Sideswipe Injury No  

I 2-Feb Improp Turn Hit Object Fatal No 
 
E 7-Mar Unsafe Speed Rear end PDO No 
 

W 13-Apr Too close Rear end Injury No 
 
E 13-May Wrong side Hit object Injury No 
 

W 30-May Other Improper  Sideswipe Injury No 

drv 

E 2-Jun Drvr alc/drg Head-on Injury No  
E 14-Jun Unsafe Speed Rear end Injury No  
E 14-Jun Unsafe Speed Head-on Injury No  
E 14-Jun Drvr alc/drg Rear end PDO No  
E 6-Jul R-O-W Auto Broadside Injury No  

W 9-Jul Fell Asleep Hit Object Injury No  
E 23-Aug Fell Asleep Head-on Injury No  
E 15-Sep Unsafe Speed Rear end PDO No  
E 6-Nov Not Driver Other PDO No  

Pythian I 3-Apr Drv alc/drg Broadside Injury No  
I 30-Jun R-O-W Auto Broadside Injury No  

W 4-Jul Unsafe Speed Rear end PDO No  
E 12-Aug Unsafe Speed Rear end PDO Cons Zone  

W 2-Sep Unsafe Speed Rear end Injury No  
E 8-Sep Too close Rear end Injury Cons Zone   
E 9-Sep Unsafe Speed Rear end Injury  Cons Zone  
E 6-Nov Too close Rear end Injury No  

 Frey  w 17-Jun Unsafe Speed Rear end PDO Cons Zone  
e 8-Jul Unsafe Speed Rear end PDO No  

Sonoma Inn       
 Lawndale E 2-Apr Improper turn Hit object PDO No  

E 11-Apr Drvr alc/drg hit object PDO No  
E 1-Jul Improp Turn Hit object PDO No  

W 24-Aug Unsafe Speed Rear end Injury No  
I 7-Oct R-O-W Auto Broadside Injury No  

Hoff e 14-Aug R-O-W Auto Broadside PDO No  
 Adobe E 21-Jan Improp turn Sideswipe PDO No  

Greene  w 24-Jul Wrong side Hit Object PDO No  
e 24-Jul Improp Turn Sideswipe PDO No  
e 13-Sep R-O-W Auto Broadside Injury No  

 w 15-Dec other equipment Hit Object PDO No  
 w 15-Dec Not Driver Hit Object PDO No  

Randolph       
Shaw   w 31-Dec Too close Rear end PDO No  

Cypress 	 e 24-May Drvr alc/drg Broadside PDO No  
e 15-Aug Unsafe Speed Rear end PDO No  
 w 19-Dec Unsafe Speed Rear end Injury No  

Warm Spgs W 27-Feb Unsafe Speed Broadside Injury No  
      

 

 

 

 



      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
  
  

       
  

 
   

 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

        

1994  
Location Date Collision Factor Type Severity Unusual 

condition 
Oakmont E 5-Feb Wrong Side Hit Object PDO No 

E 9-Feb Other Improp Drv Hit Object PDO No 
E 1-Mar Unsafe Speed Rear End Injury No 

W 21-Mar Improp Turn Hit Object Injury No 
E 8-Apr Unsafe Speed Rear End Injury No 
E 8-Jun Fell asleep Hit Object Injury No 

W 8-Jun Improp Turn Hit Object Injury No 
E 22-Jul Unsafe Speed Rear End Injury No 
I 19-Aug Too close Rear End Injury No 

E 15-Sep Too close Rear End Injury No 
E 6-Nov Unsafe Speed Broadside Injury No 
E 12-Dec Unsafe Speed Rear End PDO No 

Pythian W 23-Jan Drvr Alc/Drg Overturned PDO No 
E 30-Jan Drvr Alc/Drg Hit Object PDO No 
E 26-May Unsafe Speed Rear End Injury No 

Frey w 29-Jan Too close Rear End PDO No 
w 12-Mar Wrong Side Hit Object PDO No 
w 4-Jul Too close Rear End Injury No 

Sonoma Inn 
Lawndale I 4-Mar Unsafe Speed Rear end Injury No 

Hoff i 10-Apr R-O-W Auto Broadside Injury No 
Adobe E 6-May R-O-W Auto Sideswipe PDO No 

W 13-Jun Not Driver Head-on Injury No 
E 19-Aug Improp Turn Other PDO no 
E 11-Oct Improp Turn Sideswipe PDO no 

Coffin i 10-Sep R-O-W Auto Broadside PDO No 
Greene w 20-Jan Unsafe Speed Rear End PDO No 

e 5-Apr R-O-W Auto Broadside Injury No 
e 4-Aug R-O-W Auto Broadside Injury No 
e 28-Sep Improp Turn Overturned Injury No 

Randolph W 10-May Unsafe Speed Sideswipe PDO No 
W 14-Aug Unsafe Speed Rear end Injury No 
E 28-Dec Unsafe Speed Rear end PDO No 

Maple e 20-Feb R-O-W Auto Broadside PDO No 
Cypress i 2-May unknown Broadside PDO No 

e 16-Aug Other Improp Drv Rear End PDO No 
Jesse w 1-Jul Too close Rear End PDO No 

Warm Spgs I 14-Sep R-O-W Auto Broadside Injury No 



1995        
 Location Date Collision Factor Type Severity Unusual 

condition 
Oakmont E 26-Jan Improp Turn Hit Object  Injury No  

I 9-Mar R-O-W Auto Broadside  Injury No  

E 28-Apr Unsafe Speed Hit Object PDO No 
 
E 26-May Fell Asleep Hit Object  Injury No 
 

W 14-Jun Too close Hit Object PDO no 
 
E 22-Jul Drvr Alc/Drg Sideswipe  Injury No  


W 14-Sep Unsafe Speed Rear End PDO No 
 
E 16-Sep Unsafe Speed Rear End  Injury no 
 
E 16-Sep Unsafe Speed Rear End PDO no 
 
I 5-Oct Stop Sgn/Sig Broadside PDO No  

E 4-Nov Too close Rear End PDO No  
W 22-Nov Unsafe Speed Rear End  Injury No  
E 17-Dec Unsafe Speed Rear End PDO No  

Pythian E 4-Jan Unsafe Speed Rear End PDO No  
E 20-Sep Drvr Alc/Drg Broadside  Injury No  

W 6-Oct Too close Rear End PDO No  
 Frey w 28-Aug improp pass Rear End injury No  

w 28-Aug Unsafe Speed Head-on injury No  
 w 8-Oct Improp Turn Hit Object PDO No  

Sonoma Inn        
 Lawndale I 2-Jan R-O-W Auto Broadside Injury No  

E 6-Sep Unsafe Speed Head-on Injury No  
Hoff e 18-Apr improp pass Sideswipe PDO No  

e 20-Jul Drvr Alc/Drg Head-on fatal no  
i 25-Aug Drvr Alc/Drg broadside fatal no  

 Adobe E 25-Jan Improp Turn Hit Object Injury No  
E 6-Mar Wrong Side Overturned PDO No  

Greene i 11-Mar Improp Turn broadside injury No  
w 20-Jun Wrong Side Sideswipe injury no  
e 4-Jul Unsafe Speed Rear End injury No  
 w 14-Jul Too close Rear End injury No  

Randolph  w 18-Nov Wrong Side Hit Object injury No  
Shaw  e 26-Jun Too close Rear End injury no  

e 26-Jul Unsafe Speed Rear End injury No  
Warm Spgs        

        



1996        

 Location Date Collision Factor Type Severity Unusual 
condition 

Oakmont W 15-Jan Unsafe speed Rear end PDO No  
E 4-Mar Unsafe speed Rear end PDO No  
E 13-Mar Drvr Alc/Drg Hit Object PDO No  
I 9-Jun Too close Rear end PDO No  

W 20-Jun Wrong Side Head-on PDO No  
E 1-Sep Drvr Alc/Drg Rear end Injury No  
E 26-Sep Improp turn Hit Object PDO No  

W 4-Oct Too close Rear end PDO no  
W 9-Nov Unsafe speed Rear end PDO No  
E 19-Dec Unsafe speed Rear end PDO No  

Pythian E 4-Feb Unsafe speed Rear end PDO No  
E 9-Feb R-O-W Auto Sideswipe Injury No  

W 19-Feb Wrong Side Hit Object PDO No  
W 25-May Drvr Alc/Drg Other Injury No  
E 9-Jun Improp turn Hit Object Injury No  

W 25-Dec Wrong Side Hit Object Injury No  
 Frey  w 7-Jan Wrong Side Hit Object fatal No  

e 4-Jul Drvr Alc/Drg Rear end PDO No  
 w 4-Aug Drvr Alc/Drg Hit Object PDO No  
 w 4-Aug Unsafe speed Rear end PDO No  

Sonoma Inn 
       
 Lawndale
        

Hoff w 26-Oct Wrong Side Sideswipe Injury No  
e 26-Nov Unsafe speed Rear end Injury No  
e 21-Dec R-O-W Auto Broadside PDO No  

 Adobe E 24-Nov Improp turn Head-on Injury no  
Greene  w 10-Apr Unsafe speed Rear end PDO No  

e 23-Aug Drvr Alc/Drg Head-on Injury No  
 w 15-Oct Too close Rear end Injury No  

Randolph W 15-Nov R-O-W Auto Broadside PDO No  
Shaw   w 25-Apr Unsafe speed Rear end PDO No  
Maple e 5-Oct Unsafe speed Rear end Injury No  

Cypress e 22-Aug Unsafe speed Rear end Injury No  
Warm Spgs I 19-Jun R-O-W Auto Broadside Injury No  

W 21-Aug R-O-W Auto Broadside PDO No  
        



      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       
  
  

   
 

  
 

   
  

 
       

     

1997  
 Location Date Collision Factor Type Severity Unusual 

condition 
Oakmont W 6-Feb Unsafe Speed Rear End PDO No 

E 4-Mar Not Driver Hit Object PDO No 
W 5-Mar Improp turn Broadside Fatal No 

I 7-Mar Stop Sgn/Sig Broadside PDO No 
I 26-Mar Stop Sgn/Sig Broadside pdo No 

E 26-Apr Improp turn Hit Object Injury No 
E 11-May Drvr alc/Drg Rear End PDO No 

W 5-Jul Fell Asleep Hit Object Injury No 
E 15-Jul Unsafe Speed Rear End Injury No 
E 4-Aug Improp turn Hit Object Injury No 
E 6-Aug Drvr alc/Drg Hit Object PDO No 
E 15-Aug Unsafe Speed Rear End PDO No 
E 31-Aug Too Close Rear End Injury No 

W 31-Aug Too Close Rear End Injury No 
E 14-Oct Too Close Rear End PDO No 
E 21-Oct Improp turn Sideswipe PDO No 

W 2-Nov Unsafe Speed Rear End Injury No 
W 7-Nov Unsafe Speed Rear End Injury No 

Pythian E 14-Jan Improp Pass Broadside Injury No 
Sonoma Inn 

Lawndale E 16-Jun Drvr alc/Drg Hit Object PDO No 
Adobe E 17-Sep Unsafe Speed Sideswipe PDO No 

w 11-Dec Unsafe Speed Rear End Injury Cons zone 
Greene I 22-Sep Unsafe Speed Rear End PDO No 

Randolph W 16-Mar Too Close Rear End Injury No 
E 30-Dec Unsafe Speed Rear End PDO No 

Shaw w 21-Feb Unsafe Speed Rear End PDO No 
i 10-May r-o-w auto Broadside PDO No 

Cypress e 7-Jun Improp turn Hit Object PDO obstr on rd 
Warm Spgs 



1998        
 Location Date Collision Factor Type Severity Unusual 

condition 
Oakmont  w 18-Jan strtng/bckng rear end injury cons zone  

w 28-Jan improp turn other injury no  
 w 29-Apr too close rear end pdo no  

e 3-May drvr alc/drg hit object pdo no  
e 23-May drvr alc/drg hit object pdo no  
e 15-Jun unsafe speed rear end injury no  
 w 28-Jun too close rear end injury  cons zone  

e 21-Jul improp turn hit object injury no  
e 12-Aug unsafe speed rear end injury no  
w 17-Aug unknown hit object pdo other  

 w 18-Aug unsafe speed rear end injury  cons zone  
i 25-Aug stop sgn/sig broadside pdo  cons zone  

e 30-Aug fell asleep head-on fatal no  
 w 7-Sep drvr alc/drg rear end pdo no  
 w 11-Sep unsafe speed rear end pdo no  

e 20-Sep drvr alc/drg rear end pdo no  
e 21-Sep unsafe speed rear end pdo no  
 w 31-Oct drvr alc/drg hit object injury cons zone  
 w 14-Nov unsafe speed rear end pdo no  

e 22-Nov too close rear end pdo no  
w 28-Nov strtng/bckng rear end pdo no  

 w 1-Dec unsafe speed rear end injury no  
Pythian i 23-Feb improp turn hit object pdo no  

 w 21-Mar unsafe speed rear end injury  obstr on road  
i 22-Apr improp turn sideswipe injury  cons zone  

e 24-Apr unsafe speed rear end injury no  
 w 29-May improp turn hit object pdo no  
 w 15-Jun drvr alc/drg rear end pdo cons zone  

e 14-Aug drvr alc/drg rear end injury no  
 w 2-Sep unsafe speed rear end injury no  

e 15-Oct unsafe speed rear end injury no  
 Frey  w 23-Jul drvr alc/drg hit object injury no  

 w 18-Aug not driver hit object pdo  cons zone  
Sonoma Inn        

 Lawndale i 15-Apr  r-o-w auto broadside pdo no  
e 22-Apr unsafe speed rear end pdo no  

Hoff w 26-Feb unsafe speed sideswipe pdo other  
i 30-Oct  r-o-w auto broadside pdo no  

 Adobe        
Greene e 19-Jul unsafe speed rear end injury no  

e 13-Oct too close rear end injury no  
i 2-Dec  r-o-w auto head-on pdo no  

Randolph w 4-Jun  r-o-w auto broadside injury no  
i 12-Jul  r-o-w auto broadside pdo no  

w 22-Aug  r-o-w auto broadside injury no  
e 9-Dec too close rear end pdo no  

Shaw  w 1-Dec drvr alc/drg broadside injury no  
Maple i 5-Apr  r-o-w auto broadside pdo no  

 w 16-Sep unsafe speed rear end pdo no  
Cypress  w 24-Jul unsafe speed rear end injury no  

Laurel i 11-Jun  r-o-w auto broadside pdo no  
e 2-Nov unsafe speed rear end injury  cons zone  

Warm Spgs        
     



1999        
 Location Date Collision Factor Type Severity Unusual 

condition 
Oakmont e 20-Jan too close rear end pdo no  

 w 8-Feb not driver hit object injury no  
e 8-Mar too close rear end pdo no  
 w 29-Mar improp turn hit object injury no  
 w 8-Apr improp turn hit object pdo no  

e 22-Apr unsafe speed hit object injury obstr on rd  
e 22-Apr unsafe speed hit object pdo no  
 w 23-Apr unsafe speed rear end pdo no  

e 1-Jun unsafe speed head-on injury no  
e 14-Jul unsafe speed rear end pdo no  
 w 18-Jul fell asleep hit object injury no  
 w 14-Aug improp turn hit object pdo no  
 w 4-Oct unsafe speed rear end pdo no  

e 12-Oct drvr alc/drg rear end pdo no  
Pythian e 2-Mar unsafe speed rear end pdo no  

 w 13-Apr improp turn hit object pdo no  
e 25-Jun drvr alc/drg hit object pdo no  
e 27-Sep improp turn hit object injury no  

 Frey  w 17-Nov unsafe speed rear end pdo no  
Sonoma Inn        

 Lawndale e 28-Feb improp turn hit object pdo no  
e 6-Oct unsafe speed rear end pdo no  

Hoff e 9-Aug wrong side head-on fatal no  
 Adobe e 13-Feb improp turn hit object injury no  

w 22-Jul improp turn sideswipe pdo no  
e 23-Sep drvr alc/drg hit object injury no  
i 8-Oct  r-o-w auto head-on injury no  
 w 22-Oct unsafe speed rear end pdo no  
 w 11-Nov unsafe speed hit object pdo no  

Goff  w 26-Jul improp turn rear end pdo no  
Greene e 25-Apr unsafe speed rear end injury no  

e 28-May unsafe speed rear end pdo no  
e 14-Aug unsafe speed rear end injury no  
e 28-Aug drvr alc/drg rear end injury no  

Randolph e 18-May too close rear end injury no  
w 10-Sep  wrong side broadside pdo no  

 w 11-Oct improp turn hit object pdo no  
i 17-Nov  r-o-w auto broadside injury no  

Maple w 12-Feb  r-o-w auto broadside injury no  
Cypress e 14-Jan improp turn hit object injury no  

e 17-Mar unsafe speed rear end injury no  
e 17-Mar unsafe speed rear end pdo no  
w 12-Jun  r-o-w auto head-on pdo no  

Laurel  w 11-Feb unsafe speed rear end pdo no  
Warm Spgs I 1-Oct  r-o-w auto broadside injury no  

     



      

 
 

  
 
 

  
  

 
 
 
 
 

  
  

 
   

       
   

  
  

 
  

  
  

  
 
 

  
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 

   
 

   
 
 

  
    

2000  
 Location Date Collision Factor Type Severity Unusual

condition 
Oakmont w 23-Feb unsafe speed broadside pdo no 

I 24-Feb stop sgn/sig broadside injury no 
w 12-Apr improp turn hit object injury no 
w 12-Apr improp turn sideswipe injury no 
e 7-Jun unsafe speed rear end injury no 
w 9-Jun improp turn hit object injury no 
w 6-Jul too close rear end pdo no 
e 13-Jul too close rear end pdo no 
i 23-Jul stop sgn/sig broadside injury no 

e 18-Aug too close rear end pdo no 
e 22-Oct not driver other pdo no 

Pythian e 3-Feb unsafe speed rear end injury no 
w 3-Feb improp turn hit object injury no 
w 19-Apr too close rear end pdo no 
e 5-Sep unsafe speed rear end pdo no 

Frey i 10-Dec r-o-w auto broadside fatal no 
Sonoma Inn 

Lawndale I 15-Sep r-o-w auto broadside injury no 
i 23-Oct r-o-w auto broadside injury no 

Hoff w 11-Nov drvr alc/drg rear end injury cons zone 
e 21-Nov unsafe speed rear end pdo no 
w 13-Dec unsafe speed rear end injury no 

Adobe w 16-Jan improp turn broadside pdo no 
i 6-Jul r-o-w auto broadside pdo no 

w 11-Aug too close rear end injury no 
Egg Farm e 17-Nov improp turn hit object injury no 

Greene e 17-Jan drvr alc/drg hit object pdo no 
w 11-Feb improp turn hit object pdo no 
i 18-May unsafe speed overturned injury no 

e 24-May fell asleep hit object pdo no 
e 1-Jul drvr alc/drg hit object injury no 
e 19-Sep unsafe speed rear end injury cons zone 
e 16-Oct unsafe speed rear end pdo no 
e 3-Nov unsafe speed rear end injury no 
e 14-Dec unsafe speed rear end injury no 

Randolph e 22-May unsafe speed rear end injury no 
e 6-Sep r-o-w auto broadside pdo cons zone 
e 8-Dec improp pass sideswipe pdo no 

Shaw w 2-Feb r-o-w auto broadside injury no 
Maple e 7-May unsafe speed rear end injury no 

e 21-Aug drvr alc/drg hit object pdo cons zone 
Warm Spgs i 20-May r-o-w auto broadside pdo no 

 

 



      

 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
  

 
  

 
  

 
 

  
      

  
  

 
  

 
       

 
  

 
  

 
   

  
  
  
  

 
 
 
 

  
    

2001  
 Location Date Collision Factor Type Severity Unusual

condition 
Oakmont e 26-Jan improp turn sideswipe pdo no 

e 26-Jan too close rear end injury no 
w 16-Feb strtng/bckng rear end pdo no 
e 25-Apr unsafe speed rear end pdo no 
w 16-May fell asleep hit object pdo no 
e 5-Jun too close rear end injury no 
e 15-Jun improp turn sideswipe pdo no 
i 27-Jun unsafe speed hit object pdo no 

e 9-Jul improp turn hit object injury no 
e 24-Jul unsafe speed rear end pdo no 
e 7-Sep unsafe speed rear end pdo no 
e 6-Nov not driver other pdo no 

Pythian w 20-Apr unsafe speed rear end pdo no 
w 13-Jun improp turn hit object pdo no 
e 15-Jun improp turn hit object pdo no 
w 20-Jun unsafe speed rear end pdo no 
w 8-Jul not driver other pdo no 
w 31-Jul unsafe speed rear end pdo no 
e 6-Sep unsafe speed rear end pdo no 
e 26-Sep drvr alc/drg hit object pdo no 
w 16-Oct too close rear end pdo no 

Sonoma Inn 
Lawndale e 3-Feb fell asleep hit object pdo other 

w 6-Feb too close rear end pdo no 
e 4-Mar drvr alc/drg rear end injury no 
i 24-May r-o-w auto broadside pdo no 

e 28-Aug too close rear end injury no 
Adobe 

Greene e 2-Feb unsafe speed rear end injury no 
e 20-Mar r-o-w auto rear end injury no 
e 16-Jun unsafe speed rear end pdo no 
e 7-Aug r-o-w auto broadside injury no 

Randolph i 8-Aug improp pass sideswipe pdo no 
Shaw e 20-Apr r-o-w auto broadside injury no 

w 13-May r-o-w auto broadside pdo no 
w 19-Jun unsafe speed rear end injury no 
w 15-Sep too close rear end pdo no 

Maple w 22-Jan drvr alc/drg rear end injury no 
e 3-Feb too close rear end pdo no 
i 31-Dec drvr alc/drg rear end pdo no 

Cypress e 12-Jun too close rear end pdo no 
Laurel e 9-Jun strtng/bckng broadside injury no 

Warm Spgs i 12-Dec r-o-w auto broadside pdo no 

 

 

 

 



      

 
 
 
 
 

       
        

 
 

        
  

       
   

 
       

     

2002  
 Location Date Collision Factor Type Severity Unusual 

condition 
Oakmont e 26-Mar too close rear end pdo no 

e 14-May fell asleep hit object injury no 
Pythian e 22-Feb unsafe speed rear end injury no 

e 11-May too close rear end injury no 
w 26-Sep strtng/bckng rear end pdo no 

Sonoma Inn 
Lawndale 

Hoff e 4-Aug improp turn sideswipe pdo no 
e 26-Sep drvr alc/drg hit object pdo no 

Adobe 
Greene I 3-Feb r-o-w auto broadside injury no 

Randolph 
Shaw e 2-Jul r-o-w auto broadside injury no 

Laurel e 15-Apr unsafe speed rear end pdo no 
Warm Spgs 



2003        
 Location Date Collision Factor Type Severity Unusual 

condition 
Oakmont        

Pythian 
Sonoma Inn 

  
  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 Lawndale        
 Adobe        

Randolph 
Warm Spgs 

  
  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 



  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
      

      

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      

      

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      

      

SECTION 1: OAKMONT 
TOTAL PDOs INJURIES FATALITIES 

COLLISIONS 
 1993 15 4 10 1 

1994 12 3 8 0 
1995 13 7 6 0 
1996 10 9 1 0 
1997 18 9 9 0 

 1998 22 12 9 1 
1999 14 9 5 0 
2000 11 5 6 0 
2001 12 9 3 0 

SUBTOTALS: 127 67 57 2 

SECTION 2: PYTHIAN (INC. FREY) 
TOTAL PDOs INJURIES FATALITIES 

COLLISIONS 
1993 10 4 6 0 
1994 6 4 2 0 
1995 6 2 4 0 
1996 10 5 4 1 
1997 1 0 1 0 
1998 11 4 7 0 
1999 5 4 1 0 
2000 5 2 2 1 
2001 9 9 0 0 

SUBTOTALS: 63 34 27 2 

SECTION 3: LAWNDALE (INC. HOFF) 
TOTAL PDOs INJURIES FATALITIES 

COLLISIONS 
1993 6 4 2 0 
1994 2 0 2 0 
1995 5 1 2 2 
1996 3 1 2 0 
1997 1 1 0 0 
1998 4 4 0 0 
1999 3 2 0 1 
2000 5 1 4 0 
2001 5 3 2 0 

SUBTOTALS: 34 17 14 3 



SECTION 4: ADOBE CANYON (INC. GOFF, EGG FARM, COFFIN) 
   TOTAL PDOs INJURIES FATALITIES 

COLLISIONS 
 1993 1 1 0 0 
 1994 5 4 1 0 
 1995 2 1 1 0 
 1996 1 1 0 0 
 1997 2 1 1 0 
 1998 0 0 0 0 
 1999 7 4 3 0 
 2000 3 1 2 0 
 2001 0 0 0 0 
      

SUBTOTALS: 21 13 8 0 
      
SECTION 5: RANDOLPH TO WARM SPRINGS (INC. GREENE, SHAW, MAPLE, CYPRESS, 

LAUREL, JESSE) 
   TOTAL PDOs INJURIES FATALITIES 

COLLISIONS 
 1993 10 7 3 0 
 1994 12 5 7 0 
 1995 7 7 0 0 
 1996 9 4 5 0 
 1997 6 5 1 0 
 1998 13 6 7 0 
 1999 15 6 9 0 
 2000 16 8 8 0 
 2001 15 8 7 0 
      

SUBTOTALS: 103 56 47 0 
      

TOTALS: 348 187 153 7 



    

 

 

    
  

ONE YEAR BREAKDOWN OF PRIMARY COLLISION FACTORS FOR 2001 
FROM LAWNDALE TO WARM SPRINGS  

UNSAFE 11
SPEED

 TOO CLOSE 8
 R-O-W 6

AUTO
 IMPROPER 5

TURN 
ALCOHOL/D 4

RUGS
 FALLING 2

ASLEEP
 STARTING/B 2

ACKING
 NOT 2

DRIVER
 IMPROPER 1 

PASS

TOTAL: 41 
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Accident Rate Determination for SR 12 East and West of Adobe Canyon Road 
Years 1999, 2000, 2001 

1.	 SR 12 (Lawndale Road to Adobe Canyon Road) 

AADT 17,900 X 365 days /year = 6,533,500 vehicles/year 

MVM = 6,533,500 X .57 miles = 3.72 
1,000,000
 

Annual Collisions: 1999 6
 

Collision/MVM = 6  = 1.61

 3.72
 

Annual Collisions: 2000 7
 

Collision/MVM = 7  = 1.88

 3.72
 

Annual Collisions: 2001 5
 

Collision/MVM = 5  = 1.34

 3.72 

SR 12 (Adobe Canyon Road to Warm Springs Road) 

AADT 17,200 X 365 days /year = 6,278,000 vehicles/year 

MVM = 6,278,000 X .91 miles = 5.71 
1,000,000
 

Annual Collisions: 1999 21
 

Collision/MVM = 21  = 3.67

 5.71
 

Annual Collisions: 2000 19
 

Collision/MVM = 19  = 3.32

 5.71
 

Annual Collisions: 2001 15
 

Collision/MVM = 15  = 2.62

 5.71 



APPENDIX D 
GROUNDWATER RECHARGE CALCULATIONS 



Sonoma Country Inn EIR 
Groundwater Recharge Calculations 

October 15, 2003 
Cumulative Recharge - Average Year Conditions 

1996-1997 2001-2002 

Lowland 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) 
Net Recharge 
(in) 

Lowland 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) Net Recharge 
October 1.06 0.00 1.06 0.00 October 0.80 0.00 0.80 0.00 
November 4.97 0.86 1.50 2.61 November 7.76 0.53 1.50 5.73 
December 14.14 0.95 0.93 12.26 December 13.57 3.80 0.93 8.84 
January 14.76 4.22 0.93 9.61 January 5.36 0.01 0.93 4.42 
February 0.47 0.00 0.47 0.00 February 1.07 0.00 1.07 0.00 
March 1.05 0.00 1.05 0.00 March 3.63 0.04 2.79 0.80 
April 0.66 0.00 0.66 0.00 April 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
May 0.52 0.00 0.52 0.00 May 1.49 0.01 1.48 0.00 
June 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.00 June 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
August 0.73 0.00 0.73 0.00 August 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
September 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.00 September 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 38.60 6.03 8.09 24.48 Total 33.68 4.39 9.50 19.79 
Total (AFY/ac) 2.04 Total (AFY/ac) 1.65 

Area (acres) 1413 Area (acres) 1413 
Lowland Recharge Volume (AFY) 2883 Lowland Recharge Volume (AFY) 2330 

1996-1997 2001-2002 

Upland 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) Net Recharge 

Upland 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) Net Recharge 
October 1.06 0.00 1.06 0.00 October 0.80 0.00 0.80 0.00 
November 4.97 2.04 1.50 1.43 November 7.76 2.28 1.50 3.98 
December 14.14 3.72 0.93 9.49 December 13.57 6.08 0.93 6.56 
January 14.76 6.57 0.93 7.26 January 5.36 0.40 0.93 4.03 
February 0.47 0.00 0.47 0.00 February 1.07 0.00 1.07 0.00 
March 1.05 0.00 1.05 0.00 March 3.63 0.54 2.79 0.30 
April 0.66 0.00 0.66 0.00 April 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
May 0.52 0.00 0.52 0.00 May 1.49 0.29 1.20 0.00 
June 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.00 June 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
August 0.73 0.00 0.73 0.00 August 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
September 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.00 September 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 38.60 12.33 8.09 18.18 Total 33.68 9.59 9.22 14.87 
Total (AFY/ac) 1.52 Total (AFY/ac) 1.24 

Area (acres) 1396 Area (acres) 1396 
Upland Recharge Volume (AFY) 2115 Upland Recharge Volume (AFY) 1730 

Questa Engineer Corp. 1 of 6 



Sonoma Country Inn EIR 
Groundwater Recharge Calculations 

October 15, 2003 

Cumulative Recharge - Drought Year Conditions 
1975-1976 1976-1977 

Lowland 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) 
Net Recharge 
(in) 

Lowland 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) Net Recharge 
October 4.20 0.07 3.10 1.03 October 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 
November 0.98 0.00 0.98 0.00 November 1.26 0.00 1.26 0.00 
December 0.81 0.00 0.81 0.00 December 1.39 0.00 0.93 0.46 
January 0.48 0.00 0.48 0.00 January 2.55 0.11 0.93 1.51 
February 2.43 0.14 1.68 0.61 February 2.65 0.07 1.68 0.90 
March 1.04 0.00 1.04 0.00 March 2.81 0.02 2.79 0.00 
April 2.05 0.07 1.98 0.00 April 0.16 0.00 0.16 0.00 
May 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 May 1.11 0.00 1.11 0.00 
June 0.08 0.00 0.08 0.00 June 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
August 0.80 0.00 0.80 0.00 August 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
September 0.62 0.00 0.62 0.00 September 1.10 0.00 1.10 0.00 

Total (in) 13.49 0.28 11.57 1.64 Total 13.05 0.20 9.98 2.87 
Total (AFY/ac) 0.14 Total (AFY/ac) 0.24 

Area (acres) 1413 Area (acres) 1413 
Lowland Recharge Volume (AFY) 193 Lowland Recharge Volume (AFY) 338 

1975-1976 1976-1977 

Upland 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) Net Recharge 

Upland 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) Net Recharge 
October 4.20 0.79 3.10 0.31 October 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 
November 0.98 0.00 0.98 0.00 November 1.26 0.19 1.07 0.00 
December 0.81 0.00 0.81 0.00 December 1.39 0.24 0.93 0.22 
January 0.48 0.00 0.48 0.00 January 2.55 0.68 0.93 0.94 
February 2.43 0.80 1.63 0.00 February 2.65 0.56 1.68 0.41 
March 1.04 0.00 1.04 0.00 March 2.81 0.34 2.47 0.00 
April 2.05 0.68 1.37 0.00 April 0.16 0.00 0.16 0.00 
May 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 May 1.11 0.00 1.11 0.00 
June 0.08 0.00 0.08 0.00 June 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
August 0.80 0.00 0.80 0.00 August 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
September 0.62 0.00 0.62 0.00 September 1.10 0.00 1.10 0.00 

Total 13.49 2.27 10.91 0.31 Total 13.05 2.01 9.47 1.57 
Total (AFY/ac) 0.03 Total (AFY/ac) 0.13 

Area (acres) 1396 Area (acres) 1396 
Upland Recharge Volume (AFY) 36 Upland Recharge Volume (AFY) 183 
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Sonoma Country Inn EIR 
Groundwater Recharge Calculations 

October 15, 2003 
Project Site - Average Recharge Conditions 
Pre-Development 

1996-1997 2001-2002 

Lowland 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) 
Net Recharge 
(in) 

Lowland 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) Net Recharge 
October 1.06 0.00 1.06 0.00 October 0.80 0.00 0.80 0.00 
November 4.97 0.86 1.50 2.61 November 7.76 0.53 1.50 5.73 
December 14.14 0.95 0.93 12.26 December 13.57 3.80 0.93 8.84 
January 14.76 4.22 0.93 9.61 January 5.36 0.01 0.93 4.42 
February 0.47 0.00 0.47 0.00 February 1.07 0.00 1.07 0.00 
March 1.05 0.00 1.05 0.00 March 3.63 0.04 2.79 0.80 
April 0.66 0.00 0.66 0.00 April 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
May 0.52 0.00 0.52 0.00 May 1.49 0.01 1.48 0.00 
June 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.00 June 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
August 0.73 0.00 0.73 0.00 August 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
September 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.00 September 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 38.60 6.03 8.09 24.48 Total 33.68 4.39 9.50 19.79 
Total (AFY/ac) 2.04 Total (AFY/ac) 1.65 

Area (acres) 46.5 Area (acres) 46.5 
Lowland Recharge Volume (AFY) 95 Lowland Recharge Volume (AFY) 77 

1996-1997 2001-2002 

Upland 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) Net Recharge 

Upland 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) Net Recharge 
October 1.06 0.00 1.06 0.00 October 0.80 0.00 0.80 0.00 
November 4.97 2.04 1.50 1.43 November 7.76 2.28 1.50 3.98 
December 14.14 3.72 0.93 9.49 December 13.57 6.08 0.93 6.56 
January 14.76 6.57 0.93 7.26 January 5.36 0.40 0.93 4.03 
February 0.47 0.00 0.47 0.00 February 1.07 0.00 1.07 0.00 
March 1.05 0.00 1.05 0.00 March 3.63 0.54 2.79 0.30 
April 0.66 0.00 0.66 0.00 April 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
May 0.52 0.00 0.52 0.00 May 1.49 0.29 1.20 0.00 
June 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.00 June 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
August 0.73 0.00 0.73 0.00 August 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
September 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.00 September 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 38.60 12.33 8.09 18.18 Total 33.68 9.59 9.22 14.87 
Total (AFY/ac) 1.52 Total (AFY/ac) 1.24 

Area (acres) 127 Area (acres) 127 
Upland Recharge Volume (AFY) 192 Upland Recharge Volume (AFY) 157 
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Sonoma Country Inn EIR 
Groundwater Recharge Calculations 

October 15, 2003 
Project Site - Average Recharge Conditions 
Post-Development 

1996-1997 2001-2002 

Lowland 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) 
Net Recharge 
(in) 

Lowland 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) Net Recharge 
October 1.06 0.00 1.06 0.00 October 0.80 0.00 0.80 0.00 
November 4.97 0.86 1.50 2.61 November 7.76 0.53 1.50 5.73 
December 14.14 0.95 0.93 12.26 December 13.57 3.80 0.93 8.84 
January 14.76 4.22 0.93 9.61 January 5.36 0.01 0.93 4.42 
February 0.47 0.00 0.47 0.00 February 1.07 0.00 1.07 0.00 
March 1.05 0.00 1.05 0.00 March 3.63 0.04 2.79 0.80 
April 0.66 0.00 0.66 0.00 April 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
May 0.52 0.00 0.52 0.00 May 1.49 0.01 1.48 0.00 
June 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.00 June 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
August 0.73 0.00 0.73 0.00 August 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
September 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.00 September 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 38.60 6.03 8.09 24.48 Total 33.68 4.39 9.50 19.79 
Total (AFY/ac) 2.04 Total (AFY/ac) 1.65 

Area (acres) 42.8 Area (acres) 42.8 
Lowland Recharge Volume (AFY) 87 Lowland Recharge Volume (AFY) 71 

1996-1997 2001-2002 

Upland 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) Net Recharge 

Upland 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) Net Recharge 
October 1.06 0.00 1.06 0.00 October 0.80 0.00 0.80 0.00 
November 4.97 2.04 1.50 1.43 November 7.76 2.28 1.50 3.98 
December 14.14 3.72 0.93 9.49 December 13.57 6.08 0.93 6.56 
January 14.76 6.57 0.93 7.26 January 5.36 0.40 0.93 4.03 
February 0.47 0.00 0.47 0.00 February 1.07 0.00 1.07 0.00 
March 1.05 0.00 1.05 0.00 March 3.63 0.54 2.79 0.30 
April 0.66 0.00 0.66 0.00 April 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
May 0.52 0.00 0.52 0.00 May 1.49 0.29 1.20 0.00 
June 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.00 June 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
August 0.73 0.00 0.73 0.00 August 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
September 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.00 September 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 38.60 12.33 8.09 18.18 Total 33.68 9.59 9.22 14.87 
Total (AFY/ac) 1.52 Total (AFY/ac) 1.24 

Area (acres) 115 Area (acres) 115 
Upland Recharge Volume (AFY) 175 Upland Recharge Volume (AFY) 143 
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Sonoma Country Inn EIR 
Groundwater Recharge Calculations 

October 15, 2003 
Project Site - Drought Recharge Conditions 
Pre-Development 

1975-1976 1976-1977 

Lowland 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) 
Net Recharge 
(in) 

Lowland 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) Net Recharge 
October 4.20 0.07 3.10 1.03 October 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 
November 0.98 0.00 0.98 0.00 November 1.26 0.00 1.26 0.00 
December 0.81 0.00 0.81 0.00 December 1.39 0.00 0.93 0.46 
January 0.48 0.00 0.48 0.00 January 2.55 0.11 0.93 1.51 
February 2.43 0.14 1.68 0.61 February 2.65 0.07 1.68 0.90 
March 1.04 0.00 1.04 0.00 March 2.81 0.02 2.79 0.00 
April 2.05 0.07 1.98 0.00 April 0.16 0.00 0.16 0.00 
May 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 May 1.11 0.00 1.11 0.00 
June 0.08 0.00 0.08 0.00 June 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
August 0.80 0.00 0.80 0.00 August 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
September 0.62 0.00 0.62 0.00 September 1.10 0.00 1.10 0.00 

Total 13.49 0.28 11.57 1.64 Total 13.05 0.20 9.98 2.87 
Total (AFY/ac) 0.14 Total (AFY/ac) 0.24 

Area (acres) 46.5 Area (acres) 46.5 
Lowland Recharge Volume (AFY) 6 Lowland Recharge Volume (AFY) 11 

1975-1976 1976-1977 

Upland 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) Net Recharge 

Upland 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) Net Recharge 
October 4.20 0.79 3.10 0.31 October 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 
November 0.98 0.00 0.98 0.00 November 1.26 0.19 1.07 0.00 
December 0.81 0.00 0.81 0.00 December 1.39 0.24 0.93 0.22 
January 0.48 0.00 0.48 0.00 January 2.55 0.68 0.93 0.94 
February 2.43 0.80 1.63 0.00 February 2.65 0.56 1.68 0.41 
March 1.04 0.00 1.04 0.00 March 2.81 0.34 2.47 0.00 
April 2.05 0.68 1.37 0.00 April 0.16 0.00 0.16 0.00 
May 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 May 1.11 0.00 1.11 0.00 
June 0.08 0.00 0.08 0.00 June 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
August 0.80 0.00 0.80 0.00 August 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
September 0.62 0.00 0.62 0.00 September 1.10 0.00 1.10 0.00 

Total 13.49 2.27 10.91 0.31 Total 13.05 2.01 9.47 1.57 
Total (AFY/ac) 0.03 Total (AFY/ac) 0.13 

Area (acres) 127 Area (acres) 127 
Upland Recharge Volume (AFY) 3 Upland Recharge Volume (AFY) 17 
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Sonoma Country Inn EIR 
Groundwater Recharge Calculations 

October 15, 2003 
Project Site - Drought Recharge Conditions 
Post-Development 

1975-1976 1976-1977 

Lowland 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) 
Net Recharge 
(in) 

Lowland 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) Net Recharge 
October 4.20 0.07 3.10 1.03 October 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 
November 0.98 0.00 0.98 0.00 November 1.26 0.00 1.26 0.00 
December 0.81 0.00 0.81 0.00 December 1.39 0.00 0.93 0.46 
January 0.48 0.00 0.48 0.00 January 2.55 0.11 0.93 1.51 
February 2.43 0.14 1.68 0.61 February 2.65 0.07 1.68 0.90 
March 1.04 0.00 1.04 0.00 March 2.81 0.02 2.79 0.00 
April 2.05 0.07 1.98 0.00 April 0.16 0.00 0.16 0.00 
May 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 May 1.11 0.00 1.11 0.00 
June 0.08 0.00 0.08 0.00 June 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
August 0.80 0.00 0.80 0.00 August 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
September 0.62 0.00 0.62 0.00 September 1.10 0.00 1.10 0.00 

Total 13.49 0.28 11.57 1.64 Total 13.05 0.20 9.98 2.87 
Total (AFY/ac) 0.14 Total (AFY/ac) 0.24 

Area (acres) 42.8 Area (acres) 42.8 
Lowland Recharge Volume (AFY) 6 Lowland Recharge Volume (AFY) 10 

1975-1976 1976-1977 

Upland 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) Net Recharge 

Upland 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) ET (in) Net Recharge 
October 4.20 0.79 3.10 0.31 October 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 
November 0.98 0.00 0.98 0.00 November 1.26 0.19 1.07 0.00 
December 0.81 0.00 0.81 0.00 December 1.39 0.24 0.93 0.22 
January 0.48 0.00 0.48 0.00 January 2.55 0.68 0.93 0.94 
February 2.43 0.80 1.63 0.00 February 2.65 0.56 1.68 0.41 
March 1.04 0.00 1.04 0.00 March 2.81 0.34 2.47 0.00 
April 2.05 0.68 1.37 0.00 April 0.16 0.00 0.16 0.00 
May 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 May 1.11 0.00 1.11 0.00 
June 0.08 0.00 0.08 0.00 June 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 July 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
August 0.80 0.00 0.80 0.00 August 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
September 0.62 0.00 0.62 0.00 September 1.10 0.00 1.10 0.00 

Total 13.49 2.27 10.91 0.31 Total 13.05 2.01 9.47 1.57 
Total (AFY/ac) 0.03 Total (AFY/ac) 0.13 

Area (acres) 115 Area (acres) 115 
Upland Recharge Volume (AFY) 3 Upland Recharge Volume (AFY) 15 
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Sonoma Country Inn EIR 
Groundwater Recharge Calculations 

October 15, 2003 

LOWLAND 
1975-76: DROUGHT 

Rainfall- Potential 
Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) Runoff (in) ET*(in) Actual ET (in) Infiltration** (in) 
Oct-75 4.20 0.07 4.13 3.10 3.10 1.03 
Nov-75 0.98 0.00 0.98 1.50 0.98 0.00 
Dec-75 0.81 0.00 0.81 0.93 0.81 0.00 
Jan-76 0.48 0.00 0.48 0.93 0.48 0.00 
Feb-76 2.43 0.14 2.29 1.68 1.68 0.61 
Mar-76 1.04 0.00 1.04 2.79 1.04 0.00 
Apr-76 2.05 0.07 1.98 4.20 1.98 0.00 
May-76 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.58 0.00 0.00 
Jun-76 0.08 0.00 0.08 6.30 0.08 0.00 
Jul-76 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.51 0.00 0.00 
Aug-76 0.80 0.00 0.80 5.89 0.80 0.00 
Sep-76 0.62 0.00 0.62 4.50 0.62 0.00 
Total 13.49 0.28 13.21 43.91 11.57 1.64 

*CIMIS 
**Infiltration = (Rainfall - Runoff) - Actual ET 

% ET 86% 
% Runoff 2% 
% Infiltration 12% 

1976-1977:DROUGHT 
Rainfall- Potential 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) Runoff (in) ET*(in) Actual ET (in) Infiltration** (in) 
Oct-76 0.02 0.00 0.02 3.10 0.02 0.00 
Nov-76 1.26 0.00 1.26 1.50 1.26 0.00 
Dec-76 1.39 0.00 1.39 0.93 0.93 0.46 
Jan-77 2.55 0.11 2.44 0.93 0.93 1.51 
Feb-77 2.65 0.07 2.58 1.68 1.68 0.90 
Mar-77 2.81 0.02 2.79 2.79 2.79 0.00 
Apr-77 0.16 0.00 0.16 4.20 0.16 0.00 
May-77 1.11 0.00 1.11 5.58 1.11 0.00 
Jun-77 0 0.00 0.00 6.30 0.00 0.00 
Jul-77 0 0.00 0.00 6.51 0.00 0.00 
Aug-77 0 0.00 0.00 5.89 0.00 0.00 
Sep-77 1.1 0.00 1.10 4.50 1.10 0.00 
Total 13.05 0.20 12.85 43.91 9.98 2.87 

% ET 76.5% 
% Runoff 1.5% 
% Infiltration 22.0% 

1996-1997:NORMAL 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) 
Rainfall-

Runoff (in) 
Potential 
ET*(in) Actual ET (in) Infiltration** (in) 

Oct-96 1.06 0.00 1.06 3.10 1.06 0.00 
Nov-96 4.97 0.86 4.11 1.50 1.50 2.61 
Dec-96 14.14 0.95 13.19 0.93 0.93 12.26 
Jan-97 14.76 4.22 10.54 0.93 0.93 9.61 
Feb-97 0.47 0.00 0.47 1.68 0.47 0.00 
Mar-97 1.05 0.00 1.05 2.79 1.05 0.00 
Apr-97 0.66 0.00 0.66 4.20 0.66 0.00 
May-97 0.52 0.00 0.52 5.58 0.52 0.00 
Jun-97 0.12 0.00 0.12 6.30 0.12 0.00 
Jul-97 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.51 0.00 0.00 
Aug-97 0.73 0.00 0.73 5.89 0.73 0.00 
Sep-97 0.12 0.00 0.12 4.50 0.12 0.00 
Total 38.60 6.03 32.57 43.91 8.09 24.48 

% ET 21.0% 
% Runoff 15.6% 
% Infiltration 63.4% 

2001-2002:NORMAL 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) 
Rainfall-

Runoff (in) 
Potential 
ET*(in) Actual ET (in) Infiltration** (in) 

Oct-96 0.80 0.00 0.80 3.10 0.80 0.00 
Nov-96 7.76 0.53 7.23 1.50 1.50 5.73 
Dec-96 13.57 3.80 9.77 0.93 0.93 8.84 
Jan-97 5.36 0.01 5.35 0.93 0.93 4.42 
Feb-97 1.07 0.00 1.07 1.68 1.07 0.00 
Mar-97 3.63 0.04 3.59 2.79 2.79 0.80 
Apr-97 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.20 0.00 0.00 
May-97 1.49 0.01 1.48 5.58 1.48 0.00 
Jun-97 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.30 0.00 0.00 
Jul-97 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.51 0.00 0.00 
Aug-97 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.89 0.00 0.00 
Sep-97 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.50 0.00 0.00 
Total 33.68 4.39 29.29 43.91 9.50 19.79 

% ET 28.2% 
% Runoff 13.0% 
% Infiltration 58.8% 
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Sonoma Country Inn EIR 
Groundwater Recharge Calculations 

October 15, 2003 

UPLAND 
1975-76: DROUGHT 

Rainfall- Potential 
Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) Runoff (in) ET*(in) Actual ET (in) Infiltration** (in) 
Oct-75 4.20 0.79 3.41 3.10 3.10 0.31 
Nov-75 0.98 0.00 0.98 1.50 0.98 0.00 
Dec-75 0.81 0.00 0.81 0.93 0.81 0.00 
Jan-76 0.48 0.00 0.48 0.93 0.48 0.00 
Feb-76 2.43 0.80 1.63 1.68 1.63 0.00 
Mar-76 1.04 0.00 1.04 2.79 1.04 0.00 
Apr-76 2.05 0.68 1.37 4.20 1.37 0.00 
May-76 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.58 0.00 0.00 
Jun-76 0.08 0.00 0.08 6.30 0.08 0.00 
Jul-76 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.51 0.00 0.00 
Aug-76 0.80 0.00 0.80 5.89 0.80 0.00 
Sep-76 0.62 0.00 0.62 4.50 0.62 0.00 
Total 13.49 2.27 11.22 43.91 10.91 0.31 

*CIMIS 
**Infiltration = (Rainfall - Runoff) - Actual ET 

% ET 81% 
% Runoff 17% 
% Infiltration 2% 

1976-1977:DROUGHT 
Rainfall- Potential 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) Runoff (in) ET*(in) Actual ET (in) Infiltration** (in) 
Oct-76 0.02 0.00 0.02 3.10 0.02 0.00 
Nov-76 1.26 0.19 1.07 1.50 1.07 0.00 
Dec-76 1.39 0.24 1.15 0.93 0.93 0.22 
Jan-77 2.55 0.68 1.87 0.93 0.93 0.94 
Feb-77 2.65 0.56 2.09 1.68 1.68 0.41 
Mar-77 2.81 0.34 2.47 2.79 2.47 0.00 
Apr-77 0.16 0.00 0.16 4.20 0.16 0.00 
May-77 1.11 0.00 1.11 5.58 1.11 0.00 
Jun-77 0 0.00 0.00 6.30 0.00 0.00 
Jul-77 0 0.00 0.00 6.51 0.00 0.00 
Aug-77 0 0.00 0.00 5.89 0.00 0.00 
Sep-77 1.1 0.00 1.10 4.50 1.10 0.00 
Total 13.05 2.01 11.04 43.91 9.47 1.57 

% ET 72.6% 
% Runoff 15.4% 
% Infiltration 12.0% 

1996-1997:NORMAL 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) 
Rainfall-

Runoff (in) 
Potential 
ET*(in) Actual ET (in) Infiltration** (in) 

Oct-96 1.06 0.00 1.06 3.10 1.06 0.00 
Nov-96 4.97 2.04 2.93 1.50 1.50 1.43 
Dec-96 14.14 3.72 10.42 0.93 0.93 9.49 
Jan-97 14.76 6.57 8.19 0.93 0.93 7.26 
Feb-97 0.47 0.00 0.47 1.68 0.47 0.00 
Mar-97 1.05 0.00 1.05 2.79 1.05 0.00 
Apr-97 0.66 0.00 0.66 4.20 0.66 0.00 
May-97 0.52 0.00 0.52 5.58 0.52 0.00 
Jun-97 0.12 0.00 0.12 6.30 0.12 0.00 
Jul-97 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.51 0.00 0.00 
Aug-97 0.73 0.00 0.73 5.89 0.73 0.00 
Sep-97 0.12 0.00 0.12 4.50 0.12 0.00 
Total 38.60 12.33 26.27 43.91 8.09 18.18 

% ET 21.0% 
% Runoff 31.9% 
% Infiltration 47.1% 

2001-2002:NORMAL 

Month Rainfall (in) Runoff (in) 
Rainfall-

Runoff (in) 
Potential 
ET*(in) Actual ET (in) Infiltration** (in) 

Oct-96 0.80 0.00 0.80 3.10 0.80 0.00 
Nov-96 7.76 2.28 5.48 1.50 1.50 3.98 
Dec-96 13.57 6.08 7.49 0.93 0.93 6.56 
Jan-97 5.36 0.40 4.96 0.93 0.93 4.03 
Feb-97 1.07 0.00 1.07 1.68 1.07 0.00 
Mar-97 3.63 0.54 3.09 2.79 2.79 0.30 
Apr-97 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.20 0.00 0.00 
May-97 1.49 0.29 1.20 5.58 1.20 0.00 
Jun-97 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.30 0.00 0.00 
Jul-97 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.51 0.00 0.00 
Aug-97 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.89 0.00 0.00 
Sep-97 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.50 0.00 0.00 
Total 33.68 9.59 24.09 43.91 9.22 14.87 

% ET 27.4% 
% Runoff 28.5% 
% Infiltration 44.2% 
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Sonoma Country Inn EIR 
Groundwater Recharge Calculations 

October 15, 2003 
SCS Monthly Runoff 

1975-76 

Month Rainfall (in) CN CN 
61* 80** 

2.04 0.07 0.56 
October 0.97 0.00 0.08 

1.16 0.00 0.15 

February 0.93 0.00 0.05 
2.26 0.14 0.75 

April 2.03 0.07 0.68 
TOTAL 0.28 2.27 

1976-77 

Month Rainfall (in) CN CN 
61* 80** 

November 1.26 0.00 0.19 
December 1.39 0.00 0.24 
January 2.17 0.11 0.68 
February 2.00 0.07 0.56 

March 1.62 0.02 0.34 
TOTAL 0.20 2.01 

1996-1997 

Month Rainfall (in) CN CN 
61* 80** 

November 4.06 0.86 2.04 
1.90 0.05 0.50 

December 3.60 0.62 1.72 
2.24 0.11 0.68 
2.37 0.17 0.82 

January 9.08 4.22 6.57 
TOTAL 6.03 12.33 

2001-2002 

Month Rainfall (in) CN CN 
61* 80** 

November 

3.25 0.48 1.48 
1.13 0.00 0.11 
1.31 0.00 0.19 
1.90 0.05 0.50 

December 

4.14 0.86 0.12 
1.01 0.00 0.08 
3.38 0.52 1.56 
6.60 2.42 4.32 

January 1.47 0.01 0.29 
1.06 0.00 0.11 

March 
1.77 0.04 0.44 
0.90 0.00 0.05 
0.85 0.00 0.05 

May 1.49 0.01 0.29 
TOTAL 4.39 9.59 

*Hydrologic soil group: B; "Good" Pasture, grassland, or range;
 
>75% groundcover and lightly or only occasionally grazed
 

**Hydrologic soil group: D; "Good" Pasture, grassland, or range;
 
>75% groundcover and lightly or only occasionally grazed
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Sonoma Country Inn EIR 
Groundwater Recharge Calculations 

October 15, 2003

RAINFALL (IN INCHES) 2001-2002 

YEARLY TOTAL = 

33.68 
October November December January February March April May June July August September 

1 0.00 0.00 2.07 0.40 
2.08 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 
2 0.00 0.00 1.69 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2 
3 0.00 0.00 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3 
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4 
5 0.00 0.00 0.76 1.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5 
6 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.37 0.26 1.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6 
7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7 
8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8 
9 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9 

10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.90 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10 
11 0.00 1.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 11 
12 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 12 
13 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 T 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 13 
14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 14 
15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 15 
16 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 16 
17 0.00 0.00 0.87 0.00 0.46 0.05 T 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17 
18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 18 
19 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 19 
20 0.00 0.76 1.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20 
21 0.00 0.35 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.39 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 21 
22 0.00 0.00 0.63 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 22 
23 0.00 0.00 1.07 0.00 0.00 0.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 23 
24 0.00 1.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 24 
25 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.53 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25 
26 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.53 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 26 
27 0.00 0.00 0.14 

1.81 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 27 

28 0.00 0.18 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 28 
29 0.00 1.72 0.85 

0.45 
0.00 0.00 T 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 29 

30 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 30 
31 0.00 0.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 31 

TOTAL 0.80 7.76 13.57 5.36 1.07 3.63 0.00 1.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 TOTAL 
AVE. 0.03 0.26 0.44 0.17 0.04 0.12 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 AVE. 

Source:  Western Regional Climatic Center, Saint Helena, CA, Station No. 047643 
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Sonoma Country Inn EIR 
Groundwater Recharge Calculations 

October 15, 2003

RAINFALL (IN INCHES) 1996-97 

YEARLY TOTAL = 

38.60 
October November December January February March April May June July August September 

1 0.00 0.00 0.33 3.90 
1.20 
0.33 

0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2 
3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3 
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 4 
5 0.00 0.00 1.90 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5 
6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6 
7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7 
8 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8 
9 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9 

10 0.00 0.00 2.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10 
11 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 11 
12 0.00 0.00 0.82 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 12 
13 0.00 0.00 0.00 T 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 13 
14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 14 
15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 15 
16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 16 
17 0.00 1.50 0.00 0.03 0.19 0.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17 
18 T 1.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 18 
19 0.11 0.28 0.00 M 0.00 0.00 0.66 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 19 
20 0.00 1.26 0.00 0.17 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.73 0.00 20 
21 0.00 0.00 1.15 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 21 
22 0.00 0.68 0.74 0.90 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 22 
23 0.00 0.18 0.35 3.22 0.00 0.00 T 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 23 
24 0.00 0.00 0.00 M 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.52 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 24 
25 0.04 0.05 0.00 2.96 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25 
26 0.00 0.00 0.11 1.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 26 
27 0.00 0.00 1.75 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 27 
28 0.00 0.00 0.51 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 28 
29 0.80 0.00 0.05 

1.70 
1.95 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 29 
30 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 30 
31 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 31 

TOTAL 1.06 4.97 14.14 14.76 0.47 1.05 0.66 0.52 0.12 0.00 0.73 0.12 TOTAL 
AVE. 0.04 0.17 0.46 0.53 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 AVE. 

Source:  Western Regional Climatic Center, Saint Helena, CA, Station No. 047643 
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Sonoma Country Inn EIR 
Groundwater Recharge Calculations 

October 15, 2003

RAINFALL (IN INCHES) 1975-1976 

YEARLY TOTAL = 

13.49 
October November December January February March April May June July August September 

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 
0.74 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2 
3 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3 
4 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4 
5 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.06 T 0.00 T 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5 
6 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6 
7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.90 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7 
8 0.93 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.71 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8 
9 0.64 0.19 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 9 

10 0.47 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 T 10 
11 0.01 0.00 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 11 
12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 12 
13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 13 
14 0.00 0.44 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 14 
15 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.00 15 
16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 16 
17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 17 
18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.00 18 
19 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 19 
20 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20 
21 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 21 
22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.00 22 
23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 23 
24 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 24 
25 0.89 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.04 
0.03 
0.01 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25 
26 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 26 
27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 T 27 
28 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.52 28 
29 1.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.39 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 29 
30 0.00 M 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 30 
31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 31 

TOTAL 4.20 0.98 0.81 0.48 2.43 1.04 2.05 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.80 0.62 TOTAL 
AVE. 0.14 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.09 0.03 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.02 AVE. 

Source:  Western Regional Climatic Center, Saint Helena, CA, Station No. 047643 
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Sonoma Country Inn EIR 
Groundwater Recharge Calculations 

October 15, 2003

RAINFALL (IN INCHES) 1976-1977 

YEARLY TOTAL = 

13.05 
October November December January February March April May June July August September 

1 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.43 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 T 0.00 2 
3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3 
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4 
5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5 
6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 T 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6 
7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7 
8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.62 0.00 0.10 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8 
9 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.16 0.02 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9 

10 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10 
11 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 11 
12 0.00 T 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 12 
13 0.00 0.84 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 13 
14 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 14 
15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.93 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 15 
16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.69 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 16 
17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14 17 
18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 18 
19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.58 19 
20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 T 20 
21 T 0.00 0.00 0.05 1.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 21 
22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 22 
23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.36 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 23 
24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 24 
25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 T 0.00 0.00 0.00 T 0.00 25 
26 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 26 
27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 27 
28 0.00 0.00 T 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24 28 
29 0.00 0.00 1.33 0.00 0.10 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 29 
30 0.00 M 0.06 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 30 
31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 31 

TOTAL 0.02 1.26 1.39 2.55 2.65 2.81 0.16 1.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.10 TOTAL 
AVE. 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 AVE. 

Source:  Western Regional Climatic Center, Saint Helena, CA, Station No. 047643 
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APPENDIX E 
WATER DEMAND CALCULATIONS 



Sonoma Country Inn EIR 
Water Demand Calculations 

October 15, 2003 

Sonoma Country Inn - Groundwater Recharge Area Water Demand Estimate for General Plan Conditions 

Water Demand Assumptions 
Minimum Maximum 

Residential: 0.50 AFY/res 1.00 AFY/res 
Agriculture: 0.33 AFY/acre 1.00 AFY/acre 

Commercial: 0.50 AFY/lot 1.00 AFY/lot 
Parkland: 0.00 AFY/acre 0.00 AFY/acre 

Public Quasi-Pub: 0.50 AFY/acre 1.00 AFY/acre 
Recreation Visitor: 0.50 AFY/acre 1.00 AFY/acre 

Cumulative Demand Minimum Maximum 

Lucode 
General Land Use 

Type Density Acreage 
# Res. or 

Lots 

Residential 
Demand 

(AFY) 

Vineyard 
Demand 

(AFY) 

Commercial 
Demand 

(AFY) 

Other 
Demand 

(AFY) 

Total 
Demand 

(AFY) 

Residential 
Demand 

(AFY) 

Vineyard 
Demand 

(AFY) 

Commercial 
Demand 

(AFY) 

Other 
Demand 

(AFY) 

Total 
Demand 

(AFY) 
DA Agriculture 60 34.99 0.58 0.29 11.55 N/A N/A 11.84 0.58 34.99 N/A N/A 35.57 
DA Agriculture 20 96.87 4.84 2.42 31.97 N/A N/A 34.39 4.84 96.87 N/A N/A 101.71 
DA Agriculture 10 182.42 18.24 9.12 60.20 N/A N/A 69.32 18.24 182.42 N/A N/A 200.66 
DA Agriculture 20 177.10 8.86 4.43 58.44 N/A N/A 62.87 8.86 177.1 N/A N/A 185.96 
DA Agriculture 17 323.09 19.01 9.50 106.62 N/A N/A 116.12 19.01 323.09 N/A N/A 342.10 
DA Agriculture 10 40.37 4.04 2.02 13.32 N/A N/A 15.34 4.04 40.37 N/A N/A 44.41 
LC Commercial 1.5 6.56 4.37 N/A N/A 2.19 N/A 2.19 N/A N/A 4.37 N/A 4.37 
LC Commercial 1.5 5.11 3.41 N/A N/A 1.70 N/A 1.70 N/A N/A 3.41 N/A 3.41 
LIA Agriculture 100 377.64 3.78 1.89 124.62 N/A N/A 126.51 3.78 377.64 N/A N/A 381.42 
LIA Agriculture 100 174.10 1.74 0.87 57.45 N/A N/A 58.32 1.74 174.1 N/A N/A 175.84 
LIA Agriculture 100 92.41 0.92 0.46 30.50 N/A N/A 30.96 0.92 92.41 N/A N/A 93.33 
LIA Agriculture 60 51.36 0.86 0.43 16.95 N/A N/A 17.38 0.86 51.36 N/A N/A 52.22 
LIA Agriculture 60 166.18 2.77 1.38 54.84 N/A N/A 56.22 2.77 166.18 N/A N/A 168.95 

PQP Parkland N/A 28.25 N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 
PQP Public-Quasi Pub N/A 1.89 N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.95 0.95 N/A N/A N/A 1.89 1.89 
PQP Public-Quasi Pub N/A 0.82 N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.41 0.41 N/A N/A N/A 0.82 0.82 

RR Residential 6.8 145.63 21.42 10.71 N/A N/A N/A 10.71 21.42 N/A N/A N/A 21.42 
RR Residential 5 70.09 14.02 7.01 N/A N/A N/A 7.01 14.02 N/A N/A N/A 14.02 
RR Residential 1 27.70 27.70 13.85 N/A N/A N/A 13.85 27.70 N/A N/A N/A 27.70 
RR Residential 5 20.96 4.19 2.10 N/A N/A N/A 2.10 4.19 N/A N/A N/A 4.19 
RR Residential 5 20.86 4.17 2.09 N/A N/A N/A 2.09 4.17 N/A N/A N/A 4.17 
RR Residential 5 74.44 14.89 7.44 N/A N/A N/A 7.44 14.89 N/A N/A N/A 14.89 
RR Residential 2.5 10.83 4.33 2.17 N/A N/A N/A 2.17 4.33 N/A N/A N/A 4.33 
RR Residential 20 107.00 5.35 2.68 N/A N/A N/A 2.68 5.35 N/A N/A N/A 5.35 
RR Residential 5 71.23 14.25 7.12 N/A N/A N/A 7.12 14.25 N/A N/A N/A 14.25 

RRD Residential 100 24.22 0.24 0.12 N/A N/A N/A 0.12 0.24 N/A N/A N/A 0.24 
RRD Residential 100 113.03 1.13 0.57 N/A N/A N/A 0.57 1.13 N/A N/A N/A 1.13 
RRD Residential 100 1.72 0.02 0.01 N/A N/A N/A 0.01 0.02 N/A N/A N/A 0.02 
RRD Residential 60 88.46 1.47 0.74 N/A N/A N/A 0.74 1.47 N/A N/A N/A 1.47 
RRD Residential 100 195.95 1.96 0.98 N/A N/A N/A 0.98 1.96 N/A N/A N/A 1.96 
RRD Residential 20 57.00 2.85 1.43 N/A N/A N/A 1.43 2.85 N/A N/A N/A 2.85 

RVSC Recreation Visitor N/A 2.75 N/A N/A N/A N/A 1.38 1.38 N/A N/A N/A 2.75 2.75 
UR Residential 1 18.35 18.35 9.18 N/A N/A N/A 9.18 18.35 N/A N/A N/A 18.35 

Total 2809.38 209.75 100.99 566.45 3.89 2.73 674.06 209.75 1716.53 7.78 5.46 1931.74 
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Sonoma Country Inn EIR 
Water Demand Calculations 

October 15, 2003 

Project Demand Minimum Maximum 

Lucode 
General Land Use 

Type Density Acreage 
# Res. or 

Lots 

Residential 
Demand 

(AFY) 

Vineyard 
Demand 

(AFY) 

Commercial 
Demand 

(AFY) 

Other 
Demand 

(AFY) 

Total 
Demand 

(AFY) 

Residential 
Demand 

(AFY) 

Vineyard 
Demand 

(AFY) 

Commercial 
Demand 

(AFY) 

Other 
Demand 

(AFY) 

Total 
Demand 

(AFY) 
DA Agriculture 60 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 0 N/A N/A 0.00 
DA Agriculture 20 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 0 N/A N/A 0.00 
DA Agriculture 10 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 0 N/A N/A 0.00 
DA Agriculture 20 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 0 N/A N/A 0.00 
DA Agriculture 17 102.87 6.05 3.03 33.95 N/A N/A 36.97 6.05 102.87 N/A N/A 108.92 
DA Agriculture 10 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 0 N/A N/A 0.00 
LC Commercial 1.5 0.00 N/A N/A 0.00 N/A 0.00 N/A N/A 0.00 N/A 0.00 
LC Commercial 1.5 0.00 N/A N/A 0.00 N/A 0.00 N/A N/A 0.00 N/A 0.00 
LIA Agriculture 100 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 0 N/A N/A 0.00 
LIA Agriculture 100 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 0 N/A N/A 0.00 
LIA Agriculture 100 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 0 N/A N/A 0.00 
LIA Agriculture 60 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 0 N/A N/A 0.00 
LIA Agriculture 60 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 0 N/A N/A 0.00 

PQP Parkland N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 
PQP Public-Quasi Pub N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 
PQP Public-Quasi Pub N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 

RR Residential 6.8 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 
RR Residential 5 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 
RR Residential 1 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 
RR Residential 5 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 
RR Residential 5 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 
RR Residential 5 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 
RR Residential 2.5 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 
RR Residential 20 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 
RR Residential 5 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 

RRD Residential 100 68.16 0.68 0.34 N/A N/A N/A 0.34 0.68 N/A N/A N/A 0.68 
RRD Residential 100 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 
RRD Residential 100 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 
RRD Residential 60 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 
RRD Residential 100 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 
RRD Residential 20 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 

RVSC Recreation Visitor N/A 2.02 N/A N/A N/A N/A 1.01 1.01 N/A N/A N/A 2.02 2.02 
UR Residential 1 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.00 

Total 173.05 6.73 3.37 33.95 0.00 1.01 38.32 6.73 102.87 0.00 2.02 111.62 

Questa Engineering Corp. 2 of 2 



APPENDIX F 
GENERAL PLAN AND ZONING EXHIBITS 
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APPENDIX G 
MITIGATED INTERSECTION LEVELS OF SERVICE 



 
The exhibits contained in this appendix provide the mitigated (signalized) level of service (LOS) 
results for the Sonoma Country Inn traffic analysis.  They show that, for all time periods analyzed, 
signalized operation for intersections meeting signal warrants would be LOS A with varying seconds 
of delay. 



Exhibit F
 
MITIGATED
 

INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE
 
FRIDAY 7:30-8:30 AM
 

INTERSECTION 
EXISTING 

(Summer 2002) 

YEAR 2005 YEAR 2012 

BASE CASE 

BASE CASE + 
PROJECT 

(w/o Special Events) BASE CASE 

BASE CASE + 
PROJECT 

(w/o Special Events) 

SR 12/Adobe Canyon Rd  C-21.6/A-9.5 
E-48.8/A-9.5 (1) 

A-3.9 (3) A-4.0 A-4.7 A-4.8 

SR 12/Randolph Avenue E-47.7/A-9.7 (2) A-6.2 (3) A-6.4 A-7.7 A-7.9 

(1) Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). SR 12 eastbound left turn to Adobe Canyon Road/ Adobe Canyon Road southbound left 
turn to SR 12 
(2)  Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). SR 12 westbound approach to Randolph Avenue/ Randolph Avenue northbound left turn 
to SR 12. 
(3) Signalized level of service–control delay (in seconds). 

Year 2000 Highway Capacity Manual Operations Methodology 
Source: Crane Transportation Group 



Exhibit G
 
MITIGATED
 

INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE
 
FRIDAY 5:00-6:00 PM
 

INTERSECTION 
EXISTING 

(Summer 2002) 

YEAR 2005 YEAR 2012 

BASE CASE 

BASE CASE + 
PROJECT 

(w/o Special Events) BASE CASE 

BASE CASE + 
PROJECT 

(w/o Special Events) 

SR 12/Adobe Canyon Rd C-23.7/B-10.4 
F-62.0/B-10.4 (1) 

A-5.0 (3) A-5.0 A-6.4 A-6.6 

SR 12/Randolph Avenue D-27.8/A-9.3 (2) A-4.3 (3) A-4.5 A-5.5 A-5.7 

(1) Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). SR 12 eastbound left turn to Adobe Canyon Road/ Adobe Canyon Road southbound left 
turn to SR 12 
(2)  Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). SR 12 westbound approach to Randolph Avenue/ Randolph Avenue northbound left turn 
to SR 12. 
(3) Signalized level of service–control delay (in seconds). 

Year 2000 Highway Capacity Manual Operations Methodology 
Source: Crane Transportation Group 



Exhibit H
 
MITIGATED
 

INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE
 
SUNDAY 3:30-4:30 PM
 

INTERSECTION 
EXISTING 

(Summer 2002) 

YEAR 2005 YEAR 2012 

BASE CASE 

BASE CASE + 
PROJECT 

(w/o Special Events) BASE CASE 

BASE CASE + 
PROJECT 

(w/o Special Events) 

SR 12/Lawndale Road E-40.0/A-9.6 (1) F-48.1/B-10.1 F-50.0/B-10.2 A-5.6 A-5.7 

SR 12/Adobe Canyon Rd. D-26.6/A-9.6
 F-92.4/B-10.1 (2) 

A-6.3 (4) A-6.4 A-7.7 A-7.8 

SR 12/Randolph Avenue D-38.4/A-9.5 (3) A-3.4 (4) A-3.5 A-4.3  A-4.5 

(1)  Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). Lawndale Road northbound approach/ SR 12 westbound approach to Lawndale Road. 
(2) Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). SR 12 eastbound left turn to Adobe Canyon Road/ Adobe Canyon Road southbound left 
turn to SR 12 
(3)  Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). SR 12 westbound approach to Randolph Avenue/ Randolph Avenue northbound left turn 
to SR 12. 
(4) Signalized level of service–control delay (in seconds). 

Year 2000 Highway Capacity Manual Operations Methodology 
Source: Crane Transportation Group 



Exhibit I 

MITIGATED
 

INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE
 
FRIDAY 5:00-6:00 PM
 

TIME OF MAXIMUM INBOUND FLOW TO SONOMA COUNTRY INN SPECIAL EVENT
 

INTERSECTION 

YEAR 2005 YEAR 2012 

BASE CASE 
(NO SPECIAL EVENTS) 

BASE CASE + 
PROJECT + 

PROJECT AVERAGE 
SIZE SPECIAL 

EVENT 

BASE CASE 
(NO SPECIAL EVENTS) 

BASE CASE + 
PROJECT + 

PROJECT AVERAGE 
SIZE SPECIAL 

EVENT 

SR 12/Lawndale Road F-52.2/B-10.2 (1) A-4.7 (2) F-85.5/B-10.1 (1) A-6.2 

SR 12/Adobe Canyon Rd A-5.0 (2) A-5.1 A-6.4 A-6.7 

SR 12/Randolph Avenue A-4.3 (2) A-4.5 A-5.5 A-5.8 

(1)  Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). Lawndale Road northbound approach/ SR 12 westbound approach to Lawndale Road. 
(2) Signalized level of service–control delay (in seconds). 

Year 2000 Highway Capacity Manual Operations Methodology 
Source: Crane Transportation Group 



Exhibit J
 
MITIGATED
 

INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE
 
SUNDAY 3:30-4:30 PM
 

TIME OF MAXIMUM OUTBOUND FLOW FROM SONOMA COUNTRY INN SPECIAL EVENTS
 

INTERSECTION 

YEAR 2005 YEAR 2012 

BASE CASE 
(NO SPECIAL 

EVENTS) 

BASE CASE + 
PROJECT + 

PROJECT 
AVERAGE SIZE 
SPECIAL EVENT 

BASE CASE + 
PROJECT + 

AVERAGE SIZE 
SPECIAL EVENT 

AT SONOMA 
COUNTRY INN AND 

ALL NEARBY 
WINERIES * 

BASE CASE 
(NO SPECIAL 

EVENTS) 

BASE CASE + 
PROJECT + 
PROJECT 

AVERAGE SIZE
 SPECIAL EVENT 

BASE CASE + 
PROJECT + 

AVERAGE SIZE 
SPECIAL EVENT 

AT SONOMA 
COUNTRY INN 

AND ALL NEARBY 
WINERIES * 

SR 12/Lawndale Road F-48.0/A-9.9 (1) A-4.5 (2) A-5.1 A-5.6 A-5.8 A-6.6 

SR 12/Adobe Canyon Rd A-6.3 (2) A-6.4 A-7.5 A-7.7 A-7.8 A-9.5 

SR 12/Randolph Avenue A-3.4 (2) A-3.5 A-3.8 A-4.3 A-4.5 A-4.9 

(1)  Side street stop sign controlled level of service–average control delay (in seconds). Lawndale Road northbound approach/ SR 12 westbound left turn to Lawndale Road. 
(2) Signalized level of service–control delay (in seconds). 

Year 2000 Highway Capacity Manual Operations Methodology 
Source: Crane Transportation Group 
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